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Professor Madhu Dandavate was an
outstanding parliamentarian, a principled
politician, a committed democrat, a true fighter for
social justice, a prolific writer-all in one. Service
to the people, especially the poor and the
downtrodden, was of prime importance to him.
Exposed to the trials and tribulations of the
country’s Freedom Struggle and many sociopolitical movements in post-independent India,
he became a member of Lok Sabha
consecutively from 1971 to1991 and rose to hold
the mantle of Union Minister of Railways and
Finance and later Deputy Chairman. Planning
Commission. Whatever he did in these capacKies
was always motivated by how the poorest of the
poor in the country was going to t>e t>enefited. The
socialist in him propelled to ceaselessly advocate
for changes in the prevalent socio-economic
scenario in the society. But, Gandhian influence
persuaded him to embrace the more enduring
peaceful and democratic methods to attain his
cherished goals. In Parliament, he evoked
attention of members irrespective of their
party/ideological inclinations through his
eloquent and thought-provoking speeches
corroborated with facts and figures and
interspersed with humour. His thorough
knowledge of parliamentary practice and
procedures was indeed inspiring. Simplicity and
honesty, probity and transparency, humility and
amiability remained his watchwords throughout
life. This publrcation attempts to portray Madhu
Dandavate's multi-splendoured personality,
his firm conviction as a parliamentarian and his
ideals in public life. It also throws light on his
clear and cogent ideas on various subjects of
parliamentary interest, as well as on such diverse
and larger aspects of national life like economy,
planning, railways, social justice, secularism,
judicial matters, foreign affairs, etc.
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SPEAKER, LOK SABHA

FOREWORD
Professor Madhu Dandavate was one of the towering leaders in the
political and parliamentary firmament of post-Independence India who
combined in himself the sterling qualities of an eminent pcirliamentarian,
accomplished administrator, erudite scholar, forceful speaker, acclaimed
rationalist and, above all, a socially sensitive human being. He was also a
staunch Gandhian, a devoted sodalist> and an ardent advocate of the rights
of the working das^. rii^ many splendoured contributions to our parliamentary
polity have been widely acknowledged by a grateful nation.
All through his illustrious public life, Professor Madhu Dandavate was
a shining example of pragmatism, perseverance and the high ideals of
parliamentarism. A leader of strong convictions, and a profound thinker, he
relentlessly fought for the establishment of a sodalistic order and building a
casteless and classless sodety. It was his firm belief that it is only by pursuing
sodalistic ideals that we could alleviate the misery and suffering of the teeming
masses of the covmtry. It is because of this conviction that all his ideas and
actions were aimed at securing the lofty goals of sodalism. Simultaneously,
he campaigned for probity* aijid transparency in public life. Professor
Dandavate spared no effort to create avy;areness among the dtizenry about
the perils and pitfalls of sbdo-economic inequity, poverty and corruption;
undoubtedly, he was a great moral force in our polity
In the early years of his life. Professor Madhu Dandavate enriched the
academia by his scholarly brilliance; at the same time, he also devoted himself
to varied sodetal issues of the time. Soon, the call of public service impelled
him to plunge into politics. Even in those early years, he was drawn towards
the resurgent nationalism sweeping the country and took active part in the
freedom struggle. In the decades that followed. Professor Dandavate involved
himself passionately with all the major progressive people's movements of
his time, including the Quit India Movement, the movement to liberate Goa
(i)
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from the shackles of the Portuguese rule, and in the Samyukta Maharashtra
Movement, and later stood out among the higher rungs of leadership,
defending democracy and the ennobling values of our national life.
The finest of qualities in Professor Madhu Dandavate were seen when he
served as a member of the Lok Sabha from 1971 to 1991. I have had
opportunity to interact with him in close quarters in the Lok Sabha for long
and one cannot but be greatly impressed by his deep respect for our
parliamentary institutions. His masterly performance as a parliamentarian
remained one of the distinguishing features of his eventful life. His
membership of the Lok Sabha for five terms was reflective of the high esteem
in which he was held by the people. His knowledge of parliamentary practices
and procedures was phenomenal and his thought-provoking, analytical and
scintillating speeches on diverse subjects were greatly inspiring. Using
procedural devices very deftly. Professor Dandavate always strove to uphold
the supremacy of Parliament and secure the accountability of the Executive
as also the legislators to the people.
As a seasoned parliamentarian, Professor Madhu Dandavate effectively
used the forum of Parliament to forcefully articulate the travails and
tribulations of the common man. By his legendary articulation and deep
commitment to the welfare of the poor and the downtrodden, he underscored
the fact that an alert cind vigilant parliamentarian can be a bulwark in the
cause of the poor and the destitute. He was held in high esteem by all sections
of the House, irrespective of political ideologies and inclinations. His quick
wit and humorous repartees will ever go down as folklores in the annals of
our parliamentary history. He always held the Chair in utmost respect and
strictly adhered to the norms of decency and decorum in the House and
scrupulously followed parliamentary etiquette and traditions. I recall receiving
a congratulatory message from Professor Dandavate soon after I assumed
office as the Speaker of Lok Sabha and for me, personally, it was a great
encouragement to be felicitated by such an outstanding parliamentarian. He
expressed to me his sadness and shock at the attempted denigration of the
institution of Lok Sabha by some members who deliberately created disorderly
scenes and disrupted the proceedings of the House which very seriously
affect the image of the Parliament itself.
During his long and eventful public life. Professor Madhu Dandavate
held important positions in the government, the Parliament and the party, in
all of which he left behind his indelible imprint. As the Union Minister of
Railways from 1977 to 1979, he was instrumental in giving a thrust to the
prestigious Konkan Railway project which came to fruition in later years.
During his tenure as the Minister of Finance from 1989 to 1990, he made
significant contributions to ameliorate the lot of the poor and the
disadvantaged. Professor Dandavate perceived the Union Budget as an
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economic exercise of the imperatives of political choices for the uplift of the
common man as also for the integrated development of the national economy.
As Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, an office which he adorned
with distinction from August 1996 to March 1998, he endeavoured to promote
decentralized planning and even and uniform development of the coimtry,
while keeping in mind the requirements of the regions which warranted
special attention.
Professor Dandavate was also a prolific and perceptive writer. Through
his scholarly publications, such as Evolution of Socialist Politics, Gandhiji's Impact
on Socialist Thinking, Three Decades o f Indian Communism, Marx and Gandhi,
and Future o f Parliamentary Democracy in India, he brought to bear his incisive
intellect to ihe body of knowledge on a wide array of topical themes.
Professor Madhu Dandavate was a man of the masses in every sense of
the term. Irrespective of the high offices he held, he was ever accessible to all;
simplicity and humility permeated his thinking and living. Firmly wedded
to socialism and secularism, he relentlessly fought for fundamental freedoms
and human dignity and never hesitated to raise his voice against any injustice
anywhere. Casteism and fundcimentalism were an anathema to him. Similarly,
till his very last days, the rationalist in him spoke eloquentiy against any
form of obscurantism. Those of us who had the privilege of sharing the
Lok Sabha benches with Professor Madhu Dandavate could only marvel at
the consummate skill and rare conviction with which he lent his indomitable
voice to the ideals he cherished and the causes he held dear. It is indeed
imperative to place on record the signal contributions of Professor Madhu
Dandavate to the nation and its people so that posterity could derive
inspiration from the life and times of this distinguished leader of modem
India.
This commemorative volume, brought out by the Lok Sabha Secretariat,
recapitulates the different dimensions of Professor Madhu Dandavate's
multifaceted personality and the commendable services rendered by him in
reinforcing democratic norms and values in our political and parliamentary
life. I compliment Shri P.D.T. Achary, Secretary-General, Lok Sabha, and his
team of officers, for bringing out this volume. I am sure, the publication will
be found informative and useful by parliamentarians, political scientists,
academics, media personnel and all others interested in the study of the
parliamentary and the socio-political and economic systems of our country.

12 January 2007
New Delhi

(SOMNATH CHATTERJEE)

SECRETARY-GENERAL,
LOK SABHA

PREFACE
Professor Madhu Dandavate was a multifaceted personality. He was a
socialist, whose actions were always motivated by his concern for the welfare
of the poor, the deprived and the disadvantaged. As a Gandhian to the core
he believed in peaceful and democratic means of struggle to reduce disparities
in the society. Given his predisposition towards serious studies in the formative
years of childhood, he became a brilliant Professor of Physics. But he did not
remain confined to the four walls of the University With the value of
patriotism ever kindling within since childhood days, his natural inclination
was for public service. He participated in the Quit India Movement and in
other movements like the Royal Indian Navy Revolt of 1946. In the postIndependence period, he championed the cause of the peasants, the workers
and the trade imions through various socio-political movements. He had
played a pivotal role in the Goa Liberation Movement in 1955 and in the
Samyukta Maharashtra Movement in 1956. He also actively participated in
the movement for restoration of democracy in the country subsequent to
declaration of Emergency in 1975.
Professor Dandavate was a member of five consecutive Lok Sabhas from
1971-1977 to 1989-1991. As a member of the House, he always upheld
constitutional norms and parliamentary traditions and conventions. He was
indeed the quintessential parliamentarian who regarded parliamentary
democracy not only as a form of government but also a way of life. He
occupied a very important space in our national and parliamentary life and
left his indelible imprint in the annals of our national polity. His speeches in
the Lok Sabha had a profound impact. Himiour and repartee were his forte
which made his speeches not only effective but helped ease the tense
atmosphere in the House many a time. A democrat by conviction. Professor
Dandavate while zealously upholding the supremacy of Parliament, held the
Executive and the Judiciary in high esteem. As an outstanding parliamentarian.
(V)
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he adroitly used all parliamentary and procedural devices to put across his
views while holding the Chair in high respect. A firm believer in ethics and
probity in public life and value based politics, he strongly disapproved politics
of convenience, expediency and opportunism.
As Union Minister holding the portfolios of Railways and Finance, he
adopted a new approach aimed at the welfare of the common man. The
introduction of cushioned berths and provision of food at moderate prices in
the trains was the brainchild of Professor Dandavate as the Railway Minister,
He had played a commendable role in increasing the overall efficiency in the
Railways. His efforts for the welfare of the railway employees and bridging
the urban-rural divide in the country by expanding the railway network will
always be remembered. Even though his tenure as the Finance Minister was
relatively short, he endeavoured to ensure growth with social justice keeping
an eye on long-term economic stability. The Budget, he presented to the Lok
Sabha in 1990 had innovative and balanced measures for development of
agriculture, generation of employment and eradication of poverty. Given his
concern for the welfare of the common man, the Budget had relief measures
for the poor, the artisans, the fishermen and the backward regions in the
country. As Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, Professor
Dandavate played a pivotal role in the formulation of the Draft Ninth Five
Year Plan which gave weightage to the problems of the peasants, the working
class and the youth.
Shri Dandavate had his own perspective on the developmental strategy
for the country. He endeavoured to promote development with a human
face. He was against lopsided development and fought for growth with equity.
He was as much concerned with economic development as with social equality
and deprecated obscurantist and divisive tendencies such as casteism and
communalism. As a committed social worker he championed the cause of
women, children, old people and the disabled throughout his life. He
advocated the empowerment of women and the downtrodden by providing
them education and employment and by making them aware of their rights.
Hailing from a family with a well-founded literary tradition. Professor
Dandavate had developed interest in art, literature and music from childhood.
His passion for reading and writing culminated in his becoming a profound
writer. One can discern a scientist, a socialist, a Gandhian and above all a
moralist in his writings. He has authored several books which include
'Evolution of Socialist Policies', 'Gandhiji's Impact on Socialist Thinking',
'Marx and Gandhi', 'Three Decades of Indian Communism', 'Yusuf
Meherally—Quest for New Horizons'. These apart, he has books to his credit
like 'Ethos of Planning in India', 'Kashmir—Test Case for Secularism',
'Jayaprakash Narayan: Struggle with Values', 'Echoes in Parliament', 'Quest
of Conscience', 'As the Mind Unfolds', 'Architects of Modem India' and his
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autobiography, 'Dialogue with Life'. He was also the Editor of the weekly,
Janata from 1993 to 1996.
Following the footprints of Mahatma Gandhi, Professor Dandavate lived
a life of simplicity, honesty and integrity. Despite holding high positions, he
remained honest to the core and held principles and rules of conduct closest
to his heart. The values of service and sacrifice, probity and transparency,
generosity and compassion were integral to his public life and these constituted
the springboard of his principled politics. Throughout his public life it always
remained his earnest endeavour to ensure that public funds were used only
for public causes.
The present publication is our humble tribute to Professor Dandavate,
who dedicated his life for the country's socio-political and economic
advancement through people's welfare and progress. We express our deep
gratitude to Shri Somnath Chatterjee, Hon'ble Speaker, Lok Sabha for his
encouragement and strong support to bring out this publication. I am deeply
beholden to him for contributing such an illuminating 'Foreword' to this
publication. We also express our profound thanks to the Hon'ble President of
India, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, Hon'ble Vice-President of India, Shri Bhairon
Singh Shekhawat, Hon'ble Prime Minister of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh,
Hon'ble Deputy Chairman, Rajya Sabha, Shri K. Rahman Khan, Hon'ble
Deputy Speaker, Lok Sabha, Shri Chamjit Singh Atwal, Hon'ble Former Prime
Minister of India, Shri V.R Singh, Hon'ble Chief Minister of Rajasthan,
Smt. Vasundhara Raje, Hon'ble Governor of Andhra Pradesh, Shri Rameshwar
Thakur, Hon'ble Governor of Madhya Pradesh, Dr. Bal Ram Jakhar and
Hon'ble Member of Rajya Sabha, Dr. Karan Singh, for sending their messages
for the publication. Their contributions have added great value to this
Publication.
The publication consists of five parts: Part I attempts to provide a Profile
of Professor Madhu Dandavate. The profile gives an account of the evolution
of the personality of Professor Dandavate through the formative years of his
childhood, his participation in the country's freedom struggle to the emergence
as an outstanding public figure in the national life. It highlights his role as
a Member of Parliament, as Union Minister of Railways and Finance and as
Deputy Chairman of Planning Commission. It also portrays him as an author,
who cherished the ideals and causes he stood for.
Part II of the publication contains Articles on Professor Dandavate penned
by dignitaries, his close associates and contemporaries. Our honoured
contributors include Union Cabinet Ministers, former Speakers of Lok Sabha,
Governors, Members of Parliament, academics, eminent journalists, etc. I am
grateful to all of them for having responded to our request and enriched our
publication with their valued contributions.
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Part III of the Publication gives select speeches of Professor Dandavate
on the floor of the two Houses of Parliament. The speeches in this Section
will help provide a glimpse of his views on various subjects including his
deep concern for the deprived and the weaker sections of our society. It also
contains the speeches he made in the Lok Sabha paying homages to the
various dignitaries and leaders.
Part IV of the Publication contains his writings on subjects of parliamentary
relevance. These articles were contributed by Professor Dandavate to the
publications brought out by the Lok Sabha Secretariat from time to time.
Part V contains tributes paid to Professor Dandavate in the Lok Sabha as
well as by eminent persons in public life.
The Monograph contains photographs of Professor Dandavate showing
different facets of his life—as a fcimily man, as a parliamentarian, as a visionary
and as a social and political worker. We are thanfkul to Shri Uday Dandavate,
son of Professor Madhu Dandavate for providing us with some rare
photographs for inclusion in the volume. Thanks are also due to Shri Suhas
Borker, a close associate of Prof. Madhu Dandavate for providing us some
photographs for inclusion in the publication.
The Publication is the result of hard work put in by the officers and staff
of the Lok Sabha Secretariat. I am thankful to Shri M. Rajagopalan Nair,
Additional Secretary; Shri N. K. Sapra, Joint Secretary; Shri P. K. Misra,
Joint Secretary; Smt. Sadhna Rani Gupta, Director; Smt. Kalpana Sharma,
Joint Director; Stxri Pradosh Panda, Joint Diiector-H; Shri Prasanta Kumar Mallick,
Deputy Director and Shri Jayanta Kumar Samal, Research Assistcint for their
committed and dedicated work. Thanks are also due to the Parliamentary
Museum and Archives and to the Bureau of Parliamentary Studies and
Training for good quality photographs and to Shri Radhey Shyam,
Quef Controller of Printing and Publications for providing us good quality
publication well in time. I also thank the Printers Shri Sudhir Kumar Jain of
M /s. Jainco Art India for the excellent job they have done in such a short
time.
We hope that the Monograph will be welcomed by parliamentarians,
academics, researchers and the media.

New Delhi
March 2007

(PD.T ACHARY)
Secretary-General
Lok Sabha

W -T ^
PRESIDENT
REPUBLIC OF INDIA

MESSAGE
I am happy to know that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a
Monograph on the late Professor Madhu Dandavate on the occasion of his
birth anniversary on 21 January 2007.
Professor Madhu Dandavate was an outstanding Pariiament<irian and
administrator whose work ethics, lifestyle and world view emphasized the
importance of a good value system. A person who always cared for the
common people and for secular principles, he brought dignity to politics.
These attributes can inspire the young leaders of today.
On this occasion, I pay my tribute to the late Professor Madhu Dandavate
and wish the Monograph all success.

New Delhi
18 December 2006

(A. R J. ABDUL KALAM)

VICE-PRESIDENT
OF INDIA

MESSAGE
I am happy to know that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a
Monograph on late Professor Madhu Dandavate on the occasion of his Birth
Anniversary on 21st January 2007.
Professor Madhu Dandavate was a true democrat, an able administrator,
parliamentarian par excellence, profound thinker and writer and above all a
committed humanist who always championed the cause of the poor and the
deprived. He was an epitome of probity and high moral values. As a Union
Minister and Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, he contributed
immensely for the development of our country. In his long career in public
life, he was widely resp>ected for his mature reflection, political vision and
deep sensitivity for the poor and the deprived. His services to the country are
truly unforgettable.
I pay my respectful tributes to this illustrious son of India and wish the
Monograph all success.

New Delhi
20 November 2006

(BHAIRON SINGH SHEKHAWAT)

PRIME MINISTER
OF INDIA

MESSAGE
I am happy to leam that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is publishing a
Monograph on late Professor Madhu Dandavate. I had the pleasure of
knowing Professor Dandavate in various capacities. However, I will always
remember him, as will the entire nation, as one of our most distinguished
Parliamentarians.
Professor Dandavate was a true patriot and was truly committed to the
welfare of our people. As a Member of the Lok Sabha for two decades
Professor Dandavate actively participated in many important debates in
Parliament, from both sides of the House. As the Union Minister of Railways
he endeared himself to the employees of the Indian Railways and to the
commuters. His simplicity and transparent integrity constantly reminded us
of his deep commitment to the values espoused by Mahatma Gandhi.
Professor Madhu Dandavate inspired many young Parliamentarians when
he was a Member of the House. I hope this collection of his speeches, his
articles and tributes from his admirers will continue to inspire newer
generations of our Parliamentarians.
I sincerely hope aU our young Members of Parliament, cutting across
party lines, will take the time to read through this Monograph. I compliment
the Lok Sabha Secretariat for taking this initiative.

New Delhi
10 November 2006

(MANMOHAN SINGH)

\
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TTS^ w
DY. CHAIRMAN,
RAJYA SABHA

MESSAGE
I am glad to leam that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a
Monograph on late Professor Madhu Dandavate, the noted Parliamentarian
and veteran leader of India.
His outstanding contribution as a Member of Parliament and his
interventions greatly enriched the quality of the debates. He was a role model
to the junior and new Members of Lok Sabha. His sincerity of purpose, his
simple life, concern for the poor and commitment to the Constitution^ norms,
his relentless struggle both within and outside the Parliament for a better
India was for all to emulate. As Finance Minister, he dischcirged his functions
with total transparency, paying full respect to Parliament and the Members.
The country has indeed lost a leader who stood for upholding the moral
values in public life.
He did not allow his ideology to cloud his liberal nationalistic ideology.
During his long innings in Lok Sabha for five consecutive terms from tf\e
Fifth to the Ninth Lok Sabha (1971-91), he won accolades for his learned
interventions in the discussions. He was acclaimed as a great parliamentarian
who has contributed significantly towards instilling parliamentary traditions
in our polity.
A leading figure in the political and cultural life of the country, he will
always be remembered for his sterling qualities and his diverse contributions
towards enriching our polity and society. Today, on his birth anniversary we
offer our salutations to this distinguished son of India.

New Delhi
14 November 2006

(K. RAHMAN KHAN)

DEPUTY SPEAKER,
LOK SABHA

MESSAGE
I am happy to leam that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a
Monograph on Professor Madhu Dandavate on the occasion of his
82nd Birth Anniversary. I have had the honour of personal association with
Professor Dandavate as a member of the Eighth Lok Sabha during 1984-1989.
I have fond memories of the wide-ranging knowledge he brought to the
debates on various subjects in the House. He had the expertise of a Physicist
combined v^th pragmatism of an earnest social worker. So he made his point
quite convincingly. At the same time, he took all coimter-charges with a
touch of humour, thereby endearing himself to all and everyone. He was
undoubtedly an inspiring parliamentarian.
Professor Dandavate was a scholar-cum-politidan. Generations to come
will always remember him as a devoted Gandhian and a true Socialist wedded
to the values of bringing change through democratic means. In politics, values
were of utmost importance to him and the pursuit of the welfare of the
downtrodden and the disadvantaged remained ever dear to him. He
championed the cause of all-roimd development of the coimtry by which the
poorest in the distant comer can equally benefit and claim for himself a
rightful and dignified means of livelihood.
As a Railway Minister, he introduced various facilities for the ordinary
passengers. With his administrative efficiency, sense of justice and sincerity,
he encouraged initiative and talent in the Railways and promoted self-reliance.
As a Fincmce Minister, the welfare of the weaker sections and poverty
alleviation always remained of utmost importance to him. He gave a new
thrust to the fiscal policy by bringing richer sections into the tax net.

He was a prolific writer. His writings throw light on most of the issues
that engaged national attention during his time and in his writings one can
see a s)mthesis of reason and values. Above all, his life was an example of
simplicity, honesty and integrity.
It is indeed befitting that the Lok Sabha Secretariat should bring out a
Monograph on Professor Madhu Dandavate, who was a remarkable
parliamentarian with an abiding commitment to parliamentary traditions
and conventions. I hope, this publication will provide a valuable insight into
Professor Dandavate's multi-splendoured personality as well as his cherished
thoughts and ideals for the coming generations to emulate.

New Delhi
5 December 2006

(CHARNJIT SINGH ATWAL)

FORMER PRIME MINISTER
OF INDIA

MESSAGE
I am happy to know that the Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a
Monograph on late Professor Madhu Dandavate.
Professor Madhu Dandavate is a multi-faceted personality of Indian
politics. I had the good fortune to personally know him. During the days of
political struggle between 1987 and 1989 he vigorously campaigned for me
and supported me. He strongly supported the recommendations of Mandal
Commission. As a person he is one of the finest persons I have come across
in Public life. We all have always had the highest regards for him.
From 1971 to 1990 he was an M.P, elected to the Lok Sabha for 5 times
consecutively from Rajapur in Konkan, Maharashtra. He was one of the
prominent opposition leaders when Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi were
the Prime Ministers. He was the Finance Minister in my Cabinet. He was also
the Deputy Chairperson of the Planning Commission of India in 1990 and
again from 1996 to 1998.
His services towards the society in all spheres had given him wide
recognition in India as well as abroad. He was endowed with qualities of
humility and self-restraint. He had upheld the highest values of personal and
public integrity. He had a deep impact on national political issues. He was
a committed patriot. He was respected by one and all.
Even after his death he served the country by donating his body to
JJ Hospital, Mimibai for Research.

New Delhi
16 November 2006

(V.R SINGH)

GOVERNOR,
ANDHRA PRADESH

MESSAGE
Professor Madhu Dandavate was an outstanding public figure. His
immense contribution for the cause of the public upliftment in general and
down-trodden in particular will be highly remembered. It was an honour
and privilege of knowing him personally. We both were the members of the
team of the delegation—^Inter-Parliamentary Union Conference, Geneva (1984).
Compilation of diary daily with colourful pictures by Professor Madhu
Dandavate was highly impressive. He was a veteran and able Parliamentarian.
My interaction with Professor Madhu Dandavate, as a Member of Parliament
and Union Minister had been a memorable one and I cherish those memories
even now.
I wish the publication will be of a great interest to the readers in general.

Hyderabad
6 November 2006

(RAMESHWAR THAKUR)
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GOVERNOR,
MADHYA PRADESH

MESSAGE
I appreciate that Lok Sabha Secretariat is bringing out a Monograph on
Late Professor Madhu Dandavate on the occasion of his birth anniversary on
the 21st January 2007. Professor Dandavate was an outstanding
Parliamentarian. Whenever he participated in discussions on any issue or
subject, he used to draw rapt attention of the entire House. He always came
well prepared and never took Business of the House casually. His speeches
and statements were impressive pulsating with facts. He had endearing
temperament and did not allow political affiliations of individuals in personal
dealings and relations with any. He fundamentally had faith in Secularism
and Socialism. Nationalism was in his heart and mind. He had participated
in ''Quit India Movement". He was a Member of Parliament in Fifth, Sixth,
Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Lok Sabhas.
As Minister of Railways and Finance he had established his administrative
abilities. He was admired by all. He has his own place in the history of
Indian politics. I wish that this monograph will be widely circulated and of
benefit to parliamentarians and others.

Bhopal
13 December 2006

(BAL RAM JAKHAR)

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT,
RAJYA SABHA

MESSAGE
Professor Madhu Dandavate was one of the most dynamic and
constructive members of the Parliament that I have ever known. His
predecessor from his constituency was Shri Nath Pai, a dear friend and a
brilliant parliamentarian. After his untimely passing, Professor Madhu
Dandavate filled the vacuum with great ability. Both he and his wife Pramila
Dandavate were committed socialists and championed the cause of women
and vulnerable sections of society. Despite his strong views. Professor
Dandavate was always a picture of courtesy and goodwill. We became quite
close during the many years that we spent together in Parliament, and I take
this opportunity to offer him and Pramilaji my warm remembrances.

New Delhi
14 November 2006

(KARAN SINGH)
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PROFILE

PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE-A PROHLE
"A really great man is known by three signs—generosity in the design,
humanity in the execution and moderation in success". This characteristic
statement of Otto von Bismarck, one of the prominent statesmen of the 19th
century, aptly fits the multi-faceted personality of Professor Madhu
Dandavate—a committed socialist, a true Gandhian and a veteran
parliamentarian. He stood by the socialist ideology throughout his public life
and his earnest endeavour was to lay the foundation for a unified socialist
movement in the country. The influence of Gandhi made him to strive towards
his cherished goals and ideals only through peaceful, democratic and non
violent means. As a parliamentarian, he brought in all earnestness, the issues
of the people, the working class, the peasantry and the poor to the floor of
the Parliament for debate and befitting policy prescription. While speaking,
whether inside Parliament or outside, he was always precise on facts, figures
and references, evoking attention and admiration from all sections of the
House.
Madhu Dandavate was bom in a family known for its literary tradition.
His grandfather, Shri Balwant Hivrargaonkar was a notable literary figure
and his aunt, Manorama Ranade was a poetess. His father Shri Ramachandra
Dandavate though a civil engineer, followed the literary tradition in the family
In the formative years of life, Madhu Dandavate was exposed to the
Mahabharata and some of the books by Mahatma Gandhi, Swami Vivekananda,
Gopal Krishna Gokhale, Lokmanya Tilak, Sane Guruji, Shakespeare and other
renowned English authors and eminent literateurs. He was also exposed to
the speeches of several patriots and social reformers. His father's sister and
her husband had participated in the freedom struggle and undergone rigorous
imprisonment in 1930 and in 1942. He also knew two other freedom fighters
like Achyut Patwardhan and PH. Patwardhan. These associations contributed
to cultivating a sense of patriotism and motivation for public service in him.
As a Professor in the Siddharth College of Arts and Science in Mumbed,
founded and run by the People's Education Society, Professor Dandavate
happened to have worthwhile contact with Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, who was the
Qiairman of the Society. Through him, he leamt the value of 'compassion' as
a means of struggle for social justice.
The roots of social justice were strongly embedded in Madhu Dandavate's
mind since his childhood. The ordeal for Sita in the Ramayana to come out of
fire to prove her character after liberation from the captivity of Ravana and
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the incident of Dromcharya refusing to part with the instruction of archery to
Ekalavya in Mahabharata aroused moral indignation in him as a child. Madhu
Dandavate was also influenced by the teachings of Lord Buddha. The writings
of leaders like Mahatma Gandhi, Lokmanya Tilak and Gopal Krishna Gokhale
and of social reformers like Gopal Ganesh Agarkar, Justice Mahadev Govind
Ranade, Jyotiba Phule and Dr. B.R. Ambedkar made him aware of the
dynamics of Indian society and equipped him with a perspective to address
the larger issue of equality and social justice in a pragmatic and balanced
manner.
Professor Dandavate was a man of varied interests. He was a teacher, an
educationist and an author. He authored several books on matters of
parliamentary interest, planning in India, on secularism and notable
personcdities and thinkers like Mahatma Gandhi, Karl Marx, Jayaprakash
Narayan and Yusuf Meherally, to name a few. His articles published in English,
Hindi and Mcirathi journals and newspapers reflect his views on political,
parliamentary, constitutional, social, economic and international issues. Besides
his scientific temperament, he had an aptitude for literature, poetry, Indian
classical music, Beethoven's symphony and Mozart's music. He enjoyed watching
art films and theatrical plays in various languages. Madhu Dandavate had
abiding interest in cricket. He seemed to have fond memories of receiving the
silver medal as the skipper of the Lok Sabha Cricket Team from the President
of India.

Early life
Madhu Dandavate was bom on 21 January 1924 at Ahmednagar, in
Maharashtra.
After having his primary education from the Municipal School, Dandavate
joined the Ahmednagar Education Society School for secondary education.
Late Justice M.G. Ranade, the great social reformer, scholar and a notable
figure in judiciary had founded this School. Dandavate passed his
Matriculation examination from here.
During school days, Madhu Dandavate had great interest in poetry and
he used to participate in poetry recitation competition. He also took part in
a number of cricket tournaments and won many awards. His father had a
feeling that Mumbai would be a better place for the pursuit of cricket. So
after secondary education, he was sent to Mumbai for college education. He
pursued the 2-year Intermediate Science course from the Ramnarain Ruia
College in Mumbai. After Intermediate, he joined the Royal Institute of Science,
one of the premier institutes of Science in Mumbai. He chose Physics for B.Sc.
examination and secured a first division. He passed the M.Sc. examination
with distinction from the same Institute in 1946. It was a matter of sheer
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coincidence that Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, was on the look out for brilliant young
lecturers for the Siddharth College of Arts and Science in Mumbai at that
time. His choice zeroed in on Madhu Dandavate. Dandavate was selected as
a lecturer in the Department of Physics in 1946. Later, he taught Nuclear
Physics in the same college and at the Post-Graduate level in the Bombay
University till 1971.
Madhu Dandavate married Pramila Dandavate on 22 October 1953. She
was a great source of support and inspiration to him both in his personal and
public life. Both cooperated with each other in all social and political
movements. She had a deep sense of commitment to gender justice and
empowerment of women. With her commitment to social causes she rose to
become a member of the Seventh Lok Sabha (1980-1984). She passed away on
1 January 2002.

Into Freedom Struggle
Madhu Dandavate was well into his youth when the Freedom Struggle
of the country was at its peak during the 1940s. He took an active part in the
underground movement during the Quit India Movement of 1942. He was
then 18 ye«irs of age. He happened to set the Bench Magistrate's Court on fire
and also tried to disrupt sensitive telephone communications of the army
headquarters as a part of the underground movement during this period.
Subsequently in 1946, he evinced his solidarity with the Royal Indian
Navy men in their revolt at the Castle Barracks in Mumbai by putting stone
barricades on the road to prevent movement of military vehicles with British
soldiers.

Post-Independence Period: Participation in various Movements
In the post-Independence period, Dandavate's participation in the Goa
Liberation Movement, the Samyukta Maharashtra Movement and the
Socialist Movement is worthy of mention.
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia launched the Goa Liberation Movement in Goa
on 18 Jime 1946. As part of the on-going Movement, a mass satyagraha was
launched during August 1955 in which Dandavate played a pivotal role.
Defying police orders Dandavate entered miles into the territory under
Portuguese control with India's National Flag in hand on 19 August 1955. He
was severely beaten up by the police which left him with serious problems
in hip joints throughout life. The mass satyagraha did generate a climate for
the Indian Government to take military action and finally liberate Goa from
the Portuguese domain in course of time.
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The basis of the Samyukta Maharashtra Movement of 1956 was that
Mumbai was no more a part of Maharashtra as per the report of the States
Reorganisation Commission. Madhu Dandavate was the Secretary of the
Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti which led the movement. Under his leadership
the Samiti organised satyagraha for some period till it obtained the acquiescence
of the Central Government for Samyukta Maharashtra with Bombay (Mumbai)
as its capital. During the movement, Dandavate and his wife had to suffer
imprisonment at different points of time.
Professor Dandavate remained actively associated with the Socialist
Movement in the country throughout his political career. He participated in
the vcirious struggles spearheaded by the socialists in the country addressing
the problems of the working class, the peasantry and the landless poor. He
played a significant role in the anti-price rise satyagraha and the textile strike
in Mumbai, call for which was given by the Socialists in early 1950s. In the
textile strike in Mumbai, the socialists popularized the concept that bonus to
the workers was not just an ex-gratia payment to be made at the mercy of the
employer but a deferred wage. The trade union movements were also part
of the Socialist Movement in the country and Professor Dandavate had a
notable role in organising trade unions of the Railways, the Dock and Transport
Service and of several middle class employees' unions. Madhu Dandavate
had a prominent role in the Land Liberation Movement of 1969 which
highlighted the issue of making land available to the poor in urban and rural
areas. The socialists believed that decentralisation through the cooperative
movement would help in approximating the goal of an egahtarian society in
the long run and Professor Dandavate had a major role in giving an
appreciable momentum to the movement in different parts of Maharashtra.
Professor Dandavate was a democrat throughout his public life. He always
fought against any semblance of authoritarianism whenever the same raised
its head in Indian politics. The people of India will always remember him for
his role in the Movement for Restoration of Democracy subsequent to the
declaration of Emergency in the country on 25 June 1975. He had to undergo
imprisonment for 18 months at the Bangalore Central Prison during the period
of Emergency imder the Maintenance of Internal Security Act (MISA).

As a Socialist
Professor Dandavate who became the General-Secretary of the Socialist
Party in 1972 was an ardent advocate of socialism with an emphasis on its
application rooted in the prevailing conditions of the society. There were
occasions in Lok Sabha when during participation in debates in the House on
various issues, he candidly proclaimed himself to be a socialist. He stood for
a united socialist movement which could provide an alternative to the
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establishment. For him, splitting the party to somehow gain power, points to
the demise of idealism in political life.
As a socialist. Professor Dandavate found as much relevance in Marxism
as in the views of Mahatma Gandhi and Jayaprakash Narayan. He had read
the Communist Manifesto, the Das Kapital and the Civil War in France by Karl
Marx, the State and Revolution by Lenin and Dialectical Materialism by Plekhanov.
But he was equally influenced by the ideal of 'Total Revolution' of Jayaprakash
Narayan (JP). He was in agreement with JP's idea of propriety of means to
realize the end. At the same time, he found a lot of relevance in Gandhiji's
methods and emphasis on ethics in politics to build a just and equal society.
For him, socialism should be tinged with Gandhiji's thinking for sustainable
change in society.
As a sodalist, he felt that the New Economic Policy of the country,
launched during the early 1990s, should be guided by the economic interests
of our country and those of the developing nations. For him, "Colonialism
was behind the division of the world into the developed and the developing
spheres. Those who are the beneficiaries of the economic or social order are
also greater beneficiaries of the technological advancement. One can not think
about introducing technology without considering the social factors like
poverty and needs of employment." He felt that, "Multinationals want to
rationalize production and adiieve efficiencies and profitability by replacing
labour with technology." Further, he viewed that, "the small-scale industries,
which have a significant role from the perspective of generating employment
in the country, have suffered the most under the policy of liberalization and
privatization." Hence, he felt that, "Privatization, liberalization and
globalisation imder the rubric of New Economic Policy work against the
national priorities of generating employment and eliminating poverty." With
regard to disinvestment under the New Economic Policy, he held die view
that, "Nobody would try to purchase shares of public sector organisations
that do not make profit. Thus the process can be described as privatization
of profit and nationalization of losses." Hence for Professor Dandavate,
"Liberalisation and Globalisation need to be viewed in terms of human
sufferings and hirnian misery."

As a Secularist
Professor Dandavate always stood for the preservation of the secular
foundations of our Constitution. He was a strong believer in the spirit of
tolerance that forms the essence of India's composite culture. He always
drove home this point during the course of debates in the Lok Sabha on the
issue of communal riots in parts of the coxmtry. For him, "the commimalists
through their diversionary tactics only weaken the social and economic
struggles of the deprived sections of the society."
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Making his stand clear on secularism, he Scdd in the Lok Sabha on
7 November 1990:
"Our concept of secularism in Indian context has not been antireligionism or non-religionism. In Indian context, secularism always
meant Sarva Dharma Sambhava, i.e. harmonious and peaceful co-existence
of various religious groups."

Foray into Parliament
In the initial days of his public career Professor Dandavate remcdned
more occupied with organizational work, constructive activities, planning
party's programmes and training youngsters. Although he actively
participated in campaigning for party candidates during elections, he himself
did not contest elections.
Professor Dandavate was elected for the first time to the Maharashtra
Legislative Council from the Mumbai Graduates Constituency in 1970. In his
short span as a Councillor, he forecefuUy raised the issue of land distribution
and the problems of the peasantry and the working class in the Council.
Professor Dandavate's entry into Parliament was accidental. Just one
month prior to the General Elections to the Lok Sabha in 1971, Shri Nath Pai,
the then sitting member from the Rajapur constituency in Maharashtra passed
away. Rajapur was considered a stronghold of the socialists. After his death,
the choice to contest from the same constituency fell on Professor Dandavate
taking into account his popvdarity as a socialist. While Maharashtra lost 47
seats to the ruling Congress Party from its 48 seats in the Lok Sabha against
the backdrop of the popular wave for Smt. Indira Gandhi due to India's
victory over Pakistan in the 1971 War, the only remaining seat was won by
Professor Dandavate. He won the Lok Sabha seat from the same constituency
for four more consecutive terms in 1977, 1980, 1984 and 1989.
It is a well-known fact that Professor Dandavate rose to become one of
the successful Railway Ministers and an able Finance Minister of the country.
He became the Union Railway Minister during 1977-79, i.e. when the Janata
Party came to power at the Centre after a remarkable electoral victory soon
after the Emergency was lifted. He held the portfolio as the Union Finance
Minister during the Prime Ministership of Shri V.P Singh in 1989-90. After
losing during the Tenth General Elections in 1991, Professor Dandavate
devoted more time to reading and writing. Later, he became the Deputy
Chairman of the Planning Commission when Shri H.D. Deve Gowda became
the Prime Minister of the country in 1996.
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An Able Parliamentarian
It would not be an exaggeration to say that Professor Dandavate was a
model parliamentarian. During the sessions of Parliciment he was frequently
seen in the Parliament Library browsing through books and reports and
updating himself with the latest data. Often, he made citations from the
records of the House of Commons and the Constituent Assembly debates to
put forth his viewpoint convincingly. He was invariably on his feet during
the Zero Hour of Parliament to raise some urgent matter of public importance.
He made his speeches with thorough study and combined with a touch of
humour. He believed that humour could be the best way to drive home the
point in the face of opposition.
As a parliamentarian he always stood for and defended the supremacy
of Parliament. For him a complete separation of jurisdiction among the
Legislature, the Judiciary and the Executive was of utmost importance in this
regard. Therefore, he stood for the dignity of the Office of Speaker, an effective
and unbiased role of the Leader of the House as well as of the Leader of
Opposition and an independent cadre of officers for the Parliament.
He was a strong votary of Parliament with regard to its power to amend
the Constitution. His views during the debate on the Constitution
(24*^ Amendment) Bill in the Lok Sabha clearly corroborated this. He said:
"People are supreme as far as electing the rulers is concerned. Parliament
is supreme in enacting laws and amending the Constitution, but the
Supreme Court is supreme in deciding whether the amendments made
by Parliament are within the framework of the spirit of the Constitution."
To Professor Dandavate, the presiding authority of the House i.e. the
Speaker has a crucial role in maintaining the primacy and dignity of the
Legislature. He was a strong votary of upholding the noble traditions of
parliamentary conduct. On occasions, he would cite examples of
Shri Vithalbhai Patel, President of the Central Legislative Assembly during
the pre-Independence period and of Shri G.V. Mavalankar, the first Speaker
of the Lok Sabha, who scrupulously observed the parliamentary customs
and conventions besides meticulously maintaining the jurisdiction of
Parliament in its demarcated sphere as per the Constitution.
Professor Dandavate always advocated that a balance between the
Opposition and the Ruling party effectively gives strength, credibility and
viability of democracy in a parliamentary system of Government.
Professor Dandavate was a great defender of upholding parliamentary
privileges because, in his opinion, "privileges have their social and economic
consequences." He felt that Parliament needs to protect its privileges and
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there is no need for their codification on the basis of voices made in this
regard from various quarters. With codification, the proceedings of Parliament,
according to him, will come within the ambit of Judiciary which will
undoubtedly annihilate the freedom of Parliament. He said:
"Through privileges, members get the freedom and legal protection to
discuss issues of national importance which otherwise can not be
adequately ensured imder the Fundamental Rights enumerated in the
Constitution."
He defended the freedom of the Press. But at the same time, a balance
between the freedom of the Press and the rights of Parliament need to be
preserved. He advocated a positive relationship between the Press and the
political institutions, including the Parliament.
Professor Dandavate was worried over the recurrent phenomenon of
political defection in the country. For him, if unchecked, it would pollute the
political climate and pose a threat to the stability of parliamentary democracy
and the healthy fimctioning of democratic institutions in the coimtry. Moving
the Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1980 in the Lok Sabha on 14 March 1980,
to amend articles 102 and 103, he said:
"The evil of political defection is not of recent occurrence. If you trace
the history of defections, you will find that after 1967, particularly during
1967-68, there were many political defections which were the precursor
of the defections that are taking place today.
If I may be permitted to quote some figures, out of 438 defections that
took place in those 12 months, 210 defectors from various States had
joined different Councils of Ministers. That itself indicates that it is the
lure of office that had really impelled a number of legislators to change
their political loyalties and to cross the floor so that they can gain some
political advantage."
As an eminent parliamentarian, he was very cautious about the public
perception of the august institution of Pcirliament and its members. Raising
a Half-an-Hour discussion in the Lok Sabha on 13 December 1974 on
"Declaration of Assets by the Elected Representatives", he emphasised:
"...I want that those living beyond their means by taking help from
industrial houses, from big business houses, at least should be checked.
Therefore, when one tries to get money by all dubious means, if there
is some provision in the statute and if he feels 'Some-one is going to ask
me every year and I have to make a declaration and probably, if I try
to earn money by dubious means, there is some forum where questions
will be asked', it will act as a deterrent."
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Professor Dandavate was very keen for the involvement of the youths in
the decision-making process. In an initiative to widen the political spectrum
by the reduction of voting age to 18 years through a Private Member's Bill
on 27 June 1980, he justified his stand:
"We were told that if in this country the ignorant masses are given the
right to vote, in that case the democracy v^l be destroyed. ...The rural
folk in this coimtry have the common sense and they can always judge
the political issue. They can judge the economic issue on the basis of
the empirical knowledge that they acquire through their experiences in
life. The same can be said about the youth.......I am not prepared to
accept this proposition that.......the yoimg men and yoimg women in
this country are not capable of acquiring a degree of maturity."
Professor Dandavate also emphasised the importance of Parliament
passing the Lok Pal Bill to help curb corruption in high offices in the country.
He had also initiated efforts towards deletion of the Right to Property as a
Fundamental Right under the Constitution.
Professor Dandavate served many Parliamentary Committees like the
Business Advisory Committee and the Estimates Committee of the Lok Sabha
with distinction. As a member of the Estimates Committee, Dandavate was
Convener of its various study groups. During his membership, the Committee
presented reports on many important subjects like housing for landless rural
labour, social banking, border roads, congestion in ports, pendency of cases
in the Supreme Court and High Courts, to name a few, with Professor
Dandavate making his valuable contributions. Professor Dandavate was a
strong advocate for the evolution of a methodology by which none of the
economic aspects of the Budget would go unscrutinised by Parliament. For
this, he had mooted the idea of a Joint Standing Finance Committee of both
the Houses of Parliament. Now when one sees the system of DepartmentallyRelated Standing Committees scrutinizing the demands of the Ministries/
Departments within their purview and making reports thereon following
whidi the annual Budget gets passed by Parliament, one definitely remembers
Professor Dandavate for his vision.

As the Railway Minister
Professor Dandavate was the Union Minister of Railways from 26 March
1977 to 28 July 1979. As the Railway Minister, Professor Dandavate introduced
certain innovations like cushioned berths with back seats replacing the earlier
imcomfortable wooden berths for the Qass-II and Class-Ill passengers, Janata
Khana at a cheaper price, computerization of reservation counters in select
metro cities to tackle the problem of corruption, double-headed engines to
increcise the ntimber of coaches on long-distance trains and the Automatic
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Warning System as measures of railway safety. He had also contributed
significantly towards expansion of the Railway network in backward regions
of the country and for laying the foundation for the construction of the Konkan
Railway. He is, and will continue to be, remembered by people for cdl these.
This apart, he reinstated about 50,000 Railway workers suspended from service
by the previous Government for participation in an All-India Railway Strike
during 1974. By doing so, he won over the trust and confidence of the
employees which helped in generating a motivating working environment in
the Railways. This ultimately resulted in accruing surplus to the Railways in
their Budget.
In his attempt to bridge the rural-urban divide in providing Railway
facilities in the countryside. Professor Dandavate, in his Railways Budget
Speech in the Lok Sabha on 29 March 1977, stated:
"...The basic concept of Gandhiji's ideology is that there must not be
imbalance between urban India and rural India. Therefore, all the
necessary infrastructure for the development of backward areas will
have to be developed. This infrastructure is going to be provided by the
Railways. Therefore, in all the backward areas where Ae construction
of lines is pending, we will expedite the matter."
As the Union Minister of Railways, he strove for the welfare of the
Railways' employees and for the development of cordial relations with them.
Participating in the debate in the Lok Sabha on 29 March 1977 he said:
"They have built up not only the resources of the Railways, but they
have also contributed to the general running of the Railways in the
coimtry and to that extent they helped in stabilizing the economy of the
country."

As the Finance Minister
Professor Madhu Dandavate was the Union Finance Minister from
5 December 1989 to 10 November 1990. As Finance Minister, he abolished the
Gold Control Act. The Budget presented by him in Parliament also had a
socialist touch like debt relief to small farmers and artisans and taking back
of the excise duty hike in diesel. Though the move to withdraw hike in diesel
by him was prompted by the demands of fishermen in this regard, the same
however, benefited other consvimers as well. As a measure of decentralisation,
he saw to it that 90 per cent of the Centrally Sponsored Schemes get transferred
to the States. This apart, he introduced certain measures to regulate the
functioning of the financial institutions. He considered bringing in the Right
to Work as a Fundamental Right but could not succeed due to the Government
losing power in December 1990.
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His concern for economic stability on the one side and upUftment of the
downtrodden sections of the society on the other, is reflected in his Budget
Speech for the year, 1990-91:
'"...While the poor at the grassroot level suffered in silence without
much benefit of growth trickling down to them, the affluent at the top
lived in splendid isolation and monopolised most of the gains of
economic growth. The new Government rejects this trickle down theory
of development. Instead, it would work for growth with equity ensured
through employment oriented planning in which the decentralized
institutions of the four pillars of the State, aptly described by Dr. Ram
Manohar Lohia as the 'Choukhamba Raj' will play a pivoted role/'
Emphasizing on the role of science and technology, he further stated in
the same Budget Speech:
"We will aim at utilizing the talent of our scientists and engineers
towards two basic ends—
— the development of appropriate technologies for agriculture, nonconventional and renewable energy and other employment intensive
activities.
— the establishment of a strong base of self-reliance in critical areas
of modem technology."
Professor Dandavate was fully aware of the facilitating role, the investment
from Persons of Indian Origin (PIOs) can have in the Indian economy. He
knew that a large number of Indians settled abroad have achieved remarkable
success in their chosen professions and occupations. But given the fact that
physical location perhaps can not take one away from the long-standing
social, historical, cultural and intellectual linkage with one's coimtry of origin,
he proposed to continue the special facilities for PIOs besides simplifying the
procedures in this regard in the Budget 1990-91. He said in the Lok Sabha on
19 March 1990:
"The Government will continue to provide special facilities for them to
invest their savings in this country. The procedures will be simplified
so that they can function with a sense of confidence and in line with
declared national policy."

As the Deputy Chairman of Planning Commission
Professor Dandavate became Deputy Chairman of the Planning
Commission in 1996. In this capacity, his tenure was very short. However,
during the period, he played a significantly crucial role in formulation of the
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Ninth Five Year Plan. The Draft Plan so framed gave weightage to agriculture,
employment and poverty eradication. It had proposed novel measures aimed
at achieving food security, primary health care, universal primary education,
shelter for all and empowerment of women and weaker sections. This apart,
the Draft Plan also attempted to adequately address the problems of peasants,
working class and the youth. Several NGOs, trade unions, voluntary
organisations and peasant organisations were involved in the planning process
during his tenure. Besides, as part of the decentralisation process the drafting
body of the same plan had reached out to the States and suitably incorporated
their suggestions in the Drcift Plan. But foreseeing an eventuality of the
Government of Shri H.D. Deve Gowda losing majority in the Lok Sabha
leading to its dissolution, it was decided that the Draft Plan as prepared
should be published so that it could serve as an input for the new Government
which would finalise it. Indeed that was how it happened. The document
was made public and the next Government at the Centre did adopt the Draft
Plan as prepared by the team headed by Professor Dsindavate, in toto except
making a slight change in the outlay.

On Social Issues
Professor Dandavate championed the cause of the depressed and the
downtrodden in society throughout his political life. Welfare of the
disadvantaged sections of society through preferential treatment in jobs and
education did not at all appear incongruous to him from the point of view
that India is a Welfare State. For him, reservation for Scheduled Castes (SCs)
and Scheduled Tribes (STs) is a justified measure in the light of centuries of
discrimination experienced by them in India's sociological history. He seemed
to hold the radical view of doing away with the very Chaturvarna system
which, according to him, lies at the root of such social injustices. At the same
time, basing the Reservation Policy solely on the basis of caste was an
aberration to him. He felt that economic factors needed to be given adequate
consideration in reservation and preferential opportunities to the oppressed
sections of the society cire absolutely necessary from the sociological point of
view.
He also stood for preferential treatment to the physically handicapped
persons putting forth the argument that these people should be given ample
opportunities for 'development of their personality' so as to be 'able to run
in the race of society effectively'. He was of the firm conviction that "when
a man loses one human faculty, there are other faculties which get enlivened,
brightened and intensified."
Professor Dandavate argued that the specific provision of Directive
Principles of State Policy aimed at free and compulsory education upto the
age of 14 be transferred to Part-Ill of the Constitution that deals with
Fundamental Rights. He believed that such a step would ensure its
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enforceability in a much more effective manner, for by this the Executive
Government could be held accountable through the Court of Law.
Professor Dandavate believed that India being a welfare State, it is the
paramount duty of the State to ensure that its citizens—men and women
equally have the right to adequate means of livelihood. Corollary to adequate
means of livelihood is the right to work and employment, for without this
the same right can not be fully enforced. He was aware that article 39 of the
Constitution of India directs the State to ensiue policy in this regard. But as
the Directive Principles, he felt, are not justiciable a suitable legislation may
be enacted by Parliament as far as this right is concerned. With such a motive.
Professor Dandavate, eamestiy advocated an amendment to the Constitution
guaranteeing the Right to Work as a Fundamental Right. As a Private Member,
he moved a Constitutional (Amendment) Bill to insert new articles 23A, 23B
and 23C in the Constitution in this regard on 4 August 1972, i.e. in his second
year as a member of the Lok Sabha. Through this, he pleaded for
unemployment compensation or allowance to the unemployed in the country.
Side by side, he put forward the provision of old age allowance through this
proposed Bill.
Professor Dandavate always stood for the dignity of womanhood.
Speaking in the Lok Sabha on the incident of Sati at Deorala village in
Rajasthan, he said:
"Even if some religious scriptures permit and sanction the creation of
Sati in the country and mutilate the dignity of womanhood, I shall have
no hesitation in burning to ashes such holy scriptures which will mutilate
the dignity and prestige of Indian womanhood."

On India's Foreign Policy and Relations with Neighbours
Professor Dandavate always stood by Non-alignment as India's foreign
policy. He believed that the roots of Non-alignment lay deeply within the
ethos and heritage of India's freedom struggle under the leadership of
Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Indeed, "it was an extension
of the same value-orientation observed in the coim tr/s struggle for freedom".
The basis of Non-alignment has been anti-imperialism, anti-colonialism,
freedom of all the peoples, disarmament, promotion of justifiable economic
interests of developing countries and world peace. More specifically, in
clarifying India's stand on Non-alignment, in ihe Lok Sabha on 22 March
1983, he said:
"When we sit in the comity of nations, we have to adjust each other's
viewpoint; and when a consensus is to be formulated, sometimes we
have to slightly move away from the position that one naturally holds.
But, this is the philosophy of the evolution of the concept of Nonalignment to which the entire nation has been committed."
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For a better future of the developing countries, he used to oppose the
hegemony of the two blocs in global politics or at least a lossening of their
hold. Hence, he supported the move when some of the North Atlantic Treaty
Orgarusation (NATO) countries like Spain and Portugal or a Warsaw Pact
coimtry like Romania tried to get entry into the Non-aligned Movement
(NAM). He advocated restructuring of the international financial institutions
under the initiative of NAM.
While he supported Non-alignment as the basis for India's pursuit of
bilateral relations in the international sphere with all countries, with regard
to India's neighbours he advocated adoption of such postures which would
lead to convergence in course of time rather than giving the impression that
India had hegemonic designs of a big brother. He was cognisant of the fact
that a problem in any coimtry in India's neighbourhood would have its
repercussions in India. But with regard to the problems, India needs to take
a firm attitude, it is to be "actually reconciled with an element of restraint".
India "can not afford to talk in terms of military intervention or in terms of
annexation".

As an Author
Professor Dandavate wrote extensively and on a varied range of subjects.
Starting from articles by him on parliamentary democracy and its related
aspects like the electoral system, the role of Opposition parties and coalition
politics, one can find his distinct views as a parliamentarian through articles
on Role of Speaker, Parliamentary Privileges, the Leader of Opposition, Judicial
Activism and on the relationship among the Parliament, the Executive and
the Judiciary. He also authored a number of books on notable philosophers,
thinkers and personalities like Karl Marx, Mahatma Gandhi Yusuf Meherally
and Jayaprakash Narayan.
The several books written by Professor Madhu Dandavate include: viz.
Evolution o f Socialist Policies, Gandhiji's Impact on Socialist Thinking, Marx and
Gandhi, Three Decades o f Indian Communism, Yusuf Meherally—Quest for New
Horizons, Ethos of Planning in India, Kashmir—Test Case for Secularism, Jayaprakash
Narayan: Struggle with Values, Echoes in Parliament, Quest o f Conscience and As
the Mind Unfolds. The book Echoes in Parliament is a compilation of his debates
in Lok Sabha of which he was a member for five consecutive terms while the
book Quest o f Conscience is a compilation of editorials on political, social,
economic and international affairs which appeared in the weekly Janata of
which he was the Editor from July 1993 to 15 August 1996. His book. Architects
of Modern India, brings together personalities from a wide and equally a
varied range of activities in a compact form. One can find biographical notes
on personalities from the varied fields of architecture, literature, philosophy.
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art, music and cinema to political figures, revolutionaries, social reformers,
scientists and sports persons in this book. The book titled Dialogue with Life,
written towards the end of his life, is an autobiography of a sort. The Gandhi
Study Circle was one of his favourite places where he used to have intellectual
discussions with his friends and admirers.

Awards
Professor Dandavate was also recipient of a number of awards, viz. Gold
Medal in memory of Late Khabhampati Satyanarayan of Andhra Pradesh,
Rashtriya Kakasaheb Gadgil Samman for 1995, Rashtriya Ekta Puraskar of
Yashwantrao Chavan Foundation, an award by the Government of Goa for
his participation in the struggle for Liberation of Goa from the Portuguese
rule, Jawaharlal Nehru Birth Centenary Award by the Indian Science Congress
Association, National Citizens'Award by the President of India for contribution
to the planning process and development in India and the Bapu Puraskar.

Last Journey
Professor Madhu Dandavate breathed his last on 12 November 2005 after
a protracted illness. He was suffering from lyposarcoma, i.e. cancer of the
thigh. He was admitted to the Jaslok Hospital, Mimibai for treatment on
20 October, 2005. But he could not recover and had to finally give in. He was
81 years old. Keeping his wishes in view, his body was donated to the
Anatomy Department of the Grant Medical College, Mumbai and there was
no formal funeral.
Professor Dandavate was a gentle, and erudite politician and a scholar.
He was a true practitioner of socialism and value based politics. His life was
a shining example of probity and transparency in public life. He was an
uncompromising fighter for social justice and equality. For him the socialist
programme in India needed to address the fundamental issue of social
inequalities side by side the economic issues. He always upheld the values
of tolerance and harmony integral to the pluralist but composite structure of
Indian society and was a staunch advocate of the constitutional principle of
secularism. As a parliamentarian, he belonged to that exclusive genre of
members who always did and came to the House after doing their home
work. He had deep knowledge of parliamentary procedures and constitutional
issues always invigorated him. As a parliamentarian he always believed that
"if someone tries to have a dig at you, it is better to respond with a humourous
repartee rather than get angry." Generations to come will always remember
him for his qualities of forthrightness, probity and for the example of the
highest standards he set for himself in the larger public and political life in
the country.
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ARTICLES

MADHU DANDAVATE
—Sharad Pawar*

In our public life we meet many people and leaders of people but very
rarely do we come across a p>erson who is so common yet so extraordinary
like Professor Madhu Dandavate who possessed such qualities which made
him a class apart. He belonged to the socialist school who devoted his entire
life for the welfare of the poor and the downtrodden. His belief in socialism
was not dogmatic or doctrinaire, but was a way of life. He based his politics
on very sound moral values which he steadfastly upheld throughout his life.
Indeed the high standards of integrity and probity he maintained were the
foundation both in private and public life.
Madhu Dandavateji was bom on 21 January 1924 at Ahmednagar in
Maharashtra. He completed his schooling at Ahmednagar in Society High
School and then came to Mumbai for his higher studies. He did his B.Sc. and
M.Sc. in Physics from the Institute of Sciences in Mumbai. He distinguished
himself as a very sharp and intelligent student and later joined as a Professor
of Physics in the Siddharth College of Arts and Science in Mumbai which
was founded by Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar. While Dr. Ambedkar was pleased
by this member of the faculty, he also greatly influenced him in his fight
against social inequality and espousing the cause of the weak and the
downtrodden.
Dandavateji was attracted to India's Freedom Movement during his school
days itself and the galaxy of great leaders who led the fight for India's
independence inspired and galvanized him to participate in the movement
and later shaped his outlook in public life. He was active in the 1942 'Quit
India Movement' and later in 1955, in the forefront during the Goa Satyagraha.
Indeed, they were defining moments which shaped his political career. He
displayed his great patriotic zeal and capacity to fearlessly undertake physical
hardships and mental stress when he tried to enter Goa with a batch of
satyagrahis after a long and arduous march to be greeted by furious lathi
blows from the Portuguese Police. Dandavateji and others were brutally beaten
up and were hospitalized. Although he suffered physically, it only served to
further strengthen his resolve mentally for the struggle.
* He is the Union Minister of Agriculture, Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution.
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Madhu Dandavate was one of the regioncd Secretaries of Samyukta
Maharashtra which espoused the cause of the merger of Belgaum with the
State of Maharashtra. He organized a number of Satyagrahas, demonstrations
and suffered imprisonment for this purpose.
As a leader of the Socialist group he witnessed many a unity and split
which affected the socialist parties and the movement but he was working
always towards their unity and progress. Here he made his mark as grassroot
leader who touched the hearts and minds of the party workers through his
simplicity honesty and organizational skills.
He was elected to the Maharashtra Legislative Council in 1970 from the
Mumbai Graduate Constituency and soon afterwards in 1971 he was elected
to the Lok Sabha from the Rajapur Constituency which w£is earlier represented
by Late Barrister Nath Pai whom he greatly admired. Thus began the
remarkable legislative career of Professor Madhu Dandavate. He represented
this constituency consecutively for five times in the Parliament. On the floor
of the House, Dandavateji distinguished himself as an able Pcirliamentarian
who was listened to by all sections with great attention. His speeches were
reflection of his deep xmderstanding of the subject, clarity of thought and indepth research. In fact he was greatly admired by his colleagues for his
scholarly and powerful debating skills on a wide variety of subjects whether
they were issues—social, political, economic or constitutional. Steadfast in
his belief and principles. Professor Dandavate was jailed for one-and-a-half
year at the Bangcdore Central Prison for opposing the imposition of Emergency
in India in June 1975.
When the Janata Party came into Office led by Shri Morarji Desai,
Professor Dandavate became the Railway Minister. During this short period
he had many achievements to his credit. A compassionate human being that
he was, he reinstated many Railway employees who were thrown out of
their jobs because of their participation in the 1974 one-day strike. Projects
were sanctioned on priority basis for the backward regions like the NorthEast India to expedite their economic development. He laid the foundation
for the construction of the Konkan Railway project which was not only a
marvellous engineering feat but more importantly opened a network for
economic development of the backward region of our coimtry. However, he
will be most remembered as a Railway Minister for providing the passengers
travelling in class three coaches with cushioned berths—an apt manifestation
of his genuine concern for the common man and economically weaker sections
of our society. During his tenure when the Railways made a record profit of
Rs. 125 crore, he announced a bonus for them linking it to productivity—a
imique achievement indeed.
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When the National Front Government was formed. Professor Dandavate
became the Finance Minister of the coimtry. His brief tenure (1989-90) saw a
landmark step, i.e. the control of 90 per cent of the Centrally sponsored
schemes were transferred to the States. He also made efforts to include the
right to employment as one of the Fimdamental Rights in the Constitution,
to be implemented by the States in stages through Emplojmient Guarantee
Schemes. Professor Dandavate favoured the acceptance and implementation
of the Mandal Commission's recommendations to benefit the socioecononucally weaker sections of our society. He also favoured the Lokpal Bill
to curb corruption in high places.
Professor Madhu Dandavate's speeches in Parliament were listened to
with great respect by both the Treasury and Opposition Members. His criticism
of the Government's policies and programmes were only meant to urge the
Government to provide maximum benefit to the poor and the neglected
sections, it was always free from any bitterness and never personal. He very
effectively used his enormous sense of humour to enliven the proceedings in
the Lok Sabha. In his autobiography, 'Dialogue with Life' he wrote:
"In my Parliamentary life, I have learned that even if someone tries to
have a dig at you in Parliament, it is better to respond with a humorous
repertoire rather than get angry. I also realized that speech made with
thorough study and combined with a touch of hxmiour and punch has
more impact while facing stiff opposition."
Madhu Dandavate was a multifaceted personality. An excellent orator,
he was also a distinguished writer. Theatre, classical music, literature and the
game of cricket greatly interested him. In fact, initially he nourished a desire
to become a cricketer. He authored a number of books. Prominent among
them are: Evolution of Socialist Politics, Gandhiji's Impact on Socialist Thinking,
Marx and Gandhiji (written in detention during emergency); Future o f
Parliamentary Democracy in India; Jayaprakash Narayan —the Man and his Ideas;
As the Mind Unfolds; and Echoes in Parliament.
He was also greatly concerned about the upliftment of the agricultiu^
sector since it affected a vast majority of our people. In his autobiography he
had expressed this view by stating that, "There was a need to bring about
agriculture reforms. The Centre could strengthen the agriculture sector by
giving the farmers incentives". In the unfolding scenario of liberalization and
globalization he voiced his concern for our farming community by stating:
"The markets of the peasants are getting destroyed because they cannot
compete with subsidized agricultural products imported from developed
coimtries.
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Madhu Dandavate grew up and lived at a time when great ideas and
men were at work shaping the life and thinking of the people all round. The
enlightened atmosphere at home provided an ideal backdrop to his future
political and ideological development. His personality and belief were enriched
by his interaction with great ideas and personalities of his time like Mahatma
Phule, Mahatma Gandhi, Acharya Narendra Deva, Babasaheb Ambedkar,
Jayaprakash Narayan, Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia, S.M. Joshi, Nath Pai,
Nanasaheb Goray etc. An eloquent testimony to his intellectual honesty and
integrity is reflected in his autobiography an extract of which, I feel, would
be apt to reproduce wherein he has said:
"I told my colleagues on the occasion, when I ask myself a question as
to what are the basic premises of my public life, I find the answer in the
experiences of my life. In my public life I keep my one hand on the pages
of books that impart knowledge and enlightenment to me, and my other
hand is on the heart of my colleagues engaged in struggles for justice as
to get a feel of their emotions. It is my abiding faith that only a proper
balance between deep knowledge and empathy for people's emotions
can be a real guide to our thoughts and action. It is important to
complement ideological commitment, dedication and determination with
appreciation for music, art, literature, dance and drama, so that one can
develop sensitivity to the tender moments of life. My ideas and beliefs
were formed through the crucible of struggle, the wedge hammer of
constructive work, and through pursuit of knowledge. Close association
with great personalities as well as humble devoted party workers at the
grass-root level had a great impact on me.
I would like to recall various ideas that influenced me at different points
in my life. I read Marx too early in my life. I was late in reading Gandhi.
It was much later that I had the time and opportunity to study and
imbibe the ideas of humanists like Phule, Ambedkar and Buddha. As a
result, for a while there was an element of dogmatism and imbalance in
my thoughts and actions. But as I made a deep study of the writings of
these great men, the imbalances and distortions in my thinking were
corrected.
I have learned a lot from the stalwarts of the Socialist movement. The
erudition and nobility of Acharya Narendra Deva, JP's life of struggle
and supreme sacrifice and Dr. Lohia's new thrust to Socialist thinking
gave a new direction to my thoughts and action. I had high regard for
die sublime character of S.M. Joshi's public life. Nanasaheb Goray's
rationalism, concern for social equality and urge for action had a deep
impact on me. Yusuf Meherally, whose life symbolized the purity and
transparency of a dewdrop on a tender flower, fascinated me. Sane Guruji,
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who in his thinking, combined father's protective shield as well as
mother's compassion, shaped my sensitivities to other people's feelings;
my dear friend Nath Pai, who, through his eloquent speeches, gave a
melodious voice to himian pain, inspired me".
Professor Madhu Dandavate's life was a remarkable one. Throughout his
life he remeuned a fearless crusader for social justice, economic equality, secular
values and human rights and dignity. A life time of simple living and high
thinking—a scholar, writer, a model politician in the Gandhian mould, an
outstanding parliamentarian and above all an excellent human being. All this
is Professor Madhu Dandavate whom we all admire and the future generation
will cherish.

PROFESSOR DANDAVATE-A COMMTITED SOCIALIST
—Chandra Shekhar*

My acquaintance with Professor Madhu Dandavate dates back to the
fifties of the last century. At that time, both of us were in the Praja Socialist
Party. It was a bad patch in the history of the Socialist Movement. Dr. Ram
Manohar Lohia, one of the leading lights of the Movement, had parted
company and formed a new party. Acharya Narendra Deva, the father figure,
had passed away in 1956. Out of the prevailing chaos and turmoil, party
workers were looking for a new leadership to emerge.
This was the background when an important Conference of the
Praja Socialist Party was held in Bombay (now Mumbai) in 1959.
Professor Dandavate, with his distinctive style of oratory and transparent
commitment, was easily distinguishable. Apart from the party organisation.
Professor Dandavate was closely associated with Rashtra Sewa Dal founded
by Sane Guruji. In spite of his preoccupation with politics, he maintained his
association with it till his death.
Professor Dandavate was chosen by the Party to fill the vacuum created
by the untimely death of renowned parliamentarian, Nath Pai who represented
the Rajapur constituency in the Lok Sabha. His victory in that election
catapulted him on the national stage. He made his indelible mark in
parliamentary debates. His speeches, laced with wit and humour, always
regaled the members. His erudition was combined with high debating skill.
His five-term membership of the Lok Sabha was a testimony to his
popularity with the electorate. For most of the time, as member of the
Lok Sabha, he was in the Opposition. Yet, when the mantle of Ministership
fell on his shoulders he wore it with grace and distinction. As Union Minister
of Railways he showed his preference for the concerns of the common man.
The amenities which he provided to the ordinary passengers opened a new
chapter in the history of the Railways. As Union Minister of Finance he tried
to give a new direction to the economy. But odds were heavy and country
needed long term remedies.
I have many fond memories of my association with him spanning more
than four decades. It is not possible to recall them in a short piece.
* He is the former Prime Minister of India.
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Professor Dandavate had a knack of making light of very serious situations.
His company was never boring. I remember one occasion in 1960. The National
Executive of the Praja Socialist Party had deputed both of us to enquire into
a matter concerning Late Pattom Thanu Pillai, one of the tallest leaders of
Kerala. Our findings were not favourable to Pattom. One night when we
came back to our hotel in Trivandrum (now Thiruvananthapuram) he came
to me and in a serious note said:— "Qiandra Shekhar, tonight we should
write our obituaries." When I asked "why", he said in the same strain. "If
Pattom gets even an inkling of our findings he will not leave us alive to reach
Delhi," One can very well imagine our hearty laughter at this. There is no
end to such anecdotes.
Professor Dandavate was a committed Socialist till his end, but not a
dogmatic one. In his own inimitable way he tried to synthesise the thoughts
of Marx and 'Gandhi. His scholarly book, "Marx, Gandhi and Socialism" bears
testimony to it. He would remain a permanent source of inspiration to all
those who aspire for an egalitarian society. Budding parliamentarians can
leam a lot from his parliamentary career.
There were occasions when we differed on several issues but it was
without any rancour or acrimony.
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PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE:
A QUIETLY EFFICIENT SOCIALIST
-S .M . Krishna*

It was the last week of October 2005. As I went to see Professor Madhu
Dandavate in Mumbai's Jaslok Hospital, he was lying in his bed resting his
eyes. His eyes had gone deep and body seemed to have worn out. The
tireless work of almost eight decades—work for the ordinary people—often
neglecting his own health, seemed to have taken its toll on him. For half an
hour we reminisced our yoimger days in the Praja Socialist Party (PSP), our
earlier years in Parliament and the present state of politics. As I got up, he
clasped my hands, tears rolling down his eyes, and bade me good bye. It was
as if he was signalling to me that death was nearing him. For a moment there
was no conversation. With a heavy heart and lump in the throat, I gently
walked tow ards the lift. It proved to be my last meeting with
Professor Dandavate. About two weeks later, he breathed his last.
Madhu Dandavate's arrival on the national politicad scene was as quiet
and unassimiing as his own style of functioning and even departure from the
world. After the untimely death of Barrister Nath Pai, the leader of the Praja
Socialist Party, in January 1971, people of India cind not just those of Rajapur
Constituency, were keen to know who would succeed Barrister Pai, who was
arguably the undisputed monarch of the Lok Sabha. Barrister Pai had
represented the Constituency with remarkable distinction for almost 14 years
between 1957 and 1970.1 was also with the PSP then representing the Mandya
parliamentciry constituency in Karnataka from 1968 to 1970.
Maharashtra had very powerful presence in the Lok Sabha then with
leaders like S.M. Joshi, Nanasaheb Gorey, Madhu Limaye, Com. Shripad
Amrit Dange, Dandekar and others occupying the Opposition benches.
Professor Madhu Dandavate was a product of Maharashtra's finest lineage
of Socialist leaders. Not surprisingly he got attuned with the stalwarts
effortlessly, thanks to his deep study of problems, sincere urge for the welfare
of people and utter simplicity that had been the hallmark of many of the
Socialist leaders. Fortimate must be the people of Rajapur that they got two
of the finest gems to represent them, back to back, in the nation's highest law
making body.
' He is the Governor of Maharashtra.
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While Barrister Pai was charismatic, outspoken and aggressive leader
gifted with excellent oratory. Professor Dandavate on the other hand was
studious, soft-spoken, affable and quietly efficient. Despite the contrasting
traits in their personalities, both Pai and Dandavate were two of the finest
parliamentarians the nation will always feel proud of.
After obtaining Master's degree in Science, Professor Dandavate briefly
served as Professor of Physics at Mumbai's Siddharth College. Science
remained his first love although he gained considerable mastery over subjects
like Finance, Planning, History and Socio-Economic Development.
The credit of creating the Konkan Railway, which has brought Kerala
close to Maharashtra by almost 24 hours, largely goes to Professor Madhu
Dandavate. It was again he who as Railway Minister introduced
computerization of Railway reservations and improved the facilities given to
second class train passengers by laying the two inches of foam on wooden
sleeper berths. This small yet significant change has made train journey
immensely comfortable for millions of ordinary people.
Dandavate sjnnbolised austerity and probity in public as well as personal
life. Professor Dandavate and his equally illustrious wife, the Late Pramila
Dandavate had devoted their lives for the welfare of ordinary people. While
Pramilaji focussed her attention on women's empowerment and issues like
price rise and violence against women. Professor Dandavate worked on a
wider canvass and took up the problems of national concern. As Finance
Minister of India, he added a new dimension to the Budget by making it 'pro
people', while as the Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission he
ensured that interests of all States, particularly the financially weaker ones,
were protected.
Dandavate was an outstanding parliamentarian and always did his
homework diligently. His knowledge of parliamentary proceedings and
practices was remarkable. His speeches in Parliament were scholarly as were
his replies to questions asked to him as Minister. Professor Dandavate strived
for the effective use of Zero Hour in Parliament to raise issues of public
concern.
As I sit back and recall those golden days in Parliament, I wonder if ever
we will have leaders like Professor Hiren Mukerjee, A.K. Gopalan,
Piloo Mody, Tennetti Vishwanathan, Barrister Nath Pai, Indrajit Gupta and
Professor Madhu Dandavate again. Indeed it will be difficult to find leaders
who could match the commitment, integrity, erudition and concern for the
ordinary people diat were the shining attributes of these stalwarts.

MADHU DANDAVATE: A PUBLIC INTELLECTUAL,
IN PUBLIC LIFE, FOR PUBLIC VALUES
—T.N. Chaturvedi*

"The future course o f my life cannot break its link with the past. I have sustained
my zest for life through continued involvement in public life and varied interests
and movements. In moments o f gloom and agony, enlightened works o f
philosophers, political and social scientists, economist, socialist thinkers,
litterateurs and poets have helped me in preserving my deep interest in life.
In the evening o f my life, my quest for truth, justice, freedom and equality will
continue. So will continue my search fo r aesthetic joy in the works o f
eminent thinkers and writers in the fields o f knowledge, the arts and literature.
Though I have undergone more than fifteen minor and major surgeries, I have
survived and maintained my optimism with the help o f my will power and
medical care.
The show must go on
Time alone will pronounce:
Drop the curtain—
The show is over"
—Madhu Dandavate
(Dialogue with Life, 2005)
The Constitution of India, after it was adopted by the people of India in
1950, has shown itself to be both resilient and adaptable to changing sodal
and political mores, confirming the wisdom of the Founding Fathers. The
Founding Fathers nimibered amongst themselves the likes of Dr. Rajendra
Prasad, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Jawaharlal Nehru, Sardar Patel, to name just a
few. They played a sterling role not only in framing the Constitution, but also
setting the wheel of a constitutional and parliamentary democracy, governed
by the rule of law and the will of the people, into motion. However, as the
inevitable time soon came when these giants disappeared from our midst,
leaving us bereft of their experience, sagacity, moderation, integrity cind sense
of dedication. But a few new and equally courageous hands soon appeared,
and they took up the flag of constitutional morality, and kept it Qymg high.
* He is the Governor of Karnataka.
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with a passion, fervour and intelligence which mirrored the idealism and
greatness of their predecessors. Foremost amongst these whose names would
be written in gold was the late Professor Madhu Dandavate.
Professor Dandavate was one of the most unique individuals in Indian
public life, a man who graced both the halls of academe and those of
Parliament. In the annals of Parliament, he stands out as one of those few
persons who were heard with spontaneous respect by all present in the
Chamber, cutting across all political and party lines, irrespective of whether
Professor Dandavate spoke from the deposition or the Treasury Bench.
Outside Parliament, agciin, he gained the respect of people from all walks of
life. The reason for this respect was a simple one. Professor Dandavate stood
out in public life for his obvious dedication to the people, his passion for
preserving ^nd exercising all the Rights mandated by the Constitution, and
his imcompromising perseverance, in the face of all hurdles, for improving
the lot of those teeming millions in our coimtry who we are wont to call the
common man. There is another factor why Professor Dandavate was so
honoured by his countrymen in his lifetime—^his simplicity and honesty. At
a time when, sadly, the image of our politicians has taken a beating amongst
the people, it is gratifying to remember the wonderful words of the journalist
Behram Contractor, better known by is nom de plume of Busybee, and not a
man to give praise freely, used to describe Professor Dandavate in 1990: "A
man who is above money, above power; disinterested in position and perks
of office—the most honest man in India." I think this to be a fine summing
up of a life which was lived in the service of the country, a life which when
we broadly survey so clearly shows how Dandavate became the legend that
he was.
It is a matter of satisfaction that in Professor Dandavate's lifetime, one of
his friends. Professor B. Vivekanandan of Jawaharlal Nehru University (Delhi)
was able to persuade him to have some of his speeches and articles compiled
and published in book form as Echoes in Parliament. Professor Vivekanandan
imdertook this task himself as a labour of love. AU of us owe him our gratitude
as many of the writings will be utilized by historians as reliable and authentic
contemporary documents. Similarly, notable is another compilation. As The
Mind Unfolds: Issues And Personalities, edited by Professor B. Vivekanandan.
It mirrors in many ways Madhu Dandavate's personality and his thinking.
It contains some moving and thoughtful tributes to some of The Greats of
modem India. The same is true of Quest o f Conscience, which is a collection
of the editorials that Professor Dandavate wrote for ]anata, a socialist periodical,
of which he was Editor. It covers a very wide spectrum of issues and themes.
It contains his immediate reactions to and thoughts on the burning questions
of the day. Fortunately, a volume of memoirs. Dialogue With Life, compiled
from the Oral History Project of the Nehru Memorial Museum and Library,
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was published shortly before Professor Dandavate passed away. It broadly
traces his political and parliamentary career and also carries his observations
on men and matters. These, immensely useful as they are, will continue to be
our chief points of information about Professor Dandavate, until such time
as a well-documented and researched biography, which he richly deserves,
appears.
Professor Dandavate had earlier written a soulful biographical memoir
of the socialist leader. Yusuf Meherally—Quest For New Horizons, In the birth
centenary year of Jayaprakash Narayan, Dandavate wrote a thoughtful volume
on the life and works of J.R Dandavate's moving assessment of the man and
his contributions to our nation to which reference will be made later on.

Freedom Fighter to Parliament
The child, it is Scdd, is father to the man. It is also said that in order to
imderstand a person, it is necessary to look at his family background also.
For, it is the impact of the family and society which moulds the young mind.
And once that mind has been created, it leads to the mature and adult
personality. This was especially true in the case of Professor Madhu Dandavate.
Madhu Dandavate was bom in Ahmednagar, in present-day Maharashtra,
on 21 January 1924. It is interesting to look at his family backgroimd—it is
not difficult to see why Dandavate turned out as he did. Though not an
affluent one, the family could hold its head high, and with justifiable pride.
Madhu Dandavate's grandfather was a highly-cultured person, who was
responsible for translating works such as the plays of Bhasa, Kautilya's
Arthashastra, and even the poetry of Rabindranath Tagore into Marathi. He
was a staunch Liberal, who followed faithfully the path of Gopal Krishna
Gokhale, hailed by none other than Gcmdhiji as his political guru, and Gopal
Ganesh Agarkar, the great nationalist and social reformer of Maharashtra,
Dandavate's father, Ramachandra, was the Chief Officer of the Ahmednagar
Mimicipality and had wide social contacts. Growing up in such family
environment, the young Dandavate, naturally came to respect learning. He
was fully conversant with the latest trends in art, literature, the sciences, and
keenly interested in politics and social reform even as a yoimg boy. As
Professor Vivekanandan has rightly observed in his introduction to Echoes in
Parliament:
"This family environment and enlightenment greatly helped Madhu
Dandavate, develop his multifaceted personality with keen interest in
politics, social reform, socio-economic perspectives, literature, art and
science. The deep influences on Madhu Dandavate's outlook in life
have been the humanism of Gandhi, compassion of Buddha, rationality
of Marx, scientific and humane attitude of Albert Einstein, erudition of
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Acharya Narendra Deva, d3mamic and moral outlook of Jayaprakash
Narayan, original rethinking of Ram Manohar Lohia on the formulations
of democratic socialism, Mahatma Phule's passion for social justice and
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's rational thinking about casteism in India."
In later life, Dandavate was greatly influenced by some socialist leaders
and a few others with whom he worked, like Achyut Patwardhan, Yusuf
Meherally, Asoka Mehta, S.M. Joshi and N.G. Goray.
It was natural that growing up in such an atmosphere, Madhu Dandavate
should be inspired by the ongoing freedom movement. In 1937, at the young
age of 13 years, he climbed up onto the roof of the A.E. Society's High School
in Ahmednagar in the dead of night, and placed the national flag on the top
of the tower. Again, in 1942, during the Quit India Movement he along with
a few friends burnt down the Bench Magistrate's Court at Ahmednagar.
Ironically, it was his father, who had the Fire Department in his charge, who
had to try and quell the flames! However, the patriotic fire continued to bum
m young Dandavate and, as a young student in 1946, he and some of his
colleagues decided to block the advance of British troops who were rushing
to put down the revolt of the ratings of the Royal Indian Navy in Bombay.
Dandavate fortunately escaped with his life when the troops began to fire on
the crowd.
During this time, Dandavate also finished his education at the Royal
Institute of Science in Bombay and took up a job as a Professor of Physics at
Siddharth College in Bombay. The College had been founded by one of the
men who had inspired Dandavate—Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. He continued to
teach at the College and was its Vice-Principal imtil he entered Parliament in
1971.
In 1955, when the Goa Satyagraha was started, to bring an end to colonial
rule in the Portuguese enclave of Goa, Dandavate decided to participate. He
offered his resignation from the College to Dr. Ambedkar, who refused it,
saying that Dandavate was solely motivated by the noblest ideals and
patriotism. The entire faculty and student body of the College saw him off
at the station. Dandavate was imable to cross the border on 15 August, but
did so on 17 August. He was attacked brutally by the Portuguese Police, as
he was carrying the national flag. He suffered cracks in the bones of his
waist, and was taken back into India on a stretcher. Dandavate later recalled:
"Now when people ask, 'What was the impact of this Satyagraha?' I feel
proud to say that it did generate a climate to pressurize the Indian
Government, leading to the military action to liberate Goa."
Professor Dandavate was at this time a member of the Praja Socialist
Party. In 1946, he was elected Secretary of the Bombay Branch of the Party,
and he later also became the General Secretary of the Party in 1972. In the
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1950s, a Movement began to unite all Marathi-speaking areas into one State.
Professor Dandavate also participated in this Movement, and was Secretary
of the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti's Bombay unit. He, his wife, and brothers
all went to jail in the Movement. He also participated in the land liberation
Movement. This was intended to take away land owned by industrialists,
which was lying unused, and hand it over to indigent peasants. He was also
very heavily involved in the Co-operative Movement in Maharashtra, and
can claim a share for its successful development in the State. All these
movements were for him a matter of principles and social concern in action.
No one could ever accuse him of working on a personal agenda and for self
advantage.
Madhu Dandavate was elected to the Maharashtra Legislative Council in
1970 from the Bombay Graduates Constituency, but was a member for less
than a year. Following the sudden death of the legendary fiery Socialist leader,
parliamentarian and lawyer, Nath Pai, he stood from the West Coast Rajapur
constituency. Thus began a legendary parliamentary career. Dandavate was
returned from the same constituency in 1971, 1977, 1980, 1984 and 1989. In
the 1980 elections, he had the largest number of votes polled by any candidate
across the country.
Professor Dandavate came to be well-known throughout the country in
later years through his work in Parliament, and his association with
Jayaprakash Narayan. He was arrested after the proclamation of the
Emergency, and jailed in Bangalore along with A.B. Vajpayee, S.N. Mishra,
L.K. Advani and H.D. Deve Gowda, among others. Following the victory of
the Janata Party in the 1977 General Elections, he had a memorable stint as
the Railway Minister. He was the Finance Minister in the V.P. Singh-led
National Front Government in 1989 and was also the Deputy Chairman of
the Planning Commission. He passed away on 12 November 2005, at the age
of 81.

As the Railway Minister
Though Professor Dandavate's later stint as the Finance Minister is better
known now a days, it is actually his two-odd years in office as the Railway
Minister, until the fall of Prime Minister Morarji Desai's Janata Party
Government in 1979, which were of great and enduring historical impact.
Just a few days after he took office, he had to present an interim Railway
Budget. He decided to reinstate the 50,000 Railway workers who had been
dismissed from their jobs for participating in Railway strikes. When senior
officials objected to this move, he told them: "I have come to the Rail Bhawan
with a full imderstanding of the problems of the Railways. My experience
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from public life is that if you respond to the legitimate urges of the workers,
you can expect reciprocal response from them. You can build an understanding
that the legitimate aspiration of the workers will be fulfilled only if they in
turn agree to inculcate self-imposed discipline at work and help the Railways
generate revenues and improve production."
The response from the Railways Unions, was instantaneous—^they agreed
to cooperate with the new Minister in his mission. The result was there in the
first Budget Speech itself—Madhu Dandavate was the first Railway Minister
ever to project a surplus of Rs. 125 crore. Dandavate's strategy was two
fold—^he advocated linking of backward areas with other parts of the country
so that the full benefit of economic development would come within their
reach. The second initiative that he took was to improve the travelling
conditions, so that any journey would not be an arduous ordeal, but a pleasant
and relaxing experience. For the first time. Railway benches were filled with
foam, to make easier to sit on. It also reduced the difference between different
categories of compartments. As Dandavate noted in his speech: "What I want
to do is not degrade the first class, but elevate the second class." He also
introduced computerization in the reservation process, which helped make it
easier and corruption-free.
Another issue that Professor Dandavate addressed was the safety of the
Railway system in the country. Concerned with the increasing number of
Railway accidents he sought ways and means to prevent them. After
examining the incidence of accidents, it was found that the maximum collisions
took place at stations and unmanned Railway crossings. Steps were taken to
eliminate these problems. As part of the safety measures, Dandavate
encouraged the Railways to produce more coaches which could withstand
the impact of collision or a derailment.
Prime Minister Morarji Desai, not known for freely giving praise, once
publicly said: "This is one Ministry in which I do not have to interfere.
Madhu Dandavate, Minister of Railways runs it in a manner that even I
would not be able to." The President of India also remarked: "If I have to
recommend a gold medal for the best Minister, I would recommend Madhu
Dandavate". Professor Dandavate would, from time to time, travel incognito
on trains in order to gauge the difficulties that ordinary passengers faced and
to find remedies for the same. It was not the larger issues alone which
concerned him as a Minister, he was also interested in the seemingly smaller
things, such as how to ensure clean water for all passengers (the matka was
the solution here). The noted historian Ramachandra Guha has rightly
commented: "If a social history of Indian Railways is ever written, it might
be divided into two parts: 'Life before Dandavate' and 'Life after Dandavate'!"
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As the Finance Minister
Professor Dandavate returned to Office following the 1989 elections, when
a coalition government led by V.R Singh came to power. Professor Dandavate
once asked the Prime Minister the reasons for his being chosen for the Finance
portfolio. Prime Minister V.P Singh told him: "While I was holding the Finance
portfolio, I was very keenly watching your performance in Parliament. On
every financial issue, you had a specific point of view, a commitment and an
outlook and I felt that here was a person who has applied his mind to financial
problems and has a financial perspective."
Though once more Professor Dandavate's stay in office was very brief,
he did introduce a few changes in our economic system, all positive, and
which evinced comments from the media and the people at large. The
philosophy which inspired his economic administration and policy making
was to "help the weaker sections of society and to encourage these sections
through an institutionalized approach." At this late date, it is a little surprising
to learn that it was during Professor Dandavate's tenure that, for the first
time ever, a formal conference took place between the Union Finance Minister,
and the Finance Ministers of all the States.
Among the changes that he made was abolition of the Gold Control Act,
1963, which had been passed into law at a time when the country needed to
control its gold resources in the wake of the war with China in 1962.
Interestingly, Morarji Desai, who was Finance Minister at the time the Act
was passed, wrote to Professor Dandavate; "I had introduced this Bill in the
past. I recognize that it now has become out of date, but no one had the
courage to abolish it. I congratulate you for taking this bold step."
Professor Dandavate also announced in his Budget Speech that the
Government proposed to introduce a Fundamental Right to Work. He added
that it was being decided that since the burden would fall upon the exchequer
and would be a big burden, it would be introduced in a phased manner, and
initially, from rural areas, where unemployment was very Icirge and unreported
or under-reported. He was heavily criticized at the time for this idea. However,
today the idea has borne fruition in the rural works programme introduced
in the poorest districts of our country.
Another small step, but a landmark one, was taken by Professor
Dandavate in the direction of relief of the debt of farmers. He proposed that
as of 2 October 1989, all farmers who had loans upto Rs. 10,000 from Public
Sector Banks and Regional Rural Banks, would have this debt abolished. He
countered criticism that the Banks would flounder by pointing out that
provision had been made for covering their losses. He also took steps to
counter insider trading and manipulation of the markets by a nexus between
stock brokers and government officials.
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As Finance Minister, Professor Dandavate's style of functioning was one
of high principles being upheld assiduously in public life and for the public
good. As he once noted: "My office was aware of my values and they knew
I would not succumb to any pressure, so they did not let anybody approach
me." Again, after his first Budget Speech, he said "{This Speech) is the essence
of pragmatism and the quintessence of the unending quest of the socio
economic experimenters like Mahatma Gandhi, JP and Acharya Narendra
Deva."

As Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission
Professor Dandavate was appointed the Deputy Chairman of the Planning
Commission in 1996 by Prime Minister H.D. Deve Gowda. The primary task
before the new Commission was the drafting of the Ninth Five-Year Plan for
the country. The major innovation that Dandavate brought into the Planning
process was the all-inclusive nature of consultations, which were all across
the board. For the first time, the views of non-govemmental organizations
and other non-state actors, as well as academics, trade unions, peasant
organizations and other voluntary organizations, and also the different State
governments, were included in the entire consultation process. For Dandavate,
this was not just a formal ritual to be gone through, but a sacrosanct purposeful
decision. There was, in fact, an effort made to decentralize the entire
consultation process. How successful Professor Dandavate was in this
endeavour can be gauged from the comment of a CPI (M) leader. "No matter
what the ideological orientation of the Chief Minister is, everyone is happy
after meeting you, since you are sensitive to the situation of the States and
provide the maximum possible benefit that you can." As a matter of fact,
whenever the Chief Minister of a State came to meet the Deputy Chairman,
he found that he was meeting not only Professor Dandavate, but also various
members of the Planning Commission, and experts and officials. Thus, no
one ever felt dissatisfied or left out. Another innovation that was brought in
was a new methodology for measuring the nature and level of poverty in
the country. Under Dandavate, for the first time, a sincere and honest effort
was made to study the special problems faced by the North-East States as a
whole, and at the individual level, and to suggest ways and means to help
their economic development and continuous integration with the rest of the
country.
After a meeting of the National Development Council, where the
Approach Document secured approval, another round of consultations took
place, which were finally put in the form of a Draft Plan, which, after securing
the approval of the Council of Ministers, would have become the new
Five-Year Plan. However, the Government fell from power, and fresh
elections ensued. Unhappy at the prospect of a year's work going to waste.
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Professor Dandavate, after securing the approval of the Prime Minister,
decided to make the Drcift Plan public. This led to much criticism, since it
was thought that the new Government should be left free to draft its own
version of the Plan. But Dandavate's view was, "I am strongly of the opinion
that we should release it. We have worked so hard for about one-and-a-half
year Let it go before the people and the new Government. If they reject it,
let them." However, as it transpired, the Dandavate doctiment was broadly
accepted by the new Government after elections, with only a small change in
the overall Plan outlay. Professor Dandavate is said to have pointed out to a
Minister in the Government with characteristic humour, after having thanked
him for accepting the document, that even the spelling errors had not been
changed!
At the Planning Commission, Professor Dandavate's approach was very
clear. It was, quite simply, to put into effect the philosophy which was the
bedrock of his political beliefs, allied vdth the lesson that in a democratic
society and polity, no one should feel, or be, marginalized, in either the
consultation process, or as a target for the Plan's aim. It is this inclusive
nature which is Professor Dandavate's most important legacy at the Planning
Commission.
Professor Dandavate had the honour to preside at the Planning
Commission in the 50th year of the planning process in India. He
commemorated Subhash Chandra Bose's contribution to the concept of
Planning in India as President of the Congress Party, when he created the
National Planning Committee headed by Jawaharlal Nehru. This was the
origin of the Planning Commission, which came into being formally as a
Government agency as the Advisory Planning Board in 1946. A
Commemorative Volume was also published on Subhash Bose and planning
in India.

As a Parliamentarian
Professor Dandavate was a bom Parliamentarian. The 20 years that he
spent in the Lok Sabha were marked by a very high standard of debating
skills on his part. He never failed to raise the most important issues before
the House, effectively deploying his vast and erudite knowledge and verbal
skills to make his point. He was always in command of his facts. He never
had to descend to the level of raising his voice in anger, or playing to the
gallery, for the respect that he had cut across all party lines. He was always
heard with utmost respect, and there were few who dared to cross swords
with him in debate. If tempers rose, he would quietely intervene, and bring
down the temperature with a witticism. His sense of humour was legendary.
On one occasion. Professor Dandavate was annoyed by the incessant
interruptions from the Government Benches. He finally said: "Sir, my old
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friend has a habit of popping up suddenly from slumber and says something
that does not m ake sense. Slumber is the only sensible thing he seems to be
capable of at the moment." The House—including the offending member—
burst into laughter.
For Professor Dandavate, there was no such thing as a political enemy;
there were only political opponents. Professor Dandavate spent the larger
part of his parliamentary career on the Benches of the Opposition. Thus, he
mastered every rule, convention, ruling precedent and technique which
allowed a member to question the Government of the day and put it on the
mat. He was a real master of parliamentary procedures. There may have
been few Parliamentarians who used Question Hour and Special Mentions
with the skill and aplomb of Professor Dandavate. He was also a member of
the Business Advisory Committee and the Estimates Committee.

The Man and His Ideas
Professor Dandavate had a great love for learning. His engagement with
the political world was not just a matter of seeking votes and winning elections.
It was for the purpose of setting the boat of society in a particular direction,
and to a specific destination. He was constantly engaged in a battle of ideas.
These ideas he presented in his journalism and the numerous books that he
authored. The most important, to name a few are: Echoes In Parliament Quest
o f Conscience, As the Mind Unfolds, Evolution Of Socialist Policies, Gandhiji's
Impact On Socialist Thinking, Three Decades of Indian Communism, Kashmir—
Test Case for Secularism, Dialogue With Life, Jayaprakash Narayan: Struggle with
Values, and Marx And Gandhi. The last-named is of particular interest, because
it was written in Bangloare Jail, without benefit of any reference material
whatsoever, and yet, it is probably the most incisive and comprehensive
discussion of this particular subject. This book is an indicator and a reflection
of the formidable knowledge base which Dandavate possessed, and to which
he brought to bear his analytical skills.
But what exactly were the ideas that inspired Madhu Dandavate?
Dandavate was a lifelong socialist, whose thinking was further inspired by
the life and tenets espoused by Mahatma Gandhi. Dandavate was deeply
influenced by a pamphlet written by Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia, Economics
After Marx, He was impressed by Dr. Lohia's argument: 'Rigid acceptance of
Marxism or its rejection, are both wrong. Individuals can be there to guide
you, but they cannot be the sole arbiters of your ideological commitments.
You must examine every thinker's writings logically, on the touchstones of
reality that existed." Thus, Dandavate was never a doctrinaire Marxist, but
he accepted some of Marx's analysis of society, but not his solution to
oppression. Madhu Dandavate was a strong supporter of all efforts made for
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the emancipation and empowerment of women. It is instructive and disturbing
to read Professor Dandavate's Besant Lecture, Social Roots o f Gender Justice. In
this, he quietly and trenchantly lays bare all the social and political
foundations, most of them not obvious to us, which are just as a means to
oppress women.
It is not without significance but Dandavate entitled his centenary tribute
to Jayaprakash Narayan "Struggle with Values", This can, of course, be read
in two ways. Firstiy, it is necessary to tackle any situation in a manner which
is consistent with ethical values and political morality. Another meaning, not
contrary to the earlier one, but complementing it is that it is necessciry to
examine all the values that come before you—^you need to pace Lohia, analyse
them before you accept them. It is through this process that the real values
will emerge, the values that you need to imbibe, the ones which will carry
you through any situation. The ideas and ideals of public morality that
Dandavate espoused throughout his life can be seen in two incidents following
the fall of the Morarji Desai Government. Some intermediaries sought to
have Professor Dandavate to change sides and join the new Government
under Chaudhary Charan Singh. Dandavate refused, saying "I was elected
from a coastal constituency and it is the culture of a coastal area that when
the ship sinks, the captain of the ship sinks with the ship and does not run
away." Again, a week after leaving his Ministry, Professor Dandavate sent a
full statement containing details of his assets and liabilities to the President
of India, the Prime Minister, the Leader of the Opposition, Jayaprakash
Narayan, and Acharya Kriplani. He also released all details to the Press,
showing that he had nothing to hide.
Professor Dandavate married Pramila Dandavate in 1953. They had one
son, Uday. Pramila Dandavate was the equal of her husband in every way.
She had a full-independent life and was able to create a niche for herself,
having realized her potential to its fullest. She was an indomitable and doughty
fighter of the rights of women, and was the President of Mahila Dakshyata
Samiti. It was through her efforts that the National Commission of which she
could have been the Chairman came into existence. Let Professor tell the
story himself of what happened, and why: "The office of the Prime Minister
sent a message to Pramila Dandavate that her campaign had finally succeeded
and that the Government was ready to institute the National Commission for
Women and appoint her as the first Chairperson. This message was informally
communicated to her at a time when it was clear that V.R Singh's Government
had lost the majority in the Lok Sabha and only a formal adoption of noconfidence against the Government had to tcike place in the House. It would
have been inappropriate to accept the appointment from a Government that
had lost its majority. She requested me to communicate her refusal to accept
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the appointment to the Prime Minister. In view of her position in the women's
movement, she deserved the position but democratic norms justify her
refusal/' Husband and wife shared and cherished the same values.
During the Goa Satyagraha she refused to dissuade Professor Dandavate
from going and instead, proceeded herself to join him. She was elected to the
Lok Sabha from a Mumbai constituency. Thus, the Dandavates had the unique
distinction of being Members of the same House of Parliament at the same
time. The death of Pramila Dandavate in 2002 at the age of 71, who was in
every way his soulmate, was a devastating blow for Professor Dandavate
and had its impact. Nevertheless, such was his strength of purpose that he
did not permit this tragedy in any way to impede his activities, both political
and intellectual. Professor Dandavate noted in his memoirs. Dialogue With
Life: "My wife Pramila shared with me the values and vision of life. She
participated in several political and social movements with her deep
commitment to the ideals of gender justice and empowerment of women. For
these causes, she fought from the forum of Parliament as well as through
struggles outside. Her activism was a great source of support and inspiration
to me. In all the successes I achieved in various walks of my personal and
public life, Pramila's unstinted support and inspiration had a great share. I
deeply feel the void created by her death..."
Professor Dandavate excelled in swimming and cricket. In fact, he
regularly took part in the Journalists Vs. Parliamentarians cricket matches in
the 1970s and 1980s. He also bowled a useful left-arm spin. He was always
proud of the fact that Ajit Wadekar, the former captain of the Indian cricket
team, had been one of his students. He was also the Non-Councillor Member
of the Education Committee of the Bombay Municipal Corporation (1962-70);
President of the Bank of Baroda Employees Federation (1973-75), and a Trustee
of the Yusuf Meherally Education Trust. EKiring the 1962 war with China,
and again in the 1965 War with Pakistan, Professor Dandavate was the
Secretary of the Maharashtra State Citizens Committee. He travelled abroad
extensively, to countries such as Yugoslavia, UK, Italy, the then West Germany,
France, USA, Greece, Lebanon and Austria. He led a full and active life, in
every sense of the word.

My Personal Impressions
I met Professor Dandavate at a number of non-party forums for the first
time after my transfer from the National Academy of Administration in
Mussoorie to Delhi in January 1971. I was, of course, already familiar with
his name and reputation as a rising and dedicated socialist, and knew of his
participation in the Goa Liberation Movement. It was at a gathering that a
friend of mine introduced me to Professor Dandavate and there was a polite
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exchange of words. I was highly impressed by his persuasive argumentation—
the legacy of a lifetime of teaching—and his incisive and forthright exposition
of his views. His extensive study and reflections were always evident in
whatever he said or wrote. There was always a note of sobriety in his words
and behaviour. But it was not that he was devoid of a sense of humour,
which he possessed in ample measure. Both hvmiour, and even good-natured
sarcasm would be used by him to great effect. This is easily reflected in his
parliamentary interventions and in the cut and thrust of debates on contentious
issues. Even in ordinary conversation, he was always smiling, and with his
amiable marmers, would come out with some humorous comment or
witticism, which would make everyone present laugh. He had not only a
capacious mind, but also a phenomenal memory. I thus became an admirer
of Madhu Dandavate.
There were more occasions for us to meet from 1980s as he was an
eminent parliamentarian and would be invited by various organisations to
many important functions. One had to admire the perceptiveness of his
approach. When he was a Minister, some officials felt that he was at times
hasty or unclear in his views. This may be because as a public person of long
standing, he had his heart on the pulse of the people and was imbued with
an idealism which the bureaucratic mind could not comprehend or appreciate.
But all of them admiringly admitted that he was neither discourteous nor did
he indulge in needless denigration of officials. He had no personal agenda of
any kind, and did not perm it political interference in day-to-day
administration. Professor Dandavate's concern was with adequate and prompt
policy implementation. He complimented and congratulated me when I first
entered the Rajya Sabha. He was at that time not a member of the Lok Sabha,
but continued to regularly visit the Parliament and meticulously use the
Parliament Library. He was good enough to personally invite me when the
two volumes of his writings were published. Regretfully, I was not able to
reach the Rashtrapati Bhawan for the release of his book on Jayaprakash
Narayan, and I had to apologise to him for it. I am not sure whether Professor
Dandavate was a believer or not, but certainly he embodied in his demeanour
what Swami Vivekananda called spirituality in action.
Professor Madhu Dandavate devoted his life to the cause of the welfare
of the people of India. His life is an object lesson in itself, testifying to the fact
that it is possible to lead a public life which is animated and strengthened by
ethical values and norms. I am proud to be able to pay my tribute to a great
son of India.

PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE:
AS I KNEW HIM
—Sudarshan Agarwal*

During my tenure as Secretary-General, Rajya Sabha, I had rather brief
but pleasant interaction with Professor Madhu Dandavate. He was, if I may
say so, amongst the tallest of parliamentarians; a man of unimpeachable
integrity and strong convictions. Professor Dandavate was a role model for
parliamentarians and for all those who value probity in public life. In 1981,
as Additional Secretary in Rajya Sabha, I travelled with him along with five
other members on an Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) delegation to the
Philippines. At Manila, I got the news that the Chairman, Rajya Sabha had
appointed me as Secretary-General of Rajya Sabha. When I shared this
information with the members of the delegation. Professor Dandavate
remarked, "I knew you would make it. From what I have seen of you, I can
say without hesitation that you will do us proud." Professor Dandavate had
a very subtle sense of humour. Once as Railway Minister when he was replying
to a question, a member insisted that certain papers be laid on the Table of
the House by the Hon'ble Minister, on which he replied, "My wife
Smt. Pramila Dandavate is a Member of the House, I only hope that no
member insists that she be laid on the Table of the House." When a Railway
accident took place somewhere in Haryana which among others, took the life
of Rajya Sabha member Shri Prakash Vir Shastri, Professor Dandavate had
tears in his eyes and with choked voice, he shared this information with the
House. I recall once when he was the Finance Minister, his car was stopped
by the Rajya Sabha Security staff because the car did not have the Parliament
House sticker on the wind screen. He coolly came out of the car and walked
to his office without making any fuss. Such was his humility and his penchant
for proper conduct. Professor Dandavate led a very spartan life. One only
wishes Parliament had many more members like Professor Dandavate. His
was an exemplary life both as an outstanding parliamentarian and a human
* He is the Governor of Uttarakhand and former Secretary-General of Rajya Sabha.
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being with abiding values of honesty, truthfulness, fairness, love and
cx)mpassion. I am reminded of a beautiful quote from a poet:
"Ideals are like stars in the sky
we may never reach them;
but like mariners at the sea.
We chart our course by them".
I pay my respectful homage to a great parliamentarian, a great humanist
and a great fighter for equity, fair play and justice.
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MADHU DANDAVATE: COMMITTED SOCIALIST
—M.P. Veerendra Kumar*

My association with Prof. Madhu Dandavate dates back to the sixties. I
first met him in a party conference. Except for a few years when the socialists
stood divided, we all joined forces again and from then on till date, people
like me were inspired by him and considered it an honour to have worked
with him.
His demise was an irrevocable loss to the socialist movement in our
country. I cherish fond memories of him. Our association was rooted in a
firm ideological conviction. He was not a fashionable socialist, but an
impassioned one. He could both inspire people, and in turn drew inspiration
from them. That is a very noble, but rare quality in politics. He was not a
political animal feasting on the crumbs of power and privilege. For that very
reason itself he is and deservedly should be an example to all of us, irrespective
of party affiliation. There are certain people of whom we wonder with a
sense of loss, as to why it was not that we had not made their acquaintance
earlier. In most of our relationships the obverse is often true. Dandavate saab
definitely belonged to the first category.
He was an orator. But his words were not dressed up to convey an
impression of self-importance, instead they articulated the problems of the
ordinary people and inspired them to greater fights. Throughout his life, he
championed popular causes. I feel privileged to have worked with him to his
final hour. Last I remember, he led a huge delegation of leaders to the Hon'ble
Speaker Somnath Chatterjee's Qiamber to present a memorandum signed by
lakhs of under-privileged working class and the peasantry. He wanted a
legislation for them. That petition was submitted to the Petitions Committee.
He was very passionate in his relations with the 'daridranarayanans.'
I boldly affirm that Dandavate saab's legacy will live on in our history,
making a mockery of mortality, which is the one abiding truth of our human
condition. How many of us are with the under-privileged, the poor people
in their hour of desperate need? As socialists our place is in their ranks, when
all else in whom they reposed their faith have abandoned them in this age
of commodified globalisation. Much as we yearn for it, we know that he
* He is a Member of Parliament (Lok Sabha) and the Leader of Janata Dal (S) in Lok Sabha.
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cannot return to goad us on in our just struggles. But surely, his memories
still spur us on.
He truly was a parliamentarian with a sense of humour. Today, when
some members bawl at each other in cm exhibition of competitive vulgarity,
which is an insult to the constituents who elected them and the masses of our
people who view them directly or in televised proceedings, I miss his affable
and dignified presence. I will narrate just one instance. When a member in
the House, turned to him and said— "Sir, Dandavateji, should I give my
spectacles to you?" He said—'I do not want it. I do not want to be short
sighted.' He was always quick with a repartee. He valued friendships. He
had a great sense of conviction.
He was equaUy fortunate in having Pramilaji as his wife, an equal partner
in life and politics. When he died he donated his mortal remains for a social
cause. We may have many brave men still, but surely we never will have a
better one. People strive in vain to build their memorials over ashes. Dandavate
saab built it in our hearts and those of the people who revered him.
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MADHU DANDAVATE: A VIRTUOUS AND
AN INCREDIBLE CRUSADER OF MASSES
—Bali Ram Bhagat*

My association with Madhu Dandavate, a born socialist and an
outstanding parliamentarian-cum-academidan, began in 1971 when he became
the member of the Fifth Lok Sabha representing Rajapur Constituency in
Maharashtra. I watched keenly the result of Rajapur parliamentary
constituency, as it happened to be the constituency of the veteran Socialist
leader and outstanding parliamentarian, Nath Pai, who died prematurely.
Madhu Dandavate not only won from Rajapur in 1971 but retained the same
for five consecutive terms till 1991. He Aereby strengthened the legacy of
Nath Pai both inside the House and outside as well. Although, he and I
happened to be in opposite camps—when I was in Treasury Bench, he was
in Opposition, when he became Minister in 1977-79 and 1989-90, I was in
Opposition—^but like many others, I have had a great amount of respect for
his magnanimous personality and benevolent services. As a parliamentaricin
or as a Minister, he was very nice to everybody and more friendly and
courteous to me. He was close to both friends and foes. In my long public
career, I have never come across a person who is not an admirer of his
simplicity and his high thinking. What is the most amazing aspect of his
personality was that both as a Minister and a Member, he maintained utmost
humility and modesty till the last days of his life. In all respects, I find him
a true follower of Mahatma Gandhi and Jayaprakash Narayan and above all
an amiable person. He was a great crusader for the upliftment of the masses,
having firm commitment for non-violence and truth. He set an example of
the highest moral and ethical norms in public life in contemporary
parliamentary history of India, which would go a long way in inspiring the
present generation and the posterity.
A legendary socialist leader, Madhu Dandavate was more close to the
veteran socialist leader Jayaprakash and Nath Pai rather than to Ram Manohar
Lohia. During 1950s and 60s, there were a galaxy of socialist leaders from his
home State Maharashtra such as Nath Pai, S.M. Joshi, Madhu Limaye, Asoka
Mehta, Yusuf Meherally and Nana Saheb Goray. Dandavate had the distinction
to work with them shoulder to shoulder in diverse fields including that Quit
India Movement in 1942. He learnt a lot from his association with them. One
* He is former Speaker of the Lok Sabha.
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of his widely acknowledged contributions was his role in the Liberation
Movement of Goa. During his active participation in Goa's freedom struggle
and his role for social awareness, his leadership potential and abilities came
to limelight. He was elected to Maharashtra Legislative Coimcil from Mumbai
Graduates Constituency in 1970. In the 1971 mid-term parliamentary elections,
he was elected from the Rajapur parliamentary constituency to the Parliament.
Since then he never looked back.
When Madhu Dandavate entered the Fifth Lok Sabha in 1971, it was the
days of the political dominance of Smt. Indira Gandhi and I was a member
of the Treasury Bench. With the death of eminent parliamentarians such as
Dr. Lohia and Nath Pai and the defeat of Madhu Limaye from Munger, Bihar
in 1971, Dandavate was soon able to draw the attention of the people by his
razor sharp intellect and performance in Parliciment. I vividly recall his first
p>erformance on the floor of the House. It was perhaps his Private Member's
Bill pertaining to Land Reforms. The Supreme Court had already declared
null and void all the reforms, which transgressed the Right to Property, one
of the Fundamental Rights. His oratorical skill was superb and his
deliberations on the floor of House were exemplary. Both the Opposition and
the Treasury Benches were marvelled as he argued forcefully and logically
that the decision of the Court sounded the death-knell of the people's
aspirations of creating a new social order based on equality and justice.
Although his Bill was defeated, he left an everlasting impression upon all the
members cutting across the parties. In the subsequent years, he acquired
more acquaintance with the parliamentary process and procedures and became
well-versed in them.
A visibly perfect Professor turned Parliamentarian, he belonged to a genre
of outstanding leaders who revered our parliamentary democracy making
substantial contribution and enriched the deliberations of the House. As a
parliamentarian, he is known for his respect for the rules of procedure. His
vast knowledge of parliamentary procedures was commendable. He was more
articulate on the issues of public importance. His presentation of facts and
figures was faultless. He took every care and was punctilious about facts.
Both as the Union Minister of Railways under the Morarji Desai's Government
and as the Finance Minister under the V.R Singh Government he proved
himself as an efficient administrator and made every effort to serve the people
to the best of his ability and conviction. We all know that he played a key role
in reinstating the Railway Employees who were dismissed during the
Nationwide Railway strike of 1974. For this generous act, he earned lot of
love, affection and respect.
When he assumed the charge of the Ministry of Finance in 1989, he
presented a people-oriented Budget with decentralization of power to the
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States. He was in favour of making Right to Employment as the Fundamental
Right but he could not succeed as the then Government fell suddenly. Being
a student of Economics, I closely kept a watch on his performance as the
Deputy Qiairman of the Planning Commission which was extremely laudable.
I
would like to add a few more words about his personality, which is
little known to others than the fellow parliamentarians. By appearance, he
seemed to be a very serious man but he was very witty, humorous and
sensible. He did not want to hurt any person by his words or acts or by any
gesture. In his autobiography "Dialogue with Life" he elaborated:
''In my Parliamentary life, I have learned that even if someone tries to
have a dig at you in Parliament, it is better to respond with a humorous
repertoire rather than get angry. I also realized that speech made with
thorough study and combined with a touch of humour and punch has
more impact while facing stiff opposition. Once, while I was presenting
my Budget, my spectacles fell down. A Member from the Congress
Benches got up. He said> "Professor Dandavate, shall I offer you my
spectacles?" I said, "No, it won't do because it must be shortsighted."
A gifted genius as Professor of a science subject and a product of Socialist
Movement, Madhu Dandavate was a prolific writer. His writing skill was
inimitable. He meticuously used to choose subjects relating to the issues of
common concern. He had more than two dozen books to his credit. In addition,
he contributed hundreds of articles and pamphlets on diverse contemporary
issues. His versatile talent and his grasp of socialism are aptly reflected in his
books. Some of the books which I read enthusiastically cire: Marx and Gandhi,
Echoes in Parliament, Evolution o f Socialist Thinking, Jayaprakash Narayan —
Struggle with Values and his celebrated autobiography. Dialogue with Life. All
these books are very impressive and their contents indicate his commitment
for socialism and respect for Mahatma Gandhi and Jayaprakash Narayan
and his firm belief in the Indian ethos. He was also associated with a periodical
Janata published from Mumbai.
After his retirement from active politics, he devoted his time towards
writing books and articles on diverse contemporary issues. When in Delhi he
used to stay in a small flat in 1, Meena Marg, New Delhi; he used to walk
to Parliament Library more often on foot. He was a regular visitor to the
library like a serious scholar and academician. When I used to come across
him in the premises of Parliament or in the Library, he would greet me with
a smile addressing me as "Mr. Speaker, How are you. Sir?" I replied, "I am
no longer the Speaker". His witty reply happened to be, "once a Speaker,
always a Speaker." These words are still fresh in my mind.
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In the end, the very mention of Madhu Dandavate is incomplete without
the name of his wife, late Pramila Dandavate, also a renowned social worker
and a parliamentarian, who shared with him the values and vision of life.
During the Seventh Lok Sabha (1980-84) both the Dandavates were elected to
the Parliament and really those were the defining years for them and it was
a rare distinction. I had ample opportunities to interact with them inside the
House. I found them a perfect ideal Indian couple ever seen on the horizon
during my five decades of public life of the post-Independence era. I pay my
humble tribute to the most exceptional and loveable national leader,
Madhu Dandavate and his wife Pramila Dandavate.
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PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE
AS RAILWAY MINISTER
—P. Upendra*

Though Professor Madhu Dandavate functioned in various capacities
during his official career—as the Railway Minister, as the Deputy Chairman
of the Planning Commission and as the Finance Minister of India—it was as
the Minister of Railways, he made a remarkable contribution for which he is
still remembered by the Railway community.
In the General Elections held in March 1977, the people of India gave a
historic and sensational verdict. The Indian National Congress, which ruled
the country for three decades, tasted defeat and the Janata Party was swept
to power with an overwhelming majority. Professor Madhu Dandavate was
appointed as the Union Minister of Railways. At that time I was editor of the
Indian Railways, the House Journal of the Ministry of Railways.
On the suggestion of the then Chairman, Railway Board, Shri G.P Warrier,
I was selected as the Special Assistant to the Minister, Professor Dandavate.
Normally, IAS cadre officers are appointed as Special Assistants (now called
Private Secretaries), but Professor Dandavate did not want an LAS Officer; he
instead, wanted someone who was good in dealing with public relationsrelated work—a mcin who could be relied upon to deal with people's
representatives with the utmost care and discretion. My socialist background
appealed to the Minister and cifter a trial for a week, he regularised my
appointment.
Professor Dandavate, also a Socialist by conviction, was imassuming and
simple. He was a man of exceptionally sharp inteUect. He had vast experience
in teaching Science to university students. As a public speaker, he was eloquent
and persuasive. He was an idealist and a man of absolute integrity. Any kind
of arrogance and snobbery was alien to his nature.
He was also broad-minded and above all types of petty political
considerations. My official responsibilities all lay in the execution of the policies
and programmes of the Janata Party Government but I continued to live in
the house of a Congress MP, Shri K. Suryanarayana, who was my imcle. A
* He is a former Union Minister for Information and Broadcasting and Parliamentary Affairs.
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large number of Janata Party MPs used to meet me at my residence, while
Congress Party MPs came in large nimibers to meet my uncle at the same
venue. It was, thus, an exceedingly delicate situation for me and I had to be
very cautious not to give room for any misunderstanding that a particular
group was being favoured or being discriminated against. Professor Dandavate
reposed full faith in me and often used to come to my residence, along with
his family.
I would like to cite here one instance to indicate the broad-mindedness
of Professor Dandavate. Certain MPs belonging to the Janata Party wrote to
the then Prime Minister, Shri Morarji Desai, pointing out what they regarded
as a risk in permitting a man like me to work as Special Secretary to an
important member of the Government while living in the house of a Congress
MP. When Shri Morarji Desai brought this subject to the notice of
Professor Dandavate, the latter replied that he had full confidence in me and
that I would not betray his trust. The Prime Minister gave a curt and firm
reply to the complaining Janata Party MPs. He said he was totally unconcerned
where I lived in Delhi. He was prepared to listen if my detractors had anything
against the way I functioned as an officer. He declined to entertain complaints
on frivolous grounds. The Prime Minister reminded the MPs that as Special
Secretary I was the confidant of a Minister and the Minister for whom I had
worked had full faith in me. He brusquely advised the MPs not to write such
improper letters in future. This made my job more onerous and I had to
discharge my responsibilities living up to the trust that was reposed in me
by Professor Dandavate.
There were several instances when important decisions bearing on the
reputation and efficiency of the Minister had to be taken. Though I belonged
to the Railway Service and was aware that I would have to revert to my
original post after my stint as Special Secretary, I had to be honest and truthful
to the Minister. In the process, I had annoyed my own Railway bosses on a
number of occasions.
As a Minister and his Secretary Professor Dandavate and myself shared
mutual trust and he relied on my briefing while taking decisions. I used to
give explcinatory notes on each file. All my explanatory notes would have to
be tom up by the Minister while disposing of the files, but Professor Dandavate
forgot most of the time to tear up the notes. Consequently, the files went back
to the departments and sections carrying my notes as well. The Railway
officers, after reading those notes, harboured a deep sense of grievance against
me, presuming that it was all my making. In a few other cases, when the
Minister was required to pull up senior officials for their shortcomings, even
after full briefing he used to forget that and treat them with cups of coffee.
When pointed out, he used to laugh and say "1 cannot change my nature and
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character at this age". A man of extreme courtesy and consideration, Dandavate
always hesitated to take stringent action against erring officials, but he never
hesitated to be firm when the occasion demanded. One example was the
removal of the then Chairman, Railway Board, who was persistently refusing
to obey the orders of the Minister in regard to the import of diesel rail
engines.
Professor Dandavate was perhaps the only Railway Minister who visited
all Railway Zones and important production and manufacturing imits of
Railways. On an average, he used to inspect four or five such areas every
month. As Professor Dandavate was a Trade Union Leader, having been
closely associated with the All India Railwaymen's Federation, he was given
a warm reception in all the places he visited.
Professor Dandavate was probably the first Minister for Railways to have
succeeded in acquiring a thorough grasp of all aspects of the working of the
Ministry of Railways within a very short period. He had an extraordinary
capability to understand even highly technical matters. Once he had read or
listened to a short resume or explanation of any problem he could fully
comprehend it and could himself produce a cogent and coherent account of
the issue. He had to participate in discussions, give lectures or keynote
addresses at Seminars, Workshops and Conferences that the Ministry of
Railways orgaiiised. He needed to consult the notes only on rare occasions.
He used to select the key points of the lecture but generally he spoke
ex tempore. The persuasive eloquence of his lectures never failed to arouse
surprise and admiration.
Ehiring Professor Dandavate's tenure as Railways Minister, a large number
of decisions designed to promote greater efficiency and accelerated
development of the Railways were taken. It was during his period that the
Railways introduced cushioned berths in second class and an improved system
for the supply of drinking water to passengers. The 'Janata' meal scheme was
introduced. The reservation system was toned up and better regulated. For
the first time, adequate funds were provided for the Calcutta Metro Railways.
Within a year's time Railways utilised a sum of a hundred and twenty-eight
crore rupees for various service benefits for the Railway staff. Among all the
Ministries that worked efficiently during the regime of the Janata Party
Government, the Railways consistently held a position of primacy.
But the Government didn't survive long enough to give Professor
Dandavate the chance to perform even better. It fell in 1979. On the very day
of the defeat of the Government, Professor Dandavate gave up using the
official car provided to him and chose to travel in an auto-rickshaw. Even
while he was a Minister, his wife, Smt. Pramila Dandavate used to move
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about in an auto-rickshaw. Uday, the only son of Professor Dandavate, rode
a bicycle. There was not one occasion when any member of the Dandavate
family had misused a Government vehicle.
However, even a man of integrity and high moral stature like
Professor Dandavate once became the object of unfriendly criticism. I can still
recall how deeply hurt and perturbed he was in consequence. There was an
occasion once when he had to send a large nimiber of personal letters. While
sending them to the "Despatch Section", I particularly cautioned the staff
concerned that the letters were all personal communications and warned
them against using service stamps. But, since the staff had never known a
similar situation in the past, they either forgot or ignored my directions and
routinely ciffixed service stamps on these letters. A Member of Parliament
displayed one such envelope in the House and objected to what he termed
as "the way Government funds were being misused for private purposes".
The total expenditure incurred on these stamps was eighty rupees. Professor
Dandavate was very upset and refused all food until the amount was paid
back to the Railways and the cashier's receipt was shown to him.
Professor Dandavate and Pramilaji were very good hosts and socially
very popular. I had the good fortune of being treated by them with utmost
consideration, virtually as a member of their family. I can never forget their
kindness and hospitality. In a way, the Minister and I kept working right
through the day, meal-times being the occasions for intense discussions on
official matters. The Dandavates and my family built up enduring links of
mutual regard and goodwill, extending even to the personal level.
It was my good fortune to be a member of the Union Cabinet as the
Minister for Information and Broadcasting and Parliamentary Affairs, along
with Professor Madhu Dandavate as the Union Minister of Finance. It was
perhaps a rare event in the political history when Guru and Shishya were part
of the same ruling team.
The untimely death of Pramilaji on 1 January 2002, caused great agony
to the Professor and he himself had to undergo a series of operations and
continuous medical treatment. He breathed his last on 12 November 2005, in
a hospital at Mumbai. Though it was a Diwali day, I travelled from Hyderabad
to Mumbai on 4 November 2005, to look up Professor Dandavate but I never
thought it would be our last meeting.
Millions of Railwaymen still remember Professor Dandavate's tenure as
a glorious period in the history of Indian Railways. It was a period of more
passenger amenities with no additional burdens. It is heartening that the
Railways at the present juncture are continuing this tradition and trend.

PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE:
A PERSON SINCERE AND SIMPLE
—Dr. Sarojini Mahishi*

Madhukar is the usual name of a male child in the middle class family
in Maharashtra but now it is popular in other parts of the country also.
Madhukar means a honey-making bee but the name is cut down as Madhu,
making it short and sweet by the parents and other relatives.
Shri Madhu, son of Ramachandra was bom in a middle class family in
Rajapur, in the Konkan area of Maharashtra, on 21 January 1924. He completed
his education upto M.Sc. and became a lecturer in a college in the Konkan
area itself.
Before the linguistic re-organization of States in 1957, Northern Karnataka
including Dharwar, Belgaum, Bijapur and North Kanara Districts were part
of the Bombay State and there used to be a question in the test paper on
geography.
Give geographical reasons for the following:—
"Konkan people are miserly living people"
The student was expected to write: "There is heavy rainfall in Konkan
area which is western ghat. Hence, people cannot go out to collect food and
fuel in the rainy season. Hence, they are to store the same for the rainy
season, using it sparingly. They may be called as miserly living people in a
rough tone. The environment compels the people to live in a specific way."
Professor Madhu Dandavate married Pramila who was also a double
graduate. She had also studied fine arts in the college at Bombay.
Before contesting the Lok Sabha elections on the Janata Dal ticket in 1977,
he was elected to the Bombay Legislative Council for a while. But in 1977
when the Janata Dal came to power under the leadership of Shri Morarji
Desai as the Prime Minister, Professor Dandavate rose to be the Railway
Minister of the Cabinet rank, in the Central Government.
Wherever Professor Dandavate had worked, he was known for being
simple and sincere. Once when we were discussing in a casual way, the
* She is the former Member of Parliament and former Union Minister of State for Tourism, Civil
Aviation eind Law, Justice eind Company Affairs.
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black-market of Railway tickets and smuggling of Railway goods and wagon
services, he had remarked, "Women are less corrupt and more sincere in
their duty than men". It is better to employ more women in the sale and
reservation of tickets. I then thought that this idea would get down into
practice very soon.
Konkan area was waiting for him to enter the Cabinet as the Railway
Minister. The plan for the Konkan Railway from Kerala to Bombay along the
west coast started taking a shape imder his guidance. Acquisition of land
from the State Governments and the private owners of Ae land for the
construction of the Konkan Railway, was a big problem by itself. For the
people living in the Indian peninsula, the Konkan Railway services have
come as a boon. Even today certain p>etty problems in the line remain imsolved
but the services continue.
Professor Dandavate used to be very absorbed in reading, writing and
studjdng the problems within the range of his duties.
One day Smt. Pramila Dandavate invited many of the women members
of Parliament to her house for tea in the afternoon. I was also there in the
group. A few women members were already there at her residence.
Out of curiosity, I entered the kitchen to find out how things for the
tea-time are shaping. I told Pramila ji, "I thought many people are in the
kitchen to help you. Any way many friends are already there in hall, I shall
arrange these cups and glasses on Ae dirmer table. I shall take this prepared
food to the table. Do not get upset everything will be alright."
Smt. Pramila ji remarked, "yes, you know I am struggling here in the
kitchen. And he (Dandavateji) is sitting in the room there reading and writing,
without getting worried about this fact that I have a number of friends for
tea today. Any way, you give him a cup of tea and this 'Upma' to eat".
I took all the things, kept them on the dining table and requested friends
to share the eatables.
I then went to Professor Dandavate ji, gave the tea and eatables to him
and just remarked, "Pramilaji is working in the kitchen alone; perhaps there
is none to help her; she gets angry and starts speaking loudly."
Professor Dandavate ji calmly said, "This is nothing new to me that is a
dcdly affair; I am used to this".
All said and done, the tea party went off very smoothly. The women
friends who were enjoying cups of hot tea, with smiles, jokes and gossip,
were inviting each other for another tea party later in the week at their
residences.
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Professor Madhu Dandavate ji was elected to the Fifth, Sixth, Seventh,
Eighth and Ninth Lok Sabhas. In 1990, he was the Finance Minister when
Shri V.P. Singh was the Prime Minister. This Government lasted for a short
period. Professor Dandavate was upset, when HonT)le Devi Lai who was the
Deputy Prime Minister was thrown out of the Cabinet in the Central
Government by the Prime Minister, Shri V.P. Singh. In fact, it was Shri Devi
Lai, Chief Minister of Haryana at that time who had worked hard for collecting
men and money to campaign for Shri V.P. Singh who came out with success
in the election.
At the time when the leader of the party was to be elected for the Office
of the Prime Minister, many members suggested that Shri Devi Lai may be
elected as Prime Minister. But Shri Devi Lai knowing his limitations perhaps
did not agree to accept the responsibility. But later he agreed to be the Deputy
Prime Minister with the portfolio of Agriculture. Shri Devi Lai was sent out
of the Cabinet by the Prime Minister Shri V.P. Singh for reasons best known
to him.
The whole atmosphere in the political circle was very dull. I wanted to
consult Professor Dandavate, who was the Finance Minister then, on certain
matters of importance as the non-Govemmental Organisations wanted to
purchase the shares of a known company.
In the wake of the political development on the day, I was doubtful
whether Professor Dandavate would be attending the office. I took a chance
and went to Finance Minister's Office. His Personal Assistant was under
instructions to say that the Minister would not be seeing emyone on that day.
And he repeated the same to me. I said to him, "you please go and tell him
my name. If he allows me to see him, I will see otherwise I will go back." The
Personal Assistant went inside and told him my name. I was called inside.
Professor Dandavate was sitting alone in a pensive mood. I just started talking
to him in Marathi.
"You are sitting alone in such a big office. You are thinking over some
serious matter. I hope I am not disturbing you." He remarked "No no, you
have come at the right time to enlighten me on some matter. I learn that you
know astrology"', he asked. I said, "yes, I am student of astrology. If you have
your horoscope, let me have a look at it". "Oh no, I have no horoscope. You
have to read my hand", he stretched his palm. V^ith a preface that I have not
brought a magnifying glass to look at the minute lines, I told him a few
things about his school and college education and about his earlier occupation.
Suddenly, he asked me about the future of India. I told him "India has a very
bright future." He started laughing. "You say, India has a bright future; if a
person like Devi Lai who worked so hard was ousted from the Cabinet, who
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then will be able to keep up the good image of the Government? Can India
get a bright future under such circumstances?" He was worried over
Shri Devi Lai's ouster from the Cabinet,
Professor Dandavate has written a few books in Marathi also. Not much
interested in stories and novels, he devoted his time to writing thought—
provoking social and educational ideas.
Professor Madhu Dcindavate was a sincere and simple person.
He is survived by his son Uday and his wife who loves the art of dancing.
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DEARMADHU!
—Era Sezhiyan*

When I went in the first week of August 2005 to meet Madhu Dandavate
at his Meena Bagh residence in New Delhi, he was, as usual, jovial to welcome
me: "Hello! New Era, I was thinking of you!" Then he told me about his
autobiography being prepared by the new form of oral history in questions
and answers. He invited me to participate in the function of its release in
Delhi. I readily accepted. When I was leaving his place after sometime, he
took me aside and said: "Era! You should come without fail!..." I was perplexed
at his insistence. When I agreed to come, he knew that I would without fail
attend. Then he paused and said still smiling: "This may be my last book!"
I was aware that he was fighting courageously the dreaded disease; with
regular visits to the Jaslok Hospital, Mumbai, it was imder control to the
extent possible. Still when he spoke thus, I felt a pang in my heart. He added
in a low voice: "I want my dear and close friends to be there that day. I count
upon you..."
Sending his book 'Dialogue with Life' a month later, he confirmed the date
and timing of the function at the India International Centre. Again he insisted
over the phone that I should be at least a day earlier in Delhi to be in time
for the function. I went to Delhi four days earlier and was happy to meet the
same old Madhu bubbling with enthusiasm and witty sallies.
The function at the India International Centre went well with the presence
of many friends, especially his old colleagues of the Socialist movement. That
evening, when I went to his residence, he was very happy and satisfied with
the success of the function. He recounted in his own inimitable manner some
of the hilarious incidents in his life.
At one stage, he coughed painfully. I asked him to take some cough
medicine. He said: "Era! It has come up to my neck!" Immediately, he switched
jovially to say: "I am happy that most of the friends managed to come; you
see, I also managed to be present on the occasion." I could not react except
to hold his hand which he pressed with warmth and tenderness.
* He is the former Member of Lok Sabha.
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Then I realised the reason for his presentation of the book sent to me
with inscription: 'With warmth and affection to Era Sezhiyan—
Madhu Dandavate, 9 October 2005'. He had signed a month earlier to the
date of the function. He was prepared for any eventuality. I realised the
poignancy and pleasantness of his eagerness to hold the 'last' meeting.
Two days later from Chennai, I called his residence and was told that he
had gone to Mimibai to be admitted in the hospital. Then, I contacted Mumbai
to be told that he was sinking. Eventually came the pronouncement of time,
as he himself visualised in the end of his Dialogue: "Drop the curtain—the
show is over."
When I came to Lok Sabha in 1962, there were valiant members of the
Praja Socialist Party (PSP) such as H.V. Kamath, Nath Pai and Hem Barua
who dominated very much the deliberations of the august House. They were
called as three musketeers by Professor Hiren Mukherjee. Each one with
varied capacity and brilliance in the rules of the House and the game adorned
the august House. I was a novice to leam much from such senior members.
About a month prior to the 1971 elections, the illustrious Nath Pai died
of cardiac failure and none of the PSP Members of the 1967-71 Lok Sabha
was successful to enter the House. However, two new Members from PSP
came to the Fifth Lok Sabha, Professor Samar Guha, from Contai constituency.
West Bengal and Professor Madhu Dandavate, from Rajapur constituency of
Nath Pai in Maharashtra. In the Central Hall of Parliament House, Nanaji
Goray introduced them to me: "Both are specialists in nuclear science." I
said: "Two atom bombs were enough to end the Second World War!"
Both the Professors of nuclear science soon established themselves as
able masters in the art of parliamentary debates. While Samar Babu was
aggressive and forceful in his approach, Madhuji was cool and witty in his
arguments. Both carried the House with them in long debates that caused
much discomfort to the Treasury Bench.
The period of the Fifth Lok Sabha was turbulent from the beginning with
hovering clouds of the dark period of double emergencies. The Opposition
was very active to seize every possible opportunity available in the Rule
book and stood united not only in form but in spirit to uphold the political
values and norms of parliamentary democracy. Naturally, most of us
developed a close and affectionate comradeship, which continued even after
the lapse of emergency and collapse of the Jamata Morcha in and out of
Parliament.
While everything got shattered arotmd us in 1980s with vain bickering
and shifting loyalties for personal ambitions and gains of the 'leaders', it was
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left to persons like Madhu and others to stand firm unflinchingly for political
values and ideological considerations of the JP movement. Even at the
politically worst times, Madhu never lost his humour and pleasantness to
lighten our painful deliberations in our party forums. With him by our side,
life was always cheerful and hopeful.
He lived a life full of cheer, wit and affection. Whether in office or not,
in Parliament or out of it, Madhu stood out clearly as a simple, sensitive,
cheerful friend.
After he ceased to be the Minister, he once approached the Parliament
House Branch of State Bank and applied for a loan to buy a car. Till then he
and Pramila did not own a vehicle. Later, the Branch Manager of the Bank
told me: "See, a person who had been an MP for several terms and a Cabinet
Minister is not able to buy a car out of his own resources!" High offices did
not enrich him; he enriched the offices he held.
In the 'Dialogue with life', Madhu said: "Many of my friends have expressed
their good wishes that I may live a hundred years, but in my mind there is
one concern. For all these years, I have travelled far and wide in the discharge
of my duties in my public life for social causes. If and when I leave this
world, I would like to leave when I am firmly standing erect on my feet and
not while lying in distress on my back. When I am in the midst of friends and
colleagues involved in delightful conversations punctuated by wit and
himiour, when I am dreaming of the new India, when my one eye is glittering
with tears of joy and the other one sparkling with the tears of sympathy for
the poor and the oppressed, when I am hearing the melodious tunes of the
grand finale of a symphony nature may pick me up without any hesitation.
I will not be rattled and will have no regret."
Throughout his life, Madhu stood firm with sparkling eyes and smiling
face. Even when the curtain was drawn down and the show was over, his
sweet voice resonates in our memory. Still he stands firm, erect and memorable
in our midst. No distress could distress Madhu.
As the Railway Minister, he introduced for the first time the cushioned
berths for the second class passengers undertaking long journey. No wonder,
such trains are even now called 'Dandavate Express' by the common people.
Madhu may not have added many years to his life; but certainly he
added much life, joy, comfort to the lives of many people, to his vast circle
of friends.
Madhu was a complete man. He has been, as Shakespeare said: "His life
was gentle, and the elements so mixed in him that Nature irught stand up
and say to all the world, 'This was a man.' "
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He talked of his 'lasf book. No, Madhu! The book of your life, your
political integrity, personal honesty, ideological commitment, above all your
goodness and humane approach to any issue, will last for a long, long time,
in our minds. You and your words and deeds, your 'last' book. Dear Madhu,
will last long in our lives and in the political history of our country.

MADHU DANDAVATE: MY FRIEND AND LEADER
—Surendra Mohan*

Professor Madhu Dandavate was quite busy with his teaching and trade
union and Party work in Mumbai when the sad demise of Nath Pai on the
eve of the Fourth General Election made him to contest from the Rajapur
Constituency (Maharashtra) from where the departed leader had won three
General Elections in 1957,1962 and 1967. Madhu Dandavate was too depressed
by the tragedy to think about the election. But, the leaders of the PSP to
which Nath Pai had belonged—Chairman N.G. Gore and General Secretary
Prem Bhasin insisted that Dandavate had to contest. A largely attended
meeting of Party workers in the Rajapur constituency invited him to continue
the winning streak of Nath Pai.
That election was fought in the background of Smt. Indira Gandhi's slogan
of poverty removal. The Swatantra Party, the Bharatiya Jan Sangh and the
Congress (Organisation) had formed the grand Alliance and the Samyukta
Socialist Party had also joined them. However, there was a wave in
Smt. Gandhi's favour as several regional p a rses and the two Communist
Parties were also lending full support to her. While the Congress (Indira)
won an imprecedented victory and the Opposition was badly mauled,
Dandavate's reputation as a dedicated freedom fighter who had offered strong
resistance to the Portuguese rule in neighbouring Goa helped him in winning
the election. That was the only parliamentary constituency in Maharashtra
State which Smt. Gandhi's Party lost to the Opposition.
Madhu Dandavate's first calling as a member of Parliament was
reintroduction of a Bill which Nath Pai had introduced in the outgoing
Lok Sabha and which had lapsed owing to the sudden dissolution of
Lok Sabha. The Bill had been necessitated by a decision of the Supreme
Court to annul all land reform legislations on the plea that they violated the
Fundcimental Right to Property. If the judgement were to stay, the Socialists'
dream of redistributing wealth in favour of the poor would remain only a
pious wish. Nath Pai had, therefore, sought to assert the supremacy of
Parliament over the Constitution and thereby amend the Constitution and
abolish the Fimdamental Right to Property.
* He is a former member of Parliament.
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Madhu Dandavate reintroduced the Bill and piloted it successfully so
that it became a law. Thereafter, the deletion of property from the list of
Fundamental Rights was easy, as the Congress Party led by Smt. Gandhi and
all the Left Parties supported it. That was significant victory of the Socialists
who numbered only five in Lok Sabha, at that time. Then, all through the
tenure of that Lok Sabha and his own arrest in 1975 for opposing the
imposition of national Emergency by the Prime Minister, he was attacking
the ruling party from the front. However, as General Secretary of the Socialist
Party, he had advised colleagues not to campaign in the elections for the
State Assemblies held in 1972 on such issues as the Prime Minister's mink
coat, an issue quite dear to another stalwart of the Party, Shri Raj Narain.
Dandavate listed all the significant wrong doings of the Union Goverrunent
and matters of public policy for the election campaign but this kind of
approach did not go well even with other Opposition parties.
When Shri Jayaprakash Narayan launched the movement for 'Total
Revolution,' Dandavate joined it wholeheartedly. He participated in the
People's March before Parliament in March 1975. He was also instrumental
in organizing a meeting of J.P. with CPI(M)'s Promod Dasgupta and
M. Basavapunnaiah in order to remove any false impression in their minds.
During the Emergency, Dandavate was transferred to the Rohtak Central
Jail in Haryana where Asoka Mehta, Piloo Modi, Biju Patnaik and some other
leaders were also lodged. And he used to take the evening walk together,
owing to their old association during the early days of the Socialist Party,
Asoka admitted to Dandavate then that he had committed a blimder by
joining the Congress Party in 1964 and that his colleagues in the Party who
had continued to follow old policies were right. He also remarked that their
dream of building a social order based on equality was laudable.
Dandavate was washing his clothes in his flat in the V.P. House when a
phone call came from the office of the Prime Minister to invite him to the
Rashtrapati Bhawan for taking oath as a Minister. Knowing fully well that he
would not accept the invitation, the eminent Socialist leader S.M. Joshi who
was staying witfi him told the caller that Dandavate would be present at the
appointed time. There is no doubt at all that Dandavate would have refused
to go for taking oath. However, after assuming charge as Minister of Railways,
he told the Prime Minister that he would continue as Minister of Railways
only on condition that in his Budget speech, he would announce the annulment
of all punishments imposed on Railway workers for going on a strike in
1974. His demand was accepted. During his tenure as Railway Minister, he
inspired the employees to work hard to ensure that the Railways showed
profit. For two successive years, he succeeded eminently, and then, he
proposed in the Cabinet that the workers should be given productivity-linked
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bonus. His view prevailed, cind thereafter other departments like Post &
Telegraph and Defence also sought to show profits so that they, too, could
announce productivity-linked bonus for their staff.
Another decision of Dandavate as Minister of Railways was to cushion
the third class seats in all the Railways. This improved the travel facilities
greatly. His popularity among Railway workers was really very touching,
indeed. He was Minister of Finance for a year and one of his major works
was the formulation of an amendment in the Constitution in order to include
the right of employment in the list of Fundamental Rights. He also worked
out the implementation of this right in practice by suggesting that it would
be provided through the implementation of employment guarantee schemes.
He presented both drafts in the meeting of the National Development Council
which appointed a Committee of three Chief Ministers, Jyoti Basu (West
Bengal), Sharad Pawar (Maharashtra) and Biju Patnaik (Orissa) to look at the
two drafts. Unfortunately, the Government fell within two months of this
occurrence.
As Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission in 1996-97, he got the
measurement of the line of poverty. The earlier practice was to put together
the data furnished by the National Sample Survey and National Accounting
exercise and announce the average as the cut-out figure for the determination
of the line. Although he was gifted with thinking of new and meaningful
ideas, he was meticulous in working each idea in the minutest detail. He
continued to agitate on the security of employment for the poor fishermen
whose living was threatened by the introduction of powerdriven trawlers to
catch the fish. He was one of the few in 1991 who imderstood the dangers
to the working classes from the introduction of the new economic reforms of
globalisation, liberalisation and privatisation.
Dandavate's consideration for colleagues was always heartwarming. In
my case, he was keen to celebrate the completion of 75 years of my life. I got
it postponed twice on some plea or other, but in 2004, he appealed to me that
he might not last next year, and he must redeem the promise he had made
to his wife, Pramila, that the event would be observed. I then politely
suggested that some good amount of money could be collected for public
work. He worked hard to get the collections. As friends in Bangalore were
keen that he and I visit the city for the purpose, he undertook a long train
journey both ways from New Delhi to Bangalore. He felt miserable when his
personal assistant Ramakrishnan contracted kidney trouble and did everything
possible for his relief. In respect of our dear and respected colleague in Pimjab,
Harbhajan Singh, who had developed the same disease, he asked me to
accompany him to Jalandhar in order that we bring him to New Delhi. Such
was solicitude for all colleagues and co-workers.
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Dandavate's wife Pramila was a great source of strength for him. Herself
a product of the Rashtra Seva Dal, she devoted herself to the Socialist
Movement and became a member of Lok Sabha in 1980-84. She worked hard
during V.P. Singh's Prime Ministership to get the Bill for National Commission
on Women adopted by Parliament. The Prime Minister was keen that she
become the first Chairperson of the Commission, but she refused it because
by that time, his Government had lost majority in the Lok Sabha. They were
an illustrious couple of sacrifice and propriety.

BEHIND THE STOIC FIGURE OF
COURAGE AND CANDOUR®
—Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan*

For the volume dedicated to the memory o f the late Shri Madhu Dandavate,
it has not been possible to write a fresh piece on the unique qualities o f the
head and heart o f the man whom I had the privilege o f knowing for some
decades.
It was at his affectionate persuasive request that I had presented a review
o f his book Dialogue with Life on 9th October 2005 at the India International
Centre. This was the last public function that Madhuji attended. Indeed it
became clear to me that the release o f the book was as if an inner closure for
him. Soon after he was taken ill, moved to Bombay and faced death with
courage, cheer and fortitude as he had faced life with full consciousness o f
the moment o f passing. Who would watch a match on the T.V., and insist
that his corporal frame be given to medical students. Once he had laughed
and said to me 'yes the body will be given but they will find more steel than
flesh.'Indeed he was a man o f steel, stainless steel material and non-material.
Perhaps a reprint o f the presentation, as published in the Mainstream
dated 29th October 2005 as a book review will be an inadequate substitute
for a fresh article as a tribute to the late Shri Madhu Dandavate. I am
thankful to the Lok Sabha Secretariat for agreeing to reprint the article.
—Kapila Vatsyayan
One may well ask, what is an a-political person like me doing here.
Nevertheless, with utmost hesitation I speak. I am honoured to be invited to
speak on this important occasion. Professor Madhu Dandavate sent me his
book 'Dialogue with Life' and wanted me to speak, I could hardly say 'no' to
his ever-persuasive, warm and affectionate request, almost command.
Understandably, I was hesitant, almost reluctant, conscious of my altogether
too many inadequacies on many dimensions and spheres. As on a previous
* E>r. Kapila Vatsyayan is an eminent sdiolar, intellectual and academic. She is the Chairperson
of the Indian International Centre Asia Project.
®The text of the speech delivered by Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan at the function to mark the release
of the book. Dialogue with Life by Professor Madhu Dandavate, New Delhi, 9 October 2005.
This has also been published as a Book Review in the Mainstream, 28 October-3 November
2005, pp. 15-19.
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occasion, when he asked me to deliver the Yusuf Meherally Memorial Lecture,
there was no way to persuade him to accept my 'no'.
Surely this man of 'stainless steel', literally and metaphorically, enabled
me to have access to the many dimensions of his life and the life of our times.
It was fortuitous and ironical that he should have been interviewed by
Usha Prasad of the Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, an institution
which may well have been closed down during the Janata Government regime.
But that is another story, not to be told here.
I am glad that the institution survived to become a repository of the
archives of many leaders and personalities who are the makers of modem
India. I have no doubt that posterity will have much to 'learn' from the
private papers and the records of the Oral History Division. Madhu
Dandavate's interviews will constitute a most important testimony of an
active participant and a keen observer and commentator on the dynamics
and dialects of the making of a yoimg parliamentary democracy.
For me, reading the book was the replay of the history of our times, from
the perspective of a person who was nurtured through his grandfather and
father, aunt and others, into literature. Western and Indian, the classics—
Bhasa's play and the Arthashastra, Ramayana and Mahabharata, and one who
was fired with a zealous commitment to justice, social justice and moral
values. It is the theme of social justice and moral values which runs through
the work, no matter which situation the author finds himself or which
personality he encounters, praises or is critical of.
This is evident from the formative years: when he prefers Sita to Rama,
and is indignant at the injustice done to Ekalavya in the Mahabharata. Once he
plunges into politics, as a young man in the 'Quit India' Movement in 1942,
or during the Goa liberation movement, or during the agitation of Samyukta
Maharashtra, and later as a pariiamentarian, it is the sense of 'justice' and
moral right which are the motivating forces of his long and arduous journey
through many a moment of turbulence, suffering and pain, as also joy and
jubilation.
As I read the book, it was not a cold, distant, analytical narration of
history of contemporary India. Instead, it was a candid personal account of
one who was concurrently a participant and observer. Naturally the
perspective and narration is based on personal experience, growth,
involvement and critical insights into the dynamics of socio-political processes
of the last eight decades. The book engaged me from first to last, like a novel,
where you keep expecting the unexpected to happen. What I have to place
before you, therefore, is neither a cold, objective, critical analysis of a book
by a leading figure in Indian politics and his commitments to a particular
political ideology, and the issues which engaged him in Parliament and the
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positions he took as a member of a political party. Instead, I thought it may
perhaps be of interest and value to identify the imifying thread of this account
by pointing out the deep and unshakable values which motivated his journey
in life, from the youngest days to today, where he is. For me the book revealed
the sensitive and strong 'human' being who was ignited by, as he says, less
with passion but more with compassion, with accountability to oneself in
upholding moral values, and as one who does not consider his bitterest
opponent an enemy. It is the firm belief in these human values which filters
tlmugh the text, both implicitly and explicitly.
However, before I trace the trajectory of this dialogue with life, let me,
as I did on the occasion of the Yusuf Meherally lecture, share with you my
response at a personal level. For me this was a refreshing of many memories,
some of childhood, others of adolescence, and yet others of adulthood, as a
receiver and partaker, but not at all as an active actor in the political process.
This will be so also of others of my generation.
Among the personalities and characters which people the pages of this
book are naturally the towering figures of Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru,
whether you have known them personally or not, whether you have been in
agreement or disagreement with their ideology and their views. They have
been the principal shapers of a generation, specially those of us who were
bom in pre-independent India and have lived their lives in independent
India. For me, as someone who had received the affection of both in small
measure, poignant memories of 'meeting' and communication were brought
back. Also, as I read through Madhu Dandavate's book, I could not but go
back and compare this engagement with the two leaders with that of
Kamaladevi, for me my second mother. In her book. Inner Recesses, Outer
Spaces, she gives a vivid account of her many meaningful encounters with
both, but particularly Gandhiji. The comparison is relevant, because both
Kamaladevi and Madhu Dandavate were avowed socialists, and each describes
vividly the establishment of the Socialist Party in 1934. The two, along with
Jayaprakash Narayan and Acharya Narendra Deva, were deeply committed
not only in words but in deed and conduct to the moral and ethical values
upheld by Gandhiji. I recalled how at one time Acharya Narendra Deva had
vehemently argued with Mahatma Gandhi on the use of the words 'truth'
and 'non-violence' in his credo, but the same Narendra Deva had paid the
most moving tribute to Gandhiji on his death, when he said 'our crown, our
king, is gone. The man who was pride to mankind has left us sobbing and
weeping'. Acharya Narendra Deva sobbed as did the audience.
Acharya Narendra Deva, whom I had known as a friend of my aunt and
mother, had left an indelible impression on me. His erudition, his span of
reading from Shakespeare to the Abhidharma Kosa, to Bhaskar and Aryabhatta,
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was phenomenal. I recall vividly how he urged us as children to inculcate an
insatiable desire for reading, reading and reading, and imbibing. Madhuji's
book revived those memories and reirunded me of Acharyaji's letter to his
son (Ashok Nath Verma) from jail, urging him to send books after books to
jail. I wondered how many political leaders today, whether in jail or outside,
would pour over the tomes of ancient Pali texts and attempt to resolve
mathematical equations of Bhaskar II and uncode Lilavati's Mathematical
Paradox. As Professor Madhu Dandavate recalls in his book:
'I was present at a Press conference addressed by Jawaharlal Nehru
after his release. He was asked a question, "You wrote The Discovery of
India but you had no sources inside the jail for reference!" Jawaharlal
Nehru said, "Of course, I had no references in the form of books, but
I had two living encyclopaedias with me, Acharya Narendra Deva and...
Mauland Abul Kalam Axad."
Madhu Dandavate's life was imdoubtedly influenced in a significant
manner by men of the calibre and complexity of Acharya Narendra Deva.
And of course there is the light-footed, sprightly figure of Achyut Patwardhan,
years senior to Madhuji, but almost his friend. They shared the school and
locality. I recalled the impish delight we got whenever Achyutji and Arunaji
came to seek shelter during their period of absconding. The small chits we
had to pass on to Biju Patnaik sitting in Hailey Road. It was not the political
dimensions of the post-9 August 1942 movements of an Achyut Patwardhan,
an Aruna Asaf Ali, a B.V. Keskar, a Bishamber Nath Pande which came to the
forefront in my consciousness, rather the human dimensions of a mystery
film which I had seen in real life under the safe roof of my father.
Reading Madhuji's account I was in giggles, not because of what he said,
but because of what it triggered in me as memory. I could go on and on and
on, for there are others in the book, whom I did not know personally so well,
but well enough to distinguish ihe public persona from the human. The
personality of Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia comes to mind. One had heard him
'roar like a lion', as M.C. Chagla used to teU us at briefing meetings before
Parliament questions, and yet here was a man at home. Mend of my dear
colleague Roma di in Miranda House, who was full of poetry and humour,
human to the core in those twilight meetings in the evening. Madhuji's
references to the contributions of Ram Manohar Lohia brought these memories
back.
And lastly of Jayaprakashji. Professor Madhu Dandavate's poignant
references to JP as leader of the socialists and as heralder of the 'call of Total
Revolution', took me back to his days of the Sarvodaya and Gramdan
movements in 1958, when both my dear friend Lakshmi Jain and later
S.H. Vatsyayan, my husband, left all to join him. So as not to continue along
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the line of associative memory, let me say that Madhu's Dialogue wi\h Life for
me was the replay of many predous moments in the journey of my life
personally and some others of my generation. I have watched and leamt
from the journey of these men of courage who by volition then renoimced
active politics. Achyutji comes foremost to my mind, whose journey
culminated as a disciple of J. Krishnamurthy, and also of Bishamber Nath
Pande, who mellowed from his early fiery days to become Babaji, totally
dedicated to the Gandhian way in order to re-establish communal harmony.
It is not necessary to recount Kamaladeviji's self-conscious renunciation of
the arena of active politics.
And now to return to the man of stainless steel, who has outlived several
surgeries and abimdant jail terms and one who has searched his soul, while
jailors have cracked the soles of his shoes. Behind and inside the stoic figure
of courage and candour, there is the sensitive human being nurtured, as I
said, from his childhood on literature, Indian and foreign. The influence of
his grandfather, a litterateur of renown, and translator of many Scmskrit works,
is profoimd and enduring, as also of his father and equally of his aimt.
Poetry and music were given as family inheritance, as was the aspiration to
become a scientist, rather than follow his father's footsteps as an engineer.
The pursuit of science, specially physics, the interest in poetry and music,
and of course cricket, went hand in hand with the role of a political activist.
The ciffirmation of 'social justice' was a constant companion.
Professor Madhu's narration is replete with references to many incidents
of his life where he and others demonstrated an unshakable commitment to
social justice and acted in order to uphold moral values. One such instance
comes to mind. It is Madhuji's account of Acharya Narendra Deva resigning
from the U.R Legislative Assembly as a consequence of the Nasik resolution
of the Socialist Party in 1948. Acharya Narendra said, 'Sir, we were in the
Congress. We have now left the Congress and have no moral right to continue
in the Assembly'. Gobind Ballabh Pant, the Chief Minister, responded: 'Ap ke
bina yeh mehfil challenge nahi'. Acharya Narendra Deva replied, 'It will go on.
That is the compulsion of political morality', and added in response to further
questions, 'I am not guided by the written law. I am guided more by the
inner moral law of life. All of us are resigning'. I may add that the beginning
of the speech was the memorable sentence: 'Parting is always painful and
sad' etc. Recounting the incident, Madhu Dandavate's comment is of
significance: "When I think of that statement of Acharya Narendra Deva
about the moral tone of politics and compare it with present day politics, we
find that today politicians are selling their soul for patronage, wealth and
power".
Another moving example of moral courage is Madhu Dandavate's and
S.M. Joshi's conduct in the context of the Samyukta Maharashtra movement.
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when even a C.D. Deshmukh, whom we all remember as the foimder of the
India International Centre, also resigned, on moral grounds. Madhu Dandavate
protected the studio of a Gujarati gentleman. V^en the proprietor of the
studio thanked him, the reply was, "You need not thank me. I have only
followed the avowed policy of the Samyukta Maharashtra Samiti which
believes in a peaceful movement without hatred against any linguistic group".
Equally educative is the unique experiment of S.M. Joshi (that thin fragile
man, whom also I had the privilege to know) that members of the movement
should stay with the Gujarati families in their chawls. S.M. Joshi was
determined, Madhuji tells us, to use Gandhian methods to run the movement.
One could not but agree with Madhu Dandavate that party affiliations
and ideological differences is one matter but at no time should there be the
abandonment of moral values and human compassion and affection. Thus,
one can orJy echo what he states in the Preface and at the end of the book.
Future Course:
"With hindsight, as I cast a glance at the evolution of my life from the
formative stages to the present turbulent times, I realize that there is an
imperative need to inculcate in our personal and social life, human
values like freedom, equality, social justice, religious tolerance,
secularism, environment friendliness, dignity and empowerment of
women, and above all a scientific temper for ensuring social and
economic reconstruction."
And no account would be complete without mentioning the special
personal and intellectual bond between Madhuji and Pramilaji. She shared
his values and visions of life, and gave him, as he says, 'unstinted support
and inspiration'. And then in the penultimate para, 'in the evening of my
life', in his words, 'my quest for truth, justice and freedom and equality will
still continue. So will continue my search for aesthetic joy on the works of
eminent thinkers and writers in the fields of knowledge, the arts and literature'.
Professor Madhu Dandavate's commitment to inculcating the scientific
temper, and to apply his knowledge in practice, is amply borne out by the
leadership he provided in technical matters as Railway Minister. Only a sound
grounding in Physics and a Physics Professor could argue in favour of double
headed engines, and many other intricate matters of science and technology.
As for his love and response to the arts and his involvement with the
Prithvi Theatres and the Indian National Theatre (INT), this is well known.
I too had known Prithvirajji since my childhood and helped in a tiny manner
in the presentation of those momentous plays after Partition—Pathan and
Deewar, In the INT Madhuji's name was familiar. Kamaladevi and Damu
Bhai often spoke of him. There were other common friends—Usha Mehta,
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that fragile frame of sterling silver, Kumud Mehta and to an extent even
Mrinal Gore, each with a different political affiliation but all friends. Indeed,
before I knew him personally, it was through the circle of writers and theatre
workers that I knew him and of his deep engagement with matters of the
heart and spirit.
And thus to conclude this inadequate comprehension of his 'dialogue
with life', multi-faceted and multi-layered, it would only be pertinent to
point at that dimension of life which endures, which transcends all outer
horizontal life of activity and action. Human values and human touch is
what he has stressed throughout. Understandably, there is 'pain in the heart'
as he looks back and compares and contrasts the spirit and heritage of India's
freedom struggle against the present political and social atmosphere. In his
words, "I feel a deep pain somewhere in my heart. I am pained to see the
divisive forces, which seek to wreck India's comp>osite culture, plural society,
the secularism and federalism of the Indian Constitution."
The most touching and moving amongst his many human encounters is
with Smt. Indira Gandhi, his political opponent. However, as he says: 'No
political opponent is an enemy', and more, all are human subject to the one
indisputable law that to be human, with compassion, is the quintessence of
life. While being an ardent opponent of her policies, he acknowledges the
'artistic side of her personality'. Madhu Dandavate describes these encounters
with great warmth of feeling and wit in his obituary speech in the Lok Sabha
on 17 January 1985 after her assassination, now included in the volume
compiled and edited by Dr. Subhash C. Kashyap, entitled '100 Best
Parliamentary Speeches: 1947-1997'.
'Sir, in this House, I recollect so many instances. I do not want to take the
time of the House. But permit me to quote two interesting experiences of
mine. One was during the Bangladesh war. One day when we were all
debating certain issues after the recess, we found Smt. Gandhi running
to the House like a child with beaming smiles on her face. She came to
the very same seat and with the permission of the Speaker she announced,
"Sir, I have come here to announce that Dacca has become the free capital
of free Bangladesh." Sir, to that announcement a full-throated support
was given by the entire House and there was some sort of an earthquake
in the House. There was a joyous atmosphere. And I again remember on
that occasion I just got up immediately, I remembered an old poem which
the freedom-fighters and martyrs sang for them:
OK liberty, can man resign thee?
Once having felt thy generous flame
Can dungeons, bolts or bars confine thee,
Or whip thy noble spirit tame?
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I just said in the end that I did not remember who was the poet, and she
immediately gave the name of the poet! I remember that experience.
Sir, there was another experience of mine with a personal slant, when I
was occupying the Treasury benches in 1977 and I remember the day
Smt, Gandhi was elected from Chikmagalur constituency to this House.
Unfortunately I was not present in the House. I was present in the
Rajya Sabha answering questions about the railways. I was not present
when she took the oath in this House. After the recess, if I remember
right, along with Shri Vasant Sathe she was moving through the library
corridors, and I found her and just said, "Indiraji, congratulations". She
said, "you have brought distinction to your government". And then she
said, "It was my misfortune that you were not in my cabinet." And I
said, in my humorous vein, "Madam, I was fortunate not to be there."
She laughed and laughed and smiled. Those smiles I still remember. In
the midst of tears and agony I cannot forget those shining smiles. Those
smiles remain with us.
I conclude by quoting the most poignant part of his obituary speech,
because it is orJy Madhu Dandavate's words that can convey the depth of
his feeUngs:
"Many have lost many things in this coimtry when Smt. Gandhi died.
The Congress(I) lost its President. The nation lost its Prime Minister,
Rajiv lost his beloved mother. The Congress (I) could get back a new
President, the nation could get back a new Prime Minister. But Rajiv has
lost his mother forever. And, therefore, I pay my homage not only to the
former Prime Minister; I am one among those who believe, what of the
Prime Ministership, all the power of the world can never be a substitute
for a mother's love and affection, and therefore. Sir, on behalf of the
entire House let me give my heartfelt and sincere condolences to Rajiv
Gandhi. Remember that whatever be your policies and perspectives, it is
the indomitable will of your mother that should be the heritage that you
should carry with you.
As important and equally moving was Shri Rajiv Gandhi's response:
"Professor Madhu Dandavate, I want to tell you that I was moved by
your speech, as much as I was moved at the time of the death of my
mother."
Yes, Rajiv Gandhi's words came from the heart, and I owe to Rajiv Gandhi
a deep debt for the implicit trust he placed in me so as to enable me to
articulate through the programmes of the institution, the Indira Gandhi
National Centre for the Arts, a holistic vision of the Indian cultural and
civilizational traditions. It was an attempt to understand India on its own
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terms so that the multilayered complexity of a great civilization which has
endured could be comprehended. The search was for the evolution of an
alternate paradigmical model for evaluating a holistic culture. It is a pity that
this institution has suffered from the fall out of mistrust, misjudgment and
even misimderstanding propelled by politiccd compulsion.
But to return to the Dialogue with Life, may this man of stainless steel with
a tender human heart sometimes in pain and agony and at others joy and
ecstacy and always with undying optimism, live long.
In his words.
The show must go on,
Time alone will pronounce...
Thank you.

MADHU DANDAVATE: THE MAN
AND HIS MISSION
—B. Vivekanandan*

In the history of human civilization, we come across a galaxy of
outstanding personalities who made significant contributions in different facets
of life of the humanity. If we look around at our contemporary 'notables'
from the angle of a longer span of history, only a few names remain shining
like lode-stars in the galaxy of great men, and as role models of good humans.
From that angle, I have no doubt that in the galaxy of great personalities of
our time, Madhu Dandavate will remain a lode-star for generations to come,
because he was not only a gem of a person but also a crystal in politics, who
epitomised the best in those who practised valuebased politics.
21 January 1924 was a memorable day in the history of the world. That
was the day, the great Russian revolutionary, Vladimir Illych Lenin, passed
away in Moscow. That was also the day Madhu Dandavate, the 'non-violent
Lenin' was born to Ramachandra and Kamalabai in Ahmednagar, in
Maharashtra.

Formative Influences
In Ahmednagar, Madhu Dandavate grew up in a family atmosphere of
enlightenment and social reform that played a big role in moulding his
personality and outlook. His home at Ahmednagar was a humming centre
for literary men—poets, philosophers, social reformers and so on. Dandavate's
parents followed the literary and reformist tradition of the family. As
Dandavate lost his mother, Kamalabai, in 1926 when he was just two years
old, he grew up in the lap of his step-mother Sindhutai who gave him all the
affection of the mother.
Sindhutai was a social worker and was associated with an orphanage of
girls, Balikashram in Ahmednagar. She was opposed to all social barriers that
divided the people.
Dandavate's parents set examples by practising what they preached. When
a cousin of Dandavate married a Muslim boy in 1941, Sindhutai extended
* He was former Chairman, Centre for American and West European Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi and the Founder President of Jayaprakash Foundation, New Delhi.
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full support to the girl. Similarly, she permitted her elder son to marry a
widow in 1946, an act that was unthinkable in their commimity at that point
of time. She was also active in the women's movement. All these developments
in the family had left a deep imprint on the young mind of Madhu Dandavate
and helped him to grow as a multi-faceted personality. As a result, he
developed keen interest in many aspects of life-politics, economy, science,
sports, social reform, literature, arts and so on. From childhood, Dandavate
had expressed his resentment to injustices perpetrated on women and the
deprived sections in society.
Similarly, his scientific temper was also discernible when he was a school
boy.

Patriotic Acts
Dandavate's patriotic fervour began to express itself when he entered his
teens. On 26 January 1930 the Indian National Congress took a pledge of
"Complete Independence" on the banks of river Ravi, and decided to celebrate
that day as India's Independence Day every year. Accordingly, in 1973 as the
Indian National Congress was getting ready to celebrate the Independence
Day on 26 January, on the eve of it, at midnight, a daring young Dandavate,
who was just thirteen at that time, scaled the walls of the huge tower of his
School, Ahmednagar Education Society's High School, and hoisted the
Congress tricolour at the top of the tower. At dawn on 26 January 1937, the
people of Ahmednagar saw the tricolour flying at the top of the school tower.
That was a big event in Ahmednagar. But, for a very long time, it remained
a secret as to who did that daring act.
Similarly, during the Quit India Movement of 1942, Dandavate's
undergroxmd activities revolved around the destruction of the symbols of
British authority in India. The third occasion in which Dandavate's patriotic
fervour became explicit was during the revolt of the Royal Indian Navy on
18 February 1946, when he organised demonstrations in Mumbai in support
of the revolt.
Thus, it may be seen that the enlightened and reformist environment at
home, fermentation of the freedom struggle, urge for justice and fairness,
had all made a deep impact on thought and actions of young Dandavate.

Introduction to Socialist Ideology
Ideological influences on Dandavate came after he reached Bombay in
1940 for higher studies. During the Quit India Movement he was attracted by
Jayaprakash Narayan's valiant escape from the Hazaribagh Jail, and by the
operation of the underground radio station in Mumbai by young socialist
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activists like Usha Mehta, Anma Asaf Ali and others. Moreover, in Mumbai,
he came into contact with eminent socialists like S.M, Joshi, N.G. Goray,
Yusuf Meherally, Asoka Mehta, G.G. Parikh, and Nath Pai, who made a great
impact on him. Indeed, it was Asoka Mehta who brought Dandavate into
socialist politics in Bombay. Although his father sent him to Bombay to further
his cricket skills, (he was the captain and an opening batsman of his school
team), besides higher studies, he became more active in politics and read
more about great men like Karl Marx and Mahatma Gandhi whose innate
humanism attracted him. Other great personalities who greatly influenced
Dandavate were Gautam Buddha, Lokmanya Tilak, Gopal Krishna Gokhale,
Sane Guruji, Agarkar, Jyotiba Phule, Acharya Narendra Deva, Albert Einstein,
and so on. He considered Einstein as a great humanist. According to
Dandavate, Einstein's scientific approach was essentially human, and that
the great physicist felt miserable to find that his basic research in nuclear
physics was being used for the destruction of mankind. Similarly, Dandavate
adored Gandhiji for his compassion. Similar was his admiration for Marx.
Indeed Dandavate's democratic socialism was a blend of both Mcirxism and
Gandhism.
When Dandavate obtained his Master of Science Degree in Physics, from
the Royal Institute of Science in Bombay, he was offered many good and
lucrative jobs. But he rejected them all and chose to join the faculty of Siddharth
College of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's People's Education Society in 1946 and
remained there as a Professor of Physics for 25 years. That was also the
beginning of an enduring relationship between Dandavate and Ambedkar,
from whom Dandavate learnt more and more about the evils of caste system
in Indian society. It deepened his conviction that for the development of a
just society in India it was essential to uplift the deprived sections of society.

Goa Satyagraha
The texture of Madhu Dandavate's personality was manifest partially
during the Goa Satyagraha movement in August 1955 for the liberation of
Goa from the Portuguese. It showed his leadership quality, his readiness to
risk even his life for great causes, and his imselfish compassion for co-sufferers.
Before he left for Goa Satyagraha, he sent his resignation to the Principal of
the Siddharth College. The Principal forwarded the letter to Dr, B.R. Ambedkar,
Chairman of the Governing Body of the Siddharth College.
Dr. Ambedkar refused to accept the resignation and kept it pending. When
Dandavate and his batch of 1200 Satyagrahis reached Belgaum by train on
14 August, the then Bombay Government, had already banned the
transportation of Satyagrahis to the Goa border. The Government withdrew
all transport buses going from Belgaum to Sawantwadi. In the circumstances
Dandavate and other volunteers had to walk the distance of about 80 miles,
braving heavy rains on the way.
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On 17 August 1955 Dandavate entered Goa. As they had reached about
seven miles inside, the Portuguese police, fully armed, stopped them.
Dandavate was in front, holding tfie tricolour high. The police asked him to
surrender the tricolour, or face the consequences. He refused. Instantly, the
police poimced on him and others, snatched the tricolour from him, and
pushed him. As he fell, the police thrashed him and kicked him with their
boots on.
As a result, Dandavate suffered a fracture in his sacrum, which gave him
much troubles since ihen. They treated other satyagrahis too in a similar fashion.
When his wife Pramila went to the hospital to look after him, he did not like
that luxury which other similarly woimded satyagrahis did not have. Therefore,
he firmly told her not to sit with him, but to go and look after other wounded
satyagrahis.
That was the man, Madhu Dandavate. That suffering was not in vain.
This Satyagraha was no mean a factor which forced the Government of India
to liberate Goa six years later, through a military operation.

Activities in Bombay
For 25 years since 1946, Dandavate's activities in Mumbai were packed
with his teaching/studies in the Royal Institute of Science, as a Professor in
Siddharth College, upgradation of his cricket skills, and political and trade
union activities. Though his professional and political activities were carried
on simultaneously, he kept his politics away from the classrooms. Indeed, he
was an ideal teacher of the College.
At die age of 22 he became the Secretcuy of the Bombay Congress Socialist
Party in 1946. As a teacher, Dandavate's standing in Bombay was very high.
As a result, he was elected to the Maharashtra Legislative Council from the
Bombay Graduates constituency.

Turning Point
1971 was a turning point in the life of Dandavate. It marked the end of
his academic career and the beginning of his parliamentary career.
Soon after his election to the Lok Sabha (in 1971), he resigned from the
Siddharth College and also his membership of the Bombay Legislative Council.
While bidding 'good-bye' to the SiddharA College, by holding a chalk piece
high in his hand, he told his students: "I shall miss this chalk piece all my
life because I love it; and love my students". It was a touching farewell. For
the next 20 years Dandavate represented Rajapur in the Lok Sabha. He was
re-elected to the Lok Sabha from Rajapur in five elections consecutively—^in
1971, 1977, 1980, 1984 and 1989.
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Moving to New Delhi
My 34-year long dose association with Madhu Dandavate, as a comradein-arms in the socialist movement, began when he landed in New Delhi in
1971 and started living in Flat No. 507 at Vithal Bhai Patel House, in Rafi
Marg. What attracted me, and many others, to him was a string of admirable
personal qualities of an ideal socialist embodied in him—sincerity, simplicity,
honesty, hard work, compassion, a strong sense of justice, incorruptibility,
efficiency, meticulousness, concern for the downtrodden, adherence to
principles and values, and kindness to people in distress. He was a decent,
affable, sensitive, cultured and soft-spoken person who never knew how to
insult another fellow him\an being. He had developed a detached approach
even to his own body, which was manifest in his decision to donate it for
scientific experiments of medical students of the Grant Medical College after
death.
After he entered the Lok Sabha it did not take much time for Dandavate
to establish himself as a scintillating speaker in Parliament. He became famous
for his high quality studied speeches, comparable to the ones one could hear
in the British House of Commons. His speeches were learned ones, wellstructured, and loaded with facts and figures. He emerged as a top speaker
in Parliament whose speeches were listened to in rapt attention and were
widely reported. On public platforms, he became a crowd puller all over the
country. People thronged to listen to him because, as Chalapati Rau, a doyen
of Indian journalism, wrote in one of his colimins {Magnus) in the New Wave
magazine: "Madhu Dandavate is worth listening to."
Dandavate's speeches acquired extraordinary eloquence because he spoke
from the heart and spoke the truth. His remarkable simplicity gave his words
great force. And, his speeches glistened with wit and narratives, which could
move even headstrong persons. On the occasion of the first death anniversary
of Jayaprakash Narayan on 8 October 1980, I invited Madhu Dandavate to
the Jawaharlal Nehru University, to deliver the first Jayaprakash Narayan
Memorial Lecture. In the course of his lecture, he referred to an emotionally
charged moment he had with Jayaprakash Narayan. As he narrated the
incident, he himself became emotional. The entire audience, which included
a large number of senior Professors of the Jawaharlal Nehru University, was
moved. I saw them searching for kerchiefs to blot their tears. I quote here the
part of the lecture that moved them:
"Please excuse me if the first person singular comes in. It was a very
tragic episode. Prabhawatiji (wife of JP) was taken to the cancer ward
of the All India Institute of Medical Sciences.... The doctors said that
she was suffering from incurable cancer. The maimer in which JP
revealed this news to Prabhawati was something beautiful. And on that
I wrote a small piece. And my friends in the Indian Express said that
they would publish it full. It was after Prabhawatiji's death."
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One fine morning, early in the morning, somebody from Radhakrishna's
place range me up. I wondered: 'Who could be ringing me up so early in the
morning?' It was JP. I said: "Who is speaking?" The reply came: 'Madhu, this
is JP speaking'. And his throat became dry. He could not utter a single word.
He remained silent for a few seconds. And all that he said was: 'I am thankful
to you for the sentiment you expressed for Prabha', I had just given that
piece to the Indian Express. I had not read it because it had appeared that
same morning, and the newspaper carrying the piece had not yet reached
me. Probably thanks to the efficiency of the Gandhi Peace Foundation,
Jayaprakashji had abeady received his copy. On reading the piece, he rang
me up and gave me his reaction. It was a tearful reaction. I shall only try to
read a portion of the extract which touched the heart and mind of Jayaprakash
Narayan. I had written:
"In the company of Gandhiji and Jayaprakash, Prabhawati had acquired
cool and sublime courage. This courage made her face the approaching
shadows of death with a smile. After the medical check-up at the All
India Institute of Medical Sciences the doctors had pronounced the
final judgement: "Incurable Cancer". Jayaprakash broke this sad news
to Prabhawati in a manner that lent beauty and lustre to sorrow. He
told her: "Prabha, I had thought I would be the first to go, but it appears
you will have to go first". Hearing the footsteps of death at the door,
Prabhawati, undeterred, persuaded Jayaprakash to invite their friends
cmd colleagues for a get-together at the Indian Express Guest House in
New Delhi. Few must have attended the wedding reception of
Prabhawati and Jayaprakash. But many attended this function, which
was really to announce silently the sorrowful end of their joint pilgrimage
through life. At this function everyone expressed good wishes to
Prabhawati. But she was not deceived. She knew the painful reality
that imder the cover of good wishes was hidden the poignant good
bye. Within a couple of days after this function Prabhawati passed
away. JP's noble tears for Prabhawati merged into the warm tears of the
many for their beloved didi (sister)."

Emergency
Prof. Madhu Dandavate was in Bangalore Jail for 18 months during the
Emergency. In Jail, he wrote his notable book 'Marx and Gandhi', which
encapsuled the philosophies of these two outstanding humanists, with
remarkable clarity and precision.
Though Dandavate and his wife were detained in separate jails for
18 months during the Emergency he was gracious to Indira Gandhi. He did
not entertain any personal cmimosity against her nor considered her as his
enemy. This aspect had come remarkably well in his tribute to Indira Gandhi
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in Parliament after her assassination in October 1984. In his tribute to her, he
told Rajiv Gandhi: Many have lost many things in this country when
Smt. Gandhi died. The Congress (I) lost its President. The Nation lost its
Prime Minister. Rajiv lost his beloved mother. The Congress (I) could get
back a new President; the nation could get a new Prime Minister. But Rajiv
lost his mother for ever. I pay homage not only to the former Prime Minister.
I am one among those who believe that all the power of the world can never
be a substitute for a mother's love and affection, and, therefore. Sir, on behalf
of the entire House let me give my heart-felt and sincere condolences to Rajiv
Gandhi. Remember that whatever be your policies and perspectives, it is ^ e
indomitable will of your mother that should be the heritage that you should
carry with you". That was a moving speech in Parliament which made the
eyes of many MPs wet. That was the grace of Dandavate. That speech of
Dandavate was chosen as one of the 100 best speeches made in Parliament
between 1947 and 1997. Soon after the speech Rajiv Gandhi told Dandavate.
"Professor Madhu Dandavate, I want to tell you that I was moved by your
speech, as much as I was moved at the time of the death of my mother."

JP's Kidney Failure
During the Emergency, Jayaprakash Narayan suffered a kidney failure.
On 12 November 1975, JP was released from the Chandigarh prison. As soon
as Dandavate heard in Jail about JP's kidney failure, he offered one of his
kidneys to JP "so that you can live long to guide us all. From behind the bars,
this is all that I can offer to restore your health to normalcy". JP wrote back
to Dandavate: "I am deeply touched by the offer of one of your kidneys.
There are no words in which I can adequately express my feelings, so I shall
content myself by saying that I shall remain eternally grateful for your offer,
love and spirit of sacrifice".

As Railway Minister
Dandavate's leadership qualities, administrative efficiency, sense of justice,
incorruptibility, sincerity, concern for the downtrodden, and so on became
more explicit when he was the Railway Minister between 1977 and 1979
during the Janata Party rule. Dandavate took to heart the advice Jayaprakash
Narayan gave to Janata Party ministers on 21 March 1977 on the eve of the
formation of the Janata Government at the Centre in 1977. JP told them:
"Bapu gave us a good yardstick. Whenever you are in doubt in taking a
particular decision remember the face of the poorest man and think how it
will affect him. May this yardstick guide all your actions". True to his concern
for common people, as the Railway Minister Dandavate paid attention to the
needs of ordinary railway passengers, and also to the interests of small 'men'
in the railway administration. He gave special attention to the amenities of
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passengers in the second class, with a view to eliminate the upper classes
progressively and make the railways a classles sector.
Dandavate encouraged initiative and talent in the railways, and promoted
self-reliance. He invariably took railway engineers into confidence as regards
his plans for innovations. In pursuance of his self-reliance approach, he never
accepted any foreign tender for railways without first checking up with the
young engineers in the Railways as to ih e possibilities of getting the required
machinery made through indigenous expertise and enterprise. This made
him popular with engineers in the Railways.
On the New Year Day in 1979 Dandavate went up and down all the five
floors of Rail Bhavan to greet all the employees there personally. Never before
had a Railway Minister made such a gesture of goodwill to these employees
in Rail Bhavan. By this and other similar spontaneous gestures he won their
hearts and they began to look upon him with much affection and respect. He
never used fear and intimidation as instruments of governance. The element
of ‘madhu’ in Madhu Dandavate was more overwhelming than *dand' in his
conduct. Small wonder, then, that when he left Rail Bhavan following the
premature faU of the Janata Government in July 1979, the entire Rail Bhavan
turned up to listen to his farewell speech and gave him a most moving and
tearful send off. In the farewell speech he told them: 'T was fighting for you
inside Rail Bhavan as a Minister. But now I shall fight for you from outside
as a member of your family. I shaU get you the bonus I have sanctioned".
Indeed, his work as Railway Minister constitutes one of the most glorious
chapters in the history of Indian Railways. It was its golden period.

As Finance Minister and Deputy Chairman of Planning Commission
As Finance Minister, Dandavate gave a new thrust to his fiscal policy by
bringing richer sections into the tax net and by giving relaxation of financial
burdens to the poorer sections. The main focus of his Budget was poverty
alleviation and help for the weaker sections of the society. In a predominantly
agricultural society, he gave emphasis on higher investment in agriculture
and rural development and offered them new concessions and facilities. He
tried to help small farmers by getting them remunerative prices for their
products. To help fishermen in coastal areas, he reduced excise duty on diesel
to 'nil' for use of mechanized trawlers, or fishing boats of fishermen, if they
bought diesel through a Fishermen Cooperative Society as its members. He
abolished the Gold Control Act, which relieved small goldsmiths from the
harassment of excise officials. In order to give a differential treatment to
backward States in the North-East, he revised the Gadgil formula of Central
assistance to States, i.e. from 70 per cent loan and 30 per cent grant to 10 per
cent loans and 90 per cent grants Central assistance to North-Eastern States.
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As the Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, he prepared the
Ninrii Five Year Plan which contained some kind of a New Deal Strategy of
President Roosevelt to prepare the nation for a massive welfare state
programme. He gave priority to agriculture, employment and poverty
eradication. His Draft Ninth Plan gave emphasis to food security for all,
provisions of basic services like primary healthcare, universal primary
education, shelter for all, empowerment of women and weaker sections of
society and promotion of self-reliance.

Deep Attachment to 'lal matV of Konkan
I had the opportunity to repeatedly visit the nook and comer of Rajapur
constituency in the company of Prof. Madhu Dandavate. Ever since he got
elected from Rajapur to the Lok Sabha, Dandavate developed deep attachment
to the 'lal matV (red soil) of Konkan, and the inhabitants of that region. They
gave him so much affection since 1971 that whenever he talked about the
people there, he used to wax eloquent on their great human qualities, and
would reel out hundreds of touching instances of their honesty and
forthrightness and how they showed their affection towards him. He was
very proud of the honesty and simplicity of his party workers in Rajapur.
Once he told me an incident, in which he gave ten rupees to a party worker
to take an auto to go to another place to deliver some election material. The
worker took the money, but travelled by bus only, did the task he was assigned
to, and came back promptly and told Dandavate that he travelled only by
bus and returned to him the small unspent balance. Such was the honesty
and dedication of the political workers of his constituency who worked for
him in Rajapur. Indeed, there is nothing to match the genuine and spontaneous
warmth of a villager, who showered it on him without expecting anything in
return. It was a sight to see how easily he merged with the villagers when
he went to their remote hamlets to see their living conditions. I was with him
on many such visits to far off places in the Konkan region.

Konkan Railway
Soon after Dandavate began to represent Rajapur in Lok Sabha, he realized
that the single act which could change the lot of the poor people there was
the actualization of the Konkan Railway project. That was an uphill task as
it required 93 tunnels, including a 6.5 km long Karbude tunnel, through the
rocky mountains, and many unusually high pillars in valleys for 178 bridges,
which included a 2 km bridge across the Sharvari river, to take the railway
line from one end to the other. But, Dandavate single mindedly pursued that
dream project from 1977, with the tenacity of a Bhagirath, and got it realized
during his life-time.
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Today, under the impact of Konkan railway, the Konkan region is booming
with a lot of activities, that have opened up countless opportunities for the
young and the old in the region to grow and prosper in the coming years.
Indeed, by bringing Konkan railway into a reality through his tireless efforts,
Dandavate has more than repaid what he ovmed to the people of Rajapur for
sending him back again and again to the Lok Sabha for 20 years consecutively
and for the affection they had showered on him. As years pass on, people of
Rajapur will realize the significance of having Madhu Dandavate as their
representative, and the impact of what he did for them.

A Democratic Socialist
Dandavate was an accomplished democratic socialist, and imbibed its
ethical component. For him democratic socialism was not a dogma, but a
way of life. His socialism had a strong element of Gandhism in it. He was
passionate about its fundamental principles like equality, freedom, democracy,
justice and solidarity. His deep commitment to equality and justice was bom
out of his profound understanding of India's socio-economic conditions
steeped in inequality. He was unequivocally on the side of change that
promoted these principles and pursued a mission of the upliftment of the
downtrodden in society, socially and economically. As his loyalty was to the
democratic socialist ideology, and not to any particular leader, he refused to
follow any leader, however dear he was personally to him, who changed
their politiccd affiliations for one reason or another. He remained steadfast
even when his close friends and well wishers like S.M. Joshi and Asoka
Mehta left the Praja Socialist Party. He had undergone great mental agony
when S.M. Joshi, for whom he always felt much affection, and whose impact
on him was quite considerable, joined the Samyukta Socialist Party (SSP) in
1964. But he refused to foUow him to join the SSP. He was unhappy over the
recurring splits in the socialist movement. The movement, suffered setbacks
due to these splits which, according to Dandavate, were caused more due to
temperamental incompatibility between leaders than ideological factors or
policy differences. In a socially stratified society, he believed, the
transformation should be both economic and social because if one goes down
the social ladder, at the lowest-rung the exploited economic class and the
subjugated social class become almost identical and overlapping. So the
struggle against class and Cciste in India should go hand in hand.

An Incorruptible Politician
Dandavate did not belong to the category of politicians who could be
lured by offers of lucrative positions. A case in point was an incident that
took place in 1979, following the fall of the Morarji Desai Government, and
after the assumption of the Charan Singh Government. Soon after, a senior
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Cabinet Minister of the Charan Singh Government, H.N. Bahuguna,
telephoned Dandavate and asked: ''Dandavateji, why don't you come over
and join us? You managed the Railway portfolio very well. We have kept the
Cabinet post of the railway portfolio vacant for your sake." It was a bait to
defect. Dandavate instantly got nettled by that offer. He shot back:
"Bahugunaji, I represent a coastal area in the Parliament. It is a tradition
with the seamen that when a ship sinks, the captain does not desert it
and runs for safety. It is the rats that swim away The captain goes
dovm with the sinking ship and its crew. This is the tradition I have
maintained. It is true that in the context of power our ship is sinking.
I will not jump off the ship. I will remain loyal, whatever the price."
But, that was not the end of the matter. Soon after, another attempt was
also made through President Sanjeeva Reddy, with the same objective,
when the Veteran socialist leader, S.M. Joshi, called on President Reddy
at Rashtrapati Bhavan. The President asked Joshiji to advise Dandavate
to join the Charan Singh Government as the Railway Minister. Joshiji
told the President that he would not propose it to Dandavate, and that
Dandavate would not listen to such advice.

A Great Commoner
Dandavate was a great commoner, a man of the people who wished to
remain in their midst. That was his choice. Even after occupying such high
positions in life like India's Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission,
Union Finance Minister and Railway Minister, he did not have even an iota
of hesitation to commute with ordinary passengers in local public transport
to go from one place to another. During one of my visits to Mumbai in late
1990s, I had the privilege to travel with him happily in a local train from
Dadcir to Church Gate. One evening, we were just walking down from his
residence in Sharadashram to Dadar. And suddenly he said we would go to
Church Gate where he wanted to take me to an old restaurant, in the Fort
area, which he used to visit on occasions. I suggested to him that we would
take a taxi and go. He asked: "Why taxi? we will get into a local train and
reach faster." As we got into the local train and travelled to Church Gate, I
saw people looking at him curiously in disbelief that a former Finance Minister
of India, and a former Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, was
happily travelling with them in the local train! The pleasure he derived from
such journeys was immense. Dandavate did it, not out of compulsion, but
out of choice, and with great pride.

A Sensitive Person
A striking feature of Dandavate's personality was his human touch, and
his sensitivity to the pangs and pathos of other people. I may illustrate this
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quality in him by dting an incident which occurred at his residence at
8 Krishna Menon Marg, New Delhi, when he was the Railway Minister. It
was about 9.30 p.m. He had just returned from the Ministry tired, and was
lying in bed. A man came to see him. He was not directly known to him, but
he said that he was from Ratnagiri and wanted to go back to Mumbai to see
his ailing mother. At first Dandavate got slightly irritated and asked him
why he had come cdl the way to him and woken him up at such a late hour.
Then he gave him some money and told him to leave. The man disappeared
in the darkness. Dandavate also returned to his room, but suddenly he started
feeling uneasy He thought that he had not done well in turning him away
at that time of the night. At once, he shot out of the bimgalow and on to the
main road in search of the man. Seeing that the man had by then reached the
gate of the next bungalow, 6 Krishna Menon Marg, where Babu Jagjivan Ram
stayed, he asked his secretary T.R. Ramakrishnan, following him, to bring
him back to the bungalow. When the man was brought back, Dandavate
gave him food and asked him to sleep in one of the rooms there. He told him:
"Today you sleep here. I shall send you back to Bombay tomorrow". Next
day he sent the man to Mumbai at his own expense to see his ailing mother.

Sanctity of Public Money
Dandavate believed in the sanctity of public money, which should not be
misused for personal purposes. It may be recalled that on the occasion of his
75th birth anniversary a few years ago, at a function he was felicitated with
a purse of Rs. 25 lakh. He returned that money instantly to the organisers of
the function by saying that "the funds collected from the people must not be
used for one's personal life, but for public causes. I am conscious, and more
so as a socialist, that money earned without physical or intellectual labour
cannot be claimed by me." He returned that purse to the organisers for using
it "to assist all those who are involved in constructive activities, struggle
against injustice, organisational work, training programmes and work for
social change."
Therefore, it was not surprising that Dandavate, who imbibed such an
attitude to the legitimate earnings of a person, remained transparently honest
all through his life. His life had shown that an honest MP or MLA or even
a Union Minister cannot accumulate personal wealth, nor afford ostentation
v^th his/her normal legal income from such positions. Indeed, he did not
add anything to his wealth after he became an MP in 1971. He made his
whole life an open book which anyone could examine. Pertinently, he was
one Minister who, soon after the collapse of the Janata Government in 1979,
sent a full statement of his assets and liabilities to the Prime Minister, Leader
of Opposition in Parliament, President of India, Jayaprakash Narayan and
Acharya Kripalani. It was also relecised to the Press. The Statesman wrote an
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editorial "Nothing to Hide" appreciating Dandavate's gesture and his
unimpeachable integrity. His subsequent stints as India's Finance Minister
and as Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission had not changed his
attitude to money and value-based politics. Indeed, Dandavate had a detached
approach to money. For him money had only a limited technical value to
meet the expenditure needed in life, and not more than that. He knew that
beyond a point money has little value in life. When he left the world in 2005,
he left a modest bank balance. He detested extravagance and led an austere
life aU through, whether in or out of power.

A Man of Ethics
Dandavate's personality had a strong ethical dimension. He despised
parasitical politics. He was principled to the core, not simply to demonstrate
to the public, but to keep his conscience clear. He believed that young people
should develop moral strength to keep their heads high. It may be asked,
from where did he draw his inner strength to withstand temptations and to
remain honest all through his life, despite occupying high (and tempting to
many) positions. The answer is simple. He followed what Mahatma Gandhi
said—limit one's own needs. In the words of Dandavate:
"I do feel that there is a lot of substance in Gandhiji's concept of non
attachment and non-possession. One must restrict one's needs. If I am
not an addict to any particular thing—drinking, smoking, etc.—it is so
not because I look at the question from a purely moral angle. I have
taken the attitude that if men in public life do not limit their wants by
voluntary control, dieir needs become enormously large. Then one has to
live beyond one's means. That really leads to corruption and malpractices.
So Gandhiji was right in saying that men in public life must see that they
keep their wants and expenditure witiiin their means. Not that anyone
who smokes or drinks is immoral, but I feel that this luxury should be
avoided more by people in public life, so that they are never required to
live beyond their means and then misappropriate public money. That is
also one of the motivations which make me abstain from all these
luxurious things. I feel that just as Caesar's vwfe has to be above suspicion,
one who is holding power has to give evidence that he is leading a clean
life and that he is not misappropriating either power or wealth. That is
why even while I was a Minister, I tried to live at a level, by a stcindard,
that was really modest."

Faith in Goodness of Man
Dandavate had an innate faith in the goodness of man, and his constant
endeavour was to promote the quality of goodness in man. Indeed, he was
very fond of Jayaprakash Narayan's article "Incentives for Goodness" which
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was published in the journal "Freedom First" in 1952. He treasured that
article and read it again and again, quoted repeatedly in his public speeches,
indicating his inclination and the general trend of his thinking. He had a
conviction that mere materialism would not provide an incentive for goodness
and believed that nobler ends cannot be achieved unless they are pursued
through pure and democratic means. Bad means would defeat good ends.

Devotion to Duty
Dandavate was a man of dedication and devotion to duty. This was
evident in all his activities, whether as a party worker, trade unionist. Member
of Parliament, a Minister or as the Deputy Chairman of the Planning
Commission. It was a habit with him that once he had taken up a responsibility,
he did a thorough job of it. He used to get deeply immersed in it and nothing
could distract him from the work in hand. The circumstances in which he
missed a last glimpse of 'Sindhutai', and was absent at the time of her death
in 1966 was an illustration of his dedication and throws light on his personality.
In May 1966, the Praja Socialist Pcirty organised a camp of the National
Executive in Goa at the invitation of Peter Alvares a prominent Socialist of
Bombay Although Peter Alvares was the host, Dandavate was the real
organiser of the camp. At that time Sindhutai Wcis lying ill. As Dandavate
was living in Bombay, he used to visit her now and then and give her
medicines cmd so on. Though she was very ill, Dandavate never thought that
she was at death's door. He was so engrossed in organising the camp that he
went to Goa from Mumbai without seeing her in Ahmednagar on the way.
But on the second day of the camp in Goa, came the news that his mother
had died. As soon as he heard the news, he became uncontrollable and nobody
could console him. On the one hand, even though he had known that she
was very ill he had come away without seeing her; and on the other he was
not present at the time of her death. The reason for both was his dedication
to the task in hand.

Exponent of Gandhian Values
Over the years Dandavate became an outstanding exponent of Gandhian
values. Indeed, he brought Gandhian ideas and approaA in a big way into
the Indian socialist thought and approach. Gandliiji's prescription that to
remain honest in public and personcd life and to maintain one's integrity,
one should practise austerity which is of all time validity and easy to practise
in anyone's life. Dandavate imbibed these Gandhian values and was convinced
that die methodology of limiting one's own wants can strengthen one's resolve
to remain honest and to curb greed in human beings. In that vein Dandavate
was totally opposed to the craze for consumerism, and was concerned about
the growing consumerism in our society and its potential disastrous
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consequences. For him, it will undoubtedly promote endless unscrupulous
self-interest which can lead to serious social unrest. If survival of the richest
becomes the watchword of new development, it will lead to rapid erosion of
human values. Similarly, Dandavate imbibed secularism propounded by
Gandhiji, for whom it was neither a non-reUgious nor an anti-religious concept,
but that which promoted a harmonious existence of aU religions. Therefore,
he supported everyone who advanced principles of secularism and
strengthened India's secular fabric. In Kashmir he saw the test case of Indian
secularism.

Opposition to New Economic Policy
Dandavate looked at India's problems from the angle of the poor people
and suggested remedies too from that angle. When the Narasimha Rao
Government unveiled the IMF/World Bank-inspired 'New Economic Policy'
in 1991, under the tutelage of Dr. Manmohan Singh as the Finance Minister,
Dandavate warned the coimtry about its dangerous implications. He said
that massive dependence on loans from the IMF and the World Bank, under
conditionalities and priorities were, inimical to India's development and would
be disastrous. He criticised the approach based merely on growth, without
equal emphasis on distributive justice. Such a policy, he said, would only
create islands of prosperity and affluence in the ocean of poverty and
unemployment. He rejected the 'trickle down theory'.
Dandavate was a strong votary of India's self-reliance and believed that
the entry of MNCs in India, especially in the consumer goods manufacturing
sector, would not only weaken India's move for self-reliance but would also
destroy millions of potential jobs. He was convinced that an uneven
competition between the high-tech based, capital intensive MNCs and India's
labour intensive small and medium-scale industries would result in the wiping
out of the later, and in the aggravation of poverty and unemployment in the
country. If unemployment is complemented by inflation, together they would
crush the poor people. Therefore, he contended that the government's New
Economic Policy would be disastrous for the poor, and for small and medium
entrepreneurs.

Other Concerns
Dandavate was disturbed by the phenomenal growth of black money
and its increased use in different walks of life, which is destroying the ethic^
foundations of our public life. He had focused on how the money power has
vitiated the electoral system in India, as it has become an effective instrument
in the hands of big business houses and industrialists to offer patronage to
politicians on the basis of cjuid pro quo in the event of their acquuing political
power. He was also concerned about the horse trading among the legislators,
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Dandavate was disturbed by the commercialisation of professional
education in the country, and disapproved the capitation fee system in
admissions to private, self-financed, and mostly ill-equipped professional
colleges, which has resulted in precipitous fall in standcirds of the graduates
churned out from these institutions.

The Woman Behind the Man
There is a saying that behind the success of every man, there is a woman.
In this respect Dandavate was fortunate to have Pramila as his wife. Before
they got married in 1953 at a simple ceremony, they knew each other through
their dedicated work in the Rashtra Seva Dal (RSD), a value oriented socialist
youth organisation. As volimteers of RSD, they shared the same values,
objectives and approaches in life. Pramilaji was a strong woman, deep rooted
in principles and ideals of democratic socialism, and stood by Dandavate
through thick and thin in all struggles, and in cJl travails of life. During the
Goa satyagraha in 1955, in the face of death, she not only refused to dissuade
Dandavate from going ahead with the satyagraha, but insisted that she should
also be allowed to join him, so that she could share death with him in Goa.
Therefore, all through their married life, they were not merely devoted to
each other as husband and wife, but were comrades-in-arms in political fields.
As a leader of the women's movement, Pramilaji had a standing of her
own in national politics. She was a Corporator in Bombay, a Member of
Parliament from Bombay North-Central, and was the Founder President of
all-India women's organisation, the Mahila Dakshata Samiti. Indeed, she was
the torch bearer of the women's movement in India. She led many national
campciigns to advance women's rights—for dowry prohibition, for setting up
the National Commission for Women, for compensation for divorced Muslim
women, for 33 per cent reservation for women in elected bodies, etc. Both
husband and wife held independent views on various social and political
issues and Dandavate had always respected the independent personality of
Pramilaji. Sometimes they used to get into heated arguments on public issues,
especially on women issues, but in the end they reached at amicable
compromises. With a disarming smile, Pramilaji would turn and tell: "after
all I have to accept his point of view also to whatever extent possible."
During the Prime Ministership of V.P. Singh, the National Commission
for Women was established. As the leading woman activist at the time in the
country, the Prime Minister's Office informally sent a message to her that the
government wanted to appoint her as the first Chairperson of the National
Commission for Women. The offer came to her at a time when V.P. Singh's
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government was reduced to a minority in Parliament. But Pramilaji declined
the offer on the ground that it came from a government which did not enjoy
the majority support in Parliament at that time.
Morarji Desai was known for his thriftiness in praising people because
the standards he set for praise were very high and stringent. But, he held
Dandavate and Pramilaji in high esteem. One day in an informal conversation
with him, I asked Morarji Desai about what he thought of Madhu Dandavate
and Pramila Dandavate. He replied: "Dandavate is extra-ordinary. Not only
he, but his wife too. They are an extra-ordinary couple".
Pramilaji passed away in Delhi suddenly on 1 January 2002 in a heart
attack. The couple were just back from attending a public programme in
Mumbai together on 30 December 2001. Thus, 48 years of partnership of this
'extra-ordinary couple' came to an end abruptly. With that loss, it appeared
that Dandavate also had lost his will to live. This was clear when he rejected
the proposal of doctors in Jaslok Hospital, who treated him that to fight the
ccincer he should imdergo chemotherapy to prolong his life. On the loss he
felt due to her demise, Dandavate wrote:
"Death may appear to be the loneliest moment and yet, when my life
partner Pramila breathed her last at the dawn of the new year, I felt
somewhere deep in my heart a different experience. She may have been
consigned to flames, her ashes gone with the wind, but who can erase
the memory of our abiding relationship that transcended all drudgeries
of life and sought to pursue all that symbolized truth, beauty and
serenity. In our arduous journey, with a sense of social purpose,
whenever there were depressing moments, due to prevailing
deteriorating conditions, each one of us tried to rekindle the spirit of
the other and our voyage of life continued uninterrupted. And she
never submerged her independent identity. Pramila was
uncompromising with social orthodoxy and very often remained ahead
of her times. She identified with all just causes and fundamental values
of life. She was aware that a progressive outlook in social field was
more difficult than political radicalism and therefore to respect her social
commitments she would 'walk alone in wilderness'. Both of us were
ailing for a long time cind occasionally undergoing surgeries. However,
Pramila concealed her pangs of agony to heal my pain, in a self-effacing
spirit and breathed her last. Till end this will remain a gnawing pain in
my heart."
One day in 1998 I suggested to Prof. Dandavate, in the presence of
Pramilaji to devote some time to write his political autobiography for the
benefit of posterity, on the pattern Willy Brandt had followed to write his
political autobiography. To encourage him, I took a copy of Willy Brandt's
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political autobiography to him and showed the pattern Brandt followed.
PramUaji fully supported my suggestion. I prepared a draft 'Contents' of that
political autobiography also for the purpose. But for some reasons he could
not start it. He was constantly moving across the country to attend public
programmes. But, sometime later the Oral History Division of the Nehru
Memorial Museum and Library, New Delhi, approached him to narrate his
experiences for their Oreil History project. One day he told me about that
engagement, and said that broadly he was following Ae framework of contents
that I had prepared for him, of course with necessary modifications. While
he was fighting the cancer on one side, Dandavate got fully engaged in
completing the narration, corrected the transcript and gave it to the press for
publication. He was planning the release of that book before he breathed his
last.
Dandavate entertained a deep desire about the manner in which he should
leave this world. One day, in a contemplative mood, he told me that he
would leave this world while he would be in the midst of people and
addressing a public meeting. Later on he wrote: "If and when I leave this
world, I wovild like to leave when I am firmly standing erect on my feet and
not while I j^ g in distress on my back. When I am in the midst of friends and
colleagues involved in delightful conversations punctuated by wit and
humoiu:, when I am dreaming of the new India.... when I am hearing the
melodious tunes of the gr<ind finale of a symphony, nature may pick me up
without any hesitation. I will not be rattled and will have no regrets".
Dandavate wished to donate his body for the purpose of medical research.
The issue was discussed between Dandavate and Pramilaji but without
reaching an agreement between them on the issue. But Pramilaji was no
more. So Dandavate conveyed his wish to his son, Uday, with an option
given to him to decide it finally. The son decided to fulfil his father's wish.
His body was donated to the Grant Medical College, Mumbai, for medical
research.

Release of the Last Book
Dandavate's last book, 'Dialogue With Life', was released on 9 October
2005, at a function meticulously organised by him for the purpose in
New Delhi. Dr. G.G. Parikh said: "It appeared as if the function... had become
the very reason for his existence." In Ae last sentence of that book Dandavate
said: "Time alone will pronoimce: Drop the curtain—the show is over." The
show was over that day. As I was away, I could not attend that function. But,
Dandavate autographed a copy of that book for me that day and handed it
over to my daugjiters, Nimmi and Jayashree, who attended (hat function, for
passing it on to me. It read: "VN^th love to Vivekanand, Madhu Dandavate".
That was tfie last precious gift I received from him. Next day, on 10 October 2005,
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as per the roadmap he prepared for his final journey, he left Delhi for Bombay,
to keep his appointment with Dr. M.R. Kamath in Jaslok Hospital, never to
return.
My last meeting with Madhu Dandavate was on 29 October 2005 evening
in Room No. 1204 at Jaslok Hospital in Bombay. That was a few days before
he breathed his last. Before that, when I met him on 25 October, we spoke
about his last book, 'Dialogue With Life', which he sent to me through my
daughters. But, my last meeting with him was poignant. Just silent moments,
looking at each other. We knew that that was our final farewell meeting. I
held back my tears. So did he. The prospect of death did not seem to cause
any anxiety in him. He was calm and serene like the deep sea. I touched his
forehead, held his hand tightly, touched his feet, paid my last respect and left
the room with a heavy heart.
The twilight of Dandavate's life was like a glorious sunset, marked by
beauty, calm and splendour. How he faced death in the final moments was
narrated by his son, Uday, who was on his bedside witnessing the moment.
Uday, a designer of international repute, narrated the last day's events in
Dcmdavate's life as follows:
"In the morning of November 12th the doctor told me that Nana would
pass away by the evening because the Oxygen in his body began to
deplete rapidly. I shared this news with friends and family. As I sat next
to him for the rest of the day, the Oxygen-indicator machine kept
beeping, making us aware of his ultimate departure. WTiile we held our
breath, and held back our tears, Nana maintained his calm and devoted
his final moments enjoying the game of cricket that was being telecast.
He also asked me to play the Marathi Natya Sangeet in the background.
He was very aware of the fact that this was the final leg of his journey.
Until the very last moment he maintained his calm and embraced death
without any remorse."
Dandavate embraced death gracefully in Jaslok Hospital on 12 November
2005. He was 81 at that time. His death was like the grand finale of a great
symphony, not exactly the way he wished, but at the same time, not far from
what he wished.

The Legacy
What is the legacy? Judged from any angle, Madhu Dandavate was
undoubtedly an outstanding luminary. His thought was deep and his canvas
of action was very wide. Blended in him was the profundity of a scholar,
simplicity of a common man, and the tenacity of a principled idealist.
Intellectually vibrant and gentle at heart, Dandavate was an outstanding
democratic socialist, a great teacher, a great motivator, a gifted speaker, a
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meticulous organiser, and an efficient administrator. The spectrum of his
public life encompassed risky struggles, adventures, ideological debates,
ministerial responsibilities and so on. He was a gem of a man, a man of
absolute integrity and honesty. His ethics and morals were deep rooted. He
was self-effacing and highly cultured.
Following the footprints of Mahatma Gandhi, Dandavate chose a simple
life, limited his wants and eschewed ostentation, which gave him enormous
strength to maintain highest ethical standards in his public and personal life.
Being a child of the high noon of India's freedom struggle, the layout of
Dandavate's vision for India's development was drawn from the ethos of
that struggle. Therefore, it remained unshaken despite the onslaught of
globalisation, liberalisation and privatisation and which drive the poorer
sections of society to despair. His stress for self-reliance and import
substitution, his opposition to Multinational Corporations' unbridled entry
to the Indian market and economy, opposition to debt-based development,
and so on, were drawn from the ethos of the freedom struggle.
Dandavate imbibed a set of values and norms of public conduct, which
constituted the springboard of his principled politics. He was concerned about
the galloping corruption which was eating into the vitals of our public life
and administration. AU through his life Dandavate fought valiantly against
corruption in public life and earned the distinction of an incorruptible political
personality. Despite holding powerful positions, he remained scrupulously
honest, and unblemished by any charge of corruption, nepotism or
favouritism. In this respect, he had few parallels who held such high offices
which he held.
Through his life and work, Dandavate had conveyed a message to the
yoimger generation as to why, and how, they should follow clean paths in
life. His message was simple and straight. To remain free from corruption,
they should liinit their wants consciously, eschew ostentatious living habits,
and make a firm commitment to limit one's expenditure within one's normal
legal income. They should register in mind that to appropriate another person's
income from his toil, even a small fraction of it, through corrupt practices is
theft. Therefore, we have a duty to prevent the development of such a mindset
in our yoimger generation and help them to seek honest means to maintain
themselves. Focus on Dandavate's life and work will be a great incentive to
promote goodness in our children.
Dandavate was a revolutionary—a peaceful revolutionary—who looked
ahead for big changes in the socio-economic conditions of the poor people.
He sjmthesised the spirit of renaissance and reformation. Taking note of the
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fact that Dandavate was bom on the day the leader of the Russian Revolution,
V.I. Lenin, passed away, former President K.R. Narayanan described
Dandavate as "deniocratic non-violent Lenin who fought against all kinds of
imperialism."
Dandavate was a great communicator who had an amazing capacity to
draw people to him like a magnet. He had a tremendous capacity to keep his
audience spellbound by his oratory and sincerity. He could convey his ideas
with the charm of a story teller. When he delivered them with appropriate
anecdotes and flashes of humour, they turned out to be treats for the audience.
His force of conviction, clarity and precision made them very powerful. In
1996, Dandavate delivered JP Memorial Lecture at Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi on the subject "Gandhi's Human Touch". Surur Hoda,
Secretary-General of the Gandhi Foundation in Britain, and a friend of Richard
Attenborough who made the film "Gandhi", was also present in the audience.
He was so impressed by Dandavate's speech that as soon as he finished his
lecture, he instantly invited him to London to speak on Gandhi to the British
audience. In London, the British audience was greatly moved by the way
Gandhi was presented to. them by Dandavate.
Dandavate had tremendous intellectual capabilities. He had a sharp mind,
and an intellect of an tmusually high order. He had a graphic memory and
his knowledge of a variety of subjects was encyclopaedic. I had opportunities
to be with him during his long electoral campaigns in Rajapur, and, at times,
I was amazed at his ability to remember the names of a large number of his
supporters. He called them by first name. During speeches, I have seen him
reeling out from memory accurate facts and figures and even long quotations.
His intellectual prowess was extra-ordinary. Medical scientists have discovered
that Albert Einstein's brain contained 28 per cent more cells than that of a
normal brain. I wonder what was the extra-percentage of cell count in
Dandavate's brain. I guess, it must also have been substantially high.
Dandavate was a man of many parts—a person who took keen interest
in politics, economy, cricket, science, education, literature, theatre, art, music
and so on. As a hobby, he maintained a personal pictorial diary too in which
he noted down everyday his thought of the day. He was a selfless man who
radiated grace, humility, compassion and integrity. For any forward-looking
young person Dandavate, who personified outstanding human qualities
required for a person in public life, could easily be the role model. He
symbolised the goodness in man, and all that was noble. There was no false
touch in him.
Dandavate never gave in to anything which he considered immoral.
Indeed, he could stand up to anybody politically, morally and intellectually
His physical nerve was tested during the Goa satyagraha. His moral courage
was tremendous. He maintained highest standards in public life, and never
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succumbed to pressure. He valued personal friendships, which transcended
all kinds of divides—political, sod^ and economic.
Towards the evening of his life, more than his illness, Dandavate was
distressed by the declirung ethical standards of public life in the country. In
place of service and sacrifice, honesty, generosity and compassion, our politics
seems to glorify dishonesty, hypocrisy and soulless cruelty. In the
circumstances, it is imperative to restore honesty, integrity and imselfishness
as hallmarks of India's poUtical life. Purity in public life needs to be re
emphasised. In that endeavour, Dandavate's life provides the yardstick.
Dandavate was a great parliamentarian whose speeches made a profound
impact on the Parliament. It is well known that whenever Dandavate rose to
speak, the Parliament—both ruling and opposition benches—expected learned
speeches from him, and listened to him in rapt attention. Seldom he
disappointed them. The book Echoes in Parliament, published in 1995, contains
all important speeches he made in Parliament between 1971 and 1991.
Dandavate was acutely aware of the severe damage the absence of a
genuine all India socialist party was causing to the interests of the poor in
India. Therefore, he wanted an all India Socialist Party. But he could not see
its fruition for various reasons. Therefore, the re-establishment of an all-India
Socialist Party will be a fitting tribute to Dandavate.
During the last half-a-century, I had the opportunity to interact with, or
study about, many reputed democratic socialists of the world which included
outstanding Socialists like Willy Brandt, Bruno Kreisky, Olof Palme, Kalevi
Sorsa, and so on. But when I clinically examine the texture of each one of
them and compare it with the texture of Madhu Dandavate, Dandavate comes
to the top. He was one of the most outstanding democratic socialists of this
century—a beacon in the galaxy of great socialists who will radiate inspiration
for generations to come.
Finally, a question may be asked: Do we have anyone like Madhu
Dandavate in Indian politics today? My emphatic answer is "No". In course
of time, many names of today's very important personalities from different
walks of life may fade out and recede into the oblivion. But whether there
will be memories in marble or bronze for Madhu Dandavate in different
parts of the country or not, I have no doubt that for years to come, his name
will remain engraved in the annals in golden letters with the caption "A
Crystal in Politics". The nation will remember this great son of India with
respect and reverence. Today, Dandavate is a lode-star beckoning the new
generation to remain righteous in pursuit of their personal and public lives,
and to maintain highest standards in public life. In that sense Dandavate is
not dead.

MAN WHO SPOKE FROM fflS HEART
—Mahendra Ved*

Professor Madhu Dandavate would have been one of my Principals had
I actually studied at Mumbai's Siddharth College. But I suddenly quit studies,
and Mumbai, to move to New Delhi as a journalist, and that was not to be.
Some two years later, as I was savouring the national capital's political
scene and learning the way Parliament functioned then, Dandavate arrived.
In that era of oratory, it was said: "English mein Nath Fai, Hindi mein
Vajpayee/' They were the two great orators of the day in the respective
languages. P.A. Nath Pai suddenly died. In his place, Dandavate was elected
in a bye-election from Rajapur, Maharashtra.
Dandavate was a true successor to Nath Pai, and much more. He straddled
both Hindi and English. The era of speaking English the English-way, or the
way it was taught in public schools, was at its fag end. Educated and groomed
in desi milieu, Dandavate was among those who heralded the era of home
grown politicians who displayed the finer sensitivities that the Western
education and parliamentary craft were supposed to instill and inculcate.
As years rolled by, Dandavate evolved into a persuasive speaker, who
could be both forceful and persuasive. He did his home work in the manner
of a student and teacher of Physics that he was. When not doing political
work, he spent hours in Parliament's Library.
He was a socialist at heart, in words and deeds. One could disagree with
him and still continue discussing. One could discuss any issue and he would
have something worthwhile to say.
Dandavate straddled the eras of Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi and the
brief Janata interlude, which meant five Lok Sabhas—much of the Fifth, to
the Ninth Lok Sabha. It was an uninterrupted run.
It ended with his defeat by Sudhir Sawant. The young army officertumed-politicicin was initially touched, but later plainly irritated, on being
told by many that he had pushed ''a good man out of the Lok Sabha.
"Everyone thinks I have committed a big sin", he once told me.
* He is a Senior Journalist.
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Dandavate never returned to Parliament after the people of Rajapur, for
whom he had done a lot rejected him. He fell a victim to the changing times,
the changing political mores and values, and the rise of the Shiv Sena in
Maharashtra.
Election to the Rajya Sabha would have been most easy for him, given
the goodwill he enjoyed across the party lines. But he always wanted to be
elected 'directly'. Rajya Sabha, to him was the "back door."
Interviewing MPs on the working of Parliament and the debating skills
in 1980, I met Dandavate too. I told him that everyone was nostalgic about
the early years, the Nehruvian era, and everyone seemed to agree that there
had been a decline in the standards. He smiled.
A good quarter century later, last year, I reminded him. He said each era
produced its own leaders and parliamentarians. Comparisons were odious.
I had hoped he would, but he refrained from sitting in judgment over the
present-day parliamentarian.
His most memorable speech, to my mind, was the tribute he paid to
Indira Gandhi. The Eighth Lok Sabha had just convened with Treasury in c h e s
brimming with numbers and confidence. A himibled Opposition found its
grace restored, and much more, when Dandavate spoke. "The coimtry will
get another Prime Minister, the Congress will get another President, the
Lok Sabha will get another Leader, but Rajiv Gandhi will not get another
mother," he said. His words touched one and all. Rajiv crossed the floor, an
imusual thing for the Prime Minister, walked up to him to thank him. Soon,
battle lines were clearly drawn. Rajiv brought in the anti-defection law.
Dandavate warned him against it. "Don't worry. Professor Dandavate, the
law is meant to protect the Opposition since it will soon wither away and
most of your colleagues will be sitting on our side."
There were many more occasions of such "generational clash." Dandavate,
although he taught Physics, told Rajiv on a contentious issue, that the law
existed in the books and there was no need for a constitutional amendment
that the Government wanted. A flustered Rajiv looked behind to the battery
of his legal luminaries. He seemed visibly upset when they told him that
Dandavate was indeed right and that they had not briefed the PM fully.
Working for Mumbai tabloid, newspaper "The Daily/' I was required to
report on lighter moments in Parliament. Pramilaji was also a m em her then.
I wrote about how the couple occasionally engaged in pleasant repartees in
the House, probably at home too, and how it was the most popular couple
Parliament had produced. "So you have made an attempt on my life!" Madhuji
asked me.
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He was the Railway Minister during the Janata spell. A journalist from
Bangladesh wanting railway booking for Kolkata was for some reason tossed
between the Baroda House and the Rail Bhavan. Exasperated, he stopped
Dandavate's car. The Minister came out of his car, took him to his Office,
gave him a cup of tea and arranged his booking within minutes. "Why don't
make more such fine ministers in South Asia?" the visitor wondered.
Railway's staff has traditionally manned the Parliament Cafetaria that
has maintained a good standard despite changing tastes of MPs. Dandavate
was the first to regularize the employees who were but daily wage workers.
'"We run a good cafeteria in Parliament. By the way, we also run the Railways,"
he once said in his typical style.
Finance Minister in the 11-month V.P. Singh Government, Dandavate
found this tag on him for the rest of his life. Year after year, he would sit in
the ex-MPs' Gallery when the annual budget would be announced. He was
always ready with concrete, constructive comments.
When the two governments he was in fell and his other socialist colleagues
swayed one way or the other, apparently for political, regional and personal
considerations, Dandavate stuck to his principled gims. Lok Sabhas come
and go. They don't produce a man like Dandavate any more.

PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE:
A PARLIAMENTARIAN PAR EXCELLENCE
—Vijay Naik*

Late Professor Madhu Dandavate, fondly known to his family and friends,
as 'Nana' was a parliamentarian par excellence. He was not only an epitome
of honesty but also a fine debater with a sense of tremendous wit, which
created ripples in the Lok Sabha even during the tense hours. In his demise,
the country has lost a leader, who never crossed floor or changed parties, but
remained steadfast to his ideals of simple living and high thinking. Bom in
Ahmednagcir, in Maheirashtra, on 21 January 1924, he did his masters in
Physics from Bombay University and taught the subject in Siddharth College,
much before stepping into politics.
When the Socialists divided into PSP and the SSP, he preferred to remain
in the PSP alongwith the leaders like late Prem Bhasin, Krishna Kant,
Nanasaheb Gore, S.M. Joshi, Surendra Mohan, Sadashiv Bagaitkar,
G.R Pradhan, Pannalal Surcina and others, but maintained good relations
with the other Lohiaists like George Fernandes, Madhu Limaye, Ladli Mohan
Nigam, etc. Madhuji was follower of Acharya Narendra Deva, a moderate
leader of the Socialist Movement. As one of the forerunners of the Samyukta
Maharashtra Movement in 1956, he participated in the land liberation struggle
in 1969 and led batch of satyagrahis in Goa during the liberation struggle
against Portuguese colonial rule. The police beat the satyagrahis and the injuries
he received, troubled him throughout his life.
He had to undergo almost three surgeries of his pelvic region during
which he came to know that he was also suffering from cancer. That did not
deter him from undertaking long journey, nor did he stop writing. As a
prolific writer and thinker, he penned down a book 'Dialogue with Life' which
answers many questions facing the coimtry and gives an insight into his way
of thinking. His life was inspired by Socialist veterans like Yusuf Meherally
and Barrister Nath Pai. He joined JP's movement for 'total revolution'.
I remember an interesting incident. During his stewardship of railway
ministry, a book of his was being released. A function was organized by the
publisher for this purpose. The invitations were being dispatched. But due to
* He is the Editor, Delhi News Bureau, Sakai Papers,
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over enthusiasm, some of his staff used the franking machine in the office to
send invitations. When he came to the House, a member of Parliament raised
the matter and accused him of misusing the official machinery for his personal
purpose. Professor Dandavate was extremely pained to learn this. He was
not aware of the use of the franking machine. He hurried to the office and
foimd out that the allegation was true. Later, he told the House, that he had
never given instructions to the staff to use any office stationery for the purpose.
However, he had made the payment of about Rs. 6 for expenses incurred by
his office and showed the receipt of payment made to the post office on the
floor of the Lok Sabha. The members were taken by surprise by his sheer act
of honesty and even the member who had accused him apologized, saying
he did not have the intention to hurt him.
As a leader of Janata Party, he was imprisoned for 18 months during
Emergency along with Lai Krishna Advani, Shyam Nandan Mishra and others
and had to share the same chamber in the Bangalore jail. They became pals
in politics. He, however, never subscribed to the ideas of communalism and
remained a true socialist till the end of his life. He used to narrate a very
furmy incident to some of us during his favourable chatting sessions. After
a long spell of detention in jail, Dandavate, Advani, and Mishra were being
moved to another destination. They were brought to Delhi by a special flight
and after landing, were being taken in a closed vehicle, so that no one should
notice them. They were being moved to Rohtak Jail. Dandavate has narrated
the incident in detail in his last book and I quote, ''When we came down to
the Rohtak Jail, the Deputy Superintendent conducted a body search on each
one of us. Those being searched included Lai Krishna Advani, Shyam Nandan
Mishra and I. Shyam Nandan Mishra was wearing plastic footwear. The
policeman took the footwear away from him and tore open its sole to see
whether any documents were hidden inside. Shyam Nandan Mishra was
very annoyed. In Hindi, he said, "Yeh kya badtamiji kar rahe ho? Meri chappal
tod rohe ho!" (What are you doing? You are tearing off my footwear!!) I tried
to calm the situation with a humorous comment. Just two days earlier the
newspapers had reported a statement of the Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi
that the Opposition must search its soul:
"The Prime Minister has asked us to search our souls. She meant 'soul',
not the sole of our footwear, but meant 'atmachintan.' Everyone including
the Deputy Superintendent of Jail and Shyambabu started laughing.
Shyambabu was asked to go ahead."
His tenures as Finance and Railway Minister will always be remembered
for the irmovations he introduced in budgeting the Government expenditure
and for presenting a surplus budget. In the earlier years of politics, he had
led the railwaymen's union and was very happy, when he was appointed to
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head this Ministry. Representing a backward region of Konkan, in
Maharashtra, he had a dream of introducing the Konkan Railway, which he
felt would be the harbinger of progress and saw to it that it was fulfilled
during his lifetime. He pushed the Project vehemently. Dandavate worked
tirelessly to solve the border dispute between Maharashtra and Karnataka.
Many a time, he participated in dhamas, strikes, morchas. He always sided
with the people of Belgaum and led a peaceful movement for nearly thirty
years. He was dismayed that neither the State Government nor the Centre
was keen to solve the dispute. It was one of his dreams that remains unfulfilled
till this day. He however, never advocated violence for any cause and was a
true Gandhian in his approach.
He held a number of parliamentary positions and contributed immensely
to debates on issues of national importance. His role as the Deputy Ghairman
of Planning Commission would also be remembered for propagating ideas of
economic middle path and enimciating them in various plan documents. His
house in Meena Bagh was a virtual library and the walls were donned with
the sketches of Mahatma Gandhi, Acharya Nsuendra Deva, Barrister Nath
Pai, which were drawn by his friend-artist ncimed 'OK'.
In his last days, I have had the opportunity to meet him several times.
He would tell me that he may not be able to live longer and felt that the end
was approaching fast. "I may be gone, but my ideas will remain, that is why
I have undertaken the work of writing my last book," he used to say. He
titled it himself and gave detailed instructions to the publishers about the
docket of the book.
Indian Parliament saw many politiccil couples, who dedicated their lives
for public cause like Acharya and Sucheta Kriplani, Feroze and Indira Gandhi,
A.K. and Sushila Gopalan. Madhu and PramUa Dandavate were prominent
among them.
The cover of the book has a picture of sim disappearing on the horizon,
its fading rays illumiiuiting the sky and a htiman figure rested on the rock is
looking at the twilight. Like the sim, his life will always remain a beacon for
the younger generation of politicians as to how they should lead a selfless
life while serving the people of this country.

PAST AND PRESENT: TWO INCHES OF FOANf
—Ramachandra Guha*

In the long history of Cabinet Government in India, perhaps only a handhil
of Ministers shall be remembered for having carried out programmes that
radically reshaped the lives of their people. As Home Minister between 1947
and 1950, Vallabhbhai Patel integrated the princely states, thus altering the
politics and geography of modem India. As Finance Minister between 1991
and 1996, Manmohan Singh dismantled the license-permit-quota-raj, thus
altering the economy and society of modem India.
In this very short list also appears the name of Madhu Dandavate. When
Dandavate passed away recently, the newspapers noted his stewardship of
the Finance Ministry in the National Front Government of the late 1980s.
That was a job he did honourably and well, but far more significant (though
unmentioned by the obituarists) was his stewardship of the Railway Ministry
in the Janata Government of the late 1970s. It was Dandavate who first
introduced the computerisation of railway reservations, an innovation that
greatly reduced cormption and made life less intolerable for commuters.

Dandavate and the Railway Sleeper Class
Dandavate's second innovation was more far-reaching still. This was to
put two inches of foam on what passed for "reserved sleeper berths" in the
second-class sections of trains. Many readers of this column know only these
new berths; but many others would remember the bad old ones too. Before
1977 (the year Dandavate became Railway Minister), there was an enormous
difference between the first-class, where the berths were padded, and the
second-class, where they were made of hard and bare wood. If you were
lucky enough to travel up front, you slept well; otherwise you woke up with
a painful back and (were it winter) a cold in the head as well.
When introducing the change, Dandavate said that "what I want to do
is not degrade the first class, but elevate the second class." These were the
words of a true socialist, whose socialism consisted not of hot rhetoric against
the wealthy, but of practical action to help the poor. In the two years that
* He is an eminent historian, a biographer and an auther of 'India after Gandhi: The History of the
World's greatest Democracy'.
®The article was first published in The Hindu, 20 November 2005.
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Dandavate was Railway Minister, those two inches of foam were in place in
the major trunk lines. Once the process was begxm, it could scarcely be
stopped. By the end of the 1980s, all trains of the Indian Railways had Aese
padded berths in their second-class compartments. By now the change has
helped himdreds of millions of people. If a social history of the Indian Railways
is ever written, it might be divided into two parts, these entitled "Life before
Dandavate" and "Life after Dandavate."
Dandavate was a remarkable product of a remarkable political tradition.
This was the socialist movement, from whose ranks came some of the most
talented, and certainly the most honest, politicians of modem India. Many of
the best socialists were from Maharashtra, as for example S.M. Joshi, N.G.
Goray, and Dandavate's own wife Pramila, a doughty and most effective
fighter for women's rights. Tragically, this is a tradition that is now on its last
legs. Some of Dandavate's old conurades predeceased him; others have thrown
in their lot with the reactionary forces of the right. The last lamp still alight
is that of Mrinal Gore, stUl working, serving the poor, in her native Mumbai.
The integrity of these old socialists was legendary; indeed, in this
particular case I can testify to it myself. In February 1979,1 was in Ahmedabad,
visiting a friend at the National Institute of Design (NID). I went to the
railway station to buy my return ticket to Delhi; also in the queue, and a few
places behind me, was my friend's NID classmate, who happened to be the
son of the Railway Minister. This was characteristic, not just of this particular
family, but of their political tradition as a whole. The sons and daughters of
the Maharashtra socialists never took advantage of their parents' political
position; and always followed a career different from theirs.

The Last Meeting
Twelve years after standing ahead of Uday Dandavate in a railway queue,
I met his father for the first and last time. I was at the Delhi airport, waiting
for my wife. Her flight was delayed; while 1 waited, a succession of politicians
passed by. A General Election was around the comer, so naturally there was
much high-powered traffic to the capital from the mofussil. I saw N.T. Rama
Rao and N.D. Tewari come and go, each met by a set of grovelling minions.
Then came Dandavate, who was met by no one. He had simply picked up
his suitcase from the belt and walked out with it. I stopped him before he got
into a bus, stammered some words of praise for his honesty, and wished him
well for the elections.
The praise tximed out to be a curse. For in those polls Dandavate lost his
seat in Rajapur for the first time in 20 years.
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But by then he had done enough to earn a place of honour in the minds
(and backs) of every Indian who had ever taken a second-class sleeper at any
time or on any route after the year 1977. Add the numbers up, and one might
just conclude that those two inches of foam have brought more succour to
more people than any other initiative by an Indian politician.

MADHU DANDAVATE: IMAGES IN THE HEART
—Suhas Borker*

As I write this tribute to Madhuji images flood my memory: his story of
the htiman touch of Gandhiji—the night before 15 August 1947 in Kolkata;
his inimitable laughter, the close up of his right hand—tapping to a beat of
music; his clutching my hand tightly as we alighted from the plane carrying
Pramilaji's body at Mumbai Airport; his quick search for a reference in a
book on his library shelves during a discussion; the Gandhi Study Circle
meetings fired by samosas and jalebis from the Meena Bagh Masjid; his
impatience with retakes while I shot for my documentary on his life;
interviewing him while Wcilking on the colonnaded first floor of Parliament
House; my final 'salute' to him at New Delhi Railway Station on his last
journey to Mumbai; my last respects to him in Mumbai before the body was
handed over, as per his wishes, to the Anatomy Department of Grant Medical
CoUege; Surendra Mohanji looking straight into my eyes and telling me:
"Suhas, you were like a son to Madhu"; the emotionally-charged 'Smriti'
meeting at Constitution Club's Speakers Hall chaired by Somnathda and
then the last few images of voices from the Piopadpattis of Mumbai and the
Ghati of Narmada, gathered at IIC on his first death anniversary. But all
images in celebration of a life that was a celebration of life itself...
Images in the heart are raw. They cannot be touched-up or toned down.
They are palpable. They recall a moment or an event identified or associated
with a close relationship. These images then string together in a chain, which
is not bound by time or space. The projection of these images into words
brings cheer and joy, pain and anguish...
So it was with Madhuji and Pramilaji.
It was New Year's Eve—31 December, 2001. I was at home. The family
had gathered for a quiet dinner together. It was well past midnight when my
mobile rang. The revellers in the neighbourhood had not stopped bursting
crackers and we were stiU at the dining table not quite finished with the
pudding. Madhuji was on the other end. "Suhas, Pramila is gone", he said,
his voice very soft and tremulous. He was sobbing. I was shocked. "I am
coming", I said quickly, trying to sound as composed as I could. "Where are
* He is Executive Director of Citizens First Television News (CFTV News), an independent
documentary filmmaker and a social activist. He was a close associate of Professor
Madhu Dandavate.
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you?" I asked. "Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital Emergency" he replied. "I wiU
be there in a few minutes", I told him and put the phone down. Instantly,
everyone at the table, mother, brother, wife and my two daughters had realized
something terrible had happened. They could sense the sudden anguish and
sadness overtaking me. There was complete silence in the room. I looked at
my mother. The teaspoon with the souffle had frozen in her hand. I repeated
what Madhuji had told me: "Pramilaji is gone." As my wife reached out to
the girls who seemed terribly shaken by the turn of events, I got up and
rushed to pick up the car keys. "Suhas, take care and drive carefully", mother
Ccdled out after me. My brother said he would come with me and drive me
down to the hospital. But before he came out I had already reversed the car
out of the driveway. I insisted on taking the wheel because I knew I would
be able to drive faster. We rushed to RML and on the way I called up UNI
from my mobile and informed them to flash the news that Pramila Dandavate
was dead. It was a cold and foggy night and while driving I had to keep
wiping the windscreen from inside with a duster to remove the thick layer
of mist, which kept forming on it.
I stopped the car outside the RML Emergency and ran inside, requesting
my brother to park the car. Amidst the normal chaos of an emergency hall
of a government hospital in New Delhi, Madhuji was sitting on a chair next
to the Duty Table, with a forlorn look but with a quiet dignity about him,
dressed in his cream coloured khadi-wool bandgala suit with a double folded
shawl of the same colour on his left shoulder. Nearby was a bare white
enamelled steel stretcher on which Pramilaji lay still, clad in a cotton sari and
an open jersey. They had not drawn a sheet over her. Rajshree, the housemaid
stood next to the stretcher, quite lost. Standing behind Madhuji was Suresh,
the driver, not at all his usu^ confident self. Madhuji held my hands tightly
and repeated the words again "Suhas, Pramila is gone". His hcinds were cold.
There was deep pain and anguish writ large on his face. There were tears in
his eyes. He had lost his comrade in arms. It was a heart wrenching sight. On
the Duty Table, the doctor was still preparing the report of Pramilaji's death.
Then, Madhuji got up and took me to the stretcher where Pramilaji lay, as if
very peacefully asleep, her soft silver hair glistening in the tube lights that
engulfed the hall. My brother joined us and I requested him to be with
Madhuji while I went to check with the Duty Officer about the ambulance to
take Pramilaji's body to 3, Meena Bagh. Soon a small white Maruti van
ambulance arrived and we took Pramilaji home. Meanwhile AIR had already
started carrying the news of Pramila Dandavate's death, in its hourly news
bulletins to the Nation. It was well past 2 a.m. in the morning.
We took Pramilaji's body inside the house and placed it in the drawing
room. Rajshree brought an oil lamp to be placed next to Pramilaji's body but
Madhuji waved it away saying that he did not want any ritual or religious
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symbol. I took Madhuji aside and discussed in detail the arrangements to be
made. Bapu Kaldate was also there by then. The body was to be taken to
Mumbai for cremation by the evening flight and would be kept in Meena
Bagh from the morning onwards for people to pay their last respects. The
body had to be immediately embalmed. I called up AIIMS and they said we
needed to obtain a NOC from the Police before bringing the body to the
Institute. I then called up Tughlaq Road Police Station. The police officials
were very cooperative. They came in a few minutes and issued the NOC and
discussed the arrangements for the morning—when the body would lie in
state. Meanwhile Surendra Mohcinji and Manju came briefly and left. As soon
as the Police Officials had gone, we took the body in the same small white
Maruti van ambulance to AIIMS for embalming. Before leaving I told Rajshree
that she should ensure that Madhuji rested in his room. Enroute, I called up
home and told my wife that I would not be back till the morning. At AIIMS,
the Anatomy Department's Doctor-in-Charge and the technicians were waiting
and immediately started to work. The embalming took more than three hours.
It was a very agonising and cold night and though the Doctor-in-Charge
made me sit in his room, I was very restless and kept pacing in the corridor.
I could not even take a sip of the tea he sent to me. The Doctor-in-Charge was
very sympathetic. He told me that the department would not like to take any
payment for embalming Pramilaji's body and requested me make a written
request for waiver of the embalming charges to the Director of AIIMS. It was
a touching tribute by the Doctor of AIIMS to a socialist leader who fought for
the poor and the marginalized throughout her life. They arranged for a coffin
and draped Pramilaji in the cream khadi sari with a thin green border, which
we had brought with us.
The New Year day had broken, but the fog had not lifted when we left
AIIMS. Just before 7 a.m. we returned to Meena Bagh. Pramilaji's body was
carried in and placed again in the drawing room. Rajshree had made Madhuji
to rest with great difficulty but only for a while. And now he came out and
sat next to Pramilaji's body. He asked me about the expenses incurred at
AIIMS and I told him about the waiver and that we had to pay only for the
coffin. He was deeply touched by the AIIMS Doctor's gesture. Madhuji told
me that he had informed his son Uday in the USA. Soon, the Sim was up and
people started gathering at Meena Bagh. Right till the evening when the
body was taken to the airport there was a steady stream of people filing past
and paying their last respects—ordinary workers, especially women, political
leaders, social activists, feminists, journalists, academicians, lawyers, trade
unionists, Vice-President Krishan Kant, former Prime Ministers V.P. Singh
and Deve Gowda, old colleagues who were then Ministers in the NDA
Government, old comrades, associates and friends, known faces and total
strangers, all came, stood silently for some time, shook Madhuji's hand or
wished him and went away.
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Pramilaji had touched many people in many ways across a cross section
of Indian society. People would flock to her with their problems—even very
personal issues, because they knew she would be one with them in their
hour of need. She had a very special way of reaching out to the distressed.
She was a gutsy woman and would take no nonsense from anyone. She
would call a spade a spade—^no sugar coating or pushing the imcomfortable
below the carpet for her. I admired her tremendously. She was basically a
grassroots person. She spoke from her heart. She could connect. She was also
a team person. She would always acknowledge^ other's contribution,
howsoever small, to any effort or endeavour. Though she maintained her
independent identity, I always felt that she had sacrificed her own political
career at the altar of her husband's.
Personally, I came very close to Pramilaji, and this was independent of
my friendship with Madhuji. She would empathise with my concerns and
sometimes in my discussions with Madhuji I would find her supporting my
point of view. Sometimes she was very blunt. Once she reprimanded me that
I was spending all my waking hours in activism and that how could I keep
the kitchen fires burning like that. "After all, you have a family to look after,"
she said. That was the time when I was getting to neglect 'my bread and
butter' work. A few days after that reprimand from Pramilaji, I got a call
from the head of an established NGO in Chennai, who wanted to get a
documentary film made by me on the work they were doing among the poor
and marginalized in the cities and villages of South India. Apparently Pramilaji
had mentioned my documentary films to the head of this NGO and done it
all without even giving any inkling to me. She would not just show concern
and be done with it. She would reach out and see that the problem was
mitigated. She had made her point, most subtiy at that, and pushed me to be
more balanced and give 'my bread and butter' issues the priority they
deserved.
Late in the afternoon, Madhuji took me aside and told me that he wanted
me to accompany Pramilaji's body along with him to Mumbai that evening.
"Your tickets have been arranged", he said. I told him that I was coming to
Mumbai anyway myself, by the last flight that night or by the first flight the
next day. "Suhas, I want you to come with me," he said in a firm tone.
Quietly, I left for home to pick up my bag and clothes. On reaching home I
could not get around myself to eat anything and had a quick change of
clothes and rushed back to Meena Bagh.
My last meeting with Pramilaji and Madhuji together, kept hitting me. It
was about 15 days before she died that I had gone to Meena Bagh to see them
off before they both left for a whirlwind 12-day tour. I had had very heated
arguments with Madhuji over the telephone earlier. I did not want him to
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meet them at 42, Meena BagK where they were staying. The Pledges referred
to were part of a nation-wide pledge campaign based on Gandhiji's text
appealing for communal harmony organized by the Rashtriya Ekta Abhiyan,
a platform of left and secular democratic political parties, civil society groups,
cultural and theatre groups and social activists in defence of secularism and
the Constitution, launched in January 1993 as a response to the post-Ayodhya
imbroglio. I was then very actively involved with the Abhiyan, virtually
coordinating its activities, from its National Secretariat Office at New Delhi.
As a member of its National Secretariat, along with I.K. Gujral (JD),
A.B. Bardhan (CPI), Prakash Karat (CPI-M), Abani Roy (RSP) R.K. Sharma
(SUCI), Rajaram (IPF), Kuldip Nayar and Seema Mustafa, I found myself in
the thick of the 'party political process'. So, there I was visiting the Dandavates'
home to collect the Abhiyan Pledge-bundles, discussing the emerging political
situation, the aftermath of the riots in Mumbai and the role of the Left and
the secular democratic forces. It was not that we were meeting for the first
time. Both of them had attended and even addressed meetings organised by
me. In fact Madhuji had been the main speaker when the Working Groups
had launched its appeal to MPs on the NEP in 1992. But this was the starting
point of a close friendship with Madhuji and Pramilaji, which lasted till the
end.
The anchor of our friendship was Gandhi. We shared a common faith
and belief in Gandhi's ideas and vision. I was attracted by the fact that
Madhuji not only invoked Gandhi in his writings and speeches but also that
they both lived a very simple and Spartan life. Their residences both in New
Delhi and Mumbai were devoid of any elitist luxuries. Their 'tiny' two-room
flat in Mumbai, at the typical Maharashtrian middle-class society setting of
Sharadashram on Bhawani Shankar Road, Dadar, where I often stayed, was
austere. It had just the bare essentials. A divan, a few chairs in one room and
two wooden cots and an almirah in the other. Pramilaji would herself play
the caring hostess from her very own small kitchenette. This was a flat they
had moved into in 1953 when they got married. Visiting them in Mumbai
was a lesson in life itself. A five term elected MP with two Ministerial tenures—
one of them as Union Finance Minister and a former Deputy Chairman of the
Planning Commission choosing to live within his means in sharp contrast to
his Ministerial colleagues, who ensconced themselves in trappings of power
and money which are considered 'normal'—a 'normal' tag which Gandhi
would rue. Earlier Gandhi had brought me close to two other political
personages. The first was Rajmohan Gandhi and the second was Rabi Ray,
both very strong votaries of Gandhi's ideas and also leading very simple and
spartan lives.
Pramilaji would always say that she found a lot of similarities in Madhuji's
personality and mine, the same kind of restlessness, persistence and
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stubbornness was evident in both of us and as a corollary she would comment,
tongue in cheek, that we both made things very difficult for our respective
spouses. Madhuji would always make it a point to introduce me as a friend.
To people visiting from Maharashtra, while doing the introductions he would
have a dig at me—"He is Borker but can't speak in Marathi very much." To
that I would retort, "I am a NRM—Non Resident Maharashtrian, so how can
you expect fluency from me", and we would both laugh.
When I organised the first Maharashtrian Cultural Evening and Dinner
at lie in August 2001, it was the Dandavates who were my chief consultants.
Pramilaji drew up the menu, which was then supervised by the Chef flown
in from Centaur, Mumbai. 250 covers were all sold out, though Madhuji was
very disappointed that we were not serving any non-vegetarian fare because
it was Ganesh Chaturthi. The cultural programme, earlier in the evening, put
up by artistes sponsored by the Government of Maharashtra was a grand
success and the auditorium was packed to capacity. Dandavates had loaned
the beautiful and majestic wood carved Ganesha, which formed the backdrop
on stage. A little Maharashtrian island had been created that evening to host
what Madhuji christened 'Maharashtra Sanskritik Sandhya' and the Dandavates
were the guests of honour. Hereafter, Madhuji's digs at my Marathi were not
so pronounced.
On Ganesh Chaturthi Madhuji and Pramilaji would come home when we
had the open house day. But they would come only after the evening aarti
was over. Pramilaji would quietly walk up to the idol and place flowers but
not Madhuji, his ideology allowed no such concessions. "Madhuji, I am a
believing Red", I would say proffering the prasad to him and we would all
laugh. On Deepavali, every year, the Dandavates would invite close friends
to a special spread. The unique thing about this invite was that it was exclusive
to a particular family at a particular hour. Madhuji would plan the schedule
meticulously. But, of course sometimes if one family were late, there would
be a mix up. The Dandavates would be busy the whole day with this
programme. Pramilaji, dressed in the heavy silk sari—a very unusual sight
as one was so used to seeing her only in rough khadi or handloom, would
be the dotting hostess. I especially loved her rava ladoos and would get some
packed to take home. Even after we lost Pramilaji, Madhuji kept this tradition.
In April 1997, Prime Minister H.D. Deve Gowda lost a motion of no
confidence in the Lok Sabha and resigned. In his place, the United Front
elected External Affairs Minister, I.K. Gujral as the new leader. That night I
drove Madhuji in a Maruti 800 to the Gujral residence in Maharani Bagh.
Madhuji was the Deputy Chairman of the Planmng Commission in the Deve
Gowda Government and was carrying his letter of resignation. He wanted
the new PM to have the option of appointing a person of his choice to head
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the Planning Commission. By now the SPG had taken over the security of the
Gujral residence. Madhuji went into the Gujral house alone. Madhuji wanted
me to come with him but I did not wish to accompany him when he met the
PM designate. I sat in the car outside. Soon Madhuji came out with Gujralji,
accompanied by the SPG ring, to the car. I got down and Gujralji asked me:
"Why were you sitting outside like this, Suhas, you should have come in".
"I did not wish to be part of this official meeting", I mumbled while shaking
IKG's hand to congratulate him. Both Madhuji and IKG smiled. On the way
back, Madhuji narrated to me the details of the meeting. Of course, Madhuji
had been asked to continue as the Deputy Chairman of the Planning
Commission. His resignation plea was put aside. "There is no question of it.
You are our leader. The whole team remains," IKG had told Madhuji. But, for
me, the incident reflected Madhuji's deep sense of probity and transparency
in public life and his desire to scrupulously follow democratic norms. Earlier
in 1990, Pramilaji had refused to accept the National Commission on Women's
first Chairpersonship, which was being instituted by the V.R Singh
Government. She had led the campaign and fought for it. But when she
became aware that the Government had lost its majority in the Lok Sabha
and only the passing of the no-confidence vote stood before its imminent fall
she did not want to have anything to do with that office. Both, Madhuji and
Pramilaji, shared the same values and strengthened each other's resolve.
Madhuji entrusted the cover design of three books to me; one brought
out by the Planning Commission, 'Subhas Chandra Bose—Pioneer of Indian
Planning' (1997) where I insisted on use of khadi for the binding and hand
made paper for the jacket and had my way, and two written by him. Quest
of Conscience (1998) and 'Jayaprakash Narayan—Struggle with Value's (2002),
where I had to make do with khadi texture printing for the jackets. I, of
course, designed all three gratis and the printers had a tough time matching
my innovative expectations. The 'Quest' carried a portrait of Madhuji shot by
me. When I had shot that I also had done one of Pramilaji. A copy each of
the two portraits was given to the Dandavates and I just forgot about it. But
very soon, one day, I discovered that these two portraits with my signature
and all on them had emerged, side by side, on the wall of their drawing
room. I was deeply touched. Madhuji would regularly consult me on the
backdrop and banner design for his many meetings. He would even go to the
extent of engaging my 'bannerwala' painter Hoshiar Singh to see that the end
product met my strict specifications. "Only an artist understands another
artist", he would say. Sometimes I wondered how meticulous he was even in
organising simple meeting paraphernalia. Name cards of the speakers would
be prepared weeks in advance of the scheduled date of the meeting. I had a
lot to learn from him.
In 1997-98, when I was making the documentary film, 'Unfinished
Revolution' on the history of the Non-Aligned Movement, Madhuji went
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through the entire draft script of the film and gave many suggestions espedadly
on the economic aspects of south-south cooperation though he was then
preoccupied in finalising the 9th Plan document as the Deputy Chairman of
the Planning Commission. The film had been made specially for the NAM
Durban Summit to be held in September of 1998. Though I was on the PM's
flight to Durban with the film, I could sense a reluctance on the part of the
then Government to show it at the Summit. From a stopover in Oman, I
called up Madhuji. He was at that time on a visit to US with Pramilaji. He
shared my anxiety and said that he would speak to his friend, our then High
Commissioner in South Africa, a political appointee of the earlier government
who was still there on a holding operation. But nothing came of it. Madhuji
prodded me not to give up. I was left to my own devices. Ultimately I
managed to put the film on SABC (South African Broadcasting Corporation)
at prime time on the day of the Summit. The South Africans had lapped up
the film. Madhuji was tiirilled.
His instant and boundless sense of humour was overpowering. One
evening in mid-1996, the Working Group on Alternative Strategies had
organised a meeting at IIC. Vice-President K.R. Narayanan was releasing the
Working Group's occasional paper by Rajni Kothari. Everybody had spoken,
it was past 8 p.m. and the journalists were fidgeting, as they had to rush to
file copy. The meeting was to be closed but Rajni was taking a bit too long
with his response. I as the convener of the Working Group scribbled a noteslip to Rajni requesting him to 'kindly wind up'. Rajni immediately did that.
We closed the meeting but not quite got up. Vice-President Narayanan was
still sitting. At this point a veteran journalist on the round table close to Rajni
very sharply snapped at me: "Are you a dictator?" Everyone in the room was
aghast. It was left to Madhuji to bring down the temperature. Calling out to
the veteran joumo by his first name, loudly, so that everyone present could
hear, Madhuji said "He is not a dictator, he is a benevolent dictator".
Everybody started laughing. Apparentiy the veteran joumo was getting very
good copy from Rajni's extended response for his next article and my noteslip had cut the whole exercise short. Madhuji with his mstant humour had
scored a bull's eye again. Once on AIR, in an interview on Jan Prasars concept
of Public Service Broadcasting, I retold a story, which was Madhuji's favourite,
on the critical importance which Gandhi gave to accountability in spending
public money. This was the story about Acharya Kripalani being forced to go
without dinner by Gandhiji for not taking back the balance of Rs. 5 from a
Tongawala in Pune. On listening to the broadcast, Madhuji demanded his
copyright fee.
This was January 1999, Graham Steins and his two children had just been
burnt alive in Orissa and Christians were under siege in Gujarat and Madhya
Pradesh. I had organised a 24 hours citizens' protest fast against atrocities on
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the Qiristian commtinity on 30 January at the Balidan Sthal, Gandhi Smriti at
New Delhi. When Madhuji came to know of this he immediately volunteered
to go on a fast with us. He was 75, yet up all day and night with us in the
cold. We sat on the pavement outside the Gandhi Smriti Gates in the day and
took shelter in a room inside the old Birla House at night S.D. Sharma and
Jagat Ram Sahni, both freedom fighters and veterans from the Servants of the
People's Society were with us on the fast. A lot of people came to express
their solidarity. I remember Kapilaji coming thrice that day. Gujralji, Shielaji
v^th their son Vishal came late into the night and we all, including Madhuji
walked up to the Balidan Sthal and lit candles. It was at this fast that President
K. R. Narayanan expressed his solidarity with the citizens' protest by coming
to meet us after the Martyr's Day official function inside Gandhi Smriti. The
entire presidential cavalcade stopped near us at the gates of Gandhi Smriti
for the President to get down and meet us. President Narayanan walked up
to where we all were sitting and shook Madhuji's hands very warmly. This
incident caused quite a flutter as all other cavalcades had to wait behind the
President’s Car, till he got back into his car and left.
After Pramilaji passed away, the gnawing pain of separation often
overwhelmed Madhuji. He was not the same person any longer. He missed
her companionship acutely. Within a few months of her death it was detected
that Madhuji had cancer. Though he was not one to give up the battle easily
one realized life was ebbing in him slowly. From then on, I made it a point
to drop in at Meena Bagh whenever I could or at least talk to him over the
phone everyday. I also started keeping in constant touch with M.V. Joshi, his
secretary. Whenever there was a gap of a few days in my visits, due to my
travel or work schedules, Rajshree would say "Saheb aapko bahut yaad kar rahe
the" (He was remembering you very much) and I would suffer pangs of guilt.
Joshi would keep me updated about Madhuji's travel plans well in advance.
This facilitated my plans to see him off or receive him at the railway station
on his trips to Mumbai and back whenever I could. My friend and associate
Ramesh Sharma of the Gandhi Peace Foundation would often join me on
diese excursions.
We would often go to the IIC for a cup of tea and snacks or for dinner
and he would order his favourite Goan fish curry with boiled rice. Politicos,
mediapersons and civil servants who had worked with him or known him
would invariably walk up to our table and greet him. Once, I remember,
Indrajitbabu walking up to our table and poking fun at Madhuji's regular
rendezvous at IIC. Whenever Era Sezhiyan was in town, we would all have
dinner together at IIC. Sometimes I would arrange for a breakfast with Madhuji
at IIC. I would also invite close friends and associates over a plate of simple
idli-sambar and we would talk of present political developments. A breakfast
with Rajni Kothari was the last of these meetings that I could arrange in 2005.
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There was no function that I invited him to that he missed. He would make
it a point to be in New Delhi, without fail to attend my father's memorial
lecture on the theme: "My Vision of India: 2047 AD" on 24 August every year
and invariably the eminent speaker of the day would make a pointed reference
to Madhuji sitting in the first row of the EC Auditorium. He himself had
given the lecture in 2000 at which Indrajitbabu had presided. Once he travelled
from Mumbai to New Delhi by Rajdhani only to attend the lecture and go
back again the next day. This was in 2004 when former President K.R.
Narayanan had given the lecture and Somnathda chaired the meeting. Whether
it was a Jan Prasar meeting, especially the commemoration of Gandhiji's first
and only live broadcast on AIR at Broadcasting House on
12 November or a Citizens for Democracy (CFD) meeting at Gandhi Peace
Foundation, he would be there as a source of inspiration and encouragement.
I travelled with him many a time on the Rajdhani to Mumbai. I would
tie up my visit or work in Mumbai with his programme and then take a
flight back. On these journeys, I would marvel at the way the staff on the
train, from the Superintendent to the Safai Karamchari, would treat him. The
respect and courtesy was so spontaneous and unreserved. It was as if he was
the railwaymen's very own Railway Minister for life. He would be very
relaxed and share his perspective and analysis of events, issues and
personalities. At times his biting humour would cross the tipping point and
he would even share some of the bawdy jokes cooked up in jail during the
Emergency days. Sometimes one picked up unsavoury details of men and
matters in the labyrinthine corridors of power that New Delhi in its political
correctness often succeeds to hide away.
On 23 August, 2003 my mother suddenly passed away in the morning.
Madhuji rushed to our home and was there to give a hand as we brought
down mother's body from the ambulance. When we decided to go ahead
with our father's memorial lecture the next evening, on 24 August, as
scheduled, even though our mother's cremation was to take place the same
morning, he supported our resolve. At the memorial meeting a few days
later, when Madhuji said "Suhas mother was like my mother", knowing fully
well that actually she had been only a few months younger to him, both were
bom in 1924, our relationship had transcended time and age and deeply
touched not only my family and me, but all friends and assoaates present.
His very emotionally charged speech that day had brought tears in my eyes
and in the eyes of many others gathered there.
I often went to Madhuji for advice. Around March-April of 2004,1 started
sending my political poetry for publication. The General Elections had been
called. It was mostly to Mainstream, the political weekly published from
New Delhi by Sumit Chakravartty. Newspapers had a problem with verse.
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Poems could only be smuggled in onto their pages in the form of letters.
Times o f India managed to carry one poem as a letter. The Indian Express
managed another by putting it into an article format with a stroke appearing
after every line of verse. It was the best that they could do. I was interested
in just putting the message across. Mainstream carried all the poems. And
once they appeared Madhuji would send them off to his very own Janata in
Mumbai for publication. It was then that I leamt of a close and a very senior
political associate who had been campaigning for his son who was contesting
on a Party ticket from across the political and secular divide. I just could not
take it. There was a sense of betrayal. I was hurt. I wrote a poem. It was very
hard hitting. The question now was whether I should send it for publication
or not. I sought Madhuji's advice. He read the poem. He knew of my
friendship and respect for the person. And he said: "Suhas, you must go
ahead and publish the poem. In such matters principles are to be put always
higher than friendship." Sim\it published the poem in the Mainstream. The
gentleman concerned was a regular reader of Mainstream. So the poem got to
him. A friendship of many years was lost. But I had leamt another critical
lesson for life. There were no free limches even in friendship. A price had to
be paid always.
Earlier, when we started having serious problems within the CFD, I would
often share my concerns with him and consult him on the course of action
that we should adopt. The CFD had been founded by JP and Madhuji had
been very close to him. I had been elected as the All India General Secretary
of CFD in 1997. We did not want the organisation to be reduced to a pocket
borough of some individuals looking for post-retirem ent personal
advancement and to be used as a stepping-stone to gain positions of power.
Madhuji advised patience and a calm approach and always managed to
smoothen my ruffled feathers. When I would be very upset he would narrate
some incident that had happened with him in his long political career and
how sometimes men and women behaved in very unprincipled ways. When
there was a move to induct party political persons as members of the Rajya
Sabha in the nominated category in 1997, CFD launched a campaign against
it. Madhuji was firmly with us. The Government soon dropped the idea. But
CFD was beset with a lot of difficulties. Foremost being Ae decades old IT
problems that CFD had been facing which no one had bothered to sort out.
It had been declared a political outfit wherein all donations and contributions
would be taken as income and no deduction would be allowed on exp>enses
incurred on 'projects' like publishing reports, conducting fact finding tours,
visits, etc. On this issue, Madhuji once personally called up the then Finance
Minister saying: "How can you do this to JP s legacy?" The next day we were
called for a meeting with the Finance Minister. A day after that I received a
telephone call from the Chairman-designate CBDT But nothing happened and
soon the issue had disappeared from the radar screen of the powers that be.
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We Started the Gandhi Study Circle sometime at the end of 2004 and we
would meet regularly on the first Friday of every month at Madhuji's place.
Madhuji would receive the group at 6 p.m. and the meeting would last for
about two hours. In between Rajshree would serve us with tea and coffee
and batata poha and sheera or some other dish as per Madhuji's instructions.
Sometimes he would despatch Suresh to get hot samosas and jalebis from the
Meena Bagh Masjid next door. Ramesh Sharma from the Gandhi Peace
Foundation, Rajagopalan Nair from the Lok Sabha Secretariat, Satyanarayana
Sahu and Monika Dhami from the PMO, Vinoo Hora from FES were the
regulars. Sumit Chakravartty of the Mainstream would join us sometimes.
Rabi Ray joined us once. We would discuss Gandhi's ideas threadbare. Ends
and Means. Marx and Gandhi—^how Madhuji himself had moved from Marx
to Gandhi. Sometimes it would turn into quite a heated debate. Of course
there were differences. Madhuji himself was not at all comfortable with the
spiritual element of Gandhi. Most of us were. But Madhuji as the host and
the one who we all respected so much, would somehow always be able to
steer the discussion to placid waters. Once Monika remarked that I was
"ruthlessly transparent" to which Madhuji retorted: "No, he is transparently
ruthless", and we all laughed at his witticism.
The Circle lined up a surprise birthday party for Madhuji on 21 January,
2005. He was turning 81. Friends and families joined. Rajagopalan's brotherin-law, Shekhar Nambiar clicked some memorable pictures. The one v^th a
close-up of just Madhuji's face, glowing in the darkness—lit up by the two
candles he was about to blow on the cake captured the moment brilliantly.
Madhuji liked this photo so much that he put its framed copy on the table
next to the chair he used to sit on in his drawing room.
As Madhuji's battle with cancer went on and the metastasis continued
unabated, sometimes I could not bear him suffer like that without any
perceptible treatment going on. I would argue with him, with undue
persistence at times, that as a man of science he should let the advances in
science, in this case in treatment of cancer, take a free hand. But it was of no
avail. Even earlier in the first week of March 2004, when Madhuji wanted to
have his radiotherapy done at AIIMS in New Delhi, this 'Doctor's advice'
syndrome would not let go off him. AIIMS Radiologists led by their HOD,
Dr. Rath, according to their established protocol, wanted to look at his
histopathology biopsy slides, made when he underwent surgery at Jaslok
Hospital, Mumbai, before they could initiate the radiotherapy treatment.
AIIMS doctors were ready to settle for duplicate copies or the block itself to
make the slides themselves in case the original slides were not available. But
the Mumbai Doctor would not part with the original slides or the duplicates
or the block. AIIMS naturally could not break its protocol. "Come back to
Mumbai we will do everything here". Madhuji could not stand up to this
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unrelenting 'Doctors advice'. I argued, explained what the AIIMS protocol
meant. But the overpowering control of this Mumbai Doctor on the course of
treatment was just beyond my understanding. Madhuji had wanted to spend
more and more of his last days in New Delhi where he had the comfort of
an independent establishment. Joshi, Rajshree and Suresh between them
provided him a support system, the efficacy of which was a marvel. But few
understood his sensitivities.
In early September 2005, I decided to make a documentary film on
Madhuji. I realized that I did not have much time. Also there was no question
of waiting for funding. Somehow I would have to make it and manage within
my own limited resources. Madhuji liked the idea of the documentary. But
he did not want me to spend any money on it as he was aware of the deep
financial crisis I was in at that time due to a hung film project However, I
pushed myself somehow to do it. Madhuji, wanted that the release of his
new book, which was already in the press, and the screening of the film
should be done together, at one function. The UC auditorium was now blocked
for 9 October. Work had to start immediately. Jaipalji, the then Minister of
Information and Broadcasting and a very close associate of Madhuji, wcis
requested to arrange to give some Films Division footage on Madhuji, gratis
for the proposed film.
I pegged the storyline on a meeting of the Gandhi Study Circle followed
by interview sessions with Madhuji, part filmed at Meena Bagh and part
while Wcdking with him in Parliament House on the colonnaded first floor.
Somnathda was kind enough to give special permission for filming Madhuji's
interview in Parliament House. One evening we convened a special meeting
of the Gandhi Study Circle to facilitate the shooting of the circle discussion
for the film. Madhuji was very cooperative, though a wee bit irritated when
we had to take retakes. The film shooting lasted over a week and was
completed on 7 October. The footage from Films Division arrived just in time
that morning by the Mumbai Rajdhani with the Train Superintendent
personally carrying it in a brown manila packet marked, "MOST URGENT
FOR MADHU DANDAVATE, NEW DELHI". The footage got to us only
because Jaipalji had personally pushed for it snipping the red tape tangles.
On the morning of 8 October, I was running high temperature. Madhuji
kept calling me and telling me that the screening could be postponed. But I
told him that we would stick to the screening programme. How could I
postpone my tribute to Madhuji? I went to the editing studio as scheduled
and we worked through the night. In between we discovered that the Films
Division footage tape had a problem. One crucial lip-synch shot of Madhuji
had come tramsferred dry, i.e. without any sound track. Only music now
could rescue that sequence. The editing of the film was completed just two
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hours before the screening and we still had to lay the final mixed track and
make a copy. Shashi, my colleague, who had been up editing with me the
whole night rushed with the film to IIC. He reached the Auditorium at
10.30 a.m. The programme was to begin at 11 a.m. I had briefed Shashi. He
was to do a quick dry run of the video projection. He was also to explain to
Madhuji that I would not be able to come in my dishevelled and unshaven
state directly from the studio, that I would be at IIC within 45 minutes and
that in no case should the start of the programme be delayed. But Madhuji
insisted that the function would not begin till I reached. Shashi started making
frantic calls to me.
When I entered the auditorium it was full to capacity. Three former
Prime Ministers, V.P. Singh, H.D. Deve Gowda and LK. Gujral, were in
the audience apart from the who's who of the socialist clan of Delhi.
Jaipalji was also there. I was immediately called to the stage along with
others and the programme began 10 minutes late. Madhuji had asked
Girija, my younger daughter, to read the invocation. Vishwanath Pratap
Singh released Madhuji's book and presented the first copy to Kamlaji,
widow of Prem Bhasin. Kapila Vatsyayan and Era Sezhiyan spoke.
Madhuji chose not to speak on that day, though it was listed in the
programme. When my turn came to introduce the film I was very brief.
I said that the film entitled "From Azadi to Antyodaya—A Socialist's
Struggle" was my tribute to a political activist who had succeeded in
fusing ideology with struggle and commitment with values and a leader
who chose not to be the high priest of the temple because he did not
wish to enter Parliament from the back door. After the screening, in his
thanks giving Surendra Mohanji was very generous in praise of the
film. When the function was over many in the audience came up to
congratulate me. "Suhas, that was a very purposeful film", Jaipalji said.
Many had liked the spontaneous and pointed questions put by me to
Madhuji in the film on why the socialists had left the Congress Party
and how their leaving had weakened the very leftward shift of National
politics in post-independence India. Madhuji's answers on that score
were reflective of the general socialist thinking of 1950s, that leaving
the Congress was the best option open to them. Madhuji had liked the
film very much and continued to give me a feedback of what others
had told him about it for the next day or two.
A few days after the 9 October function, one morning I got a call from
Joshi, that Madhuji was running fever and was not well at all. As was the
standard practice by now, whenever medical attention was required for
Madhuji, I immediately rang up Rajagopalan who in turn contacted the
Doctors at Parliament House to do the needful. So an ambulance was rushed
from Parliament House to Meena Bagh with Dr. Bhatnagar. Rajagopalan
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informed me and I also reached Madhuji's place. Dr. Bhatnagar knew the
medical history of Madhuji. The cancer was now taking its toll and nothing
but palliative measures could be taken. Dr. Bhatnagar told me. He advised
complete rest and to continue with the medicines Madhuji was taking.
By now the phones to m Mumbai were buzzing and Madhuji, I could
sense, was under tremendous pressure to leave for Mumbai and get
hospitalised there. Joshi was asked to block a coupe on the next Rajdhani. So
I informed all the Gandhi Ciide Members to gather at Meena Bagh to bid
farewell to Madhuji on the next day. Five of us reached in time. Satyanarayana,
Sumit, Monika, Vinoo and myself were there. Ramesh could not make it as
he was out of Delhi and Rajagopalem because he was indisposed. No one
said that that would be our last meeting with Madhuji, but all of us internally
sensed it. We chatted as usual and soon it was time to leave for the railway
station.
Somebody had been arranged to drop Madhuji to the station as Suresh,
Madhuji's driver was accompcmying him to Mumbai. But that person with
his vehicle had not turned up and Madhuji was getting impatient. I then
offered to drop Madhuji. He got up rather quickly while giving instructions
to Suresh to put his bags in the car. He also checked with Joshi whether the
New Delhi Station Superintendent had been informed about keeping the
wheel chair ready for him at the State Entry Road platform gate. He was in
complete control while he bid good-bye to everybody present. He got into
the car sitting next to the driver while I got in at the back along with Suresh.
Rajshree was wiping her tears, Joshi was composed, at least outwardly, while
Satyanarayana, Sumit, Monika and Vinoo again took turns to shake his hand
across the car pane; clasping his hand in their both hands for the final adieu.
As the car slowly started moving I turned back to see all the hands waving
a good bye frozen as if in salutation.
We were soon out of the gates of 3, Meena Bagh onto Maulana Azad
Road heading towards Janpath. Madhuji was now getting slightly irritable
about the delay. He checked with Suresh about something he had asked him
to pack earlier in his bag. Suresh had forgotten to do it in the hurry. I think
it was the warm water rubber bottle. I tried to change the topic. I broached
the subject of my proposed book on Madhuji's writings on Gandhi which I
wanted to compile and edit and which we had been discussing for many
months now. In fact, I said I was carrying a letter for him on the subject,
which I would give him once he was in the train so that he could think of
a title for the proposed book. We were now crossing Connaught Place taking
the outer circle towards State Entry Road. There were now only twenty-five
minutes left for the train's departure and I was also getting nervous since the
wheel chair crossing would take time. By the time we reached the platform
gate where the Railway official along with the wheel chair and the attendant
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were waiting less than 18 minutes remained. Madhuji got into the wheel
chair and asked the attendant to be carehil and not to rush too much.
But the attendant knew better. It required a very long detour crisscrossing
tracks and platforms to reach where ^ e Rajdhaiu was to depart from. So
there we were all running to catch the train: ^ e Railway official clearing the
way up front, the attendant pushing Madhuji's wheel chair while lifting it
virtually at a forty-five degrees angle and zigzagging to avoid men, women,
children and material all at the same time, and I bringing up the rear panting
to keep pace. Suresh was not with us and had moved to the train directly
with the bags. We barely made it five minutes before departure. People
standing near the entry door of the 1st Class AC Coach had moved away to
make space for the wheel chair. Some of them had immediately recognised
Madhuji and were telling the others who he was. Suresh and the train staff
helped Madhuji get on board. But before doing that, while the attendant was
folding up the foot rests of the wheel chair from below Madhuji's feet, to
help him get up, Madhuji had very swiftly dug into his left breast pocket and
taken out a crisp fifty-rupees note and put it firmly into the right hand of the
attendant brushing all protestations in one stroke. Madhuji, I felt, was still in
full control and had even thought out this gesture while placing that crisp
note in his shirt pocket at Meena Bag.
I went inside the coup>e to find Madhuji already sitting on the lower
berth a little away from the window. I handed him the letter I was carrying
about the proposed book. I had just positioned myself next to him when I
saw a man peep in into the coupe. Next, I heard Madhuji sharply say: "Is this
the time to come?" and that person retreated sheepishly. Apparently, this was
the person arranged to drop Madhuji to the station who had not shown up
in time. He had looked familiar but I could not place him immediately. But
very soon I realized that he was part of the Dandavate circle, many of whom
I had seen the day when Pramilaji had passed away Now, I took a step
forward and shook Madhuji's hand, clasping his hand in my both hands. He
smiled but soon turned his face away. There were tears appearing in his eyes
when he turned his face again towards me. I was still clasping his hand in
my both hands when he said very softly: "Suhas, you better get down now".
I got off the coach and ran to the window of his coupe and looked in. I could
see Madhuji sobbing uncontrollably inside. The pain of leaving the
New Delhi Chapter of his life, now and once for all, was taking a toll on him.
A city that had grown on him for the past thirty-four years and from where
he had emerged on the national scene as a pswliamentanan and Minister
triumphant yet always with the common touch of humility. I could not keep
myself from getting back onto the coach again and running to his coupe. For
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a split second seeing him in that condition, I froze and then I said: "Please,
Madhuji, please control yourself... I do not wish to leave with this picture of
you in my mind... like this it is very difficult for me to leave." Suddenly, he
composed himself as it were and half smiled. It was at this point that I left
him and got off the coach. I could barely reach his window from the platform
when the train started to move. I ran along besides his window for a few
paces waving at him and he waved back. Then I just stood there on the
platform for some time looking at the Rajdhani's last few coaches slowly
disappearing round the east bend of the station.
On reaching Mumbai, Madhuji was immediately admitted to Jaslok
Hospital cind he remained in hospital till he breathed his last on the night of
12 November, 2005. In between we often spoke over the telephone. I would
enquire about his condition and he would laugh. Even from his hospital bed
he would show his deep concern about my hung film project and ask: "Any
progress?". We even discussed the title of the proposed book on his writings
on Gandhi. He said that he would like the word, 'vision' to be part of the
title. Then one morning I saw a newspaper with the photograph of Madhuji
on the hospital bed with a politico standing next to him. I was surprised to
see such a photograph splashed in the newspapers and immediately rang
him up. Madhuji was not even aware that such a photograph had been
taken. Apparently the politico had come to visit him, got a photograph clicked
and released it to make a political statement. I thought it to be in bad taste.
In New Delhi, wherever I went, or over the telephone, people would ask me
about his condition. In a few days the deterioration in Madhuji's state wcis
perceptible on the phone and his voice became faint and inaudible.
I flew to Mumbai to pay my last respects before the body was handed
over, as per his wishes, to the Anatomy Department of Grant Medical College.
On my return from Mimibai, a committee was constituted to organise a
memorial meeting for Madhuji at New Delhi. All the Gandhi Study Circle
members were part of the committee. We fixed the memorial meeting for
8 December at A e Speaker's Hall, Constitution Club. Somnathda agreed to
chair the meeting. We called the meeting simply 'Madhu Dandavate Smriti',
We invited leaders from across the spectrum: Rabi Ray, L.K. Advani,
A.B. Bardhan, Jaipal Reddy, Ram Vilas Paswan, Harikesh Bahadur,
M.R Veerendra Kumar, Swami Agnivesh and Shoaib Iqbal eimong others
spoke. The Hall was chock-a-block full; people were standing outside all the
doors. One day, in preparation for this memorial meeting, Surendra Mohanji
and myself were to meet at the Mavalcinkar Auditorium Restaurant. When I
reached there Surendra Mohan ji was already sitting there with Pradip Bose.
I joined them. This was my first meeting with Surendra Mohanji after
Madhuji's death. Surendra Mohanji turned to me, looking into my eyes and
Scdd: "Suhas, you were like a son to Madhu." I just did not know what to say
to that.
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On 12 November 2006, exactly a year after Madhuji had passed away, his
friends and associates met at IIC, New Delhi in the same auditorium where
he had held his last meeting on 9 October the year before, to pay tributes to
him and to discuss 'the State of Parliamentary Democracy in India'*. Politics,
Academics, Activism and Media—all streams to which Madhuji had made a
unique contribution, were represented on stage by Jaipal Reddy, Rajru Kothari,
Medha Patkar and Neerja Qiowdhury, respectively, and the audience included
die displaced and dispossessed from the Piopadpattis of Mumbai and the
Ghati of Narmada. There were no rituals, no harking back to the past, only
looking boldly to the future. Exactly the way Madhuji, the socialist visionary
and earthy parliamentarian, would have wanted it to be.

* This meeting was * e first in a series now instituted in the memory of Madhu Dandavate by
the Working Group on Alternative Strategies (Vaikalpik Ranniti Karyakari Samuh) New Delhi, to
be held every year on 12 November.

AaiEBRATIO N O FLIFE
-S u m it Chakravartty*

It was during the Janata crisis in 1979 when the ruling Janata Party at the
Centre was in the throes of a split that I first came in direct touch with
Madhuji and Surendra Mohanji. Those days Madhuji's residence in the Capital
was a place of congregation of not only like-minded politicians but also all
sections of journalists. Madhuji left a deep impress on one's mind with his
gentle manners and ever-smiling face—in fact, he retained this smiling visage
till his last days despite the acute pain and discomfort he experienced due to
the dreaded killer disease that eventually cut short his eventful life; but he
never let it overpower him and affect his work that also included exchange
of ideas with close friends and associates.
Madhu Dandavate was indeed a politician with a difference. Actually he
happened to be, as Kapila Vatsyayem has aptly pointed out, much more than
a politician. He had interests in different fields—a Physics professor of repute,
he was naturally interested in science but at the Scime time he had intense
love for music, that is, classical music, and culture and literature in general.
However, what struck one most was his utter simplicity and transparent
honesty that was best reflected in his frank assessment of events and people
as well as his inimitable sense of humour—^he was among those few who had
the capacity to crack jokes at their own expense. Having come in close
association with him in his last days during our meetings of the Gandhi
Study Circle at his Meena Bagh residence, thanks to the untiring efforts of
our friend Suhas Borker; one foimd in him a remarkable personality shorn of
any ego, self-publicity, rancour or malice towards anyone. This is expectional
especially in the contemporary scene where self-aggrandisement has become
the claim to fame.
A product of the freedom struggle, Madhu Dandavate personified the
self-less Gandhian dedication and complete identification with values and
principles of the days of the Mahatma. I once asked him how and why he
Ccime under the spell of Gandhiji. He said he was initially greatly attracted
towards Marx's theory of exploitation of labour by capital precisely because
of its scientific basis. But it was Gandhi's humeme touch and philosophy of
broadest possible mobilisation of the masses through the weapon of non
violent struggle that left a permanent influence on him at a later stage. In due
* He is the Editor of Mainstream.
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course he found himself in the Congress Socialist Party—he remained a lifelong
socialist wedded to the concepts of economic equcdity and social justice.
Madhuji's lasting contribution to Indian polity, as we all know, lay in his
functioning as a parliamentarian of rare distinction. His interventions on
issues of public and national importance and concern were most effective as
he meticulously marshalled facts and figures to present convincing arguments
before not just his colleagues in the House but also the public at large outside.
It was doubtless a treat to listen to him in the Lok Sabha. All heard him with
rapt attention, and this included even his political adversaries not the least
because of his integrity, credibility and painstaking homework. This was true
in whichever side of the House he posted himself—as a prominent member
of the Union Cabinet in the Treasury Benches or as a noted Opposition leader
on the other side. From the Lok Sabha Press Gallery one had difficulty
watching members occupying the Treasury Benches as also those in the front
benches on the opposite side. But there was no problem when it came to
Madhu Dandavate—his unmatched booming voice stood out among others
participating in debates. Today where are those voices—of Ram Manohar
Lohia, Jawaharlal Nehru, Minoo Masani, Hiren Mukerjee, Bhupesh Gupta,
Nath Pai, Madhu Limaye, Madhu Dandavate, S.A. Dange, Indrajit Gupta?
They have all been stilled and there are hardly any worthy substitutes.
Parliamentary democracy itself has become poorer as a result of their
departure.
Allow me to conclude this brief tribute to Madhuji on a different note.
Madhuji and Pramilaji had attended a meeting held in my father's memory
at the Raja Rammohan Roy Hall in New Delhi following NiJdiil Chakravartty's
demise on 27 June 1998. I had read out a bio-sketch of my father at that
meeting. In conclusion, I had referred to Julius Fuchik, the immortal
Czechoslovak journalist executed by the Nazis in his occupied homeland in
the forties and quoted from a passage in his famous. Notes from the Gallows.
Madhuji phoned me soon thereafter to enquire about the book. Subsequently,
he once again rang me up to inform that he had procured the book from
Connaught Place. Let me end this homage with Fuchik's unforgettable
words—
"We have lived for joy,
For joy we went into battle,
And for it we are now dying.
Therefore never,
Let grief be linked
With our name."
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There could be no better epitaph to that unique public figure who defied
death with his ever-smiling face. His last meeting witfi all of us of the Gandhi
Study Circle who bade him farewell at his New Delhi residence when he left
the Capital in his final journey to Mvraibai testified to his undying optimism
in the future even if some of us had to fight hard to control our emotions
since in our heart of hearts we all knew we would not be seeing him again.
Madhu Dandavate's life and deeds will continue to inspire us in all our
activities in the coming days. After all, wasn't his life a celebration of life
itself—of all that we hold dear and cherish?

BEYOND DEATH
-Uday Dandavate*

Our death is not an end if we can live on in our children
and the younger generation. For they are us, our bodies
are only wilted leaves on the tree o f life.
—^Albert Einstein
Thi§ poignant quote by Albert Einstein best describes the state of my
mind as I was mourning the loss of my dear father. I could feel his presence
in the aura of the moment when I got up to sf>eak during the condolence
meeting in Mumbai. I realized at that moment that even when he was alive
it wasn't his physical presence but it was his ideals, his passion, his
determination and his optimism that brought me close to him. He lived in
my imagination more than he did within the physical proximity of the home
we shared.
As I stepped up to the microphone and looked at the audience, there was
a brief moment of silence. That moment made me aware that both Nana and
Aai were now united in the memory of the people who shared their journey.
I realized that it was worthless to lament over the loss of the physical presence
of my parents since their spirit and ideals would be firmly entrenched in my
heart for years to come. It was obvious from the large gathering that by being
honest to their path during their lifetime they had inspired ample numbers
of people. By continuing on a path they shared with my parents, these
individuals, to me, represented the spirit of Nana and Aai. My parents' presence
will never fade away. It will survive in the work of people like
Ashok Saswadkar, Surekha Dalvi, Medha Patkar and many others who have
dedicated their lives to pursue the dream of a better future for the less
privileged.
Mignon McLaughlin in the The Neurotic's Notebook (1960) wrote, "The
death of someone we know always reminds us that we are still alive—perhaps
for some purpose which we ought to re-examine." Nana's passing away
made me realize that the true asset I inherited from Aai and Nana was their
zest to work for the upliftment of the downtrodden and underprivileged. I
realized that Nana inspired in me the skill to empathize with other people,
* He is the son of Professor Madhu Dandavate.
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especially with those who are less privileged than I am. From him I learned
to notice the tears in people's eyes. I realized that my mother taught me to
stand up for justice. She taught me to fight for my own rights and for the
rights of people who could not fight for themselves. From Nana I learned the
need to maintain balance; from mother I learned that while it is natural to be
angry, it is important to be able to direct anger into positive and constructive
actions. All along they both encouraged in me the appreciation for beauty—
in art, in nature and in people.
I remember many events that have left an indelible mark in my mind. I
was inspired by the courage they demonstrated while facing adverse
situations. I was very afraid at times, especially after the murder of the
Commimist leader, Krishna Desai, when my father was identified as the next
target. This did not bother him and he went about doing his everyday activities
without fecir of death. I was also proud of my mother when she went around
performing her duties as a municipal councillor despite threats from the
activists of a political party based in Maharashtra. I have vivid memories of
driving around with her in Mumbai during the riots in the late 60's. I
remember carrying clothes for those affected by the communal riots in
Bhiwandi. I also recall the day after Smt. Gandhi's brutal murder when Nana
and I were travelling from Mumbai to Delhi on Rajdhani Express. The train
was stopped at Faridabad and Tughlakabad stations and hysterical crowds
were forcing entry into the train and pulling out Sikhs and Ijmching them in
front of everyone (including police). I remember my father getting down
from the train and making an appeal to the police to control the mobs.
Subsequently, I also accompanied them to the settlements of Trilokpuri in
Delhi to assuage the feelings of Sikh communities that were victims of mass
brutalities. Through all these experiences, I lecimed not to be afraid. I learned
a lot from their life and more from my father's death.
In the morning of 12 November the doctor told me that Nana would pass
away by the evening because the oxygen in his body had begun to deplete
rapidly. I shared this news with friends and family. As I sat next to him for
the rest of the day, the oxygen-indicator machine kept beeping, making us
aware of his ultimate departure. While we held our breath, and held back
our tears, Nana maintained his calm and devoted his final moments enjoying
the game of cricket that was being telecast. He also asked me to play the
Marathi Natya Sangeet in the background. He was very aware of the fact that
this was the final leg of his journey. Until the very last moment he maintained
his calm and embraced death without any remorse. His death was a beautiful
moment to watch, in the words of Kahlil Gibran (the Prophet):
"For what is it to die,
But to stand in the sun and melt into the wind?"
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Nana's moment of departure definitely was a moment he was prepared
for and he prepared others for. He believed in Leonardo da Vinci's description
of death:
"As a well-spent day brings happy sleep, so a life well used brings happy
death."

SMALL MEANS AND PURPOSEFUL LIVING
—Dr. Rohini Dandavate*

It was Saturday, 12 November, 2005. At 7 a.m. Uday, my husband was
advised that it was going to be N ana's (name used to address
Professor Dandavate) last day. The oxygen level in his body was gradually
but consistently decreasing. Nana lay on his hospital bed waiting for death.
In the words of Walter Scott, "'Death—the last sleep? No it is the final
awakening." It was truly his final awakening. Though his body was frail,
Nana's glowing serene face reflected the dignity in dying. Completely aware
that these were his last moments, he made his exit seem very normal and
peaceful. While watching the cricket game played between India and Pakistan,
enjoying a cup of ice cream to celebrate India's victory in the game, a
newspaper in hand and Marathi Natya Sangeet in the background he departed
for his next adventure.
Nana's friends and colleagues called him an idealist, an academician, an
intellectual, a politician, a parliamentarian and a fighter for social issues,
who stood out for his simplicity, sincerity, honesty, integrity, humour, and
tolerance. For us—Uday, my daughter Isha and me, he was a doting father
and loving grandfather. However, I have to confess that his honesty and
simplicity wasn't always easy to live with. When many of his colleagues and
their families could enjoy the beauty and luxury of well painted, meticulously
decorated, electronically equipped homes and air-conditioned cars, we
continued to live with the bare minimum necessities and travel in public
transportation. In the initial years of my marriage, it was difficult to
understand this simplicity and to accept his values. Sometimes it was even
painful to have to leam to consume grains and food material from the ration
store. He being a man of the masses, would only take for himself and his
family what he could provide to the common man of India. These were
practices that were difficult to become accustomed to.
Alongside Nana's simplicity, his generosity and sensitivity to the needs of
others were always onlhe forefront. No one returned from our home without
a cup of tea. Even as the Finance Minister of India, he instructed his office
not to place security guards and not to close the gates of his residence. He
wanted to be accessible to everyone at every moment.
* She is the daughter-in-law of Professor Madhu Dandavate.
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The 22 years that I spent being a part of his family was education of a
different kind. When I decided to marry his son I was ignorant of what was
in store for me but today as I reminisce the days I spent with Nana, I consider
myself to be fortunate and honoured. Especially in the last four years of his
life, after my mother-in-law's death, while he was ailing with cancer I stayed
with him more often and got the opportunity to observe and understand his
perspectives. He had immense concern for the poor and the needy. In the
Foreword of his Memoirs he wrote:
"If they are made to suffer in silence for long, that silence may one day
explode with all its fury and destroy the gains of the technological
revolution sweeping across our country today."
Many examples in history, like the Russian and French Revolution and
the increasing conflicts in Africa, confirms this belief. A nation cannot continue
to ignore the needy while furthering the economic prosperity of the few.
Nana's convictions reflected in the policies he introduced, be it the introduction
of cushioned seats in the third class or the reinstatement of thousands of laidoff railway workers. His motivations, priorities, and objectives were deeply
rooted in long-run development for the poor.
Nana's life stood out as a symbol of compassion, honesty, hard work, and
simplicity. I hope that we can continue to carry forward this legacy through
our work.

WORTHWHILE SA CRffO
—Isha Dandavate*

In February of 2003, Nana's cancer was steadily getting worse, and since
my grandmother had passed away the year before, there was no one to look
after him. So, my motiier and I moved to India for six months to take care
of my ailing grandfather. Having always seen Nana in his active and robust
state, I couldn't imagine him as unwell. At the time, I was having a difficult
time understanding the urgency of his diagnosis. Although cancer is
acknowledged as a life-threatening disease, I could not accept my constantly
on-the-go grandfather to be immobile. Because I couldn't comprehend that
my time with him was dwindling, I didn't realize the impact those six months
I spent with him would have on me.
Mitch Albom wrote, in his book The Five People You Meet in Heaven,
"Sacrifice is a part of life....... It's not something to regret. It's something to
aspire to". After reading this, I realized that my sacrifice wcisn't great one. I
gave my grandfather a small portion of my time, and in return I was given
a relationship with a man whom I love and admire. Nana spent his life giving
to others and spreading his values of simplicity, equality and compassion for
the needy. He made many sacrifices, and helped many people. Throughout
the six months I spent with him, my only uncertainty at the time was whether
my feelings for him were reciprocated.
Nana passed away in November of 2005. Except for his last 3 weeks in
Jaslok Hospital, he was active until the end. My parents and I were fortunate
enough to be with him in his last few days. It's true I faced many challenges
during my six months in India. I went through great amounts of stress in
adjusting to school and life in another country, besides learning to live with
my grandfather. Looking back, there are no words that can describe how
thankful I am that I spent those six months with him. I was able to form a
bond with my grandfather that would never have developed during my
short visits every other summer. Though I always felt disappointed that he
never acknowledged my sacrifice, I now understand that it was unnecessary.
A week before Nana was admitted to the hospital, mama had mailed one
of my college essays to him. At the time, I had scoffed, commenting that he
* She is the granddaughter of Professor Madhu Dandavate.
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probably wouldn't even care to read my essay. After he passed away I was
going through the few papers he had with him in the hospital: his passport,
his senior citizen card, etc. Tucked away neatly in an envelope with these
papers was my college essay. Although he had always seemed preoccupied
with his work, I discovered then that he had also always kept a place for us
in his heart.

With Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan

'The Celebrated Couple in Parliament'
Members of the Seventh Lok Sabha (1980-84), from L to R: Shri C.T. Dhandapani,
Smt. Pramila Dandavate, Professor Madhu Dandavate and Shri Samar Mukherjee
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With Smt. Pramila Dandavate visiting a school in Calcutta in 1978

Professor Dandavate, the Minister of Railways with E>r. (Mrs.) Hertha Fimberg, Federal
Minister for Science and Research of Austria in New Delhi on 11 January 1979
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On a 24-hour fast at Gandhi Smriti on 30 January 1999

With Shri I.K. Gujral, the former Prime M inister and Smt. Pramila Dandavate
at a function to celeberate his 75th Birthday in Mumbai in 1999
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III

HIS SELECT SPEECHES IN PARLIAMENT

FIN AN CIAL MATTERS

TACKLING THE RISING PRiaS*^

Mr. Chairman, Sir, at the very outset, let me say that the problem of
rising prices coupled with the situation of drought is too serious a problem
to be exploited for settling our political accoimts. Therefore, I am not touching
the political issues as there will be enough platforms, enough occasions and
enough opportunities when the Opposition and the Treasury Benches can,
settle their political accounts. Bar, on this occasion, with the constructive
attitude and also with a critical mind, let us try to analyse the economic
situation and try to find out what solutions can be worked out to see that the
problem of rising prices can be adequately tackled.
While I concede that in a developing process of growth, a certain tendency
of rise in prices is inevitable, at the same time, I am not prepared to accept
it as a general postulation. The extent of present steep rise in general price
level, the changes in wages relative to productivity, the changes in money
supply and also the changes in the level of investment, all these things,
cannot be explained just on the basis of that general postulation that in a
developing economy, whenever there is a growth, we are bound to have rise
in prices and all those associated tendencies. But I would like to tackle the
problem in a more integrated way. My contention is that the problem of rise
in prices can never be treated in isolation and those of us who have a stake
in the planned economic development and the corresponding economic policy
would always feel that the problem of rise in prices is to be treated in an
integrated manner along with a number of problems that are very important.
Take, for instance, our approach to deficit financing, our approach to the
pattern of expenditure, our attitude to conspicuous consumption, our attitude
to the public distribution system, our entire attitude to constructive ways
and means to devise some methodology by which industrial and agricultural
production could be stepped up. The most important amongst all is to
streamline the entire distribution machinery. And still more important factor,
in this present situation, is that since the wage bill is bound to rise, more and
more demands are bound to be made by industrial workers and middle-class
employees and as a result of that more inflationary pressure is bound to be
exerted on our economy. In such a situation, can you imilaterally always give
* LS. Deb., 10 August 1972.
^ Participating in the Discussion on Motion Re. Unprecedented rise in prices of essential
commodities.
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sermons to the industrial labour and the middle-class employees alone that
they must sacrifice in the broader interest of the economy? It is here that the
higher echelons of society must be told that specially in times of crisis the
spirit of equality of sacrifice is to be accepted by them. Then only, the industrial
workers, the agricultural labour, can be told that they have to take up the
commensurate responsibility.
In this proper perspective only we have to tackle the problem. We have
been pursuing a certain strategy of economic development, and in this strategy
we have been giving priority to the creation of capacity and not so much to
utilisation of idle capacity. No doubt this is an inconvenient problem, but as
a result of this broad strategy, we find that so many subsidiary problems are
created. As a result of the foreign exchange difficulties that are created on a
very large scale, we find that the problem of utilisation of idle capacity has
also become very difficult. That is why we find that the production has not
been able to grow to the level which is desirable especially in the present
crisis when the problem of rising prices has to be tackled. So, all these problems
must be taken into account.
Take the problem of deficit financing. Our friend, Shri Shinde said, he is
an optimist. I am not a pessimist and I am also not an alarmist: I am a realist.
I do not want to repeat the figures which Shri Bhagat and others have given:
I do not want to waste the time of the House in quoting all those figures
again. At the time of the last Budget I had specificaUy said that, though the
uncovered deficit had been mentioned as Rs. 242 crore, this low deficit-I
used that term being a student of physics—this low deficit was only an
"optical illusion". I had said that it took into account all the earlier mini
budgets and therefore apparently it appeared as if the deficit budget was not
very alarming. I had sounded a note of warning then that, because of the
situation through which we were passing, it was very probable that this
deficit financing would grow in great proportions. I am of the opinion—I
might be wrong; but I have consulted a number of experts, not the experts
who believe in the theory of Laissez Faire but experts who believe in leftoriented outlook of development of the country—and many of them are of
the opinion that probably the deficit financing Aat would grow would be of
the order of Rs. 1,000 crore; Shri Bhagat said that it would be about Rs. 900
crore. But I feel that it will be of the order of Rs. 1,000 crore. If deficit financing
is going to grow to that dimension, then that poses a very big problem. That
creates a big inflationary pressure on our economy. As a consequence of that;
there will be rise in prices. With every year the deficit financing, as I said
earlier, has been growing and, therefore, inflationary pressure has been created.
To check that, we will have to stress the production aspect and also the
distribution aspect. Here I would say categorically that a very wrong type of
problem is posed before all Socialists, and the controversy raised is what is
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the priority: is it for production or for distribution, as if these two problems
have to be put into two water-tight compartments. We, the Socialists, believe
that the problems of production and of distribution can never be separated
at all. As a Swedish socialist has correctly and categorically said—and with
the correct perspective of Asian conditions— the problem of production and
the problem of distribution cannot be separated for this reason that if
production in the field of agriculture and industry is to be augmented,
incentive for production can be offered by an assurance of equitable
distribution, and—equitable distribution is as important as production because
if the assurance of equitable distribution is given, the working class and the
agricultural labour will be able to produce more. Therefore, we will have to
stress both production and distribution aspects.
In thi§ connection, I might like to point out to you that the Reserve Bank
has gone out of its way and has given the warning—in their own style but
they have been giving the warning consistently—that our Government is in
the habit of borrowing recklessly from the banking system and as a result of
that the inflationary pressure has grown. Only some time back you must
have read the report of a comment that has been made from Punjab by the
Custodian of Central Bank that the very emphasis of our industrial policy
seems to be going wrong; no doubt, we cannot take a doctrinaire attitude but
we cannot stress at this time only the heavy industries and big industries but
more stress will have to be given on consumer goods industries. That is what
the Custodian of Central Bank who believes in the general economic policy
of the Government has said. There is a lot of substance in it. In the present
conditions when prices of commodities are rising, we have to create the
necessary conditions. Instead of concentrating on big and heavy industries,
more stress must be laid on consumer goods industries and production of
consimier goods must be brought under the public sector. The distribution
system should be thoroughly streamlined. This is very necessary The
wholesale trade in foodgrains and essential commodities should be completely
socialised. My friend Shri Piloo Mody may spurn this because he thinks that
anything that is socialised is bad. Unfortimately, in the functioning of the
Government, a very wrong t j ^ of equation is set up that everything connected
with the public sector is inefficient. It is not always so.
Take the case of the transport system. In respect of the motor transport
industry, when it was in the private sector, there was complete chaos, there
was complete anarchy. Under the State control, certain amount of efficiency
has been brought in and the remotest villages which could not be reached by
the private transport could be reached by the public transport and therefore
let us not identify the public sector with inefficiency. We must, I admit,
streamline the public sector.
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Smt. Gayatri Devi of the Swatantra Party hinted that if we are going to
have lowering of the land ceiling, in that case, there will be difficulty in
raising agricultural production. I would like to say that I do not fully agree
with the type of new proposal that has been put forward in regard to land
ceiling. I want further radicalisation of ceiling laws. I would like to accept the
original recommendations that were made by the high-powered Land Ceiling
Committee, but which had been modified by the Congress Working
Committee. Of course, that is not a subject that is under discussion at present.
But, the relevance to the main point is this. Is it the case that if lowering of
ceiling is brought about, tractors and tube-wells might become uneconomic
proposition with the fragmentation of land? This argument is to be replied.
We should see what remedial measures are to be taken. The Swatantra leader
suggested that if there is lowering of ceiling of land in that case there will be
no tractors and tube-wells available to small farmers and therefore agricultural
production will go down. This problem has to be tackled and we cannot
afford to have the lowering of agricultural production: this is what she said.
For this I would like to make a very concrete proposal. When the lowering
of ceiling takes place and when there is some amount of fragmentation tciking
place, it may happen that in marginal cases utilisation of tractors and tubewells might become un-economic. Therefore my suggestion is that tractors
may be provided to the agriculturists through service cooperatives.
With the lowering of ceiling, it is also necessary that investment in
tubewells also should be sodcdised. If these suggestions of mine are accepted,
there will be no danger of agricultural production going down.
One of the arguments that is advanced is that if prices are to be controlled
both in industrial sector and the agricultural sector, production has to be
stepped up.

If the inflationary pressures are to be checked merely streamlining the
public sector is not sufficient. The non-productive expenditure of the
Government which is to the tune of sixty six per cent should be reduced.
There should be socialisation of wholesale trade and distribution of consumer
goods through the service cooperatives. We should encourage equality of
sacrifice especially among the higher echelons of society. Both in respect of
industry and agriculture, if only we have an integrated reforms, I am sure,
it might be possible for us to check the prices. We can have stabilisation of
prices and we will go to a very great extent from the present trend of spiralling
of prices; we will be able to reach a stage when we will be able to give
protection to the poor consumer, to the agriculturist and to the industrial
worker. Thank you.

THE RIGHT DIREQION OF DEVELOPMENT*^
Ever since the Finance Minister presented his Budget proposals, there
has been an element of euphoria amongst various sections, but some of the
aspects, and I may say threatening aspects, of the Budget proposals were,
like the major portion of the iceberg, hidden below the surface. During this
interlude many aspects of this Budget have been revealed, and the real nature
of the Budget has come to light.
I was very carefully listening to the speech made by the Finance Minister
during his reply to the debate on the Appropriation Bill as well his
observations while introducing the Finance Bill for being taken into
consideration. One of the important observations that he made was that
there has been a rise in the prices of certain commodities in the country, and
that it is the direct result and consequence of the large deficit that was the
result of the policies of the last Government. He made it appear that the
uncovered deficit of the order of Rs. 1470 crore was slightly more than half
the deficit in the Budget presented by the last Finance Minister. But he forgot
to take note of the fact that whereas in the original budget proposal, the
deficit that was projected was of the order of Rs. 1382 crore, by ihe end of the
financial year, that went up to Rs. 2,700 crore and I think the fate of the deficit
financing is not going to be much different this year.
But I would like to introduce one more dimension, a new dimension to
the debate by introducing one aspect, that has not been discussed very much
in the course of the debate that has taken place so far. What exactly is the
concept of deficit financing? Of course, there is a school of thought, which
believes that all sorts of borrowings from the banking system including the
Reserve Bank, really, must be treated as deficit financing. But, of course, a
more pragmatic and a more realistic approach will be that whatever is taken
as loan from the Reserve Bank is deficit financing. But as far as this deficit
financing is concerned, one particular aspect was not specifically referred to
in the Budget speech that was delivered. It was actually played down by the
Finance Minister. That was the loan that we are getting from the International
Monetary Fimd Trust. The amount is of the order of Rs. 540 crore. Normally,
it is an accepted convention and if you look at all the Budgets that had been
presented, you would find that as far as IMF Loans and contributions are
* LS. Deb., 25 July 1980.
^Participating in the Discussion on Finance (No. 2) Bill, 1980.
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concerned, they are supposed to be utilised to tide over the difficulties created
in the balance of payments. But unfortunately, the Finance Minister with all
his erudite knowledge about economics, has a new device that he has
introduced, in which he has tried to utilise this Rs. 540 crore to make it
appear that actually the deficit financing is not of a very big order. He has
tried to show that this Rs. 540 crore can be shown as budgetary support in
the Budget proposals. I think this is something which is unique. I do not say
that it is characteristic of the Finance Minister, but it is characteristic of the
style of the present Government. Our Finance Minister happens to be an
economist and I belong to the faculty of Physics. To use our own tenninology
of physics, I would say that there are certain optical illusions that have been
created in the Budget proposals. One such optical illusion is that the order of
deficit financing that has been projected is not really the correct order, if we
take note of the fact that Rs. 540 crore was not at all accounted for in this
budget proposal, while calculating the deficit financing.
Only a few days prior to the presentation of the Budget, the Petroleum
Minister had already made a statement in the House—we are assured that
there will be a separate debate on that and so I do not want to go into it in
depth now—but if we take note of the fact that there was an increase in the
price of petroleum products and fertiliser, I just tried to compute as to what
will be the total incidence of the additional levy that will be there; it will be
of the order of Rs. 2,700 crore, it will be round about that, it may be slightly
less or slightly more, but near about that. It may be argued that there is
nothing wrong either legally or ethically in bringing forward a proposition
for increase in the price of petroleum products and fertiliser just on the eve
of the Budget proposals. But there I may give an analogy. With my experience
in the Railway Ministry, I may bring to your notice the fact that even on the
eve of the presentation of the Railway Budget according to the legal provisions,
the Railway Minister is entitled to come out with an executive order by
which he can increase the freight and fare rates.
It is legally permissible. But everything that is legally permissible is not
morally justifiable. Everything that is legally correct is not democratically
justifiable. It has been the accepted convention in all parliamentary
democracies that whenever the budget proposals are to be presented, on the
eve of the budget proposals being presented, these types of levies should not
be announced at all. That is why even when there is to be an increase in
freights and fares of the Railways, the Railway Minister does not come forward
with an executive order. There was an occasion on which this issue was being
discussed in this very House and there is a ruling that though legally it is
permissible to increase the Railway freights and fares by an executive order,
the democratic norms demand that these matters should come before the
Parliament and, on the eve of budget proposals being presented, these type
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of levels should not be there. So this is an additional burden of Rs. 2,700
crore.
As far as the Annual Plan outlay is concerned, we are told that this
budget is going to be growth-oriented for the very simple fact that the outlay
of the Annual Plan has been increased. Here again, it is an optical illusion.
It is true that, roughly, the Annual Plan outlay has been increased by
16.6 per cent. But if you take note of the modest order of 20 per cent rise in
prices, you will find that it will be nullified and, as a result of that, in real
terms, if you try to find out what will be the Annual Plan outlay, it will be
smaller than the Plan outlay for the previous year. Therefore, this is another
optical illusion that has been created by the budgetary figures.
Some people have described it as an illusory or a tricky budget for this
very simple reason that there is a certain jugglery of figures with the help of
which what is the reality is actually concealed and, gradually, only, these
realities are coming to light. That must be accepted.
During the reply to the Appropriation Bill debate, he pointed out that
there is no doubt a rise in prices and he said that the sugar price also has
increased, but they are concerned only with the masses and he said that it is
the vulnerable sections to whom they will be giving sugar at the rate at of
Rs. 2.80 per kg. What exactly is the reality of the situation today? It is true
that the allocation of quotas for free sale and levy sugar is 35 per cent and
65 per cent and, theoretically, sugar should be available to the vulnerable
sections at the rate of Rs. 2.80 per kg., but it is a fact that the vulnerable
sections of the people are not able to get adequate quota of sugar. The fair
price shops themselves are not able to have adequate stocks, sometimes due
to transport difficulties and sometimes due to some other bottlenecks and
they are not able to get it.
I was rather shocked and surprised to hear the comments of the Finance
Minister the other day when he said that it is only the richer sections who
go to the open market and vulnerable sections will always buy sugar from
the fair price shops. Here again, the facts of the situation are that even the
vulnerable sections are not able to get quota of sugar from the fair price
shops and they are forced to go to the open market. They cannot afford it and
as a result of that, we find that there are dwindling living standards of the
common people. That is exactly the situation today.
As far as the developmental aspect of the budget proposals are concerned,
it is very interesting to find that developmental expenditure has been
considerably reduced. The crucial question is how much developmental
expenditure is going to go into the capital formation, what are the incentives
for capital formation. If the capital formation incentive is there, in that case
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there will be more growth and in that case we would be able to say that this
particular budget is a growth-oriented budget.
I fully agree with those friends who say that as far as big business is
concerned, even if the amendments are accepted with retrospective effect,
they will not suffer at all: it is only the small entrepreneur who will suffer if
tiie amendments suggested are implemented with retrospective effect.
Now, our Finance Minister is always liberal in responding to constructive
suggestions and I take it for granted that he must have taken note of various
comments that have come in the economic journals and must have taken the
essence of the various criticisms offered on the Floor of the House. He will
find that, as far as this aspect is concerned, it cuts across Party lines. The very
fact that, on this issue, I agree with Shri Kamsd Nath itself shows that it cuts
across Party lines. Therefore, this aspect has also to be borne in mind:
otherwise, the Budget will become more and more anti-growth and, as a
result of that, the development of the country will suffer.
In 1980-81 the resources are Rs. 4934 crore, and the developmental
expenditure is going to be of the order of Rs. 1208 crores only. I would like
to bring forward certain glaring facts about the allocations ihat have been
made and about the cuts that have been effected in very important sectors of
our economy. There are certain cuts that have been effected in our Budget
proposals which will hit hard the developmental activities of the country. For
instance, for Village and Small Scale Industries, in 1979-80 the allocations
were Rs. 103 crore: in 1980-81 the allocations are Rs. 59 crore and the percentage
of reduction will be of the order of 42.8 per cent. For Area Planning for Full
Employment—a very important sector—in 1979-80 the allocations were
Rs. 18 crore and in 1980-81 it is Rs. 12 crore, the reduction being of the order
of 33.3 per cent. In the case of Agricultural Finance institutions, in 1979-80 the
allocations were Rs. 163 crore, while in 1980-81 the allocations are Rs. 109
crore and the drastic cut has been 33.1 per cent. For other agricultural
programmes, in 1979-80 the allocations were Rs. 286 crore and in 1980-81 the
allocations are Rs. 205 crore, the cut being Rs. 28.5 crore. You will be surprised
to know that for Command Area Development Blocks, in 1979-80 the
allocations were Rs. 44 crore and in the 1980-81 budget year it is Rs. 15 crore,
the reduction being of the order of 72.5 per cent. And what about small and
marginal farmers development? In 1979-80 the allocations were Rs. 136 crore
while in 1980-81 the amount is Rs. 56 crore, the percentage of reduction being
58.9 per cent. For the Drought Prone Area Programme, in 1979-80 the allocation
was Rs. 59 crore while in 1980-81 it is Rs. 49 crore, the percentage of reduction
being 17 per cent. With such reductions in allocations being effected, do you
thirJc this budget is going to be a growth and development oriented budget?
It is boimd to be anti-growth and anti-development, and that is the main
feature of this budget.
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Now, the tax-income ratio has been substantially lai^e but, as compared
to that, the public sector savings and investments are comparatively very
small.
I welcome one proposal that has been made during the speech, I mean
the speech that was made by the hon. Minister while presenting the budget
proposals. He has said that he would set up a Committee whidi will go, in
depth, into the working of the public sector. I am one of those who have
always believed that public sector is very important, because, that is the
commanding height of our economy and that must be strengthened. But
there are some people who feel that the private sector represents the paragon
of all virtues and that the public sector means all inefficiency. That equation
has to be destroyed. There are a number of reports which show that tihere is
considerable inefficiency in private sector also. That is why, we have sick
mills; that is why, the Textile Corporation is forced to take over certain mills.
There are no water-tight compartments as efficiency with private sector and
inefficiency with public sector. But efficiency of Ae public sector is more
important because the surpluses that are mopped up in the public sector can
be ploughed back for further development of the public sector and that also
can be utilised for the social welfare activities. Therefore, from that point of
view, developing the public sector in a more efficient manner is more important
than developing the private sector. Therefore, from that point of view, I fully
welcome the Committee that is being set up to study in depth the working
of the public sector in the country.
I would say that this particular Budget is anti-investment and, therefore,
anti-growth. C^e of the reasons is that taxation on interest is going to be a
deterrent for investment activity. We have already seen that Probably, the
Finance Minister may say that, no doubt, after the presentation of the budget
proposals, for some time the investment activity suffers and it is because
some people want to pressurize the Finance Ministry to see that the proposals
are altered. But you will find that the situation is not going to diange
materially. Therefore, that is one element which is going to be anti-investment
and, therefore, anti-growth. I have already referred to the amendment v«th
retrospective effect. That particular aspect should also be changed.
This particular Budget is going to be an inflationary Budget.......

Not every Budget. Every Budget need not be inflationary at all.
So, it is going to be an inflationary budget. There is no doubt about it.
Though Rs. 1417 crore are the projected uncovered deficit by the end of the
financial year, I will not be surprised if the deficit moimts up to an order of
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Rs. 3,500 to Rs. 4,000 crore: it might reach that figure. Therefore, there is
going to be an inflationary pressure. But there is one more element that
exerts an inflationary pressure on the economy.

I would like to point out to you that, as far as black money circulation
in the country is concerned, that is exerting an inflationary pressure on our
economy. There has been the Wanchoo Committee's report. That Committee
has gone in depth as far as this problem of black money is concerned, and
they have suggested that demonetisation must be introduced; that is one of
the measures that will be able to unearth black money or immobilise it. Now,
experiments of demonetisation in the past have to some extent failed and we
are told that in the past, in 1946 and afterwards, the demonetisation measure
has not been able to imearth the money to any great extent. But one of the
reasons was that the ten rupee and hundred rupee notes were not demonetised
and their extent was 35 and 41 per cent and, therefore, 76 per cent of the
currency were completely untouched by the demonetisation measure and
when that happens, demonetisation is not likely to succeed. There is another
illustration in the world. That is Belgium. In October 1944 they introduced
demonetisation of 100 francs, 500 francs, 1000 francs and 10,000 francs and
as a result of that, from October 1944 to December 1944 the currency contracted
from 164 million francs to about 57.4 million francs. To that extent, black
money was immobilised and so this can be one of the measures. I do not
expect the Finance Minister to go and give a proper notice to the blackmarketers and black money-holders in the country and announce T am going
to introduce demonetisation,' from such and such date. I am only suggesting
that this is one of the methods by which the parallel black money in the
country can be destroyed.
The allocations must be fruitfully utilised in this country and I will,
therefore, touch the energy aspect. I will not take much of your time. Sir,
because of the oil prices, you will find that our entire fuel structure has to be
changed. As far as the oil reserves are concerned, my information is that the
annual consumption of oil is 33 per cent for transport, 28 per cent for industry,
14 per cent for domestic use, 10 per cent for agriculture, 7 per cent for power
generation and 8 per cent for miscellaneous purpose. Now, that being the
position; if you would just take transport and industry, that itself is
61 per cent. Domestic use is 14 per cent. Therefore, we must try to tap
alternative sources of energy. Therefore, I would Earnestly suggest to the
Government. Let us try to have adequate resources to our research and
development branch to see that the solar energy technology is properly
developed as also the solar thermal device and the Photo Voltcdc device
through which 50 per cent of simlight energy can be converted into electricity
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and minimum expenditure is involved in that. Then the third is the bio-mass
and bio-conversion technology. If these technologies cire properly utilised
and harnessed and in that case, if adequate allocations are made for the
purpose, with less allocation we will be able to produce better energy and,
you know. Sir, energy and the infrastructure of transport are the basis of
development in the coimtry. I therefore, hope that it will be done. I will just
finish in two seconds...

As far as the development of backward areas are concerned, I would
earnestly appeal to the Finance Minister. Let him think of giving a development
rebate for the development of the backward areas so that the backward areas—
no matter in which part of the country they are and. Sir, the tragedy of this
country is’that these areas which have got the best mineral resources are the
worst backward areas—so that they may develop faster and in a big way.
With these observations I will conclude by observing that as far as these
proposals in the present from as they stand, they will be anti-growth, anti
investment and ihey will result into less growth—industrially and also in
agriculture. They will edso lead to the dwindling of the living standards of
the vulnerable sections of the society. Therefore, I take it for granted that the
various suggestions that have been made on the floor of the House will be
taken cognisance of by our Finance Minister who is known for his liberal
outlook and he will try to change the complexion of the Budget proposals.
Of course, they cannot be radically changed but let him try to do the best
possible so that his Budget proposals may not lead to the extent of inflation
that we fear at present from them if they are kept in the present form.

GENERAL BUDGET, 1990-91*^
Mr. Speaker, I deem it a great privilege to have the opportunity to present
the first Budget of the new Government.
Over a hundred days ago winds of political change swept the coimtry.
The new Government, which secured a massive vote of confidence of this
Honourable House, transcending political affiliations, made a tryst with the
nation to respect and implement the mandate it received from the people.
Let me, at the outset, deal with the economic situation that we inherited
from the previous Government. I do so not in a spirit of acrimony but with
a view to revealing to the House the ground realities. The Central
Government's budgetary deficit was Rs. 13,790 crore as on 1 December 1989,
a level nezu-ly double the deficit projected for the whole year in the 1989-90
budget. Wholesale prices had risen by 6.6 per cent since the beginning of the
financial year. The balance of payment was under strain and foreign exchange
reserves (excluding goods and SERs) were down to around Rs. 5,000 crore.
Stock of foodgrains had fallen to 11 million tonnes.
On a broader scale, the Economic Survey which was placed on the Table
of the House only a few days ago deals with the current economic situation.
I will not go into details but only highlight a few key points.
There has been some slowing down of growth in 1989-90. GDP is expected
to rise by 4 to 4.5 per cent, industrial output by about 6 per cent and
agricultural output by 1 per cent or so on the peak level reached in the
previous year.
The price rise this year affects several commodity groups and the pressure
of inflation is clearly linked to the fisccd imbalance. The Budget deficit and
money supply growth have been running well about target. The Revised
Estimates for 1989-90, which I will present a little later, indicate that the
budget deficit is expected to be substantially higher than Rs. 7,337 crore
projected in the budget estimated for 1989-90. The growth rate of aggregate
monetary resources was 16.5 per cent from the beginning of the financial
year to 23 February 1990.
* L.S. Deb., 19 March 1990.
^Ttxe Minister of Finance, Prof. Madhu Dandavate presenting the General Budget, 1990-1991.
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As regards the trade performance this year, exports have grown at the
rate of 38 per cent and import at 21 per cent in rupee terms in the first nine
months of the year. But the pressure on reserves continues as the improvement
on trade account is not sufficient to counter-balance the increase in debtservice obligations.
I have drawn attention to these features in order to highlight the
constraints within which the new Government has to look for ways of fulfilling
its mandate.
The first task of the new Government was to contain the rise in prices.
A Cabinet Committee on Prices was formed and effective steps were taken
to increase the supply of essential commodities, break the inflationary
psychology and contain inflation. The price situation, however, remains a
matter of concern and the management of inflation is one of the priorities for
this Government.
Adequate stock of foodgrains are essential for maintaining price stability
and our economic security. The Government has given a high priority to
stepping up procurement efforts and to rebuilding of stock. As a result, the
procurement of rice has touched a new high of about 10 million tonne already.
Foodgrains stock in the Central Pool have been augmented and stand at
11.67 million tonne at the beginning of February compared to 8.34 million
tonne at the same time last year. Special attention has been given to increasing
supplies of essential commodities and streamlining the Public Distribution
System. Market intervention operations are being undertaken to stabilise open
market prices of some sensitive commodities.
Another major problem before the country is the strain on our balance of
payments position. In the last few years, large trade and current account
deficits have been financed through depletion of foreign exchange reserves
and growing recourse to foreign borrowings. To combat the pressures on the
balance of payments and to ensure a viable situation over the Eighth Plan
period exports must command the highest priority. The alternative of higher
foreign borrowing to finance our essential import requirements runs the risk
of mortgaging our hard won economic independence. This is clearly
unacceptable. Therefore, the new Import Export Policy— 1990-93, to be
announced on 1 April 1990, will accord top priority to exports and will give
special encouragement for exports which earn high net foreign exchange.
The priority for exports will also be reflected in our industrial policy and
later I will outline some fiscal measures to promote export production.
Our import bill for bulk items is increasing rapidly. The oil consumption,
for example, has been rising at the rate of around 8 per cent in the recent
past. There has been a huge outflow of foreign exchange on this account.
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India's foreign debt has been doubled in the last five years. This has added
to our vulnerability. The trend has to be reversed. I am convinced that our
people will make any sacrifice and meet any challenge in order to preserve
our economic independence and spirit of self-reliance. We are ready to go
through a period of austerity and hardship in order to avoid excessive foreign
borrowings.
The fiscal imbalance is the root cause of the twin problems of inflation
and the difficult balance of payment position. One of the targets of the Seventh
Five Year Plan which was over achieved was deficit financing. While the
projected deficit in the 7th Plan period was Rs. 14,000 crore, in reality it was
more than double.
The management of the deficit will require the containment of expenditure
growth. I can assure the House that we wiU spare no effort to reduce the
burden of administrative expenditure. But the restraint of expenditure also
requires careful consideration of other areas of public spending which involve
implicit or explicit subsidies. We have to ask ourselves whether these subsidies
are really reaching the people they are meant to serve or whether there is a
better way of providing the same benefit.
On the revenue side, the real issue is of tax compliance. Tax evasion is
rampant; this generates black money cmd has other serious adverse effects on
the economy, such as fuelling inflation and conspicuous consumption. Black
money is also generated by shortages, artificially pegged prices and detailed
physical control. The "leakages" from public expenditure programmes also
cause serious distortions in the economic and social structure of our society.
We will launch a sustained and multi-pronged drive against proliferation
of black money which is a social sin and an economic evil. To improve tax
compliance, we shall combine reasonable tax rates and simpler tax laws with
effective tax administration and strong deterrents against evasion. The Revenue
Department is being instructed to pay special attention to vulgar display of
ill-gotten wealth, particularly on occasions, such as wedding receptions. We
will come down with a heavy hand on those who give vent to their pomp
and money power, by circumventing our laws and frittering away the scarce
resources of the nation. The Economic Intelligence Bureau is being revamped
to coordinate action against tax evaders and black money operators. The Act
on "benami" transactions will be recast to make it more difficult for economic
offenders to hold wealth in benami forms.
Administrative curbs against black money must be backed by economic
measures. We must reduce the scope of discretionary powers which provide
sustenance to black money. Our economic policies will place greater reliance
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on general, non-discretionary, fiscal and financial instruments and will reduce
the role of ad hoc discretionary physical control.
I have also received some suggestions fi*om hon. members and fiscal
experts on incentive scheme for "unearthing" of black money and channelling
it into desired directions. The advantage claimed for such schemes is that,
instead of being used for conspicuous consumption or unproductive
investment, the unaccounted money can be diverted to create jobs or to serve
some other socially useful purpose. The disadvantage is that these schemes
generally provide for a more concessional tax treatment of the black money
than the rates normally applicable. The different schemes tried out in the
past did not yield much and were open to misuse. Human ingenuity manifests
itself in strange ways. In the past, it foimd expression in converting the
bearer bonds, issued with the laudable objective of bringing out black money,
into alternate currency that exchanged hands at a premium. Thus the
instrument to render black money white was itself used with vengeance to
reconvert white money into black!
Nevertheless, in the present situation, when our needs are large and
resources are tight, there is perhaps a case for introducing a time-bound
scheme which would permit undeclared incomes and hidden wealth to be
used for one or more social purposes, such as, slimi clearance, building of
houses for lower and middle income groups, and setting up of specified
agro-based industries in rural/backward areas. Subject to certain conditions,
the source of monies declared under this scheme need not be questioned.
There could be a suitable flat rate of tax on such income.
The Government would like to have a thorough debate in the Parliament
before introducing a scheme of this type. I would very much welcome the
views of the hon. members during the Budget debate. In the light of these
discussions the Government will take the final decision.
Domestic trade in gold is regulated under the Gold Control Act which
was introduced in 1963 with the broad objective of curbing the demand for
gold. The Act has been largely ineffective. It has also caused hardship and
harassment to small goldsmiths. There is not much point in continuing with
such an ineffective legislation. The Government, therefore, proposes to abolish
the Gold Control Act. This step would benefit many artisans and small
goldsmiths all over the country. At the same time, we will use the Customs
Act more vigorously to prevent smuggling of gold.
Let me now turn to some issues of long-term development.
In the traditional growth pattern, while the poor at the grass-root level
suffered in silence without much benefit of growth trickling down to them.
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the affluent at the top lived in splendid isolation and monopolised most of
the gains of economic growth. The new Government rejects this trickle down
theory of development. Instead, it would work for growth with equity ensured
through employment oriented planning in which the decentralised institutions
of the fourpillars state, aptly described by Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia as the
'Choukhamba Raj' will play a pivotal role.
Our first priority is employment. In the Eighties, our economy grew at
around 5 per cent or more. But, according to a recent report of the National
Sample Survey the number of persons who are chronically imemployed
increased from 8 million in 1983 to 12 million in 1987-88. In addition, there
are a vast number who are imderemployed and whose earnings from work
fall well short of a decent minimum. We believe that "every citizen has the
right to productive and gainful work in order to live meaningfully and with
dignity". We would like to introduce an Employment Guarantee Scheme.
However, the cost of doing so in all parts of the country are huge, and we
do not have the necessary resources at this juncture. Nevertheless, it is
proposed to make a beginning on an Employment Guarantee Scheme for the
drought prone areas and areas with an acute problem of rural unemployment.
The allocation for the employment schemes of the Department of Rural
Development will be supplemented, to the extent feasible, during the course
of the year.
Faster growth of agriculture must be an important part of this strategy.
We have achieved impressive growth in yields in the areas of good irrigation
but yields remain very low in large parts of the coimtry which are rained or
semi-arid. Our strategy for agricultural development must focus on increasing
output in these areas through greater investment in irrigation, land
development, and soil and moisture conservation. These investments will
increase production. They will also generate greater absorption of labour in
agriculture. Parallel to this effort, regions of high productivity should aim at
diversification of agriculture and development of agro-based processing
industries. This will provide the economic linkages between the rural economy
and growing markets in urban areas, as well as potential markets abroad.
The country had adopted an Industrial Policy Resolution in 1956, which
through the years, has governed our broad strategy for industrial development.
It is surprising that there is no similar Agricultural Policy Resolution. This
Government will remove this lacuna. We will lay the basic foundations of
agricultural development through the adoption of an Agricultural Policy
Resolution. This will represent our national commitment in respect of a sector
which is the hub of our economy. We invite all sections of the people to
interact with the Government on the formulation of this Policy Resolution.
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We are committed to ensuring that 50 per cent of the investable resources
are deployed for the development of agriculture and rural development.

We have made a beginning, in this year's Central Plan in which the share
of the rural sector to budgetary support for the Central Plan will go up from
44 per cent in 1989-90 to 49 per cent in 1990-91. In addition on the non-plan
side we are providing Rs. 1,000 crore for debt relief, and Rs. 4,000 crore for
the fertilizer subsidy, which also go to benefit rural areas.
The steps for the inclusion of the land reforms legislation in the Ninth
Schedule of tfie Constitution have already been initiated and the necessary
constitutional amendment will be introduced. Simultaneously, various
measures for the restructuring of the land relations are being worked out and
we hope to initiate steps in this direction after due consultation with the State
Governments.
Over the years, poor farmers, artisans and weavers have accumulated
debt which they are unable to repay They have been caught up in a vicious
circle of indebtedness and low incomes which keeps them in perennial poverty.
In order to relive our farmers from the burden of debt, an assurance was
given in the National Front's manifesto that relief will be provided to farmers
with loans upto Rs. 10,000 as on 2 October 1989. I am glad to inform the
House that we are now ready with the scheme of implementation of debt
relief to fulfil the promise, and redeem the pledge given to the kisans and
artisans.

It is proposed to introduce a scheme for providing debt relief which will
have the following features. The relief will be available to borrowers who
have taken loans upto Rs. 10,000 from public sector banks and Regional
Rural Banks. The relief will cover all overdues as on 2 October 1989 including
short-term as well as long term loans. There will be no limit on the size of
the borrower's land holdings. However, wilful defaulters, who in the past
did not repay loans despite their capacity to do so, will be excluded.
The Central Government will compensate the public sector banks of
Regional Rural Banks suitably for the debts which are thus written off. Sir,
it has been the convention of the House to allow the proposals to be put
forward undisturbed.* Many of those who filed insolvency petitions and had
taken loans below Rs. 10,000 which were overdue as of 2 October 1989 will
also be covered under the scheme.
* Making a remark on Shri P. Chidambaram's observation, "'What about the cooperative banks?"
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The State Governments may also wish to introduce a scheme on the
same lines in respect of cooperative banks within their purview. Subject to
the constraint of resources, the Central Government will consider suggestions
for helping State Governments in implementing a debt relief scheme on the
same pattern in respect of cooperative credit institutions under their control.
I consider the debt relief measure as a positive step which will enable our
farmers, artisans and weavers to increase their productivity. It is at the same
time necessary to ensure that there is no erosion of the credibility of the
banking system. Once the past over-dues are cleared, it is reasonable to expect
that loans taken for current operations will be serviced promptly. The Scheme
should contribute to better agricultural recoveries and better indentification
of wilful defaulters, who do not deserve any sympathy. Banks are being
asked to set up a system of maintaining a proper credit history of their
borrowers covered under the Scheme, The Government would also like to
make it clear that the Scheme will not be extended nor will it be repeated.
The Govenunent proposes to introduce changes in the formula for
computing costs of production of agricultural crops for price fixations so as
to take full accoimt of all costs. In particular, the formula will take into
account:
(1) valuation of labour (including family labour) on the basis of
statutory minimum wage, or actual wage, whichever is higher.
(2) the remimerations for the managerial and entrepreneurial efforts
of the farmer.
(3) adjustment of procurement/support prices for the escalation in
input cost between the announcement of the prices and the arrival
of the crop in the market.
The new formula will be reflected in the procurement support prices to be
announced for the next kharif season. As procurement prices are revised in
line with costs, the revision of issue prices is also unavoidable. In future, the
Government will announce revision in procurement and issue prices at the
same time even though these may take effect on different dates.
The threat to our environment can no more be ignored. It has been
estimated that aroimd 139 million hectare of land is degraded through soil
erosion, salinity, total loss of tree cover, etc. Our forests are under pressure
from a variety of sources. In urban areas, air and water pollution from industry,
transport and other sources is widespread. A healthy environment is part of
the quality of life and a productive environment is the basis for development.
Our emphasis on rural development and centralisation will allow us to
integrate environmental considerations into the design of development.
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Let me now turn to another area of great concern—^that of unemployed
youth. All of us who travel in our constituencies have seen the plight of
yoxmg people able and willing to work, but unable to find employment. A
long-term solution to this problem has to come from a shift to a more
employment-oriented grow ^ strategy. But as an immediate step we have
decided to give a boost to measures which will assist the youth of this country
to acquire the skills that will improve their prospects for gainful employment.
A comprehensive Vocational Training Project has been taken up covering
28 States and Union Territories. The Project will improve the quality of
craftsmen training, apprenticeship training and advanced training of industrial
workers. We also propose to link training and the provision of credit support
for self-employment.
Under the leadership of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar thousands belonging to the
Scheduled Castes had embraced Buddhist religion in 1956 to seek liberation
from caste oppression to which they were subjected for centuries. However,
in the eyes of the orthodoxy the social stigma on the Scheduled Castes was
not erased even after their conversion to Buddhism. It has, therefore, been
decided by the Union Government that all the facilities and privileges that
were available to the Scheduled Caste will be available to them from the
Union Government even after their conversion to Buddhism.

A strategy for greater absorption of labour in agriculture has to go hand
in hand with faster growth of industry and balanced development of
infrastructure, specially power and transport. It is self evident that higher
investment and faster growth in incomes in agriculture can be sustained only
if industrial production increases to meet the rising demand for input and
wage goods in particular. This Government will give priority to accelerating
industrial growth in a competitive and non-monopolistic environment. The
Government will review and simplify the Industrial Licensing policy to ensure
that licensing does not become an instrument for preventing competition and
perpetuating monopolies.
The Khadi, village and small scale sector has a special role to play in any
strategy for employment-oriented industrial development. We will work for
the harmonious development of cottage, small and large scale industries and
give protection against encroachment of large scale on small scale and small
scale against cottage wherever necessary.
The withdrawal of the 15 per cent Central investment Subsidy for
Backward Areas has affected the growth of small scale industries. We must
take industry to the people and not people to the industry. We propose to
reintroduce a Central Investment Subsidy for small scale units in rural areas
and backward regions.
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A major problem faced by small industries is delay in the settlement of
bills by large units. The provision of factoring services in which the task of
realisation of the bill is taken on by an intermediary is one way of mitigating
this. The House will be glad to know that some steps towards this end have
already been taken by the Reserve Bank of India.
The problems of women entrepreneurs in the cottage and small sector
are of particular concern to us. The provisions regarding margin money and
seed capital for women entrepreneurs will be re-examined and liberalised.
There is a single window scheme for grant of working capital along with
term assistance to new projects in the small scale sector by State Financial
Corporations. This arrangement facilitates setting up of small scale units
without waiting for finalisation of working capital limits from banks. The
present limits of project cost for determining eligibility for such composite
loans is being raised from Rs. 5 lakh to Rs. 10 lakh.
Reserve Bank has issued guidelines for provision of credit and
rehabilitation of viable small scale units. These guidelines are, intended to
assist the small scale sector and not create hurdles in its path. Banks are being
asked to implement them fcdthfully.
The public sector is vital to our country's development. It has played a
major role in broadening the base for industrial and technological development
in this country. The over^l working results for the first six months of this
financial year show a significant improvement in net profit from Rs. 694 crore
last yecir to Rs. 1,103 crore this year. In 1990-91, Central sector enterprises will
fincmce 46 per cent of their plan investment from internal resources. We are
committed to making the public sector more efficient and result-oriented so
that it can generate more surpluses which can be ploughed back for
development.
The health of the public enterprises depends crucially on the commitment
of its employees and their full participation in management. It has been
suggested that one way of securing this is to give workers a share in ownership
either through stock option schemes or sale of shares to workers or to trusts
owned by workers. Since the equity of public enterprises is not quoted in the
market, arrangements will have to be worked out to determine the sale and
purchase price of such workers' shares. I invite suggestions from hon. members
on the merits of this idea and how it could be implemented.
We are also firmly committed to the healthy development of capital
markets, and to strengthen the role of public financial institutions. The
institutions will be given functional autonomy. However they must also be
accountable for their actions. The institutions will not be party to corporate
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battles and clandestine takeovers. The Government would like to create an
atmosphere and a culture where financial institutions can function objectively
without fear or favour.
There has been some concern about the role of financial institutions in
relation to their intervention in the capital market. I have asked these
institutions to frame suitable guidelines so that their actions are not only
objective but seen to be so. Each financial institution is expected to operate
in the interest of its depositors and investors consistent with national priorities.
There may be occasions when there is an abnormal cind persistent upward or
downward movement in share prices because of concerted bull or bear
pressures. In such situations, the financial institutions will play a stabilising
role in the capital market.
The growth of banking since nationalisation has been phenomenal. The
banking system has been extended to the remotest part of our country. Banks
are now playing a vital role in mobilising peoples savings and channelling
them into productive areas. At the time of nationalisation only 14 per cent of
the bank credit was provided for the priority sector covering sections, such
as, agriculture, rural development and small industries and businesses. Today,
this proportion is nearly 45 per cent. This is the measure of the success of
nationalisation.
There is one aspect of banking operations which is of concern to me. This
is the low credit deposit ratio in some regions. A variety of factors determine
this ratio. I have asked the Reserve Bank of India to pay special attention to
this problem and further improve credit delivery in such areas consistent
with financial discipline.
Our bank managers and employees are, as a group, the most qualified,
dedicated and hard working. But it is also a fact that the level of public
satisfaction with the banking services is not as high as it should be. Over the
years, perhaps some structural rigidities have crept in. These need to be
removed. There is need for greater competition and greater operational
flexibility in respect of banking services. The banking culture has to be made
more responsive to the needs of the public. I am requesting the Reserve Bank
of India to set up a Committee of Bankers, bank employees, depositors and
borrowers to consider these aspects and make recommendations to the
Government.
The previous Government had announced the formation of the Securities
Exchange Board of India (SEBI) in 1987. Three years have passed and the
legislation for giving statutory authority of SEBI has not been introduced. We
will ensure that this is done in this budget session.
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Science and technology is the mainspring of development. We are proud
of the capabilities that we have biult up in critical areas like agriculture,
space research, atomic energy and defence. We will arm at utilising the talent
of our scientists and engineers towards two basic ends:

— the development of appropriate technologies for agriculture,
non-conventional and renewable energy and other employment
intensive activities.
— the establishment of a strong base of self reliance in critical areas
of modem technology.
Public spending on R&D, incentives for the use of indigenous technologies
and policies to guide private research efforts will be oriented towards these
objectives.
There is a large community of Indians settled abroad. They have achieved
tremendous success in their chosen professions and occupations. True to the
rich tradition of our ancient culture, their physical location has not weakened
the strong intellectual, philosophical and social links that they have with the
country of their origin. The Govenunent wiU continue to provide special
facilities for them to invest their savings in this country. The procedures will
be simplified so that they can function with a sense of confidence and in line
with declared national policy.
Let me now turn to the revised Estimates, for 1989-90 and the Budget
Estimates for 1990-91.

Revised Estimates for 1989-90
Revised Estimates of Expenditure for the current year show an increase
of Rs. 5,620 crore over the Budget Estimates. Of this, Rs. 4,958 crore are on
non-Plan accoxmt and Rs. 662 crore on Plan account.
Hon. members are aware of the strains on our security envirorunent
which unfortunately coincide with the strains on our economy. Hence, on the
non-Plan side. Defence Services are being provided additional Rs. 1,500 crore
to meet their essential requirements and committed expenditure. The
provisions for fertilizer subsidy will be Rs. 950 crore more. Mainly due to
larger imports and clearance of arrears claims. There is an increase of Rs. 276
crore in food subsidy, mainly for clearing arrears due to Food Corporation of
India. An additional provision of Rs. 468 crore has been made for export
promotion and market development. Interest payments wiU be Rs. 710 crore
higher. The Government is of the view that the amovmt of comperwation to
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be paid to the victims of the Bhopal Gas tragedy under Court order is too
meagre for the magnitude of sufferings of these innocent people. The matter
is imder review in Court and in the meantime Government have decided to
pay interim relief for the victims for which a provision of Rs. 320 crore has
been made which, inclusive of bank interest over a period of 3 years, will
amount to Rs. 360 crore. The increases are partly offset by savings in some
areas notably in the lump-sum provision made for dearness allowance
consequent on transfer of liability on this account to the budget of the
Ministries / Departments.
On the Receipt side, while collection from Corporation Tax and Customs
duties are expected to more or less reach Budget estimates, the receipts from
Union Excise duties are estimated to be Rs. 599 crore less than the Budget.
Income-Tax collections, on the other hand, are expected to be more by
Rs. 755 crore. States' share of taxes including the sums payable to States on
the basis of collection figures certified by the C&AG for the earlier years are
placed at Rs. 13,232 crore against Rs. 12,438 crore at the budget stage, i.e,
Rs. 794 crore more. The shortfall in net revenue receipts is expected to be
more than off set by larger receipts from small savings, provident fund
collections and special deposits of non-govemment funds, etc.
The overall deficit for the current year is now estimated at Rs. 11,750 crore
against the budget estimate of Rs. 7,337 crore.

Budget Estimates for 1990-91
The next financial year is the beginning of the Eighth Five Year Plan. This
Government is irrevocably committed to planned economic development,
and to making the plan more meaningful to the people. As a part of the new
strategy, in the next year's Plan, we have provided more for those programmes
and sdiemes which benefit the people directly. We have favoured those
programmes that create more jobs, generate self-employment opportimities,
improve the living environment in our village and strengthen our agriculture.
This is the surest route to overcome poverty. An increase of 31.7 per cent on
last year's Budget estimate is being provided for Agriculture and Allied
Services, without taking into account the Budget provision of Rs. 1,000 crore
for the debt relief for farmers, weavers and artisans. The allocation for anti
poverty programmes, which are spread over different budget heads is being
increased by about 23 per cent over last year's budget estimate. This includes
the outlay for employment programmes in rural and urban areas which is
being increased by 30 per cent on last year's Budget estimate.
We have a firm commitment to accord highest priority to agriculture and
rural development and our thrust and actions are in conformity with that
commitment.
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For the Central Plan 1990-91,1 propose an outlay of Rs. 39,329 crore—an
increase of Rs. 4,883 crore or 14.2 per cent over the current year's outlay. Of
this, Rs. 17,344 crore will be provided as budgetary support and the balance
of Rs. 21,985 crore will be mobilised by the public sector enterprises through
their internal resources as well as borrowings.
For the year 1990-91, £in outlay of Rs. 905 crore is proposed for the
Department of Agriculture and Cooperation which represents an increase of
17.5 per cent over the budget estimates for the current year. In addition, I am
also proposing an outlay of Rs. 155 crore for Agricultural Research and
Education compared to the provision of Rs. 110 crore in 1989-90 and increase
of 41 per cent.
I have already referred to the intention of the Government to make a
beginning in respect of an Employment Guarantee Scheme. The Annual Plan
outlay proposed for the Department of Rural Development is Rs. 3,115 crore.
It is my intention to provide some additional funds, within the constraint of
resources, to enable an Employment Guarantee Scheme to be introduced in
selected areas.
The Government is pledged to securing a fair deal for the most oppressed,
exploited and deprived sectors of the society, namely, the Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes. It is proposed to make a provision of Rs. 320 crore for
the schemes for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the Annual Plan
1990-91 as against Rs. 269 crore in 1989-90 Budget Estimates. The Special
Central Assistance to Special Component plans and Tribal sub-Plans of States
has also been increased.
The Government would intensify the efforts for eradication of illiteracy.
The very fact that millions of voters in the country have to identify the names
of candidates on the ballot papers only from the election symbols is itself a
symbol of the extent of illiteracy. We have made 25 per cent increase in
allocation for National Literacy Mission. Special attention to vocational
programmes at all levels will be given. The process of modernisation of
technical education, and support to thrust and frontier cireas in science and
technology will be maintained. I am proposing an outlay of Rs. 865 crore for
the Department of Education during 1990-91.
In all the programmes of health and family welfare services, special
attention will be paid to the needs of the rural people. I am proposing an
outlay of Rs. 950 crore for the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare for
1990-91.
The Government attaches great significance to the welfare of the weak,
the poor and the deprived living in the urban cireas. Major initiatives for
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employment, low cost sanitation for liberation of scavengers and provision
for night shelters are proposed to be launched. The plan outlay of the Urban
Development Sector is being increased to Rs. 272 crore in 1990-91 from
Rs. 89 crore in 1989-90 BE for this purpose.
The Annual Plan outlays for 1990-91 for the infrastructure sectors are
proposed to be stepped up. The outlays for Petroleum and Natural Gas is
proposed to be increased by 18.6 per cent. Railways by 12.4 per cent and
Power by about 10 per cent.
The details regarding Central Plan outlays for these and other sectors are
in the Budget documents. I do not wish to take the time of House in making
my speech a substitute for Ae voluminous budget document, and thus deprive
the Members of the excitement of reading these documents.
Hon. members will be happy to know that the Central assistance for
State and UT Plans next years will be Rs. 12,848 crore, including the Plan
revenue grants recommended by the Finance Commission as against Rs. 10,450
crore excluding drought, assistance provided in Budget Estimates for the
current year. This represents a substantial step up of 22.9 per cent.
Budget Estimates for the next year provide Rs. 64,515 crore for non-Plan
expenditure as against Rs. 59,220 crore in revised Estimates for the current
year. The main increase next year is imder interest payments provision for
which goes up from Rs. 17,710 crore this year to Rs. 20,850 crore next year.
The Government have appointed a Conrniittee to consider the issue of
One-Rank-One-Pension in all its aspects. The Report of the Committee is
expected by end of March 1990 and Government will take further action
thereafter.
For Defence Services, a provision of Rs. 15,750 crore has been made in
the Budget Estimates. The increase in the defence expenditure is not of our
choice. It is direct result of the situation on our borders.
Freedom struggle is indivisible and therefore, it has been decided that
those who fought for Goa's liberation from the Portugese rule will be eligible
for Union Goverrunent's person and all other benefits available to other
freedom fighters.
The ninth Finance Commission has submitted its second report covering
the period 1990-95, a copy of which was laid on the Table of the House last
week along with a statement of decisions of Government on the
recommendations. These have been taken into account while framing the
Budget for next year. The recommendations of the Finance Commission
accepted by Government will cast an additional burden of the order of
Rs. ^ 3 crore on the Central Budget in 1990-91.
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Government are alive to the important issue of checking proliferation of
Government expenditure especially in non-priority and non-developmental
areas. I am requesting all the Ministries and Departments to absorb the
liabilities on account of additional instalments of D.A. which will be payable
next year from within the budget provisions made for them by effecting
economics and eliminating non-essential expenditure. I am therefore, including
only a nominal provision of Rs. 100 crore in the next year's budget as
lumpsum provision for D.A..This is mainly to meet the possible requirement
of small Departments with limited budgets who may not find it possible to
absorb D.A. increases to the full extent.
On the Receipts side. Gross Tax Revenue at the 1989-90 rate of taxation
is estimated at Rs. 57,988 crore and the net tax revenue after payment to
States of their share of taxes is placed at Rs. 43,507 crore compared to
Rs. 37,798 crore in the Revised Estimates for the current year.
I have taken a credit of Rs. 8,000 crore on account of market borrowings
as against Rs. 7,400 crore in the current year. External assistance net of
repayment is expected to be of the order of Rs. 4,327 crore in the next year
as against Rs. 3,901 crore in the current year. Taking into account the other
variations in receipts and expenditure the overall deficit for next year at the
1989-90 rate of taxation is estimated at Rs. 9,165 crore.
Having taxed your patience so far, now let me turn to other areas of
taxation and reliefs for which you must have been waiting impatiently. Let
me begin with my proposals in respect of direct taxes. I am introducing
certain major changes in the rate structure for personal income-tax with a
view to providing relief to low and middle income groups, and to make the
savings linked incentives more equitable for taxpayers in different income
slabs. My first proposal to raise the exemption limit is in fulfilment of a
promise made in the National Front manifesto. I am raising the exemption
limit for personal income taxation from Rs. 18,000 to Rs. 22,000; look at the
structural changes. Roughly, one million persons will go out of the tax net as
a result of this change. In deciding the new limit, I have had to balance two
conflicting considerations. On the one hand, it is a fact that the lower income
groups have been affected the most by price rise, and there is a case to raise
the exemption limit. On the other hand, an increase in the limit narrows the
tax base and involves substantial loss of revenue as the benefit of the increase
is spread over all taxpayers, and is not confined to the lower end of the
income levels. Experts have often argued that keeping in view our per capita
income, raising of the exemption limit is not justified. However, as I
temperamentally prefer to avoid taking extreme positions, I have chosen the
middle course which I believe is fair and reasonable.
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As further measure of relief to the lower and middle income groups. I
am extending the lowest rate of 20 per cent from the present limit of
Rs. 25,000 to Rs. 30,000.
Last year, a surcharge at the rate of 8 per cent was introduced for financing
employment programmes. Dropping this employment surcharge would have
brought into question my irrevocable commitment to employment oriented
planning. I, therefore, have no choice but to continue this surcharge. This will
now be applicable beyond taxable income of Rs. 75,000 as against the present
limit of
50,000.
As the hon. members are aware, the existing schemes of tax incentive to
promote savings are based on deductions from income. A person gets tax
relief at the highest marginal rate of tax applicable to him. Accordingly, it
confers higher amoimt of tax benefit to a person with higher income vis-h-vis
a person with a lower income. With a view to removing this inequity, I
propose to introduce a system of tax rebate on the gross amount of savings
under section 80C. Under the new system, a person contributing to provident
fund, life insurcmce. National Savings Certificates, etc. as earlier, will now be
entitled to a tax rebate calculated at the rate of 20 per cent, on such savings.
The maximum tax rebate allowable will be Rs. 10,000 generally and Rs. 14,000
in the case of authors, playwrights, artists, musicians, actors, sportsmen and
athletes. This is broadly equivalent to the maximum relief available now. All
persons will get the same amoimt of tax benefit on a given amount of savings,
irrespective of their levels of income. The low income taxpayer will benefit.
Let me illustrate the impact of the above proposals. A person with a
salary income of Rs. 3,500 per month, i.e. Rs. 42,000 per year, who saves
Rs. 8,000 per year in provident fund and insurance presently pays Rs. 1,000 per
year as tax. Under the new dispensation, he will not have to pay any tax at
all. The upper income group will have to save Rs. 50,000 to get the full relief
of Rs. 10,000. Under the old system they would have got the same relief by
saving only Rs. 39,500. I may mention in passing, that the new system of a
uniform tax rebate will also lead to a substantial simplification in tax deduction
at source by employers.
As a further incentive to save, I propose to increase the limit available for
the savings incentives under section 80CCA from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 40,000.
Since the savings under this eire on a netting principle and are added back
to income when withdrawn, the present system of deduction from taxable
income will continue.
In addition to this, the Equity Linked Savings Scheme (ELSS) annoxmced
last year has now been finalised on a "netting" principle. Investment in units
under the Scheme, will be eligible for deduction upto a maximum of
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Rs. 10,000 from the total income. The annual return on the investment in the
units will be eligible for tax concession under section SOL. On repurchase of
the imits by the Mutual Funds, the capital amount representing the cost of
the units will be taxed as income in the year of repurchase and the excess will
be liable to tax as capital gcdns. The Equity Linked Savings Scheme will
eventually replace the present deduction under section 80CC. Meanwhile,
this provision is being extended for investments made upto 31 March 1991.
In an effort to mitigate in some small measure, the hardship of parents
or guardians of physically handicapped or mentally retarded persons with
incomes upto rupees sixty thousand per annum, I propose allowing a
deduction of Rs. 6,000 from the parent's or guardian's total income to cover
expenses on medical treatment, training and rehabilitation of such persons.
I propose to increase the deduction in resf>ect of professional income
from foreign sources, available to authors, playwrights, artists, musicians,
actors and sportsmen including athletes from the existing rate of 25 per cent
to 50 per cent of the income or 75 per cent of the foreign exchange brought
into India, whichever is higher. In the case of professors, teachers and research
workers also, the present provision has been liberalised to allow deduction
of 75 per cent of the foreign exchange brought into India.
I will now make my proposals in regard to corporate taxation. The
corporate sector has often claimed that the rate of Corporate Tax is high and
that this inhibits growth as well as tax compliance. On closer scrutiny, I find
that the rate is orJy seemingly high, because the system provides too many
exemptions. After all the admissible exemptions and deductions, the effective
rate falls drastically. Many large and high profit making companies had been
able to escape the tax net altogether and were paying zero tax for a long time.
That is why the contribution of the corporate sector to tax revenue was not
commensurate with the profits they earned; nor with the needs of national
development. The tax system also tilted the balance in favour of capital
intensive production.
To ensure better tax compliance, I propose a twin strategy. I am abolishing
major incentives like Investment Allowance and investment Deposit Accoimt
with a view to closing the escape route for the corporate sector to go out of
the tax net; and having closed that route, I propose to fix the tax rate for
widely held domestic comparues at 40 per cent with corresponding changes
in rates for other domestic companies. This twin strategy
raise the effective
tax rate and will also give substantial additional revenue of Rs. 800 crore.
The only major deductions that will now be permitted are those relating
to foreign exchange earnings and for setting up new industrial undertakings.
The deduction for setting up new industries is being raised from 25 per cent
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to 30 per cent in the case of companies and from 20 per cent to 25 per cent
for others. The period during wtiich the benefit can be availed of is being
extended from 8 to 10 years.
With the abolition of the major exemptions, there is a case for also
removing the special provision regarding tax on minimimi profits contained
in section 115J of the Income-tax Act. Accordingly, I propose to discontinue
that provision with effect from the assessment year 1991-92.
I am also introducing an important change in the taxation of intercorporate
dividends. At present 60 per cent of the dividend income received by a
domestic company from another is exempt from tax. There is a tendency
towards holding of personal wealth in the form of companies which are in
effect closely-held. In order to encourage genuine investment activity while
at the same time discouraging the use of corporate framework for holding
personal wealth, I propose to exempt dividends received by domestic
companies from other domestic companies to the full extent to which they
themselves declare dividends during die relevant period. However, scheduled
banks and public financial institutions would, in substance, continue to be
governed by the provisions of section 80M as they presently stand.
The result of the reform of the corporate tax system proposed by me will
be to increase the buoyancy, simplify ihe tax structure and make it neutral as
between smcdl and large companies. At the same time, it will provide strong
incentive for export and for investment in new industrial undertakings.
Many small scale industries are organised as partnerships. I propose to
raise their exemption limit from Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 15,000 and to lower the tax
rates suitably.
Restoration of ecologically degraded areas fulfils the objectives of
employment generation, enhances the supply of fuel wood and fodder and
also contributes to the overall social, economic and environmental stability of
the rural areas. In order to promote afforestation, I propose to extend the
provisions of section 35CCB and section 80GGA to taxpayers who contribute
to a fund or programme for afforestation approved by the prescribed authority.
As in the case of personal income tax, I propose to continue the existing
surcharge of 8 per cent on corporate taxpayers also on all incomes above
Rs. 75,000.
I also propose to make a major change in the taxation of gifts. At present,
gifts are taxed in the hands of the donor, but there is no limit on the amount
which donee can show as having been received by way of gifts. Because of
this, the mechanism of gifts is used to split up capital and launder
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black money. Some instances have also come to notice recently where attempts
have been made to explain away wasteful and ostentatious expenditure on
mcirriage receptions and other functions as having been financed out of gifts.
With a view to curbing such practices, I have decided to substitute the present
gift-tax on donors with adonee based gift-tax. Any person, who claims his
assets or his expenditures as having been financed from gifts, will not be
liable to a gift-tax on a graduated scale. Thus he will have the pleasure of
transferring a part of his bounty as a gift to the exchequer.
The primary purpose of the donee-based gift-tax is not to raise revenue
but to check tax evasion and conspicuous consumption. In order to take care
of legitimate gifts, there will be a basic exemption limit of Rs. 20,000 per year.
In the case of total gifts exceeding Rs. 20,000 but not exceeding Rs. 50,000
gift-tax will be levied at 20 per cent; for total gifts exceeding Rs. 50,000 but
not exceeding Rs. 2,00,000 at 30 per cent; and for total gifts exceeding
Rs. 2,00,000 at 40 per cent. In addition, I also propose to allow for a
substantially higher limit of rupees one lakh for gifts received from all sources
by an individual at the time of marriage. Further, gifts received in foreign
exchange through official channels will also be exempt.
I propose to make the new system applicable in respect of gifts made on
or after 20 March 1990. Consequently, the existing Gift-Tax Act taxing the
gifts in the hands of donors will cease to be operative in respect of gifts made
on or after that date.
Legislation to give effect to this new scheme is proposed to be introduced
during the current session of Parliament.
I do not propose to take up the time of the House with other minor
changes in the Direct Tax Laws.
As I mentioned earlier, there will be a gain in revenue from corporate tax
to the extent of Rs. 800 crore. The loss in revenue from income-tax other than
corporate tax after providing for better compliance is expected to be
Rs. 250 crore. There will, therefore, be an additional accrual of Rs. 550 crore
in respect of direct taxes.
Sir, I shall now deal with my proposals relating to indirect taxes. The
main thrust of the proposals is on simplification and rationalisation.
Simultaneously, I have also attempted to mobilise some resources in a manner
that does not hurt the common man and at the same time helps to curb elitist
consumption. A major emphasis has been on strengthening impulses for
growth and exports. Significant changes in duty structure are also proposed
to develop a quality culture in our industry. I have also not failed to give
relief to the deserving sectors, particularly small scale industry, agriculture
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and environmental protection. All these measures have been described in
some detail in the Explanatory Memorandum, to the Finance Bill and I shall
deal briefly with the more important of these proposals.
Presently, the import duty rates are widely dispersed. With a view to
rationalising the rates and bringing down their multiplicity, the total of the
basic and auxiliary duty rates of customs are being placed in a limited number
of slots in the range of zero to 125 per cent in respect of most items. Further,
as a step towards rationalisation and simplification of the Central Excise
Tariff, the duty rates are proposed to be recast for a large number of goods.
Though as a result of the rationalisation, the duty rates on certain commodities
may marginally go up or down, the proposals on the whole are intended to
be broadly revenue neutral. The reduction in the number of rates in each
Chapter of the Tariff will simplify assessment. It will be our endeavour to
ensure measure of stability for the ad valorem rates.
First, 1 shall take up the proposals which are in the nature of concessions
in customs and excise duties.
Agriculture is a priority area in our framework of development and tax
rates are already kept low on most of the inputs used in this sector. Specified
pesticides and pesticide intermediates enjoy concessional rates of import duty
of 70 per cent and 60 per cent respectively. I proposes to reduce the import
duty on a few more specified bulk pesticides and pesticide intermediates to
these levels. The proposals involves a revenue loss of about Rs. 16 crore.
In order to encourage the use of rapeseed oil and mustard oil, of which
there is an abimdant production in the country, I propose to completely
exempt refined rapeseed oil and mustard oil which are currently attracting
excise duty of Rs. 750 per toiuie. The revenue loss on account of this proposal
is estimated to be Rs. 8 crore.
1 propose to remove excise duty on pickles altogether in the hope that
this will lend some flavoiu" and spice to my budget.
Excise duty on coffee is presently levied at the rates of Rs. 78 and Rs. 105
per quintal depending upon the variety. As a measure of relief of the coffee
growers, I propose to reduce the duty to a imiform level of Rs. 50 per quintal.
This concession involves a revenue loss of Rs. 4 crore.
Marine products constitute a major thrust area of the country's exports.
In order to make imported prawn feed more economical, I propose to reduce
the duty on this item to 25 per cent. In order to help modernisation of food
processing and sea food industries, I propose to extend the concessional rate
of import of 40 per cent now available to certain specified machinery, to a
few more items.
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With a view to reducing the cost of cattle feed, I propose to completely
exempt molasses used in its manufacture from the whole of excise duty. I
also propose to prescribe concessional import duty of 40 per cent in respect
of certain items of equipment required in cattle breeding and dairying.
I propose to exempt fully foot-valves of certain sp>ecifications from excise
duty in order to promote efficiency of agricultural pumps.
Presently, craft paper arid craft paperboard used for apple packaging in
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir and Uttar Pradesh are exempted
from excise duty, as a measure to conserve forest wealth. I propose to extend
this concession to packaging of all horticultural produce all over the country.
This is expected to result in a revenue loss of Rs. 5 crore.
I propose to extend full exemption from excise duty to hand made paper
and paper boeird manufactured by units of Khadi and Village Industries
Commission even when power is used in the process of sheet forming. I also
propose to enhance the value limit for the purposes of excise duty exemption
on footwear from Rs. 75 to Rs. 100 per pair in respect of such footwear made
by units under KVIC as well as those run with the assistance of IRDR
In addition to the measures outlined in the earlier part of my speech for
the promotion of small scale sector, I also propose to extend some more fiscal
concessions to this sector. Presently, small scale units are allowed complete
exemption from excise duty in respect of clearance of goods upto a value of
Rs. 15 lakh in case such goods fall imder only one Qiapter of the Central
Excise Tariff. 1 propose to increase this value limit to Rs. 20 lakh. The total
exemption available to goods cleared upto a value limit of Rs. 30 lakh, when
such goods fall under more than one Chapter of the Tariff, will remain
unchanged. The increase in exemption limit for small scale units involves a
revenue loss of Rs. 67 crore. The scheme of notional credit of 5 per cent in the
case of inputs manufactured in the small scale sector is also being continued
for one more year from the 1 April 1990. Further, the limit of value of clearance
of goods in a financial yeair for the purpose of obtaining a central excise
licence is being increased from the existing level of Rs. 10 lakh to Rs. 15 lakh.
It has also been decided that the licensed small scale units having value of
clearances upto Rs. 20 lakh in a year will henceforth be required to furnish
only quarterly returns of production, clearance and duty payment. These
changes are proposed to take effect from the 1 April 1990.
In order to reduce the prices of life saving drugs, I propose to exempt
certain finished formulations containing Rifampidn, which is an anti-TB drug,
from central excise duty. Specified bulk drugs which are required for the
manufacture of certain life saving medicines are also being exempted from
customs duty. I propose to reduce the import duty on certain specified drug
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intermediates to 90 per cent. These proposals involve a loss of revenue of
nearly Rs. 17 crore.
We are all aware of some recent tragedies involving unhygenically packed
intervenous flmds. In order that the pharmaceutical industry is encouraged
to employ latest techniques of aseptic packaging. I propose to reduce the
import duty on aseptic form fill seal machines for use by that industry from
the present level of 147.25 per cent to 40 per cent.
Certain life saving equipments are eligible for complete exemption from
import duty. I propose to extend this benefit to certain specified instruments
and implants for physically handicapped persons. I also propose to give
some concessions in customs duty to components of hearing aids.
I propose to reduce the import duty on homeopathic medicines as well
as on certain inputs for the manufacture of such medicines. This involves a
revenue loss of about Rs. 5 crore.
With a view to giving an impetus to industrial production and to boost
exports, I propose to grant some concessions to capitcd goods and machinery.
There has been a feeling that our exports are not able to face international
competition due to high cost of imported capital equipment. A scheme is
being worked out for making available to registered manufacturer-exporters
the facility of import of capital goods at concessional rate of duty against
suitable export obligation. Broadly capital goods upto a specified value limit
imported imder the scheme would be eligible to a concessional import duty
of 25 per cent. This will be subject to the condition that goods of a minimum
of three times the value of the imported capital goods are exported within
four years from the date of importation. The details of this scheme will be
annoimced in the new Import and Export Policy.
Concessional import duties have been prescribed from time to time on
machinery required for various export thrust sectors. I propose to extend the
concession to specified items of machinery for rubber belting industry and
forged hand tool industry. The concession involves a revenue loss of
Rs. 8 crore.
In order to promote investment and strengthen indigenous capital goods
sector, I propose to reduce the excise duty on such machinery on a selective
basis by 5 percentage points. This concession will lead to loss of revenue to
the extent of Rs. 60 crore. I am one of those who believe that the indigenous
capital goods sector is integral to our search for self-reliance. I hope, the
reduction in excise duty will make our capital equipment more competitive
and spur modernisation.
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With a view to encouraging industrial units to invest in quality
upgradation and strengthen quality control, I propose to prescribe a
concessional import duty of 40 per cent on specified instruments and
equipments. The proposal involves a revenue loss of Rs. 30 crore. This
substantial revenue loss is worthwhile in the interest of improving the quality
of indigenous products.
In the interest of better environmental protection and pollution control,
I propose to extend the pre^nt concession^ customs duty of 40 per cent to
some more specified air and water pollution control equipments. At the same
time, I propose to reduce the excise duty on certain specified pollution control
equipments from 15 per cent to 5 per cent.
Heavy investments are required for the upgradation of the facilities
available at the airports. I propose, as measure of relief, to reduce the import
duty on navigational, communication, air traffic control and landing
equipments imported by the National Airports Authority of India to a level
of 25 per cent. The proposal involves a revenue loss of Rs. 7.5 crore.
In order to promote establishment of telecommunication network in rural
cireas, I propose to reduce the excise duty on specified telecommunication
equipment from the existing rate of 20 per cent to 15 per cent. This will lead
to a revenue loss of Rs. 15 crore.
I propose to reduce the excise duty on dry cell batteries from 35 per cent
to 30 per cent. The relief will involve a revenue loss of Rs. 10 crore.
It has been represented that film industry is facing difficulties on account
of video piracy. In order to help combat this menace by simultaneous release
of prints in a number of cinema houses, I propose to fully exempt feature
films from excise duty. The proposal would involve a revenue loss of
Rs. 8 crore. I hope, with this incentive, the films which had gone into slow
motion will regain their lost momentum.
In order to give relief to the newspaper industry, I propose to reduce the
import duty on standard newsprint by Rs. 100 per tonne.
As a matter of administrative simplification, I propose to shift the incidence
of excise duty from truck body building activity, which is mostly in the
unorganised sector, to motor vehicle chassis.
Now, I move on to a package of proposals relating to the textile industry.
These aim mainly at simplifying and rationalising the tariff structure,
minimizing the scope for evasion and ensuring a lower rate of duty for most
varieties of cheaper fabrics. There are essentially two sets of proposals. The
first relates to duty rationalisation at the fabric stage and the second, to
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changes in excise and import duties on man-made fibres and yams as well
as the intermediates used to produce them.
There is a growing concern about the plight of the handloom weaver. It
is widely believed that one of the main causes of the distress is the
neutralisation of the tax concessions given to this sector by wide-spread tax
evasion at the procession stage. There is thus a near imanimous view in
favour of transferring the excise duty from fabrics to yam, which I share.
However, in the case of man-made fabrics, the entire duty is by way of
additional excise duty in lieu of sales tax. Therefore, any change in the duty
stmcture can be made only in consultation with the States, I propose to
consult the Chief Ministers shortly in this regard.
A part of the duty on cotton fabrics is, however, in the shape of basis
excise duty. As a first step, I propose to transfer the whole of the bias duty
on cotton fabrics to yam. As the hank yam used by handlooms will continue
to be exempted, the differential between hank yam and cone yam would be
widened and this should greatly improve the competitiveness of this
handloom sector.
Since at present the additional excise duty at the processing stage cannot
be shifted to yam without consultation with the States, I have attempted to
rationalise the duty stmcture on fabrics. The number of slabs in the case of
man-made fabrics is being reduced in a manner that the duty on fabrics
becomes more equitable and the administration of tax laws more efficient.
The rationalisation will also, I believe, greatly reduce evasion and consequently
improve realisation.
Let me tum to man-made fibres, yams had the intermediates used to
produce them. Honourable members will recall that duties were reduced
substantially on man-made textiles in 1985 and 1988. While the incidence of
taxes was lowered, there have been complaints that the consumer did not get
the corresponding benefit. I have thus tried to revise the duty stmcture keeping
in mind the ability of different sector to bear the additional burden. This will
also help the competitiveness of the handloom sector where the dominant
fibre is cotton. The major changes I am proposing are:
— imposition of a basic excise duty of Rs. 4.40 per kg. on PTA and
Rs. 3.60 per kg. of DMT which will yield Rs. 80 crore,
— increase in the basic excise duty on polyester filament yam from
around Rs. 50 to Rs. 55 per kg. and on nylon filament yam ft-om
around Rs. 37 to Rs. 50 per kg. yielding additional revenue of
Rs. 156 crore.
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— increase in the basic excise duty on viscose staple fibre from around
Rs. 7 to Rs. 8.50 per kg. leading to a revenue gain of Rs. 15 crore,
—

reduction in the basic duty on polyester staple fibre from around
Rs. 14 to Rs. 8.50 per kg. involving a revenue loss of Rs. 65 crore,
and

—

some reduction in the basic duties on various polyester blended
yams.

In order to ensure a measure of price discipline in this industry, I propose
to reduce import duties,
—

onDMT and PTA from 195 per cent to 150 per

—

onNFY from

—

onPFY from 205 per cent to 180 per cent, and

—

onVSF from 55 per cent to 40 per cent.

cent,

130 per cent to 100 per cent,

The revenue loss from these duty reductions will be marginal since actual
imports are not expected to be significant.
Keeping in view the sharp decline in the international price of MEG, I
propose to raise the import duty on this item from 90 per cent to 150 per cent.
This will result in an additional revenue of nearly Rs. 48 crore.
Hon. members may recall that for providing cheap cloth to the weaker
sections of the society and to encourage in development of the handloom
sector, additional excise duty under Textiles and Textiles Articles Act was
levied in 1978. The present rate of this duty is generally 13.64 per cent of the
basic excise duty. In addition to this duty, a cess at the rate of 2.5 paise per
square metre is levied on fabrics for the purpose of developing khadi and
oAer handloom industries. I propose to merge both these levies by raising
the additional duty from 13.64 per cent to 15 per cent of the basic excise duty.
There are certain other rationalisation measures relating to textiles
including marginal adjustment of duty rates on acrylic fibre, polypropylene
staple fibre and filament yam etc., without significant revenue implications.
The jute industry needs encouragement for diversification of its products.
I propose to fully exempt jute blankets, floor coverings, mattings and bleached,
printed and dyed jute fabrics from excise duty. Fully exemption available to
jute yarn supplied to KVIC units is also being extended to the handicraft
sector.
I hope, having relished so far the liberal reliefs, the hon. members will
not now gmdge some revenue earning measures also.
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The family members of my smoker friends would, I am sure, be expecting
an increase in the rates of excise duty on cigarettes in the interest of the
health of the smokers. I will not disappoint them. The increase in duty will
be 15 paise for the cheaper cigarettes and 75 paise in the case of costlier
cigarettes per packet of ten. There will be no change in the duty rate on non
filter cigarettes of length upto 60nun. I would hasten to add that I do not
propose any change in the excise levy on biris. This measure is estimated to
yield additional excise revenue of Rs. 131 crore. I shall be more than happy
if my actual collection are much less due to fall in cigarette consumption.
Some sympathetic increase in the excise duty rates on pan masala is also
being made to yield additional revenue of Rs. 6 crore.
I propose to increase the excise duty on cocoa and cocoa preparations
from 10 per cent to 15 per cent jams, marmalades etc. from 5 per cent to
10 per cent and on ice cream from nil to 10 per cent. The revenue gain from
these measures will be of the order of Rs. 26 crore.
The House will agree that items used by the affluent sections of the
society must bear a higher burden of levies. I propose to increase the excise
duty on certain items like microwave oven, washing machine, certain
sophisticated varieties of audio systems, video cassette recorder and player,
electronic games and relatively high priced cooking ranges.
I propose to increase the excise duty on motor cars from 35 per cent to
40 per cent. This measure will yield additional revenue to the tune of
Rs. 79 crore. I do not propose to make any change in the excise duty on two
wheelers and tractors.
The specific duty rates of excise on refrigerators, air conditioners of
capacity upto 1.5 tonne and automotive gas compressors are being increased.
I propose to enhance the excise duty on car air-conditioning parts including
those forming the kit from 40 per cent to 65 per cent. These proposals involve
a revenue gain of Rs. 14 crore.
Tyres and tubes, except for a few varieties, are currently subject to central
excise levy at specific rates. On these items, owing to recurring increase in
prices, the duty incidence in ad valorem terms has come down. As a corrective
measure, I propose to raise the existing specific rates on tyres and tubes.
However, I do not propose any increase of duty on tractor, trailer and two
wheeler tyres and tubes. This, along with certain other rationalisation
measures, is likely to yield a revenue gain of about Rs. 40 crore.
I propose to raise the specific rates of basic duties of excise on iron eind
steel. The increase will generally be Rs. 500 per tonne in the case of
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stainless steel items and Rs. 100 per tonne in the case of other items. In the
C2
ise of downstream dutiable products, MODVAT credit would continue to
be available. The revenue gain from this proposal is of the order of Rs. 104
crore.
Presently, the total rate of import duty on most of the stainless steel and
articles thereof is 345 per cent. I propose to bring down the rate to the level
of 200 per cent. The proposals in regard to customs duties on these and other
steel items are expected to result in the loss of revenue to the time of
Rs. 10 crore.
At present, the coimtry has a surplus production of aluminium. In order
to discourage imports, I propose to increase the basic customs duty on
aluminixmi ingots by Rs. 3,500 per tonne.
Major plastic raw materials attract excise duty ranging from 30 per cent
to 65 per cent. However, the rate of duty on polystyrene is only 20 per cent.
As a measure of rationalisation, I propose to increase this rate to 30 per cent.
The proposal is expected to yield additional revenue of Rs. 5 crore.
I propose to increase the basic excise duty on paste grade PVC used in
the manufacture of leather cloth from Rs. 15,000 to Rs. 20,000 per tonne as an
anti-evasion measure. The excise duty rates on PVC coated textiles are also
proposed to be revised upwards. These measures are expected to yield
Rs. 17.5 crore.
At present, various categories of paints and varnishes are liable to excise
duty at different rates ranging between 15 per cent and 35 per cent. I propose
to rationalise the rates by keeping only two levels of duty at 15 per cent and
30 per cent as against the present five rates. The proposal involves prescribing
a uniform excise duty of 15 per cent on insulating varnishes and water based
paints and 30 per cent on oil based and plastic based decorative paints. The
proposal would yield a revenue of Rs. 9 crore.
Currently special excise duty at the rate of l/20th of the basic duty of
excise is being levied on indigenously produced goods. However, for the
computation of coxmtervailing duty of customs on imported goods, special
excise duty is not taken into account. I do not think such a distinction is
warranted. I propose to subject the imported goods to countervailing duty
on the basis of the excise duty inclusive of special excise duty. This proposal
is expected to yield customs revenue of Rs. 60 crore.
The Baggage Rules relating to free allowance admissible to passengers
arriving from foreign coimtries are being modified. The general free allowance
is being increased from the existing level of Rs. 1,250 to Rs. 2,000 per passenger.
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There will be a uniform duty rate of 250 per cent for baggage in excess of this
limit as against the existing 175 per cent and 245 per cent. I also propose to
prescribe a uniform duty rate of 25 per cent on specified articles brought by
passengers coming from abroad after a period of stay of more than one year,
subject to certain conditions. The revised measures will take effect from the
1 April 1990.
Provision is being made for continuance of auxiliary duty of customs
and special excise duty at the existing rates.
As the hon. members are aware. Inland Air Travel Tax was introduced in
the Budget of last year. The tax is leviable at 10 per cent of one component
of the total air fare, namely, basic fare. I propose to levy the tax at the existing
at the full air fare. The estimated revenue gain from the proposal will be
Rs. 15 crpre.
As I mentioned in the earlier part of my speech, in recent years our
consumption of petroleum products has risen sharply. Honourable members
are also aware that petroleum prices abroad have been hardening. The greater
dependence on imports has led to a large outflow of foreign exchange and
higher overall foreign borrowing. It has now become necessary to review the
domestic prices of petroleum products. Keeping in view the interests of the
common man, there will be no increase, I repeat, no increase in prices of
kerosene and LPG cylinders. There will also be no increase in prices of naphtha
for fertilizers and other uses, natural gas, furnace oil for industry, bitumen
for roads and low speed diesel oil for farmers. Among the selected items
whose prices are being revised with effect from this midnight rate motor
spirit, high sp>eed diesel oil and aviation turbine fuel for domestic users.
While the price of motor spirit is being raised by Rs. 1.25 per litre ex-storage,
the price of high speed diesel oil will go up by 54 paise per litre. The price
of aviation turbine fuel will increase by Rs. 1320.45 per kilolitre. The increase
in retail prices will vary from State to State depending on transportation
charges and the incidence of local taxes and levies. I propose to mop up a
part of the gain accruing to the oil companies as a result of price revision.
The import duty on crude oil is being increased from Rs. 1060 to Rs. 1500 per
tonne. This will yield a revenue of Rs. 836 crore.
The Government is comp>elled to perform this painful duty of increasing
the prices of some petroleum products. But these are the hard options forced
on us by the grave fiscal situation, rising external debts, and the difficult
balance of payments position. We could have postponed these options only
at the peril of our economic independence and self-reliance.
I have also proposed certain amendments in the Finance Bill seeking to
effect changes in the excise and customs tariffs. These amendments are
generally enabling provision and have no revenue significance. Besides, there
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are proposals for amendment of some of the existing notifications. In order
to save the time of the House. I do not propose to recount them.
The proposals in regard to changes in the excise duties outlined above
are likely to yield additional revenue of Rs. 778.63 crore. The concessions and
reliefs announced aggregate to Rs. 388.44 crore. Out of the net additional
shareable revenue from excise duties of Rs. 390.19 crore, the Centre's share
would be Rs. 217.12 crore and the States share is Rs. 173.07 crore.
My tax effort in respect of customs duties will bring in Rs. 979.79 crore.
Net of reliefs amounting to Rs. 144.76 crore, the additional revenue from
customs duties accruing to the Centre will be Rs. 835.03 crore. Besides, the
changes in the Inland Air Travel Tax would yield Rs. 15 crore.
Copies of notifications giving effect to the changes in customs and excise
duties effective from the 20 Mardi 1990 will be laid on the Table of the House
in due course.
Now, I have something to say on behalf of my Hon. colleague, the Minister
of Commimications. Postal Service is highly employment intensive and salary
and allowances constitute a major part of the operating expenses of the Postal
Department. The grant of additional instalments of Dearness Allowance and
increases in other operational expenses add significantly to these cost. The
postal rates do not meet even the direct cost of most of the services. A revision
of tariff for some postal services has, therefore, become unavoidable. However,
in the interest of the common man and cheap and wider dissemination of
information, there will be no change in the tariff for ordinary post-cards and
registered newspapers. The rate of printed postcard, which is used mainly
for business purposes, is being raised from 40 paise to 60 paise, of Inland
letter card from 50 paise, inclusive of the stationery charge, to a consolidated
amount of 75 paiise, and of envelopes to a uniform rate of Rs. 1 for every 20
grams without any stationery charge. There are also certain other changes
which are explained in the memorandum circulated alongwith the Budget
documents. The changes would take effect from a date to be notified after the
Finance Bill is passed. The revisions proposed are estimated to yield an
additional revenue of about Rs. 207 crore in a full year and about
Rs. 172 crore in 1990-91.
Hon. members will recall that the (Constitution 46th Amendment) Act,
1982 gave enabling power to the Parliament to levy a tax on consignment of
goods where such consignment takes place in the course of inter-State trade
or commerce. However, there have been differences of opinion on the
modalities of implementation of this law and the matter has been discussed
in various meetings of the Chief Ministers. The broad parameters have now
been settled and a Committee of Chief Ministers was appointed to work out
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the guidelines for granting exemptions from this tax, both by the Centre and
the States. I propose to consult the Chief Ministers shortly to take a final view
in the matter.
I had earlier mentioned that the Budget deficit at the existing rates of
taxes would be Rs. 9,165 crore. Taking into account the net additional yield
from the modifications proposed in direct and indirect taxes and the revised
postal tariff, the deficit for the next year is estimated at Rs. 7,206 crore.
Hon. members will note that this deficit is substantially lower than the deficit
of Rs. 11,750 crore in the revised estimates of 1989-90. In order to give the
right signal and contain inflationary pressure, 1 have also tried to keep next
year's deficit even lower than the budget estimate of Rs. 7,337 crore for the
current year.

It is my firm determination that the deficit provided for in the budget
should not be exceeded. A half-yearly review of the actual developments in
the budgetary situation will be made, and the people and the Parliament
kept informed about the performance in relation to the deficit.
We need to make our fiscal and tax system more stable and predictable.
The system of making a large number of changes in the tax rates and tax
laws every year, apart from introducing imcertainty, casts a severe burden on
the administrative system. It also affect compliance and increases litigation.
While some changes in tax rates and laws are inevitable, it is desirable to
keep the basic structure stable at least for some time. VS^th this end in view,
the Government will present a document on the Long Term Fiscal Policy to
Parliament.
With this, I have come to the end of my labours. We faced a fiscal situation
which constituted a threat to the economic strength and stability of our coimtry.
The choice before us was to let things drift, borrow more and consume more
or to take the corrective action now, however difficult. We have made our
choice. We have taken some resources from the rich and used them to give
some relief to the poor and the common man. We have begun a process to
restrain the budgetary deficit and contain the inflationary pressure. We have
tilted the balance of planning and investment towards the rural areas emd in
favour of employment.
As a man of science, wedded to non-doctrinaire socialism, I consider
experimentation and its results the touchstone on which can be tested the
relevance of all social and economic perception and policies.
This is the essence of pragmatism and the quintessence of the imending
quest of socio-economic experimenters like Gandhiji, Shri Jayaprakash
Narayan and Acharya Narendra Dev.
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Mr. Speaker, with my irrevocable commitment to such a pragmatic
approach, I present this Budget to this august House as a short term device
to more steadily, and yet resolutely, towards the long term objective of ensuring
growth with equity and self-reliance. In this endeavour. I seek the
wholehearted support of the people through their chosen democratic
instrument—this honourable Parliament.
Sir, I commend the Budget to the House.

RISE IN PR iaS OF ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I am thankful to Shri Vasant Sathe and other
hon. members who have participated in this debate on the Adjournment
Motion. Sir, I may be permitted to point out to the House that in the past, on
so many occasions, when Adjournment Motion on the price issue was sought
to be raised here, the plea put forward from the Government side was and
there was also some substance I concede that when the price rise problem is
a continuing problem in that case it cannot become the subject matter of
Adjournment Motion, but it can be raised through rule 193. Sir, you will be
happy that the moment this permission was sought, the Government
announced that we have no objection at all because we consider this to be a
burning problem and as a result of that Adjournment Motion has been moved
on this issue.......

Sir, I wish to make it very clear that I would like to take note of every
point that has been raised in this House. I would not like to drive the burning
problem of rising prices below the carpet. I would also like to analyse the
situation as it exists today and on behalf of the Government I would like to
indicate to the House the concrete steps and measures that we propose to
take in order to see that the rising prices are arrested. Sir, not in a spirit of
acrimony but to state the fact that if the prices have to be controlled, essentially
it is a question of controlling the economy of the country and therefore when
we speak of controlling the economy of the country, the financial constraint
that existed at the time of our taking over the economy is very relevant. I am
not doing it again in the spirit of finding faults with 'X' or 'Y'. But, please
note what were the financial constraints under which we started the
management of the economy. In the beginning of December, the deficit was
of the order of Rs. 13,790 crore. The foreign debt was of the order of
Rs. 83,000 crore, including NRI deposits. That means the debt service ratio
was of the order of 27 per cent. Thirdly, due to internal borrowings and
external borrowings in 1989-90 Budget, the entire obligation for paying the
interest was of the order of Rs. 17,000 crore. When there is scarcity of certain
* LS. Deb., 7 August 1990.
^Replying to the Adjournment Motion Re. Failure of Government to dieck unabated rise in
prices of essential commodities.
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commodities and we are forced to import, we must have adequate financial
resources and foreign exchange resources. We were left with the foreign
exchange resources of the order of Rs. 5,000 crore that is, less than what is
required for imports for less than two months—to be exact, one and a half
months. The rate of inflation at that time was 8 per cent and the food stocks
had dwindled down from 20 million tonne to 11 million tonne and at, the
same time I must state that against the backgroimd of this, we have to manage
our economy. Now with this background, the entire House will agree that if
the long term inflationary pressure on the economy is to be checked, the fist
priority has to be to restrain the deficit financing in our Budget and in our
economy. Sir, prior to the presentation of the Budget we had consulted the
economists, the central trade unions present, trade organisations, women
organisations, consumers, small scale industries, and commercial groups and
all of them agree on one point from left to right that what we have to do is
to give priority to curbing the deficit financing and, therefore, that was the
priority that we have to give.
Now, there is also another aspect. There was certain additional constraint
to which I did not refer and that is the defence expenditure. So, I would not
like the House to take it lightly. No matter which part of the House you
belong, but all of us are dedicated and committed to the defence of the
country. Because of the security environment in the country, we find that
whereas in the previous Budget the Defence expenditure was to be of the
order of Rs. 13,000 crore, in the Revised Estimate, it became Rs. 14,500 crore,
and I was forced, because of the security environment, to put the Budget at
Rs. 15,750 crore. Such a quantum jimip in our entire Defence expenditure!
Some people raised the question that we could have cut down the Defence
expenditure. Without meaning any ill-will towards anyone, I would like to
recount as to what happened in 1962. When we had to face a debacle in
North East Frontier Agency (NEFA) and when, under the instructions of the
Prime Minister of the country. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the Defence Minister
had to quit, at that time all criticism in the Opposition and in the ruling party
was that we had no defence preparedness. And all the books that were written
after the debacle of NEFA very clearly said that while counting rupees, annas
and paise, we did not take cognizance of the security environment of the
country and, as a result of that, we had to face the humiliating defeat in
NEFA and as a result of that, the Defence Minister had to go. Therefore, this
is another constraint under which we had to control our economy. So, we
decided to give priority to contracting the deficit. The deficit in the last
Budget was of the order of Rs. 7,337 crore, the Revised Estimate was
Rs. 11,750 crore and with the cooperation of all, I tried to contract it to
Rs. 7,206 crore. Now, people say what guarantee is there that we are going
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to maintain the deficit at Rs. 7,206 crore, so that in the long run we are able
to check the inflation....

So, Sir, as far as deficit is concerned, this was the position Rs. 7,337 crore,
then Rs. 11,750 crore and we tried to contract it to Rs. 7,206 crore. After
listening to Shri Sathe, I feel that the legitimate question that the House can
ask is what guarantee is there that we will be able to maintain this deficit at
this level. Therefore, I have given the assurance to the House that in every
four months we will come before the House and give the performance of our
efforts to collect the revenues and curtail the expenditure. Inside the Finance
Ministry,, we are doing it every month and inside the House I shall present,
in this Monsoon Session, the first four-monthly report.
One very significant and valuable point was raised by my friend
Shri Sathe. He quoted an economic journal and said that last month, whereas
at that particular point of time last year, the deficit was of the order of
Rs. 9,000 crore, no doubt the deficit had come down. It was Rs. 7,400 and odd
crore. But then that was supposed to be more. Now, there is a common
misnomer that if the deficit goes up after two months or three months, then
ultimately at the end of the financial year, the final deficit is bound to be
beyond that. If you look at ten years' graphs of various deficits that have
grown or contracted month by month, you will find that the general trend in
the deficit has been that in the beginning there were no collections. The
expenditure starts. Therefore, the deficit goes up. It reaches at a particular
maximum point at that particular point of time when we start giving the
shares of Vcirious States. Then some sort of a plateau, a constancy of deficit
is maintained, or it goes up and down. At a later stage again when almost
all the expenditures are over, the States' shares are already completed and in
the final phase only we get the revenues, but there is less expenditure, again
you will find that Ae deficit starts coming down. If we were to fulfil the final
target, it might come to Rs. 7,206 crore, it might be up. I will try my best to
see that we try to keep the deficit at the level of Rs. 7,206 crore. Therefore,
because it has gone to Rs. 7,400 crore, do not imagine that further deficits are
to be high. Always this is the trend that is observed in the last ten years'
deficit trend. That is the point that I would like to make.
As far as the resources are concerned, I do not want to discuss in detail.
While replying to the Budget, I had made that point very clear. Our entire
strategy was that if the deficits are to be curtailed, that means expenditure
has to be curtailed and revenues have to be augmented. Obviously, I must
have resource mobilisation. And, by and large, we decided that when we
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have to augment the resources, we would try to concentrate on those articles
of elitist consumption instead of taxing the entire society. We would try to
restructure those taxes which cire to be paid by the richer sections, elitists and
the capital intensive companies and as a result of that because of the advantage
of investment announcement, many other facilities and incentives were
completely escaping the tax net, maximum profit and almost zero taxes are
there, these people have been brought into the tax net and those richer sections
will cdso pay the taxes. We are trying to have additional resource mobilisation
through corporate taxation and last time it was zero. This time it is going to
be 800 crore of rupees and we are trying to mobilise these resources. I am
very happy to mention about the four monthly reports which will come
before you. But Shri Sathe will be happy that as far as the expenditure is
concerned, one by one we are calculating and these are our efforts. We have
been able to curtail the expenditure. The revenue must increase still more.
What we are doing is that we will try our best to keep the deficit as small as
possible, as far as possible, because ultimately, as I rightly said, it is the
Budget target that was projected, it is the money supply increase and the
deficit that will ultimately decide as to how much will be the increase. As far
as the inflation is concerned, I do not want to repeat what Shri Jaswant Singh
has said. The imbalances are due to deficit and others, the imbalances created
outside because of the fall in production of certain essential commodities and
thirdly, the hang-over of the past liquidity. These are the main resources and
we are trying to see that these sources are properly tapped.
As far as money supply is concerned, Shri Sathe was right in saying that
the money supply has increased to 19.1 per cent. But that was in 1989-90 and
I am very happy to state—^not that we have completely salvaged the last
year's increase—^that as far as the first quarter is concerned, as far as the rise
in money supply is concerned, there is growth by 4 per cent in this quarter
as against 5.8 per cent money supply last year and we will try our best to
monitor the economy so that money supply increase to which Shri Jaswant
Singh has referred and Shri Sathe has referred and many other members
have referred will be taken care of by us.

In the first quarter, I am pointing out that it is 4 per cent and last time
it was 5.6 per cent. It is an accepted practice that we compare with the
identical figures. So, last time it was 5.8 per cent and now it is 4 per cent. I
was there to refer to the percentage variations over the year-ending. I did not
want to discuss with the Leader of the Opposition when he was speaking.
But I would like to point out in all humility, I am not satisfied even with
these results. But, when we are trying to paint a picture which was so
gloomy—as if the past picture was very bright, unfortui\ately we have to
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compare the two gloomy pictures and not one fine and one gloomy. These
are the figures available from all the documents. We have picked up, for
instance, the latest available figure of 21 July 1990 and we will take the
figures of 22 July 1989 to calculate the annual rate of charge.
As for foodgrains, cereals and pulses, this time it is 4.2 per cent and last
year, to the corresponding date, it was 4.4 per cent. For cereals, this time it
is 3 per cent and last time it was 4.6 per cent. Both have increased, no doubt.
In regard to vegetables, this time it is 18.3 per cent and last time it was
25.6 per cent. As for tea, this time it is 18.8 and last time it was 44.1 per cent.
In the cases of manufactured food products, this time it is 8.8 per cent and
last time it was 9.6 per cent. In the case of sugar, this time it is (-) 0.2 per cent
and last time it was plus 7.8 per cent rise. (Interruptions) I think Shri Sathe
will have the right to reply to the adjournment debate and I think he will
take care of the points....

And I can assure you that for these references Madhu Dandavate does
not require the bureaucrats. He does his home work, as I am doing it today.
Even your price has increased. I am saying this in a good sense.
Khandsari—iihis time it is minus 3 per cent, last time it was 24.3 per cent.
Salt 8.1 per cent increase this time, last time it was 7.9 per cent. Textile
8.4 per cent this time and last time 10.3 per cent. I am not happy even with
these results. If my performance and examination has failed, as I said at one
time, I cannot be happy because I am the first among all those who have
failed. That is not my satisfaction at all. We would like to improve the situation
further. This is the position.
As far as the excess liquidity to which Shri Sathe has referred is concerned,
no doubt that is one of the important problems and we have increased the
statutory liquidity ratio from 38 per cent to 38.5 per cent. I am sure that will
give us some benefit.
A question was raised by a number of persons and 1 think in a very
figurative way and a characteristic way Shri Jaswant Singhji said: 'Why is it
that you have referred only to the wholesale consumer price index and not
to the consumer price index?' And he said: 'One is the beautiful charming
lady and the other is the wife.' I would not like to give such analogy because
why try to have a conflict between a beautiful lady and the wife. He compared
the wholesale price index with a beautiful lady and he said: 'Why do you
resort to that reference? It is better that you go to CPI, Consumer Price
Index.' And he referred to that as wife. I do not want to add to that conflict.
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But I must explain that as far as the wholesale price index is concerned, even
the periodical changes are available from time to time. As far as consumer
price index is concerned, all urban, rural and various sections and for various
periods they are not easily available and that is why unfortunately we have
to take recourse to wholesale price index, but I agree with all the members
that if the consumer price index is available, in that case that gives a better
position. I would also like to refer........

This is about the rise in petrol and diesel prices. Shri Vijay Kumarji
referred to that; Shri Jaswant Singhji referred to that and Shri Bhogendra Jha
referred to that, and you, Shri Sathe, referred to that. And of course, our
former Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition also referred to that.
They were right. As far as petrol and diesel are concerned, any increase in the
price of these inputs for our transport are bound to increase the commodity
prices. But I must make it cleeir, I had pointed out to you here that according
to the calculations of what is likely to increase and actually what has happened,
I candidly agree. Sir. For instance, there is a 15 per cent increase in the petrol
prices and 10 per cent increase in the diesel price. If you calculate according
to that, one third of this petrol price index should enter into the transport
increased prices and therefore transport prices should go up by 5 per cent
and 10 per cent of that 5 per cent should actually reflect into the increase in
prices of items and about 10 per cent of 5 per cent would mean only half per
cent. But as Bhogendra Jha has rightly said, knowing many traders,
businessmen or any other entrepreneurs whenever they get an opportunity
to see that the inputs that are required for their industry or business have
also gone up, they do not make the mathematical calculations and increase
the rates according to them, but they have the modem mathematics, they
have multiplier factor and even if it is half per cent increase, in that case it
becomes 5 per cent and therefore, taking pretext of this particular increase,
they have further increased it, and that particular analysis of Shri Sathe is
perfectly justified that petrol and diesel having touched that, they have also
entered into the increase in the number of commodities, but I must think
there were certain compulsions. We wanted to see that the Budget is restricted
to minimum value. Therefore, we touched the high capital intensive
companies, we tried to touch the elitist production, the elitist consumption
items, but in spite of that, when we found that the deficit financing could not
contract to the necessary value, as an unpleasant act—I am not happy about
it, as an unpleasant act I know what will be the consequences—to close the
deficit gap we were compelled as an unpleasant duty to impose levies on
petrol and also diesel. Of course, in doing that I tried to be selective. We tried
to eliminate naphtha which is used for fertilisers. We tried to see that kerosene
is not touched; we tried to see that the furnace oil is not touched; We tried
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to see that the gas and the LPG are not touched. In spite of that, I fully agree
even whatever the remainders, that caused definitely increase in prices and
we had to see that that particular effect is neutralised. Everyone of you have
made that criticism. I fully accept that criticism. Since there was no alternative
left open to us, this unpleasant act had to be done. Each one of you including
the person who have moved the Adjournment Motion and the last speaker
Shri Vijay Kimiarji had said that when you touch petroleum and diesel, you
are bound to increase the products of that and that particular conjecture is
coming.

We will find the way out as to how we will neutralise. I will come to that.
As far as those who have exploited this particular increase and raised the
prices are concerned, our experience is, even if we annul those increases they
are not going to come back to the original prices. Then, as far as immediate
steps are concerned, I would like to point out to you certain aspects. Take for
instance, sugar. It is a fact that in the previous year when the sugar production
had come down from 92 lakh tonne to 87 lakh tonne, because of the decline
in production there was considerable increase in the price of sugar during
your regime. In our regime, we sat with the unions; we sat with the industries;
we encouraged them to have better production and we have told the unions
working in the sugar industries that they would get incentives. Fortunately,
we expected that the production would be about 105 to 107 lakh tonne. We
are happy the production is about 110 lakh tonnes and as a result of that we
are not able to bring down the sugar prices too low, but at least we have been
able to restrain them. We have to take precautions. The mistake that we
committed in 1977 has to be avoided. We must not allow sugar prices to
depress to that extent by which the sugarcane growers and the kisans will not
get the price and if they are denied of the remunerative prices, in fact they
will bum the sugarcane and then bum us who are responsible for not giving
them the remunerative price. So, some sort of a balance between the two has
to be established. Then, as far as tea is concerned, I said it earlier, I assured
you and we did that. The previous Government, I cannot blame them because
these are the obligations with the friendly countries, had entered into an
arrangement that there would export of tea to Soviet Russia. We have also
good relations and we have nurtured those relations. We have persuaded
them that we have certain difficulties; this time the tea crop has gone down,
therefore allow us to stagger these exports. We did that and as a result of
that, the price of tea has been stabilised. They have been brought down to
some extent.
Then, as far as salt is concemed, I said it last time, some members have
requested me that I should go into the expert enquiry into the point that
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because of the iodisation of salt, the price of salt has gone up. I am happy to
report that iodisation has not caused any rise in the prices of salt and the
reason is something else. It you iodise one tonne of salt, actually the expenditure
is Rs. 40 to Rs. 42 per tonne. Our subsidy is Rs. 20 to Rs. 22 per tonne.
If you calculate that, as result of iodisation the increase in the price of salt
will be only two or three paise per kilogram. But where the thing had gone
wrong? We found that we had certain difficulties about transport. We contacted
the Railway Ministry. The initial difficulty was that the Railways have put
some restrictions. If you want to move the salt from the place of salt plant to
the centres where the salt is to be received, you must have the full rake
movement and then all the wagons will be filled up. As a result of that, they
had to wait for the loading of the salt. In that case, the turnover of the
wagons was changed. As a result of that, receiving centres received salt. We
had sorted out the issue. You must take note of one more factor. At a nimiber
of places in the villages where there are heaps of salt without fancy packages
and where the salt will be available very cheap, if you insist on beautiful
packages the price of salt will be high. We have sent instructions to the effect
that for those who are prepared to accept the salt without packages it must
be given without it and packages should not be insisted. In that case, without
package, salt wiU be available at 80 paise to one rupee. Of course, unfortunately
with package, it goes up. That is why, we are trying to tackle the salt problem.
About cement, the Prime Minister has rightly indicated it. We had an
agreement with the industry that they must try to bring down the cement
prices to the March level. By and large, after some time, the prices came
down. But after that, we enquired and found that there were certain break
downs in certain plants. They assured us that they would set up the plants
which were broken down. Now, in two or three regions, the cement price has
come down to March level. But in other places, the prices have gone up. The
Leader of the Opposition tried to ridicule it saying: it came down and had
again gone up. Leave aside your ridicule, we have taken cognisance of your
criticism and we will try to see that those cement plants which are out of
order or broken down are properly set up. It is not only in two regions but
in all the regions, we will see that the cement is available at the lower
price.
Yesterday, the news has come that there is cartel that is being operated
by certain interested parties. About cartel, we will take very firm attitude and
we will ensure that this problem is also solved.
But there is only one sensitive item which has put us into difficulty and
put the nation into hardship. That is the edible oil. I must humbly admit that
so far we had miserably failed in controlling the prices of edible oil. But I
must tell you, in order to salvage the situation, what we propose to do.
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Unfortunately, the production of oilseeds has gone down. We want to increase
the production but that is a long-term measure. But what will the people do
in the short-run? We have made certain arrangements. We have talked to the
National Dairy Development Board; we talked to Dr. Kurien and an
arrangement is made. There are large packets of milk lying unsold with some
countries. Do not ask me to name those coimtries. We have made certain
arrangements. Those packets of milk will be given to them. In lieu of that,
certain foreign exchange will be available. We will not take the foreign
exchange but for the due quantity of the foreign exchange, the palmolein oil
will be brought here. Originally our plan was, on the instructions of the
Prime Minister, we would bring that oil, we would mix it up and bring it
with the traditional oil, we would refine that and sell it at the low price.
Fortunately we have got the fresh information that we will be getting refined
palmolein oil and straightaway we will sell it. We have tried our best to see
that before the festival season, we will try to give oil which will be of cheaper
variety. Of course, sometimes, the taste is to be adjusted. I understand, in
times of difficulty when there is less production, I think, eating habit also will
have to change and we will try to do that.... You will laugh at it. We have
done it in the past. I may tell you in the Second World War, when there was
differential between kerosene and petrol, a number of countries tried to resort
to kerosene and as a result, certain changes were brought out. It is not only
that but I would like to refer to 1965 in which Shri Lai Bahadur Shastri, the
Prime Minister of the country appealed to the nation: "Since we are passing
through difficult times, we have to change our eating habit and I will start
it myself and I shall request the nation so long as the security environment
continues as it is, 1ft us try to forego one evening meal." A number of people
did that. Do not try to ridicule when we talk in terms of changing eating
habit...
Those of us who were in jail were forced to change our habit because
whatever was given, we had to eat it.
Shri Bhogendra Jha has made a very fine and constructive suggestion.
They say, businessmen and industrialists are responsible for stocking and
hoarding, artificially prices go up. In that case he suggests, utilise the Essential
Services Maintenance Act. Of course, it is to be implemented by the States.
We have coordinated our activities with them and I am happy to say that
even after the new Government has come, 914 hoarders have been dealt
with. For these activities, we will strengthen the machinery and we would
warn all the vested interests that if they resort to hoarding, serious possible
action will be taken in cooperation with the State Governments, and whether
it is Congress or non-Congress State Government, all of them are prepared
to coordinate and cooperate with us. With their cooperation, we will try to
implement this.
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Shri Rajiv Gandhi has made some criticism. He said that India's credit
rating has gone down. I will put the record straight. We have been kept on
credit watdi because of what happened between 1985 and 1990. I have the
facts and figures. Number one is the persistent fiscal deficit financed by
internal borrowing that caused increasing debt. Secondly, the mounting current
deficit financed by borrowing from abroad. That also created certain difficulties
and, as a result of that, no doubt a credit watch is kept. But I am one with
even members of the Opposition that as far as our country is concerned, oxir
debts might be very high. On 31 March 1989 it was Rs. 83,000 crore. Now it
is Rs. 1,00,000 crore. Debt service ratio is 30 per cent. That means, whatever
we export, almost one third of our export earnings will be spent, not on
India's welfare and development but in paying the interest in spite of that,
one matter of pride, whether you rule or we rule, for us is that we had heavy
debts. But we never became defaulters like some of the countries which are
over 75 per cent. Our position is not like that. Ours is 20 per cent. I am not
even happy about it but we will have to curtail it. This is the aspect that I
would like to say.
Shri Rajiv Gandhi has made another allegation. He said that when the
new Government came, he tried to indicate as to what happened as far as the
rising prices are concerned. Between December 1989 when the National Front
Government took over, till the end of July 1990, he said that the wholesale
price index increased. That is true. Between September and December 1989,
prices dropped to some extent. That is also correct. You are correct with all
respect. With all respect to your knowledge and wisdom, let me tell you that
the period, between September and December 1989 is the period between
kharif crop and that is the traditional period in which the prices decline.
Between January and August 1989 prices increased by more than 6 per cent.
This was not much different from what happened in 1990. There are certain
economic laws. Whether Shri Vishwanath Pratap Singhji is the Prime Minister
or Shri Rajiv Gandhi is the Prime Minister, the economic laws operate. That
is the equality before law and, therefore, let me tell you that as far as these
facts are concerned, there is no distinction between the two. I do not want to
be linked. I must also put the record straight because it is in national interest.
Some sort of a scare is sought to be created that there is a war in Kuwait
Organisation of Petroleimi Exporting Countries (OPEC) has created certain
rise in prices and, as a result of that, the whole situation is going to be very
dangerous. We anticipated that we might be lacking proper imports and,
therefore, one mistake we did not commit. Again I do not want all of us to
be blamed, because all-party Public Accounts Committee on the Kuo oil deal
had made certain observations. Shri K.P. Unnikrishnan is here. He knows
that. That Committee which contained Congressmen also unanimously said
and that will be guidelines for me. At the time of the Kuo oil deal they said-
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when actually, the Singapore spot prices of oil were falling, the deal was
struck at a higher constant price,—Aat particular committee report said:
"That Committee does not see how it was prudent on the part of
Government to make such transactions"
and, therefore, it was assured to us by the previous Government also that "in
future, we will take a note of the falling prices and make the imports and the
purchases at appropriate time when our import bill will be released." Taking
note of this particular issue, I must say that a number of things which we had
done in the Opposition, they are helpful to us when we are in power. We saw
that when we have to purchase the oil, some difficulty may arise. The bills
may go up and, therefore, taking due precautions, we saw to it that, when
the prices of petroleum were low, we made substantial spot market purchases.
Our inventories were made full. Therefore, please rest assured that inspite of
what has happened in Kuwait, so far that has no disturbance and don't
create any international panick. Do not be advantageous to those who are
sending petrol to us. Do not create panick. Do not try to demoralise any one.
Anticipating that certain changes will be there—of course, we did not
anticipate Iraq's entry into Kuwait—we expected that the prices may go up
due to some other extraneous factors and we use not wisdom but common
sense and decide to keep up our inventories full. Therefore, there need be no
alarm on that score.
Regarding impact on events in Kuwait, we wiU have to watch what will
happen. But we will take due precaution to see that we will not become
panicky on that score. I do not want to take much of your time. But I would
like to make an appeal to you.
Sir, occasionally there might have been confrontation. Where there is
Opposition, where there is a ruling party, there is bound to be confrontation.
I do not blame all of you because even when we were sitting in your Benches,
we also vigorously tried to raise the issues. In fact the task of the Opposition
is to expose and oppose. Whenever some mistakes have been committed by
the ruling party or any one, if there are some loopholes in the policy, it is the
task of the vigilant opposition to point out. In fact, my grievance is that you
do not give enough notices. Whatever amount of homework you are doing
every day for giving 13 notices, those notices are not coming. But I congratulate
you for having raised this matter of public importance. But only one appeal
to you. Really many constructive solutions and suggestions have been made
on both sides of the House regarding streamlining the Public Distribution
System, regarding the imports, regarding hoarders, regarding certain cartels
that have to be destroyed, regcirding certain actions that have to be taken
against those who are tying to resort to excess stock. We will take care of all
these suggestions, no matter whether they come from the ruling party or
from the Opposition or by the supporters.
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I have only one request to you. I do not want to cast any aspersions. But
when one of my friends on the Opposition side was speaking, I only made
a request that if I and my Government have committed any blunder from the
policy issue, please attack me or my Government. But do not attack those
who are trying to support our Government from outside. Do not pick up this
opportunity to hit at ihem . You will get enough opportunity. Please don't do
it now. I have no grouse. All that I have said is that I am prepared to accept
the responsibility.

I am very happy that Shri Bhogendra Jha has sportingly said: "Though
we are supporting you from outside, still we share the responsibility of
everything that you do." Therefore, in a very friendly manner they have
pointed out to us. I can rest assure that whether friendly or unfriendly, I do
not threat the Opposition as unfriendly because you might be the Opposition
and you might be the ruling party. Opposition is not the enemy of the country.
They are the friends of the country; they are friends of democracy because it
is their task to point out what are the failures of the ruling party. I congratulate
Shri Sathe for having brought this Adjournment Motion. But I want to make
one appeal to you. Having assured you that all the constructive suggestions
will be taken note of, I will try my best to implement and check the prices.
My last appeal to you is this: having brought to the notice of the entire House
all the issues that he wanted to put forward, I appeal to Shri Sathe not to
press for the Adjournment Motion and in spite of that if he presses for the
Adjournment motion, my appeal to the House is: very humbly reject it.

BUDGET DEFICIT*^
In the Budget Speech for 1990-91, I had indicated that a review of the
actual developments in the budgetary situation would be made, so that the
people and the Parliament would be kept informed about the performance
in relation to the budget. Subsequently, I informed the House that a report
on the budgetary situation would be made every four months. With my
irrevocable commitment to greater transparency and openness, I am now
presenting the report for the first four months of the current financial year.
In order to facilitate an understanding of the problems associated with
monitoring the Budget deficit, or making any projections thereof, I am placing
before the House a Technical Note [Placed in Library See No. LT-1349/90]
This note explains the principal statistical methods that may be used to monitor
or project the Budget deficit on the basis of data on actual deficits during the
last ten years. Unlike most other economic phenomena, however, the Budget
deficit varies from week to week and month to month because flows of
receipts and expenditures are unevenly distributed over the year, partly
because of discretionary decisions on the part of the Government. The results
derived from statistical analysis, therefore, have to be combined with available
information about Government decisions in the past four months, and an
assessment of possible developments in the next eight months.
There are two characteristics of Budget deficits that emerge from the
available evidence on month-end deficits during the past ten financial years.
First, the deficit during the greater part of the year is higher than the yearend deficit. Second, broadly speaking, the month-end deficit registers a steady
increase in the first six months of the financial year, peaks sometime during
the four months that follow, and then declines to a lower level at the end of
the financial year. It is important to recognise that, on any day during a
financial year, the actual budget deficit is determined by receipts and
expenditure flows up to that date. It is not a cumulative aggregate;
consequently, the Budget deficit on a particular day or at the end of a particular
month is quite often higher than the end figure.
The actual Budget deficit, on 31 July 1990, at the end of the first four
months of the current financial year was Rs. 9,926 crore as compared with
* LS. Deb., 28 August 1990.
^Statement by Minister of Finance, Prof. Madhu Dandavate on Budget Deficit.
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Rs. 11,390 crore in the preceding financial year. Thus, the budget deficit at the
end of July 1990 was nearly Rs. 1,500 crore lower them the budget deficit at
the end of July 1989.
In order to provide an effective mechanism for monitoring expenditure
and receipts, a system of monthly budgeting has been introduced in all
Ministries and Departments. The accounts figures available upto June 1990
show that except in one or two cases, expenditure of all Ministries were
within the monthly expenditure targets. Overall, as per the preliminary
accoimts figures, there was no excess over the expenditure targets upto
Jime 1990. As a result of strict expenditure control for the first time in many
years there is no net cash outgo in the first batch of Supplementary Demands
which has been presented to Parliament on 16 August 1990. This is a significant
achievement for which I am grateful to all my colleagues who have extended
to me their utmost cooperation in observing the expenditure ceilings.
The position in respect of expenditure, so far in the current financial year,
is as follows. Expenditure on major subsidies (viz. food, fertilisers, export
promotion and market development) upto the end of June 1990 was Rs. 1,988
crore which is 23.3 per cent of the budget estimates as against Rs. 2,186 crore
which was 29.3 per cent of the budget for the same period last year. Interest
payments for the period ending June 1990 were Rs. 2,128 crore which is
10.2 per cent of the budget as against Rs. 2,226 crore which was 13.1 per cent
of the Budget in the corresponding period last year. Central assistance to
States for State Plans upto the end of July was Rs. 2,937 crore which is
27.8 per cent of the Budget Estimates as against Rs. 2,407 crore which was
27.3 per cent of the Budget Estimates during the corresponding period last
year. The States' share of taxes, duties and revenue deficit grants upto the
end of July was Rs. 4,560 crore amoimting to 26.9 per cent of the Budget
Estimates as against Rs. 4,355 crore which was 33.2 per cent of the Budget
Estimates during the corresponding period last year.
The position in respect of receipts from direct and indirect taxes is as
follows. In the sphere of direct taxes, collection of personal income tax during
'April-July 1990 was Rs. 819 crore which was 12.1 per cent higher than
Rs. 730 crore during April-July 1989; the collections of corporation tax,
however, during April-July 1990 were lower than during April-July 1989; in
fact, net collections in April and May were negative on account of large
refunds given in the first two months of the financial year, but this is not
indicative of the ultimate trend as the first instalment of the advance tax
becomes due only in the month of September. In the sphere of indirect taxes,
revenue collections from customs were Rs. 6,085 crore during April-July 1990
which were 15 per cent higher than Rs. 5,294 crore during April-July 1989;
collections from central excise during April-July 1990 were Rs. 7,259 crore
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which were 10.1 per cent higher than Rs. 6,592 crore during April-July 1989.
Although there has been a fairly good increase over the collections in the
corresponding period of the last financial year, there has been a slight shortfall
in the customs and central excise collections in the period April-July 1990 in
relation to the target. The shortfall as compared to the target is 1.77 per cent
in the case of customs duties and 0.94 per cent in the case of central excise
duties.
Among capital receipts, market loans aggregated to Rs. 2002 crore up to
the end of July 1990 which is 25 per cent of the Budget estimates, as against
Rs. 1,158 crore which was 16 per cent of the Budget Estimates for the
corresponding period last year. Receipts under special deposits amounted to
Rs. 1,017 crore upto the end of July which is 14 per cent of the Budget
Estimates as against Rs. 904 crore which was 15 per cent of the Budget
Estimates for the corresponding period last year. Net external assistance upto
the end of June amounted to Rs. 644 crore which is 15 per cent of the Budget
Estimates as against Rs. 790 crore which was 21 per cent of the Budget
Estimates for the corresponding period last year. Net small savings collections
upto the end of June, 1990 were Rs. 929 crore as against Rs. 775 crore at the
end of June 1989. According to current indications, the Oil Coordination
Committee deposits budgeted at Rs. 1,400 crore are not likely to materialise
due to the hardening of international oil prices.
On the basis of data and information available so far, it is too early to
make an assessment of what the Budget deficit would be at the end of the
current financial year. For the purposes of monitoring, however, the TechnicalNote which has been placed before the House attempts to assess the likely
outcome for 1990-91 by using available statistical methods and the latest
available data. It must be emphasised that this is not a forecast. The actual
outcome would depend upon government decisions and actual developments
in the remaining eight months of the current financial year.
In conclusion, I would like to state candidly that while we have been able
to achieve a reduction of Rs. 1,500 crore in the Budget deficit so far, as
compared to last year, there can be no room for complacency. Our needs are
large and the pressures on expenditure remain. Success at containing the
Budget deficit will call for the exercise of the utmost fiscal discipline. We
must also recognise the impact of the unfavourable developments on our
borders and the implications of changes in the international environment. In
this situation, in addition to the maximum possible restraint on expenditure,
we will have to redouble our efforts to mobilise revenues. Those who violate
our laws will have to face the heavy hand of the enforcement machinery. I
assure the House that we shall spare no efforts in these areas. In this difficult
task, I seek the cooperation of the entire House.

The Union Minister of Finance leaving his Office just before the presentation of
the Budget in Parhament for the year 1990-91 on 19 March 1990

Professor Dandavate, the Union Minister of Finance in conversation with
Mr. B. Tanimura, the President of Overseas Economic Corporation of Japan
in New Delhi on 25 January 1990

Holding a Pre-Budget meeting with the Industrialists in
New Delhi on 30 January 1990

Professor Madhu Dandavate, the Union Minister of Finance, addressing the
Chief Executives of Public Sector Undertaking in New Delhi on 30 January 1990

In conversation with Mr. Kimimaza Tarumizu, the President of the
Asian Development Bank in New Delhi on 30 April 1990

Addressing a Conference of Economic Editors of the
National Dailies in New Delhi on 7 June 1990

Professor Dandavate, the Union Minister of Finance in a meeting with the
Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) in New Delhi on 20 June 1990

St

With Mr. R. Chongo, the Minister of Conunerce of the Republic of Zambia
in New Delhi on 25 October 1990

Shri H.D. Deve Gowda, the Prime Minister, Shri R Chidambciram, Union
Minister of Finance, and Professor Madhu Dandavate, Deputy Chairman,
Planning Commission, discussing the Draft Approach Paper for the
Ninth Five Year Plan in New Delhi on 29 November 1996

PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

GROWTH WITH SOCIAL JUSTICE*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I quite realise that it is too early to assess the economic
policies of the Government before a fullfledged Budget has been presented
to the House. But even then I feel that the interim Budget also reflects the
economic thinking of the Government and the party in power.
For sometime the cardinal principle of our economic development has
been "growth with stability" and now it has been stressed that the guiding
principle of our development will be "growth with social justice." 'In broader
connotation, it cannot mean anything else but growth with a radical social
change or a social transformation. If this is to be the perspective, the immediate
by-product of this perspective will have to be the eradication of poverty and
also the liberation of our economy from the stranglehold of monopoly. If
these twin objectives are to be fulfilled, it should be absolutely clear that
within the framework of the present structure, it will not be possible for us
to achieve these objectives at all. These objectives are quite laudable. In order
to accomplish them through necessary measures, fiscal and others, it should
be necessary to get rid of all the hurdles in our Constitution which might
come in the way of implementation of progressive policies and programmes.
It is with this constructive approach tfiat I am myself seeking leave of the
House to introduce the Constitution (Amendment) Bill and, I hope, the ruling
party will consider it in all its aspects in order to speed up the economic
programme, and enable this House to bring about necessary changes in the
Constitution.
One of the most important aspects of development should be to socialise
the commanding heights of our economy. If that is to be done, a radical
approach to our economic planning will be required. The most urgent problem
before our country is inadequacy of capitcd. It has been clearly established
that private savings have not been able to provide the necessary capital. We
will, therefore, have to rely more and more on institutional savings. Thus, the
credit institutions, their pattern and their control pose problems of a very
significant order.
We no doubt have the nationalisation of Banks. But mere nationalisation
of banking will not be adequate. There are credit institutions like the general
* LS. Deb., 26 March 1971.
^Participating in the Discussion on General Budget, 1971-72, and on Demands for Grants on
Accounts for the year 1971-72.
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insurance which also will have to be socialised. Let me make it explicitly
clear that socialisation does not mean mere statisation of these institutions.
We must see to it that these institutions are brought in public sector and the
popular image of the public sector is improved. The opponents of the
philosophy of the public sector have made up their mind to undermine the
prestige and popularity of the public sector in the eyes of the people. If the
image of the public sector is destroyed, then, probably, people will persuade
themselves to believe that in the interest of efficiency, we cannot have
expansion of the public sector and that it is better to go back to the private
sector. Therefore, in those fields and industries, where socialisation has been
introduced, the experiment of socialisation must be made a success.
I would concretely point out to the nationalisation of the fourteen banks.
I am not one of those who feel that the importance of nationalisation of
banking becomes less because only fourteen banks were nationalised. In fact,
the basic premise of nationalising only fourteen banks is that those banks
where capital tends to accumulate to a very great extent, should be taken
over first. I think that is the correct approach.
Again we have to convince the country that the nationalised banks are
run on a fairly sound basis and with a greater degree of efficiency and that
the employees having a sense of participation in the management. The
backward sections of our country must have the feeling that the norms of
creditworthiness are being radically changed and the underprivileged sections
will be able to get better benefit in terms of loans. Sir, I am constrained to
remark that such a situation has not been still created.
Again, reverting back to the problem of creating a better and popular
image of the public sector, I feel that there should be an expansion of the
public sector. Specially in the field like consumer goods industries. If the
public sector functions very effectively and efficiently, specially in the
consumer goods industries, I think the popular image of the public sector
industries will improve. It is in this connection that I would like to refer to
one significant aspect of industrial development. One of the most crucial
points and crucial problems of industrialisation is the underutilised capacity
of our industries, both in private and public sectors and one of the reasons
for this phenomena is that there is no proper system of distribution of the
raw materials to these industries. Therefore, I suggest that an autonomous
corporation should be effectively built up, which should take up the
responsibility or procuring, stocking and also equitably distributing the raw
materials. For instance, I would refer to the problem that was recently created
in the textile industry. To a certain extent, the crisis was artificial. Not that it
was fully artificial, but, to a very great extent, it was so. The textile magnates
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thought that they should pressurise the Government, to have more import of
cotton, and thereby see to it that they have wider margins of profits. To some
extent they have already succeeded. There are problems of cotton-growers.
There are also problems of the consumers who have to purchase cloth at very
high prices. Obviously, these problems will have to be tackled. For instance,
I would suggest that we should try to overhaul the entire apparatus of the
National Cotton Corporation. We should widen its power, authority and
scope and it should be possible for the Corporation to see that seed are
provided to the agriculturists, yarn is manufactured and a equitable
distribution of the yam is ensured. Then, on one side, there will be justice to
the cotton-growers and on the other, we will be able to do justice to the
consumers who are actually purchasing cloth at high prices.
Then, there is an urgent problem that is linked up with the price policy.
That is the problem of socialisation of wholesale trade in foodgrains and
other essential commodities. Sir, I am constrained to observe that this very
Government which set up a number of years ago—of course, when I say.
This Government', there is the continuity of Government, in that sense I am
saying—they had adopted a particular policy and they appointed under the
chairmanship of Shri Asoka Mehta, a Foodgrains Inquiry Committee. That
Committee had gone into the problem. They took evidence of experts and
they have come forward with their valuable report. The Asoka Mehta
Committee had recommended that in order to ensure that on the one side,
the problems of the producers and on the other, the problems of the consimiers
are tackled, it is better that we socialise the wholesde trade in foodgrains and
other essential commodities. Sir, I am sorry to say that even after these
reconmiendations were made by the Asoka Mehta Committee, they were not
implemented, at all. Very often that happens in regard to the reports and
recommendations of various Commissions.
The Asoka Mehta Foodgrains Enquiry Committee recommended the
socialisation of wholesale trade in foodgrains and essential commodities. It
was not implemented. The tragic paradox of the situation is that Shri Asoka
Mehta who pleaded for the socialisation of foodgrains and essential
commodities, has now joined the political lobby which is totally opposed to
the socialisation. Probably if his recommendations were implemented in time,
it would have prevented Shri Asoka Mehta from joining this lobby, which is
putting forward a retrograde point of view.
Then I come to the problem of regional imbalances. This problem of
regional imbalances has to be tackled at various levels. This imbalance arises
out of the imbalcince which exists in the infrastructure in various regions. To
give a concrete illustration, I would say, it is necessary that the backward
regions have to be developed with proper means of commumcation. We have
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to develop agro-industrial base in the backward regions. I represent a
constituency from Konkan. Lot of agitation is going on there for the
development of Konkan. It is a backward region. There is no agro-industrial
base in this region of Konkan. Nobody wants to start industry in Konkan,
because the basic difficulty is that there are no proper means of communication
like Railways. It is very difficult to bring about the necessary communication
with other parts of the country for exports in the absence of proper
communication facilities. •
For this reason, capital is shy in Konkan region. If this attitude of shyness
is to go, it is necessary for the Government to provide necessary
communication facilities like Railways. Fortunately, due to pressure from
various sections, the Government decided to have a survey of the BombayMangalore Railway line unfortunately this scheme for Konkan Railway line
is not pursued effectively. In the Konkan region there are a number of villages
where you see bullock carts. During the election campaign our Ministers
went there in helicopters. Villagers in Konkan found a transition from "bullockcart age" to "helicopter age". The missing link is the Railways. This missing
link should be introduced. It is said that Evolutionists know everything about
the missing link except the fact that it is missing. That seems to be the position
in Konkan also.
This particular aspect of extending the Railway line to Konkan has to be
taken up speedily. Unless this is done, it is difficult to remove the economic
imbalance of this region,
I now come to the question of equality. The keynote of a socialist policy
is that there should be stress on equality. It is surprising that not a word of
'socialism' is mentioned in the speech of the Finance Minister. Of course, I
don't go very much by external form; so long as the substance is there. But
substance too is missing. To put socialist content in the economic development
there must be greater equality.
Unless we are able to have measures like capital levy, wealth tax, etc, we
cannot remove the existing inequalities. Unless we take such steps we cannot
remove the tampering peaks of property from our midst. Therefore, I would
suggest that measures like capital levy and wealth tax be firmly formulated
and implemented.
Let me now make a reference to the policy regarding automation. I am
a modernist and I am a socialist, and therefore, I would never totally oppose
automation at all. In modem development and in rationahsation of industries
at a certain stage, automation is inevitable. But, since our Planning Commission
had accepted the approach that in a country like ours at the present stage of
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development, our entire technique of production should be labour-intensive
and not capital-intensive, automation should not be introduced in those fields
and industries where on a very large scale, the employees will be thrown out,
without any prospects of alternative employment, and that too at the present
level of wages. TTiis should be the attitude in this regard.
I shall now refer very briefly to the policy regarding taxation. I am not
one of those who feel that if socialists are in power, there will be no taxation
at all. Only a quixotic attitude can lead to such thinking. I feel that taxation
is boimd to be there, no matter whoever be in power, whether Congress (R)
or Congress (O) or Jan Sangh or Praja Socialist Party SSP (PSP) or Commimists
of any variety. But the socialist approach to taxation is that the policy of
taxation must be such that taxation must be according to the capacity of the
people to bear the taxes, and, therefore, the higher echelons of society must
be made to pay more taxes; and to that extent, the burden of taxation on the
poor must be less. This type of socialist orientation must be there. 1 feel that
if capital levy, wealth tax and such other measures are implemented effectively
there will be no difficulty in narrowing down inequalities.
I shall now briefly refer to agriculture. I do not want to spell out my
views on this matter in detail because I do not have enough time at my
disposal. But one of the key-notes of our entire development will be our
attitude to agriculture, our attitude to problems of land reforms, etc. But, I
am afraid that in spite of such a massive mandate received by the Congress
(R) or Congress (N), whatever you may call it, there seem to be internal
contradictions in the Congress (R) itself. I was very happy to read some
announcement by the Finance Minister; of course, I read it through the papers,
and, it may be wrong also. He is reported to have said that after the elections
are over the richer sections of the peasantry will have to be attended to and
we will have to do something to curb them. But in my own State of
Maharashtra, quick came the comment from the Chief Minister of the State
that all this slogan-mongering must be ended and the rich peasant should
not be frightened at all. Probably, there might be the dialectical approach to
socialism. If internal contradictions develop, there might be progress, and
hence there internal contradictions, 1 hope that a proper approach will be
adopted and our entire policy will be so oriented, and our schemes of
development will be so overhauled that it will not be the richer echelons in
the field of agriculture and industry whose interests wiU be catered to but
those of the imderprivileged will be attended to. It is not the affluence of the
rich, but really the needs and requirements of the poorer sections and
backward sections which must be taken note of. If this is done, and socialistoriented attitude is adopted. I, and my colleagues will always support that
attitude on the floor of this House. Even if some people from among the
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ruling party fumble to support the socialist measures—if there are any socialist
measures—the PSP and other Socialists will continue to support them. But if
we find any lacuna in the socialist measures, we shall vigorously raise our
voice of opposition and fight for putting socialist content in the policies and
programmes to be pursued by the Government.

NEED FOR A NEW MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT*^
Mr. Chairman, the pivotal question is one regarding the methodology we
have adopted for the development and modernisation of our coimtry. The
nucleus of this methodology has, as its fundamental constituents, a number
of economic concepts v^hich underpin but mixed economy and help constitute
the growth model which now seems completely bankrupt and outmoded. A
new model of development motivated by policies designed to foster a radically
different future in which mass of the people are the central theme has to be
evolved.
The other day while the Finance Minister moved for the consideration of
the Finance Bill he had said:—
"The main objectives of the Finance Bill are to simplify and rationalise
the taxation laws and to reduce opportimity for evasion of taxes."
Whatever be the nature of the tax structure, it is meaningless to have
heavy taxation even on the upper echelons of society imless the taxation
machinery is foolproof and there is no loophole in it through which even
large elephants can pass. For example, the continued recognition given by
the tax authorities to the institution of the Hindu Undivided Family, the
numerous exemptions provided for in respect of taxation of income and
wealth and freedom given to the tax-payers in these brackets not even to
declare their agricultural income and wealth in these statements, give enough
room for tax evasion. This, of course, reveals the class character of the
Government.
...Today a large number of rich men in the urban areas transfer a large
portion of their non-agricultural income as agricultural income, as a result of
which there is a lot of tax evasion. The Finance Minister has come forward
to say that it is ultimately a State subject. But only this morning, they have
introduced radical Constitution Amendment Bills and it should be possible
for us to introduce amendments in this very House by which we can
reconstruct the Centre-State relationship for the sake of income-tax and nonagricultural income can be combined and then a definite portion of the total
income-tax can be allocated to States for developmental activity.
* LS. Deb., 28 July 1971.
^Participating in the Discussion on Finance (No. 2) Bill, 1971.
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I must make a little reference to the failures of planiung. The main failures
of Indian planning are not only in the area of growth rates. No development
can proceed unless (a) it is based on the identification of problems at the
grassroot level; (b) there are changes in the social and economic structure
which are significant enough to release millions of poor people from lethargy
and inhibitions created over centuries and given them opportunities for a
better life, and (c) the potentialities for finding partial and complete solutions
to the problems of these people for mobilising local resources are fully
exploited.
None of these can be achieved by the highly centralised macro-planning
of the kind India has had so far.
Dr. Gadgil has said a lot about it. It is, therefore, not surprising that one
of Professor Gadgil's major preoccupations during his tenure in the Planning
Commission was to introduce some kind of system and order into the methods
of transfer of financial resources from the Centre to the States and remove the
elements of arbitrariness and imcertainty not to mention of patronage, which
have characterised such transfer in the last two decades.
The position in this vital area of Centre-State relations is thoroughly
imsatisfactory under these circumstances, the States feel no serious stake in
planning from below. It is, therefore, necessary to examine fully and in depth
the whole set of questions relating to the financial arrangements between the
Centre, the States and various local authorities and the possible ways of re
ordering their respective functions and responsibility in regard to
developmental activities.
The wasteful expenditure in Rashtrapati Bhavan and Raj Bhavans has to
be avoided. If the epitaph of the princes has to be written, it should be
written on, the walls of the Raj Bhavans: "Princes are dead. Long live the
Princes", I hope this will not be the situation.
Again, there are a number of heavy perequisites for Companies,
advertising firms. Minister, etc., and these will have to be curbed. In this
connection, I may only quote that in the famous book Gandhiji—The Last
Phase, Shri Pyarelal has written a very touching introduction. In that
introduction, he says, foreigners come to this country, they see the Ashoka
Hotel; they see huge plants; they see the Raj Bhavans and, when they leave
this country, they only comment, "We have seen India but where is Gandhi's
India," Of course, not Mrs. Indira Gandhi's India. They mean Mahatma
Gandhi's India.
Then, there is lavish display of pomp and wealth at functions where
Ministers and others are present. This will have to be avoided.
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There are failures in the Qoth Control Scheme. The quantum of production
of cloth brought under control, is quite meagre and not available to consumers
at fixed prices. The quantum of cloth has to be made available to consumers
to the extent of 25 per cent at least for controlled variety. That is not available
at fixed prices. The black-marketing is going on.

In conclusion, I say, that all the loopholes in the Cloth Control Scheme
will have to be completely eliminated.
As regards the development rebate also, if development rebate is made
available specially for backward areas and region, that will help the
developmental activities in backward areas and regions. That should be
considered. With these words, I conclude.

DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATION OF INDUSTRIES:
A COORDINATED APPROACH*^
As a Socialist I cannot extend my unconditional and unqualified support
to this Bill, unless some of the anti-labour provisions which are thoroughly
inconsistent with the unanimous recommendations of the Indian Labour
Conference regarding the continued employment, emoluments and service
conditions are completely changed. I would urge the Industries Minister to
ensure that he gets for this bill not merely the support of this Parliament but
also the support of the organised working class and trade unions in the
coimtry. If Aat is to be done, some of these anti-labour clauses will have to
be revised and some completely repealed.
In the original Act of 1951, there are provisions to take over sick industries,
but there has always been an obligation that after a period of 15 years or less,
those industries which are taken over had to be handed over back to those
very persons who have mismanaged them. I am glad under this amending
Bill, there are two provisions in respect of sick industries which will be taken
over by Government. Firstly, Government will have the power to move for
the sale of the undertaking at a reserve price or higher and secondly.
Government will have the power to move for the reconstruction of the
company owning the industrial undertaking with a view to giving the
Government a controlling interest in it. The House may recall that when I
had tabled a calling attention motion on the closure of textile mills, I had
demanded that certain amendments in the existing Act should be made to
see that the sick mills are not handed over to those who have mismanaged
it. At that time, the Minister of Foreign Trade, Shri L.N. Mishra, gave the
assurance that such an amendment would be brought forward. I am glad it
has ultimately come.
There are many industrialists who have been treating Government as
some sort of a health centre or sanatorium. When their imdertakings are sick,
they hand them over to the Government. At the hands of Government, the
industries are put on a proper footing and their profitability increases. Then,
the undertakings are handed back to those who have mismanaged them. I
* L.S. Deb., 16 December 1971.
^Participating in the Discussion on Consideration of the Industries (Development and Regulation)
Amendment Bill, 1971.
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am happy that this state of affairs will completely change after the amendment
of the original Act.
One aspect I would like to raise, which is very relevant, to the
implementation of the Bill. I would like to point out that like the Constitution
Amendment Bill this Bill is also an enabling Bill. It only gives certain powers
to the Government. How the Government will utilize those powers is a very
relevant factor.
In this connection, let me quote certain experiences in connection with
governmental policies and their implementation. On 5 November 1971, an
ordinance was promulgated for the takeover of the industries. However,
when certain important engineering concerns which are also Defence-oriented,
for instance, when Alcok Ashdown, Mackenzies, Bharat Barrel and Drums
Structural Engineering, were closed down, not one of them was taken over
by taking advantage of the power that was given to the Government under
the ordinance. The Bill is only an enabling one. Will they implement or utilize
the provisions of the Bill is very important.
For instance, in the case of Alcok Ashdown I will narrate a very interesting
incident. If no decision is taken by 20th of this month, either at the Central
or State level, this particular concern is likely to go into liquidation. Remember
this is an industry which is Defence-oriented. Unless prompt steps are taken
probably that industry will go into liquidation.
In this connection, let me tell you that even though powers are given by
this amending Bill, there is no proper coordination between the various
Ministries and there is no proper coordination between the State Governments
and the Centre. So, even after the passing of this measure it is quite likely
that you will fail miserably. Therefore, we want an assurance that certain
progressive provisions of the Bill will be vigorously implemented.
In the case of Alcok Ashdown Engineering Undertaking the State
Government of Maharashtra has made a strong recommendation, especially
in view of the emergency, that this particular undertaking should be taken
over by the Government. I met the hon. Minister of Industrial Development.
He is very sympathetic towards the workers. He said, he also wants that the
workers should not be rendered unemployed, but he pointed out his own
difficulty in view of the Bangladesh problem, in view of the problem that
was created by the influx of refugees. He pointed out his difficulties and
suggested that the State Government should take over the industry. The State
Government said that in that case the Finance Ministry will have to come to
their rescue. Whereas the recommendation of the Maharashtra State
Government is that the Centre should take over the industry, the Minister of
Industrial Development at the Centre feels that the State Government should
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take over the industry in consultation with the Finance Ministry, while the
Finance Ministry feels that the Ministry of Industrial Development should do
the job. This is how the coordinated functioning of the three ministries is
going on. I wish they will coordinate their activities. Fortunately or
imfortunately, the State Government and the Central Government in this
particular case belong to the same party. In spite of that, there is no
coordination. Therefore, I would very much urge that in the interests of
industrial development, in the interests of Defence production, in the interests
of trade unions and the employment of labour, they should look into the
matter and ensure that on 20 December this important engineering concern
does not go into liquidation. That will be a test case of the implementation
of the powers which were given to Government under this Bill.
Here I would like to make a reference to the closure of textile mills. We
feel that the sections of this Bill are quite enough and no further enlargement
is needed; enough powers are there but they must be properly used. In the
case of the textile industry we are finding it that textile industrialists have
been creating a scare of artificial scarcity of cotton and they are trying to
pressurise the Government through block-closures to see that they agree to
import a large quantity of cotton, a strategy by which they want to pressurise
the Government to bring down the indigenous price of cotton. If the
indigenous price of cotton comes down then their margin of profit will go
up. That is why they are pressurising the Government. I feel that this is a
conspiracy on the part of the textile magnates. Therefore, the provisions of
this Bill should be utilized in such a manner that the textile mill owners, who
have been responsible for this misconduct and block-closures, should be
treated as guilty of misbehaving with the working classes and harming the
national interests. When such industrial units are taken over under the
provisions of this Bill, they should not afterwards be handed over to those
people who are responsible for mismanaging the industry.
I do not want to spend much time on whatever things have already been
said. I would once more repeat that while the progressive provisions of the
Bill should be properly utilised, all anti-labour provisions of the Bill which
are inconsistent with the recommendations of the Indian Labour Conference
should be completely removed.
One hon. member pointed out over here in the name of rural population
that the urban area people should take note of the problems of rural areas
and, he said, that we should not insist about minimum wages, various facilities
and security about emoluments. Let me point out to the hon. member that
if you are not prepared to assure the security of employment and emoluments,
then the Government has no business to run the industries at all. What even
the most retrograde awards have said, how those who profess in the name
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of Socialism are rejecting by coming forward with a plea that no security
need be offered, no minimum wages clause should be respected and no
security of continued employment should be there. I shudder to think about
the socialist character of these so-called socialist members.
With these reservations and with these qualifications, we will support
the progressive features and aspects of the Bill and, at the same time,
vigorously, oppose all anti-labour provisions. If those provisions are pressed
for vote, my party will be forced to vote against the provisions which are
anti-labour.

TOWARDS A WELFARE STATE‘S
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I beg to move:
'That the Bill hirther to amend the Constitution of India be taken into
consideration/'
I am placing before the House for consideration the Constitution
(Amendment) Bill which seeks to amend the Constitution by suggesting
insertion of new articles 23A, 23B and 23C. The objective of this Bill is to see
that certain basic provisions which are missing from the fundcimental rights
are incorporated there. I would like to see that our Constitution ensures work
and adequate means of livelihood for all citizens; secondly, failing such a
provision of work and adequate means of livelihood, there should be some
sort of unemployment allowance to be given to the unemployed; thirdly,
there should be a monetary assistance to those who have completed the age
of 60 years or who are chronically sick or disabled and, lastly there should
be free and compulsory education for all children upto the age of 14 years.
I may call the attention of the House that when the famous Twentyfourth Amendment of the Constitution was being accepted by the House,
those of us who supported it pointed out that this was only an enabling Bill
and that a test of the enabling Bill would be to utilise the powers given to
Parliament by the Bill, to introduce certain measures through which more
radical means of transformation could be brought about.
There are certain principles which are already enunciated in the Directive
Principles of State Policy. Let me point out to you that when certain principles
are enunciated only in the Directive Principles of the State Policy, these
principles are not justiciable and, therefore, they merely remain vague
generalisations and platitudes and they cannot be implemented. If these
principles are not implemented in practice, the common man can not go to
the court and seek justice. Therefore, through this Constitution Amendment
Bill, all that I am proposing is that just as the fundamental right to property
is accepted by the Constitution, a more fundamental right, the right to work
and adequate means of livelihood, should be accepted by the House.
* L.S. Deb., 4 August 1972.
^Moving the Constitution (Amendment) Bill (A Private Member's Bill) to insert new articles
23A, 23B and 23C.
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We in this House have debated time and again that we want to move in
the direction of an egalitarian society and slogans have been given that we
want to eradicate poverty. But the very test of an egalitarian society will be
that, on one side the property-owners, these people, have the right to property
and it is being treated as a fundamental right, on the other side every citizen
must be able to have and enjoy the right to work and right to adequate
means of livelihood. And if these become the part and parcel of Fimdamental
Rights, then those who remain unemployed will be able to go to the court of
law and demand justice, demand employment, and if employment is
refused...........

As I was pointing out to the House, when we consider the
24th Constitution Amendment Bill, it was made explicitly clear by all the
supporters of the 24th Constitution (Amendment) Bill that since this is an
enabling Bill, once the ParHament becomes supreme and sovereign and if
necessary, even by changing the Fundamental Rights, it should be possible
for us at some stage to introduce a few Fundamental Rights into our
Constitution which are in keeping with the spirit of the new age.
The spirit of the new age demands that not only property becomes the
right but we feel that right to have adequate means of livelihood must also
become a fundamental right and that right, if denied to any citizen, in that
case, that right should be enforceable by going to the court and on the basis
of this background, I have moved this Bill.
Take the problem of unemployment. The problem today is assuming
grave proportions and we find that even on the basis of whatever statistics
that are available, today the dimensions of the problem of unemployment are
simply stupendous. Even the cursory statistics that are available can be
classified into three categories. Very often we are told that this is the backlog
of unemployment or this is the extent of unemployment. But the basis of the
statistics of imemployment is very often the registers/registrations that are
made at the employment exchanges. This does not take into account the
concealed unemployment of those who never take care to go to the
employment exchange cynically because they have no faith in the employment
exd\anges. They do not register themselves as unemployed.
Again, on the basis of the statistics that are available from the Government,
the backlog of unemployment at the end of every Five Year Plan has also
been mentioned but that does not take into accoxmt the under-employment
and also does not take into account especially the concealed unemployment
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at the rural level. But, even if you take these statistics, into account, you will
find that the problem is simply stupendous.
What is the problem as revealed by the registration at the employment
exchanges? Even if you take these registrations into account, in 1968, it was
30,11,642. In 1969 it was 34,23,385 and 1970-40,68,554 and 1971—50,99,999.
As I said earlier, this excludes the under-employment and also those who do
not care to go to the employment exchanges.
Again, what is the backlog of unemployment as revealed by the statistics
given by the planners? These figures are still staggering. At ihe end of the
First Plan, the imemployment mentioned is 5.3 million. At the end of the
Second Plan, it was 9 million. At the end of the Third Plan, it was 12 million
and at the end of the Fourth Plan, it will be 14 million. Sir, again, let me
repeat that this backlog of unemployment in which the concerned
unemployment in the rural areas has been taken into account, but even if we
neglect that, I think the figures are still staggering and they reveal the depth
of the unemplojonent problem.
The Budget amounts for creating employment opportunities have, by
and large, due to lack of proper orientation and necessary machinery of
implementation, remained unutilised. Among the educated and the
uneducated the problem of unemployment is becoming more and more acute.
In almost all Welfare States, there is a provision for old age allowance, to
those who are either sick or disabled, who are not able to undertake any job
at all. To those who are 60 years old some sort of guarantee of that type must
be made. I admit it is not possible for the Government to provide such relief
in all cases. But I would like to stress that if job could not be made available,
some form of unemployment relief must be made available. Some people
may ridicule it as a form of dole. I do not think in a Welfare State employment
allowance is to be described as a form of dole. All the Welfare States have
accepted this idea. I don't think ours is a Socialist State. It is far from that.
But it is in the form of a Welfare State.

It is in the form of a Welfare State. I do concede on that. In a Welfare
State, if large number of citizens remain unemployed, some unemployment
compensation or allowance must be made available to them.
It is stated in the Directive Principles of State Policy that upto the age of
14, there will be free, compulsory education. I will quote from the statistics
made available by the Government itself. In respect of free and compulsory
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primary education, whatever has been stated in the Directive Principles of
State Policy has remained only vague platitude. So far as concrete realities
are concerned, v^re find that this aspect of the Directive Principles of State
Policy has not been realised at all. You will find that upto the age group of
6 to 11, there is some considerable progress and to that extent the Government
deserves congratulations. But if you take the age group of 11 to 14, you will
find that adequate progress is not there. The figures are very revealing. Let
me take few minutes to quote the figures.
In 1946-47 the total number of students on the rolls of schools in the age
group, 6 to 11 years, was 14 million. The total number of persons from this
age group constituted 25 per cent. That is, out of every 100 school going
children, those who attended the school were only 35. In 1950-51 the total
number of students on the rolls were 19.15 million, constituting 42.6 per cent
of those students from that age group. In 1960-61 the figure was 34.99 million
which comes to 62 per cent of the total number of population in this age
group. That is the position. In 1965-66 the figure was 49.72 million, constituting
75.6 per cent of the population. Fortunately, the percentage is going up. In
1968-69 the figure was 55.49 million, coming to 77.3 per cent, of the total
population in this age group. In 1970-71 the figure was 60.11 million,
amounting to 79.6 per cent. In 1971-72, the figure was 68 million on the
school register, constituting 83 per cent of the total population in this age
group. I quite concede that in the age group from 6 to 11, the progress is quite
considerable. What has happened in the next age-group, 11 to 14 years? In
1950-51 the number of students on school registers were 3.12 million only.
This is 12.7 per cent of the total population of children in this particular age
group. This came to 6.7 million in 1960-61, constituting 22.5 per cent. This
again came to 10.34 million in 1965-66, constituting 30.3 per cent. The figures
for 1968-69 are 12.27 nullion and you get a percentage of 32.3 per cent. In
1969-70, the figures were 13.36 million and 34 per cent.
In 1970-71, it was 13.82 million and that comes to only 34 per cent. And
the latest figures available are for 1971-72 and they show that the number is
15 million and this constitutes only 37 per cent of the entire population in
this particular age group of 11-14.
These statistics very clearly reveal quite in contradiction to the earlier
statistics, that right from 1950-51 to 1971-72, the total number of students on
the lists of the schools ranges from 12.7 to 37 per cent. This means that the
majority of the population in this particular age-group which ought to go to
the schools is still out of the schools. This means that our ideal of free and
compulsory education has merely remained on paper, especially as far as this
group is concerned. Therefore, it is very necessary that we try to devise new
schemes and we try to have elaborate prograirunes to reorient oiu- entire
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educational system and thereby see to it that this particular principle of free
and compulsory education up to the age-limit of 11-14 years which has
remained only on the anvil of the Directive Principles of State Policy comes
into reality. If that is not done, in that case, if we put it in Part III of the
Constitution, it would be possible for those guardians to whose children
education has been denied, to go to a court of law and bring about the
enforceability of this particular principle which so far has remained orJy in
the Directive Principles of State Policy.
In this connection, a very significant aspect and a very significant point
develops. A lot of controversy is going on about that point among the
educationists. You know. Sir, that education at present is only a State subject.
If you look at the immensity and the great dimensions of the problem, it is
absolutely clear that if we entrust education only to the States as a State
subject, it will be beyond the means of the State Government to tackle the
problem. But, as one who belongs to the field of education, I would also not
like that education should become merely a Central subject. Especially in the
field of education, over centralisation will be highly dangerous, and, therefore,
as a zna media I would suggest that education should be in the Concurrent
List so that both the Centre and the States would be able to apply their mind
not only in terms of reorienting the schemes of education but also in generating
and mobilising the necessary resources. Therefore, I would suggest that
education should become a Concurrent Subject.
As far as these problems which I have placed before the House are
concerned, whether it be the problem of unemployment or the problem of
the right to work or the problem of compensation or allowances to those who
are unemployed or the right of the children to get free and compulsory
education, from all the elaborate statistics that I have placed before the House,
it will be very clear that though these provisions have remained in the chapter
on Directive Principles of State Policy, they have not been implemented in
great measure. Therefore, only if we incorporate them in Part HI of the
Constitution, there is a possibility of enforcing rights by going to a court of
law and there will be some sort of pressure on the Government also at the
Central as well as the State levels. But if they are not able to implement these
provisions in that case, the citizen has the right to go to the court, and, there
Government is likely to come into difficulty. It is only when there is a threat
and there is some authority which is going to supervise the implementation
of these provisions that every machinery, whether it be at the Centre or in the
States, will try to prop up these provisions and implement the provisions
that are already there and thereby it will be possible for us to see that all
these provisions which are today existing in the chapter on Directive Principles
of State Policy are actually implemented in greater measure.
In conclusion, I would make one reference. As far as traditions are
concerned, specially in our feudal Indian society, as far as vague generalisations
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are concerned, I think we in this country are the tallest among the tall. As far
as propounding spiritual concepts and ideas are concerned, we are second to
none in the world. But when it comes to material implementation of the
schemes, I thmk we lag. There is always a gulf between vague generalisations
and concrete implementation. If this gulf between vague platitudes and
concrete reality is to be completely removed, it is very necessary that the Bill
I have moved should be accepted.
Once in this House I had said just with a sense of humour that someone
coming to Delhi asked what is the latitude and longitude of Delhi, just to
understand the geographical location of Delhi, and he was immediately told
that Delhi recognised no latitude or longitude; it recognised only platitudes.
That seems to be the guiding principle of Delhi. I would like that principle
to be discarded and that can be done only when there is the sanction of
enforceability of these principles in the court of law. With this background,
I have placed my Bill ^fore the House.
The backgroimd for this has already been prepared in various debates
that have taken place. Right from the 24th Constitution (Amendment) Bill, I
think almost the entire House, with a few exceptions who are not prepared
to move vdth the times and act in imison with the new social changes in
society, has already welcomed the Constitution (Amendment) Bill. This Bill
is in furtherance of the objective of that Bill. All that I am seeking is that the
powers which we have taken upto ourselves in that Constitution (Amendment)
Bill be used through the medium of my Bill. The proof of the pudding is in
the eating. We are going to see whether the powers we have taken under the
24th Amendment Bill are going to be used for radical transformation for the
good of the people. Only in that context, I have placed this Bill before the
House.
I will make only one more reference before I sit down. This is directed
to the Minister-incharge. Generally when a non-official Bill is moved and
debate takes place, everyone says that as far as the spirit of the Bill is
concerned, we are in full agreement'. But then they say there are difficulties.
This is just like the fate of an application made to Government. Government
reply sajdng 'we have received your application; it has been kept in the file.
Sympathetic consideration is being given to it and it will be implemented in
due course in the proper manner, if possible'. 1 hop)e my Bill will not be
cynically treated in that spirit. If amendments are necessary to my Bill and
if they are consistent with the spirit of the Bill, I am prepared to accept them.
Not only that; certain radical amendments to it may enrich my Bill. I will be
too glad to radicalise the Bills still further because my attitude has never
been that an amendment is something which has always to be defeated.
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Therefore, I request the House and the Minister to take proper cognizance
of the Bill. At the conclusion of the debate, let the Minister not request me
'While agreeing with the Bill, I request the Mover to withdraw the Bill'. I do
not want that ritual to be repeated. I commend the Bill to the House.

INTENSE FOOD AGITATION IN BOMBAY*^
Sir, I call the attention of the Minister of Agriculture to the following
matter of urgent public importance and I request that he may make a statement
thereon:
"Reported inadequate Central food assistance to Maharashtra resulting
in intensive food agitation in Bombay."

Maharashtra and particularly Bombay city have witnessed in the course
of the last four months intensive food agitations by housewives, kisans, workers
and middle class employees. I would like to remind the Minister that on
26 November massive women's demonstrations were staged. In the city of
Bombay women in thousands marched with rolling pins recording their protest
against the inadequate rations that are being offered to them and they
demanded that a minimum ration of 12 kgs. should be given to the citizens.
On 2 January, there was an unprecedented Maharashtra bandh and the climax
was reached in Bombay when even the railway trains came to a complete
halt. On 23 January again mammoth women's demonstrations took place in
front of the Secretariat as a protest against the treatment meted out by the
Police to the women demonstrators who were demanding a minimum ration
of 12 kgs.
On 24 February, a deafening tali-beating was observed throughout Bombay
and lakhs and lakhs of citizens of Bombay participated in this massive and
vocal demonstration. Bells rang and for whom did the bells toll. Sir? They
tolled for the Naik Ministry, they tolled also for the Indira Gandhi Government
and for Fakhrudin Ali Saheb also they tolled.
They expected that this vocal demonstration would be taken note of and
more Centrd assistance would be available. As an aftermath of this vocal
demonstration there was a police firing and seven demonstrators were killed.
So, on 25 February, there was a climax of all these agitations in the course of
the last four monAs. There was a mammoth demonstration of the citizens of
* L.S. Deb., 28 February 1974.
^Calling Attention to Matter of Urgent Public Importance—Food Agitation in Bombay Owing
to Reported Inadequate Central Food Assistance to Maharashtra.
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Bombay and also representatives coming from the rural areas of Maharashtra
and Maharashtra legislature was completely besieged by the demonstrators.
All roads were completely closed but not a single act of violence took place.
So many housewives participated in the demonstration and the Times o f India
correspondent had said that this was a gherao of the Legislature of which
even the military operators would be really jealous. Such was the mammoth
demonstration that was actually staged by the citizens of Bombay and the
representatives of Maharashtra.
I would like to know from the hon. Minister whether he is conscious of
the fact that today the situation in Maharashtra suffers from the hangover of
the situation created by the drought conditions of last year. Unfortimately,
during the drought period last year, more than 30 per cent of the cattle in
Maharashtra so essential for agricultural activities died as a result of want of
fodder and want of drinking water and as a result of that the peasants were
not able to recoup their position and they were not able to redeem the
agricultural operations even when there were better monsoons.
As the tragedy of Maharashtra would have it, unfortunately, after the
monsoon also came the excessive rains and as a result of that the food position
worsened due to excessive rains and the attack of wik fly on the kharif crop,
especially, jowar. The damage due to these factors accounts for a damage of
25-75 per cent of the indigenous crops in the State of Maharashtra. Bajra was
also infested with ergot and this was a vital factor that was responsible for
the spoiling of the crops. The normal production, the deficit in foodgrains in
Maharashtra and the Central assistance are mutually linked with each other.
Even during the normal production in Maharashtra the Government of India
used to allot on an average 12 lakh tonnes of foodgrains. During the year
following September 1972, the disastrous drought year, the allotment
sanctioned by the Central Government was 24 lakh tonnes as against the
deficit that we incur of the order of 50-62 lakh tonnes. The Central assistance
is not found to be commensurate with the requirements of the deficit areas
of Maharashtra. Comparisons cannot be made with allotments to other States
because the allotments have to be considered in the perspective and in the
context of the percentage of deficit that has arisen in a particular State. There
was considerable reduction in the Central assistance. Maharashtra entirely
depends upon allotment from Centre for wheat. It is a highly deficit State in
rice. I would like the hon. Minister to tell us whether or not it is a fact that
the figures which I am placing before the House are correct. The Government
of India drastically reduced allotment from 2.5 lakh tonnes to 1.7 lakh tonnes
in September and October 1973. It was reduced to 1.4 lakh tonnes in November
and December 1973. Unfortunately, Sir, simultaneously the food position
worsened due to rains and attack of mostly on kharif crops. As I said the
damage due to these factors range from 25 to 75 per cent.
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Fortunately, the ban on the inter-States movement of foodgrains has been
lifted. It was one of the demands of the Maharashtra State so that they would
be able to secure foodgrains from other States which may be able to spare
them. We are indeed happy that the Union Government has taken up this
step of removing this ban. In this connection I would like to know from the
Union Minister as to,—as a consequence of this—what is the quantity of
foodgrains which has been made available to Maharashtra from various States.
There is a very disturbing news which has come up only yesterday.
Newspapers have carried this very disturbing news that from Haryana some
foodgrains have been sent to Maharashtra and there were labels placed on
thousand of bags of wheat coming from Haryana saying, 'Seeds poisontreated'.
Obviously it is a malpractice. Under the label, 'seeds poisontreated' wheat is
sent to Maharashtra and obviously through such malpractice transport of
wheat to Other sectors take place and it will not go to the right channels, and
the vulnerable sections of the society will not be able to get their wheat
quota.
As far as Central assistance is concerned I would like to quote here an
extract from the memorandum submitted by the Chief Minister of Maharashtra
to the Planning Minister. The Memorandum says:
While distributing central assistance due weightage should be given not
merely to spill over of continuing major irrigation and power projects
but also to backwardness in irrigation. This alone can give Philip to
agricultural economy.
This is not what I am saying, but this is what the Chief Minister demanded
from the Planning Minister. I want to know from the Union Minister as to
whether the Central Government has taken cognizance of this memorandum
submitted by the Chief Minister of Maharashtra State.
When there was a bye-election to the Lok Sabha from Central Bombay
the ration quota was increased to 7 kilos in Bombay. The moment election
results were out and our friend the Communist member, Smt. Roza Deshpande
was elected, defeating the Congress candidate, within a few days the ration
was reduced from 7 to 6 kilos. It might be an accidental co-incidence. I don't
want to attribute any motives. But, I would like the Union Minister to tell as
to why this thing happened immediately after the defeat of the Congress
candidate in Central Bombay, why this ration was reduced? It is not left
entirely to the sweet-will of the Minister at the Centre and at the State level.
The Housewives of Bombay organised a massive demonstration as a result
of which the Chief Minister restored that cut in the ration quota that was
introduced. In the city of Bombay ration of 7 kilos is available. But, in
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considerable parts of Maharashtra it is not more than 2 to 3 kilos. I want to
know whether additional Central assistance will be made available, so that
disparity in this regard can be removed between urban and rural cireas. May
I know whether any guidelines have been worked out for all the States
including Maharashtra in order to see that procurement machinery is made
more effective. Will the hon. Minister not agree that unless he is able to
remove the artificial distinction between marketable surplus and marketing
surplus the procurement machinery can never be strengthened?
Sir, I would conclude by telling one thing to the hon. Members. The
people are being blamed for the aggressive type, of agitation that is taking
place. At some places, firing is also taking place against the hungry people.
I would conclude by quoting a great poet, Kusumagraga from
Maharashtra. The people sometimes express their anger in an ugly manner.
You should take note of the discontent of the people. He has rightly said as
follows. In one second I shall conclude with die words of the poet because
they represent the spirit of Maharashtra. This is a beautiful poem. The great
poet of Maharashtra has said as follows about the agony of Maharashtra:

fr

^

The translation is:
''The tongue and the lips do not speak with you
The scar of woxmd, the pangs of heart and the tears speak
Appreciate the bleeding wound of the heart
Do not call Oh! God for the list of crimes committed.

CHECK ON MONOPOLIES AND
RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACHCES*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the hon. Minister is quite right in the sense that
this Amendment Bill actually reflects the demand from various sections which
are opposed to the concentration of economic power and those who are
interested in breaking strangle-hold of monopoly in the country that further
amendments and changes should be brought about in the existing MRTP Act
so that some of the loopholes should be completely plugged.
As far as the present Amendment Bill is concerned, the Bill really emanates
from a number of considerations. No. 1, there was a famous Sachar Committee
which has gone in depth into all the aspects relating to the concentration of
economic power and. strengthening of monopoly and concrete
recommendations have been made by this Sachar Committee. Then, we have
the experience over the decade about the working of the MRTP Act, as it
exists at present. Then, there are also certain important judicial
pronoimcements. They have also indicated certain loopholes in the existing
law. Lastly, there is one important aspect which has not been properly taken
note of-not that totally ignored but diat has not been adequately taken note
of. And that is the consumer protection and that has to be observed. As a
result of all this, the Government felt it necessary to bring forward an
Amendment Bill and some of the recommendations of the Sachar Committee
have, no doubt, been reflected in this. But some of the basic perspectives of
the Sachar Committee are totally missing in this Amendment Bill.
In fact, at the very outset, let me make a request to the hon. Minister that
we are trying to streamline the entire machinery of the Conmiission. When
you are trying to plug the loopholes in the existing MRTP Act and when
basic changes are to take place, after the Expert Committee report on the
subject, it is necessary that rather than hurriedly going through the Bill in the
House, it is better that the entire Bill is referred to a Joint Select Committee.
In fact, it has been my consistent point of view and I would repeat it here on
this occasion, that as far as the money bills, the financial bills and the bills
of the nature of the MRTP Amendment Bill are concerned, it is always better

* LS. Deb., 7 May 1984.
^Initiating the Discussion on MRTP (Amendment) Bill, 1984.
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that every aspect of these bills should be properly scrutinised by the Joint
Select Committee. In fact, I strongly pleaded that there should be a Standing
Finance Committee to which all the Bills whether they are money bills, or
bills arising out of the budget proposals, should be actually referred to and,
after an adequate and comprehensive scrutiny before such a Committee, if
the bills come back before this House, I think those bills will be effective.
Fortunately, I happened to be a Member of the Company Law Amendment
Joint Committee in the Fifth Lok Sabha and though, none of my amendments
ever saw the light of the day in this House, quite a large number of my
amendments were carried in the Company Law Amendment Committee
because at the Committee level, it is only a question of putting forth a
particular point of view on merits and without any partisan consideration,
very often the amendments find a proper echo and reflection in the Committee,
though it does not happen in this House. So much so that sometimes when
you put the amendment to vote which happen to be the amendments from
the treasury benches, if members of the ruling pcirty are not quite attentive,
as to whose amendment it is, sometimes many of them say 'No' because they
take it for granted that the amendment is moved by the Opposition and it
has to be defeated by the ruling party. To that extent, there is a built-in
psychology in this house against the amendments! That being the position,
if all these financial and company law matters and the matters relating to
concentration of economic power or to monopoly or restrictive trade practices,
are referred to such a Joint Committee, a proper scrutiny will be made and
what probably might not be possible at the debating level in the House might
be possible in the scrutiny stage of the Joint Select Committee and from that
point of view, at the very outset I would make a constructive proposal that
the entire amendment bill be referred to the Joint Select Committee and after
proper scrutiny when most of the controversial issues will be amicably settled,
if the Bill comes back to the House, I think that particular bill will be effective
and not weak at all.
I may recall a very interesting feature in this House regarding certain
provisions of the MRTP Act. Section 62 of the MRTP Act makes it obligatory
to see that whenever the cases are referred to the MRTP Commission and the
MRTP Commission's report was submitted to the Government, whether they
be administrative or individual reports, that such reports must be laid on the
Table of the House in both Rajya Sabha as well as Lok Sabha within six
months. In the Fifth Lok Sabha, I was interested in studying a particular case.
I went to the Library and I found that the then Minister of Law did not lay
the report on the Table of the House at all for a considerable amount of time.
I gave a privilege notice against him. He sought the advice of the AttorneyGeneral and he himself quoted in this House—Shri H.R. Gokhale was the
M inister of Law, Justice and Company Affairs then— that "after
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Professor Madhu Dandavate gave this privilege notice against me, we have
also consulted the Attorney-General and he also has admitted that what has
happened in the last few years is really breach of the provision 62 of the
MRTP Act." He gave unqualified apologies to the House and since none of
us was interested in humiliating any particular member of the treasury benches
or a Minister, we straightway accepted that particular regret from the treasury
benches and from that time onward, we find that this practice of scrupulously
observing Section 62 of the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act
has been rigorously followed. If one remains vigilant, certain provisions of
the Act which are extremely necessary from financial perspective, will become
effective.
I am not referring to this aspect as only a question of academic right of
raising the question of privilege for ensuring that certain provisions of the
MRTP Ac^ are implemented. There are certain financial consequences which
arise if this provision 62 of the MRTP Act is not effectively implemented. For
ii\stance, there are Tariff Commission reports and MRTP Conunission's reports.
Some of these Reports have already been submitted to the Government. If
they are not laid on the Table of the House, the question of taking action on
the Reports will not arise. In the meantime, the concerned business houses
and, monopoly houses come to know about the findings of the MRTP
Commission and they are able to manipulate things in such a manner that by
the time the implementation takes place, you will find that they will again
be able to escape the clutches of law. It can happen in the case of Tariff
Commission, in the case of MRTP Commission, in ihe case of so many other
Commissions. So, whenever we raise the question vigilantly, it is not merely
a question of academically exercising our right to have a proper
implementation of various sections of the Act but, if there is a violation of
this Act, there are certain financial consequences resulting in a certain loss to
the economy of the country, and that is why we are insisting. Today also
when some of us in the Opposition point out certain lacunae even in the
existing Bill, it is with the desire to see that the monopolists' stronghold on
the economy is weakened, that they are not allowed to take advantage of any
loopholes in the Act you are formulating. The business houses and the
monopoly houses are functioning so efficiently and effectively in the country
that the moment your Ministry goes ahead with the exercise of plugging
certain loopholes, they also set up an expert team, even simultaneously, to
try to find out, even if those loopholes are plugged, still what are the loopholes
that will be left out. They go on adjusting their policies and functioning in
such a manner that they will be able to explore fresh loopholes when you
have plugged the old loopholes. Therefore, they are very conscious about
that. We have also to be very conscious about our responsibility, and that is
the reason why I would like to raise certain points.
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Firstly, let me raise the question of reference of vcirious cases to the MRTP
Commission. You can very Ccirefully go through the experience of the last
several years. Everything is documented. Fortunately for us, the Sachar
Committee report has also given the viewpoint of some of the members of
the MRTP Commission, what difficulties they encounter while functioning as
members of the MRTP Commission. They have also foimd out from a number
of trade unionists as to what were their complaints about the monopoly
houses, and on the basis of that, they have given certain findings which are
extremely important. How are the cases referred to the MRTP Commission?
Are there any set guidelines and norms on the basis of which cases are
straightway referred to the MRTP Commission? You will find that
unfortunately even the reference of individual cases to the MRTP Commission
is left to the arbitrary discretion of the Government, to the discretionary
power of the Government. As a result, if the Government is interested in
protecting certain cases, they will ensure that those cases are not referred to
the MRTP at all. This has happened in a number of cases. It is not that I am
saying something which is hypothetical. I have with me the report of the
high powered expert Committee on companies and MRTP Act presided over
by Shri Sachar. Here on page 250, paragraph 20.13, it is stated:
"While in the initial years the Government made quite a few references
to the Commission, the flow of such references to the Commission
almost dried up in the later years. Thus, out of 246 cases under sections
21 and 22 of the Act finally disposed of by the Government between
January 1974 and December 1976, 227 cases were decided without
reference to the Commission and in only 19 cases the Government's
decision was given after obtaining the report from the Commission.
Out of these 19 cases, three cases were recommended by the Commission
for rejection and these recommendations were accepted by the Central
Government. Of the remaining 16 cases, three proposals fell through
and the Central Government accorded approval in the other 13 cases
subject to revised conditions."
The Sachar Committee, an expert Committee which studied in depth
counting on the experiences of various business organizations and monopoly
houses and the working of various institutions, have discovered that, in the
period under consideration, out of 246 cases which were actually brought
before them, 227 cases were disposed of—^by the Government without
reference to the Commission and only 19 cases were referred to the MRTP
Commission. Now this happens because the Government always adopts a
partisan view. I do not want to make a blanket allegation against the
Government. But we must institutionalise our law and institutionalise it in
such a way that whether Mr. X is in power or Mr. Y is in power, whether
someone who has interests linked up witiK business interests or someone
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completely free from them, no matter whichever individual is heading certain
agencies and certain Departments, they should not have the discretionary
powers to see that the basic objectives of the MRTP Act are themselves
defeated. That is the reason that this discretionary power given to the
Government to refer the cases to the MRTP Commission, that power itself
has to be removed. Therefore, definite guidelines and norms have to be set.
This is regarding reference.
But what about reports which are already submitted by the Commission
on the cases referred to the Commission? Leave aside the cases which do not
see the light of the day as far as the Commission is concerned, but after using
their discretionary powers, after screening the cases, when the Gk)vemment
sends certain cases to the MRTP Commission and the MRTP Commission
sends all sorts of reports—administrative reports as well as individual
reports—what is the experience of the MRTP Commission, what is the
experience of the monopoly houses and what is the experience of the
Parliament? There again we find that the MRTP Commission has full freedom
to examine the cases, they have full freedom to make the recommendations,
but they have no freedom to insist that their recommendations must be
rigorously pursued and implemented. Here again the discretion is left to the
Govenmient. I am very sorry to find that even in the amending Bill no such
norms are being evolved where on the basis of those norms and guidelines
automatically the cases vdll be referred to the MRTP Commission and once
the MRTP Commission takes cognizance of those cases and makes
recommendations, there is no provision in the amending Bill where on the
basis of certain accepted norms and principles when these reports and
recommendations come, straightaway they will be implemented without
tampering with the report. Even that buUt-in safeguard is not there. This is
another lacuna and if this lacima is allowed to continue, I think it wall be
disastrous. This point should be taken note of. Unfortunately we have a
report in which the danger has been pointed out. The Sachar Committee
Report tried to find out what is the trend. The trend is one of bypassing the
MRTP Commission and not implementing the recommendations made by
the MRTP Commission and as a result of that, aUowing the assets of the
monopoly houses to go up and aUowing the economic concentration to take
place. Referring to this phenomenon the report says on page 251, Sec. 20.15:
"The Monopolies Commission had anticipated this tendency and raised
this point way back in its Second Annual Administrative Report laid
before the Parliament in 1972. The Report said, the Commission has,
however, observed that a number of cases of large magnitude and
importance to the economy were decided by the Central Government
without reference to the Commission... But Ae Commission is not able
to understand the policy which is being pursued in this respect.... The
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Commission cannot help feeling that there is some incongruity in that.
Some times cases not involving any major issue were referred to the
Commission while others which would prima facie involve important
considerations are not so referred.... It would be much better if clear
guidelines are laid down by the Government regarding the cases to be
referred to the Commission and otherwise. The Department of Company
Affairs answered this criticism in the Annual Reports for 1972 to 1974
by pointing out that the majority of the cases could be decided without
further inquiry as the applications and information being submitted by
MRTP undertakings were generally found to be complete and in
accordance with the revised industrial policies of the Government (New
Industrial Policy Statement was announced on 2 February 1973 spelling
out, inter-alia, the industries open to large houses), it had not been
considered necessary to make any reference to the Commission."
Sir, this is actually what is happening. Further it is stated:
'"Whatever may have been the reasons underlying the disposal of almost
over-whelming number of cases by the Central Government itself
without making a reference to the Commission, it cannot be imagined
that, when in the Act provision was made giving a discretion to the
Central Government whether or not to refer the matter to the
Commission it would lead to the situation of almost total elimination
of the role of the Commission. Criticism, therefore, that the Commission
has ceased to play any effective role in the consideration of the matters
relating to concentration of economic power, as visualised in sections
21, 22 and 23 cannot but be held to be justified. No doubt, on the other
hand, sometimes, it is said that there is an in-built resistance to allow
expansion or setting up of a new undertaking by large houses on the
part of the Central Government. Facts, however, show that in the assets
of the large business houses, there has been a considerable increase
right through all this period. The Monopolies Inquiry Commission had
estimated that in 1963-64, the assets of non-Govemment and non
banking companies amounted roughly to Rs. 5,552.14 crore. The latest
figures for top 20 business houses which are registered under the MRTP
Act show that the value of assets has risen from Rs. 2,430.61 crore in
1969 to Rs. 4,465.17 crore in 1975, the percentage of increase of assets
between 1972 and 1975 being 68.6. It is interesting to note that in 1975
the first two large industrial houses of this group of 20 (i.e. 10 per cent)
had assets of Rs. 1,768.49 crore which works out roughly to 40 per cent
of the total assets of the top 20 industrial houses."
Sir, I have deliberately quoted it. What exactly is the achievement of the
Sachar Committee? It is not something which is spoken of in a market place
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or some criticism by a trade unionist. I am giving you the findings and they
have to be taken note of. There are certain crucial recommendations made by
the Sachar Committee. They wanted the norms and guidelines to be fixed.
Secondly at present the decision whether a particular case arising under
Chapter HI is to be referred to the MRTP Commission is decided by the
government and over 92 per cent of the cases are decided by the Government
itself. The Sachar Committee has recommended that MRTP Commission's
report should be treated as final. It should be treated as an expert autonomous
body and, therefore, what is said by it should have the weight of statutory
provision. I quote:
"Even in the matter of monopolistic trade practices the Act at present
leaves it to the Government to decide whether to implement
Commission's recommendations.
Sachar Committee's recommendation opposes discretioneuy power to
Government."
They opposed such a discretionary power and I feel some sort of
amendment to that extent will help us bringing about the necessary change.
Then decision about inter-connections:
"The question whether certain units are 'inter-connected in terms of the
MRTP. Act is decided by the Government and not by commission."
This is a fine point. If you allow the government the sole authority to
decide in the case of number of units under dispute as to whether there are
inter-connections that exist or not in that case of lot of manipulations take
place and this aspect should be handed over to MRTP Commission and their
decision taken as final.
I now come to the powers of deciding:
"Powers of deciding on cases of take over etc. which are being transferred
from the Companies Act to the MRTP Act are being kept with the
Government."
I think this has to be taken note of. Here I would again make a reference
to another main recommendation and this is what the Sachar Committee had
said about Take-over.
Section 23 (4) provides for acquisition by purchase or takeover or otherwise
the whole or part of an undertaking. Here also, the reference to the
Commission is at the discretion of the Central Government. We feel that this
is an area in which some cases at least should receive the benefit of an
objective examination by an expert body like the Commission. Accordingly
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we recommend that the applications to acquire by purchase takeover or
otherwise shall be compulsorily referred by the Central Government to the
Commission in the following cases and the Commission will be competent to
dispose of it and pass final orders on them:—
(i) Any proposal relating to acquisition by purchase, take-over or
otherwise of the undertaking which togeAer with the shares, if
any, to which the transferee is already beneficially entitled or in
which the transferee already has a beneficial interest, carry the
right to exercise or control the exercise (in the case of a public
limited company) of 33.33 per cent of more of the voting power at
any general meeting of the company proposed to be acquired;
(ii) The cost of purchase or acquisition exceeds Rs. three crore; or
(iii) Where the acquisition by purchase, takeover or otherwise is likely
to result in the creation of a dominant undertaking within the
meaning of section 20 (b) of the Act.
It is a very valuable recommendation, and it has been exploited by a
number of financial journals and I hope and trust that even at this stage he
will be able to take note of this and will be able to come forward with
necessary alterations and amendments. Government's discretionary power
must be curtailed and MRTP Corrunission should be treated as some sort of
an autonomous orgeinisation or institution. I know you are looking at the
watch. I will not go into the consumer aspect in detail because I have tabled
five amendments.
These five amendments are self-evident. No doubt the hon. Minister's
Bill has taken into accoimt the need for protecting consumers interest. But I
want to tighten that. If Smt. Dandavate had been present she would have
taken more cognisance of consumers interest. I had tabled five amendments.
These are self-explanatory; all that the amendments seek to do is to safeguard
the interest of the consumers to the best of our ability. In spite of that certain
loopholes will also arise. There will be some scope for manipulation and so
on. But if these five amendments are accepted I am sure that it will go a long
way in the matter of protecting consumers' interest in this country and I
hope the hon. Minister will give attention to this aspect of the matter. Let me
say this in the end on the amending Bill. They would like to flaunt this
amending Bill as a badge of their radicalism. But in the absence of various
provisions I have suggested which will curtail the discretionary power of the
Government, in these days when Government is guided by electoral interest,
the Bill with its lacimae is likely to be utilised as instrument of patronage and
favour, as an instrument of building up funds for ruling party. I don't want
that to happen, whether the Congress party is in power or whether the Janata
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Party is in power or let us imagine for a moment if the Communist party is
in power. Whatever be the party in power if these discretionary powers cire
left in the hands of the Govenrment—whichever be the Government of the
day—the Government is likely to be a victim of pressurisation from certain
big houses. In the exchange they are likely to get certain favours and benefits
and accrue certain financial gains for them. In order to avoid that and to
insulate against such acts of corruption and irregularities, I hope the
hon. Minister will take into account the various suggestions that I have made
and I will be the happiest person if he allows the entire Bill to be referred to
a Joint Select Committee for a thorough scrutiny. After the Bill has been
thoroughly scrutinised and streamlined and when it comes before the House,
the hon. Minister will find that there will be greater acceptance of the Bill
than what it is today

MEASURES TO ERADICATE POVERn*^
Madam Chairman, I beg to move:
''That this House expresses its concern over the failure of the
Government to lift vast sections of the masses above the poverty line
and demands concrete measures to eradicate poverty from Ae country."
Madam Chairman, for a country like India—a developing coimtry—the
problem of priorities is of extreme importance. In a country Uke ours, huge
expenditure on expensive Asiad or five star hotels or huge tourist centres or
colour TV or for that matter on metro railway cannot be a priority in this
land of Gandhiji. Eradication of poverty and the necessary developmental
projects which will assist this process are really speaking the priorities. Our
concern for eradication of poverty from five lald\ villages in the country and
also the poverty of the urban poor-that has to be the priority and looking
from that point of view all the policies need to be re-oriented.
Madam Chairman, permit me to say that in a country like India in the
developmental projects what we find is that more and more people are going
below the poverty line. I think those who live below the poverty line can be
described as orphans of our development and we have too many orphans of
development in our country and that is the tragedy of our country.
While analysing the entire problem of poverty and taking cognisance as
to how the problem of poverty is being tackled and what type of new projects
and new development schemes are required let us first start with the very
concept of poverty. How do we define poverty? There are various ways in
which 'poverty' has been defined in different countries but as far as our
coimtry is concerned even the existing Planning Commission has accepted a
certain connotation of poverty line and during this discussion I would like
to proceed on that basis.
According to the Planning Commission all the persons who are not able
to have in rural areas consumption of calories of the order of 2,400 or those
inhabitants of the urban areas who are not able to have consumption of 2,100
calories, they are supposed to be the people living below the poverty line.
* L.S. Deb., 18 January 1985.
^Moving the Resolution Re. Measures to Eradicate Poverty and also participating in the discussion.
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That is the old concept and the present Planning Commission has already
accepted this concept. This is in terms of calories.
If we try to have it in terms of income equivalent on the basis of
1979-80 prices it will come to Rs. 76 per capita per month in the rural
areas. Remember, Rs. 76 per capita per month in the rural areas and
Rs. 88 per capita per month in the Urban areas. These are supposed to be
income equivalents of poverty line.

I am quoting the figures from the Economic and Political weekly in which
the Advisor to the Perspective Planning Division of the Planning Commission
under his own signattire has given this figure.

Anyway, I am proceeding on the basis of my own conclusions drawn
from the documents wluch are on the basis of certain articles written and
signed by certain individuals. If you come to the equivalent of 1983 prices in
that case it is Rs. 108 per capita per month in rural areas and Rs. 130 per
capita per month in urban areas. These have been calculated on the basis of
a packet which contains bare requirements of food and certain non-food
requirements. They are taken together and on the basis of that the entire
packet has been worked out. If you accept this as a concept and as definition
of poverty line it is interesting to note what are the dimensions of poverty in
this country. The dimensions of poverty also can be explained on the basis
of available data.
I will not speak without reference., I would like to place before the House
as far as possible authentic information. Here I have the Economic and Political
Weekly of April 1984. There is an article by Shri S.P. Guha, Adviser, Perspective
Plaiming Division of the Planning Commission. I quote those figures. What
is the exact estimates of people living below poverty line? Of course there are
varying estimates. But, I would like to stick to those estimates which are
acceptable to Shri Guha who is Adviser to the Perspective Planning Division
of the Planning Commission. In 1961 it is estimated that 240 million persons
lived below the poverty line. In 1978 the estimate which was prepared
mentions that 309 million lived below poverty line. Of course there is one
more estimate. Enough documents are not available. But some research
scientists have worked on that. Their estimate is this. In 1978 not 309 million
lived below poverty line but 370 million. So the two probable figures available
are 309 or 370 million. The same author gives this figure. The annual increase
in the nimiber below poverty line is 3.6 million persons per year. Of course,
it takes cognizance of the fact that some persons who were below poverty
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line were lifted due to various anti-f>overty measures taken by Government.
At the same time because of renewed unemployment or because certain
productive assets have not been made available in rural and urban areas
certain new sections are driven below poverty line. If you take the aggregate
number it is estimated that on an average the annual increase in the number
below the poverty line is 3.7 million persons per year. Roughly we can say
that each year that passes adds to the persons below the poverty line an
addition of 307 million persons. If that is the proposition what is the poverty
ratio? An important indicator of poverty is the ratio of number of people
living below poverty line divided by the country's total population. Here we
find that poverty ratio turns out to be 46.45 per cent on the basis of earlier
estimates. If the subsequent estimate of 370 million is taken as correct, then
what happens is this.
In that case the higher estimate on poverty ratio appears to be
56.6 per cent. A simple meaning of these facts is that either 46.45 per cent of
India's population lives below the poverty line or 56.6 per cent of India's
population lives below the poverty line.

The figure that has been given by the hon. Minister, that is, 42 per cent
is also bad enough as far as the poverty is concerned. Then again, in
2000 A.D. if you project these figures, it is estimated that 394 million will be
living below the poverty line, a disastrous picture. Of course, it is not always
proper to mechanically project the same figures into the future. But after all,
in economics the method of extrapolation is always utilised and, therefore, I
have utilised that methodology of working out the figures for the future. We
can imagine that if the same pace continues and at the same rate at which
every year 3.7 million people are added to the number of people living below
poverty line, a dangerous proposal will emerge and in the year 2000 A.D. we
might have 394 million people living below the poverty line. What will it
mean? It will mean that in the year 2000 A.D. itxose who live below the
poverty line in India will be more than the population of India when India
became free in 1947.
Whether we sit on the side of Opposition or the Treasury benches, the
fact would be that in 2000 A.D. the number of persons living below the
poverty line are going to be 394 million, that is, more than the population of
India when India was liberated in 1947. It is a staggering proposition and a
dangerous proposition and therefore that is to be met. When my friend,
Shri Biju Patnaik, the former Chief Minister of Orissa was sitting by my side
in the morning, I tried to find out certain figures relating to Orissa which is
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considered to be an extremely under-developed territory of our country. I
was told that in 1961 when Shri Biju Patnaik happened to be the Oiief Minister,
he had quoted on the floor of the House as the Chief Minister of Orissa I was
told of the figure of 35 per cent—that 60 lakh persons were below the poverty
line in Orissa and in 1984, it was 85 per cent. That means 2.7 crore live below
the poverty line in Orissa. I am deliberately choosing an illustration, cm
extremely backward area in the country where the per capita income is
extremely low, where priorities for developmental activities are very low and
where we find operations of economic activities are extremely low. Then,
what about the findings of the National Sample Survey of 1983? I would
refer to the latest National Sample Survey Report. The latest National Sample
Survey was conducted in 1983 and let me record my strongest protest that
though a number of Economists have demanded repeatedly, ^oug^ a number
of rese^ch fellows and scientists have demanded consistently that the National
Sample Survey findings of 1983 should be made available to the public, even
to this date the National Sample Survey findings are not made available to
the public. I hope the new young Prime Minister will direct all the departments
concerned to collect the findings of the National Sample Survey of
consimiption expenditure made in 1983, so that we can discuss the proposition
in the light of the latest figures that are made available. The Government is
sitting tight over the findings including tiie persons below the poverty line.
Latest figures are not available. We are only going back to some of the earlier
findings that are available. Even if we take recourse to what has been said in
the Five-Year Plan, we will be taking recourse to the old statistics. My friend
will agree with me that the latest figures of 1983 have not been made available
to this House. Parliament will know the latest picture of poverty only in the
eventuality of making those figures available to us.
The per capita income growth from 1961 to 1978 is only 1.4 per cent per
year and the poverty ratio have remained almost unchanged in this particular
period and that is how the problem of poverty in this country has become
exb-emely stupendous. Let us try to go into the causes of this poverty in the
coimtry before we go to measures and streamlining of these measures which
are anti-poverty measures in the country.
The first and foremost aspect is the unequal distiibution of land and
other productivity assets and skills. We can very well estimate roughly that
25 per cent of the population is landless and 8 per cent of the population is
unemployed in rural and urban areas. At any point of time in India about
21.5 million persons are supposed to be unemployed. Some who have got
employment, might lose it in the course of time, some may become
unemployed and some may get employment. If we take into accoxmt the
aggregate picture, it is estimated that at any point of time in India
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21.5 million persons are unemployed. This has also contributed to the
dimensions of poverty.
Then, we have low per capita income growth and, therefore, there is hardly
any trickling down. There are low land holdings without availability of inputs
like seeds, water and fertilizers. And, here, Madam, I do not want to take
much of your time, because the aggregate time that you are going to give to
this discussion is nearly two hours, and obviously the time that I should take
has to be commensurate with the aggregate time. I do not, therefore, want to
waste time of the House, but only make a mention of a very interesting
document.
I have with me 'An Economic Assessment o f Poverty Eradication and Rural
Unemployment Alleviation Programmes and their Prospects' prepared by the
Institute of Financial Management and Research, Madras. It is a reputed
organisation of social and economic scientists. They have a number of teams
of workers, and they have been able to get the cooperation of R.M. Hanavar,
V.M. Gumaste, K. Seetharam and Kala Rangachari. With the help of these
eminent men, they have been able to compile the report. They have given
various charts and figures in which we are able to find out how actually the
various assets in this country are extremely meagre. I do not want to take
much of your time, but would only indicate these figures. As far as these
charts are concerned, they try to indicate how uneven is the distribution of
assets. The distribution of income and distribution of assets is extremely bad.
For instance, the chart that is given on page 3 of this report indicates that as
far as durable household assets are concerned, they are only 5 per cent,
livestock 6 per cent, implements and machinery 3 per cent, land 66 per cent
and dwellings 20 per cent. This is the distribution of various assets. As I told
you earlier, 25 per cent are landless.
Now, other features of Indian villages. In 1981, out of 5.5 lakh villages in
the country, nearly 2 lakh villages did not have a satisfactory or assured
source of drinking water. Consequently waterborne diseases like cholera and
guinea-worms were common. A recent study made by the Programme
Evaluation Organisation of the Planning Commission has shown that even
where such facilities were available, the Scheduled Castes and other weaker
sections did not benefit much from them. This is the conclusion that they
have drawn.
The report further says that from this discussion, it is clear that poverty
and absolute deprivation are widespread in Indian villages. According to the
Sixth Five Year Plan documents, in 1979-80, one out of every two persons
was suffering from absolute poverty in rural India.
As my friend, the hon. Minister is very much enamoured about the Plan
Document, I am quoting this document now. According to the Sixth Five Year
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Plan document, in 1979-80, one out of every two persons was suffering from
absolute poverty in rural India. That means in rural India, 50 per cent of the
population is living below the poverty line. This is the position. There are so
many documents and so many programmes and their consequent results
have been mentioned in this particular report.
I do not want to take the time of the House by going into them. But, what
is the remedy? To eradicate poverty in the country, what is being done? What
is the inadequacy of the existing sources and various measures that are
adopted by the Government? The growth rate must go up by 6 to 7 per cent.
I am referring to the aggregate growth, i.e. agricultural and industrial growth.
Unless we are able to ensure in this country an aggregate growth of 6 to
7 per cent, it will not be possible for us to meet the requirements of the task
of eradicating poverty in the country. Then only we can be sure that
unemployment will decrease. Incidentally I may mention that in China the
growth rate for the last twenty years is about 5 f>er cent. Even then, the
problem is not completely solved. But they are able to eradicate poverty to
a great extent. Population growth rate in this country is 2.2 per cent for the
last twenty years. It has to be at least half of that. Of course, if we are able
to achieve a zero growth rate of population, that will be an ideal solution. But
knowing the potentialities of the people of this country, I am afraid, probably
zero growth rate will not be achieved. But at least we should be able to halve
this rate.
Land reforms are almost out of the agenda of various State Governments.
No doubt, there are certain radical postures in certain Governments, but by
and large, the problem of ceiling and effective implementation is just absent
and as a result of that, you wiU find that the problem of eradication of
poverty has become extremely difficult. In urban areas, as far as the organised
sector is concerned, it is able to organise itself effectively and as a result of
that the organised sector is the beneficiary of certain economic propositions.
But as far as the unorganised sector is concerned, whether it is in the urban
or the rural areas, it remained totally neglected and as a result of that the
problem of poverty has become extremely difficult.
What is the way out? Measures are required to be streamlined. Various
anti-poverty measures should be streamlined. We have the Integrated Rural
Development Programme (IRDP). We have the National Rural Employment
Programme (NREP). We have the Rural Landless Employment Guarantee
Programme (RLEGP). All these programmes need to be streamlined. Look at
your own experience. What are the ways in which these are being
implemented? Unless every rural worker and not necessarily landless one, is
included in this scheme of National Rural Employment Programme, we cannot
tackle the problem effectively. I represent a constituency which is 90 to
95 per cent a rural parliamentary constituency and I can tell you this from
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my own experience in a rural parliamentary constituency and also in many
other parts of the State which are rural areas. I can tell you that people,
whether they belong to the Ruling Party or the Opposition, almost all of
them from Aeir own experience at the present moment, have come to the
conclusion that any rural worker, not necessarily the landless, should be
included in the RLEGP Scheme. And the reason is the small peasant, who has
just half a hectare or one hectare, works on his own land and he and even
the other members who work on the land have to be included and for that
a change is necessary. Then the merger of NREP and RLEGP Schemes is
absolutely necessary. At present in the implementation of these schemes,
there is a restriction on the number of days that a Worker has to work.
Unfortunately, the position in the rural areas is such that this particular
restriction regarding the number of days for which the workers are forced to
work cannot be satisfied and as a result of that they are unable to become the
beneficiaries of these particular schemes. And, therefore, I further propose
that this particular condition regcirding the number of days of work need not
be imposed.
Let us come to the Food for Work programme. This is one of the important
schemes I welcome it. When Janata Party was in power, we tried our best to
implement this scheme. I am very happy to recapitulate that during the
Janata regime when we implemented it during 1977-79, 5 million tonne of
foodgrains were made available to it, to be given to the workers who were
working under this scheme. It succeeded to a very great extent.

Again, the Minister will agree with me. I will quote the Planning
Commission........ Why do you want to exercise your right of ignorance? For
the edification of the hon. member and for confirmation from the hon. Minister,
I shall quote from the Evaluation Committee. The Planning Commission itself
has recently appointed an Evaluation Committee to evaluate the success of
the Food for Work and Antyodaya programme, in their own words—I shall
never forget them. I will quote what the Evaluation Committee of the Planning
Commission has said. It has Scdd that the schemes like Food for Work and
Antyodaya Programmes which were undertaken between 1977 and 1979
helped the poorest of the poor. This is the word that has been used by the
Planning Commission's Evaluation Committee. These are not the words of
Madhu Dandavate. Please take note of it. Therefore, I do not look at it from
a partisan angle. Even when the present Government undertakes the scheme
and elaborates it and extends it to a number of regions, if it succeeds I will
be the first to congratulate the Government for implementing the Food for
Work Programme, I am only telling you that even the Evaluation Committee....
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I have very carefully said that the Food for Work Scheme has not been
discarded. I made it very clear. I said that it should be extended to further
areas. More foodgrains should be made available.

I will give the hon. Minister figures also. Earlier 5 million tonne were
made available for the Food for Work Programme. Now according to available
information, half a million tonne were made available. Therefore, my
constructive proposal is: go on stepping up the supply. Fortunately, you are
in a position to supply more foodgrains for the Food for Work Scheme. I
congratulate you: you have 21 miUion tonne of foodgrains in your buffer
stock. Utilize them, not only to give to the consumers and to the fair price
shops, but also utilize them to give foodgrains to the various schemes that
you have launched yourself and which you want to expand. All that I am
suggesting is: Do not keep these schemes in cold storage. Try to tighten them
up. If today only half a million tonne of foodgrains are made available for the
Food for Work Programme, more should be made available.
In IRDP and NREP schemes, there is massive corruption. I have come
across this allegation from a large number of people who are involved in
these programmes on the rural side. That is why I make this allegation. I can
point out to you that some members of the ruling pcirty themselves have
complained and publicly written articles pointing out that there is Icirge-scale
corruption in these schemes. Articles have appeared in Maharashtra; articles
have appeared in different States. I am not happy that corruption takes place.
I do not want my politics to thrive on the corruption.

One of the members of the ruling party is confirming what I have said.
So, I am not taking any partisan attitude. It is the experience of all those
people who come from rural constituencies—even the village authorities,
various officers and bureaucrats are involved in a large number of corrupt
practices. Therefore, this particular scheme has to be tightened up, I do not
want to throw the baby with the bathwater, because some people are indulging
in corruption. The good schemes that the Government has launched, I do not
want those schemes to be thrown away and, therefore, I repeat, I do not want
to throw the baby with the bathwater. I only want corruption to be eradicated,
because if these schemes become successful, that will be a great instrument
in eradicating poverty on the rural side. In Economic journals they have
made a rough estimate. Some of the economic, scientists have worked out
and quantified this corruption impact; and they have said that as a result of
this corruption which exists in these schemes, 60 per cent of the benefits
which ought to go to the poorer people are not able to reach the poorer
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people; that is the end impact of the corrupt practices in this field and,
therefore, they should be removed. There are technical defects in IRDP
schemes. They should be removed by providing a proper infrastructure. You
go to the officers who are involved in running the schemes, you go to the
planners who support these schemes, you go to the members of the ruling
party in the rural areas, they say, the schemes are good but the necessary
infrastructure is absent; and therefore, if a proper infrastructure is built up,
these schemes can give you better benefits.
Not more than 25 per cent of the beneficiaries of the schemes are lifted
above the poverty line for years. If you take the statistics you will find as a
result of these schemes and other schemes how many people are lifted above
the poverty line; and you will also find that that figure is not more than
25 per cent.
Then there is a scheme of Antyodaya, This scheme tries to identify
5 poorest families in every village and tries to make them stand on their own
legs by giving them the productive assets and various types of implements.
I think this scheme so far has been made effective only in a limited number
of regions. I am sure this scheme can be extended to almost all the areas.
Here a veterain Gandhian like Professor Ranga is there. I am sure he will join
me in making a demand that the Antyodaya Scheme and Programme is the
soul of Gandhian approach to economic problems. Gandhiji once said: "Who
should get priority in the economic uplift in the country? Unto the last", the
last man in the society lifts on his shoulders the burden of the entire society
and when that lowest man is lifted up, the entire society will get lifted
and the entire society will get liberated. Therefore, I would like the
present Government to see that more allocations are made for this particular
scheme.
I would, in the end, make one appeal to the new government and the
new Prime Minister. There is a certain developmental perspective, I have
been reading the various statements issued on behalf of the government; I
have been trying to study the economic policy and the perspective of the
new Government, I only want to warn the new and young Prime Minister
that in this land of Gandhiji, don't be merely after sophisticated computerised
administration in the country. No doubt computer will give you quick results,
but if you only try to have the computerised sophisticated administration
which will cater to the development of the top echelons in the society and
hope that whatever is developed at the top echelons will percolate down
according to the theory of percolation and whatever percolates down to the
grass-root level will be the development of the grass-root level, reject that
theory, because that theory is not Gandhiji's idea.
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I would like to draw the attention of the old men in this House to a
monumental book Gandhiji—The Last Phase written by an eminent Gandhian,
Pyarelal. He has written an introduction to that book. At the close of that
introduction—Professor Ranga, Pyarelal says, when the foreign dignitaries
come to this country, we take them to the Gandhi Samadhi; we show them
Five Star Hotels; we show them huge steel mills; and when they leave the
country, they say, we have seen India, but where is "Gandhiji's India"? And
Pyarelal also questions, this is not the question to be asked from the
government alone; this is the question that each man owing loyalty to
Gandhiji's ideals in this country has to ask himself because we ourselves
want to reorient our luxury-oriented life and therefore this aspect is also
important. I would like the new Prime Minister to reject this percolation
theory of development that is, have sophisticated computerised administration,
which will be an elitist approach catering to the needs of the affluent and the
semi-affluent classes; allow the developmental activities to cater to the needs
of affluent and semi-affluents, allow this kind of development to percolate
down, and if at all that touches your life at the grass-root level, that will be
the development at the grass-root level! Reject this perspective. This cannot
be the perspective of Mahatma Gandhi.

Mr. Deputy-Speaker*, Sir. I am conscious of the fact that my hon. friend,
Shri \^rdhi Chander Jain, would like to take an opportunity of at least moving
his Resolution and keeping it in absence for the next session. I will see to it
that he will not be put in any embarrassing position.
In the course of my initial speech, when I initiated the discussion on this
Resolution, I had put for specific questions. But very often the Minister is
defined as one who take up the marginal questions and tries to keep in
abeyance some of the specific queries and questions that are raised.
Accordingly, he did not touch upon those specific question on which sharp
replies were expected. But any way I do not blame him.
In the course of the discussion, a number of members, whether they
belong to the ruling party or the Opposition parties, welcomed the sentiment
behind the Resolution. They were critical of the critical part of the Resolution
and they were supporting the second part of the Resolution where I have
demanded concrete steps and measures to eradicate poverty in the country.
At the conclusion of my initial speech—I repeat that observation I said, I
am afraid the present new administration is likely to be elitist, sophisticated
and computerised administration which will cater to the developmental needs
* Participating in the disucssion on Resolution Re. Measures to eradicate poverty on 25 January
1985.
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of the top affluent class and allow the gains of development to percolate
down to the grass-roots so that the grass-root gains will be only what will be
percolated from the top. This is total reversal of old Gandhi to new Gandhi.
I would not like that to happen. I am prepared to wait and watch. I will be
the happiest person if under new Gandhi old Gandhi is not reversed. And I
will welcome him. I will wait and watch. That will be premature comments.
But I will sound a note of warning and I am sure that hon. Minister will take
note of that warning. When I said that and when I talked about sophisticated
computerised administration, my friend Shri Das Munsi tried to probe deep
into the problem and he read in my observation, my total rejection of science
and technology. I cannot reject science and technology. My entire discipline
of life is science and technology. I accept that. But I also accept the Gandhian
connotation and perspective. Gandhi said:
"I want machine but, I do not want the dignity of machine and the
glory of the machine to be built upon the debris of the dignity of man".
And, therefore, I am not at all against science. I am not against technology.
I only wanted some sort of a balance to be maintained between human being
and the machine in this country, particularly when it happens to be the land
of Mahatma Gandhi. And I admit that some times rationalisation is necessary.
Modem technology is to be utilised. But while you utilise that, you must
make up your mind to which sector to apply the modem science and
technology, and to what degree and stage you rationalise machinery. How do
you ensure that there will not be large-scale imemployment in the coimtry?
In that context, I would like the hon. Minister, if not in this debate, at some
later time, to try to analyse the problem of reservations for various sectors.
In this coimtry, we will have certain industries which will inevitably be largescale industries. For instance, manufacture of cement and steel and various
wagons in the country required by Railways. These cannot be small-scale
sector. It may not be a large-scale industry. There also will co-exist, a small
scale sector, a middle sector and the cottage industry in the country. But if
you allow free competition between all the three sectors, then the cottage
industry will be killed by the small scale sector and the small scale industry
will be killed by the large-scale sector. And, therefore, I would like some sort
of a policy of reservation to be applied and implemented in a phased manner.
I am not one among those who say "Close down the textile mills". Only a
retrograde person puts forward that point of view. I do not take that approach
at all. But, I would like a balance between the three, the competition to be
avoided and, at least, accept this policy formulation that those commodities
which can be manufactured in the cottage industry sector, do not allow the
small-scale sector to manufacture them. Those commodities that can be
manufactured in the small-scale sector, do not allow to be manufactured in
the large-scale sector and if you avoid competition between the three sectors,
I think, this particular policy of protection will be able to ensure the stability
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of all the three sectors and the large-scale industries throughout the country
will not cater to the unemployment problem of the rural population.
As one of the Finance Ministers of this country who was in the Congress
Ministry Shri C.D. Deshmukh said:
"W hen the statisticians and experts in the country offer the
imemployment figure, concealed unemployment in the rural sector is
very often not brought to light at all and, therefore, that permanently
remains concealed."
I am more worried about this unrevealed and concealed unemployment
in the rural sector and if the particular imemployment problem is to be
solved, you will have to protect the cottage industry sector, the small-scale
sector and the large-scale sector which is undoubtedly necessary and I would
suggest that this type of a balanced policy of industrialisation will have to be
pursued and a degree of reservation in a phased manner will have to be
introduced. Capacity would have to be limited in a phased manner, gradually
go on decreasing and limiting the capacity and then the production policy
will be possible. This particular aspect will have to be borne in mind. In that
context, I sounded a note of warning.
I had made a number of suggestions with which the members of the
ruling party also have agreed. They might not have criticised but they also
pointed out the loopholes. We have the NREP and we have the RLEGP. All
these tools will greatly help in the solution of the problem of poverty in the
rural areas. But many experts have said that there is a lot of corruption even
in this and even members of the ruling party have pointed out in this House
that there is large-scale corrupt activity in the machinery. That will have to
be eradicated. I posed specific questions. They remained unrealised. Any
rural worker should be included in RLEGP, not necessarily the landless. Then,
I further suggested, on the basis of the experience of those who are connected
with rural economy, that NREP and RLEGP should be totally merged. Tt will
benefit the Government; they will be able to have better efficiency and a lot
of problems will be solved. No restriction should be placed on the number
of days for which they work. That is acting as a great constraint, and that
should also be removed.
I suggested to them another thing, but there was no reference to that. In
our time, during the Janata Government rule, for Food-for-Work Programme
we had assigned and allotted five million tonne of foodgrains. Now it is only
half a miUion tonne of foodgrains. I congratulate the Government for having
a buffer stock of 21 million tonne. Therefore, it will be possible for them to
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allocate greater quantities of foodgrains for the Food-for-Work scheme. Only
because the suggestion came from the Opposition, let them not be rejected
straightway. If they implement this particular suggestion, instead of half a
million tonne of foodgrains to be given for the Food-for-Work scheme, if they
assign five million tonnes, in that case it will go a long way in helping
people.
Corruption should be eradicated. In all the rural schemes to which I have
made a reference, experts have come to the conclusion that 60 per cent of the
benefit does not go to the actual beneficiaries; only 40 per cent goes to them.
Therefore, the degree of corruption has also to be eliminated.
Take the Antyodaya scheme. Forget as to who introduced it. I would like
to repeat that argument which I made last time: Forget whether this
Government had brought the Food-for-Work scheme or that Government
had brought the Antyodaya scheme. The Planning Commission, of which the
Chairman happens to be your member, had appointed an Evaluation
Committee on anti-poverty measures, and that Evaluation Committee has
come to the conclusion that Antyodaya scheme and Food-for-Work scheme
had actually helped the poorest among the poor'. This is what they have
said. If that is so, if that is the inference of the Planning Commission, do not
take a partisan attitude and do try to take up the schemes and try to implement
them more effectively.
As far as the problems of agriculture are concerned, I would very briefly
like to mention because that part was not covered by the hon. Minister. The
problem of agriculturists is leading to poverty escalation in the country. We
must try to make agriculture cheaper and we must be able to offer
remunerative prices to the peasants and just wages to the agricultural labour.
All these will be possible only if an integrated view regarding the entire rural
economy concerning agriculture is taken. We must try to offer cheaper inputs;
the agriculturists want cheaper diesel, cheaper electricity, cheaper fertilisers
and other inputs. If they are offered, probably even with the existing prices
that are offered to the agricultural commodities, they may feel satisfied because
with the reduction in the expenses of inputs, the existing prices that are
offered might happen to be remunerative prices. Therefore, that constructive
aspects will have to be borne in mind.
As far as land re-distribution is concerned, in a number of States the
ceiling laws have remained only on paper, and the ceiling laws are flagrantly
violated. In the Madhya Pradesh Assembly, it was admitted by the Minister
that, when the ceiling laws were sought to be implemented and the land was
supposed to be redistributed, lands were actually shown in the names of
various persons and some of the names were cats and dogs; when they were
investigated, it was found out that some pieces of lands were assigned to cats
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and dogs. This was actually accepted and admitted by the Minister on the
floor of the House in Madhya Pradesh Assembly It is happening because....

I am oiJy saying whatever was stated by the Minister.

If hon. Minister had felt the punch of my speech too much, I would
withdraw that punch; I am prepared to withdraw those 'cats and dogs'. But
I must tell you that there are a number of loopholes in the ceiling laws, and
uidess the ceiling laws are properly tightened and effectively implemented,
no surplus land will be available for redistribution at all, and when re
distribution takes place, Adivasis and Scheduled Castes must get priority.
That is the national policy accepted with the sanction of Parliament, and that
should be implemented effectively. I would warn that with all the effective
schemes that we implement among the rural poor and the urban poor, there
is one factor which will be a disturbing and destabilising factor of our economy
and that is the growing black money economy in the country. No less a
person than the former Finance Minister, Shri Y.B. Chavan has admitted while
delivering the speech on the presentation of the Budget, that unfortunately
in this country a parallel black money economy functions and unless that is
eradicated, we will not be able to solve many problems of our economy.
There are various estimates. One estimate that has been made by
Shri Rangnekar is that the black money accumulated in this country is of the
order of Rs. 50,000 crore and if we have a parallel black money of Aat order,
the official economy is totally disrupted and as a result of that, artificial
inflation, artificial rise in the prices and artificial scarcity result in the covmtry.
And whenever there is an inflation and rise in prices, it is not the affluent
sections that are affected, it is always those who lie below the poverty line
who are affected. Therefore, these precautions should be taken. I am glad
that the Minister has admitted that the National Sample Survey to which I
had made a reference, probably when that sample survey is available, may
indicate the poverty in the country to be still graver. We would like that
Nationed Sample Survey figure to be placed on the Table of the House. Last
time National Sample Survey documents were laid on the Table of the House.
I would demand that as he has said, within 2-3 months during the Budget
Session, the National Sample Survey inferences should be laid on the Table
of the House because that will be a correct indicator to find out whether the
economy has been stabilised, whether poverty in the coimtry has grown and
whether the various measures that have been taken for the eradication of
poverty have been successful or not. That can be judged effectively only
then. These are the aspects that have to be taken note of and 1 am sure if he
takes cognisance of the strong criticism that has been made by members on
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both sides, probably he will be able to strengthen the efforts to eradicate
poverty in the country. Unless poverty is eradicated, no problems of
development in the coimtry v^ill ever be solved. One w ay of lifting the people
above the poverty line is by manipulation—^by changing the definition of the
term 'poverty line' instead of lifting the people above the poverty line, you
depress the poverty line and you by one stroke can remove a large chunk of
the people who are below the poverty line. But that type of manipulation
will not do. We want the accepted norms of 'poverty line' to remain. As the
Minister himself has admitted, 2100 calories in the urban areas and 2400
calories in the rural areas and the requisite income necessary to provide
those calories in terms of the existing price structure should be the definition.
If that is done, I am sure eradication of poverty will become easy to a great
extent and that will only give a fillip to the development of the economy of
the coimtry.
I am sure the Gk)vemment will take all these necessary steps which were
suggested. He requested that I may withdraw the resolution. I do not want
moving a resolution to be just a ritual.
Though he has accepted the spirit, he has rejected the resolution. Very
often you say, 'We accept the spirit but reject the bottle.' That is what he has
said. I am not one of those who move resolution just as a ritual. Therefore,
I press my resolution—I may not ask for division. But let it be put to vote.
After its fate is decided, there will still be 4 or 5 minutes and we can take up
Shri Virdhi Chander Jain's resolution.

VISION FOR A NATIONAL TRANSPORT POLIQ*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to initiate the discussion on the Report of
the National Transport Policy Committee which was laid on the Table of this
House on 12 August 1980.
This Report was actually the result of the Committee that was appointed
as early as 26 April 1978. Here, I may recall an interesting experience: In 1978,
when I was replying to the debate on Railways, some Members had already
made a suggestion during the discussion that some sort of a National
Committee shoxild be appointed to coordinate various modes of transport in
the country, and streamline and rationalize the entire transport in our nation.
In response to that suggestions, I had already assured during the debate that
the Government would appoint such a Committee. And I was very happy
that on our suggestion the National Transport Policy Committee was
appointed on 26 April 1978. Its Report was laid on the Table of this House
on 12 August 1980.
I may remind you that right from 1980 i.e. for the last five years, in every
session without any exception I have been demanding a discussion on the
Report of National Transport Policy Committee. It took me a long period of
five years to get this discussion admitted; and I must thank the Speaker for
allowing me to raise this important discussion on the floor of Lok Sabha.
The terms of reference that were given to this National Transport Policy
Committee were very significant, because they sum up all the issues that
were to be taken up by the country in order to rationalize and streamline our
transport. These terms of reference were:
(1) to propose a comprehensive national transport policy for the coimtry
for the next decade or so, keeping in view the objectives and
priorities set out in the Five Year Plan;
(2) to identify the areas in which the data base of the transport system
should be strengthened in order to be able to formulate integrated
transport plans, and to suggest procedures and methodologies for
formulating and appraising such plans at the Central, State, District
and Block levels;
* L.S. Deb., 14 March 1985.
* Raising a Discussion on the Report of National Transport Policy Committee.
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(3) to recommend areas in which research and development in the
transport field should be undertaken and the institutional
framework for carrying it out;
(4) to suggest measures for improving training facilities in transport
planning and management; and
(5) to recommend any other measures which the Committee may
consider relevant in relation to items (1) to (4) above.
I was very happy to find that this Committee which was headed by
Shri B.D, Pande did very fine work and tried to analyze in depth all these
problems to which I have made a reference just now This Report was laid
on the Table of this House in August 1980. Unfortunately this Government
has taken no steps so far to implement some of the im portant
recommendations of the National Transport Policy Committee. Had they been
implemented, a number of bottlenecks in our transport system would have
been completely resolved.
But, imfortimately, that has not been done. Now, this Committee addressed
itself to certain important aspects of the problems on which the terms of
reference were given to them.
They set up actually six expert groups. These expert groups were able to
formulate a policy on a number of issues confronting our transport machinery.
These six groups were: (1) policy on construction of new railway lines;
(2) rural roads; (3) employment intensity mode of transport; (4) transport
pricing, taxation and subsidy; (5) freight equalisation; and (6) problems of
urban transport. As fcir as these aspects are concerned, I think these expert
groups went into all these problems and actually submitted their report; and
on the basis of that the national transport policy has formulated its
recommendations. Really speaking, if you have to tackle the problem of
trcinsport, the main problem is the problem of priorities, and very briefly,
before various Ministries, I would like to place forward certain concepts of
priorities that have to be tackled adequately.
Taking for instance, the question of airline, I think in a developing country
like India, we must make up our mind what is going to be our priority. There
was a stage at which the Planning Commission had tciken a very firm decision
that there would be no scope for third airline in this country; we would like
to concentrate more on shipping, more on motor transport, more on railway
lines particularly in the economically backward area to provide infrastructure
for development; and only we are able to provide infrastructural facilities
through Railways, motor transport and also shipping, then only we should
be able to go on to the third airline and that proposition was ruled out
altogether. But, somehow or other, surreptitiously, because every mode of
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transport has its own lobbying in the Government, they were able to exert
the necessary pressure and again they are able to find that a third airline has
come into the picture. Again, in motor transport, what is going to be their
priority? I may recall that this very House had adopted a policy document
in which the priorities of motor transport and automobile industry were
already fixed up. It was agreed and it was the unanimous decision of this
House that in terms of the requirement of the poor people in this country and
the common man in the coimtry, to meet their necessary requirement, it is
necessary that the entire priority should be given to the expansion of an
automobile industry for manufacturing only those vehicles which are meant
for public transport. So, public transport was supposed to be the priority and
that was the decision of this August Body, but, imfortunately, when the small
Maruti car factory was given the licence—It was owned by late Shri Sanjay
Gandhi—the entire priority was topsyturvy; and only for die sake of certain
directions to be given to one particular field we find that the entire national
policy regarding priorities to be given to an automobile industry only for the
manufacture of Aose cars which are meant for public transport, actually,
small Maruti car was granted permission; they were given letter of intent and
ultimately the licence was granted and the entire policy was reversed. I feel
this is the distortion, this is the deviation, this is the aberration and we must
try to correct this distortion, remove this aberration; and when we are able
to stress for the time being, on public transport, automobile industry, then
only we will be able to solve the problem of the country.

Madam, as far as Shipping and Transport is concerned, it is absolutely
necessary that there are a number of coastal lines for shipping. If shipping is
to be made more effective, small ports which are not adequately covered
should be expanded, in respect of shipping services and also cargo services.
They are to be properly covered and it is absolutely necessary that we must
try to restructure the entire policy regarding shipping and transport and the
priority should be again on small shipping vessels and ships which are
earmarked to cater to small ports which are totally neglected today.
Is it not also necessary to pay more emphasis on inland water traffic?
Rivers can be utilised for this. In European countries number of rivers are
properly hcimessed for inland water traffic. That has been done very profitably
there. It is also possible that in certain places like Kerala and others small
rivers can be utilised for inland water transport. I think it is very essential
and also profitable. In view of the fuel constraints also one more policy
decision has to be taken. We have got three types of transport. Just now, in
the Railway Budget we have seen about the Railway transport. We have
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Steam traction, diesel traction and electric traction. It is accepted that the
most costly traction is the steam traction, then comes diesel traction and then
electric traction.
In particular, I can point out, that while talking about haulage, for one
thousand gross tonnes of load to be hauled for one kilometre of distance, the
cost of haulage will be for steam traction of the order of Rs. 10, for diesel
traction it wiU be of the order of Rs. 6 and for electric traction it will be of
the order of Rs. 3 per kilometre for one thousand tonnes. Therefore, it is
absolutely necessary in view of the various considerations that priority should
be given to electric traction and greater and greater amount of electricity
should be generated. Hydel power should cdso be explored, and we have
rivers like Brahmaputra which should be adequately harnessed for hydel
power.
Let me refer to the relationship between rail and motor transport and
also to the freight structure. For the time being we will leave the passenger
movement. As far as the rail and motor transport is concerned we have the
comparative figures for 1950-51 and 1965-66. A very interesting phenomenon
about transport has emerged. In 1950-51 traffic carried by rail was of the
order of 44.1 per cent and that by road was 5.5 per cent. In 1955-56 by rail
it was 59.6 per cent and by road it was 9 per cent. In 1960-61 by rail it was
87.7 per cent and by road it was 30.0 per cent. In 1965-66 the transport by rail
was 116.9 per cent cind by road it was 55 per cent. So, from 1950-51 to 196566 you will find that the traffic by rail has increased from 4.41 per cent to
116.9 per cent and as far as road is concerned it has increased from 5.5 per
cent to 55 per cent. This increase has taken place.
Now, I would like to warn all the Ministeries concerned, that there is a
strong motor lobby in the Government.
In Railway itself, there is a strong motor transport lobby. I have very
often come across the experience that whenever national licences were to be
given and whenever the question of leaving certain high rated traffic cind
low rated traffic to certain modes of traffic, was taken up. Railways had
always picked up low rated traffic and high rated traffic had always been left
to any motors. As far as high rated traffic is concerned, it is today appropriated
mostly by the motor transport and only the low rated traffic is left for the
Railways. Here, I would like to make a plea for the Railways on behalf of the
Railways and that will have to be taken note of. The Planning Commission
discussed that proposition. Today, we find that what is happening in India
is not happening in other parts of the world. For instance, the bidian Railways
are bearing certcdn social burdens. In moving foodgrciins from one place to
other, they do it at a concessional rate. Defence materials are to be moved.
They do it almost free. On certain types of relief materials they offer a lot of
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concessions. In addition to that, on certain suburban routes, certain concessions
are given. In parcel and other cases also, they try to have certain concessions.
As a result of that more than Rs. 400 croie of social burdens are borne by the
Railways. What happens in other countries? In other countries also, the
Railways have to bear the social burden. But there the entire nation bears the
burden from the General Revenues. Here the Railways bear the burden. As
a result of this, there is a great constraint on their revenues and expenditure
and their expansion activity and growth activity suffer to a great extent. This
problem also has to be gone in depth.
There was a Committee appointed in 1978 to explore the problem of
social burden on the Railways, I believe, by this time, its report must have
been out. I would like to know from the hon. Railway Minister as to what
concrete steps are being taken to implement various recommendations made
by the Committee on Social Burdens of the Railways.
As far as shipping is concerned, we find that in a number of important
places like Bombay, Calcutta, Haldia and a number of other places like Cochin
berthing facilities are extremely inadequate. Because of this, we find that
some of the ships carrying imported material, have to stand miles away from
the ports. As a result of that, artificial scarcity is created sometimes and there
is artificial inflationary pressure and artificial rise in prices takes place. I
think that can be eliminated completely if more attention and priority is
given to provide better berthing facilities in places like Calcutta, Bombay,
Haldia and other places, e.g., Cochin. If that is done, probably congestion in
dockyards can be eliminated completely. That will also have an impact on
the artificial rise in prices as a result of artificial scarcity.
Dredging operations are absolutely necessary. No doubt, a part of this
work is to be undertaken by the States. But our experience shows that dredging
operations cannot be undertaken by the States at their own expense: It requires
a certain type of technology. It requires a lot of expenditure. Unless Central
assistance is made available, dredging operations in various parts cannot be
effectively done. Since there is not enough depth near the ports, ships have
to halt at a considerable distance from the shore and the passengers have to
be carried by launches. As a result of that, there are not adequate facilities for
the passengers. And because of this, some of the ports are completely avoided
by the shipping services. Therefore, this aspect is edso to be taken note of.
The constituency which I represent and for that matter the entire West
coast on which there is a passenger shipping service starting from Bombay
and right upto Goa, Panaji, you will find a number of docks which were
formerly covered by the passenger shipping service, are not covered today
because there is not adequate depth. That is because a lot of silt has gathered
and dredging operations have not been adequately undertaken. That can be
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undertaken by the State Governments only with cissistance from the Centre.
Therefore, that must get priority.
The Committee on Rationalisation of the size of the ships has already
made certain recommendations. For instance, I remember in the State of
Maharashtra, the Government had appointed one Committee to go in depth
about this problem regarding rational shape and size of the vessels v^hich
will be able to cover a number of small ports.
I am told that the Report is already out. If that Report is implemented on
the entire West Coast line, I think a number of small ports can be covered
properly and, therefore, that problem also has to be attended to. There is also
a reference to that in National Policy Document.
There has been no considerable progress regarding all-weather ports in
the entire coastal area. This is the complaint of Kerala, this is the complaint
of Konkan region, this is also the complaint of all other areas. Therefore,
adequate allocations should be made available to convert the ports into allweather ports so that in times of calamities and in times of different
circumstances, the traffic can be adequately managed.
As far as the modes of transport are concerned, there is one very significant
point that has been very beautifully raised in this Report. This Report raises
a basic question as to what is the inter-relationship between the various
modes of transport; will the various modes of transport always remain
complementary or whether there will be alternative? For Instance, this Report
focuses a very salient aspect in the context of defence and in the context of
all natural calamities. In the Report it has been pointed out, in times of war
for instance, if the bombing takes place, there is an explosion and if there is
only one mode of transport in a particular big region and if that particular
mode is totally destroyed, in that case the communication is totally destroyed.
On the contrary, if there is also simultaneous motor transport and the shipping
transport, in the case if one mode of communication is destroyed in times of
war or due to calamities like earthquakes or floods, some other alternative is
survived. Therefore, the recommendation of this National Policy Committee
has been that all these modes of transport should not be treated as alternatives
to each other but they should be treated as complements to each other so that
in times of war, in times of constraints on our Defence and in times of natural
calamities like floods and earthquakes, if one mode is destroyed, the other
will survive and, therefore, that has also to be taken note of.
I may point out to you that only year before last, there were heavy floods
in the Konkan region and the entire highway from Bombay to Goa which
passes through this particular belt of Konkan region, was badly affected by
floods. That road transport was totally disrupted and since on that particular
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line there was no Railway communication; total commimication remained
disrupted. That affected the freight traffic; that affected the passenger traffic.
This is one particular instance that I would like to quote. And in this context
also I would like to point out that there is an appeal for a West Coast-Konkan
Railway. I am glad and I congratulate the hon. Minister for Railways that
while delivering this Budget Speech this morning, he has already made a
reference of the West Coast-Konkan raUway which starts from Apta and goes
right up to Mangalore. It is supposed to go upto Mangalore and a track of
62 kilometres from Apta to Roha is already constructed but people are doubtful
whether the entire route will be undertaken. Therefore, I welcome his
announcement this morning that in order to remove the suspicion from the
minds of the people that the entire West Coast-Konkan railway would not be
completed, he proposes to imdertake the work from the direction of Mangalore
also, so Aat from both the directions if the construction start, people will be
convinced that ultimately this West Coast-Konkan railway will be completed
and I welcome that particular posture that is adopted by the hon. Minister.
As far as the fuel and energy consumption is concerned, there is one very
significant aspect and to me that is dangerous one. In the morning I had
raised certain issues. I would like to concretise my criticism. If you take up
the consumption of fuel—I am talking about all modes of transport—from
1953 to 1976, you will find that as far as coal is concerned in 1953-54 the
consumption of coal for transport purposes was 56 per cent. In 1960-61 that
became 47 per cent and in 1975-76 that became 17 per cent. As far as diesel
oil is concerned, in 1953-54 it was 41 per cent, in 1960-61 it was 51 per cent
and in 1975-76 it was 81 per cent.
As far as utilisation of electricity as a source of energy is concerned, the
figures were:
1953-54

3 per cent

1960-61

2 per cent

1975-76

2 per cent

So, the figures are very interesting for coal, the corresponding figures are
56, 47 and 17 per cent and for diesel oil, 41,51 and 81 per cent, so far as the
consumption of diesel oil for transport purpose is concerned, it has increased.
In 1953-54, it was 41 per cent, in 1960-61 it went up to 51 per cent and in
1975-76 to 81 per cent. I am quoting all these figures, because they have been
quoted in this particular report, where it is said that the percentage of electricity
remained 3 per cent, 2 per cent and 2 per cent.
At a time when, we have great consb-aints on the availability of diesel oil
and coal, it is better that we shift to greater utilisation of electricity. In the
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morning the hon. Minister raised a particularly controversial point that, due
to the high tariff on electricity, if the consumption of electricity goes up, the
total quantum of money spent on that may go up. Here I may point out that
this aspect was already taken note of by the railway administration. There
was a time when it was rightly believed that the best traction was the electric
traction. The only difficulty is, if you want to electrify a route, in that case,
the initial investment that is required for electrification of one km, is of the
order of Rs. 10 lakh. That is the trouble. But some way has been found for
this. The Raj Committee was appointed. It came out with the recommendation
that today the cost of electrification is Rs. 10 lakhs per kms; it can be brought
down to Rs. 6 lakh or 7 lakh if we are able to change the present catenary to
aluminium catenary. Certain other changes can be brought about, which the
Raj Committee, has pointed out. I would request the railway Minister to
examine this particular aspect in depth and if he is able to convince himself
that this is beneficial, to go in for electrification. If hydel power is available,
it will be still cheaper. Though the initial investment will be of the order of
Rs. 7 lakh per km, in the long run, I am sure, it will prove to be a cheaper
proposition. Therefore they should go in for that.
Then there is the question of freight equalisation, an extremely ticklish
question in which all the Ministries are concerned. Here my colleague,
Shri Indrajit Gupta, coming from Bengal, will narrate his experience in his
State. Here is the former Finance Minister, Shri H.M. Patel, who will be able
to reveal his own experience. Now there are two aspects of freight equalisation.
When the concept of freight equalisation came into the picture an interministerial committee, headed by Shri Marathe, was appointed. That
committee went over this problem in depth and adopted a balance view on
the question of freight equalisation.
Why is this freight equalisation demanded. It is demanded on two
grounds. One aspect is that sometimes the raw materials are available only
at one end and they have to be carried over longer distances to the other end,
where the goods are manufactured or where the factories are located. In such
a situation, if you utilize the transport for carrying raw materials over longer
distances and charges it on the finished product, then the commodity becomes
extremely costly, because of the transport element of the expenditure. The
second concept is that those who live in hilly areas, moimtainous terrain,
where the transport charges are heavy, because they are places very difficult
to reach, if full cost of transport is charged then it will be costly for the people
living in those areas. In order to remove these imbalances, the freight
equalisation was suggested. For instance, if there is a manufacturing firm,
which is located at a place where raw materials are available close by, then
the finished products might be available at the place at a cheaper price
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whereas, if the same finished product is carried over a long distance, and is
charged according to the distance covered, the price of the commodity may
go up very high.
The Marathe Committee has gone into this problem; they said that
sometimes we give concession or advantage of freight equalisation to
commodities like iron, steel, cement or petroleum products, but if we calculate
the transport component in their cost of production, that component is very
small; so, only a pretext is made that because of the traffic problem, the
prices are going up. In fact, this freight equalisation is nothing else, but an
indirect subsidy that is given. I think that, if subsidy is to be given, it is better
that you give an open subsidy by the front door, rather than doing the same
thing by the backdoor. This is as far as iron and steel, cement and petroleum
products are concerned.
So far as fertilizer is concerned, which is utilized by the small man; the
agriculturist, a slightly more liberal attitude can be taken. But that liberal
view in regard to freight equalisation should not be taken in relation to
commodities like iron ^ d , steel, cement and petroleum products. But, it
could be done in relation to fertilizer for the agriculturists and also for
foodgrains and those commodities which are used by the common consumer
for mass consumption.
So those commodities which are used for mass consumption in their case
if we find after proper analysis that the differential of prices in different
regions arises because of the transport charges, we should see if in that case
freight equalisation can be resorted to or not. In that case, of course, the
public distribution system also has to be streamlined and adequately made
powerful. That also will solve the problem. Therefore, in this respect I fully
agree with the recommendation that has been made in the National Transport
Policy document which says that we must phase out the existing freight
equalisation. And if it is granted, the commodities of mass consumption,
which deserve this particular concession of freight equalisation, their problem
should be taken note of.
Then in regard to the problem of coordination, I would like to say that
modes of transport should not harm each other, they must complement each
other. To give you a simple instance, sometimes there is conflict between the
railway and the motor transport. Motor transport, particularly in the private
sector, is demanding more and more national licenses to carry commodities
over large distances. They actually carry the commodities at high rate, as a
result they lose. Therefore, we must also guard the interests of the Indian
Railways and must not allow the railways suffer for the interest of the motor
transport. At the same time I do not mean that we should harm the interest
of the motor transport. Some sort of healthy balance has to be restored between
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the railway and the motor transport. We should also see as I said earlier, that
the role between the two has to mutually complementary and not mutually
destructive.
There is one more aspect to which I would like to make a reference. I
have taken a lot of time of the House, but if we go through all aspects of the
Report it will not be possible for us to do justice to all aspects. Therefore, I
am making a reference to these in a cursory manner.
The last aspect to which I am making a reference is the general approach
of the Government to various expert committee reports. Unfortunately, the
fact is that Governments may come and governments may go, but very often
some of the most important documents that are prepared and also some of
the best recormnendations that are prepared by various expert committees,
just lie in the shelf. I remember one occasion when Shri Ashok Mehta, who
happened to be a Member of Parliament, became a Minister, at that time
some report was also prepared. And later when he became an ordinary
Member, he asked what had happened to that report which was prepared
when he was a Minister. Somebody Scdd that report is lying in the godown
and you also go to the godown and remain there.

Therefore, I would like to point out that a number of reports have been
prepared. For instance for the freight equalisation Marathe Committee was
appointed. This Report has taken cognizance of the various aspects of the
problems and made recommendations, but even then the freight equalisation
policy remains unchanged today I give another instance. An expert committee
for electrification was appointed. They have already made their
recommendations, but still they remain unimplemented. Therefore, I would
suggest all these expert committee reports, including the National Transport
Policy Report, which has touched upon a number of aspects and has framed
the basis for a proper and rational coordination between various modes of
transport, should be taken note of properly.
During the last five years in every session I had been fighting for this
report to be discussed, ultimately, I think, my patience has won. I remained
patient for the last five years in the House. Every time during zero hour I
used to get up and ask the Speaker as to what happened to that report.
Ultimately the Speaker got fed up of me and seeing that for five years I
have been demanding to know the fate of the Report day before yesterday
he said: Let us discuss it. They were in need of agenda today and I was also
in need of discussion on this subject. I think both the interests came together
and I am glad that discussion on this has ultimately taken place.
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But I will request the Ministries concerned that after all this is a report,
not prepared by any party, but prepared by certain experts. So they should
take a non-partisan attitude and implement it in the best possible way in the
interest of developing the infrastructure in the country.

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT*^
Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, we are having discussion on the Seventh Five
Year Plan that has been finalised by the National Development Council. I am
constrained to find at the very outset that gradually this House is undergoing
devaluation and denigration. Professor Ranga, because you have been a very
veteran Parliamentarian in this House, I say "gradually". As far as the planning
processes are concerned this House is subjected to the process of devaluation
and denigration.
Sir, gone are the days, of late Prime Minister, Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru
when even at the stage of formulation of the plan, even at the stage of
approach document, there used to be a considerable debate in this House
and the former Speakers in this House including Dr. Dhillon will bear me out
that there were considerable debate and discussion even at the formulation
stage, so that whatever the suggestions the members of Parliament would
offer were considered as relevant to the finalisation of the Plcm. But today, I
find that that process is already scuttled. Therefore, the debate has become
xmreal as fcir as our contribution to the formulation of the Plan and finalisation
of the Plan is concerned.
The second aspect to which I would like to make a reference is the base
of the Plan. Sir, I do not mind they violated certain assurances that are given
but even on some of their own pronouncements, they totally reversed them
while presenting certain documents to this House. Instead of the year
1984-85 as the base year for this Plan, it is now 1985-86. Especially considering
the fact that the total investment in this Plan is going to be of the order of
Rs. 320 thousand crore, including, of course, Rs. 180 thousand crore for the
public sector, when such a Plan is to be inaugurated, whatever was the
earlier commitment at the time of approach document, namely 1984-85 would
be the base year that ought to have been stuck to. But they have shifted the
base to 1985-86. I don't think, it is just an academic proposition that we are
objecting to the change of base of the Plan. There are certain financial and
economic consequences that are very relevant to the shifting of the base year
of the Plan. The shift in the base year, at one stroke, has reduced the real
outlay of the Plan by 6 per cent to 8 per cent. Reducing the outlay by 6 per
* LS. Deb., 19 December 1985.
* Participating in the Discussion in the Motion Re. Seventh Five Year Plan.
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cent
to
8 per cent itself is a loss in terms of investment of the Plan, and, therefore,
I feel that even the shift in the base of the Plan year is definitely highly
objectionable. The entire Plan is based on certain wrong premises.
I know that it is too late in the day to discuss the basic premise of the
Plan. When we are just supposed to pay some sort of a handsome tribute to
the Plan when it is already finalised, to talk and challenge its very basic
premise, I fully realise, is too late in the day But for future historians, it is
better that we remain on record what exactly our basic objections are. What
are the wrong premises to which I am referring? Take, for instance, the question
of deficit financing. This Plan has admitted that in the course of five years,
the total quantum of deficit expected is of the order of Rs. 14,000 crore. I
think this is a great imder-estimate, I do not want to repeat what I said when
I initiated a debate on the impact of the present Budget, this year's Budget,
on the prices and inflationary pressure on the economy. I have just placed
before this House all the figures of projected deficits in the last ten years
Budgets and the corresponding deficit that was projected in the revised Budget
and actually what happened when the financial year was completed and the
actual reidity was available to the House. I had indicated that in the last ten
years, it has been the consistent experience of the House that whatever be the
projected deficit in the Budget, every time that has been increased to a very
great extent.

I do not want to indulge in the exercise of repeating for the information
of the House last ten years' deficit but just in a summary way, I am pointing
out to the experience of even the last Budget and the present Budget. Last
time, when the projected Budget was of the order of Rs. 17,000 crore that was
the progress of the projected deficit last time. And this time when the projected
deficit is of tiie order of Rs. 3,949 crore, you can well imagine, when we come
to the end of the financial year, whether it will not go up to Rs. 7,000 crore
or Rs. 8,000 crore. And if that is the experience of these two years, from the
accumulated experience of the past, if you draw the inference to the coming
five years, I have not the least doubt that this particular quanhim of deficit
indicated, that is Rs. 14,000 crore vdll be extended by a very big margin and
as a result of that, it is again not an academic proposition whether the deficit
should be less or more. We are worried about the deficit because there is an
inflationary pressure generated by the high deficits and we have not got a
situation in which ours is a developed economy in which even the shock of
a deficit can be totally absorbed by the economy. Unforhmately, our economy
cannot sustain the shock created by the deficit and invariably you will find
the deficit, part of it can be absorbed by better monsoon and I always called
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this Government as a Government of the monsoon gamble. The only way is
for the Gods to give them better rains and they say that if God gives us better
rains, we will give you better economy and if we give better economy, you
will have price stabilisation and inflationary pressure will be less.
On wrong premises they proceed. This time again the monsoon gamble,
to some extent, was in their favour, but it has not fully succeeded and,
therefore, again the economy is likely to be shattered, inflationary pressures
are botmd to be generated; and if the same exercise is repeated for the next
four or five years, it cannot be different from what has happened in the past.
You will find that these inflationary pressures on the economy will upset all
our calculations. Therefore, whatever has been projected, the total investment
and also the investment in the public sector, when you take in real terms the
investment that will be avadlable for producing economic and financial results,
you will find that the situation will be extremely difficult. That is one aspect.
Then, expenditure; see the way it has been growing. In this particular
document which has been finalised by the National Development Council,
they have estimated that, both from the Centre and from the States, the rate
of growth of expenditure will be five per cent aimually. I think, this calculation
also is going to be totally wrong, if you take into account the various
impending projects, the various pressures on the coffers of the economy; and
if you take Central level and at the State level, again you will find that this
is an under-estimation that the annual rate of growth of expenditure in the
country, of course non-plan expenditure, will be of the order of five per cent.
Even diat particular premise is going to be wrong.
The third premise is about poverty-line. A wrong assessment has been
made that the ntmiber of people below the poverty-line will decline by five
per cent by the end of the Century. That means, when our Prime Minister
will be entering the Twenty-first Century, which he is very much aspiring for,
he will find that, though it has been assessed that by the end of the Century
the decline in the population living below the poverty-line will be five
per cent, actually the ntimber will not be satisfying that particular thing, and
he will find that five per cent decline will not be there at all. That will also
arise out of the fact that certain norms of poverty-line, estimation of people
living below the poverty-line, are already misguiding. I raised this question
with the Prime Minister during the Question Hour the other day; "Are you
carrying on with the same norms for estimating the poverty?" For instance,
in the Seventies, the two famous economists, Shri Dandekar and Shri Rath
said that, for the existence of himian life, the minimum calorie intake should
be 2,250 calories, and if we work out the money equivalent, it comes to
Rs. 14.20 per capita per month. That was the norm proposed in the Seventies.
Now the consumption patterns of the people have changed; the hygienic and
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health condition have changed. As a result of that, the old norm that was
proposed in the Seventies would become rather obsolete as far as the present
position of estimation of poverty is concerned. Therefore, I said it in a
humorous way: Mr. Prime Minister, there are two ways of lifting the people
above the poverty-line; one way is, try to improve their position, improve
their purchasing capacity, improve their standard of living, improve their
wages, solve the problem of unemployment and as a result of that, people lift
themselves above the poverty-line; and the second academic proposition is
re-defining the poverty-line in such a way that the poverty-line itself is
depressed and without Government doing anything, people are lifted above
the poverty-line. I said it with a sense of humour, and as Bernard Shaw
rightly said, "Sometimes humour reveals half-truth". Though 1 said it with a
sense of humour....

I would like to point out to you that there is an element of truth in this
also. Therefore, the time has come when there is a need for restructuring our
entire methodology; for instance, constructing the price indices itself needs to
be looked into. There was a Committee which tried to rationalise the structure
of indices. The manner in which we have been measuring the rise in prices
in this coimtry is an absolute method. What is the basket, which are the
commodities which are to be considered when we have to decide as to what
is the present index, the wholesale as well as consumer, that methodology
needs to be changed. Unfortunately, by not revising the methodology for
assessing the price index and also for assessing the poverty-line in this country,
probably by statistical jugglery we wiU be able to say by the end of the
century that there will be 5 per cent decline in the population living below
the poverty line. But I don't think in terms of the new consumer pattern, in
terms of the new human needs, in terms of the new ecological balance in the
country, whatever estimate has been made, will not be much relevant.
I would like to strike another point regarding the basic goals which we
have set during our freedom struggle. I am glad that whatever be the party
in power and opposition, certain goals of planning were accepted as basic
national goals of our Indian planning. Self-reliance was one among them. In
this land of Gandhiji, decentralisation and narrowing down the economic
disparities were accepted. We did not strive merely for growth. We never
accepted Reaganomics. We strived constantly for more and more development,
more and more standard of living for the affluent classes, more rate of growth,
not worrying about the social justice. Along with growth we wanted that
incomes and the wealth generated will, if not have equal, at least have
equitable distribution and therefore, social justice will be attended to.
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This is the concept of the Planners and this is the concept that we have
evolved during the freedom struggle. Even in the post-independence years,
whatever the political difference between the ruling party and the Opposition,
broadly it was accepted. Just as non-alignment is the national consensus,
similarly self-reliance, decentralisation, growth with justice and reducing the
economic and financial disparities including the disparities between the
developed regions of India and the under-developed regions of India were
accepted as national goak of our country.
I am sorry to say. Sir, that looking to the priorities, looking to the Plan,
looking to the allocations and looking to the thrust of the Plan and not
merely the slogan that has been actually rhetorically put the plan, and also
looking to the dwindling value of the rupee thereby reducing ihe investment
Quantum by back door, probably the goals of self-reliance, decentralisation
of economy and economic power and also reducing the economic disparities
between individuals and also from region to region are likely to be destroyed
through these plans.
I will give a concrete instcmce. We have heard so much about the policy
of the present Government regarding the imports and exports. This is one
particular field and area in which we must try to find out what will happen
to the national goal of self-reliance in the context of what the Chairman of the
Planning Commission and Prime Minister of the country Shri Rajiv Gandhi
has been saying in the public platform. Of course, sometimes he speaks in
the beginning and then thinks about the problem. I would very much like
that he thinks first and then speaks. Unfortunately, probably the entire order
has been topsy turvied.
What did he say about the import and export strategy? I don't know who
are the financial experts who are advising him. In one of the seminars on
science and technology, he said that if we find that in our country the imports
and import substitutions become very costly, it is better to liberalise the
imports. When I raised that question, even the Finance Minister found it very
difficult to interpret the mind of the Prime Minister. Because the Prime Minister
on the spur of the moment made a political statement. Finance Minister was
conscious of the financial and economical realities and, therefore, he tried to
explain away the fallacy in the statement of the Prime Minister by saying that
what the Prime Minister said is that if the import substitutions generated in
the country are such that even to manufacture all the import substitutions,
some of the inputs and raw-materials are actually to be imported from outside.
In the true sense there would not be any indigenous import substitutions at
all.
This is only covering up the contradictions in the Prime Minister's
statement. I feel that the contradictions in the Prime Minister's statements are
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not merely the contradictions in his mind, but these are the contradictions in
the policy of the Government. Therefore, I would warn that—not that we
want outmoded technology in the country we do want that we should be
able to have more rationalised technology, we should be able to have quality
production in the country. If we find that certain commodities are to be
exported, in that case sophisticated technology would facilitate the process of
producing better products which would be exported abroad and we should
be able to mop up the foreign exchange resources. I realise that. But at the
same time in this land where there is a large army of unemployed, where we
have inadequacy of capital and where we have outmoded technology, for the
rationalisation of which large investments will be required. We cannot accept
the model as it exists in the western countries, or in the communist countries
or any other country for that matter and borrow the model from them and
superimpose on the economy of the country. The borrowed model in this
land of Gandhi—I am referring to Mahatma Gandhi—will not work at all.
Therefore, I feel, in this country a balance between the technology and man
has to be achieved. We want to modernise our machinery. We want to
modernise our industry but our search for modernisation should not reach
heights that at that stage there will be more displacement of labour as it is
going to happen in the case of textiles. I told you if a suzler loom is inducted
into the Spinning Department of a textile mill the work which can be done
in the Spinning Department by 500 men, can be done by 20 persons and out
of every 500, four hundred and eighty will be thrown out of the job. We do
not want such a machine where a human beings become debris. We want the
glory of the machine but we do not want the glory of the machine to be built
on die debris and dignity of the man. This has been the consistent point of
view of this land of Mahatma Gandhi. That is the direction to the economic
thinking of the coxmtry and some of us you may call us orthodox; you may
call us outmoded but we still cling to this particular aspect which is rooted
in the soil of this Icmd and, therefore, that particular course has to be adopted
but that is being rejected today. The export and import strategy will ultimately
land into lot of trouble. As a result of that what is happening. Akeady from
April to July the trade gap has extended to Rs. 3000 crore and, I am afraid,
if this process continued the trade deficit will increase still and we will be in
further crisis.
Now, I came to the aspect of anti-poverty measures. We want certain
minimum requirements to be met in our country. Our priority is that. Coloured
television is not my priority. My priority is that villages—which are problem
villages—^which go without drinking water must get drmkmg water. The
kisans must be able to get remunerative prices. They must be able to get
cheap fertilisers and seeds. There must be cottage and small scale industries
in decentralised manner where rural people will be able to find better
employment and, therefore, I have attacked the textile policy. It will add to
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the detriment of handlooms and powerlooms— the decentralised sector. If
anti-poverty measures are to be successful this has to be attended to. In the
present document what is the total allocation? The outlay is Rs. 11,500 crore.
It is too inadequate and, therefore, it has to be augmented and also the
infrastructural facilities like Railways. Shipping and so many other things in
order to bring about development of the backward regions of the country.
Just as we have to reduce the economic disparity between man and man, we
have also to reduce the economic disparity between region and region. The
metropolitan cities like Bombay, Calcutta, Hyderabad, Delhi, etc. are facing
problems of great congestion, pollution and health hazards are being created.
You cannot just have a ban that on a particular date nobody should enter
Bombay and Delhi. Counter-magnets have to be created far beyond these
lands. If hinterlands of these metropolitan cities have to be developed there
should be infrastructure of Railways which will be able to give better
development in the hinterlands. Then congestion in the cities and pollution
in the cities can be reduced. I do not find there is stress on that. There is only
a cursory reference to the development of backward regions. I do not think
that problem has been effectively attended to.
Sir, in one word I will tell you what is the development perspective of
this 'Gandhi'. I said this on the previous occasion. This new 'Gandhi' has put
the old Gandhi on his head. Old Gandhi said let us have projects of
development at grass root and development should start from bottom and it
must bring up. The new development perspective of Rajiv Gandhi's
government seems to be the same perspective of Reagan Government. Let us
not worry about social justice aspect now. Let us concentrate on developments
for the upper strata of society and what will be the gains for lower society,
the poverty stricken people should stand with a begging bowl in their hands
at the grass root level and whatever percolates down from the top to bottom.
That will be a development for the poor. We do not want the poor to be
reduced to destitute and bowl carriers. Therefore, the entire developmental
strategy will have to be this strategy. It should not be development at the top
and percolation down to the bottom. I do not accept it. For that, certain
structural changes should be necessary.
Sir, in regard to the mopping up of resources, I am glad that there are
raids in the big industrial houses. Those who have resorted to irregularities,
they must be taken to task. You should utilise all these raids and stringent
fiscal measures to extract the black money and utilise them for constructive
and productive channel. I have correctly suggested that unless you are able
to take radical measures, where demonetisation of currency is to start from
hundred rupees onwards, you will not be able to touch the fringe of the
problem, as far as black money is concerned. Countries like Belgium did that
right from 500 francs onwards. They actually demonetised the currency and
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within a few months they were able to contract black money currency to less
than half. This is what happened there. But this is not happening here. I
would like the raids to be conducted whether they are smugglers or black
money-holders to pick out that money But don't utilise it as a lever to extract
donations. If you have Centenary and you tell some industrial houses "if you
don't contribute to the Centenary fund, in that case you are in for trouble."

While I myself demanding that there should be raids to bring out black
money which exists in the country; have raids, have demonetization, have
the strictest measures, but what I am trying to say is that in doing that see
that the officers concerned or the Departments concerned do not cross their
limits. Let me go on record. I am giving you one concrete instance. I challenge,
let the Minister come forward with a categorical statement. I will repeat
agciin before giving that instance, that I want all the black money to be
extracted... I am giving you the concrete instance of the raid on the business
houses of Kirloskars. One officer of the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence
goes there and he says: "Certain cars are carrying certain files from your
company". They say that they have not got these cars. He calls the officer
and the officer tells him that ihese cars are not there: they gave fictitious car
numbers in order to deter and threaten these people. This has given a handle
to the industrialist. If you want to raid the industrial houses, do it in a proper
and legal way and not in a fraudulent way. I am only giving you an instance,
how the officers are behaving.

I am demanding that all black money holders should be raided, but in
doing that, do not cross your limits. I just now gave you the concrete instance
how certain cars were carrying some of their files from the company, and
later on the officer told that he had given the fictitious car numbers.

Even if there is one Member in the House, he has the right to say his
views. Acharya Kriplani was one single individual member in this House.
Nobody told him that he was a single independent member in this House
and that he had no strength behind him. He said: 'I am speaking out my
mind and nobody can stop me. "He was a senior member of this House. In
democracy, it is not the theory of numbers, it is the theory of arguments.
Therefore, in the end I have to make a concrete suggestion. In order that
our national goals of plcinning could be fulfilled, certain structural changes
are necessary. And I am the one who believe that in this country we should
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take note of the fact that even in developed capitalist countries, there is no
equality. Even in some of the Communist countries there are disparities. But
in the Scandanavian countries, where the cooperative movement has
succeeded to a very great extent, there is no disparity. Gandhiji always stood
for a strong and healthy cooperative tradition. When a healtfiy cooperative
movement grows, not only there will be incentive for production, but there
will be more equitable distribution and economic disparity in this country
can be reduced to a very great extent. This one aspect which is neglected to
a great extent in the entire plan terminology. That should be reviewed and
corrected. But as I told you earlier, everything has been completed. I began
by saying that the last ritual of getting the plan approved by the National
Development Council, even that has been completed. Whatever we have
said, it will only go as a part of the record to find out in the future how your
strategy went wrong.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA:
A RATIONAL APPROACH*^
Sir, almost at the fag end of the Budget debate, I rise to speak on the
Finance Bill. Only yesterday, our House guillotined 17 Ministries. In a way,
ours will be a funeral oration.
In the course of the general debate on the Budget, some of the basic
questions remained unreplied. Probably if suitable clarifications were to come
at that particular stage, I would not have touched those problems, but
unfortunately that did not come and so I have to touch them.
We find that some of the questions and problems of propriety which
were raised were not adequately replied at all. Today I find that in all the
Budgets that were presented the question of propriety and conventions are
becoming very important. You may recall that in 1983 when a hundred crore
of rupees of imports were levied through increase in the telegraph and postal
rates, the presiding authority in the other House had expressed his displeasure
and said that the democratic norms have to be observed. But, again we find
that we are in the same pitfall again and this time there are two failures about
which no adequate explanation has been given. Firstly, the administered prices
have been increased collecting Rs. 2,000 crore. Then, secondly, just within a
week prior to the presentation of the Budget of this country, 42 notifications
were laid on the Table of the both Houses of Parliament in which some
concessions were given to the affluent classes on various luxury goods. If
you take an extremely technical position, according to the Customs Act they
are entitled to do it. But that is only an enabling provision. Enabling provision
is one thing and the democratic conventions and propriety is another. I hope
and trust that because in the General Budget this particular point was not
touched, he will deal with it in his reply now.
Some of the aberrations and distortions that we found in the Budget still
remain uncorrected even in the Finance Bill. It is because the mischief was
played at an earlier stage in presenting to this country and presenting to this
House the long-term fiscal poUcy. In fact the parameters of the Budget were
already fbced in the fiscal poUcy statement. There were two or three important
* LS. Deb., 24 April 1986.
* Participating in the Discussion on the Finance Bill, 1986.
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parameters. Firstly, this Government has made it very clear that in the case
of the Seventh Five Year Plan the extent of deficit will be Rs. 14,000 crore.
Therefore, while presenting this Budget, one of the important problems before
the Finance Minister was, whatever be the share of the deficit in this particular
year, on whom the burden has to be put and the parameters of the Budget
were made clear by him in the long-term fiscal policy statement, where he
has assured the affluent classes that as far as the direct taxes are concerned,
a major portion of which falls on the affluent sections of the society, they will
be frozen and once you have fixed Rs. 14,000 crore as the deficit in the
Seventh Five Year Plan and you announce that the direct taxes are going to
be frozen, obviously the only option left open to the Minister is to utilise the
administered prices on commodities to mop up the finance and secondly to
try to utilise the increasing indirect taxes to see that finances are mopped up.
No options were left. They have already fixed the parameters. So even at this
stage I would like the Finance Minister to have a second look at the fiscal
policy statement and don't get yourself deluded by the parameters you have
fixed which will ultimately go to the detriment of the common man who is
required to pay the increased administered prices and who is required to pay
the indirect taxes. He should get rid of that policy constraint.
Then, Sir, look at the taxation pattern which conforms to the fiscal policy
that was laid down. In the 1986-87 Budget the new taxes, the new levies they
are going to collect are of the order of Rs. 488 crore. Of course, part of it will
go as a share to the States. And out of that Rs. 488 crore of taxation or levies
they have imposed, the total incidence in the form of increased indirect taxes
will be Rs. 467 crore and only a paltry amount of Rs. 21 crore will accrue
through direct taxes. So Rs. 467 crore additional burden through indirect
taxes and only Rs. 21 crore is the additional burden that affluent sections
have to bear. In an egalitarian society one of the cardinal principles of taxation
and levies is: burden according to the capacity of the consumer to bear the
burden. Here exactly the reverse is the phenomenon. I would like this
particular proposition to be re-structured. This itself shows that the fiscal
policy parameters need to be revised.
Shri Veerendra Patil touched the question of balance of payments. It has
so many far reaching consequences; let the House take note of these, take
cognizance of those, even at this stage of the Finance Bill. The market
borrowing is going to be Rs. 5,300 crore. The interest payment last year was
of the order of 40 per cent and we should not be surprised if it goes up to
45 per cent. As far as IMF repayment schedule is concerned, that is going to
create further constraints on our balance of payments position because this
year, according to the IMF repayment schedule, 20 p>er cent of our external
earnings will be utilised for the repayment of the IMF loan that we have
taken. This is again going to be a constraint.
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Coming to the question of liberalisation of import, we are extremely
eager to reach the 21st Century. You and I, sir, who ate sure to live for
15 years more will automatically land ourselves into the 21st Century No
particular efforts are needed for that. When the Prime Miiuster talks of the
21st Century and when he wants to deliver the goods of high technology, he
wants really a premature delivery; he is thinking of advancing the 21st Centuiy.
But he does not realise what constraints on the economy and on the balance
of payments position we are going to have after the liberalisation of imports.
In one of the Seirunars that were held in Delhi, he talked about the import
policy, he talked also about import substitution. Of course, with his
intelligence, the Fiiiance Minister tried to explain it away by trying to put
one particular interpretation which I did not accept then. He said: "If some
of the import substitutions in this country become very costly, it is better to
liberalise the import." If this logic is accepted, then even fertiliser, cement,
steel and everything will have to be imported because the import prices in
respect of some of the commodities will be far less than their cost of production
in this country. So, that cannot be the argument. Ultimately, it has to be
within the parameters of the general national goal of self-reliance. Self-reliance
might be a costly phenomenon at the present time, but we have to take a
long term view-point. Therefore, I am afraid, when we talk in terms of
liberalisation of imports, bringing sophisticated technology here, even capital
goods are going to be imported here. Then further constraints will be created
and we will be frittering away the foreign exchange resources. That will
create a further trade gap which will be a dangerously high gap. Already
today it is estimated to be Rs. 8,000 to Rs. 9,000 crore. If it goes up further
beyond that, I tell you, a very difficult position is going to be created.
I fully share the views of Shri Veerendra Patil as far as self-reliance and
importing machinery are concerned. There are so many multi-nationals. We
talk of self-reliance. But whenever the conditions are prescribed—^and he
rightly said it as a former Industries Minister—to the industrialists, while
giving them the licence for starting a particular industry, only in breach those
particular conditions are fulfilled. And the classic example and the classic
monument of violation of the conditions with vengeance is the Maruti Motor
Company. Look at the debate that went on in this very House on Maruti
Company—of course, when it was a private company Now, the losses have
been nationalised. When that company was a private company, changing the
entire policy on automobiles, it was done. I remember, our former Rashtrapati
of India, when he was the Industry Minister, Shri Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed,
had announced on the floor of Parliament that, taking into account the public
needs, the automobile industry will be given expansion only to manufacture
public transport and not private cars. But only for one individual, and for
obvious reason, the entire policy was reversed. Maruti was given the licence.
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This House was told that while giving the licence to the Maruti Factory
reversing the entire automobile policy of the Government, certain restrictions
were put on them and they were told that no raw-material should be imported,
no spare-part should be imported, it should not disturb the security conditions,
there should be actually travel worthiness, all these conditions were imposed.
But ultimately we find that almost all the conditions were violated. Ultimately
the position came to that as far as the Maruti Car is concerned, probably the
only indigenous commodity or spare-part is the air inside the tyre. Otherwise
everything else was actually imported.
It was a monument of violation of all the conditions and the policies that
are prescribed by the Government. It became miserable and ultimately it had
to be nationalised. We were told that it is nationalised because we want to
take advantage of the assets. Actually only a shed and land were the assets
that were available. Actually the losses were nationalised and the Maruti
Factory was taken.
If this is the attitude towards collaboration, if this is the attitude towards
import and towards violation of all the conditions prescribed by the
Government as far as the industrialists are concerned, in that case I think the
position will become extremely difficult. If you allow them to go on importing
engines, spare parts, technology and even raw-materials, in that case the
foreign-exchange is bound to be frittered away and we will be put to more
and more difficult balance of payment position.
Sir, the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 is in a jeopardy. I talked
to the Speaker in his chamber on this question and I told him that I will pose
this question. Only yesterday's papers had carried a statement by the
Kirloskars that they admit that they have indulged in certain operations of
acquiring the company without the permission of the Reserve Bank of India
in relation to a German Company. They admitted that they have acquired
that without the permission of the Reserve Bank of India.
Secondly, the Foreign Exchcinge Regulation Act, 1973, that too has been
violated. Various provisions have been violated. When these provisions are
violated, remember, according to the letter and spirit—^please take note of
this,—according to the letter and spirit of the law when the Kirloskars have
actually acquired a German Company, in that case remember the questions
of impropriety and the failure of the Directorate of Enforcement and the
Revenue intelligence have also come up.
I want to raise this question. Because it will be raised over and over
again. I would like the Hon Minister to give a specific reply. There are two
failures. The parliamentary rules will demand that I should not refer to the
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name of a Minister. Therefore, I shall refer to the designation only. Sir, there
is a Minister.

I say 'a' Minister who happens to be 'a' director of 'a' German company—
I am very careful and cautious; I must protect the rules of procedure—that
company has been acquired violating the Foreign Exchange Regulation
Act, 1973 by Kirloskars.
Now I have said 'a' Minister. I am dropping reference to** also. I am
saying only 'a' Minister. Therefore, Sir, if you look at the letter and spirit of
the law I may tell you that various provisions of this Foreign Exchange
Regulation Act, 1973 demand that whenever this type of illegal act takes
place, then in that case both the sides are to be blamed, namely, those who
acquire and the company that has been acquired. Further if there are directors
of the company they are also liable to be alleged and liable to be punished.
Therefore, it is very clear.
Sir, I know the Fiiiance Minister is a person with a clean record who has
been following the democratic conventions. It has been the convention worldover and in the House of Commons it is very meticulously followed that if
any Member happeris to be on the Board of Directors in that case he tenders
resignation of the Directorship.
Sir, I am very proud that Shri H.M. Patel, the former Finance Minister of
the Janata Government the first thing he did after becoming Cabinet Minister
was that he tendered his resignation from all the companies of the Tatas and
others in which he was on the Board of Directors before he entered the
Cabinet. These are the norms. They safeguard the propriety and the cleanliness
of our public life.
Sir, I am glad that as far as this Finance Minister is concerned I know that
he is not a director of any company When I say any company I mean the
financial company and not the political company. This has been meticulously
observed. But, Sir, there are two violations and he should try to give his
explanation of that. It is the Directorate of Enforcement that has actually
committed one violation. The Speaker was asking me who is the agency and
I said it is the Govenunent failure. Therefore, Government has to explain and
not the Speaker. Therefore, I pose a question through you to the Finance
Minister that the Directorate of Enforcement has seen that there is violation
of the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 by two agencies—Kirloskars
on the one side and the company that has been acquired. In that case just as
Kirloskars are likely to be prosecuted in the similar manner the Directors of
**Not recorded.
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the acquired company—^the German company—each one of the Director is
likely to be prosecuted and if a Minister who happens to be 'a' director of 'a'
company has not been prosecuted because he happens to be 'a' Minister and,
therefore, the Directorate of Enforcement will be actually answerable to this
part of the charge that you are frightened of the ministerial status of Director
of that particular company. As far as the failure of the Directorate of
Enforcement is concerned, I hope, the Minister will clarify. As far as the other
point is concerned, I am one of those who believes that the moment one
becomes a Minister whether he is on the Board of Directors of Bombay Dyeing
or German company he should tender resignation and. Sir, I am saying about
'a' Minister about whose personal integrity I have nothing to say. Tliat is why
I am raising this point. It is a theoretical and a policy question that I have
raised, not out of animosity to X or Y. I am raising it because for all times to
come, all the Miiusters in this House will be guided by the precedent that
will be created in this House and whatever is stated as the policy framework
by the Minister when he replies. Also, it will be a directive.
As far as these violations are concerned, I think, a proper reply should
be given.
There are certain irrational duties and this is the appropriate time when
we can demand that those duties should be abolished and some concessions
be given. Tcike for instance the exemptions on excise duty on diesel oil. You
come from a coastal area. Sir. You will be surprised to know this. There are
fishermen engaged in mechanised fishing with the help of boats with engines
of smaller horse power or with engines of higher horse power. It is a strange
phenomenon today that if I am a fisherman and I am resorting to mechanised
fishing and if I have at my laimch an engine with horse power of 150 or
above, in that case, I get exemption on excise duty on diesel, but if I am
running a launch whose horse power is less than 150 horse power, in that
case I am not entitled for the exemption on the excise duty on diesel. I will
humbly make one request to the hon. Minister. Once in the presence of the
Prime Minister I had raised this question and when I requested that the
Prime Minister was sitting there, let him apply has mind. He said: Come
through the Finfmce Miiuster." The Finance Minister was sitting there and I
said: "I request you through the Prime Minister" and he said: ''We will do it
outside." I hope, by this time, the Finance Miruster would have appUed his
mind.
Then, duties on ice. It is quite surprising. It is nothing, but solidified
water, chemical composition is Ae same, H2O. Only, water has been solidified
as a result of temperature. On ice, there is a duty and the result of that is that
so many fishermen are affected. I come from a constituency which is a purely
coastal constituency.
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I am sorry, it is a lapse on my part.* When you were speaking, I was
revising my notice, because I was to speak on this subject. But I may tell you
that I am not demanding the reimposition of that. I am happy and I
congratulate you for this.
I had also written to the Finance Minister about it previously and I am
glad that he has done this. That will help fishermen.
I assure the Finance Minister that some of us come up with demands for
certain concessions with the hope that the operations will be improved. I can
assure him that whenever we come up with the demands, we come with this
perspective that as a result, more incentives will be there and the operations
can be improved. Fisheries will gain more as a result of this good step that
he has taken.
Similarly, I hope that there is not another lapse on my part. Now, as far
as French coffee is concerned, it is a blend of coffee powder and chicory
powder. It is very surprising that it is a blend of two ingredients; on the two
ingredients, there is no duty, but the moment they are combined, there is a
duty. It is not like putting any burden on a young boy, or a young girl, but
the moment they get miarried, you put burden on them. That is exactly what
has happened. I think, it is a lapse. I am sure, that with his forward-looking
attitude.......

...I would like to point out that as far as French coffee producers are
concerned, i.e. the blenders are concerned, they are in a tiny sector. They have
been described as a tiny sector. And I think that the policy of the Government
is, whenever there are big sectors, small scale sector, cottage sector and tiny
sector, the tiny sector which is the tiniest of the tiny must get the maximum
benefit because in the competition, they cannot survive at all. So, I would like
him to re-examine this point. Still one day is left. Tonight you sleep over this
proposal. I do not know whether you have tasted French coffee ever. It is a
beautiful thing. It is a blend and it is in the tiny sector.

This is in the tiny sector and just as Schumacher had said, 'Small is
beautiful' and our Finance Minister is a great lover of beauty. Therefore, I
would like him to apply his mind once again and try to have a cup of coffee
in the morning. I am prepared to pursue him today and I am prepared to
pursue Smt. Singh to see that in the early morning he is provided with a
cup—a tiny cup—of French coffee. I am sure tomorrow he will change his
mind. So, that is another change that I would like to suggest.
* Replying to the remarks made by Shri Vishwanath Pratap Singh: Professor Dandavate in the
heat of his arguments has forgotten that on ice, I have abolished the duty.
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Only one word about the MODVAT. This is very important. Firstly let me
make it clear that I am 100 per cent in favour of the principle of MODVAT.
Let me make it clear. Ultimately what is MODVAT? It gives credit for the
duties that are levied at the stage of inputs. If the credit is given in the long
run, if it is put in a well organised marmer as far as the finished goods are
concerned, actually the prices should come down in the final analysis. Basically
this scheme is very good. But I would like to tell him that really speaking
MODVAT is not completely altogether a new scheme. Prior to MODVAT,
there was a similar scheme for several years under Rule 56-A of the Central
Excise Rules, 1944. I think it was called Proforma Credit. According to that,
the only restriction was that they have limited it only for 65 finished goods.
Now they have started increasing it and I welcome the scheme. Since he has
brought it into the Budget, some homework has been done, some formula
has been evolved and as a result of that additional commodities have been
added. I welcome it. Basically I cim not opposed to MODVAT.
In reality, what is happening is that in some of the finished goods, the
prices have actually gone up. I will give just one illustration. Take for instance,
the automobiles or cars. As far as the automobile is concerned, the tyre on the
wheel is itself an input for the entire car. But when the tyre is manufactured
from rubber and various chemicals that itself becomes a finished product of
certain commodities. At one stage it acts as an input and at the other stage,
it acts as a finished good and as a result some complications take place.
Therefore, as a result of that we find that in the case of the automobiles,
when it was expected that prices would come down by Rs. 5,700, actually
almost by the same amount, the prices have gone up. This has not happened
in the case of all commodities.

.. .Probably in this case it is a conscious decision and for various extraneous
factors you have increased the duty. But he accepted last time that there are
certain commodities in which it has taken place because of some
misunderstanding partly by the industrialists and partly by the officers who
operate. All that I am saying is that adequate homework should be done on
that point. Really speaking, if I am mistaken, he can correct me. This principle
of MODVAT was initially enunciated at the time of the Long Term Fiscal
Policy. You finalized it at the time of the Budget. Really speaking, there was
some time. I think more time is required to work out various details in terms
of outputs which are intermediate outputs: what are the finished products,
whether they had made it properly, how many commodities are to be brought
under MODVAT—all that can be worked out; and as a result of that, I think
if proper homework is done, they can prevent, in all cases, not only in select
cases but in all cases, the rise in prices.
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Only a few minutes more, and I have done.
There are certain aberrations, and I would like them to be corrected. For
instance, our elderly colleague Professor Ranga will agree with me: Investment
in agricultural finance institutions needs priority. From Rs. 181 crore it ought
to have been increased, but it has been brought down to Rs. 170 crore; food
storage or warehouses has been brought down from Rs. 95 crore to Rs. 90
crore; fisheries—Rs. 31 crore are retained as Rs. 31 crore; dairy development
from Rs. 86 crore brought down to Rs. 80 crore; animal husbandry from
Rs. 13 crore to Rs. 5 crore; major and medium irrigation from Rs. 12 crore to
Rs. 10 crore; and Command Area Development from Rs. 107 crore to
Rs. 93 crore.
I will make a request to him: subject to their constraints, let them try to
see that these allocations are improved.
With regard to the public sector, I find that as far as gross profit before
interest and taxes is concerned, it is Rs. 4,636 crore. The net profit after taxes
in all the public sector units is only Rs. 929 crore; and the worst position is
that you can judge the effectiveness of a public sector, by finding out what
is the ratio of gross profit over the capital employed for the public sector.
Unfortunately in our country, the ratio of gross profit to the capital employed
in the public sector is hardly 12.7 per cent, probably one of the poorest in the
world. Therefore, this should be increased. We assure the hon. Minister that
we and our trade union organizations will cooperate with him fully, to see
that the public sector efficiency and effectiveness is increased, so that it may
be able to provide the necessary funds.
I do not want to touch deficits, black money and all that. All that I want
to say is that there is only one danger, about which we are very much afraid.
There are directly or indirectly certain pressures on our country from the
developed economies, from the World Bank and from the IMF; already at one
stage when we got the IMF loan, a number of conditions were imposed upon
us. They may deny that. But we found that they realized it. I am afraid they
may go a step further: the developing countries, IMF and the World Bank are
likely to comer us and pressurize us to devalue our currency. If that happens,
that will be the blackest day for the development of Indian economy I hope
and trust—I do not allege—that our Finance Minister believes it; I hope and
trust he will have a strong backbone to stand erect and to see to it that he
does not succumb to the IMF and World Bank pressures to bring about
devaluation of our currency, and destroy the interests of the working class.

PARLIAMENTARY MATTERS

FELICITATION TO SPEAKER, SHRI G.S. DHILLON*
Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the very outset let me congratulate you on your
unanimous election as the Speaker of the Lok Sabha.
One of the most significant principles of parliamentary democracy has
been that there must be a happy balance between the ruling party on the one
side and the forces of the Opposition on the other. I admit that the last
elections like a seismic disturbance have completely changed out of recognition
the composition of the old Lok Sabha. Therefore, it is all the more necessary
that the rights and privileges of the Opposition are safeguarded. I have not
the least doubt that with your impartial attitude you will be able to give
justice to the Opposition. As one of my hon. colleagues, late Barrister Nath
Pai had said, "in elections, parties may come and parties may go but what
must survive for all the time is parliamentary democracy and parliamentary
institutions." But parliamentary democracy cannot survive on the basis of
mere rigid rules. It can survive by the willing acceptance by the Members of
Parliament of the democratic norms of our democratic life.
I assure the House on behalf of the Praja Socialist Party that we will see
that dignity and decorum of the House is maintained. I am one amongst
those Socialists who have come to this House not on the shoulders of other
parties and you should rest assured that I will not be one amongst those who
will precipitate a crisis in which I and my colleagues will be required to go
out of the House on the shoulders of the Marshal.
That will not be the basis of our behaviour. Let me assure you that all
democratic norms will be scrupulously observed. In this House let me try to
recall what late Pandit Nehru had said at midnight before the dawn of
freedom. He said, "at the stroke of the midnight hour when the world sleeps,
India wiU wake up to life and freedom and the soul of a nation long suppressed
will find utterance." How relevant are those utterances even today Today in
this new House, in this Parliament the reconstituted Parliament, the soul of
a nation long suppressed must find utterance. There are rules regarding the
conduct of the House. But, Sir, let me appeal to you—let the interpretation
of the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business be made in such a way
that these Rules of Procedure and Conduct do not come in the way of real
* L.S. Deb., 22 March 1971.
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reflection of the will of the people outside. Just as the Constitution can be
interpreted in a particular way, so as to help the process of social change, the
Rules of Procedure can also be interpreted in such a manner that they will
never become a stumbling block in reflecting through this House the will of
the people.
In the end, let me try to tell you very clearly that we, who believe in
democratic socialism, will never forget that we belong not to the nebulous
Opposition but to the Socialist Opposition. We will always be guided by the
basic principle that our attitude will not be determined by the parties in this
House, but it will be determined by Socialist policies and programmes. Our
attitude will always be programme-oriented and every step taken by us on
the floor of this House will cdways be to further the interests of the democratic
socialism to which we have pledged our loyalty for so many years.
I hof>e. Sir, that in this House, as someone has rightly said, not orJy the
old veterans will get the opportunity to put forward their point of view but
your big eye will not miss those who are new-comers and if they have to
make a contribution, they will get the opportunity to use the forum of this
House to reflect their point of view.
Once again. Sir, I congratulate you on your unanimous election to this
highest office of the Pcirliament.

SUPREMAQ OF PARLIAMENT*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, as a committed radical socialist, I fully support the
Bill that has been moved by the hon. Minister, Shri Gokhale, for the
consideration of the House. I welcome this Bill and I support it, because the
Bill rightly seeks to make our Constitution a living and a vibrant document
that will respond to the urges of the people in matters of social and economic
transformation.
In my case Sir, permit me to say that there is also an emotional overtone
to my support to this Bill because I can never forget that my hon. friend and
colleague late Barrister Nath Pai struggled in this House against all the forces
of status quo to get this Bill adopted and make it an Act that will become the
symbol of hopes and aspirations of the common people in the country.
I am happy that this Bill is before the House today. I feel there can be no
better lasting monimient to the memory, the shining memory, of late Barrister
Nath Pai than the Bill that has been brought here.
There is so much talk of confrontation between the Parliament and the
Judiciary. I will not try to heckle Mr. Frank Anthony. But I would like to join
issues with him. He has said a lot about confrontation between the Parliament
and the Judiciary. Who are responsible for this confrontation? We have three
well-defined spheres. There are the people; there is the Parliament and there
is the Judiciary. The Constitution itself lays down definite functions for these
three. The people are sovereign as far as election of the Government of the
sovereign coimtry is concerned. So far as the Parliament is concerned, it is
supreme and sovereign as far as enactment of laws and amendments of the
Constitution of this country are concerned. And permit me to say that so far
as the Supreme Court is concerned, it is supreme and sovereign only in
interpreting the amendments to the Constitution and the laws enacted by the
Parliament. Unfortunately, when one entity out of these three entities tries to
have an encroachment on the other, then only the confrontation between the
two begins. And if there is a virtual confrontation between Parliament and
Judiciary, it is those who gave the perverse judgment in the Golak Nath case
who are responsible for this type of confrontation between Parliament and
Judiciary. That is my view.
* L.S. Deb., 3 August 1971.
^Participating in the Discussion on consideration of the Constitution (Twenty-fourth Amendment)
Bill, 1971. The Bill became the Act on 5 November 1971.
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In the Golak Nath case judgment, the Judiciary did not merely interpret
the Constitution. But they went a step hirther and they tried, in reality, to
modify the Constitution. They became the makers of ih e Constitution and
they, actually, became the third chamber of the Parliament of our country.
Therefore, our Prime Minister should be able to tell them what President
Roosevelt told the Judiciary in America. When the 'New Deal' was struck
down three times. President Roosevelt came forward with a categorical
statement that he will nev^r allow the Supreme Court of America to be the
third chamber in that coimtry and that it must know its own limitations.
There should be full respect for Judiciary provided they do not encroach
upon the powers and functions of others. So much talk is there about the
sacrosanct character of the Constitution. Our friend Shri H.M. Patel quoted
Dr. Ambedkar. Now, let me also quote Dr. Ambedkar which will be
inconvenient to Shri H.M. Patel. Dr. Ambedkar in his speech in the Constituent
Assembly said:
"The Constituent Assembly has not only refrained from putting a seal
of finality and infallibility upon the Constitution by denying to the
people the right to amend the Constitution as in Canada or by making
the amendment of the Constitution subject to the fulfilment of extra
ordinary terms and conditions as in America or Australia, but has
provided a most facile procedure for amending the Constitution."
He refers to the procedure provided by article 368 of the Constitution.
Sir, there is a lot of controversy. One legal aspect about the controversy is that
some feel that article 368 cannot amend the part of the Constitution which
contains Fimdamental Rights. The real controversy is: what is the relation
between article 13(2) and article 368? Those who are opposed to accept the
supremacy of the Parliament, feel that article 13(2) is a controlling clause for
article 368, whereas we believe that article 368 refers to certain powers which
are derived from the constituent law and they are not to be construed as
ordinary law. I do not want to go into details. The prominent legal luminaries
the world over have accepted this point which is the basis of the modification,
the amendment over here.
Dicey said:
"There is clear separation between Constituent Law and the rest of the
law and that must never be forgotten. An amendment of the Constitution
is a constitutional law and is in exercise of Constitution-making powers.
It is not an ordinary law in the exercise of ordinary legislative powers."
Ivor Jennings in his Law on the Constitution says:
"Whatever the nature of the written Constitution, it is clear that there
is a fundamental distinction between the constituent law and the
ordinary law."
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Again, so many Judges have been quoted. Justice Kania says:
'There is a distinction between the law of the land and the constitutional
law of the country."
One of our friends, Mr. Frank Anthony quoted Chief Justice Patanjali. I
will now quote him which will be a matter of great inconvenience to
Mr. Anthony. In Sankari Prasad case. Chief Justice Patanjali says:
"^The terms of article 368 are perfectly general and empower Parliament
to amend the Constitution without any exception whatsoever. We are
of the opinion that in the context of article 13, law must be taken to
mean rules and regulations made in exercise of ordinary legislative
powers and not amendment to the Constitution made in exercise of the
constituent powers with the result that article 13 does not affect
amendments made under article 368."
Had this judgment remained there, there would have been no necessity
for hon. Shri Gokhale to come forward with this amending Bill, but because
of the Golak Nath case the supremacy of the Parliament has been challenged.
That is the only reason why this Bill has been brought forward.
Again, there is a lot of talk about the sacrosanct character of the Judiciary.
But, can our friends who are opposing this Bill deny the fact that out of
19 Judges of the Supreme Court who have expressed their views regarding
the supremacy of the Parhament to amend even the Fundamental Rights,
12 Judges have expressed their view that Parliament is supreme and it has
the power to amend even the Fundamental Rights guaranteed by the
Constitution. That is a fact that has to be noted.
There is so much talk about threat to democracy if this Bill is adopted.
I would like to give a simple illustration. As far as Britain is concerned, in the
entire history of Britain, the great character of liberty the Magna Carta, the
Bill of Rights and the Act of Settlement have become the cornerstones not
only of the liberty of Britain but of entire Europe. But remember, the British
Parliament can repeal all these three laws. They can repeal them in the same
manner in which they could repeal the Dog Act or the Traffic Act. But the
British people are conscious, the Parliament is conscious. Not only that, the
members of the Parliament have faith in themselves. Therefore, they have
come to the conclusion that possessing power is one thing and exercising it
is another. We are not at all frightened because we have faith in ourselves
that the Parliament will not misuse the powers in order to destroy the liberty
of the people.
Some have given the illustration of Germany. We are told that if
Shri Gokhale's BiU is accepted, probably there will be a growth of miUtarism
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and there will be military dictatorship in the country. If any group of parties
or individuals try to organise a military coup in the country, they will neither
respect the Supreme Court nor will they respect the Parliament.

They will not debate whether the Supreme Court is supreme or whether
the Parliament is supreme. They will send the tanks and machine gims first
to the Supreme Court and then to the Parliament and the dictators will say
that 'we accept only the supremacy of ourselves.' Therefore, remember that
those who want to install the military dictatorship in the country, will never
file a writ petition to the Supreme Court and ask whether they are permitted
to bring military dictatorship in the country. If there is a situation in which
we have to fight a military dictatorship in our country, we shall fight the
dictatorship in the streets of this country, in the same manner in which the
people of Bangladesh have fought the dictatorship of Yahya Khan. That will
be the manner in which the dictatorship will be fought. It cannot be fought
on the basis of the provisions of the Constitution.
The doctrine of prospective over-ruling in Golak Nath case was strange
enough; it was modelled on the American pattern. Till 27 February 1967, this
Parliament was supreme and within one day, it ceased to be supreme! Quoting
the theory of prospective over-ruling they said, it will not be applicable to
past, it will apply only to the future. It is a strange paradox. Ull 27 February
1967, this House continued to be supreme. After that it loses its supremacy.
That is the most perverse aspect of the Golak Nath case judgement.
Some of my hon. friends said that if this Bill is passed freedom will be
at stake. In all three cases, in 1951, in 1965 and in 1967 who were, the people
who had gone to the Supreme Court? In 1951, Shankari Prasad, a landlord
went to the Supreme Court. In 1965, Sajjan Singh, another landlord, went to
the Supreme Court, In 1967, again it was the landlord Golak Nath who went
to the Supreme Court. They were all opposed to land reforms. Those who
represent landlords in this House and are championing their cause are
opposing this Constitution (Amendment) Bill.
Certain references were made to religious freedom and minorities.
Excepting Swatantra, Cong (O) and Jan Sangh, all other political parties had
made radical announcements regarding constitutional amendments and this
has been the core of their ideologies which they put into their election
manifestos. All of us are committed to the basis of our manifestos. Some hon.
friends mentioned about referendum. We have recently gone to the polls and
the electorate has given its verdict. That is why this verdict is as good as
referendiim and we should respect the people's wishes. I fully support the
Bill moved by Shri Gokhale. Let this Bill be passed; but at the same time, let
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it be made clear that there are certain entities, which are fundamental entities
in life, namely, the freedom of expression, the freedom of speech, the freedom
of association, the freedom to form unions, which have been denied in some
capitalist coimtries, fascist countries and other totalitarian countries. These
rights must forever remain inviolate.
In this respect, Shri Gopalan and Shri Indrajit Gupta have moved certain
amendments. I too have done it. Those amendments must be accepted.
In conclusion, I would say, Shri Gokhale has been for years a close
associate of Shri Nath Pai in the socialist and working class movements. He
will have the sense of satisfaction that after coming to this Parliament, for the
first time, he has been able to pay meaningful tribute to the memory of
Shri Nath Pai who was the real author of this Bill.

MAINTENANCE OF DECORUM IN THE HOUSE*^
Mr. Speaker, on this occasion, if I say a few things, I say it more with a
feeling of anguish and sorrow than with a feeling of anger. I may recall that
in my very first speech in this Parliament while you were elected as the
Speaker of the House, I had said that a sense of accommodation by the
Treasury Benches, a sense of responsibility by the Opposition Benches is
always a function of the balance in the House, and when this balance is
disturbed, sometimes the sense of accommodation is destroyed on the side
of the Treasury Benches and probably the sense of responsibility also is
destroyed on the side of the Opposition.
Therefore, the balance has to be restored. You, as the custodian of this
House should see that this accommodation balance is restored by an intelligent
handling of the situation as you are capable of. It should be possible for you
to maintain the balance in this House.
I must point out that anyone sitting in the Galleries, particularly the
youngsters, if they watch the proceedings of this House, will not go away
with an inspiration from the proceedings of this Parliament. Therefore, all of
us have to leam lessons.
I may again remind you that yesterday when the debate was going on,
there were certain decisions taken. You gave certain rulings. You said that the
adjournment motion could not be admitted for certain reasons, and
Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu might make a statement for two minutes, and the telegram
might also be read. The statement was made. Other sections of the House
were disturbed. Again a big hubbub took place in the House. In the heat, a
number of things took place over here. I feel that Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu was
trying to reflect the feelings of his comrades and friends outside. He was
very much agitated by certain events. Certain newspapers were being
destroyed and burnt to ashes. He then said that freedom of the press was
being destroyed. He was very much agitated. Very often agitation outside
gets reflected in the agitation inside. When he was agitated.... let them please
hear me though they may not agree with me. He actually threw a bundle of
papers on the floor of the House. Probably, if I were to feel similarly agitated.
* LS. Deb., 29 August 1972.
^ Participating in the Discussion on Question of Privilege on Alleged Contempt of the House by
member.
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I do not know what I would have done, I do not know whether I would also
have thrown the papers. But I must say, that under the circumstances, if I
were impelled to throw papers, because I could not function in this Parliament,
without throwing papers on the floor, I would have resigned my membership
and gone out to function at the extra-parliamentary level.
Of course, this is a matter of temperament. But all said and done, it
should be considered that he acted under heavy provocation. Even when a
man is accused of murder in a court of law, actually his motivation is taken
into account. Here, for instance, he has made a statement. In that he has very
categorically stated, 'I have not at all insulted the Speaker; I had no desire to
do so'. If everyone of us wants a pound of flesh from Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu,
we can ask for it, but I think in a sense of accommodation, we should not ask
for it. I think we should talk out the issue. We have said enough on it from
the Treasury Benches as well as from the Opposition. I make one constructive
suggestion. In order that such episodes should not happen in the future, I
suggest that you convene a meeting of all the leaders of the groups including
the Treasury Benches and the Opposition and let us try to evolve a code of
conduct in the future and also some methodology by which the resentment
and agitated minds of the Opposition will all be adequately reflected on the
floor of the House, and, at Ae same time, the Treasury Benches will not be
forced to bring forward such a motion.
I do not want to say anything about Shri Stephen. Just as Shri Jyotirmoy
Bosu was agitated, similarly Shri Stephen was also agitated, and this was
really a conflict between two agitators. Let us end all this conflict and let us
call a halt to this. We have talked enough over the matter. I only suggest you
convene ultimately a meeting of all the leaders of the Opposition, including
the Treasury Bendies, and try to evolve some procedure.

A PRIVILEGE ISSUE‘S
I want to make a further statement because I want to bring to your notice
the categorical statement made by the Home Minister in this House.
In the notice I have given, I had categorically stated this fact. The Home
Minister while participating in the debate made a categorical statement which
appears on page 677 :
"It is true, if, even by accident any police lathi or anything has touched
him, I would have been first to speak and apologise to you, I would
have advised my dear leader the Prime Minister to speak to him and
express regret. But am I to express apology for sometliing that has not
happened at all? ... Please listen to me. I do not think there is any
statement from Jayaprakashji that he was assaulted or a lathi blow was
given to him. There is no statement like that. Please point out one and
I will be the first man to express regret."
1 want to submit that not only in the statement that has appeared in the
Hindustan Times on 13 November 1974, but in the statement that has appeared
in the Press today i,e. 15 November 1974, J.P. has categorically stated: "On my
own, I did not want to launch any complaint at all because an injury was
done to me."
He quotes a precedent. During the 1942 struggle when he was kept in
Lahore Fort he was subjected to unspeakable indignities by the British; he
was made to sit on ice block. On his own he made no complaint because he
said in the style of a revolutionary: I would never raise any issues about the
atrocities committed against me; when some compatriots who were with me
in the jail were released they raised the issue and when journalists asked me,
in reply to that question, I gave out the facts.
Similarly in this case, when he was subjected to a lathi charge on
4 November 1974, he did not want to issue a statement by himself. He did
not want to go before the people complaining about the atrocities committed
against him; in the style of a grand Gandhian he did not want to raise the
issues himself. But when the controversy was raised and when the
* LS. Deb,, 15 November 1974.
Making a Statement on Question of Privilege Re. Home Minister's Statement.
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Home Minister at the Centre made a categorical statement that his information
was that no lathi blows were given to J.R, then only he came out with a
statement saying, I am pained and shocked at the statement that is made by
the Home Minister. He has now given full details. He said: I had received
one blow on my shoulder; further blows were also sought to be given by the
police. But for Nanavati Deshmukh and others, I would have been beaten
more. He further said: All this happened in my presence; so many friends are
present.
I have quoted what J.P. has said. I have also quoted the proceedings of
the Lok Sabha to show what the Home Minister said. He should express his
regret because he has said that he would apologise to the House. I would
request the Prime Minister also to express regrets; he said that he would do
so when the facts came before the House. Since the facts now contradict what
the Home Minister said, he has really shown contempt of the House. Firstly,
there is a privilege issue against him. You have powers, even without referring
the matter to the House under rule 227, to send it to the Committee if you
are convinced that there is a prima facie case. Let the Committee investigate
into the matter. In the meantime I expect an apology from the Prime Minister
and the Home Minister.

FELICITATION TO DEPUTY SPEAKER, SHRIG. LAKSHMANAN*
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I congratulate the Deputy-Speaker, Shri G. Lakshmanan
on his election. He has rich experience of belonging to the House of Elders,
I am sure, when he comes here to preside over the deliberations of this
House, he will bring to the Chair, the maturity of the elders and he will also
take care of the youngsters in this House so that there will be a combination
of youngsters and elders.
Sir, so long as he was not elected, he belonged only to one party. But,
now, we can legitimately have a claim on him that when he occupies the
Chair, he will be belonging to the entire House and he can rest assured that
when he sits in the Chair, we will offer our cooperation not as if he belongs
to one section but as if he belongs to the entire House and we will expect the
same reciprocation.
It is true that some motion was already moved just to express that the
Opposition must get the representation. And to keep up that convention, the
motion was actually put forward. As a healthy convention of this House, as
far as possible, unanimity should be arrived at in the election to such a high
office. So, the motions were withdrawn, and I am happy that it was a mere
statement. OrJy the spirit of it was merely stated. Without going into the
technicality of the problem, I dare to say that, indeed, the Deputy-Speaker
belongs to the entire House, particularly in such a House where there is a lot
of imbalance, it is the Opposition that will need protection more than probably
the members of the ruling party and I hope that that protection will be
available to us in abundance.

*LS. Deb., 1 February 1980.
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DECLARATION OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES BY MPs*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to make brief observations on this Bill. I
want to associate myself with the commendable efforts of our yoimg colleague,
Shn Rajesh Pilot, who has moved this Bill for the consideration and passing
by this House.
Sir, you may recall that I have already introduced an identical Bill in this
House long time ago, but since a Private Member's Bill is balloted over and
over again and whenever you get favour of the ballot, then only it can come
before the House. I feel that probably after 2000 A.D. my Bill would be able
to come before the House. In the meantime, I would like to take this
opportunity to express my views on this Bill.
This Bill is in keeping with the best Gandhian tradition, and I think, if
Mahatma Gandhi has any significance to this country, the greatest significance
is the sacredness that he lent to the public Ufe in the country. On a number
of occasions, Gandhiji used to say that every public worker in this country,
including a legislator, must be accountable to the public, and he is accoimtable
to the people for every pie that he gathers. We know it very well that in his
own personal life, whenever Gandhiji collected any funds, account for every
pie was kept and he rigorously followed in his own life the principle of non
possession and non-attachment. This being the tradition of Gandhiji, we in
our own humble way should be able to fall in the footsteps of Gandhiji,
though not to the extent to which he could, but in our own humble way we
should be able to function within our own limitations. Therefore, this Bill is
the most commendable one. This is the land of Gandhiji. We need not wait
for any act of legislation to come. You should be happy to know that as far
as the State of Maharashtra is concerned, for all the members of my party,
who contested the elections, we had made it obligatory that all of them must
submit their statements of assets and liabilities. We got a book printed and
circulated it along with the election manifesto, cind we told the voters that
whosoever wanted to go through the book, it would be made available for
public display. It was also kept in vcirious libraries, various gram panchayats,
etc.

* L.S. Deb., 6 May 1983.
^Participating in the Discussion on Declaration of Assets and Liabilities by Members of
Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha Bill (a Private Member's Bill) 1981.
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Thus, we tried to do it in a popular way, but ultimately, there has to be
a sanction of law, and, therefore, this Bill is commendable.
Shri Satyendra Narayan Sinha has rightly pointed out that it is necessary
that if any Member of Parliament violates the law, that will be operated, in
that case there must be certain penal provision. Otherwise the violator of the
law is going scot free.
Sir, I referred to Garidhiji's name. I remember when Gandhiji said that
man in public life must be accountable for every pie; he must not amass
wealth and he demonstrated it in his own life also.
On the occasion of the debate on this Bill, I have the happy memories,
perhaps some of the best memories of Gandhiji's public life. Sir, you may
recall that on the historic 14 August 1947, only some minutes prior to the
midnight of 15 August 1947, when this entire Central Hall was illuminated
and late Pandit Nehru was delivering his famous Address—Tryst with
Destiny— in this very Constituent Assembly Hall, and when he was telling
the nation at the stroke of the midnight, when the world sleeps; India will
awake to life and freedom, at that glorious moment of illumination and
glossy, where was Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the Nation? He was not
in the midst of those illuminations. He was not in the midst of those
deliberations. Away in the distant Calcutta and its outskirts, in the gloomy
darkness of commimal disturbances, Mahatma Gandhi was moving from
place to place. And Pandit Nehru was grateful enough even on the occasion
of India's first celebration to send his emissary to Mahatma Gandhi on the
midnight of 15 August. And when that emissary reached his place at midnight,
he had discussions with him and the next day when Mahatma Gandhi went
to give him send off, he walked a lot along with him. And when there was
parting of roads going to Calcutta City, there was a small tree from which a
dry leaf fell down, and a small fruit fell down. The Father of the Nation,
Mahatma Gandhi picked up that dry leaf; he put the fruit on that leaf and
told that emissary of Pandit Nehru that they call me the Father of the Nation
and the architect of India's freedom. I have nothing that I have amassed. I
have no gift to you, I have no gift to send to Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Whom
you call the Father of the Nation and the Architect of Freedom, he has only
this dry leaf and a dry fruit to offer as the Independence Day gift to one of
the ardutects of our freedom.
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, and that is how, whom Churchill described as
Naked Faqir of India, but who represented the glory and the future of India,
that man possessed with the feeling of non-attachment and non-possession,
gave only a dry leaf just as the Independence Day gift to Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru on behalf of himself.
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Sir, these illustrations and these memories of Gandhiji make us feel
ourselves so small that it is the polluted atmosphere in which we are
functioning. How much wealth is amassed today? What is the image we the
Pariiamentarians have in the eyes of the people? And if that image has to be
sharpened, if that image is to be brightened, we have to convince the people
that we are growing in the parliamentary institutions, in the image of Mahatma
Gandhi. It is necessary to convince that we, while functioning through the
Sovereign Parliament of the country, are keeping the traditions and the legacy
of Mahatma Gandhi. Sir, I admire tihe effort made by the young colleague. He
has brought the Bill in which every Member of Parliament every year will
announce his liabilities and assets. By that I think the people will feel that
those who have been elected to Parliament, they have not gone there to
amass wealth, but they have gone there to discharge the duties.
Sir, in this connection I may point out to you that sometimes even if we
try to act to the ideals of Gandhiji, there is not adequate appreciation. There
is no response; there is no acknowledgement. Sir, even at the risk of being
misunderstood, I will ^ve you a very interesting personal experience. When
the last Janata Government fell, and we went out of Office, remembering the
memories of Gandhiji. I decided that we are accountable to the people, and
therefore, to the President of India, the new Prime Minister of India, the
Leader of the Opposition in the Rajya Sabha at that time; and also to
Jayaprakash Ncirayan and Acharya Kriplani—the great living Gandhians in
the country. I sent a Statement of my property—assets and liabilities—to all
of them and said that I had already sent to you my Statement of Assets and
Liabilities the day I had become the Minister. When I am stepping out of my
Office, here is the Statement of my Assets and Liabilities and also the Statement
of Assets and Liabilities of my wife, because she also can inherit the property
that I have.
And when I sent that, you will be surprised to know that there was no
acknowledgement from the temporary Prime Minister, no acknowledgement
from others; but only the noble souls of Jayaprakash Narayan and Acharya
Kriplani, the genuine Gandhians in this country sent warm letters pointing
o u t: "Though there is no law that demands that you should send a statement
of properties and liabilities, this is the right thing that every soaal worker
and public worker must do."
What I was impelled to do on my own, I am glad that our young friend
Shri Rajesh Pilot wants it to be done by placing an obligation on every Member
of Parliament; i.e. every member of the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha to come
forward every year with a statement like that.
Some cynics may raise the question: 'What guarantee is there that the
statement will be genuine?' Whenever any new idea is brought forward, the
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voice of cynidsm will always try to find a loophole. I would like to ask: 'Are
there no loopholes in the income-tax law? For that reason, do we discard that
law itself? We bring forward land reform legislations. Are there no loopholes
in them? Are there no loopholes through which even elephants can escape?
There are loopholes; but even then we have land reform legislations. We have
various sets of legislation.'
We had legislation for introducing educational reforms. There are certain
inadequacies in the law. There are certain loopholes in the law. But we do not
throw the baby with the bath-water. Therefore, because of certain defects and
inadequacies in the legislation that is sought to be introduced, we should not
try to destroy the very spirit of the legislation. In this respect I would go a
step ahead. I know what will be the fate of a Private Member's Bill. Ultimately,
the Minister will rise. I have no disrespect for him. He will get up and say;
"The ideas are very fine. The spirit is also very fine." Therefore, he will
accept the spirit and reject the bottle. That is what will happen. Therefore, the
Minister is likely to make an appeal to the mover of the Bill and say: We will
scrutinize the Bill. We will try to bring in the future, some sort of a legislation.
We will apply our mind. It is not merely under our consideration, but active
consideration. With that assurance, I want you to withdraw the Bill. That is
what he wiU say. I also, think that Shri Pilot, being a member of the ruling
pcirty, will not be able to discard that advice.
But, there can be a via media. I would request that in the event of such
a request coming from the hon. Minister, Shri Rajesh Pilot can make a counter
move and suggest to the hon. Minister that he may accept an amendment,
viz. 'Let the Bill be sent for circulation for eliciting public opinion'; I think
that can be a via media. So, Government will not have the dissatisfaction that
some Private Member's Bill is accepted against Government's advice; and
Shri Pilot will not have the pinch of his conscience that he had to withdraw
the Bill.
This is a good motivation, and not a bad motivation. I think even if it is
sent for circulation to elicit public opinion, the purpose of the Bill will be
served; and if it is established that adequate public opinion in favour of the
Bill is built up, in that case even the Government can bring forward some Bill
on these lines. I am sure that if the Government brings a Bill, it is bound to
be adopted unless there is dissidence in the Government. But I don't think
it will grow to that extent.
With this background, I once again express my support to the Bill.
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...I once again congratulate this young MP for having brought a Bill
which has die best of intentions. Let him not worry about the lacunae and
the loopholes. There will be loopholes in every legislation that is there; but
the spirit of the Bill is more important than the content of the Bill. Therefore,
I wholeheartedly support tius Bill.

REMOVAL OF SPEAKER*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, while extending my support to the Resolution
which has been moved by. my esteemed colleague, Shii Somnath Chatterjee,
at the very outset, let me make it clear that I do so without any personal
animosity to the Speaker, but out of my total dissatisfaction about a very
significant ruling that could actually meir not only the democratic procedures
in this House, but that is likely to create wrong interpretation of the
Constitution and the Rules of Procedure. It is only on this ground that I rise
to extend my support to the motion that has been moved by my colleagues.
I am of the opinion that even the Speaker has to be guided not only by
rules but by the Constitution in letter and spirit. I may bring it to your notice
that on one occasion, I got up in the House after the ruling and I said: "I do
not challenge your ruling, but I want to seek a clarification." I said: "If in my
humble opinion, I feel that in giving the particular ruling, the Speaker has
violated the Constitution of the country, what is the remedy open to me". He
said: "Come to my Chamber." I went to his Chamber and applied my mind
and I found a remedy. I must point out to you that when I second this
Resolution, support this Resolution, I have before me the traditions of this
coimtry, the conventions that have been set in this very House. I would like
to start with a very significant example. Since Shri Somnath Chatterjee has
moved the motion, I would like to make a reference to his father Shri N.C.
Chatterjee who was a respected member of this House. On one occasion
when the Rajya Sabha adopted the Special Marriage Bill, in one of the meetings
in Madras Shri N.C. Chatterjee stated that the Bill had been passed by a pack
of urchins. The members of Rajya Sabha were very much disturbed.
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehruji was very much disturbed. Shri N.C. Chatterjee
was a member of this House and a privilege motion came against him in the
Rajya Sabha and the Secretary of Rajya Sabha passed on that notice to
Shri N.C. Chatterjee. Shri N.C. Chatterjee tabled a coimter-privilege motion
in this very House and his argument was that since he belonged to this
House, he could not be subject to the jurisdiction of the other House.
Shri Mavalankar was the Speaker then. He got up and said: "I have received
a notice of privilege from Shri N.C. Chatterjee to the effect that while he
happens to be the member of this House, he is being subjected to the
jurisdiction of the other House".
* L.S. Deb.. 15 April 1987.
^ Participating in the Discussion on Resolution Re. Removal of Speaker.
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No less a person than Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru got up from his
seat and stated that in view of the type of remarks that were made by
Shri N.C. Chatterjee, the privilege motion that had come up in the other
House was fully justified. But Shri Mavalankar was not cowed by the stature
of the Prime Minister. He told die Prime Minister: "Mr. Prime Minister, I
differ with you. Kindly take your seaf'. And he told the House that he would
not allow a member of this House to be subjected to the jurisdiction of the
other House so long as he continued to be Speaker of this House.

Sir, this House had had a celebrated Chairman as he was called then,
occupying the Speaker's status, he was Vithal Bhai Patel whose portrait hangs
over here. Vithal Bhai Patel was occupying the very same seat which you are
occupying Sir. You probably remember that the Bhagat Singh episode had
taken place then. He wanted to rouse the country against the Public Safety
Bill. The debate on the Public Safety Bill had already started. Already the
process of debate had commenced. On one occasion Vithal Bhai Patel who
was in the Chair got up and said: "I know that some members will not like
me to adjourn the debate. But, I am concerned about the fate of the patriots
in the Meerut Conspiracy Case and the issues which are involved in the
Meerut Conspiracy Case against the patriots are the very same issues which
are involved in this debate on the Public Safety Bill in our House. My patriotic
motivation tells me that I do not want debate on the Public Safety Bill in this
House to affect the fate of the patriots in the court of law and in my own way,
I am adjourning the debate sine die." That was what Vithal Bhai Patel said.

Sir, I am merely trying to point out to you that very often, it is said that
England's Parliament—House of Commons—is the mother of Parliaments. I
may be permitted to quote a very significant instance.
In 1642, Charles I, declared that five Members of the House of Commons
were guilty of treason. Along with the security troops, he wanted to come to
the House. The news went round that he is likely to enter and capture these
five Members of the House of Commons. The House requested these five
Members to leave the House of Commons. Charles I, came with arguments.
He went to the dais of the Speaker and said; "Mr. Speaker, Sir, will you try
to find out and locate those five Members of the House of Commons, whom
I want?" They are guilty of treason. Without budging, the Speaker said:
"Your Majesty, I have no eyes to see. I have no ears to hear. I see with the
eyes of the House. I hear with the ears of the House. I am the servant of this
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House. Your Majesty I cannot oblige you." Quietly, Charles I, with his army
men left the Qiamber of House of Commons and all the Members of the
House, irrespective of their political party shouted at the King and said:
"Breach of Privilege, Breach of Privilege"...

.. .To my mind, it is relevant because I am trying to point out to you, how
in our country as well as outside the country the Speaker has never been
cowed down by the ways of the executive. He has never tried to protect the
executive, rather he was protecting the dignity of the House. That is my
point. In this context, I would like to point out to you, without leading to any
controversies. Sir, violation of the Constitution by the Speaker and
misinterpretation of the Constitution is probably the greatest default that can
be committed in this particular House.
I
know that President's name cannot be actually utilised according to
rule 352(6) for influencing the debate. But as far as the Constitutional
procedures are concerned and the provisions are concerned, to defend them,
there is nothing wrong. So each one of us took oath in the House. We said
that we vdll defend, protect the Constitution of the country. There is a wrong
application as far as the interpretation is concerned. I do not take the view
that rule 352(6) prevents us even from referring to President. All that it says
is: you caimot use the name of the President to influence the debate.
In this House, year after year, we had been discussing the Motion of
Thanks to the President. Again, I would like to refer to 1952. This seat was
occupied by Comrade A.K. Gopalan. He was speaking and intervening in the
debate on the Motion of Thanks to the President and once again before
coming to this House, I checked up the proceedings of the Lok Sabha of 1952.
How did he begin his speech? Comrade Gopalan began his speech regarding
the Presidential Address by saying that "President's Address is a declaration
of war against the people and I rise to declare that we are determined to fight
this war." That is what Comrade Gopalan said. The Speaker never said that
you cannot attribute motives to the President. It was the political criticism
and he said that, "his Address is the declaration of war against the people
and we are determined to fight this war." But Sir, that was not at all
misunderstood...
Sir, I would like to refer to article 74 of the Constitution. Much is made
in the context of the ruling of the Speaker, which has been given and which
has been repeated and it has been said: the relationship between the President
and the Prime Minister and the confidentiality of the letters that had been
addressed by the President to the Prime Minister cannot be made the subject
matter of the debate. That is what has been said. But, Sir, unfortunately, the
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Speaker went a step ahead and said that on even No-confidence Motion
against the Govemment and the substantive Motion on any subject, he would
not allow the relationship between the President and the Prime Minister and
the confidentiality of the letters and the correspondence between them to be
discussed in the House. Sir, I would like to raise one more constitutional
issue in the context of article 74. Sir, I may sum up the framers of the
Constitution. I have had the opportunity to be in an institution which was
founded by late Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. We have in our University Library the
copy of the Constitution in which Dr. B.R. Ambedkar in his own hand-writing
has put down his own comments about his interpretation on various articles
and how they are likely to come under stress and strain. Sir, take article 74(1).
Article 74(1) says that there will be a Council of Ministers headed by the
Prime Minister. Article 74(2) says—I will not discuss all the details—it will
aid and advise the President and here there is qualification whether and
what advice has been given by the Council of Ministers to the President shall
not be inquired into in any court of law. Sir, there are various provisions of
the Constitution. There are Fundamental Rights in Part III of the Constitution.
If anybody violates them, I have the remedy to go to the Supreme Court.
There are other constitutional provisions if they are violated, if a Bill violates
the provisions of the Constitution, I can challenge the constitutional validity
of the Bill in the Supreme Court. That is all right. But if article 74 is insulated
and we are not allowed to go to the court of law and if any one in the country
violates article 74, if the Council of Ministers violate, if the Prime Minister,
imagine he violates, what is the remedy open to me? The Constitution framers
have only closed the doors of the court. They have said, whether and what
advice has been given by the Council of Ministers to the President shall not
be inquired into in any court. If they had wanted to insulate against discussion
in Parliament, they would have said, they will not be inquired into in any
court of law and the Parliament. But the framers of the Constitution remained
silent on the word 'Parliament' and, therefore, though it is silent on
'Parliament', I take it to be the valuable right of the Parliament to discuss the
violation of articles 74 and 78 of the Constitution. That is an inalienable right
and that is the correct interpretation Sir, here is a clash of interpretation.
Why do we give this Censure Motion? There is nothing against Dr. Jakhar.
I can say on the floor of the House that, so far as my personal relations with
the Speaker are the warmest and second to none.

Let me quote this. I had given notice and I had said, "One police officer
has given the revolver to a criminal to kill political opponents; without any
cartridges I am prepared to come and show it to you. I had given notice.
The matter was inquired into and I am glad to tell you that a Prima facie case
was established in that particular case.
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Sir, I will take a few minutes more. Article 78 very clearly says about the
duties of the Prime Minister vis-a-vis the President and it prescribes that on
all important matters of national interest, the President will be kept informed.
There are proposals, there are decisions, there are legislative proposals, and
this is the amount of information to be given.
It is very wide spectrum. I do not want to attribute any motive. But on
2 March, when debate on the Motion of Thanks to the President was going
on, Shri Amal Datta made some observation that the Prime Minister had
failed to comply with the provisions of Constitution. I am just now not
referring to the President. The Prime Minister is perfectly parliamentary. I am
referring to him. He has not observed articles 74 and 78 of the Constitution.
Then he intervened. What Shri Amal Datta said had gone on record. What he
talked about President and the Prime Minister had gone on record. What the
Prime Minister said about President had gone on record. When that particular
part had gone on record and became part and parcel of the Lok Sabha Debates,
he has denied that and said, "as required by the provisions of the Constitution,
on all matters of national interest, I had kept the President informed: I
personally and my Defence Minister had kept him informed."
After that appeared a letter purported to be addressed by the President.

You go through the record of this Lok Sabha.... The Speaker had said.
Professor Dandavate, I am not challenging the authenticity of this letter; I am
only challenging your right to raise it through the privilege motion here; I
cannot allow it. So, even the authenticity of the letter was not challenged. It
is very clear that it has been violated. I will only request the Prime Minister
to give certciin categorical replies because that will also help the debate on
the Speaker because the Speaker has also got involved in that. As far as the
President is concerned, very often in this House and elsewhere, he has told
that the status of the President is analogus to the status of the King.

All that I was saying is, very often an analogy is drawn between the
President of India and the King of England, and we are told that the same
relationship exists here with a little difference. I would like to point out to
you that in 1939, when Stanley Baldwin was the Prime Minister of U.K., at
that time the Leader of the Opposition Attlee sent a word to Stanley Baldwin,
'T would like to raise a question of the marriage—the proposed marriage—
of the King Edward VIII with Simson." He asked the question. The
Prime Minister replied to the question. Sir Winston Churchill raised a
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supplementary. All became a part and parcel of the record. If we are trying
to have that analogy, by that analogy, the same should be followed here.
Sir, as far as the Indian Parliament is concerned, vis-a-vis the President,
it caimot have less powers than the powers of the House of Commons
vis-a-vis the King. That is the point that I would like to make, and Sir, in
exercising the powers, very often, during the debates the Speaker has
expunged a number of remarks. He said, "Whatever has been said without
my permission will not go on record."
It is an accepted fact of parliamentary life all over the world that some
of the best repartees and interventions in the Parliament have taken place,
when sometimes die members of Parliament sitting have given the repartees,
sometimes they have got up and made interventions. Some of the best
interventions of Shri Mahavir Tyagi in this Parliament and Sir Winston
Churchill in the House of Commons, some of the best repartees have taken
place without the permission. And, therefore, just a general expunction of all
remarks is not tenable....

SANCTITY OF SPEAKER'S PUSDICTION
VIS-A-VISP)ICIARY*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the very outset, let me congratulate you for very
categorically declaring, in keeping with the established traditions, the
independence of the Speaker's Office and your jurisdiction.
Sir, I just want to remind that the annoimcement that you have made at
the beginning is not some arbitrary announcement by you. I can at least
quote ten to fifteen various precedents in this House, where an identical
attitude has been taken by the Speakers imder different forms of Government.
Sir, to quote the latest instance, on 27 July 1988, when Dr. Bal Ram Jakhar
was the Speaker of this august House, he had given the ruling:
"I have to inform the House that on 11 July 1988, two notices were
received from the Deputy Registrar, High Court, Appellate Side, Bombay,
requiring my appeairance before the Bombay High Court on 19 July
1988, for filing of an affidavit by me or the Secretary-General,
Lok Sabha, within three weeks from 28 June 1988, in connection with
two writ petitions No.............. " etc. etc.
"As per well established practice and convention of Lok Sabha, I have
decided not to respond to the notices. I have passed on the relevant
papers to the Ministry of Law and Justice for taking such action as he
may deem fit to appraise the Court of the correct constitutional position
and the well established conventions of the House."
So, Sir, the announcement that you have made in the begirming is in
keeping with the best traditions and well established traditions of this House.
That is the point that I would like to point out to you.
At the very outset, I would like to bring to your notice very clear and
precise formulation to Paragraph 6 and Paragraph 7 of the Tenth Schedule of
the Constitution. Paragraph 6 very clearly says:
"If any question arises as to whether a member of a House has become
subject to disqualification under this Schedule, the question shall be
* LS. Deb., 9 January 1991.
^Participating in the Adjournment Motion on Failure of Government to uphold provisions of
Tenth Schedule of the Constitution.
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referred for the decision of the Oiairman or, as the case may be, the
Speaker of such House and his decision shall be final."
Further Sir, Paragraph 7, whose heading is itself is 'Bar of jurisdiction of
courts', says:
"Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, no court shall have
any jurisdiction in respect of any matter connected with the
disqualification of a member of a House under this Schedule."
So, for those who filed the affidavit on behalf of the Government and
though they might have extraneous arguments and conclusions, it is made
explicitly clear that even if you try to induct various articles of the Constitution,
whatever has been said in those articles of the Constitution, vis-a-vis,
disqualification. Paragraph 7 supercedes all other articles of the Constitution.
This particular Paragraph 7 clearly says 'Notwithstanding anything in this
Constitution, no court shall have any jurisdiction in respect of any matter'.
Thus, Paragraph 7 supersedes all other articles of the Constitution and it is
again consistent with article 122 of the Constitution in which the proceedings
of the Parliament are completely insulated from the proceedings of the court
and the decisioiis of the court. This particular point has to be taken note of.
Sir, in the course of the affidavit, one particular point has been made and I
would like to reply to that point on the basis of the provisions of the
Tenth Schedule. What is the argument that has been made in the affidavit
that has been submitted? It has been pointed out that, 'The powers of the
Speaker to disqualify a member imder Ae Tenth Schedule of the Constitution
of India is quasi-judicial in nature and is quite different from the powers with
regard to regulation and conduct of the business of the House'. So, this
affidavit tries to bring a fine distinction between your jurisdiction, Mr. Speaker,
outside the House and your jurisdiction inside the House. I need not reply
to this point on my own because the reply comes from the formulation of the
provision itself. Paragraph 6(2) is very important. Paragraph 6, sub-paragraph
2 says:
"All proceedings under sub-paragraph (1) of this paragraph in relation
to any question as to disqualification of a member of a House under
this Schedule shall be deemed to be proceedings in Parliament within
the meaning of article 122 or, as the case may be, proceedings in the
Legislature of a State within the meaning of article 212".
Probably, those who prepared this affidavit have read the entire
Constitution selectively. Sometimes while studying the work of certain
philosophers, we may find certain books which say that they are the selected
works of the philosophers. So certain articles are eliminated and they are not
taken cognizance of. I would like the hon. Minister concerned to take
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cognizance of this fact that in the provisions of the Tenth Schedule itself, the
distinction which the affidavit seeks to make between your jurisdiction inside
and outside the House in relation to disqucilification, is totally rejected. And
therefore, this is the aspect that has to be taken note of as far as this point is
concerned.
There is one more point. It is always said that you have got the inherent
power to have a Judicial review. Judicial review of what? We have always
defined the jurisdiction of three entities in the structure of parliamentary
democracy. Whenever the discussion took place in this House during the
24th and 25th Constitutional Am endm ents— I was present in the
5th Lok Sabha—I would repeat what I had said then. I had said: Sometimes
unnecessary controversy is sought to be made whether people are solving,
whether the Parliament is supreme or whether the Constitution is supreme.
I wish to make it very clear that all these three arms and elements of democracy
have their own jurisdiction. People are sovereign in electing the representative
Government. As far as Parliament is concerned, it is supreme in enacting the
laws and amending and interpreting the Constitution, that too subject to
certain restrictions according to the Keshvananda Bhcirti judgement. As far as
the Constitution is concerned, it is supreme. As regards the Supreme Court,
it is supreme in interpreting whether ^ e laws enacted by the Parliament and
amendments made in the Constitution are within the framework and the
basic structure of the Constitution. All these three jurisdictions are shcirply
defined. And so long as one does not try to commit an act of aggression or
encroachment on other's jurisdiction, there may be no confrontation at all.
Even in this debate, I would say that the courts should show proper
respect for the jurisdiction of the Parliament and we on our own have always
shown respect for the jurisdiction of the judiciary. Scrupulously, this Parliament
has avoided to enter into that particular arena which rightly belongs to the
Judiciary. For instance, one of the articles of the Constitution says that no
court can interfere with the proceedings of this House and another provision
of the Constitution says that this House will not have the jurisdiction to
discuss the conduct of the Judges of the High Court or the Supreme Court.
The framers of the Constitution have deliberately insulated one particular
institution from the other, but the manner in which the affidavit has been
prepared, I am afraid, there is sought to be encroachment of one on the other.
I am glad that all the leaders assembled in your Chamber have given a
total concurrence, including that of the ruling party I must admit, that as far
as your jurisdiction is concerned, not even one person in this House disagrees
with you that your jurisdiction as laid down in the Constitution even in
relation to disqualification is completely insulated from any interference by
any court and this is the point to be noted.
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This is not to say that as far as courts are concerned, they have no
jurisdiction at all on certain matters. We frame the laws. Sometimes they may
be ultra vires of the Constitution, and, therefore, a member of ParUament or
a non-member can go to the Court and ask for judicial review and they may
try to point out that probably they would like to challenge the legislative
competence of this particular legislation. They may like to challenge the
constitutional validity of the legislation. As far as that power is concerned,
nobody is trying to come in the way.
As far as this House is concerned, we have never tried to encroach on the
authority of the judiciary. In the same spirit of ledprocation, we would not
like the Judiciary to interfere with the powers of the Parliament, powers of
the Speaker and all those provisions which are clearly adimibrated as far as
Schedule Ten is concerned. Therefore, as far as this jurisdiction problem is
concerned, it is explicitly clear.
There is one more aspect to which I would like to make a reference. Once
you allow by backdoor some sort of encroachment on certain aspects of your
ruling or your powers, in that case, it is very likely that there will be a lot of
litigation and whatever work we perform in this Parliament, if that is subjected
to litigation again and again, even whatever is within your powers and within
the powers of Parliament, in that case, it will not be possible for the Parliament,
the supreme Parliament to conduct its proceedings at all. That is why the
framers of the Constitution had made this point very clear. We have only to
read the speeches made by members like Dr. Ambedkar in the Constituent
Assembly and they had warned the Constituent Assembly that unless we are
able to insulate one institution from the other, as far as encroachment is
concerned, all sorts of complications will take place as far as the functioning
of the Parliament is concerned, functioning of the Supreme Court is concerned
and functioning of the judicial institutions is concerned.
In this context we have one request to make. Some members rightly said
that we cannot dictate to the Speaker what attitude he should take as far as
the problem of qualification is concerned. When we say that it is solely the
Speaker's jurisdiction, it will be futile even indirectly to pressurise the Speaker.
It must be left to his free will and decisions. Just as in the case of the ruling
of the Speaker we cannot challenge it, but at the same time if you go through
the proceedings of the Parliament for the last 7 years, we always have a right
to seek clarification from Speaker. We have always the right to make a request.
Not only that, even the inherent right of a member of Parliament to review
the ruling is also there provided the members do not pressurise. You have
taken one particular firm attitude at the beginning of the sitting today and
declared that you are not going to take cognizance of whatever order has
been issued by the Delhi High Court yesterday The taste of the pudding is
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in the eating. Suppose no decisions are taken about disqualification issue, the
Parliament Session is over, the proceedings of the court will go on and in the
interregnum further mischief might be played on the floor of the Judiciary.
You have theoretically stated your stand that you are not going to be dictated
by the order of the Delhi High Court which was issued yesterday but the
taste of the pudding is in the eating. Having stated your jurisdiction and
your power vis-a-vis your power to disqualify a member if you want to see
that not only you stake your authority judiciously and also in a theoretical
manner—if actually it is to be demonstrated in practice, we would like to
make an humble request to you that before the Parliament Session is over
according to your jurisdiction and according to your wisdom you please take
any decision but take a decision before the end of the Session regarding
disqualification so that no further mischief will be played in the interregnum.
If we keep the issue pending, it is likely that further complications may take
place. Therefore, without trying to pressurise you, without trying to put any
pressure on you, we have a right to make a request that in order to see that
whatever power you have defined in terms of Tenth Schedule of the
Constitution, in order to demonstrate the validity of that power, it is better
that before the end of the Session—tomorrow is the last day—try to give
your decision so that the matter is ended once and for all and the entire issue
is brought forward properly.
An Adjournment Motion has been moved by Shri Advani. Many of us
had given the notices for an Adjournment Motion. Adjournment Motion has
an element of censure. I must conclude by trying to tell you Mr. Speaker as
to why we are insisting upon some sort of an adjournment motion.
Adjournment Motion according to the meeting of the Speakers which was
held at Srinagar a number of years back has an element of censure. Since
official affidavit has been made in this connection regarding disqualification
and powers of Speaker have been challenged, we feel that it is not an
individual appearing in the Court. If some members of Parliament were to
appear or someone from outside the Parliament were to appear and challenge
the position of the Speaker, the question would have been different. But here
the entire Government is guilty because the affidavit is made on behalf of the
Government. Therefore, we feel that it is the failure of the Government to
maintain and protect the dignity of the Constitution and that is why an
Adjournment Motion is there.
I had also given a notice on another motion. I don't want to mix it but
it makes our position very clear. I have given a notice for a motion under
Rxile 184 which states that this House is of the considered opinion that in
view of the paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution
regarding disqualification on grounds of defection, the order of the
Delhi High Court on 8 January 1991 to maintain status quo in respect of
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37 Janata Dal (S) MPs against whom anti-defection proceedings are pending
with the Speaker should be totally ignored to uphold the dignity of the
Constitution.
I am glad. Sir, even before I moved my resolution and before the House
accepted it, you anticipated my motion and implemented it in anticipation.
I congratulate you. You tried to peep into our minds and imagined what we
are thinking about. You took a firm position stand by the position and vindicate
the attitude of your position before the end of the Session and end this
disqualification issue once and for all so that no further mischief will be
played by those who want to interfere and intervene in the process that has
been initiated.

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

PREVAILING SOCIO-POLITICAL PROBLEMS*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, in this debate I would like to briefly touch four
important problems—the problem posed by the Naxalites, then the problem
of the communal and caste tensions resulting in conflicts and conflagrations,
the threat that is posed to democracy by the institution of Governors with all
their discriminating behaviours and attitudes and, lastly, the most crucial
problem of reconciling the legitimate regional aspirations of the people with
the wider claims of national unity and integration.
As far as the problem of Naxalites is concerned, we must realise that
Naxalites are not just violent gangsters who are merely interested in dislocating
the democratic fibre and life of our country. If they are mad men, there is a
method in their madness. They are ideologically oriented. It is undoubtedly
true that they have no loyalty to this country. The moment they gave the
slogan that "Chairman Mao is our Chairman" and "power grows out of the
barrel of gun," it became absolutely clear that they are not only believers in
violence, not only have they extra-territorial loyalty but they are ideologically
oriented. They accept the way of life of Communist China. They want to
invite the Chhiese aggressors to this country. They do not have any loyalty
to this country. Therefore, we must remember that the breeding ground of
the Naxalites in this country is not merely among those who are eccentric
and those who believe in violence but among those who have certain
totalitarian ideological orientations and want to exploit discontent among the
people. Therefore, the problem of dealing with the Naxalites is both the
problem of law and order as well as the problem of removing the root causes
of exploitation in our socio-economic life which are responsible for throwing
the young flowers into the lap of the Naxahtes and thereby destroying the
democratic and noble urges among the youth. Unless these steps are taken,
I don't think the menace of Naxalites can be curbed. Just to give an
illustration—not to elaborate the problem—in some areas of Bihar, the
infiltration of Naxcdites has already been started. One has only to visit those
areas and try to find out how the young among the landless are becoming
Naxalites. They find there is the tyranny of the landlords; there is the tyranny
of the Zamindars. They are not able to do anything to fight against injustice.
Unfortunately, their morale is completely broken.
* LS. Deb., 23 June 1971.
^Participating in the Discussion on Demands for Grants for the year 1971-72, of the Ministry
of Home Affairs.
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If the disorganised Adivasis and peasants are not able to fight these
landlords and others who are exploiting them, there is some sort of vicarious
satisfaction in them if some young men throw bombs at the landlords and try
to murder them. I have come across young men and Adivasis and peasants
who have said: "Sir, we want to fight these landlords, but our economic
independence on them is so complete that we have no strength left in us to
fight them. So, we are not able to do anything. If a few young Naxalites are
able to throw bombs, we get the mental satisfaction in a spirit of revenge that
though our injustice is not removed, at least a few of the men responsible for
the injustice have been eliminated."
Therefore, unless new direction is given to politics, new policies are
formulated and content of socialism is put into our body politic and all the
root causes of economic and social injustices are completely removed, it will
not be possible to fight the Naxalites. It is not possible to fight them only
with bullets and bayonets. No doubt, they have to be dealt with in a firm
way. We have to deal with the problem of law and order, but at the same
time, the sociological and economic aspects of the problem must never be
forgotten.
There is another problem, the problem of communal and caste tensions.
There have been so many riots in the course of the year. The tragedy in this
land of Mahatma Gandhi is this: In any communal riot when Muslims <ire
killed, the Muslims are disturbed. When Hindus are killed, the Hindus are
disturbed. But very few in this land of Mahatma Gandhi are disturbed because
human beings are killed.
Therefore, a new consciousness has got to be created. It is no good putting
the entire responsibility of riots only on one commimity—whether Muslims
or Hindus. We must go to the root of the problem.
I have come to the conclusion that those of the old generation, who have
seen the partition days, will never be able to tackle this problem of
communalism at all. Only the rising new generation of youth may be able to
do the job. Only those who are completely free from tfie hang-overs of the
past will be able to tackle this problem of commimalism and casteism.
Let us not try to fix up the responsibility of communalism only on Muslims
or on Sikhs or on Hindus. It is basically a malady of our tradition-bound
society and unless efforts are made by all sections of the Government, all
wings of the Ministries,—the Education Ministry, the Home Ministry will
have to play their role,—and there are allround coordinated efforts, this
problem will not be solved. We have to evolve proper training of the youth.
A new modem mind has to be developed in the country. Only if the forces
of medievalism and traditionalism are destroyed can communalism be
destroyed in this coimtry.
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As a teacher, I tell you my experience, right from school and college days
when students read text-books of history they imbibe all passion and prejudice.
They themselves compartmentalise life into Muslims and Hindus; the heros
of Muslims are different; the heros of Hindus in history are different.
Integration of society cannot be brought about on the basis of a biased study
of history and geography.
A new trend in Education will have to be evolved. The entire curricula
will have to be modernised. At the same time, coordination of various
departments will have to be brought about to evolve a new modem youth.
When such a new modem mind of youth develops, then the remnants of
communalism will be destroyed.
I only touched the communal riot problem; but what about the problem
of conflicts bom out of casteism? It is the tragedy of this country that if a few
Hindus or Muslims are killed, right from the village, up to the forum of
Lok Sabha, there is a big furore but when a few Harijans or Adivasis are
killed and Harijan women molested in distant parts of our country, there is
not a ripple on the surface of our public life, because the victims of atrocities
are condemned to the degrading life of Harijans and Scheduled Castes.
You will always find that whenever an educated man, a wealthy man, an
aristocrat, is murdered in the train or anywhere else, headings are hit in the
newspapers, but, if a Harijan or Adivasi woman is molested or murdered,
nobody hardly takes note of it, because victims happen to be neglected
Harijans and Adivasis.
Therefore, this problem has to be solved? How many atrocities are being
committed against the Harijans and Adivasis? If you go through the
Government records, they themselves tell us about this, and you will see that
these atrocities are on the increase. The caste tensions are on the increase.
There must be preferential opportunities to Harijans and Adivasis. A new
climate in the country has to be created.
Then, there is the problem of the institution of Govemors. Again, I do not
want to elaborate this problem, but I want to tell you that the way the
Govemors have been functioning in different States, it appears that they are
behaving in the most discriminating manner. Very often, we find that the fate
of the Government and the character of the Ministry is decided not on the
floor of the legislature but in the precincts of Raj Bhavan where secret
confabulations with the leaders of vcirious parties go on.
In the absence of anti-defection Bill many legislators have become
transferable commodities in the country today. We find that sometimes, those
from the Congress (R) join the Samyukta Vidhayak Dal (SVD) when the SVD
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increases the volume and size of its Ministry to accommodate even
53 members; thus the SVD becomes strong. When the situation changes, the
SVD goes down and Congress (R) comes up. All this happens because there
is the politics of defection. As a member of the Opposition, let me admit that
it is not merely the Treasury Benches who are guilty of this crime but equally
the members of the sections of the Opposition as well. There was only one
Acharya Narendra Deva who after leaving the Congress resigned his
membership of the State legislature, faced elections again and got defeated.
But in the defeat of Acharya Narendra Deva, there lay the triumph of ethics
in Politics. How many of us are prepared to do that? I think that is the
malady of our politics. Therefore, both the Opposition and the Treasury
Benches should sit together and try to evolve a code of conduct against
defections. For some time, the Treasury Benches may gain by these defections,
and for sometime, the Opposition may gain, but in the long run it is democracy
that must gain, and, for this purpose, defections have to be completely
eliminated.
As far as Governors are concerned, one of my colleagues in the last
Lok Sabha, Shri Nath Pai had made a very valuable suggestion. The Governors
are appointed not merely on the basis of their impartiality, but very often, the
post of Governor happens to rehabilitation compensation in politics. Someone
is defeated somewhere in the elections, and he is an old man and has no
vitality and dynamism left in him. Therefore, an attempt is made to rehabilitate
him as Governor. So, they too, very often try to remain loyal to their masters,
the ruling party and they try to serve the politics of piracy and of defections.
Therefore, it is very necessary that even when the Governors are appointed
by the President, at some stage, the Lok Sabha should ratify the appointment
of Governors. The situation will not be changed otherwise.
Then, I would like to make a passing reference to another important
problem. There are so many inter-State disputes, such as those between
Haryana and Punjab, between Maharashtra and Mysore and so on. Though
I come from Maharashtra, I would not speak on behalf of Maharashtra State
alone, but I would like to speak as a member of this sovereign Parliament.
I would like to admit that when there is a dispute between Haryana and
Punjab or a dispute between Mysore and Maharashtra, really my mind bleeds,
for I find that all the national parties get split up when it is a question
between Mysore and Maharashtra or a question between Haryana and Punjab.
Where is the national integration then? Therefore, I would like to appeal to
the Prime Minister who is present in this House that for God's sake, let her
not treat the problem of inter-State disputes from the point of view of
'political expediency' but evolve agreed tmiform principles for all inter-State
disputes. Whenever there is any dispute, refer it to a boundary commission,
and take a commitment from all the national parties that once definite
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principles are laid down for tackling any inter-State dispute, and once the
boundary commission on the basis of those definite terms of reference tries
to settle the dispute, there will be no agitation. After that let the Goverrunent
take a firm attitude that no premium will be put on violence and agitations.
Once the agreed principles are evolved and the matter is referred to the
boimdary commission and the inter-State dispute is solved, even if there is
violence and even if hvmdreds of lives are lost. Government must take the
decision that since all the national parties have accepted the vmiform principles
for the solution of inter-State disputes, even if the heavens fall on earth, they
are not going to bow down before violence. Only if that attitude is taken the
law and order problems and the sociological and psychological problems
involved in such inter-State disputes can be solved. I hope the Government
will adopt a long-term perspective and not the perspective of shortsighted
political expediency.

ABOLITION OF PRIVY PURSES AND
SPECIAL PRIVILEGES OF PRINCES*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, as a socialist committed to the task of building
up an egalitarian social order, I whole heartedly extend my unqualified support
to this Bill, because I feel that the introduction of this Bill will at least seek
to end the injustice in our society and the last vestiges of princely feudal
order will be destroyed. While the midnight executive order, derecognising
the princes has been struck dovm by the Supreme Court, it is in the fitness
of things that in broad daylight, this supreme Parliament representing the
sovereign will of the people, introduces the Bill which will end the last vestiges
of feudalism in the country.
My friend, Shri Piloo Mody, has talked so much about the legal aspect of
the problem. As one who is dedicated to the democratic way of life, I would
always like the rule of law to prevail, but, at the same time, I would like the
House to remember what Harold Laski had said about law. He had said that
the law should not make the mind sharp by making it narrow, and therefore,
while accepting the democratic verdict of the rule of law, I would not like it
to encroach upon the social justice aspect.
At the very outset, let me point out to the House that there is an element
of thread of continuity that flows through all the three Bills, the 24th, the 25th
and the 26th Constitution (Amendment) Bills. While the 24th amendment
BiU, not established but restored the supremacy of the Parliament, the 25th
amendment Bill removed all hurdles in the path of economic and social
reforms created by that tiny, mischievous word "compensation". Now, the
26th amendment Bill, taking note of the Supreme Court's Judgement
characterising the privy purse as property and its abolition as a violation of
the provisions of the Constitution regarding covenants and agreements with
ex-Rulers, completely removes all obstacles in the path of abolishing the
privy purses and the special privileges of princes.
I will say something about the historical background of the princes and
the purses. There is so much talk about the legal aspect of the problem. But
let us try to understand how these princely States were created. The very
* L.S. Deb., 2 December 1971.
^ Participating in the Discussion on the Constitution (Twenty-sixth Amendment) Bill, 1971.
The Bill became an Act on 28 December 1971.
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persons who fought against the Maharajas and helped the Britishers, those
who fought against the Rajputs and helped the Britishers, those who fought
against the Moghuls and helped the Britishers, those who fought against the
Jats and helped the Britishers, those who fought against the Sikhs and helped
the Britishers—the Britishers were satisfied with them, and as a reward for
their acts of treachery and betrayal of Indian nationalism, the princely States
came into being. And when free India was bom, these princely States were
destroyed and privy purses were given to the princes.
I have nothing individually against them, but these privy purses were
given to them, I may say, as "wages of treachery and betrayal", and therefore,
those wages of treachery and betrayal are to be completely ended.
There is a talk of breach of agreements. Here, I would like to quote a
parallel. When the French Revolution took place, under the beguiling slogan
of liberty, fraternity and equality, when those values and slogans were
enshrined in the very life of new France, France did not worry about the old
commitments to feudal life. The old norms of social life were completely
destroyed. When the new social changes take place, in the floodwaters of
these changes, all the old agreements, and covenants are washed away, and
what survives is only the new social change and a new order. That is what
is happening today.
Some people have raised the issue—what is the quantum of money that
will be available through the abolition of the privy purses? As Shri Vinoba
Bhave has repeatedly stated, while redistributing Ae land, it is not actually
a problem as to how many people will be offered that land. If a new egalitarian
society is to be created, Shri Vinoba Bhave has always said that the purple
robes of power and special privileges and the tapering peaks of property
have to be destroyed, and if the tapering peaks of property are destroyed,
then only can we make an appeal to the common man that let there be a
spirit of equality and sacrifice to build a new country and a new social order.
From the sociological angle also, the destruction of these peaks of property
and privileges is necessary.
Sir, the peasants have to pay taxes; the workers have to pay taxes; the
professionals have to pay income tax; and some of the richer echelons have
also to pay taxes. Only Ae privy purses of the princes are not taxable. This
is the element of inequality. Where there is a common citizenship, there should
be a common law, common norms, and therefore the roots of inequality are
to be destroyed. There is talk about voluntary surrender of privy purses. I
was very much moved by the speech of Dr. Karan Singh. He raised the entire
debate to a lofty plane. All of us were touched by the fact that he has
surrendered the privy purse. But, how many Maharajas and princes have
actually surrendered their privy purses? While they have professed one thing.
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they have practised something else. There is a lot of talk about princes here
belonging to this or that party. I have come to this House by defeating a
prince, who was put up by Congress (R). Thank God, that Maharaja has not
come here! Even till the moment of fighting the elections, he had not
surrendered his privy purse. On the contrary, in one of the election campaigns,
he said, "Even iJf I am defeated, my privy purse is going to continue. What
harm can be imposed on me by the electorate?" That was the attitude of a
prince, who happened to be a Congress (R) candidate. Let there be no gulf
between profession and practice.
Here I may be permitted to quote a parallel. We had in this coimtry a
noble politician—AAarya Narendra Deva—^who also talked of certain norms
and e ^ s in political life. But he never believed in norms of life to be accepted
only if somebody else accepted them. "If some other Maharajas give up their
privy purses, then only we will do it"—that was not his attitude. He did not
wait for any new Bill on defections. When Acharya Narendra Deva left the
Congress in 1948, he happened to be in the Uttar Pradesh Assembly as a
Congress member. He along with his colleagues resigned the membership of
the Assembly and faced the elections. There was a virulent campaign against
him. A leader of the Congress said:
^
%

to

^5Rcn
^

^

t?

That was the level of the campaign. Acharya Narendra Deva faced it and
got defeated. But I feel his defeat was nobler than the manipulated victory
of so many others. That is the manner in which social ethics have to be
pursued. These are the examples that have to be emulated.
As far as this Bill is concerned, for socialists like me, there is no
embarrassment in supporting the Bill just because it is coming from the
Treasury Benches. I wish to remind the House that when the Congress was
undivided, one of my socialist colleagues in the Rajya Sabha brought a
resolution in order to force the pace of abolition of privy purses. Ultimately
a commitment was obtained from the undivided Congress. I am happy that
after the break-up, the new Congress has remembered the commitment made
in Rajya Sabha and has come forward with this Bill. Therefore, I fully endorse
it. With the adoption of this Bill, I feel that there will rest in peace the soul
of the princely order in the still graveyards of feudalism. But at the same
time, I want to conclude by sounding a warning: The old princes are
disappearing. Let not the Government create new princes like the new
privileged class of politicians talked about by Milovan Djilas of Yugoslavia.
Let not history say, "The King is dead. Long live the King."

DELAY IN HOLDING BYE-ELECTIONS*^
Mr. Speaker, the entire approach towards bye-elections and the statement
made by the hon. Minister seem to demonstrate the attitude of the Government
which can best be described as nmning with the hare and hunting with the
hound. I would like to make a specific reference to what happened
immediately after the Pakistani war as that parallel will actually reveal how
the mind of the Government and the Election Commission works........
After the war with Pakistan, the leaders of the opposition parties met the
Prime Minister and suggested that though we have won the war and
Bangladesh has been liberated, a number of problems have been created like
the rehabilitation of the refugees and development of the border areas which
have been destroyed.and, therefore, in view of all these problems you should
not rush through the elections. Since politically it was advantageous to hold
the elections, therefore, setting aside all considerations which were genuine
considerations, elections were timed in such a manner that they could
capitalise on the political situation that has been created by India's victory in
the war and the emergence of free Bangladesh. Permit me to say that whenever
a similar situation exists, they take advantage of it and whenever the situation
is unfavourable they try to postpone the elections.
Here in the statement, the hon. Minister refers to the bye-elections to the
seven vacancies in the Legislative Assembly of Andhra Pradesh, which is
imder suspension under article 356 of the Constitution. As this State is under
President's Rule, it is stated that these casual vacancies will be filled by
holding bye-elections when there is an indication that President's Rule in the
State is about to be lifted. I do not know how they will get the indication that
President's Rule is going to be lifted. But let me say that even when President's
Rule operates in Andhra Pradesh, the Assembly in Andhra Pradesh has not
been dissolved; it is only in a state of suspended animation. And there is
absolutely no obligation under the Constitution and the electoral law that
when the Assembly is in a state of suspended animation you should not hold
the bye-elections at all. On the contrary, many of the parties made the
constructive suggestion that if you want a modus operandi of having an opinion
poll in Andhra Pradesh, here is an opportunity provided by the seven
* LS. Deb., 6 August 1973.
^Participating in the Discussion on a Calling Attention Motion Re. Unusual Delay in holding
bye-elections to Lok Sabha and Assembly seats.
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bye-elections, especially when you have been shouting from the house-tops
that the people of Andhra Pradesh are in favour of an integrated Andhra
Pradesh. Let us not go into the merits of the case, let us ascertain the wishes
of the people and here was an opportunity provided to the Government to
organise and hold the seven bye-elections and get verdict of the people which
would have helped you in solving the problem. Of course, you are capable
of side-tracking even the people's verdict but at least people would have
been convinced of what the public opinion in Andhra Pradesh is. But you are
not prepared to face the reality of the situation.
There was a reference to pending bye-elections to the Lok Sabha in
Bombay and in Ramtek. I come from the city of Bombay. I want to tell you
with full sense of responsibility that when the Bombay Corporation election
was held, because there was famine in parts of Maharashtra, we appealed to
the Government that a large number of people from the famine-stricken
areas were coming to Bombay—^we had organised and participated, not having
any party considerations, in all-Party relief committees on relief and
rehabilitation measures—and, therefore, we suggested that the Corporation
election should be postponed. But, their assessment was that it was a time
when the Indira wave was still continuing. Because they were weak in Physics,
they did not know that the wave had a crest and a trough, that the crest was
already over and they were at the bottom of the trough. They did not anticipate
that. Tliey were at the lowest trough but they felt hat they were at the highest
crest. So, they rushed with the elections. After the elections were over, the
internal discussions inside the Congress clearly revealed—they have been
published in the Press—that many Congressmen had told them that they
were wrong in timing the Bombay Corporation election.
It is my contention that they have been postponing the elections to
Lok Sabha and State Assemblies because of the growing political climate
against the ruling party: the rise in prices; the dwindling living standard of
the people; the militant workers' demand for bonus and the implementation
of some of the good recommendations of the Pay Commission and rejection
of bad recommendations of the Pay Commission. As a result of the hostile
atmosphere to the ruling party, they want to postpone the elections.
As far as the famine situation is concerned, let me say that under those
difficult conditions, they held the Bombay Corporation election. But, now
they have realised that they are heavily lost in Bombay Corporation election;
they are heavily lost in the Banka constituency election, they lost Banka seat.
Shri Madhu Limaye did not merely win that seat but he trounced them and
they lost their deposit. Our friends in Andhra Pradesh and our friends in
Tamil Nadu gave a crushing defeat to the Congress party. In Dindigul also,
they lost their deposit. Because they feel that the wave is against them, they
are trying to oppose the holding of the elections.
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The hon. Minister has stated in his statement that they have taken note
of seasonal fluctuations, that they have taken note of scarcity conditions and
that they have taken note of a fact that in some places of Maharashtra, the
power crisis has taken place. I do not know whether they are referring to the
political power crisis or they are referring to the power crisis because of
generation of electricity and its failure. Such power crisis has existed in a
number of places and even there bye-elections have been held. I must say
these are frivulous excuses that they are putting forward.

I want to point out to the hon. Minister that sometime back on the floor
of the House he had made a reference to Mahua and Ujjain elections.
Shri Sethi had got elected from both these constituencies. Once it was said on
the floor of the House that because an election petition was pending there,
these difficulties had arisen. Though the election petition is pending, as far
as Mahua constituency is concerned, Shri Sethi has resigned from that
constituency. So, that question does not arise at all.
Wrong types of arguments have been put forward. Ultimately, my single
pin-pointed question to the ruling party or the Minister is: would he try to
give up this approach of political expediency? In United Kingdom, even
when the situation is adverse to them, they take advantage of the bye-election.
Even the ruling party goes out of the way to tell the people, ''Even though
there are difficult economic conditions as stated by the Opposition parties,
the conditions are not favourable to us, even then, according to the democratic
norms, we will not postpone the elections. We will try to utilise bye-elections
to find out which way the trend of the mind of the electorate works."
Therefore, I feel that you should adopt such a democratic path, and flimsy
excuses like revision of rolls should not be given. Now I will repeat the
question of Shri Madhu Limaye which has remained unanswered. There are
a number of elections, to which he made a reference, where even when
revision of rolls had not taken place, you rushed with the elections. So, the
question is, why in certain cases elections were held and in respect of certain
others you are giving the flimsy excuse of revision of rolls.
I hope, to all the points that I have made, the hon. Minister will give
proper replies.

ON MAINTAINING SECREQ OF
THE PRESIDENTIAL ELEQION*^
With your permission,-1 am raising an issue regarding violation of the
secrecy of Presidential and Vice-Presidential elections. I have with me just
now the report on the mid-term General Elections in India 1968-69, published
by the Election Commission of India. I will only read one relevant portion of
this Report published by the Election Commission. On page 34, this report
says:
"An innovation was introduced this time to ensure strict secrecy of the
poll. The serial numbers on the back of the ballot papers were covered
with coloured slips of paper pasted at the four comers. This however,
could not be done in the case of the elected members of the U.P.
Legislative Assembly as the delivery of the telegram containing the
directions of the Election Commission was unduly delayed and was
not received in time."
Just now I have heard from the Office of the Election Commission an
order that was telegraphically sent to all the Returrung Officers including
those in U.P, Order No. 481/69. I will read only one sentence from the said
order:
"In order to ensure secrecy of voting at Presidential Election as required
by clause 3 of article 55 of the Constitution, please conceal serial number
of ballot papers as given on its back before issue to elector by pasting
over it a strip of black paper gummed only at the four comers and not
at any other place."
This was a categorical order that was sent to all the Returning Officers.
It was sent on 14 August 1969. It was sent rather very late and the
Election Commission's report itself admits that since this telegram had not
been received in the U.P Assembly elections in time, as far as the U.P electors
are concerned, this particular provision of the Constitution which was in
conformity with the order that was sent by the Election Commission, was
violated. To that extent, really speaking even the elections could have been
declared null and void. Of course, it is tme that to get the election declared
* LS. Deb., 1 August 1974.
^Raising the matter under Rule 377 Re. Violation of Secreqr of the Presidential Election.
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null and void, one has to go to the Supreme Court. Here I may read the
relevant Section, Section 18 of the Presidential and Vice-Presidential Election
Act. Now the title of this section 18 is: 'Grounds for declaring the election of
a returned candidate to be void'. It reads:
''(i) If the Supreme Court is of opinion—
that the result of the election has been materially affected—
(ii) by any non-compliance with the provisions of the Constitution or of
this Act or of any rules or orders made under this Act."
The order of the Election Commission which I have just now read out
was the order that has been issued under the Presidential and Vice-Presidential
Election Act. Therefore, this particular provision has been clecirly violated.
Therefore, on that ground also if one were to approach the Supreme Court,
since the declaration of the mid-term results was only by a marginal result,
it could have been possible to get the entire election invalidated and get them
declared null and void. It is a different matter that nobody went to the
Supreme Court on the basis of the violation of the secrecy of the Presidential
Election.
I am only raising this issue not to point out what happened in the past,
but what is likely to happen in future also. We are very much concerned
about the prospective elections which are to take place soon and if this
particular lapse which took place in the last mid-term Presidential poll occurs
again and if the Election Commission and the officers concerned show the
same lack of responsibility, and, as a result of that, if the secrecy of the
election is violated, in that case, it is possible that the election is likely to be
declared null and void and, in order to avoid this, I am sure all sections of this
House will agree that we must take proper precaution. In fact, I would like
the Chair to give a clear direction that in the light of the serious lapse regarding
the secrecy of the election in the mid-term Presidential poll, in the coming
elections these orders and instructions must be sent by the Election
Commission sufficiently in advance so that all the Returning Officers are
fully equipped with all the information and proper precaution taken and
there is no violation of the secrecy of the Presidential election. From that
perspective I have raised this particular issue with the permission of the
Speaker.

Sir, I request you to kindly direct the Minister who is present here to
make a categorical statement in this case so that the House is assured that the
secrecy of the Presidential Election will not be violated. This is my respectful
submission.
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It is a failure and it is a lapse. Already the Election Commission in its
Mid-term Election Poll report has admitted that this is a violation of the
provisions of the Election Act. Is this not violation of the secrecy? Will the
hon. Minister kindly give an assurance that this point will be communicated
to the Election Commission and that necessary precaution will be taken.

Even the hon. Speaker hcis felt that it is a serious matter. He said: "In
view of the coming election I am permitting you." It is not a mere point of
order and my hon. friend Shri Mahajan need not intervene.
I seriously object to this remark*. How can he say gratuitous remark? It
is the business and it is left to the vigilance of the members of this House to
see that all the provisions of the Act passed by members are scrupulously
complied with, scrupulously adhered to by the Election Commission.

* Replying to point raised by Shri Vikram Mahajan "He wants to give gratuitous advice to the
Election Commission and the Law Minister; kindly take that advice/'

MAHARASHTRA-KARNATAKA
BOUNDARY DISPUTE*^
Sir, on 13 December, under Rule 193, I Wcis to initiate a discussion on
ending the border dispute between Maharashtra and Karnataka. The Home
Minister, at that time, in view of the tension prevailing in both the States
made a fervent appeal—an emotional appeal, if I may be permitted to say
so—^that in the interest of the nation and in the interest of the wider community,
this discussion should not be pressed for. Fortunately or unfortunately, I
being a fervent nationalist, responded to his appeal and I told him that, in the
interest of national integration which is an objective nearest to my heart, I
would not press for the discussion. I withdrew that particular discussion.
Is it not a fact that because of the pending border dispute between
Karnataka and Maharashtra the greatest loss to the country is that the valiant
freedom fighters who fought for the liberation of the country and who are in
that particular border area—whether they are Kannadigas or Marathi-speaking
people—they are today completely engrossed with this particular problem
for the last several years? Their talents are not being made available to the
mainstream of political and economic activity of the country. Therefore, our
greatest handicap is that some of the best talents and best men and patriots
in that particular border area who have remained engrossed in this border
dispute, and if you tell them—it would be in the interest of the nation that
the border problem would be solved once and for all and there is finality
about it, in that case, they will be joining the mainstream of political life.
There was a Mahajan Commission Report already. We do not know what
is the position about this report whether it has been accepted or whether it
is kept under suspended animation. Nobody knows anything about it. And,
as a result of that, we find that the national problem is not being solved.
On 13 August, when I placed before the House certain comments, I
brought to your notice that as early as 8 December one thing. I wrote a
letter to the Prime Minister about the burning problem. She wrote to me
back—I quoted that letter in this very House—and this was that she said in
the last paragraph:
"The Home Minister is seized of the general question and will soon
take the initiative to find a satisfactory solution of the border dispute."
* L.S, Deb., 19 August 1974.
* Participating in the Half-an-Hour Discussion Re. Maharashtra-Kamataka Boundary Dispute.
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I quoted this letter written to me by the Prime Minister and I also told
the House that this was a letter that had been written to me. I appealed to
the Home Miruster as well as the Prime Minister that they should give me
an assurance. In that case, I would not press for a discussion. The Home
Minister as well as the Prime Minister were very kind and both of them
independently gave an assurance to this House that we shall expedite our
efforts to arrive at the solution of the border dispute between Maharashtra
and Karnataka. Sir, is it not a fact that immediately after that, all the political
parties in this House irrespective of their ideological considerations wrote a
memorandum to the Prime Minister? In that memorandum it has been stated
as follows:
"The failure of the Centre to settle the long pending KarnatakaM aharashtra border dispute has given rise to unprecedented
disturbances in both the States threatening the life and property of
linguistic minorities."
"We strongly feel that settlement of this border dispute by the Centre
on the basis of soimd principles without any further delay is the only
way to put an end to the present ugly fratricidal war between the
people of these two States."
"We, therefore, earnestly request you to initiate prompt efforts to settle
the border dispute in the wider interest of national integration."
This was signed by the leaders of almost all the Opposition parties, namely,
CPI(M), Jan Sangh, Cong. (O), CPI, Swatantra, DMK, Socialist Party, etc. In
addition to that I had written to the Prime Minister in which I said many
members of the ruling party have expressed their agreement with the spirit
of the memorandum though for technical reasons they have not appended
their signatures to that memorandum. This represented the consensus of this
House that you might try to evolve universal principles so that there is no
fratricidal war and people in this border area are brought into the mainstream
of political and economic activity of the country.
Now, I would like to ask two questions. Is it not a fact that whenever
there was agitation in these areas you said, "If you allow the agitation to
subside or withdraw the agitation in the cooler atmosphere we can find the
solution?" And, when everything is quite you say that after-all the issue has
died and the atmosphere is quite, why unnecessarily create difficulties. On
21 November last, Maharashtra Ektakaran Samiti suspended its agitation in
deference to the wishes of the Prime Minister. Why is it even after the
withdrawal of the agitation and after a memorandum signed by all political
parties expeditious steps were not taken?
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Secondly, when this issue was referred to the Mahajan Commission it
was not an award but only recommendation. Further, whenever the States
Reorganisation Commission made recommendations, it was not treated as an
award and a number of changes were made. It is not an award but a
recommendation. I do not want to go into the various contradictions of the
Mahajan Conmiission Report. 1 would only, at the end, request before elections
are held on the new delinutation basis, please try to settle the issue. I would
end by making an appeal both on behalf of my friends in Karnataka as well
as Maharashtra that you take some decision—it might be in favour of
Karnataka or Maharashtra. Whatever be the decision, let there be a finality.
By keeping the issue pending like this. Government are doing injustice to
both Karnataka and Maharashtra. On behalf of both Karnataka as weU as
Maharashtra, I would insist that for God's sake and for the sake of the people,
let Government end the dispute once and for all and have some finality so
that the people in the border area may join the mainstream of political and
economic activities in the coimtry.

POLITICS OF ANTI-DEFECnON*^
Sir, I beg to move:
"That the Bill further to amend the Constitution of India be taken into
consideration/'
I am very sorry that at the fag end of the day I have to move this Bill for
the consideration of the House.
The subject matter of the Bill is of great importance because of the existing
political situation, and I am sure that if the House applies its mind to it, this
Bill will turn out to be a non-controversial one.
If the present political atmosphere which is polluted by defections
continues the entire experiment of parliamentary democracy is likely to fail.
Therefore, though technically, I am moving the Bill as a Private Member,
really speaking this Bill reflects the will of the people all over the country.
If you go to the urban and rural areas in our country, you will find that
the people are disgusted with the atmosphere of political defections, and
they want that this sovereign Parliament should devise some method, some
technique by which we can destroy this polluted atmosphere of defections,
and the nation can be saved for parliamentary democracy and its working.
It is only with this perspective and objective that I have placed before the
House this Bill for its consideration.
I hope the House will not look at the Bill in a partisan manner. If you
really judge the Bill on its merits, I have not the least doubt that there will
be complete unanimity on the contents of the Bill.
Whether we belong to the Opposition or the ruling party, the disease of
political defection has affected every section of the political life of the country
and, therefore, I think this is a Bill on which there should be no partisan
attitude at all, there should be no controversy at all. There can be, no doubt,
a healthy debate. In fact, a national debate has been going on on this issue
and Shri Jayaprakash Narayan, who represented the conscience of the nation,
who was one of the foremost politicians and personalities in the country,
* L.S. Deb., 14 March 1980.
^Moving the Constitution (Amendment) Bill (a Private Member's Bill) to amend articles 102
and 103.
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who initiated the debate and dialogue and discussion on this burning problem
of political defections.... I know very well what he said*, because I have with
me the views that were expressed and printed in the Report of the Committee
on Defections which was headed by Shri Chavan, the then Home Minister.
And this Committee was actually formed in this very House, and you will
be probably shocked and surprised to know that Shri Venkatasubbaiah was
responsible for moving the resolution and getting it passed. As a result of
that resolution, this Committee on Defections was formed. I will read the
resolution that was adopted.

As I was pointing out, this Committee on Defections was formed on the
basis of the resolution moved by Shri Venkatasubbaiah on 8 December 1967.
Distinguished personalities were members of the Committee. There were
legal experts. There were top-ranking parliamentarians, there were people
like Jayaprakash Narayan, there were men like Setalvad and Prof. Ranga,
and some of the members of the Constituent Assembly were also members
of this Committee. And the deliberations of this Committee cut across party
lines. The findings of the Committee are very interesting. Various
representatives of different political parties had expressed their points of
view in detail.

The subject** matter of my Anti-Defection Bill is beyond the pale of
controversy, and I am sure that all those who are interested in a healthy
democratic life and in preserving the values of parliamentary democracy will
find no difficulty in supporting wholeheartedly the contents of my Bill.
Today, imfortunately defection in the country has polluted the political
climate and there is a growing threat to the experiment of parliamentary
democracy. The evil of political defection is not of recent occurrence. If you
trace the history of defections, you will find that after 1967, particularly
during 1967-68, there were many political defections which were the precursor
of the defections that are taking place today.
If I may be permitted to quote some figures, out of 438 defections that
took place in those 12 months, 210 defections from various States had joined
different Councils of Ministers. That itself indicates that it is the lure of office
that had really impelled a number of legislators to change their political
loyalties and cross the floor so that they can gain some political advantage.
* Replying to Shri P. Rajagopal Naidu, M.P.; "But he said it was political polarisation."
"L.S. Deb., 28 March 1980, when the Bill (introduced on 14 March 1980) was reconsidered.
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That was the period when it was not the political parties which ruled the
States, but the defectors. Therefore, those who are interested in the healthy
functioning of our democratic life, in stabilising our experiment of
parliamentary democracy, will have to see that this chronic disease of defection
is completely eliminated.
I do not want to say that the previous Governments were not conscious
of this particular need.
I am referring to Governments of the past 30 years. I am paying a
compliment to you, and you are not able to appreciate it. I am going to refer
to what you did, which I am going to support.
On 8 December 1968, this very House unanimously adopted a resolution
moved by Shri Venkatasubbaiah, who is an hon. Minister today and is going
to intervene in the debate.
I shall read the resolution to refresh the memory of the hon. members of
this House.... The resolution that was passed was:
'This House is of the opinion that a high level Committee consisting of
representatives of political parties and constitutional experts be set up
to consider the problem of Legislators changing their allegiance from
one party to another and their frequent crossing of the floor in all its
aspects and make recommendations in this regard."
It was a 19-Member Committee headed by Shri Y.B. Chavan and I am
very happy to recollect that the conscience of this nation, late Shri Jayaprakash
Narayan was a member of this Committee and some of the stalwarts in the
field of Constitution like Shri M.C. Setalvad, Shri H.N. Kunzru, Shri Daftry
and many others were members of this Committee. This Committee did a
valuable work. This particular Committee on Defections had prolonged
deliberations and they tried to receive memoranda from various organisations
and institutions and on the basis of their discussions, they tried to arrive at
certain consensus. As far as the problem of defection is concerned, there is a
controversy today as to what is to be described as defection. In that Committee,
it was late Shri Jayaprakash Narayan who put forward a particular definition
and, by and large, by consensus that definition of defection was accepted.
The definition that was proposed by late Shri Jayaprakash Narayan as a
member of that Committee was like this:
''As elected member of a legislature who had been allotted the reserved
symbol of any political party can be said to have defected, if after being
elected as a member of either house of Parliament or of Legislative
Assembly or Legislative Council of a State, he voluntarily renounces
allegiance to or association with such political party, provided his action
is not in consequence of a decision of the party concerned."
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This was the definition that was proposed by late Shri Jayaprakash
Narayan, as a member of that Committee. There were representations of till
political organisations and I am glad that the constitution of that Committee
in 1967, was such that the Committee could rise above partisan and political
considerations. I am happy to remember that Prof. Ranga, who is one of the
hon. members of this House, was also an hon. member of that Committee
and he has also contributed considerably to the proceedings of that Committee
on Defections. There were various recommendations of this Committee. The
Committee was concerned not only with the legal aspect, but the political
aspect, moral aspect, the sociological aspect of the entire problem of defections.
They had arrived at certain formulations and on the basis of the consensus
arrived at, they had made certain recommendations. They had prescribed the
first important step, that is, a code of conduct for the political parties and I
fully agree with the contention of the Committee that you might have certain
formulations in terms of the constitutional amendments....
I am trying to rise above party lines. Let us have that spirit. Do not come
to that crude level. Let us have some patience. I can carry on a debate like
that at the pitch of my voice for three hours. I can do that. But try to leam
certain parliamentary procedures in this House. I am referring to the work
to which your own party members were a party and you should be proud
of it.

Do not belittle every problem by shouting. Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I can
assure the yoimg man* that though I am 55 years old, if it is a battle of the
pitch of voice, mine will be higher than his.

Therefore, a code of conduct for the political parties is one important
aspect to which this Committee had addressed itself and they arrived at a
consensus that a code of conduct will have to be evolved. There will have to
be some Standing Committee to see that this code of conduct that has been
evolved and effectively implemented. That was the first recommendation.
The second recommendation was, "Barring appointment as Prime Minister
or Chief Minister of a person who was not a member of the lower House."
It was a very good recommendation. Now, of course, we are implementing
that. Whoever occupies the position of Prime Minister or whoever occupies
the position of Chief Minister, he has to be a member of the concerned lower
House.
* Referring to Shri Bhagwan Dev, a member of the House.
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The third recommendation was, "Barring the appointment of a defector
as a Minister for one year". I do not fully agree with it because the very
content of my amendment is such that once someone changes his loyalty to
the political party, there is no question of his becoming a Minister because he
goes out of the legislature to which he belongs.
The fourth recommendation, a very important recommendation, was about
limiting the size of Ministry to 10 or 11, depending upon whether there are
two chambers or there is one single chamber. Here, the idea was on the basis
of the earlier data that I placed before you that in 12 months, out of
438 defectors, 210 defectors had joined various Councils of Ministers. This
indicates that it is the lure of office which really impels defectors to change
their political loyalty. So, rightiy, the Committee on Defections had suggested
limiting the size of Ministry to 10 or 11.
One more recommendation was that the right of dissolution be accorded
to the Council of Ministers. For instance, if the Council of Ministers has that
right, it will act as a deterrent and those who want to defect will be frightened
that anticipating defections, the Council of Ministers may recommend
dissolution of the entire House and, in that case, even the defection will not
politically help them.
These are the various types of recommendations that were already made
by the Committee. But the recent history and the past history has proved that
those recommendations go a long way; they do not go a distance long enough.
Therefore, certain constitutional changes are absolutely necessary. It is not
merely that defections are taking place at the State level but they are taking
place in the Rajya Sabha and in the Lok Sabha also. My proposed amendment
is of a restricted type. I am only seeking to make an amendment in article
102, which is about the disqualifications for membership of both the Houses
of Parliament. Article 191 deals with the disqualifications for membership of
State Legislatures or Legislative Councils. As a consequence of this, I would
like that that amendment also be adopted. But for the time being, I have
concentrated only on article 102. If the spirit of the amendment is accepted,
in that case, at a later stage, we can even amend article 191, which prescribes
disqualifications for membership of State Legislatures and also Legislative
Coimcils.
There is one aspect which is very important. Very often, the controversy
is going on as to what is the distinction between split and defection. Some
friends are trying to draw a fine distinction between split and defection. I am
surprised at the argument. For instance, if one person commits a theft, it is
to be described as a theft and, if 10 persons or 25 persons commit the same
crime, it is to be described as a robbery. If I am the victim of a theft or a
robbery, the person who loses the property or his belongings, to him, an
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academic distinction as to whether it is a theft or a robbery is irrelevant.
Whoever loses the property or belongings is not concerned with as to whether
one person came to his house at mid-night and stole away the property or
belongings or whether 10 persons came together to his house and actually
stole away his belongings. It is or\ly an academic distinction. As far as the
man who has lost his belongings is concerned, he is only sorry that his
belongings are lost. Therefore, if we try to have a small distinction or a fine
distinction between a split and a defection, in that case, I think we will come
to naught. There are various political parties in which defections have taken
place. They have taken place in the Janata Party; they have taken place in the
Lok Dal; they have taken place in the Congress Party—in the Congress (I)
and Congress (U). At the same time, I must record my appreciation of the
Left parties of the covmtry and congratulate my colleagues from CPI(M) and
CPI and other Left parties that these are the Left parties where not a single
defection has taken place. ... Why do you feel embarrassed when somebody
is praised?... I don't belong to those parties but the facts are to be stated and
the facts of history cannot be mutilated at all. Therefore, if I find that in some
of the Left parties no defections have taken place....

I am not bringing in the question of commodity, but it is true that politics
has come to such a pass that even legislators are being reduced to commodities
and, especially in times of crisis, they become essential commodities. We may
even say that the Constitution (Amendment) Bill that I am seeking to introduce
is an 'Essential Commodities' Bill and so it is very important. From my point
of view that particular Bill has great significance from the point of view of
the stability of parliamentary democracy. Today, what is our experience? What
has happened at the Centre? The other day we found that in the Rajya Sabha
the Proclamation has been adopted. In order to see that the President's
Proclamation regarding the dissolution of Assemblies is adopted, since the
entire strength of the opposition in the Rajya Sabha was not adequate, a
number of manoeuvres had to be manoeuvred. Some people had to be taken
from one Party to another and they were moved from one place to another
just as we, in the Railways, move commodities from one station to another—

...In our political system... each Party, on certain important issues, issues
a whip to the political party and voting takes place on the basis of the whip
that is issued. Not only in this country but even in the Mother of Parliaments,
i.e. the U.K. Parliament, a whip is issued to political party members who
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belong to Parliament and they have to obey the whip. If the whip is defined,
that defiance of whip is treated as defection in certain countries. Therefore,
this is a very important aspect that, with respect, I am pointing out to you.
You are a parliamentarian and you are a trade imionist and, therefore, I
wanted to bring home to you this additional fact which does not contradict
what you have said but only complements and supplements what you have
said and enriches it.
The whip is unofficial; but many things happen unofficially. Defection is
also not official; it is all imofficial. Many things take place behind the back.
No Resolution is passed that such and such a man has defected from this
Party to another, with the promise that such a post will be offered to him! All
these things are behind the back. There are certain transactions which are
open transactions and there are some transactions which are imderground
transactions. ...

Look at the defections that have taken place. Why have I tried to bring
this Bill? What has been happening at the State level? Political loyalties in
this country are being sold in two ways. There is a trade in political allegiance
and loyalty. There are two types of trade, the wholesale trade and the retail
trade, in which the legislators have indulged, the Chief Ministers have
indulged. In the case of wholesale trade of their political loyality, the concerned
State Government is not dismissed, the concerned Assembly is not dissolved.
But wherever the political loyalty trade has been a retail trade, only a few
people have been sold from this side to that side and that has not disturbed
the political balance, that has not brought the desirable party into power or
the undesirable party into power, in that case that Government is dismissed,
that Assembly is dissolved. That is how the political manoeuvring is taking
place. We, leasts, always believe that there should be nationalisation of the
wholesale trade.

It has been going on. I have quoted 1967. I have given the facts and
figures. Whenever I speak in the House, I never speak without basis. I have
quoted all the facts and figures. In 1967-68, when defections took place, how
many defections had taken place, how many among them became Ministers,
I have quoted all the facts. This is the aspect that has to be taken note of.
Unless we are able to stop this wholesale trade in the political loyalty of the
legislators, I tell you, a time will come when the people of this coimtry, the
ordinary voters in this country, will come to the conclusion that the experiment
of parliamentary democracy will not succeed in the country. People ask
questions: 'When we elect you on a particular symbol, what guarantee is
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there that you will stick to your own Party?' I do not want to blame the
voters because that is the reality of our situation. We find a number of political
parties, and people go on changing, according to every season, their political
loyalties. Because this is happening, we are actually bringing in instability in
the political system. It is because of this that I have moved this Bill, and it
is going to be the test of the members of the House. All the political parties,
at one time or the other, have pledged to the voters that they would not
allow their political loyalty to be sold away, that political loyalty would not
be treated as a commodity. If that has been the pronouncement in our election
campaign, I consider it to be the test of all of us, irrespective of the political
parties to which we belong, whether we stand by that profession.
As far as I am concerned, when I got elected to the House and I am
proud that I scored the highest percentage of votes in any constituency in the
country—I have given an assurance to my electorate that, when I go to the
Lok Sabha, in the very first Session I will introduce the Anti-Defection Bill,
and 1 have had the opportunity, I have had the privilege of introducing this
Anti-Defection Bill in the very first short Session of Parliament. And, as luck
would have it, even in the ballot, my number came second, and that is why,
I have been able to move this BiU.
Therefore, I appeal to all sections of the House to understand my Bill in
the proper perspective. I commend my Bill for the acceptance of this House
imanimously.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, at the very outset, let me make it very clear that
when I framed the Bill I had also prepared at a later stage an amendment for
article 191 but because that had come late that is why it could not become
part of that but I agree that both articles 102 and 191 are to be amended.
Sir, after carefully listening to the debate on the Bill that I have placed
before the House, I found that quite a good number of members on both
sides of the House said that they agree with the spirit of the Bill. An interesting
part of such a debate is that the spirit is accepted but the bottle is rejected.
That is generally the tenor of the argument.
Sir, the hon. Minister just now said that merely by constitutional
amendment the distortions and aberrations caused by political defections
cannot be eliminated. It is really crisis of character. But, I would ask the
Minister in-charge of Law, Justice and Company Affairs that if tomorrow any
philosopher or any politician says that no doubt there are crimes in the
country but if the crimes are to be completely eradicated, merely Criminal
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Procedure Code is not going to help. It is the crisis of character and so long
as the character of the human beings is not transformed there is no need of
Criminal Procedure Code at all. I do not know whether that will be justified.
Sir, no doubt there is a certain constitutional and legal aspect and I do
agree with him that merely making a constitutional amendment is not going
to solve the problem if the politician in the country is going to remain as he
is today. Unfortimately, the politician in the country has lost his credibility
and, therefore, that credibility has to be restored. But one of the contributory
factors of loss of credibility is occasional and constant defections that are
taking place.
Sir, in Haryana one legislator claimed that he had crossed the Floor thirteen
times. What a mobility! And what a dynamism! That is the tragedy of our
political life. Therefore, I am just trying to make a modest beginning by
introducing this constitutional amendment.

There is a premium on defection and probably he was elected because
some admirers of defections felt let us see whether he can break the record
still further.
Sir, some hon. members including Shivrajji and others had raised a very
important ideological issue. They said that there are sometimes political groups
and political parties who combine together and form coalitions. They form
fronts. Are they not worse than defection? Sir, it is an accepted practice all
over the world that there is an admissible politics of coalitions. I give you the
illustration of Germany. That is a classic instance. There is the Social
Democratic Party of Deutchsland and there is the Christian Democratic Union.
Ideologically these parties have differences but even then there were periods
when there was a coalition between the Christian Democratic Union and the
Social Democratic Party of Deutchsland....
That has proved even such coalitions have done better than what the
single party has done in some of the countries.

...As far as the 'fronts' and the 'coalitions' are concerned, it is very clear
that the politics of coalition is a normally accepted proposition in the developed
countries as well as in the developing countries.
Therefore, Sir, so long as parties remain as they are what is the point in
saying that the Constitution does not make reference to any political party?
What is the point in saying that the Representation of the People Act does
not make reference to the political parties, excepting where the question of
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adoption of symbol is there? But, Sir, the very functioning of the Legislature
is such that the Leader of every party has to submit to the Speaker a list of
the members belonging to his particular political party.
Therefore, though in the Constitution it is not mentioned, the political
parties do exist and their existence is a reality. So, that particular point has
got to be borne in mind.
Very often questions have been raised: Is it not a fact that members of the
Lok Dal in the past have defected? Is it not a fact that members of the Janata
Party have defected? Again, if you check the proceedings, you will find that
I myself stated this: and I mentioned my party first; the Lok Dal,
Congress (I) and all other parties I mentioned. I thought that this is a point
v^hich cuts across party lines. Therefore, there can be a non-partisan attitude
as far as this particular Bill is concerned.
Sir, I may narrate a very interesting experience. Somebody referred to the
efforts in the Fifth Lok Sabha to arrive at an Anti-Defection Bill. I was a
Member of the Joint Select Committee in the Fifth Lok Sabha to which the
Bill at that time was referred, when Smt. Indira Gandhi was the Prime Minister.
And my interesting experience is this. I went to Bangalore to participate in
the proceedings of the Select Committee on Defections. And, on the day we
were to meet there to consider that Anti-Defection Bill, on that very same
day—^Emergency was proclaimed upon the country and I was put under
detention for two years. And I do not know whether that was the price
which I had to pay, because of my opportunity to attend that meeting and to
participate in its proceedings. The same draft was there. That draft came
before the Janata Government and I must make it very clear that even when
that particular BUI was discussed, the then Prime Minister, Shri Morarjibhai
Desai, had made it clear to the members of the Janata Party that this Bill can
be referred to the Select Committee and members of the Janata Party can
make their suggestions. Some members then had pointed out that they did
not accept this aspect regarding individual defection and defection caused by
the split. Now, on that, there was a difference of opinion. And the then Prime
Minister had given an assurance to the members of the Janata Party saying
that the members of the Janata Party themselves, either on the Select
Committee or outside the Select Committee, can send their suggestions; we
do not rigidly bind you to this particular distinction between split and
defection, he said. My point of view was made extremely clear and I have
made it clear once again.
My last point is this. The hon. Minister has appealed to me that I should
withdraw this Bill. I do not want to withdraw it. I am going to press for
voting, because, this involves a significant principle. Once this particular Bill
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is accepted, probably, the Government can come forward with a more
comprehensive Bill. I can assure the hon. Minister that if a more comprehensive
Bill is brought before the House,—^if that particular Bill is helpful to us—
without prejudice to the existing Bill, many members of the Opposition will
be prepared to extend their whole-hearted support to such a comprehensive
Bill that will be brought forward.
Let me close my observation and my reply once again with a reference
to the late Acharya Narender Deva, although my colleague had referred to
that. In 1948, we the Socialists left the Congress and in the 1952 election, in
terms of votes polled, we emerged as the largest party. Eminent members of
the Congress Working Committee came out of the Congress and formed the
new Socialist Party. And, Sir, really speaking, why 25 per cent, more than
25 per cent people were with us—friends like Prof. Ranga will be able to bear
me out. In spite of that, the late Acharya Narendra Deva told us "Do not take
a technical view of things." In Uttar Pradesh, when nine or ten members of
the Legislative Assembly elected on the Congress ticket, left the Congress,
when these socialists left the Congress, he said: "All of us are going to tender
resignations from the membership of the Legislative Assembly." Acharya
Narendra Deva and eight others resigned, they contested the election and cin
ordinary man defeated Acharya Narender Deva....

And I tell you that in the history of Indian parliamentary democracy, the
action of late Acharya Narendra Deva is a shining example of idealism,
political idealism and a lesson for all of us.
With this reference, I would conclude and once again request the Law
Minister and appeal to him to support the Bill instead of appealing to me to
withdraw the Bill.

REDUCING THE VOTING AGE*^
I beg to move:
"That the Bill further to amend the Constitution of India, be taken into
consideration."
This Bill seeks to reduce the voting age limit from 21 years to 18 years.
This is not a proposal that is quite new. In fact a very fruitful discussion had
taken place in this country in various forums to see that the power of the
yoyths is properly utilized in our legislatures; and that is why, as early as in
1970, this issue was actually referred to the Committee on Petitions: and the
Committee on Petitions have already recommended that the Constitution
should be suitably amended so that young people who are between 18 and
21, who have been deprived of the opportunity to cast their votes in elections
to various legislatures. Centre as well as States, are afforded this opportunity.
But, unfortunately, the problem remained pending. It was a matter of great
satisfaction that one of the towering personalities of this country,
Shri Jayaprakash Narayan had set up an Expert Committee for electoral
reforms in the existing electoral law and that Committee had already
recommended that the youngsters of the age of 18 should have the right to
cast their votes, exercise their franchise so that the youth power can be
effectively reflected in the democratic process in the country. There are so
many objections from certain quarters for reducing the voting limit from 21
years to 18 years. So whenever it is convenient, the illustrations from a number
of countries are quoted; whenever it is inconvenient all those precedents are
completely lost sight of.
With your permission, I would like to give the names of those countries
which have already accepted the voting age as 18 years. They are: United
Kingdom, U.S.A., Italy, France, Portugal, Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada,
Costarica, Czechoslovakia, Finland, German Democratic Republic, Federal
Republic of Germany, Hungry Israel, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, South Africa,
Sri Lanka, Sweden and some other countries have akeady reduced the age
limit for voting from 21 years to 18 years. In some of the countries, the
youths had to carry on a consistent crusade in favour of changing the age
* L.S. Deb,, 27 June 1980.
^Moving the Constitution (Amendment) BiU (a Private Member's Bill) for the amendment of
articles 19 and 326.
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limit for voting and ultimately they succeeded. In a country like America, for
almost half a century, the struggle went on. We were fortunate. We were led
by an eminent leader like Mahatma Gandhi. Therefore, in this country, some
of the demands for which so many sacrifices were to be offered to get the
adult franchise, franchise for women, these demands were achieved without
any hesitation and without any struggle.
Our country became free in 1947 and the very first election was fought
in 1952 under adult franchise, no matter what political party one might belong
to. All of us in the House were proud that here was a country whose first
election in free India took place on the basis of adult franchise; and I think
women had the equal right with men. Now that is the experience that free
India witnessed. One of the reasons was that there was the tradition of the
Indian national struggle; there was the tradition of social reform movement
in the country and as a result of that, adult franchise aind franchise for women,
that was an acceptable proposition in the country. Right from 1952, our
elections were held not only on the basis of adult franchise but no
discrimination was shown in the case of women; and these are the issues for
which a prolonged struggle had to be conducted. In a country like Switzerland,
the right of franchise to women was given only recently after a prolonged
struggle and consistent mobilisation of public opinion.

.. .Therefore, I say what was achieved on the basis of a prolonged struggle
was achieved in our country without struggle, on the basis of free consensus
of the people, the national consensus in the country. What was the argument
made against reducing the voting age from 21 to 18? We are told that
administratively it will be an impossible proposition. We are told that if it is
decided that youngmen between the age of 18 and 21 are added to the voting
list, the original estimate was that 30 to 35 million, the next estimate was
42 to 45 million voters will be added and now it is estimated that there will
be an addition of 50 million voters. If we go into the depth and if strict logic
is followed and if the same logic is applied to the question of adult franchise,
probably those who were in favour of restricted franchise in the country
when the country became free, they could also argue, if adult franchise is
accepted in this coimtry, millions will have to be enlisted and the process will
be cumbersome one. It wiD be an expensive process. We cannot forget the
fact that imder the British regime when the elections were held in this country,
they were held under restricted franchise. The norms for voting were property
and wealth and on the basis of that, on the basis of restricted frandiise, the
elections were held. But, rightly and consciously, free India decided to have
the elections on the basis of adult franchise, not worrying about the
administrative difficulties, not worrying about the expenses involved, not
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trying to draw a fine distinction between the elites in the country and the socalled ignorant in the country. We were told that if in this country the ignorant
masses are given the right to vote, in that case the democracy will be destroyed.
I myself belong to the educational profession. I have seen so many graduates
and post-graduates and I am not one among those who feel that necessarily
one who gets the university degree is more politically conscious and one
who is a villager and one who is ignorant, one who is imeducated is supposed
to be less conscious. On the contrary, in this land of Mahatma Gandhi it has
been established that those who have gone through the trials and tribulations
of struggle, those who have gone through the channels of constructive service,
those who have gone through social reforms movements, those who have
taken concrete constructive activities, very often, they develop political
consciousness of the order which is far ahead than the consciousness of
political personalities who are supposed to be educated. That is the experience
in this land of Mahatma Gandhi. Therefore, we rejected the proposition that
education is co-terminus with political consciousness. A simple man in this
country, the so-called ignorant man in the country, the rural folk in this
country have the common sense and they can always judge the political
issue. They can judge the economic issue on the basis of the empirical
knowledge that they acquire through their experiences in life. The same can
be said about the youth. What is the objection in granting right of vote to
youngmen of 18? We are told that yoimgmen are immature. They lack maturity.
We are told that many of them are delinquents. We are told that many of
them are cynical. But, this is not the characteristic of youth alone. We have
seen in this country adult delinquency. We have also seen in this country
cynicism of the old. We have also seen in this country the cynicism and
scepticism of some of the old politicians. Let us not put all that blame on the
youth. Therefore, I am not prepared to accept this proposition that young
men in 20 to 25 countries in the world are capable of moving forward with
a sense of maturity, but only the young men and young women in this
country are not capable of acquiring degree of maturity. That type of
discrimination 1 do not want to have. Therefore, I feel that young men and
women of 18 must be allowed to vote. This is the rising youth power in the
country. Jayaprakash Narayan led certain movements. Mahatma Gandhi led
certain movements. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose led certain movements.
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru led certain movements and he was able to build up
the youth power in the country. So, it is a fact that youth power which was
built up in the national struggles in 1920, 1930 and 1942, those cadres were
able to play an effective role in the political life of the country. Those youngsters
who had gone through the radical social reform movements in d^ose days,
they were able to have their imprint on the social and economic life of this
coimtry. After the dawn of freedom, for some time the springs of young men
coming to Indian politics almost got dried up. Jayaprakash Narayan once
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again tried to rejuvenate the youth power and a new youth power was built
up. We found that large cadres of young men came into the active politics in
the coimtry. You may differ with diem. For instance, I would like to ask one
question. Just as on the one side, we in the opposition have derived inspiration
from Jayaprakash Narayan who built up a militant youth power in this
country. Only a few days ago, an hon. member of this House, Shri Sanjay
Gandhi, passed away. I would like to ask the yoimg men sitting on the side
of the ruling party. Here was a young man who in his own way tried to
reflect in his own manner the sentiments and aspirations of the youth and he
wanted to wield the youth power. I ask, shall his followers, on some technical
pretext when this Bill is put to vote, try to vote dovm this Bill? I would like
to ask this question. Therefore, my appeal to the members of this House is,
don't allow this House to be divided on party lines as far as this Bill is
concerned. This is a Bill that cuts across party lines. This is a Bill that cuts
across ideological lines. This is a Bill that really represents the hopes and
aspirations of the youth and I hope and trust that only from that angle, this
particular aspect will be taken note of.
There is one more aspect to which I would like to draw your attention.
In this country, as far as legal rights are concerned, as far as rights in a
number of professions are concerned, as far as rights of property are concerned,
all adults are treated on par. Why is it that in the field of politics alone we
should try to discriminate? Whatever is accepted in the arena of law, I would
like that the same should be accepted in the field of electoral law as well.
What happens in the case of ordinary legal field, I would like the same
judgment to be utilised in giving the political rights to the youth. From that
point of view, there will be absolutely nothing wrong in accepting this Bill.
In some of the western countries, a number of sociological studies have
been undertaken. Medical associations have undertaken the studies. Those
engaged in psychological experiments have undertaken the studies. They
have come to a very important conclusion. With the rise in tempo of
technology, with the development of science in various parts of the world, it
has been established that even the degree or maturity of the youth grows in
society. For instance, if you look at the history of our country a number of
years back and at the history of a number of western countries a number of
years back and if you try to find out what exactly the intellectual
understanding and grasp of the young men was at that stage and what is
their grasping capacity now with the advance of science and technology, you
will find that definitely in the field of maturity, a tremendous progress has
been made. And therefore, with the development of science and technology
we find that as far as youngsters are concerned, even the degree of maturity
has grown and thereby this particular argument that those who are below
21 are immature in their political judgment is completely nullified.
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In a number of countries, as I said earlier, struggles had to be carried on.
Do you want the youth of this country to agitate and struggle for the simple
demand which cuts across various party lines? The youth are bound to ask
us this question. The people of the old generation always talk of experience.
You always say that you have got certain inherited value. They always tell
us that 'you talk about the traditions but what about the new tradition that
young people are trying to build up?' Therefore, you must respect the
aspirations of the young people just as they must try to preserve some of the
best of the old. We should be able to have and preserve some of the best
achievements of the youth and one of the important aspects of youth is that
their sentiments and aspirations must get reflected in our democratic processes.
Then only the nation will be youthful. There will be thrust in our policies,
there will be dynamism in our actions and the nation will be able to go ahead
to build up a new modem India and that is the reason why this particular
aspect is absolutely necessary.
Sir, it is always said that there are few organisations, irrespective of their
political affiliations, which are coming forward with this point of view
demanding voting rights for the youth of 18. But it is not true. I may quote
here one instance. As early as on 2 November Shri C.D. Deshmukh who, at
one time, was the Finance Minister in the Government of India, addressing
the Poona University Convocation and during that address, as early as on
2 November 1972, he strongly pleaded for right of voting to be given to
young people of 18 and he quoted the illustration of a number of western
and other countries and he said that the experiment has not failed; the
experiment has succeeded in the country.
Sir, as a student of Physics, I have always believed that life is trial and
error and, therefore, we must also try to have trial and error in politics.
Ultimately parliamentary democracy itself is a process of trial and error.
Which countries have succeeded in parliamentary democracy? Only those
countries where options are open, where various political parties are allowed
to contest the elections. The electors have a free choice and they can choose
one party or the other. On one occasion it may be the Labour Party that
might rule the U.K., at some other time it may be the Conservative Party, and
again it may be the turn of the Labour Party and that way the political
opinion may also vary from one side to the other. When there is a possibility
that people will give the feeling to the ruling party that 'if you do not rule
properly, there is a likelihood of you being thrown away and the other party
being voted to power' that itself will keep the ruling party on its toes. That
is exactly what has happened in our country. In 1977, something happened
and in 1980 also something happened. I welcome both the experiments because
in 1977, those who suffered all the Emergency excesses told Smt. Gandhi:
"You will have to go." But when the Janata Party due to internal quarrels and
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squabbles could not c a n y on the administration for 5 years, the same electorate
told the Janata Government: "You must also quit...."

... So, let it be very clear that it is trial and error. Just as in adult franchise
we give even to the villager who is uneducated the right to vote in this
country. Young men must also be given hill opportimity to see that they
exercise their franchise, that they are able to play an effective role.
There are certain distortions in our political life, and they are not at all
the contributions of the younger generation in this country. We have got the
politics of defections, we have got the politics of piracy, we have got the
politics of corruption. All these distortions have been there. I do not want to
bring in any vindictiveness. I do not want to make reference to any
personalities, but it is a fact that if you look at the entire politics of the last
two or three decades, you will find that all these distortions in politics have
been there. Were these due to young men?
In the State of Haryana I am told one member of the legislature had
crossed the floor 13 times.

Somebody asked me why after 13 crossings and double crossings and
treble crossings he was elected again. Probably the electorate wanted to find
out whether he could break the highest record.
Anyway these distortions were there, and they, cut across party lines.
Even the Governments in which we were in the olden days, defections had
taken place. In the Congress Party defections had taken place. In the
Congress (I), the Congress (O), the Socialist Party, the Swatantra Party, the
Janata Party take any party, it had taken place. Of course I may say with
some exceptions in the leftist parties in this coimtry, but whenever I refer to
that, some people do not like it, but it is a fact. Probably, it is due to their rigid
discipline. Otherwise, irrespective of the party, defections have taken place.

Just as in the economy there are small scale industries and heavy
industries, in the case of defections also there are small scale defections and
large scale defections. I call it the trade in political loyalty, and in it there is
retail and wholesale trade.
So, you will find all these distortions and aberrations, but they have not
been brought in by the younger people in the country. So, why try to put all
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the blame on the youngsters of the country and have some imaginary fear
that if they are brought into the picture, the political climate, the political
atmosphere, will be polluted, that there will be more immaturity, more damage
will be done to politics? What more damage remains to be done now? There
is no question of going down further, we are already in the godown. Let us
not, therefore, suspect the youngsters in the country. Let us try to put more
faith in them. As love begets love, confidence will beget confidence. If we try
to put confidence in the youth, I am sure the yoimg people of this country
are capable of reciprocating it. If that is done, I have not the least doubt that
we will be able to make the experiment in parliamentary democracy a great
success in our country.
After all, when we think of the role of the youth, let us not forget that
it is not only participation in the parliamentary institutions. A number of
fields are kept open to them—the field of science, the field of trade, the field
of services, the army, research, etc. In all these fields you wUl find that the
doors are kept open for them. It has been my experience that whenever the
doors are kept open for young men, they find new avenues for their
development, they have their own sense of responsibility and, therefore, if
the youngsters are given the responsibility of expressing by their free will
their own choice of the Government, whether at the State level or at the
Central level, I am sure that not only no damage will be done to the country
but a positive service will be done and the hopes and aspirations of the
youth will get reflected in the administration of the country and in the
governance of the country. It is only in that perspective that I have brought
forward this Bill.
In the aims and objects of the Bill, I have made it very clear that we seek
to amend the Constitution, it is article 326 which is basically to be amended
as a consequential change, article 19 will also have to be slightly amended.
I am suggesting the addition of one more sub-clause. With this amendment
in the Constitution a new chapter will open and the youngsters will get the
right to vote and for the first time in this country, the youngsters will feel just
as the elder statesmen. In different parts of world some of them happen to
be capitalist countries, some of them happen to be communist countries,
socialist countries, and some of them happen to be countries which base their
economy on cooperation,—irrespective of ideological considerations, a nimiber
of countries had taken the you^ into confidence and have put confidence in
their youth and I hope and trust that the same thing will be done in this
country also.
I am just asked a question by one hon. member: 'Are you conscious of
the fact that the West Bengal Assembly had enacted a legislation reducing the
voting age from 21 to 18 years?' Not only West Bengal, probably in Kerala,
Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and a number of other places, for elections to
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the local bodies the voting right has already been brought down from
21 to 18 years. I may tell you from our own experience that wherever young
blood has been infused into the local bodies, I do not think, anywhere the
local bodies have been spoiled. On the contrary, there is a new thrust, a new
element of dyi«mism. When that has happened at the local level, if we
caimot expect the same thing to happen at the Central and State levels all our
talk of Gandhian values and Gandhian concept of decentralisation is
meaningless. What has happened at the local level, in the lower echelons of
administration is more important. If there our experience is very healthy, the
same experience can repeat itself at the State level and Central level. Therefore,
I hope and trust that the House will not divide itself on this Bill. I would
make an earnest appeal, particularly to the hon. Minister, I know that at the
end of the debate, he is likely to say that he accepts the spirit of the Bill, but
rejects the Bill.

I wUl conclude by saying that I do not expect from the hon. Minister,
when he intervenes, to say: "I accept the spirit of the Bill, but reject the
bottle." I do not expect that remark at all. With that, I conclude.

ELEQORAL REFORMS
I beg to move:
'That this House recommends that urgent steps be taken to effect
electoral reforms so as to improve upon the present electoral processes
and make them free from any drawbacks and shortcomings."
This Motion is of great importance from the point of view of the
functioning of parliamentary democracy in our coimtry. If you just try to
review the functioning of parliamentary democracy in the country, you will
find that there are three elements which are extremely important from the
point of view of development of electoral processes and the functioning of
parliamentary democracy. Firstly, we must have a fearless Parliament elected
by fair and free elections; we must have an independent Judiciary before
which a number of election appeals lie, and must have an independent and
free Election Commission which refuses to be intimidated. Those who believe
in democracy will accept these three fundamental tenets. But those who want
to subvert democracy in this country would like to have a captive Parliament
elected by a captive electorate. They would like to have a pliable Judiciary
that can be intimidated and pressurized; and they would like to have a
committed Election Commission that can be cajoled and blackmailed. This is
the difference between the approach of democracy and the approach of
authoritarianism of those who are not wedded to the democratic way of life.
As far as electoral reforms in the country are concerned, I don't think
there is any need for setting up a committee or commission to go into the
problem in depth and try to find out what exactly are the shortcomings of
our democratic system, what are the failures of our electoral processes and
what exactly is required. Fortunately for us, in the course of the last several
years, a number of committees and commissions have gone into the problem
in depth; and to enumerate a few organizations, institutions and committees
that had undertaken this task in depth, I may refer to the Committee on
Defections which was the first organization, institution or committee that
had taken up the work of study of this aberration in our democratic life and
electoral processes. That Committee on Defection was, paradoxically enough,
headed by Shri Y.B. Chavan who is already on the brink of the defection.
* L.S. Deb., 20 August 1981.
^Participating in the Discussion on Motion Re. Electoral Reforms.
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Then there was a report on the proposed amendments to the existing
electoral law. Those detailed recommendations regarding amendments
required in the existing electoral law are also available.
Then there are the recommendations of the Tarkunde Committee which
was set up by the late Jayaprakash Narayan whose abiding faith in
parliamentary democracy was second to none; and I think there can be no
better tribute to the memory of late Jayaprakash Narayan than to implement
effectively the various recommendations regarding electoral reforms which
were formulated by the Tarkunde Committee which was set up by
Shri Jayaprakash Narayan in collaboration with a cross-section of political
opinion in the country, including various political parties.
Then there have been recommendations from the orgaruzation called
Citizens for Democracy. And last but not the least, there have been concrete
suggestions and recommendations made by no less a person than the Chief
Election Commissioner himself, Shri Shakdher; and those details are also
available. I am one of those who feel that as far as recommendations on
electoral reforms are concerned, we are far beyond the stage of analysis and
far beyond the stage of debate and discussion. It is really a question of
mobilizing effective public opinion in the Parliament and outside so that the
Government of the day will be able to tcike concrete measures to see that the
various reforms that have been suggested by different agencies including the
agencies that are set up by this Government itself can be effectively
implemented. It is only in this context that I am not very much enomoured
of the amendment that has been moved by Shri Banatwalla. While going
through the proceedings of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha I found that
on one of the occasions, Shri Banatwalla himself asked a question on
2 December 1980. It was Q. No. 221 in which the then Law Minister had
given in detail as to what were the recommendations regarding the electoral
reforms. Therefore, I feel that those amendments will be moved with the best
of intention. It is very clear that we are at a stage in which there is no time
left for formulating the point of view regarding the electoral reforms; the
time is for the implementation of various recommendations which have
already been made.
Fortunately, a national consensus on electoral reforms has already been
held and it is really a question of implementing that national consensus.
Therefore, there is no need to set up a separate Parliamentary Committee or
any commission to go into the problems again, dig up the problems again
and try to find out what are the lacunae in our existing electoral processes
and electoral laws and try to see what recommendations can be made.
If I have to briefly summarise which are the basic threats to our
parliamentary democratic life or electoral processes in the country, I will sum
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them up as four Ms. Which are these four Ms? One is the man power. Second
is the muscle power. Third is the media power and the fourth is the machinerj^
power including police and administrative machinery. These are the four
threats— money power, muscle power, media power and Government
machinery power. These are the four threats which constitute really a grave
threat to the functioning of the electoral processes in the country.
Recently, in the parliamentary election in Garhwal, the parliamentary
constituency was an experimenting laboratory where all the four powers in
their ugliest and crudest form were manifest.... I do not want to refer to any
name....

I am voicing the feeling of some among them who went to the Election
Commission and complained that there were malpractices in the Garhwal
parliamentary constituency. Therefore, when I refer to malpractices in the
Garhwal parliamentary constituency, why is it that some members on that
side are feeling a guilty conscience? I am making an allegation against them
that they are the people who are responsible for these malpractices. Probably
they know where the shoe pinches. I did not refer to any party; I did not refer
to any individual as to who was responsible for malpractices. The moment
I referred to the malpractices they felt that the cap fitted them and, therefore,
they got provoked. Let them have a little more patience....
As far as money power is concerned, it is universally accepted that that
constitutes the gravest threat. The Chief Election Commissioner himself while
participating in a number of seminars has categorically said that money power
is a great threat to free and fair election and, therefore, he pleaded for the
creation of State funding for the election. He has actually quantified his
suggestion and has come forward with a suggestion that for the coming five
years a State fund of Rs. 100 crore should be created to be spent at various
stages; some at the stage of propaganda, some in the form of subsidy to be
given to the recognised parties and some to be utilized for creating certain
infrastructure on elector^ pattern. He has spelt out in detail and has come
forward with a suggestion that unless State funding of election is made, it
will not be possible for a common man to participate in the election as a
candidate. Therefore, the money power is to be broken and it is only the State
power that can break the money power. It is not the individual who can
break the money power.
It is only the State funding of elections that will be able to bring about
the breaking of the stranglehold of money power. We find that as far as
collections for elections are concerned, the matter had come up in the Fifth
Lok Sabha and it had again come up in the next Lok Sabha. So-called souvenirs
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were published by political parties, advertisements are received and v^hen
for accounting purposes the auditors ask for the souvenirs, in which the
advertisements are published, then the auditors are told that the advertisement
money has been received, but the advertisements were to be published, but
for publishing the advertisements the souvenirs were not available. That is
what is happening as far as collection of funds is concerned.
Then there are nimiber of contracts. Wherever the Government is involved,
the Government machinery is involved, unless there is a State funding of
elections, it may happen that the ruling party, no matter whichever may be
the party, the Government might be tempted to patronise some candidates
and that patronage could be diverted to the elections. That is the reason why
the Election Commission had suggested the State funding of elections. That
is an important aspect.
Then there is another aspect, and that is the muscle power. Muscle power
is playing havoc in number of elections. The capturing of booths, rigging of
election, these are taking place in different parts of the country and at many
places the political climate, casteism in that particular area and the muscle
power, they get combined. I do not want to name any official because I am
one of those who always believe that if we refer to the Ministers they have
an opportunity to come and defend themselves, but the officers do not have
the opportunity to come to the House and defend. I would not, therefore,
refer to any official or officers. But I know that many presiding officers are
also responsible for it, and I have seen with my own eyes that in a particular
area capture of booths is taking place and when we ask how the presiding
officer became party to it they say, that the politicians fight the elections once
in five years, but the officials have to stay in that village all their lifetime.
They say, ''You will fight the elections. Sometimes even the candidates will
come to the constituency only after five years, but we officials have to stay
with our family members our entire life and therefore, if there is a proliferation
of a particular caste or community and if they decide to capture a booth with
muscle power, then our entire family life is going to be disrupted, and for
you politicians, why should we take the risk of our life?" That is what one
presiding officer told me. That is what is happening. Therefore, this muscle
power has to be tamed, it has to be used for mobilisation of public opinion.
It is only by the intervention of the State, and a proper supervision by the
various representatives that are appointed by the Election Commission to
supervise the election, that it can be achieved.
Then the media misuse is a great factor. Media can be properly used; can
also be misused. In democratic countries mass media are available to all the
political parties. They can propagate their view-point. There is no difficulty
at all. Sometimes we find that mass media is misused. It is used for the
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detriment of certain sections and it is used for the advantage of certain sections
and therefore, proper steps will have to be taken to see that proper monitoring
is there and that this type of thing does not occur.
Then there is the most important aspect, misuse of administrative
machinery including the Police and other types of Government machinery. In
the Garhwal constituency, leave aside what the political parties have said,
leave aside what Shri Bahuguna has said, leave aside what the ruling party
or the Opposition parties have said, let us try to understand what the Election
Commission has stated. The Election Commission have indicated that the
motivating factor for ordering the re-election was that the Police force from
three States—Himachal Pradesh, Haryana and Punjab was there in the
constituency. Obviously with the purpose of monitoring the law and order.
It is not that I am saying this. But I have here the Press Conference that was
addressed on 20 July 1981 by the Chief Election Commissioner and this is
what was stated. He said, he had sent a telex message to the Uttar Pradesh
Government asking why the extra police force was inducted during the
election and "to this date, there was no reply". That means, till 20 June 1981
there was no reply. There is another aspect which had been reported by the
Press Trust of India (PTI):
"Shri Shakdher said, U.R is a very big State and it has its own police
force. If they bring more forces from neighbouring States, they must tell
us why."
Even the Chief Election Commissioner felt that there was a prima facie
case against the induction of such a large police force from three important
States like Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and Punjab. He said, it is true that
law and order problem is basically a problem to be dealt with by a particular
State; but, when a big State where ihere is adequate police strength, for a
particular bye-election wants a big police force to be inducted into that
constituency, it is necessary for the concerned State to inform the Election
Commission that "We are going to send so many police forces". Tomorrow,
if a large number of police are inducted into a small constituency and almost
at every familyman's gate there is a policeman standing with a machine gun
or sten gun in that case the voters are bound to be intimidated. These were
the tactics that were utilised by the author of Mein Kampf, Adolf Hitler, in
Germany. He talked too much of having captured a number of seats. But,
ultimately let us not forget the manner in which he conducted the elections.
Stormtroopers were kept at the houses of the voters and the voters were
almost directed by a guard of honour of stormtroopers carrying machine
gims and sten guns. That affected the entire electoral process. We do not
want this to happen....
I can assure the hon. member that he can make any indictment ageiinst
the Opposition parties and we will not interrupt him. So, this point has to be
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borne in mind. It is not how many police you have inducted, but it is the
psychology behind the induction of police from various parts that is most
objectionable. Therefore, misuse of this particular administrative machinery
is one of the factors.
As far as the canvas of electoral reforms is concerned, it has to be quite
wide. Just as life extends from the cradle to the grave, if the electoral processes
are to be kept in proper shape, it is necessary that right the cradle to the
grave if the electoral rolls up to the final process of counting and
announcement of results, at every stage a proper supervision and proper
scrutiny should be there. Therefore, the starting point has to be the scrutiny
of the electoral rolls. One of the framers of the Indian Constitution, Shri H.V.
Kamath, found that his name was missing from the electoral roll. Though he
had fulfilled his responsibilities, in spite of that, his name was missing.
Ultimately, when the matter went to a court of law, strictures were passed by
the court against the authorities who were responsible for framing of the
electoral rolls. Therefore, right from the framing of electoral rolls upto the
process of counting and announcement of result, all the stages have to be
properly supervised. Arrangement of the booths, supervision of the booths,
guarding of the booths—all have to be carefully supervised. When actually
the boxes are taken from the booths to a central place, the agents must be
allowed to supervise the entire process. They must be allowed to move with
the vehicles carrying the boxes. If the boxes are taken to another place for
coimting, again the polling agents of the ruling party as well as the Opposition
parties must have the right to supervise the movement of the boxes from one
place to another.
Then, Sii; Election Commission is the most pivotal organisation in the
entire electoral system. Today, it is one pillar organisation. I do not ijy^t to
cast aspersion on any one. And according to the rules and procedure of the
debate, Election Commission being an independent organisation, no speaker
in the debate can cast aspersions on it. And I shall be the last person to
violate these rules of the debate. But I would like to make constructive
suggestions. This is one of the pivotal suggestions of the Tarkunde Committee
appointed by Shri Jayaprakash Narayan. That Committee has said that in
order that the Chief Election Commissioner's office will be democratised, the
institution will be democratised, it is necessary that the Election Commission
must not consist of one individual; it should consist of the Prime Minister of
the country, the Leader of the Opposition or in his place any member of
Lok Sabha belonging to the Opposition selected by the Opposition and thirdly,
the Chief Justice of India. If the institution of Election Commission consists
of three individuals—^the Prime Minister of the country, the Leader of the
Opposition in the Lok Sabha or the person nominated or elected by the
Opposition in Parliament and lastly, the Chief Justice of India—^then there
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will be a democratisation of the institution of Election Commission and,
therefore, the decisions will be more broad-based and more acceptable to the
people. This is the point of view which has to be noted.
There is one more aspect to which I would like to make a reference. Very
often the complaint is regarding the conduct of the Government from the
time the elections are annoimced. Very often when the elections are annoxmced
we find that a Government which really has to function in an ad hoc capacity,
goes on giving patronage to certain constituencies, goes on announcing certain
increase in salaries, goes on increasing certain economic benefits for some
time. Those benefits may disappear after the election results are over. But
they continue to make use of the patronages. And, therefore, a healthy
democratic convention has been recommended by the Tarkunde Committee.
They have suggested that from the time the elections are announced, the
concerned Government at the Centre or in the States, should function only
as the caretaker Government and from that point of time onwards, they
should not introduce new policies, new pronouncements, economic benefits
or increase in salaries. It will act as a patronage.
In this very House in the Fifth Lok Sabha and in the Sixth Lok Sabha I
repeatedly quoted one important Judgement of the Orissa Court. I have quoted
it so many times that I have almost learnt by heart that Judgement. There
was one Minister in Orissa Government. Whenever the elections came, he
used to undertake a large number of developmental activities in his
constituency and show it as a patronage to the voters. The matter went to the
court of law. What was the Judgement in the court of law? The court
Judgement was that large scale developmental activities undertaken on the
eve of elections might not constitute a corrupt practice according to the existing
electoral law, it does constitute an evil practice and there is only a thin line
of demarcation between evil practice and corrupt practice. This is the exact
text and context of the entire Judgement. If the spirit of this Judgement is to
be accepted, it is very necessary that the developmental activities undertaken
only on the eve of elections wliich will become anti-developmental activities
after the election, such activities must not be undertaken merely to lure the
voters in supporting a particular party. That particular aspect has to be taken
into account.
The Chief Election Commissioner has also suggested that in this modem
age we can introduce in the entire electoral system, both counting and
registering of the votes, certain types of modem gadgets. At the same time,
he has suggested that in order to avoid impersonation of the voters which
takes place in backward areas in a very large measure, identity cards should
be issued. There is a very comic situation. At one election booth one man
went to have the impersonation of some other voter. His age was 8 years. The
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man at the booth felt ashamed of admitting a voter of 8 years of age. But he
said: Go away and at least bring someone who is 10 or 15 years of age. This
is what happens. If it is to be avoided, it is better that we have the identity
card system. If that system is utilised it will not only help the electoral process
but also help the public distribution system. For instance, at a number of
places individual citizens come into contact with public organisations and
governmental agencies. There also impersonation takes place. If every citizen
carries an identity card with him it will be a great factor benefiting all the
factors of life. But, particularly for voters, if there is an identity card that will
be a surer safety valve against the impersonation that takes place, and I
strongly suggest that.
There is one other aspect, which is extremely important. Here I am not
casting any aspersion on any members of this House, or any member of any
other Legislature. We, on both sides of the House, are interested in ensuring
that not only more members of our party get elected but also the quality of
the members is improved. At the same time, it is very necessary that there
must be some relationship between the number of votes secured and the
number of seats that are secured in the Legislature. I do not want to take
much of your time, but I will hurriedly give you some facts and figures, from
1952 to 1971, to show how there has been no commensurate relationship
between the votes polled and the actual number of seats won by the ruling
party and the Opposition parties, no matter whether the party in power is
the Janata Party or the Congress Party.
In 1952, the Congress Party secured 45 per cent of the votes polled and
74.4 per cent of the seats, whereas the Opposition parties secured 55 per cent
of the votes polled and only 25.6 per cent of the seats. In the 1957 elections,
the Congress Party polled 47 per cent of the votes and won 75.1 per cent of
the seats whereas the Opposition parties secured 52.3 per cent of the votes
and 24.9 per cent of the seats. In 1962, the Congress polled 44.7 per cent of
the votes and won 73 per cent of the seats while the Opposition polled
55.3 per cent of the votes and secured 27 per cent of the seats. In 1967, Congress
secured 40.9 per cent of the votes and 54.4 per cent of the seats while the
Opposition secured 59.1 per cent of the votes and 45 per cent of the seats. In
1970-71, Congress secured 43.5 per cent of the votes and 67.9 per cent of the
seats while the Opposition secured 56.5 per cent of the votes and 32.1 per
cent of the seats. I have taken the results only upto 1971 because after that
the combination of the Opposition parties took place and so the disparity in
this matter was obviated. I am not looking at this problem from the partisan
point of view and there is no sense in saying that the Congress has come to
power with a minority vote. When we came to power, we also came with a
minority vote. So, jointly we must think of evolving a system that can build
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Up a relationship between the number of votes polled and the number of

seats secured, without disturbing the stability of the Goverrunent.
At the same time, both of us are interested in improving the quality of
our legislators. Therefore, I suggest and recommend that there is sometMng
to be leamt from the German pattern of electoral law. There is a system
under which part of the seats are allocated, as in India, by single member
constituencies. In addition to that, they have a List System. I am one among
those who suggest that we must have a combination of the present system
as well as partially we must accept the List System.
I will just explain my point of view. For instance, if a number of parties
are there, and they are to be given certain sub-ventions by the State, as
recommended by the Election Commission, if there are all sorts of splinter
parties to whom would you give the sub-vention? In Germany, they have
fixed a certain percentage. Those parties which polled votes above that
percentage will receive a subsidy or sub-vention from the State Government.
Therefore, the tendency in Germany is not to have proliferation of parties.
There is an automatic family planning of the political parties. The small
splinter parties try to remain in the mainstream of political life, and there is
no multiplication or multiplicity of parties, because they know that if they
join the mainstream of life and secure an adequate percentage of votes, they
are likely to get subsidy from the State. Therefore, they join that political
party which is nearer to their thinking.
There is another advantage. Under this system, if a political party gets
votes above a particular defined percentage, a defined additional
representation is given to that party. Congress (I) Party will be told "you
have secured this much percentage of votes, you will get additional 30 seats."
The same will apply to CPI(M), CPI, Janata, Lok Dal, BJP or any other party.
If they secure a certain percentage of votes, they will be given a certain
additional representation, on the basis of the percentage of votes polled by
the party. Therefore they will be able to send competent members to the
legislature. So far as parties are concerned, since the names are not given but
only the number is given to them by the Election Commission, they will be
able to choose experts from various fields. This will improve the performance
of the Cabinet, this v/ill improve the performance of the Opposition, this will
improve the performance of the Zero Hour also. This is what is going to
happen and, therefore, if we are told that our party is given additional
10 representatives, then I will choose one best economist, I will choose one
best agriculturist, I vdll choose one best cooperator, I will choose one best
educationist, I will choose one best trade-unionist and put them together so
that they will be able to have the best performance in Parliament or Legislature
and if they happen to be belonging to the political party, there would be no
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scarcity of good Ministers because adequate experts would be available to
them and there would be no problem of how to formulate the Budget.
Otherwise the Budget will be formulated by the officers and it will be read
by the Ministers. Such a situation is not occurring. I am not suggesting that
that is so in the case of the present Finance Minister, far from that. And,
therefore, quality will also be improved. In addition to that, the relationship
between the votes and the seats also will be there.
Lastly, I would like to touch the problem of defections. As far as defections
are concerned, in some States, if you ask me a question, 'Which is the party
that is ruling the State?' I will say that no party is ruling the State, it is the
defectors who are ruling the State. That is the conclusion that can be drawn.
It is a matter of disgrace both for the ruling party and the Opposition that
men had defected from their party. It has happened everywhere and in some
places I am told that there are some people who have crossed the floor 10 to
12 times— the most experienced defectors. Just as in a Medical College if the
student fails 10 times, the argument is that he has gathered more practical
experience and therefore, he is likely to be a better doctor, similarly if one
defects 10 or 12 times, in that case that particular legislator can be described
as the most mobile defector, the most mobile candidate or an MLA, so that
his mobility in policies is also known. But we do not want such a mobility
at all. Even if you prescribe the statutory limits, we do not mind. But this
defection disease has to be ended and we have two types of defections. In the
field of trade there is a wholesale trade and retcdl trade. In the field of defection
also there are wholesale defections and retail defections? As far as retail
defections are concerned, they do not disturb the stability of any Government.
But, as far as the wholesale defections are concerned, as in Haryana^ we find
that the wholesale defectors in political field go on changing the complexion
of the Government and one day it is a Janata Government and the next day
it becomes a Congress (I) Government. This is what actually happened. In
this context I am very proud to say that though we may differ in politics, it
is the Left Government in Bengal—our differences with them are something
different, but there is one Government in which minimum defection has
taken place and it goes to their credit, it goes to the credit of any political
party.... Therefore, this particular defection, if it is allowed, let it be understood
very well that this act of defection is not going to affect only one political
party. Tomorrow if the crisis occurs in the ruling party itself and they find
that this party is not going to remain in power and some people go on
deserting the party—unfortunately we have given up the tradition of Navy
in the country. Navy has the grand tradition in all parts of the world that
even when the ship is sinking, it is only the rats that run away, but the men
of the Navy sink with the ship, they remain loyal to the ship. That is
the tradition we want to build up in all the political parties, no matter
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whether it is your political party or our political party, this climate is to be
created and it is necessary that Ae Anti-Defection Bill must be expeditiously
adopted.
Sir, I was the first person in the new Lok Sabha to table a Private Member's
Anti-Defection Bill, but our hon. Law Minister said that 'the Bill is very nice,
but it is defective and we ourselves will bring a comprehensive Bill.'

I hope and trust before our Lok Sabha winds up after completion of five
years that Bill will be brought. I do not want to say anything more. I have
not the least doubt that all of us who are wedded to the democratic way of
life, we believe in the method of ballot. That does not mean that there will
be no physical struggles of time. We have to reconcille in this land of Gandhiji
with die spirit of Satyagrah outside, with the spirit of ballot box inside the
legislature. We will continue to do that. Therefore, if we reform our electoral
processes, radicalise them, actually bring about reforms and implement them
effectively, we will be able to tell the world that in this land of Mahatma
Gandhi what shcdl triumph will not be the struggle of bullet, but it is the
struggle of ballot. With that conviction I move this Motion for your adoption.

PRUDENT SETTLEMENT OF PROBLEMS
BETWEEN PUNJAB AND HARYANA*^
I beg to move:
"That the House do now adjourn."
This motion is to discuss the situation in Punjab, leading to communal
violence and confrontation between CRPF and sections of the people, both in
Punjab and Haryana.
Sir, after you admitted the adjournment motion in this House on
24 February 1984 with the best of intentions, some of the members of the
Treasury Benches suggested that, since the matter is of an extremely delicate
nature, and as the situation in Punjab and Haryana is rather explosive, we
should avoid a discussion on this subject through an adjournment motion. I
quite realise the feeling behind this suggestion. But I must make it explicitly
clear that in a free country like ours, the sovereign Parliament of the coimtry
cannot function with a fear complex.
You may recall that even during the 1971 war, to demonstrate to the
world that the morale of the Parliament and the morale of the nation has not
been cowed down, this Parliament continued to be in session and we discussed
a number of aspects of the Bangladesh war ultimately we emerged triumphant.
Again let me draw through you the attention of the House that even in
the midst of most dangerous and delicate situation in the Second World War
in England, when bombs were being exploded on the streets of London and
in the vicinity of the House of Commons, the House of Commons considered
it fit to discuss the problems of war and defence of UK through an
Adjournment Motion that was tabled by an Opposition member, Hurbert
Modison. And more significant event during the debate on the Adjournment
Motion was, taking the entire situation of war, peace and defence in the
context of the national objectives, even some of the members of the ruling
party ultimately voted in favour of the Adjournment Motion and that
Adjournment Motion became a historical land-mark in the change and
* L.S. Deb., 28 February 1984.
^In moving the Adjournment Motion Re. Situation in Punjab leading to communal violence and
confrontation between CRPF and sections of people both in Punjab and Haryana.
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transformation of the entire war and defence policy of UK. So they took a
great risk even to discuss the war problems and defence problems in the
midst of war, when the bombs were being cracked and exploded. Sir, this is
the concept and this is the atmosphere and these are the traditions of
parliamentary democracy.
I am glad that following the footsteps of those grand democratic traditions
you, in your wisdom, admitted this Adjournment Motion and you can rely
on all of us to respond favourably to your appeal that you have made in the
beginning that we are in a situation, that we are in a crisis, where the problem
is to be tackled in a national perspective, that is not a debate to score partisan
gains here and there and therefore, only in that context and only on that
canvass I will try to raise certain issues.
As far as the problems in Punjab and Haryana are concerned, no doubt
the Administration has to take certain steps. Government has to adopt certain
policies and we have also to function at people's plane.
Sir, this is the land of Gandhiji. You may recall that before Partition,
during Partition and after Partition this country witnessed a great halocaust.
It was the supreme tragedy of our time that Hindus and Muslims killed each
other. Noakhali was in flames, Calcutta was in flames, Punjab was in flames
and Delhi was in flames. And what did he teach us at that time? Not only
administrative action. But we had a man called Gandhiji in this country and
he demonstrated the strength of peaceful march in Noakhali. When all of us
celebrated the Independence Day on 15 August 1947 and when Panditji was
saying in the ringing words that at the stroke of the midnight when the
whole world sleeps, India will awake to life and freedom, here was an old
man moving in the streets of Calcutta and trying to pacify the people, trying
to destroy their crude urge to kill each other—the pilgrim of peace was going
on with his work. And what happened in the streets of Delhi and Bihar? We
had a man called Jawaharlal Nehru, we had a man called Khan Abdul Ghaffar
Khan and we had a man called Jayaprakash Narayan. They joined together.
They moved in the streets of Bihar and they moved in the streets of Delhi.
And Panditji sometimes in the exhuberance of his youth jumped up at some
people who tried to kill each other and told them stop this nasty game. Sir,
unfortunately in India of today the nation has no Gandhiji, the Administration
has no Nehru and we, the Opposition, have no Jayaprakash Narayan. That
is the tragedy of the country. But even if we have no Gandhiji even if we
have no Nehru, even if we have no Jayaprakash Narayan, combining together
smaller men can rise to the stature of great statesmen and we can still save
the country. Therefore, even at the people's plains certain problems have to
be tackled.
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I shall establish at this time the efficacy of the peaceful methods that
Gandhiji utilised, the method of persuation. I have with me a monumental
book Mahatma Gandhi, The Last Phase, written by his Secretary, Shri Pyarelal
Nayyar. I will just quote a very small letter written by the Viceroy at that
time. Lord Mountbatten to Mahatma Gandhi on 26 August 1947, and that
will reveal the strength which is needed in the calamity of Punjab today. On
26 August 1947, Lord Mountbatten wrote to Gandhiji, "My dear Gandhiji, in
the Punjab we have 55,000 soldiers and a large-scale rioting on our hands. In
Bengal your forces consist of one man and there is no rioting. As a serving
officer and an Administrator, may I be allowed to pay my tribute to the one
man boundary force, not forgetting a Second-in-Command, Mr. Sorhrawardi."
This was what Mountbatten wrote to Gandhi. Men who ruled this country
with arms and bullets and bayonets for 150 years had to recognise the strength
of non-violence of the naked fakir of India because that naked fakir of India
represented and symbolised the spiritual strength of this country, the
fearlessness of this country, the courage of this country. He was the symbol
of all those qualities. We need that courage, we need that tolerance, and if
that is restored and resurructed, I think even today the situation in Punjab
and the situation in Haryana can be salvaged. Sir, we are waiting for that day
when this will be done.
Sir, I must insist during this debate that Punjab has many problems—the
border problems with Haryana, the territorial problems, the problems of
river water distribution. There are certain religious demands and non-religious
demands. But, Sir, permit me to say that all these demands cut across Hindu
and Sikh loyalities. I have carefully gone through all the demands of the
Akali Dal; some might be accepted, some might be rejected. But if you scan
through all the demands, all ih e territorial demands and all the demands
regarding river water disputes—^members here might be divided themselves
on those issues, but the division will not be Hindu versus Sikh. The territorial
problems, the problems of river water disputes—I find that all the Punjabis
are putting forward the same. Whether they happen to be Sikhs or whether
they happen to be Hindus these are territorial disputes, these are river water
disputes. Fortunately, the tripartite talks began and they began in a correct
note. And I was very happy to find that when these tripartite talks began in
a proper note, I am one among those who today even feel that all the parties
including the ruling party putting their heads together, were able to narrow
down the differences on a ntunber of demands of the Akali Dal. There were
certain religious demands and the beauty of those demands is that none of
the religious demands made by the Akali Dal, whether they are connected
with the demands of the Sikhs or not, fortunately do not conflict with the
sentiments and the feelings of the Hindus. So, even while considering the
demands of the Sikhs which have been made by the Akali Dal, one did not
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find the spectacle of division between Hindus and Sikhs. And what about
their non-religious demands? There was the question about the autonomy to
be given to Punjab and we told our friends from the Akaii Dal from Punjab
that the question of autonomy and delegation of financial and non-financial
powers to the States in relation to the powers of the Centre are not the
problems of Punjab alone. These are not the problems of Akali Dal, these are
the problems to be viewed in the context of the general relationship between
the Centre and the States and let them be referred to a Commission, and
fortunately they accepted that point of view. I am glad that Sarkaria
Commission has been appointed. I am also glad that the terms of reference
have been further widened and even if certain constitutional amendments
are necessary, now the Sarkaria Commission has been given the necessary
authority and power even to recommend the necessary conditions for changing
the Constitution here and there, making the necessary constitutional
amendments.
Then there is the question of distribution of river waters. No doubt there
were certain tangles, no doubt there were certain conflicts, but by and large
there also we were able to convince the Akali Dal that it is better that there
is an Act under which we can hand over the entire problem to a tribunal and
the matter can be amicably settled. In the meantime the digging of canal
work must go on. And as far as the allocation of water to different concerned
States is concerned, we must also try to arrive at certain conclusions and we
made a considerable progress. Then the territorial question comes. For that
also, I feel, given the goodwill on both the sides, the problem can be tackled.
What should be the position of Chandigarh? And if Chandigarh goes to
Punjab, what happens to the rest of the territory. And we told, in no uncertain
terms our friends in the Akali Dal that while tackling the territorial problems,
just as we have to do justice to Punjab this has to be done without giving the
feeling of injustice to Haryana, and if this is done in an amicable manner, it
will be possible for us to settle this territorial dispute also amicably in a
peaceful manner and even that problem is possible to be solved.
Sir, there were certain religious demands. Initially they were insisting
that Gurubani Kirtan should be transmitted from the Golden Temple of
Amritsar. And all sitting together convinced them that it would be a bad
precedent if from a single place of worship, we try to transmit any type of
programmes. And, therefore, ultimately they have already accepted that from
the Jullunder Station of All India Radio, the Gurubani Kirtan be transmitted.
Only marginal difference about the allotment of time was there. Even that
problem was settled.
Therefore, by and large, the area of agreement was expanded and the
area of disagreement got contracted. This exercise must continue, continue
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and continue to the bitter end because we cannot afford to conflict on this
issue. And therefore, we appeal to the Akali Dal to take a step and take a
perspective approach also that will be more consistent with the general
demands and die justice of their case.
Then, there is one aspect to which I will make a reference in a forthright
manner. That is the violence that is taking place in Pimjab and after that what
is happening in Haryana. One of my colleagues, Shri Mani Ram Bagri once
put a point of view in a very beautiful manner. Normally, he is not connected
with beauty. But he really put forth the point of view in an extremely beautiful
manner. On one occasion, Shri Bagri has said that any one who tries to
destroy the Gurudwara must feel that he is destroying the Hindu temple;
and anyone who tries to desecrate a Hindu temple must feel that he is actually
destroying the Gurudwara temple. Interests of the Sikhs and the interests of
the Hindus have to converge to a single point under secularism. But
unfortunately, we find a tragic spectacle today. In a secular society, the joys
and sorrows are commonly shared. The tragedy of Punjab and Haryana is
that even our sorrows seem to be divided on the religious lines. That is the
supreme tragedy of Gandhi's India; even people's sorrow should be divided
on the basis of religious loyalty. This has to be ended. Our joys and sorrows
have to be commonly shared. Therefore, I must say that today one difficulty
from which the Akali Dal suffers is the basic conflict between what
Shri Bhindranwale has been saying and what Akali Dal has been pursuing.
I would like to tell our friends in the Akali Dal in a very firm manner that
imless you refuse to allow Shri Bhindranwale to overshadow the policies and
the pronouncements of the Akali Dal, it will not be possible for you to reach
the solution of the problem and therefore you must make up your mind.
Here, I want to tell you what Bhindranwale has been talking about, the
method that he has been pursuing and the annoimcement that he has been
making. It actually destroys everything that the leaders of the Akali Dal have
been saying. I have with me the correspondence that has taken place between
Shri George Fernandes, leader of the Janata Party and Sant Longowal, the
Chief of the Akali Dal. I want to point out to you and to the leaders of the
Akali Dal that whatever assurances and perspectives you have put
forward through your correspondence are sought to be destroyed by
Shri Bhindranwale. What is his position today? Let me tell you and my
friends in the Akali Dal. You might be having your own organisation. You
might be having your own grit in your organisation. Bhindranwale takes an
attitude that Shri Longowal, you are the de-jure head of the institution. But
de-facto I am going to rule. That is the attitude Bhindranwale is taking. And
to the Government of Punjab and also the Central Government,
Shri Bhindranwale is telling that you might be ruling at Delhi and you might
be having the President's rule in Pxmjab. That is your de-jure position. But
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de facto, I would like to rule over Punjab and I would like to rule other parts.
That is the attitude he is taking in action. And they conflict even with what
Akali Dal has been saying. I told you just now, there was a correspondence
between Shri Longowal and Shri George Fernandes. I will only quote two
letters in which you will find that whatever categorical pronouncements the
Akali Dal leader, Sant Longowal has made in relation to violence, in relation
to unity and integrity of India are threatened by Bhindranwale's action and
pronouncement. In one of the letters which was written to George Fernandes
on 3 August 1982, by Sant Longowal says:
"It needs no reiteration to say that Akali Dal has always stood for
communal harmony in the State and integrity and solidarity of the
country. The history of the struggle of the Akali Dal has always been
that its morchas have been peaceful and non-violent."
'Tt shall be the strennous efforts of the Akali Dal to maintain the tradition
during the present struggle."
I would like to ask my friend from the Akali Dal—^his pronouncement
made in his letter to Shri George Fernandes is perfectly welcome— is
Shri Bhindranwale's action consistent with the pronouncement? Further,
Badalji writes to Shri George Fernandes on 18 August 1982 as follows:
"I assure you once again that none of our demands is against any
religion or against our beloved country for which we are always ready
to make any sacrifice."
Therefore, Sir, I want to point out, through you, to the Akali Dal that they
must be conscious of the fact that everything that Shri Bhindranwale has
been doing, who has been actually hiding in the Golden Temple of Amritsar,
rules coimter to what they have assured to their friends in the mainstream
of Indian political life and, unless they are able to have a complete break
from Shri Bhindranwale, it will not be possible for them to revamp or refurbish
their image and give confidence to non-Sikhs and non-Punjab population in
the country that they are prepared to sake a completely secular path.
As far as the tripartite talks are concerned, to some extent, they had
narrowed down the differences. Some differences might have been left out.
But those differences need not necessarily be between the Akali Dal and the
Government. Those differences might also be amongst other parties even the
Opposition parties which are non-Akali parties. Those differences can be
trashed out. What is the difficulty? I for one who has pairtidpated in all the
tripartite talks which have taken place so far, may tell you from my close
scrutiny of the talks that I have come to a conclusion that there are two-fold
difficulties in the successful culmination of the tripartite talks. On the one
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hand, those who come to participate in the talks on behalf of the Akali Dal
are not the final authority. The final authority lies somewhere else. Every
time, they are conscious of the fact that they may arrive at some agreement
but when they go to Amritsar, probably that may be negatived. That constant
fear is there. On the other hand, what about others who come to participate
in the talks from the ruling party from the Treasury Benches? No doubt, the
Home Minister comes. I do not want to denigrate the authority of the
Home Minister. He is a quiet-looking and a quiet-acting man. I do not want
to say anything about him. The Parliamentary Affairs Minister is also there.
The leader of Ae ruling party, the leader of the House in the other House is
also there. But the problem is, unless the Prime Minister is present in the
talks, they are not quite certain whether it will find the approval of the
Prime Minister. Therefore, it is better that at least in the preliminary talks,
sometimes when an agreement is to be hammered out, rather than leaving it
to the tripartite talks in which we participate and helplessly look at these
people, whether the Home Minister will get a ditto from the Prime Minister
and whether Shri Badal will get a complete confirmation from Shri Longowal,
the Prime Minister herself and Shri Longowal sit together and try to hammer
out a solution of the problem. That is the only way in which the problem can
be solved, not through the ritual of tripartite talks.
Then, there are certain activities of extremists and commimalists in Punjab.
The extremists are indulging in acts of individual terrorism. Certain hit list
has been prepared. The people are being massacred. In broad daylight, they
are being killed. This is the extremists' violence. Of course, the mass violence
has not begun. It is a scattered and also an individual terrorism. That is as
dangerous or more dangerous than the mass violence because, in the mass
violence, at least, if the mass comes, you know that the mass is coming. But
when 1 am going for a walk or I am going to a market-place, somebody
shoots me down. That is a very unfortunate tragedy. So, individual acts of
terrorism are taking place. Some people are said to be harboured in the
Temple. I think, it must be made very clear that a temple is a holy place. It
is a sacred place. Whether it is a temple or a mosque or a church or a
gurudwara, no place of worship can be a hiding place for anti-national and
criminal elements. They have to be completely gucirded against all such anti
national and anti-social activities.
Then again, we find that when such acts are taking place, a certain
atmosphere is created all over there and there are certain communalists on
both sides. 'Communalist' is a very cosmopolitan entity; whether he belongs
to the Sikhs or to the Muslims or to the Hindus! 'Communalists of the world,
unite' is a slogan. Marx said, 'Workers of the world, unite'. But the
communalists of the world unite, the extremists, the anti-social elements, all
gcmg up together.
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I myself visited Punjab. I went to Amritsar and to Patiala and I have seen
the plight there. Tragically enough, I also went to Panipat in Haryana and I
found that four Gurdwaras were burnt to ashes in this land of Gandhiji.
Sikhs were killed and four Gurdwaras were completely gutted. We went to
meet certain officers and they said, 'We do not know who are killed because
they have not been identified.' They tried to under-estimate the entire position.
They tried to give us an idea as if nothing serious had happened. But actually,
when we went to the Gurdwaras and saw the destruction, we are able to find
out what exactly has happened.
I have got with me the text of the Telegram that was sent:
"On Nineteenth February in Panipat in Haryana State four Gurdwaras
were burnt. Eight Sikhs were actually killed."
When the CRPF and the Police went near the Gurdwara, they said, "You
fought the Sikhs. Come out, and we will protect the Gurdwara." And when
they were taken into custody, they found that the crowd completely gutted
the Gurdwara. I went and saw Granth Saheb reduced to ashes. I saw it with
my own eyes. Officers have not yet identified. We were able to identify all
the eight names. We went to the families of those whose kith and kin were
killed.
This happened in Panipat on 19 February. On 16 February, the President
of the Singh Saheb, Panipat, sent the following telegram. It was addressed to
the Prime Minister, to the Home Minister, and to Longowal. This telegram
was sent three days before gutting up the Gurdwaras.
The text of the telegram dated 16 February says:
"Since fifteenth morning atrocities are being committed on Sikhs at
Panipat. Position worst. Life and property everything including
Gurdwara are in danger. Police and Local Authorities inactive and
inefficient to control the situation. Please intervene immediately, take
action and save lives."
Three days before the gutting up of the Gurdwaras, this telegram was
issued. But nothing was done. And even after burning down of the Gurdwaras,
when we go the local authorities tell us, "We have still not identified the
names of those killed." Darbara Singh has been removed from Pimjab. I do
not know what has happened in Panipat and elsewhere. How can Bhajan Lai
contribute? Neither Bhajan Lais nor Darbara Singhs are going to deliver the
goods.
The Centre will have to move in the matter of finding out a long-term
solution of the entire problem. If they are able to do it, then only the problem
can be solved.
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In conclusion, I say that what is needed by the Centre is finnness clubbed
with flexibility, firmness in dealing with the problem of law and order and,
flexibility in actually resolving the West Pimjab problem without actually
disturbing the legitimate aspirations of Haryana and, I am sure, if this is
done, we will be able to preserve the monimiental Sikh-Hindu unity which
has been demonstrated when the Punjab and Haryana were together acting
as the granary of India and when Punjab and Hciryana fimctioned as the
shield to protect India against foreign aggression.
We would like Punjab to play the same role again and we hope and trust
that our Government will take firm action, tcike the initiative in the matter
and that the Prime Minister and Sant Longowal will meet to hammer out a
solution and in this process, we can assure on behalf of the Opposition that
whatever climate is to be created, whatever atmosphere is to be preserved,
we will carry on the crusade to maintain the atmosphere of peace, unity and
harmony to the last breath of our life because this is the land of Gandhiji who
has dedicated his life and attained martyrdom in defence of secularism.

GOVERNOR'S ROLE IN DISMISSING
NTR GOVERNMENT*^
I beg to move:
"That this House disapproves the action of the Governor of Andhra
Pradesh in dismissing the Ministry headed by Shri N.T. Rama Rao
without ascertaining its majority on the floor of the Andhra Pradesh
Legislative Assembly and recommends to the President that he be
pleased to dismiss the Governor."
I am sure the developments that have taken place in this country, and
particularly in Andhra Pradesh, following those in Kashmir, will make every
democrat, whether he sits in the Opposition bench or in the ruling party,
hang down his head with a sense of shame. The test of democracy is to see
as to what extent we are able to defend and protect the democratic institutions
and traditions.
I just want to recall the glorious traditions of the House of Commons in
this regard. Whenever in the House of Commons there were Governments
with a slender majority of 4 or 5 votes. Whenever some members of the
ruling party were indisposed, in order to prevent the collapse of the stabilised
government due to factors which were extraneous to political consideration,
the Leader of the opposition party directed an equal number of members on
the opposite benches to keep out of the House so that on crucial issues, there
won't be defeat of the Government only because a few members were
indisposed or out of the House. These are the traditions that enhance the
prestige of democracy, these are the traditions and norms to defend and
stabilise the democratic institutions, that lend lustre to the democratic life of
a country.
Once again, let me remind this House of another glorious chapter in the
House of Commons to which we had added yesterday one more chapter. It
was the period of the Second World War. People were dissatisfied with the
weak defence and war policy of the Chamberlain Government in U.K. Herbert
* LS. Deb., 21 August 1984.
^Moving the Motion Re. Disapproval of Action of Governor of Andhra Pradesh in Dismissing
the Ministry headed by Shri N.T. Rama Rao without ascertaining its majority on the floor of
the Assembly.
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Morrison of the Labour Party moved an adjournment motion in the House
of Commons and a number of members of the ruling party, the then
Conservative Party were dissatisfied with the defence and war policy of the
Chamberlain Government; they felt that they must be guided by the dictates
of their conscience and, therefore, they voted for the adjournment motion.
And what was the response of Chamberlain? He said, "Those members of
the ruling party who had voted for the adjournment motion had exposed the
weak policy of my Government vis-a-vis Defence and War. Therefore, I tender
resignation from my Government." And then a coalition government headed
by Winston Churchill was formed.
We expect in that every time of crisis there will be voices of dissent in
every party and they will be guided by the dictate of the conscience. And I
am glad, today, that from the ruling party, there is one voice of conscience,
the voice of Shri Kamal Nath Jha.... I am conscious of the fact that the voice
of conscience distressed some people, but I am glad that some people in the
House, even in the ruling party, some people consider their precious conscience
not a nationalised property but as their personal property....
Having said this, let me straightway come to the political scenario that
has been created in Andhra Pradesh, particularly after 13 August 1984. On
13 August, 4 Ministers belonging to the former Government headed by N.T.
Rcima Rao resigned from the government and decided to defect. Then on
15 August, on the sacred day of Independence, Shri Bhaskara Rao informed
the Government of that State that he staked his claim for the formation of the
Government in Andhra Pradesh. Shri N.T. Rama Rao also informed the
Governor on the same day that he was prepared to test his majority on the
Floor of the Legislature and he still commanded a majority and he did not
want much time at all. 'On 18 August 1984, you can convene the session of
the Assembly", he told the Governor and he was prepared to demonstrate
his majority on the Floor of the Legislature. While Shri Bhaskara Rao initially
made a claim of support of 152 MLAs including 91 MLAs from the Telugu
Desam, on the same day, the former Chief Minister of this State Shri N.T.
Rama Rao claimed that he had the support of 163 MLAs of Telugu Desam
and 22 members belonging to the Opposition parties. He told the Governor:
"If you so desire, I am prepared to parade ihese MLAs with the identity
cards and I am prepared to establish my claim."

On 16 August, the Governor of the State dismissed Shri N.T. Rama Rao's
Ministry and actually installed the alternate Ministry headed by Shri Bhaskara
Rao. The same day, the Telugu Desam gave a call for total Andhra Bandh.
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It was a great success. And on the same day—I want to go on record—they
were able to bring 163 Members of the Legislative Assembly of Andhra
Pradesh holding their identity cards. They asked pressmen to take the
photographs of the Members along with their identity cards. They asked the
journalists to count all the 163 Members. This is what was done.
The House will be very happy to know that 167 Members of the Legislative
Assembly of Andhra Pradesh extending their support to Shri N.T Rama Rao
started by Andhra Pradesh Express which came here late. It might have
moved with slow speed, but it moved in the right direction and ultimately
they reached Delhi. Let me tell you as a former Railway Minister of this
country that Andhra Pradesh Express is supposed to be a very fast train
having only three halts. But you will be shocked to know that this train
moved, the superfast t r ^ moved at the super slow speed of 25 k.m. per
hour and as a result of that those 167 Members were not able to keep their
appointment with the President of India last evening. They have already
gone with their identity cards to the President.
Let me come to the Governor's powers, because the malady in Andhra
Pradesh is not only the tragedy of Shri Ram Lai but it is the inherent disease
that has been perpetrated by the manner in which the Governors under the
Congress regime have been trying to actually exercise their powers.
As far as the Governor's powers are concerned, under article 167 (1), the
Chief Minister is appointed by the Governor and he appoints the Ministers
and they are supposed to function during the pleasure of the Governor. At
the same time, according to article 174(2), the Governor has the inherent
power to dissolve the Assembly but all is said and done under these articles.
It has been said that the Chief Minister holds his office during the pleasure
of the Governor. But this 'pleasure' has been interpreted by one of the High
Courts. This pleasure of the Governor is not arbitrary like all other pleasures
of the Governor. Once the matter of a dismissed Vice-Chancellor in the Punjab
University went to the Punjab High Court. There, the constitution of the
Institution said 'Vice-Chancellor shall hold office of the Vice-Chancellorship
during the pleasure of the Chancellor, that is, the Governor of the State. The
matter went to the Punjab High Court and when the Punjab High Court
delivered the judgment, diese are the words that they used: 'Here, the pleasure
of the Governor is not an arbitrary pleasure like other pleasures'.
I do not want to refer to other pleasures, but this pleasure is not arbitrary
like other pleasures. They have gone on record and, therefore, this pleasure
cannot be exerted or withdrawn just at the beck and call of certain elements
in the Centre. Article 156 (1) says that Governor shaU hold office during the
pleasure of the President and, therefore, 167 MLAs have gone to the President
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to find out what this pleasure is. And I have suggested in my Motion that the
President should have the pleasure to dismiss this Governor who has behaved
in arbitrary manner.
It is not at all the individual characteristic of Shri Rcim Lai that he has
behaved in a particular manner. I want to give documentary evidence from
the documents of the various committees appointed by the Government of
India to indicate what they feel about the appointment of the Governors. I
would like to read out two important observations—one from the Study
Team of the Administrative Reforms Commission headed by the famous
jurist, M.C. Setalvad. In this Report, they say, "many of those who have filled
posts of Governors during the last sixteen years have fallen short of standard.
Circumstances devalued the post and with that there was a logical fall in the
standard of selection of Governors. The post came to be treated as sine cure
for mediocres or as a consolation price for what are sometimes referred to as
worn out politicians. Most of the persons elected were old men of the ruling
party at the Centre." This is what the Study Team headed by Setalvad had
said in the written Report. The wider committee, the wider instrument like
the Administrative Reforms Commission, in its Report in 1969, makes further
comment in which Shri Ram Lai himself is involved. I shall read out the
Report of the A.R.C. The Administrative Reforms Commission, in its Report
on Centre-State Relationship in June 1969, says, I quote:
"The situation has considerably deteriorated. At least two Members of
the Ruling Party who were to resign from the office of Minister, following
judicial strictures against them, were subsequently appointed as
Governors. For example, Shri M. Chenna Reddy and Shri Ram Lai."
To identify, the same person against whom I have given my Motion. So,
fortunately, I think even the Administrative Reforms Commission anticipated
my Motion. I welcome their wisdom and their foresight. They have said that
even those against whom there were judicial strictures, have been appointed
as Governors. Let us have a little backgroimd of this Governor, Shri Ram Lai.
I do not want to take much of your time by going through all the documentary
evidence that I have with me.
Sir, I have carefully gone through the proceedings of the Parliament,
right from 1952 to 1984. In normal times, what you may say is correct. But
I shall further elaborate that, wherever there have been court judgments, in
which there has been reference to certain individuals, since the judgments of
the court are not supposed to be defamatory documents....
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Administrative Reforms Commission has commented on the manner in which
certain governors are actually appointed, they are boimd to resign if you
want to uphold the standard of the Governor's Office. That is why I read
this. It has been put in the Administrative Reforms Commission's Report.
Sir, even in expimging certain remeu-ks you as well as I are carried by certain
rules. And when I am quoting the Administrative Reforms Commission's
Report, in which there is a pointed reference to Mr.... He has said that such
persons when they are appointed as Governor are bound to lower down the
standards of the Governor's conduct. That is what they have said.

Respecting your direction and still sticking to the rules very rigorously,
and I shall be second to none in not surrendering whatever privilege is given
to me by rules. Our hon. member Frank Anthony who happens to be a legal
luminary, I respect him very much. At the same time he is a luminary in the
parliamentary field. He has been a Member of the Constituent Assembly and
he has been a valuable colleague in this Parliament for a number of years and
he knows whatever he may speak about the stay order or whatever has
appeared and published in the Administrative Reforms Commission Report
in 1969, neither he nor you have the power to withdraw those remarks with
retrospective effect. Therefore, I am perfectly within my right to quote the
Administrative Reforms Commission. I am second to none to follow the
rules. I am not violating the rules.
Sir, I agree. Therefore, I have referred to Shri Ram Lai as referred to by
the Administrative Reforms Commission. And here is the clear mention of
his name and not even his designation. Fortunately, his name has been given....
Sir, I leave the matter as it is because I have got the reports of the two
Administrative Reforms Commissions recorded. Even if you expimge the
judgement, that cannot be.
As far as the majority to be tested is concerned, this is a crucial point in
Andhra. There have been three precedents of decisions and recommendations
and I would like to repeat them:
(1)
In 1968, the Conference of the Presiding Officers. ... How much
obstruction was there ...

In 1968, the Presiding Officers' Conference has unanimously suggested
that whenever there is any doubt in any Legislature, whether Central or State
Legislature, regarding the majority commanded by any Ministry, the majority
should be tested on the floor of the Legislature.
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(2) In 1969, there were the recommendations of the Administrative Reforms
Commission that majority of the Ministry should be tested on the floor of the
House.
(3) The recommendations of the Governors' Committee that was appointed
by the President of India, i.e. Rashtrapati, again recommended that the majority
must be tested on the floor of the House.
And all that Shri N.T. Rama Rao said is, consistent with all the three
recommendations—^the very first day his Ministry was dismissed—^he be given
an opportunity to appear before the Assembly and demonstrate his strength
and majority in a thumping manner on the floor of the Legislature. That is
what Shri N.T. Rama Rao said.

As far as the discrimination by the Governors is concerned—these
Governors including Shri Ram Lai— they have shown two sets of
discrimination. Whenever the Congress Government or Congress sponsored
Government fell or was likely to fall, the Governor got the Assembly dissolved
and the President's rule imposed either under article 174(2) or article 356 of
the Constitution, without providing the Opposition parties an opportunity to
test the strength on the floor of the House, they accepted the recommendation
of the Congress Chief Ministers. How many times did it happen? It happened
in Travancore-Cochin in 1954; Kerala in 1970, West Bengal in 1968, Bihar in
1971; Andhra in 1954; Punjab in 1968; West Bengal in 1971; Manipur in 1969;
and Orissa in 1973.

Second set of discrimination:
Whenever non-Congress (I) outgoing Chief Minister or non-Congress (I)
Chief Minister who is likely to lose majority recommended the dissolution of
Assembly, the plea was rejected when Congress (I) was keen on forming the
Government. Whenever the non-Congress (I) Chief Ministers recommended
the dissolution of the Assembly with the confidence that they would come
back to power, their advice was rejected. I would like to give you those
instances:
Rao Birendra Singh (Haryana)
Gumam Singh (Pimjab)
Charan Singh (U.P.)
Bhola Paswan Shastri (Bihar)
Raja Naresh Chandra Singh (M.P.)
Hitendra Desai (Gujarat)
Karpoori Thakur (Bihar)
Farooq Abdullah (J&K)

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1971
1971
1984
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All of them reconunended dissolution which was rejected.
Now, the question is: Did the Governor act on his own? The past
background of this Governor indicates that a pigmy Governor cannot act on
his own. I am sure he must have acted in collusion with the Centre.... It is
very clear. In conclusion, I would say that the recent actions in Jammu and
Kashmir and in Andhra Pradesh have clearly established that the Centre is
preceding further with their grand 'Operation destabilisation' of non-Congress (I)
States. Therefore, concretely as a constructive step, I would suggest to the
Prime Minister, whether we are in the Opposition or they are in the ruling
party, that the time has come when in the interest of both, the Constitution
should be amended. The Governor should not be given powers beyond a
certain limit; the President must not be given powers beyond a certain limit
and, if there is a doubt about the majority of a party, it must according to the
constitutional obligation be tested on the floor of the Assembly and on the
floor of the Parliament.
We will resist the anti-democratic actions of the Government in Parliament,
on streets, in towns, villages and cities.
Let me conclude by saying that the Governor's action in Andhra Pradesh
is a declaration of war against the people and this motion of ours is a
declaration of our determination to fight back this war with all the strength
at our command.
In the end, I would say, after this muddle, that we demand the dismissal
of the Governor and if Madam Prime Minister tries to defend the Governor,
I say,
"Madam Prime Minister you too quit".

BOMB EXPLOSIONS IN DELHI
AND NORTHERN INDIA*^
I am quite conscious of the fact that in the sensitive and explosive situation
which obtains today anything that we say in this House and anything that
we say in the Parliament will find its echoes outside the House and none of
us will be able to shirk our responsibility for what happens as a consequence
of the world that we utter in this House. Therefore, I will be very careful in
making my observations.
Even while making a plain-speaking I would prefer to avoid acrimony
on this occasion. The very extent of the blasts and explosions that had taken
place is something that must teach us a lesson. Look at the manner in which
the explosions have occurred. They occurred at public places, in bazaars and
at the bus stands and we are shocked to find that they have also come at the
gates of the Parliament. They are now only to enter the Parliament. That is
all. We find that the situation is such that transistors are kept here and there
and anyone who tries to toy with the transistor gets killed. Transistors that
play sweet music have actually been humming with the music of death and
this music of death has made us conscious that we must face the situation as
a nation and not merely as parties. Whether anyone accepts our bona fides or
not, we are bom in this coimtry. We are proud of this soil and if we want to
stand united, it is not because that we belong to the ruling party or the
Opposition party but we belong to the land where we are bom and this is the
very land where we have to end our life. Therefore, we have to defend this
land. The mling party and the Opposition parties have unequivocally
condemned these explosions and bmtalities.
I am fully one with my friend, Shri Bhagwat Jha Azad who showed a
great balance in the expression of his views and he said let us not put all the
eggs in one basket. I will not like to put all the Members of Akali Dal in one
basket. The situation is such, the call of conscience is such, the humming of
death is such that even the most frozen heart and frozen mind is boimd to
be affected by such explosions and they will find their echoes even within
the Akali Party and I am glad that the echoes have been foimd in the Akali
Party itself. Those who in the past were talking with tongues in cheek about
* L.S. Deb., 13 May 1985.
^Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 on Situation arising out of Bomb Explosions in
Delhi and Northern India.
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violent incidents and terrorism, I am glad, that they have picked up the
courage to openly say something.
Sir, I was in Chandigarh the other day and while I was moving in the
train the explosions were taking place. Only when the police came to search
our coaches I realised that something has happened in Delhi. When I was
there in Qiandigcirh I made some anxious inquiries with Badalji and others.
He was not at home. He met me and put down a letter expressing his strong
point. With your permission—It does not contain any defamation. On the
contrary it contains something that will heighten the dignity of man—I will
read that letter written by Badalji. This letter was written on 11 May 1985:
"My dear Shri Madhu Dandavate Ji,
During your visit to Chandigarh on 11 May 1985, you had made anxious
enquiries about my and Akali Dal's reaction to the ghastly explosions that
occurred in Delhi, Haryana and elsewhere.
I must tell you that I am deeply shocked by these explosions resulting in
the death of innocent persons. Since these ghastly explosions have taken
place almost in an identical way, I have a strong suspicion that this is the
handiwork of some foreign elements interested in destabilising our country.
I strongly condemn these atrocious actions.
I would like the Government to have a thorough inquiry into these
incidents of explosions so that the country may know the truth."
Sir, I welcome this.

I have also brought a statement from Shri Badal and I will now take the
liberty of reading out the statement which he has issued. It is very interesting.
Every word is interesting.
Sir, you and I issue such statements, Shri Bhagwat Jha Azad issued the
statement. The Prime Minister issued the statement but Shri Badal issuing
the statement has some relevance. Since he said do not read private letters;
this was not a love letter sent to me. This was a letter which has public
import and, therefore, with your permission I took the liberty of reading it.

This is the statement by Shri Badal, former Chief Minister, Punjab and
Balwant Singh, former Finance Minister, Punjab:
"The wide-spread violence erupting all over northern India is obviously
aimed at destabilising the country and undermining its solidarity and
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integrity. The Shrimoni Akali Dal strongly condemns these activities of
forces inimically disposed towards India. It is very sad that certain sections
have tried to attribute these criminal acts to the Sikhs adding to their
sense of insecurity and creating doubts about their patriotism. We take
this opportunity to call upon the Government to bring the guilty to book
and to unmask the forces striving their hardest to promote Hindu-Sikh
riots both in Punjab and rest of India. Shrimoni Akali Dal reiterates its
resolve to maintain communal harmony at every cost."
Sir, I am happy that this statement has come.

Unfortunately, Sir, I am bom in the land of Mahatma Gandhi where faith
in human dignity and human being is the basis of our life and I would not
like to disbelieve anyone unless proved to the contrary. Don't try to disturb
the atmosphere which we are trying to create all of us together.
While many of us here, including those who have spoken from the other
side particularly Shri Bhagwat Jha Azad, would welcome any change among
the sober minded Sikhs in this country. I would like to warn every one in this
House that let us not take it for granted that all Sikhs are Akalis and all
Akalis are Extremists. That equation has to be ended. You will find that
graduaUy that equation is ending. I think that is a happy augury. What is the
past experience of the extremists? On this occasion I would like to recall that.
Fortunately or imfortunately I had the unique privilege of participating in all
the tripartite talks in the past and also the meeting that was convened by the
Prime Minister, meeting with the Opposition parties; and I can narrate one
experience from my personal experience. Every time either through tripartite
talks or through unilateral announcement by Prime Minister, or by
Opposition's talks with some leaders of the Akali Dal, when cin atmosphere
was created that a break-through is likely to come about, and their problems
are likely to be settled in a peaceful atmosphere, then, the extremists always
activated themselves and tried to destroy the atmosphere of settlement and
they deliberately tried to provoke the entire atmosphere.
It happened when the talks were taking place in the past, you may recall.
And almost at the last round of the talks when some trouble took place and
all of a sudden we had to disperse, for the second time, when Prime Minister
made certain unilateral welcome announcements, again they felt that this
will pacify the rank and file of the Akali Dal and probably we will be nearer
the solution, then, the Extremists again intensified their strive for terrorism.
And once again, when the members of the Opposition peirties had a talk with
Shri Longowcd and Shri Bamala in Bombay, and following these talks, when
the Prime Minister invited the leaders of the Opposition parties and we tried
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to explore the possibility ot bringing about a settlement, again a climate was
created both through our talks and the way in which coverage was given in
the Press, again the extremist elements found out that the Prime Minister is
likely to succeed in bringing about a rapproachement between the Akali Dal
and the Government. And again when that type of a feeling of break-through
was there, again, you find that extremists struck and again you foimd dead
bodies in Haryana, Delhi and elsewhere. Therefore, this is a very interesting
thing to be noted that every time a break-through was driven in this coimtry
on the question of Pxmjab, the extremists have intensified their game. Sir,
from the manner in which these explosions have taken place. I too have a
suspicion like Badalji, that there seems to be some foreign element involved
in this.... Throughout I have been saying that extremists have been indulging
in this kind of terrorism. But along with the extremist terrorism what we find
is this. They are not only mad, but there is a method in their madness; and
this method in their mandness is not satisfied with the indegenous activities,
but, probably they are trying to take help from foreign elements and that is
a dcingerous dimension that is added to this problem. Therefore, that has to
be probed. I am glad that Shri Badal also thinks that this should be gone into.
I am sure that it will be done.
Then, Sir, I would like to say a word about intelligence. I am saying it
with a desire that whatever failures and shortcomings may have been there
in the past, they should be avoided in the future. I do not want to undermine
the morcde of intelligence. I am the last man to try to undermine the morale
of the police and the army. It is because once their morale is destroyed, in
that case, there is no question of defence and security. But I am saying it in
a constructive perspective that there are certain failures. Bhindranwale was
not only an individual but he was a phenomenon. I would like to remind my
friend Shri Bhagwat Jha Azad that on 4 April 1985,1 initiated a discussion on
Punjab in this very House. I have made a frontal attack on the extremists and
Bhindranwale phenomenon and I said that Gurdwara is a holy place and it
can never become the arsanel for arms and no induction of arms should have
been permitted as far as Gurdwaras are concerned.
In this connection I would like to recall your attention to that debate.
Shri P.C. Sethi was the Home Minister then. I spoke on 4 April 1984 and on
that occasion, I had said that by the end of February 1984, at the hands of the
extremists in the Pimjab, 220 innocent men were killed. I put a question to
the Home Minister and I wanted to confirm it and I remember my words,
either confirm it or deny it, because I had gone to Punjab and the Press had
reported that by the end of February 1984, at the hands of extremists when
220 innocent men were killed, not a single culprit was prosecuted, not one
culprit was prosecuted. Sir, two children of a Defence Department Officer in
Delhi were Wiled. The young girl was raped and the boy was killed. Within
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a few days Ranga and Billa were arrested and they were sentenced and
hanged. In the Abhyankar multiple murder case in Poona, the youngsters
were detected and they were hanged. But here 220 innocent lives were
destroyed, not one man was prosecuted. This is the failure of the police,
failure of the Intelligence, failure of the Administration. I am not very happy
to say this that 220 men should be killed and not one man should be
prosecuted. It is a matter of shame that in each one of those cases, probably
those who were running the Police Department and Administration become
the part and parcel of frightened atmosphere and they did not come forward
to arrest the extremists. But all the same, not one man was prosecuted when
220 men were murdered.
Mr. Prime Minister, don't misunderstand me when I say that when
innocent men in the bus were killed, when near the Parliament House
10 bombs were discovered thank God that day the Parliament was closed
and we did not go by that door. Otherwise, instead of making the speech on
Punjab you would have been required to make an Obituary reference first.
So, that would have been the stage. When all these things were happening,
what is the Intelligence doing? Please excuse me for saying it. Even the
Members of Parliament like us whether they belong to the ruling party or
not, we go by airplane, for the security purposes each one us is tested. Of
course. Ministers might be exceptions. But each one of us is tested. The
ruling party Members are also tested with metallic detectors. But here what
was the Intelligence doing in the country? Such a widespread plan was hatched
and about 80 men were killed and the Police Intelligence did not get a glimpse
of it. Sir, I shudder to think and God's will was that it should not happen that
way. Tomorrow if a foreign country invades our land and prior to that some
spies come to the country and indulge in some sort of subversive activities
and if the Intelligence is unalert, what will happen to the security of the
country? I am more worried on that. Therefore, I would request the Prime
Minister kindly to tighten the Intelligence machinery so that all these things
are not allowed to go through.
About the induction of arms, I would like to draw the attention of this
House to what happened after the 'Blue Star Operation'. I remember that
day, just as one of my hon. colleagues, Shri Azad, narrated his experience in
the Cabinet, that I would like to narrate my experience with Smt. Gandhi
when she convened a meeting of the Opposition leaders after the 'Blue Star
Operation'. She gave all the details. She told us how many arms were inducted
and I asked her plain and simple question. I said "Madam, Prime Minister,
every day on the Television, you are displaying arms that have been captured.
But shall I ask a humble question? With your administration in Punjab, how
all these arms were allowed to be inducted and she instinctively said: It is a
failure."
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But the Defence Minister came to the defence of the Prime Minister and
the Defence Minister said: "No, it is not a failure. What is to be done? The
arms were not openly inducted into the Gurudwara. They were taken below
the food materials in trucks and they were taken in a hidden way/' I asked
a simple question: 'Tomorrow if the enemy tries to smuggle arms into India,
will they take out a banner and procession and say that they are coming with
smuggled arms, beware". They will always smuggle arms hidden below the
hey, below the food trucks, and that is how they tried to do. If you can check
us at the airports, why did you not allow every truck going to the Gurudwara
to pass through an electronic frame, so that whenever there was a signal, you
could have stopped that van only, taken out all the arms and then allowed
the truck to go to the Gurudwara, But that was not done. Why were these
arms allowed to be inducted into the Gurudwara? That is the question.
Now, the original demands of the Sikhs were almost getting settled. That
is an important point. I want to recall that the relay of kirtan in gurbani is
already settled through Jalandhar radio station. Then, Centre-State relations
is agreed to be referred to the Sarkaria Commission. River water dispute is
agreed to be settled under the Inter-State Water Disputes Act. Then, Ihere is
the interpretation of article 25 of the Constitution. I am one of those who feel
that article 25 of the Constitution is in support of the Sikhs to retain their
identity. Dr. Ambedkar said it in the Constituent Assembly also. But they
have doubts. I congratulate the Home Minister, who said on the floor of the
House that they have decided to refer the interpretation of this Article to the
experts and various bodies of Sikhs including Akali Dal. Some people
condemned the Government, but I congratulate the Goveniment. I only said
one thing that you have the genius to do right things at the wrong moment.
But as I said, it is a correct step. Immediately, the next day when agitation
stopped, even that problem was solved. Almost all the original demands
were getting settled.
In the end, I would say, what is needed is flexibility and firmness. I agree
with Shri Bhagwat Jha Azad. But the question is if negotiations are to be
conducted, with whom are they to be conducted? Shri Longowal has resigned;
Shri Badal has resigned, I think, to express their silent protest against the
manner in which the extremists are behaving. Let us wait and watch what
emerges. If something emerges, settlement can be done, but as far as the
extremists and foreign elements are concerned, be very firm, and through
you. Sir, I may tell the Prime Minister that the Government may be yours,
but the nation is ours. In this land of Gandhiji, Hindu-Sikh unity is the dream
of all of us. The bomb may destroy our lives, but our dreams will never be
destroyed, a dream will continue and we will live upto the dreams.

TERRORIST AND DISRUPTIVE ACTIVrriES
(PREVENTION) BILL, 1985*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the very outset let me make it very clear without any
doubt, and unequivocally let it be clear that I am totally—my party is totally—
opposed to terrorism in any form and from any quarter.
Sir, I say it not only from the ethical point of view of violence and non
violence. Throughout ^ e world terrorism has never been an instrument of
political and social change. Even those who have believed in violence as an
instrument of change and revolution had distinguished between terrorism
and the violent revolution. Terrorism is not an instrument of violent revolution
also. It is only an instrument to terrorise individuals and creating a climate
of fear. Through such a climate of fear a social change, a political change and
a revolution can never take place.
As far as I am concerned, we go a step further. We are committed to the
Gandhian methodology of change in this country; not merely the method of
the ballot box but even extra-parliamentary peaceful and non-violent forms
of struggle. And, Gandhiji did not organise the 'No tax campaign' in vain.
The lesson of Bardoli will never be lost. The lesson of Dandi March will never
be lost. The lesson of peaceful general strikes will never be lost. These are no
doubt non-parliamentary but peaceful forms of struggle and those who believe
in Gandhian method of change, they have accepted even the extraparliamentary methods, non-violent methods, peaceful methods and we are
committed to them. And because of our commitment, irrevocable commitment
to a concept of non-violent and peaceful form of struggle and also nonparliamentary methods, we totally project the instrument of terrorism no
matter to whichever party we belong, left or right or centrist; or any one
party or communal party or whichever it undertakes this particular path of
terrorism we are totally opposed to them. And, therefore, let me make this
ideological opposition about terrorism explicitly clear.
Having cleared that, I must also say that there are a number of existing
laws and tfiose laws can be effectively utilised to deal with terrorism. But
here, I would like the judgment to be left to those who are running the
* LS. Deb., 20 May 1985.
^ Participating in the Discussion on the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Bill,
1985. The Bill became Act on 3 September 1987 and repealed on 3 September 2001.
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Government. Those who are sitting in the Opposition will not know, whether
a particular law is effective in dealing with terrorism. It is only one who
wields the weapon understands the strength of that weapon or the weakness
of the weapon. But those who are conducting the administration of the country,
they should be able to tell us where the existing laws failed, they have proved
inadequate, whether they have fully used them. If they have come to the
conclusion—I do not challenge their motive—that the existing laws are not
adequate to deal with the forces of terrorism in that case they are free to
bring forward a legislation which might be able to serve the purpose. But, we
must see that when we give certain powers through this legislation which
will become an Act, afterwards do not tell us that even this Act is inadequate.
I gave the figures last time. I checked up the record of Lok Sabha. I checked
up the reply given by the former Home Minister, Shri RC. Sethi. I want to
confirm that I said that by the end of February 1984, 220 irmocent people
were killed by the extremists in Punjab and not a single person was prosecuted.
Last time, Shri S.B. Chavan also gave some figures but he added the figures
of 1985 and made it appear as if some people were prosecuted.

...Unfortunately, the present Government often merely reacts; it never
acts. In that sense, it is reactionary. Therefore, I want them to act and in time.
A number of preventive actions taken in time will save the situation. I
deliberately brought to your attention this episode. There are many weapons
in their armoury even in the existing laws. Even then they were not able to
prosecute even one person in connection vdth the 220 murders by the end of
February 1984. If it could happen in the case of existing laws, I am afraid that
the same may happen even when we give them more powers. Even when the
new legislation becomes an Act, if this is going to be the outcome, then it will
also become meaningless.

I would like to point out one more thing and that is regarding the
Opposition's approach to this Bill. My good friend, Shri Daga, just now has
said that Shri Madhava Reddi began with the observation that the Opposition
would support this Bill but 18(c) was such a clause which would take away
certain powers of the State and that this should not be done. Then he reacted
and said if you extend the support, do not have ifs and buts. The beauty of
democracy is that people sitting on the Treasury Benches move the Bills, with
all their competence, they leave certain lacunae. They themselves are not able
to detect them. Those of us who sit on the Opposition benches, our duty is
not to earn Rs. 70 per day, but our duty is to sit here as Members of the
Opposition keeping a vigilant eye on the ruling party. And in the interest of
the nation and the society if we discover any loopholes, in that case, we must
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point out to them and the responsive ruling party has to respond favourably
to some of the constructive proposals and amendments that have been moved
by the Opposition parties.
Take for instance, the aberration of defection in the country. I myself had
introduced a Private Members' Bill in 1980 against defections. I was told that
the time was not yet ripe. Fortunatley in 1984 the time became ripe. The anti
defection Bill did come up. The Prime Minister invited the Members of the
Opposition and we discussed and debated. They put forward a certain draft.
We said that "we are whole-heartedly supporting the idea of banning
defections in the country. If we do it on the day of Mahatma Gandhi's birth
anniversary, that would be the best tribute to the memory of Mahatma
Gandhi." We extended whole-hearted support.......and we proved that our
support was not a blind one.

Therefore, I would like to point out to you that when we discussed with
the leaders of the House the draft Bill that was prepared, we pointed out to
them to check and see. We pointed out to them that "Don't use the Constitution
of India to discipline your Members inside your party, use the Congress
Party's constitution, use Janata Party's constitution, use CPI(M)'s constitution.
In order to discipline your Members, don't utilise actually the Constitution
of India. Constitution is meant for a nobler cause." If, as a result of something
that happens on the floor of the House, there are defections and sometimes
the Government collapses, that type of an aberration is to be checked, and,
therefore we said, "Remove that particular clause in your draft which relates
to punishing the Members for their indiscipline outside the House." And, Sir,
I am very happy when the democracy survives in a ruling party, it survives
in the country. I was glad that my amendment which I had moved in the
Opposition's meeting with the Prime Minister, was not acceptable but when
the same was put in the General Body of the Congress (I), out of 18 members
who spoke in the Congress (I) General Body meeting, 16 members held the
view that was the correct type of an amendment and that should be accepted.
The Prime Minister told us, "we are accepting it." We said that the amending
Bill was imanimous and we passed the Bill with great unanimity.
That is the way one has to react to serve to constructive amendments that
are brought forward by the Opposition. Therefore, I shall request the hon.
Law Minister that every amendment that comes from here, should not be an
indication of our attitude of tongue in the cheek. After all, we are here to
strengthen the legislation. You have hurriedly brought the legislation. I know
that you have experts with you, legal experts and luminaries. Our Law
Minister himself is a legal luminary but sometimes below the lamp also there
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is darkness and, therefore, people suffer out of that darkness, and then we
have to point out that there is a dark spot, remove it. Some laymen like us,
who are not legal luminaries, sometimes contribute more than the experts
and the luminaries.
I want to point out that certain changes are to be made, and, therefore,
I do not want to speak again when I move the amendments. At that time if
I go on sp>eaking on every amendment, it will take a lot of time. Therefore,
in my general observation, I will also cover some of the changes that I have
suggested by way of an amendment. Firstly, it is said that this Bill is not
going to be applicable to Jammu and Kashmir. I am conscious of the fact that
there is article 370 and, therefore, you cannot touch the problems of Jammu
and Kashmir. But, at the same time, there are the Seventh Schedule and the
Third List, that is, the concurrent subjects. On the basis of that, we can make
the changes. If the Jammu and Kashmir Assembly also accepts that—criminal
law and the Concurrent List, and so many things are there on which we can
take a decision—and if they also take an identical decision, in that case this
law will be applicable to Jammu and Kashmir also. One member, speaking
as the first speaker from the other side, made it appear as if it is specially
constructed for Punjab and Chandigarh. It is not so. It is not for the Sikhs
also.... In the whole text of the Bill there is no reference to either Punjab or
Chandigarh.

I think it is very sensible on his part to restrict the limit for two years,
because I have confidence that if there is a will to destroy terrorism, we will
be able to destroy and wipe out terrorism in this country within two years
and the third year we will not require the device of this Bill at all. Therefore,
I am glad that he has put time limit of only two years.
There is another aspect to which I would like to make a reference over
here. I have given another Amendment regarding some of the details. On
page No. 3, Clause 4 and sub-clause (2):
'Tor the purpose of sub-section (1), 'disruptive activity' means any
action taken, whether by act or by speech or song or ballad or verse or
words or by any book, pamphlet, paper, writing, record, tape video
cassette, drawing, painting, representation or in any other, manner
whatsoever."
Everything has come. Only probably the wink of the eye has been left
out. I think when you draft a Bill of this type—and I think the Minister will
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agree—it does not look good to bring in paintings, songs and cassettes and
all that. On the contrary if you broadly say:
"...action taken, whether by act or by speech or through any other
media whatsoever."
Why bring in poor poets and artistes and songs. They have got certain
traditions. All those persons who have composed verses etc. have beautihil
traditions. Why unnecessarilly drag them into this. If you say "by all media
whatsoever", I think this will serve the purpose. I think this is a small
amendment that I am suggesting. But I have not the least doubt that he has
certain sentiments behind it. I do not want to drag in poets and all those who
have composed songs, and painters and artistes and all that. Therefore, that
should be done.
Sir, there is another aspect to which I would like to make a reference and
that is also equally important. Clause 4(3) on page 3 says:
"Without prejudice to the generality of the provisions of sub-section (2)
it is hereby declared that any such action taken, whether by act or by
speech or song or ballad..."
It is the consequential change, and I think the same change might be
introduced here as it looks very awkward that they are bringing into the
picture all these things.
Sir, I would like to take a few minutes more. I have some concrete
suggestions.
On page 4, for clause 5(2) (h), I have suggested an amendment and that
is my amendment No. 110. The original wording is:
"the control of movements within India of persons arriving in India
from outside India,"
I would like to mention specifically about "arriving in India from outside".
I would like to put it like this: "the control of movements of foreign nationals
within India". I have specifically mentioned there, 'foreign nationals'. I thmk
that will be improved.

On page 5 there is something which is dangerous and it should be avoided.
Clause 5(2) (p) says:
"prohibiting or regulating meetings, assemblies, fairs and processions;"
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I think it should be completely omitted. As far as prohibiting, regulating
meetings, assemblies fairs and processions are concerned, whatever normal
powers you have got under the normal laws of the land are more than
sufficient. I do not think any executive authority will tell you that the existing
powers that they have, have failed and this should be brought into the picture.
I think that should be totally given up.
Then, there is, of course, a verbal change. I think it is only a question of
good and bad English, I leave it to you, I do not want to improve the language.
In fact, he knows Oxford English, I know only Bombay English.
There was one friend who was very much opposed to English, one
follower of Reim Manoheir Lohia. I told him, 'Let us have a compromise. If
you are so much against English, you can write English in Devnagari script,
that will be a good combination.' That is English and English after all.
On page 6, I would like this particular para, i.e., clause 5 (3) (g), to be
completely omitted. It says:
"prohibit attempts by any person to screen from punishment any one,
other than the husband or wife of such person, congravening any of the
rules or any order made thereimder;"
I do not think they have applied their mind very much to that.
Unnecesscirily why do you bring in husbands and wives and such others? I
think that can be dropped. I don't think that is necessary at all.

The one who has drafted this, it is some wife who is against the husband
and if a male has drafted it, it is some husband who is against the wife, either
of them has drafted this, as a result of which imnecessarily the husbands and
wives have been brought into the picture. That should be dropped.

Sir, in one respect I would like to actually strengthen the draft further.
On page 9, sub-clause (2) of clause 12 says:
"Where an offence triable by a Designated Court is punishable with
imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years or with fine or with
both..."
I would like to say: "with fine up to Rs. 5,000". It is a matter of detail.
That you can work out
We come to a very important aspect on which there was some discussion
earlier. I think this is a political angle. On page 12, I would like the
hon. Minister to accommodate the entire Opposition on this particular
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amendment. That is my amendment No. 115 that I have given. I will read the
original clause 18 on page 12:
"18(1) Any power exerdsable by a State Government under this Act
may be exercised by the Central Government with the same effect as if
sud\ power has been conferred directly on the Central Government
and had been delegated by the Government to such State Government."
It is not only cumbersome but is politically irksome. I would like to
reconstruct it like this. There is a certain political background behind this.
Those of us who understand India's Constitution as a federal Constitution
would like to have a strong Centre to be strengthened by strong States. We
would like the federal autonomy and federal structure of the polity to be
preserved. I would like to make this suggestion for substituting sub-clause
(1) of clause 18:
"18(1) Any power exercisable by the State Government under this Act
may be exercisable by the Central Government with the concurrence of
the State Government."
They talk about Dr. Ambedkar's federal Constitution. But there is so
much in-built opposition to the federal character of the State and the federal
character of the Constitution, the moment I suggested this, they showed their
aversion and allergy.

India is a Union of States and if you read very carefully our Constitution,
Dr. Ambedkar and Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru said: It is a beautiful blending
of the federal and unitary characteristic. That is the beauty of the Indian
Constitution. Though we have considered it to be Union of our States, at the
same time, we have retained a number of federal chciracteristic features of the
Constitution and I feel that this particular characteristic feature should be
strengthened, in that case. Bill should be in an amended form, particularly
when the powers of the State are being tampered with. Most of the parties
sitting here are partly ruling parties and partly Opposition parties. None of
the parties here is 100 per cent ruling party.

I am talking of the provisions under this law only. The clauses are related
only to this law. But even there I would like this particular amendment
regarding concurrence to be accepted. I tell you, if we really show to the State
that we respect your autonomy or respect your strength they themselves will
come forward to strengthen your hands also. And, therefore, this sentiment
of people coming from the State should be respected.
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I am just now saying that all the Parties that are sitting here including the
Congress (I) are partly ruling parties and partly Opposition parties.

Therefore, this aspect is extremely important and we would like to lay
much stress on this. We would urge the Union Law Minister to give careful
consideration to this suggestion on which the entire Opposition is xmited. Let
anyone contradict me, if I am wrong. The entire Opposition stands for the
federal character of the State. Therefore, this condition regarding "concurrence
of the State" should be there and if that is done, you really accommodate the
viewpoints of various amendments which we have put forward. In that case,
it would be possible to see that this particular Bill is adopted unanimously.
But, if we vote on any particular amendment, do not take it for granted that
our will to fight terrorism is even an inch less than yours. After all, moving
the amendment and pressing the amendment is not going to be an index
whether you wholeheartedly support the Bill or not. It is the task of the
Opposition to remove the lacunae and I hope and trust you will take note of
the constructive proposals that have been put forward.
Let us imanimously accept this Bill with these amendments which we
have proposed.

PEOPLE'S INVOLVEMENT IN
COMBATING TERRORISM IN PUNJAB*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, the situation in Punjab has deteriorated beyond all
limits and I think the House must consider the situation dispassionately and
also try to find out what will be the way out to tackle the problems in Punjab.
Sir, recently we find that terrorism is on the march. Sophisticated arms have
been used. Rockets are utilised. Arms are coming across the border and when
the police were able to detect the arms, there were certain marks of United
States, Pakistan, China and surprisingly on some arms there are also marking
of USSR, I do not think a friendly coimtry like the USSR will ever allow its
arms to come here. Obviously, they have been smuggled from Afghanistan
or some other source. But, as some friends had rightly raised the issue in the
morning, only today the world has been assured the US aid to Pakistan is
going to be enhanced. Sir, I do not want to deal elaborately with that problem,
but I join all those members of this House who had demanded in the morning
that there should be a separate discussion on that issue because these are the
issues which have great ramifications and these cannot be taken lightly.

Sir, today article 21 is the casuality and the victim. On the one hand, it
is the terrorists who attacked article 21 of the Indian Constitution, the article
which offers protection to life and liberty. This article is not merely being
destroyed by constitutional amendments, it is being destroyed by the terrorists.
And on the other, in this House, that was sought to be destroyed through the
59th Constitution Amendment. In this House, there can be differences of
opinion on the 59th Amendment, but not on the question of fighting terrorists.
Some of us honestiy believe that sometime the weapon that you are likely to
use will be counter-productive and it will defeat the very purpose for which
it is sought to be utilised.

...Even in 1975 on the question of whether emergency should be
promulgated or not, there were differences of opinion even in the Congress
*L.S. Deb,, 7 April 1988.
^Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 Re. Mass killing of innocent people and Rocket
attack on Para-Military camp by terrorists in Punjab.
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Party itself. There were some people whose conscience told them not to bring
it. But because sometimes even conscience itself could be nationalised, nothing
could be done. There can be honest difference of opinion. But sometimes in
the hands of the terrorists as well as in the hands of the Government, there
is a common casuality.
Why do I say this? This situation cannot be dealt with by merely giving
the threat of 59th Constitution Amendment. Is it because we have no adequate
powers, that we are failing? Is it because we have no good officers that we
are failing? As far as Shri Ribeiro is concerned—^he comes from Bombay and
I know him very well—^he is one of the best and most efficient officers. We
are not lacking in good officers and nor are we lacking in good officer cadres.

What I wanted to tell you is this. It is not that there is inadequacy of
powers with the Government to deal with the situation. Let us not forget that
there is the National Security Act. There is the Terrorist and Disruptive
Activities (Prevention) Act. Punjab Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act is also
there. And there are so many other powers in the armoury of the Government.

Yes, of course,* as Indrajit ji has rightly said, there is the Disturbed Areas
Act too. As regards the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act,
we burnt the midnight oil and adopted it here. But it took 19 long months
to frame the rules. It is not the laws that are lacking; it is not the gim that is
lacking; it is not the weapon that is lacking. More important than the gun is
the hand that holds the gun and the mind that wields the gun. That is what
is more important. On that occasion, when Terrorist and Disruptive Activities
(Prevention) Act was passed, burning mid-night oil, because there was no
will on the part of the Government, for 19 months it remained on the anvil
because the rules were not framed. Therefore it could not be implemented
and not because we do not have adequate powers. We have adequate powers,
but unfortunately, these powers instead of being utilised in Pimjab, are being
utilised elsewhere, may b e because these powers should not get rusted. These
powers have been used in Gujarat when dealing with the LIC, dealing with
the textile workers and dealing with the trade unions. We had brought it to
light. Even the workers of the INTUC who owe loyalty to the Indian National
Congress have raised this question on the floor of this House. So what I am
pointing out to you is that there are adequate powers, there are strong powers,
but there is no will to use those powers and as a result of that, those powers
* Making a remark on Shri Indrajit Gupta's observation, "There is also the Disturbed Areas Act".
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are being utilised for purposes for which they are not meant. You take National
Security Act. Formerly there was Maintenance of Internal Security Act
(MISA).
I was in this House when Uma Shankar Dikshitji was the Home Minister.
I had raised a question cmd I said "Sir, you are likely to misuse the MISA not
only against criminals and those who are indulging in social crimes, but also
politicians and Trade Unionists will suffer". He had assured, when Smt.
Gandhi was the Prime Minister and said, "This will not be used against the
politicians and Trade Unionists". And the maximum use of MISA was made
against the politicians starting right from Shri Jayaprakash Narayan down to
persons like me. So, we find that these are utilised for wrong purposes.
Those powers are available but they are not being utilised. One shudders to
think what will happen if Fifty-Ninth Amendment Bill is actually utilised, it
is only an enabling provision. If it is utilised, I feel that it will be counter
productive. Incidentally, I would like to remind this House that on 7 March
1988, the intentions of the Government to introduce such a Bill was already
announced. On 14 Mcirch 1988, the Bill was introduced in the other House.
During those seven days, we found that seventeen persons were killed. All
of a sudden, there was new spurt and not that violence could be justified but
it was again a provocation. What I would like Government to do is act in a
manner wherein there will not be a tinkering with the problem and merely
provocation will be caused by inviting coimter productive activities, inviting
more violence and terrorism and thereby defeating the very purpose for
which actually those things are being utilised. I would like to point out to
this House with full sense of responsibility that some of the agencies are
using criminals for terrorism. Prior to that, I would like to indicate one more
aspect that is related to this and that is that there is a vested interest developed
in terrorism in Punjab. I would request the hon. Home Minister not with any
partisan sense but I would humbly request him to go through one particular
aspect to which I will be making a reference. So many friends of mine have
brought it to my notice that there are police officers in the Patiala Police
admkiistration, who have developed a vested interest in terrorism. When
they find that terrorist activities are growing, they go to the villages, they go
to urban areas and they tell the people. "You have become vulnerable to
terrorism and then if you want us to take charge of your protection and
security, in that case, you come out with money".
I would like him to make a separate enquiry, no matter whether it is
Departmental or Commission, anyway he can conduct it, let him try to find
out in some of the vulnerable areas of F^jab what are the assets, the properties
and wealth of certain officers. If he makes this investigation, he will find that
assets and wealth of certain officers in the police administration in Punjab
have disproportionately gone up because they had a vested interest in
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terrorism. That is also creating problems there. I think, that should be done.
Now such people who try to make a mockery of edl the arrangements of
security and try to make hay while the sun shines, I think, such people must
be heavily dealt with and even this aspect of police officers developing a
vested interest in terrorism also should be completely dealt with.
I wish to bring to your notice without my own personal comments on
one important aspect. I have with me a copy of Nav Bharat Times in Hindi
published from Delhi dated 4 April 1988.1 am bringing it to the notice of the
Home Minister because I would very much like him to contradict it here and
now, because this is a very dangerous portent. A piece had appeared in the
Nav Bharat Times of Delhi on 4 April 1988. The title of the news report is:
"Punjab mein hatyayen Kaun Kar Raha Hai"
Who is indulging in killings in Punjab? I will read out one paragraph. It
might be an interesting caption, an interesting piece; some people might be
trying to create illusions. Unfortunately they have cast aspersions without
naming them here, but obliquely referring to Ministers. Here, that news report
says:
Malkiyat Singh Ajnala, carrying a reward of Rs. one lakh on his head,
has scdd that women, children and the old have never been his targets
nor will they ever be. About the killing of nearly a dozen Sikh families
since January, these self-styled leaders say that all this is being done by
mercenaries at the direction of Central Government.

Fortunately you can chase them, because they have given the names of
the terrorist organisations; some names of individuals have been mentioned;
who are the p>ersons who are making such allegations? Instead of their
standing in the docks, they are making such allegations against the
Government; and they have no temerity to name any particular Minister.
Therefore, they say; 'Minister ke ishaare pe\ The names of the terrorist
organizations are mentioned in this Nav Bharat Times despatch. The names of
the organizations and names of some individuals have been mentioned. I
would like the Home Minister to order a thorough enquiry into the matter
and try to find out as to who are the people who are making such allegations.
I think very categorically these allegations have to be contradicted; otherwise,
they can be an important instnmient in the hands of those who want to carry
on their terrorist activities and hide behind some sort of an allegation, viz.
'Others are responsible for it; we are not responsible for it'. That is the reason
why I have pointed this so much; he should properly take care of this.
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There are a number of underground organizations which have been
making orally these types of allegations; fortunately now, the names of
individuals have come; therefore, I feel this matter should be taken up.
What is needed today is a twin strategy. We must try to remove, in the
begmiung, all the irritants. All the irritants must be removed. We must not
put all the Sikhs or all the people of Punjab in the basket. Even at this stage,
I feel that not only among the Hindus, among the Sikhs also there is a large
section which is not committed to the concept of Khalistan. They do not
approve the violence that is taking place. Such elements who are already on
the side of nationalists in the country, who are committed to the concept of
integration, who are committed to opposition to terrorism in any form, such
people must not be driven, by misunderstanding, into the arms of the terrorists
and their fellow-travellers.
I am thankful to the Speaker. I have given one Motion saying that this
House should discuss Ranganath Mishra Commission's report. Why do I
demand that? Because the Ranganath Mishra report has brou^t out a number
of facts. If there is a discussion, it will be good. There are those innocent
Sikhs whose psyche has been disturbed, who feel that when 2,733 persons
have been massacred in the November riots in Delhi, and an enquiry has
been place, nobody has been punished. I do not want to bring in communal
elements. Leave aside the Sikhs for the time being. In any other community,
whether it is Muslim, Hindu, Parsi or for that matter in any city, if
2,733 members of that community were to be killed and their widows were
to find that not even one person responsible for the 2,000-odd murders has
been arrested and punished, what will be their psychology?
On one occasion, I went on the Boat Club, in a silent sitting demonstration
of widows whose husbands were killed, whose brothers were killed, whose
maternal uncles were killed. They said: 'Sir, we do not want anything; we do
not want Khalistan, We only want an answer from you, Shri Dandavate, as a
Member of Parliament to this question—our husbands have been killed; our
brothers have been killed; our sons have been killed. Give us a single answer
to the question as to how is it that not even one person responsible for these
2,000 murders has been brought to book?'
I am sure the Home Minister will have no reply; I am sure the
Prime Minister will have no reply. The only reply can be: let us have a debate
on that. Let us try to discuss it in the House.
Let the widows of those killed feel that this House did take cognizance
of the Ranganath Mishra Commission Report; and we did discuss about
disturbances and also findings of the Commission and we made the
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Government to move in the matter to see that justice is done to those who
are «<uP3eFs to those who had been killed, to those who had been locked up
in a taxi and the taxi had been burnt and they were dead. Who is responsible
for this? Not that by the enquiry those who were dead are going to come
back to the widows, but, at least, they will have a psychological satisfaction
that there is someone in the country who is to give voice to their voicelessness,
and they are going to demand an enquiry and an enquiry is conducted and
the findings are there; and those who are responsible, at least, are punished;
at least, if that type of steps is taken by the Government, I think some sort
of healing touch can be given.
On one occasion, in an all-party meeting, Smt. Indira Gandhi, after the
Blue Star Operation, had used the following words. I am using her words.
She said, "The Blue Star Operation is over, but what is needed is the healing
touch". It will be a healing touch, Mr. Home Minister, if you go into the
enquiry on the bsisis of Ranganath Mishra Commission Report, and then you
will find that a number of facts have come out and though those facts will
not bring them back those who were dead and killed, but, they will actually
give relief to those members of the b^eaved families, who have been
lamenting for their dead in the country.
As far as security is concerned, no doubt, the Government is trying its
best to provide security, but when we go to Punjab, we feel that the security
in the Parliament House is better than the security in Punjab. The dignitaries
are able to get security than the common irmocent persons in Punjab. No
matter to what political parties they belong, because people belonging to
various political parties have been l^ e d . As far as a terrorist is concerned,
he is the most cosmopolitan person. He recognises no community; he
recognises no religion; he recognises no caste; he does not recognise any
political party. Therefore, there is a massacre going on. I would like the
security to be tightened there. In this context, I would refer to the point that
was raised regarding sealing of border. Why we are not able to do sealing on
the border effectively? It is not a normal sealing; it is not because there is a
lack of wax and that is why seeding caimot be done; sealing has to be done
with all the technological innovations and we find that if the sealing is
effectively implemented and when you try to do it you will find, Mr. Home
Minister, that there are vested interests that are coming in the way of sealing.
So, 1 tell you who will oppose to sealing? If you try to have an effective
sealing in Punjab, it will not be the Government that will oppose it; it will not
be the ruling party members that will oppose it; it will not be Opposition
parties members that will oppose it, but there will be a section of officers and
the bureaucracy who will oppose it because you take note of the fact that
even today without sealing
600 crore worth of smuggling is taking place
across the border which touches the Punjab sector. Therefore, those who have
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vested interests in smuggling across the border of Punjab, which is at present
of the order of Rs. 600 crore, they are the agencies which are coming in the
way of effective implementation of sealing. We fully back up the Government
on the question of sealing. If you try to have it and if you want any cooperation
on the level of trade unions organisations and the political parties in order
to make that sealing most effective so that foreign arms are not smuggled in^
all cooperation will be available. But before seaing, one must have a will to
have the sealing and you will have the will, the police officers may lack that
will because they have vested interests in smuggling. Therefore please take
note of this particular aspect.

The Speaker has been repeatedly raising one point. In fact, on a nimiber
of occasions, the Speaker has made very long observations on the situation
in Pimjab. Do not misimderstand him. Once he made a long observation. I
said, today I realised why a Speaker is called a Speaker. On one occasion, he
made a correct note. He said, it might be an unpopular act, but unless we
take strong measures to see that religion and politics are not mixed up this
problem will not be solved. It is a very difficult step to take, I realise that
because even the Akali Dal has its roots in the national movement. When we
were struggling for freedom, even the Gurudwaras had played a great role.
I know that and we will be imgrateful if we do not recognise that role. But
the institution is very good, but its aberrations are very bad. There might be
liberalism in Hinduism but out of the whims of liberalism of Hinduism are
also bom retrograde men like Sankaracharya who justifies the Sati system
and who justifies even untouchability in the country. He had the temerity to
announce publicly that when rich people build up Mandirs in the coimtry,
why should they allow the riff-raff to come, why should they allow the
imtouchables to come? It should be left to his pleasure I do not know—the
twenty-first century is not far ahead—in which century he is living, I do not
know. So, such retrograde individuals are being put forward using the pulpit
of religion.
And further when such religious obscurantism enters politics and it
becomes an integral part and parcel I do not consider this as real religion. I
do not think that there was a more devout Muslim than Dr. Zakir Hussain.
He said, "I am a devout Muslim," But his Muslim character and his Indian
character amalgamated with each other so freely that his being a good Muslim
did not prevent him from being a good Indian. On the contrary, he said that
one is good Muslim only if he can be a good Indian, That was the concept
that he has preferred. But today we see all sorts of perversions. We find the
mixing up of religion and politics. I do not know why the political party, the
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members and activities should take the diktat from some religious priests
sitting in the Gurudwaras or a temple or a mosque. We must refuse to do it.
We will have to do it without disturbing the sensitivities and sensibilities of
the persons concerned. But, we have to act in this way one day or the other
and so long as mixing of religion with politics in a perverse manner continues
and those who are democratically elected by the sovereign people and voters
in the country, they do not remain loyal to the soil and the electorate, but to
some priests sitting somewhere in the temple, so long as that continues, the
aberration in Indian politics will continue to be there and let us have the
strength and the will power to see that these forces are changed. It will be a
difficult task but that will have to be tried.
I would like that the situation in Punjab should not be used for partisan
ends. I warn the Government, and here I would give an instance. The Pimjab
situation was very bad. There was instability. I had told Shri Bamala and my
friend Shri Ramoowalia will bear me out: long before the dismissal of Bamala
Government, I had told Shri Bamala and I am repeating it publicly on the
floor of Parliament now. I told him, "Shri Bamala, put it as my comment in
your diary, when will your Government be dismissed? On the eve of Haryana
election, your Government wiU be dismissed".
It was thought that there will be political returns and political mileage.
My friend Shri Sharad Dighe said that nobody should try to derive a political
mileage out of the situation in Punjab. I fully agree with him. But I want to
warn that with the dismissal of the Haryana Government we try to derive a
political mileage!

I am telling you* what are the facts. It is a lesson to you, that we will
stand by our commitment and there it was found out that mileage was sought
to be derived. But, sometimes events are so close that the mileage though in
sight; it is denied to you and even that was not workable. It proved to be
counter-productive. But such partisan approach will have to be given up,
and I am sure if it is done, probably we will be able to do something.
I will very strongly plead people's intervention. The Government has a
responsibility. But is it the responsibility only of the Home Minister and the
Government? The integrity of the country and the national integrity of the
country, is it only the concem of the mling party and the Congress party, of
the Home Minister or the Prime Minister of the country? No doubt, as mlers
of this coimtry they have a major responsibility. But just as in the stmggle for
^Replying to Shri Sharad Dighe's remark, ''While agreeing you are denying it".
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freedom it was not the responsibility of those who are in the largest party, in
the country every one...
Gandhiji in his speech on 8 August 1942 said, "I differ wiA Muslim
League and Piindu Mahasabha, but every one of them can come and join the
struggle; and we will settle our political differences afterwards because this
is a national struggle and we have a national front; and the nation's freedom
is the common heritage of all."...

...I would like that people's intervention is a must. My hats off to my
friends of the Communist Party. On the streets, they tried to fight terrorism.
It is not for nothing that they have to lose comrades of theirs. But, they
demonstrated what people's intervention means; what mobilisation of trade
imions means; and what mobilisation of Kisan organisation means. The
moment you tried to organise the peasantry in Pimjab, you cannot restrict it
to Hindus, because large sections of the gikhs are involved in agriculture and
they are bound to be brought into the mainstream. Therefore, it is the people's
intervention that to my mind, is the final thing.
I remember the great leaders of this country have said that when you
find that you are not able to find a solution of any problem, the orJy solution
is 'back to the people', that is people's intervention.
Let us try for people's intervention in the crisis in Pimjab and I feel,
might be at a very heavy cost, but we shall be able to restore normalcy and
defend the unity and integrity of India, to which we are committed. Sir.

CENTRE-STATE RELATIONS*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the House should be thankful to the hon. member,
Shri H.M. Patel for having placed for the consideration of the House a very
important Resolution that seeks to discuss the Centre-State relation. Sir, the
founding fathers of our Constitution, one of them is present here, with due
consideration to all aspects of India's unity, opted out for a federal pattern of
Constitution because they realised that India's unity was unity in diversity.
Sir, historically the days in which the Constitution was framed were the
days ravaged.... I am coming to that just now. Wait for one sentence only. I
am coming to that.
Sir, he anticipated my sentence. I will complete it now.
Due to historical circumstcmces ravaged by Partition and instability that
was created in the wake of Partition, certain unitary features of the Constitution
were inducted into the Constitution and therefore, really speaking, our
Constitution is a blend of federal as well as unitary aspects.

Sir, I find that because of certain historical situations it was a blend of
federal as well as unitary constitution, but as Dr. Ambedkar made it very
clear and others also made it clear, the essence of a democratic life is the
acceptance of federalism in polity, in economy and also in the field of
Constitution. I feel that if the federal core of the Constitution is to be properly
preserved, and more than federalism if the approach of economic and political
affairs is to be preserved, it may become necessary that some of the articles
of the Constitution will have to be amended. There is nothing sacrosanct
about the articles of the Constitution. In fact, we have the 59 Constitution
Amendments. So, fifty-nine times we actually amended the Constitution.
Therefore, if the socio-economic conditions demand, certain articles will have
to be amended. And, Sir, you may recall that according to the original terms
of reference for the Sarkaria Commission there were no terms of reference
that prescribe the Constitutional amendments. But later on the terms of
reference were modified and the Sarkaria Commission was told that 'you can
* L.S. Deb., 13 May 1988.
^ Participating in the discussion on Resolution Re. Centre-State Relations.
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also examine whether certain articles of the Constitution need to be amended
and therefore, I feel that if at all devolution of power and decentralisation of
economy and the resources demand certain modifications of the Constitution,
we should hesitate to amend those portions of the Constitution. Take, for
instance, tfie encroachment by the Executive as the Centre on the State powers.
If 1 have just to illustrate, articles 31A, 31C and 304(b) will have to be
reconsidered, if necessary, to see that there is no intervention by the Central
Executive on the legislative powers of the State. I don't make a firm assertion
that these amendments, are a 'must', but if it is necessary, they have to be
gone into.
The next aspect is the assent to the Bills. Sir, the Legislative powers of the
States are a very significant sector of our political life and of our legal life.
Assent to the Bills is very vital. If you go through the proceedings of a
number of States, sometimes regarding land they are scheduled to be revised,
regarding the language so many Bills are passed by the States. They are in
the form of certain reforms, certain sociological transformations or reforms or
you find that sometimes they are foimd to be more radical than that is
necessary by the Centre, sometimes they do not agree with the ethos of the
Central Government and as a result of that, the two obstacles in the path are
the Governor and the President. If you look at the present provisions of the
Constitution, once the Bill is already sent for the assent, there is no definite
period that is prescribed that within a certain short limitation the President
must give assent to the Bill. Therefore, these aspects have to be gone through.
Then we come to the role of the Governors. The Sarkaria Commission
has applied its mind to the problems of appointment of the Governors and
their functions. They have not taken the extreme attitude that the Governor's
post must be abolished. Nor have they taken the attitude that the Governor
must be elected. But they have carefully gone through various memoranda
that were sent to ihe Sarkaria Commission and they have realised that
Governor is a very important link between the Centre and the State. For
instance, when President's rule gets promulgated in a particular State, if the
Governor reports to the Centre that the Constitutional machinery in a
particular State has failed, in that case, the President promulgates, of course,
on the recommendations of the Central Cabinet. And, therefore, the Governor's
reports are very important. Of course, in some of the States, it has happened.
In Madhya Pradesh on the occasion, the Governor has pubbcly said, there is
no collapse of the law and order machinery, there is no Constitutional crisis
in the State. But later on we found that the Centre had intervened and actually
the President's rule was promulgated. Therefore, this happens in some cases,
because of the misuse of powers by the Governor. Unfortunately, if you look
at the maiuier in which the Governors are appointed, it is not an accident of
history that generally the defeated members of the ruling Party get appointed
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as the Governors. It becomes a political patronage. Governor's post has
iinfortimately become political rehabilitation, compensation. Such Governors
who come into being as political rehabilitation, compensation are not likely
to act in an objective manner, nor worrying that exactly the ruling party at
the Centre is considering, diough they should have an objective criteria system.
Therefore, the Sarkaria Commission has very categorically said this. They
have not said that those who have some political thinking approach or
perception should be eliminated. I do not think in a democracy, even an
independent person will be free from any political perception or ethos. But,
they have said, those who are actively involved in partisan politics should be
kept away from the Governor's post.
There is one more aspect. I do not want to deal much on that. But there
is one particular aspect of the Governor which is very significant from the
point of federal polity and Centre-State relations. I do not want to indicate
any specific instances. In this very House, if you remember, at the time of
Andhra crisis, I had brought a substantive motion against the Governor and
demanded his dismissal. I knew that my resolution was going to be defeated
by brute majority. But I Sciid, on the occasion, you may throw away my
substantive motion against the Governor of Andhra Pradesh, but I assure
you hon. members that even after the defect of my resolution, the situation
will so conspire and the people wiU assert in such a manner that you might
prevent the Governor being thrown away on the basis of my substantive
motion, but within 10-15 days, you will find that the Governor is out but
within 8 days he was out. I was not an astrologer. But I understood what is
the pulse of the people there; what is the strength of the ruling party in the
legislation what exa^ y the feeling among the people and on the basis of that
even the Centre had to revise its attitude and ultimately the Governor's
decision had to be reversed and the Governor also had to be sent out. This
happens because in certain matters. Governors are given enormously much
powers. This is the sphere and area where in the interest of harmonious
relations between the Centre and the State, Governor's powers should be
curtidled, i.e, in the field of testing the majority of the ruling party on the
floor of the House. I am firmly of the opinion and in our memoranda to the
Sarkaria Commission, we have stated very clearly both at the Centre and the
States—in fact, I introduced a Private Member's Bill that whenever there is
doubt whether those who are ruling a particular State, command a majority
or not, the legislative majority should not be tested in the cosy chamber of
the Governor but must be tested on the floor of the House. Even at the
Centre, it is not the Rashtrapati or the President. It should not be left to his
discretion to test whether there is majority or not, parading the people, trying
to get their signatures. More than that, the surest and the safest and the most
democratic method is to test the majority of the ruling party on the floor of
Parliament or on the floor of State Assembly. If that is done, more cordial and
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harmonious relation between the Centre and the State wUl evolve and no
legislative party will feel that with the whip of the Centre they are likely to
be destroyed or that is likely to happen. Therefore, that aspect has to be
considered.
As regards the encroachment by the Central bodies, we have in our
country a nimtber of Central bodies. At present, a number of Central agencies
such as the Agricultural Prices Commission, Central Water Commission,
Central Electricity Authority, Director-General of Technical Development,
Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Commission, Employees State
Insurance Corporation, National Savings Organisation, Employees Provident
Fund Organisation, Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices, Food Corporation
of India, etc. handle activities relating to subjects in the State and Concurrent
List of the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution. So, it is very necessary that
some of the Central organisations, because they are making inroads into the
State autonomy, this encroachment has to be effectively prevented by statutory
provisions. Unless this is done, these organisations and institutions are likely
to be utilised to erode the autonomy of the State and their autonomous
functioning and that also has to be safeguarded.
I come to the deployment of the para-military forces in various States.
This House may recall that when the Garhwal election was to take place, a
controversy took place between the Election Commission and the Home
Ministry in our country. I raised a discussion in this House and I had
correspondence with the Election Commission. They tried to misinterpret the
provisions of the Constitution. For instance. Election Commission consistently
held the view that since the State Government has to conduct the elections,
they have to provide the machinery and, at the same time. Election
Commission fixes up the schedule and they are in overall charge of the
elections as a whole. A number of elections are taking place in various States.
They must be previously consulted of how much machinery of various States
is available, how much deployment by the Centre has to be there, and
consultation is there. In fact, concurrence is better. I insist that in the interest
of better Centre-State relationship, there should not be suo motu deployment,
either of army or of para-military forces in any particular State. I will give the
illustration of Garhwal. When the Garhwal by-election was taking place,
without the coiwent of the Election Commission and without contacting the
parties concerned, large para-military force from surrounding States was
inducted into Garhwal and when the candidate lodged complaint to the
Election Commission, the Chief Election Commissioner sent an observer to
Garhwal Coiwtituency. I congratulated the Election Commission then. When,
on a wireless message they commimicated that a large number of para-military
forces from the adjoining States have been inducted and they can over-awe
the voters and, therefore, a climate of free and fair elections will not exist, the
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Oiief Election Commissioner in the midst of the election announced that "I
am postponing the election." Elections were postponed to a further date. All
the contesting candidates were contacted. Suitable date was fixed up at a
later stage and in a better atmosphere which was not over-awed by the
excessive para-military forces inducted into the Constituency, fedr and free
elections were held. This is the way things are to be conducted. In order to
give a statutory basis for that, I am one of those who feel that suo motu
deployment by Centre of para-military forces in various States should not be
permitted. There must be concurrence of the States concerned. Then only the
deployment should be there.

You have to deliver the goods only through them and I wish to quote a
member of the Constituent Assembly. When there were certain provisions
that were likely to be misused. Dr. Ambedkar, in so many words—Dr. H.V.
Kamath raised these questions in the Constituent Assembly, the question of
emergency, the question of deployment— said that certain provisions of
emergency and others were very rigid. You know what Dr. Ambedkar said:
"One is not very happy to have these provisions, even of emergency in
such a rude way."
But he said that:
"Take for granted that those who will be ruling the coimtry will be of
a democratic temper."
But he said that:
"There are rulers who do not accept democratic outlook and attitude
and, in that case, these provisions can be misused."
But, let us hope that some of the provisions will remain. Dr. Ambedkar
used the words "Will remain a dead letter". But dead letter sometimes becomes
a live letter in our coxmtry. Therefore, some statutory provisions must be
made. It doesn't matter which party is in power. For instance, I am plainly
saying one thing. I fully agree with my friend who said that even when the
Jcmata Party was in power, in some of the States, where the Lok Sabha poll
was heavily in favour of Janata Party, the Chief Ministers were told: "You
should dissolve your Assemblies and face elections". Today, I accept that was
a wrong step. No doubt, the elections took place and we came in those States
with overwhelming majority. But it is a fact that that created a precedent.
Even one who belonged to the Cabinet of the Janata Government, I do see
in retrospect that the step that we have taken there, though apparently it
appeared that it was of a temporary gcime but it was a wrong step that my
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Government took in those days and set a very wrong precedent. Even though
my Government had done, I would not justify it. Therefore, we must have
certain statutory provisions and also conventions by which such things could
be avoided so that harmonious relationship between the Centre and the States
will be there.
Now, I would like to come briefly to the Centre-State financial relations.
To my mind, this is one of the most important aspects. States suffer from
inadequate financial resources as weU as inadequate financial powers. I am
one among those who feel that there must be happy balance between the
Centre and the States. No State should be allowed to use as a springboard for
creating a spirit of secession and disintegration. At the same time, the Centre
must not treat the States as their bonded-labours. The autonomous concept
should not be stretched to such an extent that the spirit of disintegration and
secession from the Indiain Union will be created.

I am putting forth the strong expressions of the States. I am saying that
nothing should be done by the States by which the States can be utilised as
springboards. ...Do you want any instance? I will tell you. There was a time
when in Tamil Nadu when Shri Annadurai was leading the DMK Party, there
was a time when the Constitution of the Party, they had declared: "We would
like to create a State, not within the Indian Union but it should secede from
the Indian Union." But I pay tributes to the leadership of our country,
irrespective of the party, they did not take an isolationist attitude. They felt
that he and his State is going in a wrong direction. The parties in the
mainstream kept contact with those organisations; convinced them that there
would be a happy relationship between the Centre and the States; they need
not take such an alarmist view and talk in terms of secession from the Indian
Union. After that, the same Shri Annadurai who at one stage in the
Constitution of his Party talked about secession from the Indian Union, gave
up that slogan and they became an integral part of the political atmosphere
in the country. I think it is a tribute to the national leadership in the coimtry
that they did not drive away them to the wall. On the contrary, by keeping
a dialogue with them, keeping them in the mainstream they persuaded them
to give up. Neither the AIADMK nor the DMK nor any viang of the DMK
now talks in terms of secession at all.
In the case of Punjab also, that is a warning. Anything can be considered
in Punjab but not a separate demand of Khalistan. But if the separate demand
of Khalistan is to be fought, in that case, all possible persuasive methods
should be undertaken to explain to them that any dangerous slogan of
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secession from the Indian Union is going to be harmful to the coimtry and
harmful to the State concerned. Fortunately, the national leadership in the
coimtry was able to convince the people of Tamil Nadu. The same type of
approach will have to be adopted and throughout the country. We will have
to prevent secessionist ideology.
Sir, regionalism grows. Regional parties have emerged. But here, I am of
the opinion that why regional parties emerged. Why strains in our national
unity sometimes are created? It is because the legitimate aspirations of various
States are not taken up by the national parties in the mainstream. Wherever
the national parties in the mainstream are able to take up the legitimate
regional aspirations of the people, remain with them in their trials and
struggles, in that case no regional party will emerge.
I will give two simple illustrations. In Assam there was a fight against
the question of foreign nationals. It was a slogan, a national slogan not relating
to the problem of Assam. But as far as the region of Assam is concerned, it
was very much there. The region of Assam was disturbed by that particular
problem. If the national parties had taken up that issue and fought for that,
no regional groups would have come up there. A small group of students
and youth had to fight alone. They fought the elections, they formed the
regional party and as a result of that, a regional party came up.
On the contrary. Professor Ranga will bear me out, when there was
struggle for linguistic agitation of States to which Mahatma Gandhi was
committed, in my State of Maharashtra there was an agitation for the creation
of a separate Samyukta Maharashtra. But no regional party was formed to
fight that; all the national parties, the Left parties, parties like the Socialist
Party, Communist Party and others fought the battle, all-India parties
participated in that and therefore there was no scope for any regional party
to come up in Maharashtra on the basis of linguistic agitation for Samyukta
Maharashtra. Therefore, no regional party grew up there.
There is one more aspect. The legitimate regional aspirations of every
State must be reconciled with the national aspirations and it is the all-India
parties that have to take up this task—^no matter whether it is the Congress
or Janata or any other party. If the all-India national parties in the mainstream
cater to the legitimate regional aspirations of the people in various States,
then the regional parties will not grow and they will not frighten us. This
constructive approach has to be taken.
I will conclude touching only one aspect, about the financial relations. If
States suffer from inadequacy of resources and financial powers, then the
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States are likely to suffer and the tension between the Centre and the States
would grow. Therefore, I suggest briefly the following few points:—
1. Income-tax including tax on companies should be shared by the
Centre and the States.
2. The surcharge levied for general revenue purposes on duties and
taxes, including income-tax, should be treated as a part of the
divisible pool.
3. Auxiliary and special duties should be merged with the basic excise
duty, and at least 60 per cent of the net proceeds should be made
available for the divisible pool.
4. The grants to the States imder article 275 of the Constitution should
not be dravm from the States' share of the divisible pool, otherwise
that is destroyed.
5. To deal with the acute problems of institutional finance, a National
Credit Coimcil consisting of representatives of Central and State
Governments at ministerial level, the Governor of Reserve Bank of
India, the Chairman of National Bank for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD), Industrial Development Bank of India
(IDBI), Export Import Bank and Life Insurance Corporation (LIC)
should be established under the aegis of the National Development
Coimcil.
If these reforms are brought out, even in the financial field no State
will feel bad. This is the point that cuts across whether they are
Congress States or non-Congress States. For instance Orissa is a
State run by the Congress Party. Bihar is cinother State run by the
Congress Party. There are some States run by the non-Congress
parties. Forget for a moment whether it is non-Congress or proCongress, as far as financial arrangements are concerned, if they
are made in an equitable manner so that the pool of resources can
be divided in a just and equitable manner and no State gets an idea
that it is totally rejected; in that case it would be possible for us to
see that we will be able to get sufficient strength for our States.
6. When the Centre resort to the revision of administered prices, except
when such revision is intended to meet the losses, the additional
income that accrues, the increase in the administered prices, should
be included in the divisible pool.
7. The Centre must not monopolise market borrowing but the same
facility should be available to the States for certain projects, certain
railway lines, etc. If the State says that it is prepared to resort to
public borrowing, that should be allowed.
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8. The main reason for the overdrafts is the lack of balcince between
their Developmental responsibilities and the financial resources at
their disposal. Steps should therefore be taken to correct this
imbalance so that there may be no scope for discrimination between
one State and another on political grounds in permitting overdrafts.
I am sure that if these aspects are properly attended to in the field of
financial resources as well as financial powers, some sort of a tension that
exists between States and States and States and Centre that will disappear.
The founding fathers of our Constitution wanted harmonious relationship
between Centre and State and if you ask me a question: Do you want a
strong Centre or a strong State? My reply will be that I want a strong State
and a strong Centre because strength of the State lends strength to the Centre
and strength of the Centre lends strength to the State and, therefore,
harmonious relation between the Centre and the State alone will be able to
defend the federal polity in the country, federal Constitution of the country
and federal economy of the country and only if we are able to do that then
only we have a moral right to talk in terms of Gandhiji's idea of
decentralisation and devolution of power.
I hope and trust by a common dialogue and consultation, we will be able
to evolve a common pattern of that dream so that India's federal polity and
federal Constitution becomes a reality.

ELEQORAL REFORMS 11*^

Mr. Chairman, Sir, I will now come to the discussion of the Bill For the
last sixteen years, apart from participating in the debate on electoral reforms
in this House I have initiated a discussion on electoral reforms at least five
to six times. The person who initiated debate was the same, only the person
who replied was changing.
Every time I got a very favourable reply from the concerned Minister
that the matter is under consideration, the matter is under active consideration
and ultimately Prime Minister gave me the reply that the matter has been left
to a Cabinet Sub-Committee.
First, I want to p>oint out to you that as far as the eighteen years limit is
concerned, I do not think there will be any controversy at all, but as far as
the other Bill is concerned, really it is the scope of the Bill that is important
to us. We have been demanding fundamental basic electoral reforms. When
some persons, infected by law and order situation, go to the Government
and demand that some measures should be taken to prevent and check dacoity
and robbery and if the Government comes forward with the Device to check
only pick-pocketing, one cannot oppose that, but one would say that we are
demanding steps to prevent robbery and gangsterism and you are only
tinkering with the problem by bringing a measure to check pick-pocketing.
So, really that is the basic problem. They have taken up peripheral issues.
Here, I would like to draw the attention of the new Law Minister that so long
as, in the last several years, there is so much material avcdlable, so much
material has been placed at your disposal both by the Opposition and by the
various Committees appointed by your Government that on the basis of the
substantial material, we expected no such a Bill which is just a window
dressing, but a more basic Bill touching the fundamentals of the problem of
the electoral reform. Sir, starting with the report of the Committee on Defection
headed by Shri Y.B. Chavan, strangely enough because later on he also
defected, then reports on the proposed amendments to the election laws,
then the reports of Tarkunde Committee on electoral reforms set up by the
late Shri Jayaprakash Narayan, then suggestions were made by the
Chief Election Commissioner, Shri Shakdher and the suggestions made by
* LS. Deb., 14 December 1988.
^Participating in the Discussion on the Constitution (Sixty-Second Amendment) Bill and
Representation of Peoples (Amendment) Bill, 1988.
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the Opposition parties to the Chief Election Commissioner on his own request
and also various suggestions that had been made to the experts of the electoral
reform, to Shri Shankaranand, and the Opposition parties had made these
suggestions, it was expected that you will take cognisance of a very
constructive step on a number of issues on which Congress and Opposition
also agreed, the Chief Election Commissioner had also agreed and we expected
that on the basis of such voluminous materials that are available to you, a
more comprehensive Bill would be available. I would only make one request
at the outset and the request is that after adoption of this Bill, don't give up
the efforts of bringing in at a later stage a comprehensive Bill on electoral
reforms on which you will find a lot of consensus in this House and unless
you are able to touch the basic problems and not touch only the fringe and
pheripheral problems, you will not be able to achieve the results at all.
As far as the age of 18 yeairs is concerned, I myself had moved a Bill in
this House. Various Youth Organisations belonging to Congress and
Opposition have all been saying that on yoimgsters in this country should be
put a little more faith and therefore 10 States in this country—West Bengal,
Tripura, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and other States and of course
Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh—^have already introduced the limit of 18 years
for voting at the local body elections. They have no right to touch Assembly
and Lok Sabha elections. That was already done and there was a clamour. I
am glad that ultimately at long last this has been accepted and there is no
controversy. So, I do not think that this House will be divided at all on this.
Even the old men agree that the young must get vote and therefore there is
no problem. Though we are not young; we were at least ex-youth and we
have respect for them and there will be no difference of opinion as far as vote
for youth of 18 years is concerned.
Now, I would like to point out at the very beginning and I hope our
hon. Minister will take note of that. He is an-old friend of ours in common
educational institutions with which we were associated, that too with
Dr. Ambedkar. Shri Gadgil told that Dr. Ambedkar gave the right to vote and
Shri Shankaranand will be giving the right to vote to the youth. I am
embarrassing you, Shri Shankciranand. I would say that don't stop at that.
Try to read Dr. Ambedkar once again what he said in the Constituent Assembly
and you will find that a number of warnings and signals he had given in the
Constituent Assembly which you have not taken note of today. But I am sure
at least Shri Shankaranand will be able to take note of this now. Sir, we find
in this Bill which is only a flimsy Bill, a lot of issues which are already
excluded on which we have given concrete suggestions. In regard to State
funding of elections, I will come to that in detail later. In regard to change in
the electoral system to remove the wide disparity between the votes secured
and the seats won, I am not saying anything because sometimes Congress
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came to power and we suffer when the Congress came to power and the
country has suffered when everything happened. Therefore, as a result of
that this also has not changed.
Then, ending the monopoly of TV and radio. Nowadays whenever we
switch on the radio and television, we find that such a partisan performance
is there.

Sir, I say that as far as the monopoly of TV and Radio is concerned, that
has to be changed.
Preventing the deployment of para-military forces without the concurrence
of the concerned State Governments: Already a problem was created in
Garhwal and hats off to the then Chief Election Commissioner, he sent an
observer and when the observer sent the telegram from the adjoining State,
in such a large number para-military forces had been inducted into Garhwal
that they were likely to overawe the voters he cancelled the elections and
postponed them. So, that issue has to be there, it has not been tackled.
I do not want the monopoly of appointment to be held by the Government
and I would suggest a three-man Committee consisting of the Prime Minister
of the country whoever might be—just now Shri Rajiv Gandhi is there, in
1990 some one else, but whatever he may be, the Prime Minister of the
country, then the Chief Justice of India and thirdly, a representative elected
or nominated by the Opposition. If there is an official leader of the Opposition,
he will be there, otherwise a representative nominated by the entire
Opposition, and they should have the right to recommend the nomination of
the Chief Election Commission machinery which has to be essentially a multi
member machinery for which there is already a provision in the Constitution.
I think they can rightly justify that there is no need of making any
constitutional provision because already the provision is there, all tiiat is
needed is an Executive Order as far as the multi-member machinery is
concerned. But as far as the other machinery is concerned you should make
a statutory provision there. The Prime Minister, the Chief Justice of India and
a representative of the Opposition—they should recommend what should be
the structure and the membership of the multi-member machinery.
Then, misuses of the places of religious worship, I am coming to that.
Particularly you. Sir, will be very happy at the amendment which I am moving
and if only you have to vote, my amendment would be carried. But because
the entire House has to vote, I am afraid what will happen to the amendment.
Then the multi-purpose identity cards. Sir, at this stage I will give you a
very interesting instance that has happened in Bihar. I fully agree with
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Shri Veerendra Patil, he is not there. If the identity card is not there, what
happens? I won't name him, he will name him, but there is one Electoral
Officer from Bihar who told me, on one occasion one person voted 6-7 times.
That man has retired now. He used to clean his ink and come back. He voted
seven times.

For the eighth time when that young man came for voting, then that
officer said, 'Get out'. Then that man said, 'Sir, I have voted seven times and
why you object now?' He said, 'You, young man, do you realise now for
whom you are voting? You are voting for the Qiief Justice of Bihar State' and
then, he was driven away.
On another occasion when one voted five times and when he came for
the sixth time, that boy complained, 'Why are you preventing me? I have
done it five times.' He said: 'Do you realise now with whose ballot paper you
have come? You are voting in my name.' Such type of impersonations are
going on and therefore, for that multi-purpose identity card is absolutely
necessary.
Sir, about disparity between votes and seats, rest assured that this is not
a question of Congress or non-Congress because there are various States
where non-Congress Governments are there. At the Centre in 1977 we were
in power, at that time you suffered as a result of this disparity. Next time if
we are likely to be in power, you may suffer as a result of this disparity. So,
you will find that this disparity is going to hit every member of Parliament
and every member of the Legislature. I will not give the entire tabulation. But
I will give from 1952 to 1971 because in 1971, there was consolidation and
that matter was different. In 1952, Congress got 45 per cent votes and secured
75 per cent seats. The Opposition got 55 per cent votes and got 25 per cent
seats. In 1971, Congress got 43 per cent votes, secured 57 per cent seats. The
Opposition got 56 per cent votes and got 32 per cent seats. As a result of that,
some sort of remedy is to be foimd out.
In 1977 also, the position was same. I was pointing it out, whether we are
in power or you are in power, everybody is likely to suffer. That is why, I am
insisting on that.
I was carefully listening to the new expert on electoral reforms,
Shri Gadgil. He made one argument, that if it is purely a List System, replacing
our present system, in that case, it is the bosses of the party who will select
the list and to that extent, there will be erosion of democracy. Therefore
taking hint from his constructive suggestion, I would like to strike a balance
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between the two extremes. In the present system, if those who got 51 per cent
votes run away with the entire cake and if anybody who has got 49 per cent
votes and that 49 per cent of votes is no use, I want some sort of balance.
About how the membership of Parliament should come on the basis of the
existing system of voting, let me tell you very clearly.
On one issue, I am completely one vdth Shri Gadgil and Shri Veerendra
Patil. If you look at all the elections—forget the aberrations and all that—as
far as common voter in this coimtry is concerned, he has proved himself to
be a common man with a common sense and robust common sense. In 1977,
to register the protest against the promulgation of Emergency, he threw away
the Congress and put us into power. When he found that we quarrelled for
two years, the same voter rightly told us: We asked you to have a mandate
for 5 years but you misruled and so go out of power. The same electorates
told this. I have full confidence in the common-sense and robust sense of the
common-man. Let us have half of the seats in Parliament filled up by the
present system. I will tell you, why. If no personal element is involved in the
constituency and only List System is therie, then, Madhu Dandavate will not
care for the constituency at all. He wiU not nurse the constituency at all.
People come for reddressal of their grievances and he does not attend to
them and he does not come into the picture because he comes through the
list and not through personal elections. Therefore, a personal element has
also to be maintained in order to see that the constituencies are nursed by the
Parliament members. So, half of the constituencies should be filled like that
and half of them should be on the basis of percentage votes secured by all
the parties. Certain statutory provisions will be made that one percent will
qualify you for 2 additional seats or one percent will qualify you for one
additional seat. So, I may get 50 seats directly and on the basis of percentage,
I may get 30 or 40 seats. So, my number goes up from 50 to 90 seats. That
is why, the imbalance between the votes and the seats should be eliminated.
I am very sorry that no provision has been made as far as this aspect is
concerned. There will be another advantage. There are many experts in the
country. V^en I speak about the experts, it is not the elites only. You have
basic interest in the farmers' problem. You must have seen people who have
not taken doctorates in economics or agriculture but by conunon sense and
by constant association in agriculture, imderstand the problem of agriculture.
People working in cooperatives are experts in cooperatives. People working
in trade unions must be experts of trade unions. There may be educational
experts, experts in law, experts in jurisprudence, experts in Constitutional
law. Such people do not like to go through the humdrum of elections. But if
part of the Parliament is elected through a List System, in that case, such men
can be included in the list. If they get elected to the ruling party, the
administrative talent of the ruling party will improve. It is a combination of
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the system. Therefore, in that particular case, you will find that if they get
elected to the Opposition, the calibre of the Opposition will be improved.
And therefore it will be a gain for the entire parliamentary life. West
Germany has a combination of both the systems. It is not purely elitist and,
therefore, to induct the talent also, there is no reference to that.
As far as TV and radio are concerned, more and more people are convinced
that unless there are autonomous corporations for Doordarshan and
Akashvani, Akashvani will not be Akashvani. It will be somebody else's vani.
And Doordarshan from a distance will be a Doordarshan of a single
personality. If it is in your hands, it might be the Darshan of your Prime
Minister whom the country has elected and vice versa.
I do not want that personality cult to be developed and that can happen
only when TV and radio are conducted by autonomous corporations. Once
I happened to be in U.K. For a long time, I was listening to a speech in a
Conference. I asked "Is it the Conference of the ruling party?" They replied
"No. It is the Conference of an Opposition party." It is because it is autonomous
corporation that controls, and whether it is the ruling party or the Opposition
party, if people are interested in the information, cind in knowing the facts,
then the autonomous corporation has to cater to the needs of both the parties.
There is no provision at all for deployment of para-military forces. I told
you that in Garhwal when a large number of para-military forces were
inducted, then the Chief Election Commissioner was able to say that it has
to be withdrawn and, therefore, I would demand and Shri Shankaranandji
can take note of that at a later stage in a more comprehensive way—in fact,
I had already given an amendment but generally amendment is something
which is always lost if it is moved by the Opposition—and, therefore,
anticipating the defeat of my amendment—I would suggest that in the
comprehensive legislation that you will be bringing, at least make a provision,
that even if the Chief Election Commissioner requires the deployment of
paramilitary forces in a Constituency, that cannot be done tmless there is a
concurrence of the concerned State Governments and I am sure that you will
plead for it. I am sure that on the basis of the experience in the State, people
will give the advice. We have, for instance, the advantage of Shri S.B. Chavan
coming over here.

As far as the independence of the Election Commission is concerned, I
have concrete suggestions. In Clause 2 of the present Bill, for superintendence
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of the work of the Election and the conduct of the elections by the Election
Commission, the machinery is such that deputationists have been provided
for. Here my concrete suggestion is, we will be all in favour of allowing the
election machinery to control the election machinery in the States and also
other machinery provided that Election Commission is assisted in becoming
really independent. Because if the Election Commission—I am not casting
any aspersions; so, don't rule it out—what 1 am saying is, if the Election
Comimssion has the power to supervise the conduct of the elections in various
States and, at the same time, Ae election machinery is so devised that it
becomes an instrument in the hands of the Central Government, in that case,
with one hand, they are giving power to the Election Commission and with
the other hand, it is transferred from the Election Commission to the
Government. It will mean only nationalisation of the Election Commission at
the hands of the Central Goverrunent. I do not want that to happen and,
therefore, I want that independence of the machinery of the Election
Commission should be maintained. You have set up a pattern in the
Lok Sabha. The other day, when we congratulated the Secretariat of the
Lok Sabha, every member from the Congress as well as the Opposition said
that starting from Shri Vithalbhai Patel very fine traditions have been built
up, that Lok Sabha Secretariat Staff are no more the staff of the Central
Secretariat which is opposite the Parliament House. If they find that even the
Government staff have bungled; for instance, if the staff feel that when certain
Question material is to be given to the Minister and some staff from outside
try to tamper with it, today they can resist it. Therefore, the independence
can be maintained in the Lok Sabha Secretariat. I want the tradition of
Lok Sabha Secretariat to be maintained in the machinery of the Election
Commission also, so that the Election Commission will never become a hand
maid of the Government.
Sir, in the morning, none of us was casting aspersions on the Election
Commission. All that we were saying was that whenever it is convenient
they avoid by-elections; whenever it is convenient they force the by-elections.
If that happens and if that freedom is given to the Government, they make
the recommendations, they point out certain law and order difficulties, they
manipulate results and as a result of that, on the basis of the data suggested
and recommendations made—the Election Commission is the best at heart,
but, unfortunately, faced with the practical proposition........

I come to the subject now. Take for instance, page 5 of this BUI. I have
given separate amendment. I know the fate. Therefore, I am saying earlier.
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On page 5, Sub-Clause 5 in the original Clause 29-A. I am sorry for sticking
to the Bill while discussing it here—it is said:
"The application under sub-section (4) shall be accompanied by a copy
of the memorandum or rules and regulations of the association or body,
by whatever name called and such memorandum or rules and
regulations shall contain a specific provision that the association or
body shall bear true faith and allegiance to the Constitution of India as
by law established and to the principles of socialism, secularism and
democracy, and would uphold the secularism and democracy, and would
uphold the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India..."
I wish to draw your attention that when I got elected to this House and I
took my oath in front of you—I am sorry, oath was taken before Babuji, he
was the Pro-tem Speaker. When I took oath—^no aspersions on you it had to
be done: you were not elected at that time.
I did not dwell with all the details that I shall protect and defend the
Constitution, its Directive Principles, then its concept of social economic
equality and also the programmes enunciated and Part III that is, the
Fundamental Rights. If I were to take an oath like that, you would have said:
"better don't take oath and go out of Parliament." Don't have such a lengthy
oath at all because oath has to be simplified. Therefore, we gave allegiance
to the Constitution. And of course, the later part is very important. I took
oath that I will uphold the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India. I would
suggest without meaning anything ill, to the Minister concerned not to try to
have all the elaboration of what is contained in the Constitution.

I don't allege that. He is not a propagandist. Have only that much portion
saying that specific provision that "an association or a body shall bear true
faith and allegiance to the Constitution of India as by law established and
would uphold the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India". When you say
that, everything of Preamble comes. Fundamental Rights come, even the
future amendments which you are likely to make even that comes, everything
comes. Therefore, I say, you don't go on spelling out secularism, principles
of Socialism because when you say principles of socialism, even those who
had the revolution in 1917 in the Soviet Russia, Mr. Gorbachev today talks in
terms of Perestroika and Glasnost. So the concept in 1988 is different from
1977. I am happy that they are moving in a forward direction. Even on
principles of socialism, there can be difference of opinion, there can be different
manifestations. Therefore that has also to be noted.
I am suggesting something about which you will have no difference at
all. We have actually accepted in this House—the Bill has been converted
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into Act—that is, the Religious Institutions (Prevention of Misuses) Act. That
is already adopted by this House. Whether one is a Hindu or a Muslim or
a Sikh or a Christian, I do not want, anyone to misuse the place of worship
at all. I do not want any nefarious activities to be carried either from the
temple or from the mosque or from the church or from gurudwara.

I have also moved one important amendment in which I have specifically
said that as far as violation of Section 7 of the Religious institutions (Prevention
of Misuses) Act, 1988 is concerned, that also should be drawn as one of the
grounds for disqualification. If I find that I belong to the Janata Party but I
utilise the temple for nefarious activity, for subversive activity I use church,
I use gurudwara, I use mosque, in that case, I shall be subjected to
disqualification for six years. iTiat doesn't mean that after six years I can
continue that.

That is the aspect that I wanted to bring.
One more thing on which House will not be divided because it doesn't
concern parties is that very often we submit our returns. There is no statutory
provision that when we file our nomination, a statement of assets and liabilities
should be made. In Maharashtra in 1977, we made it compulsory for our
candidates saying that though there is no statutory provision, you must submit
your returns and you will not be allotted a symbol unless you give a statement
of assets and liabilities. We publish them. Suppose we have provisions of
submitting it later on. When ^ at is submitted and the Court of Law says that
that is false—^not only wrong but false—I think that should be considered as
a disqualification for six years. I think this is not my original contribution; its
creative originality belongs to my friend, Shri Jaipal Reddy. He has suggested
that. Only because he has suggested, don't reject it.

As far as the identity cards are concerned, from the experience of Bihar
I told you, multi-purpose identity cards should be introduced.
As far as the Bill is concerned, it is so limited. But some of the provisions
which are excluded, if they are accepted, I will tell you what will be the result
and the by-product. Take for instance the question of State funding of elections.
Shri Gadgil not being a Finance Minister has talked about finance. Really
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what Shri S.B. Qhavan ought to have said, unfortunately Shri Gadgil has said
that how much money will have to be paid. Shri Gadgil, you will not have
to pay this, it is Shri S.B. Chavan who has to pay this. When he is remaining
quiet on that issue, I would like you too to remain quiet. If State funding of
elections is there, there are two advantages.
It has been provided in the case of West Germany that what Shri Gadgil
has said is wrong. If there is a subvention by the Central Government to the
candidates, some people are taking for granted that there will be a large
number of independents and party candidates and therefore the expenditure
would be large. That is why my concrete and constructive suggestion to
Shri Shankaranand is that he should not give the subvention indiscriminately.
Let him discuss the matter with the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader
of the House, make a statutory provision as to which are the candidates who
will get the assistance from the Centre and only those candidates who in the
previous elections have secured more than a certain minimum percentage of
votes—I mean their parties—parties which have secured a certain minimum
prescribed percentage of votes, only they will be entitled for assistance.

If that is done, what is the advantage? There are small splinter groups.
They are individucd-oriented—^whether they belong to the Congress or the
Opposition, the same disease is there. In the Congress also. There have been
Congress (O), Congress (I), Congress (J), Congress (U); then Urs goes and
Sharad comes and Congress (S)— like that whatever be the name, their
surname is Congress and whatever be their name, the surname is Janata.
If that situation arises and small splinter groups are formed, once you
say that on the basis of percentage of votes secured by the parties in the
previous elections you will give assistance, the tendency of small splinter
parties will be that, rather them running a small party, it is better to merge in
the mainstream national party which is nearest to me ideologically and won't
carry the banner in the name of an individual leader.
In West Germany it has happened. There were a large number of political
parties. But the moment the Federal Government started giving subvention
to the political parties which have secured more than a minimum percentage
of votes, the small splinter groups started saying that in our entire life time
and even after rebirth we are not likely to get this percentage and therefore
let us join hands with the Social Democratic Party (SPD), let us merge in the
Christian Democratic Union, let us merge with the Communist Party and
like that the parties merged. Today, basically there are only three major parties
in West Germany.
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Here, Shri Shankaranand, your own colleague, Shri Veerendra Patil has
suggested that something constructive should be done, have a proposal to do
some family planmng of the parties. Population will take care of itself
afterwards. What is needed is the family planning of the political parties; not
by compulsion, not by law, but if we have subvention given only to the
parties securing more than a certain minimum percentage of votes, ^ e small
splinter parties will merge, then the number of parties will be reduced and
that will also help in reducing the disparity between the votes and seats
because Opposition parties are split in a number of ways.
Therefore, the sixty per cent votes are spread into a number of boxes.
That also can be avoided.

Independents cannot claim. There are certain advantages that can accrue
only to the organised political parties. For instance, can independents
complain. "Organised political parties have one symbol reserved for them;
you also reserve for all the independents different symbols?" We can't do it.
If you have your independent candidature, you are not able to get the
advantage of reserved symbol. If you organise a political party, you get the
reserved symbol. Similarly, you organise a political party and get more than
a certain percentage of votes. In that case, you are entitled to subvention.
Madam, in the end, I will touch that point which Shri Gadgil raised and
the query came from the Speaker. When Speaker makes the queries, even if
the time is over, I must clarify. Therefore, I will clarify this point. Speaker
Sahib raised the question: What will happen about the amoimt to be paid to
those in addition to whatever is done by the State. The best position would
be that if State funding of elections takes place, in that case, there can be only
one channel of funding. All others will be treated as illegal. If it is not detected,
nothing can happen. So many commissions are taken without being detected.
One cannot do anything. But if it is detected and it is proved—sometimes
high dignitaries admit that they have taken a commission but for a good
cause—if the proof is available, in that case, that should be treated an illegality
and further subventions should be stopped. A lot of amount shall be given
afterwards. Then, that candidate will realise: I unnecessarily took additional
money while the State Government money is lost. And, therefore only one
channel. But even if that takes time the question is, people like us—who have
meagre means—contest the elections.
I come from a constituency where seven consecutive times—whatever be
the way—we have won. That's why I said that voter has a commonsense. We
have won seven times with least expenditure. But the expenditure is going
up. Now, to persons like us—even Tata or Birla in addition to State
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funding through the Congress get some more proceeds, it does not matter—
should have the bare minimum. For instance, some cire living below the
poverty line. If they are lifted at least above the poverty line, then we can
survive. Let others remain in the palatial houses and spend millions of money
from their pockets. Even if we are able to survive above the poverty line, we
will be able to succeed in the election. Therefore, that is the point. So, as a last
resort, even it comes to dual funding, doesn't matter. But some rock-bottom
minimum will be available to us. Tata and Birla might have millions of money.
But I tell you, friends, Shri Veerendra Patil or Shri Gadgil was right. la
Bombay, Tata contested. He was defeated. Birla contested. He was defeated.
Pataudi contested. He was defeated. So any industrialists, most of them lost.
Of course, if they get the patronage of the political party, that is different. But
when they stand on their own, they lose. The common electorate in this
country have not preferred industrialists. They have not preferred Maharajahs.
Therefore, I am not at all worried. I have full confidence because I feel that
the electorate in this coimtry might not be having a doctorate. He might not
be M.A. He might not be B.A. He might not be educated. I have seen the
educated who are politically ignorant. And I have seen the uneducated who
are politically conscious. In this land of Gandhi, various struggles, that Gandhi
had raised, generated a new wave. Those who participated in the Dandi
March and devoted themselves to political work, later on, as full-time party
workers or full-time social workers, their political consciousness was far tetter
than the political consciousness of those who have taken Doctorate and B.Sc.
in the university and claimed political understanding and consciousness.
Such a dichotomy we have seen. Therefore, I would request hon. Minister to
take cognizance of all these suggestions which I have made. If we spoke out
here and we make constructive suggestions, it is not with a view to have
some exercise for our throats. At 12 o'clock, you give enough exercise to us.
What we want is, we have studied the problem. We have studied the entire
system. We have suggested electoral reforms. The Tarakunde Committee has
suggested; Chavan Committee has suggested; even your own Committee has
suggested something; Gadgilji also produced that green document. So, you
take cognizance of all that. Our difficulty. Madam, is that a number of issues
which we wanted to push, this gentleman, sorry for my calling him gentleman,
I meant the hon. Minister, has picked up only certain clauses from the principal
Act. Now, our liberty is restricted. If any measures or reforms are to be
suggested, they have to be within the parameters and framework of only the
clauses that he has touched and he has deliberately not touched the clauses
on which we want amendments. Therefore, that being our difficulty, we have
said everything in our speeches and whatever amendments are permissible,
we have put them.
I would like to say to Shankaranandji that on the question of electoral
reforms, do not debar any amendment in this House. Whatever is acceptable
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let us accept it. Whatever amendments we are suggesting to strengthen even
the limited measures that you have suggested, you accept them. Only because
it has come from Somnathji or Madhu Dandavate or Madhav Reddy or Jaipal
Reddy, it has to be rejected. Don't reject them. Some of them are qualified to
be accepted when they are recommended even by the Speaker, so, you accept
them. Whatever you caiuiot, for God's sake and for our sake also—does not
matter even if you do not do it for God's sake but for our sake—^you bring
a more comprehensive legislation at a later stage so that whatever suggestions
various veterans have made in the last 20 years will not go wasted and they
will not have to say in the heaven that all our suggestioiis were a waste in
the Parliament, and nobody took cognizance of them so you take cognizance
of them and I would preferably say that before you quit, if you complete the
task, it will be appreciated.

THAKKAR COMMISSION REPORT*^
With your permission, I would raise the question of privilege for which
I have given notice under Rule 223 and you have given me consent under
Rule 222. According to the Commission of inquiry Act, 1952 as amended in
1986.

Mr. Speaker, Sir, on 27 March 1989, Shri Buta Singh laid on the Table of
the House (i) the Thakkar Commission's interim report on assassination of
Smt. Indira Gandhi; (ii) the final report of the Commission; (iii) the
memorandtim of action taken on the report; and (iv) the statement explaining
why simultaneous Hindi and English versions of the report could not be
published. Sir, on scrutinising the two volumes of the report presented in the
House on 27 March 1989,1 find the following reference on Page 7 para 1.8.3
of the interim report and I quote:
'The Commission's report is in four volumes. Volume-I comprises five
chapters as mentioned above. Volumes-II and III contain the papers
pertaining to Show Cause Notices issued to individuals, their responses
and the proceedings of the Commission in relation thereto. Each volume
comprises nearly 2000 pages. Volirnie-IV contains interrogatories issued
to various persons individually and their respective responses, as also
inquiries by way of references made from a number of individuals and
their responses. All the volumes carry their own index. Papers pertaining
to matters covered by the two terms of reference which are not dealt
with in this report will be included in a sepcirate volume along with the
report on the remaining matters."
Sir, I seek the leave of the House to move the motion.... I said that earlier
also.

* LS. Deb., 3 April 1989.
^ Participating in the Discussion on Motion Re: Question of Privilege on Thakkar Commission
Report.
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Sir, it is thus clear that the Thakkar Commission submitted to the
Government four volumes of the report whereas all those volumes have not
been placed before the House by the Hon. Home Minister. The Union Minister
has thus concealed some volumes from the Parliament and thereby misled
the House. This amounts to showing disregard for the House and therefore
a breach of privilege of Lok Sabha. In addition, I would like to refer to the
amended Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1952, after it was amended in 1986 to
which we had opposed at the introduction stage and at the consideration
stage.
Sir, there is a mention that additional sub-section (5) to Sub-section (3) of
the Commissions of Inquiry Act was added as an amendment to make a
provision that if the Government feels that in the interest of the security, in
the interest of friendly relations with the neighbours and in the public interest
those should be withheld from the Parliament, a notification is to be issued.
That notification had come for approval before this House. When that is
done, they can withhold those reports from the Parliament. This was the
provision. But Sir, below Sub-section 5, that is, Section 3, there is an explanatory
note. There can be a difference of opinion on that. I still hold and this is my
opinion. In sub-section 5, it is stated; for the purpose of this Section,
Commission's Report includes. Interim Report and all proceeding—'all' is
not my word, that is included in the explanation.
Your contention seems to be that that explanation is applicable to Sub
section 5, and not to Sub-section 5(4). Section 3 under which the Reports are
to be placed. It is a very strange interpretation. Number of jurists have come
forward with that explanation and they have held today that that explanation
is also applicable to Section 5 . 1 will give a simple analogy. After all, a report
is a report whether you refer to a report in an earlier Section or a different
Section. For instance, if a fruit Mango is to be defined, whether it is kept in
a refrigerator or whether it is thrown out, in both the cases. Mango continues
to be a Mango. And therefore, whether you lay a report on the Table of the
House or whether you withhold from the House in either case....

I can express my point. When I am there, I will explain my point. Now
I am explaining this point. Therefore, it is very clear that as far as the Report
is concerned, every part of the entire law Report has to be a Report, that
means. Interim Report plus all the proceedings. And that being my contention,
naturally, I am disturbed that when the Commission itself, really speaking,
do not take it as an affront, why do you need an opinion of the Attorney
General at all? Because I think, the person who writes the Report, the author
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of the Report is the best authority to tell the House, what is a Report. Now
the Commission, he says, hcis formulated a Report. They say, in Interim Report,
page 7,1.83 that these are the Reports. We must accept what the authors have
said. Therefore if the authors of the Report have themiselves defined the
Report in a particular manner, I would earnestly request you rather than
referring it to the Attorney General or any other jurist or even to
Madhu Dandavate, better refer it to the authors of the Report. And they
themselves say that these are the Reports. We expect that what the authors
of the Report, that is, the Commission has said, those Reports must come
before the House. And unless they come before the House, it will be difficult
for us to imderstand the mind of the Commission to arrive at a conclusion
regarding the recommendations of the Commission. We must know what is
the modus operandi that the framers of the Report have formed and therefore,
all these aspects of the Report are very necessary. Therefore, while just putting
this Privilege Motion before the House. I will earnestly appeal to you, to your
conscience as well as conviction, both are important, because whatever ruling
you give, that will set the precedent for all times to come. Not that they will
always observe it because any one time you have given the ruling in this
House, you have proceeded from 1952 to 1989. They have said that as far as
possible, when the House is meeting, there should be no important policy
decisions taken earlier, especially in financial matters. But they go on taking
the decisions, they go on issuing the ordinances. And, therefore, I am not
sure that even after you give the ruling, whether that will be meticulously
followed. But at least, for all speakers, to come—^not that I want you to gobut whoever be the Speakers, who will occupy that Chair will say that
Dr. Balram Jakhar had set this wonderful precedent and we must follow that.
So all the future Speakers will be looking to your precedent just as you are
also looking to the precedents set up by Shri Mavalankar and Dr. Dhillon.
Therefore, I earnestly request you to accept this Privilege Motion. If you are
not able to make up your mind on the spot, I would like you to refer the
matter to the Privileges Committee. In your own way you can do it. In a cool
and calculated manner let them arrive at a decision because in times to come
whatever ruling is given that will set the precedent. Thank you.

CENTRAL INTERVENTION IN KARNATAKA*^
Madam, Chairperson, I would like to remind this House, through you,
that on 21 April, I sought to move a similar censure motion. Unfortunately,
it was not admitted on the same day So, Madam, I must at the very outset
try to point out to you that while many of us insisted on 21 April on moving
a censure motion against the Government, I very cau*efully worded my motion.
I did not refer to the dissolution of the Assembly; I did not refer to the
dismissal of the Ministry, I only said that we wanted to condemn the blatantly
partisan attitude of the Governor of Karnataka in initiating action against the
Chief Minister and I also wanted the Governor to be removed. So, It was
essentially a pre-emptive action and I wish to bring to the notice of this
House that there has been a precedent. Unfortunately or fortimately, I seem
to be the person who every time tabled the motion against three Governors.
Fortunately, they were admitted.
I would like to take this House to 1984 when NTR's Government was
dismissed. Somebody else was being propped up as an alternate Chief
Minister. But, of course fortunately for us, the Centre committed one blimder
and the Government committed one blunder. They did not dissolve the
Assembly They were confident that they will be able to prop up the alternate
Chief Minister. But you may recall that this House very hotly debated my
censure motion against the Governor of Andhra Pradesh. There was a heated
debate. Throughout the day, there was interest on both the sides as far as the
debate was concerned. My motion was lost but there were demonstrations
and meetings throughout the country and such a powerful public opinion
was built up throughout the coimtry, not marked by the obligation of the
Central Government or the Governor but by the pressure of public opinion
in the country. Shri N.T. Rama Rao came back with a bang. It was a triumph
for the peoples' democracy in the country. That was the atmosphere generated
by the public opinion. That was possible because, still we discuss the matter,
the Assembly was not dissolved at all.
We were very keen that on 21 April if we had discussed and debated the
issue we would have exposed this Government; we would have exposed the
conspiracy and we would have brought it to the notice of the coimtry that
* LS. Deb., 25 April 1989.
^Participating in the Statutory Resolution Re. Approval of Proclamation by President in relation
to the State of Karnataka and Motion Re. Conduct of the Governor of Karnataka.
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here is the conspiracy to destabilise the Janata Dal Government. Whatever
would have happened in the Parliament, it would have found its echos outside
and whatever had hapf>ened outside, it would have found its echos in the
Raj Bhavan and precisely this could have been avoided. I don't want to cast
any aspersions on the Speaker but, in his own wisdom, he decided that as the
event had not occurred, he would not allow the Motion. Some of my colleagues
pointed out that once the Assembly is dissolved and the Government is
dismissed, then what was the sense in discussing afterwards. We wanted to
raise the voice of the Parliament. This is the countervailing force; this is the
check and balance of the democracy and even on an executive like the
Governor we would have liked to exert the pressure of the public opinion
through the instrument of the Parliament, the highest democratic institution
in the country. That was our perspective.
I may point out to you in this connection. Madam there was an event in
Uttar Pradesh—that is a lesson for us—and an event in Karnataka is a lesson
for us for the future. You may recall that certain episode had taken place in
Narainpur in Uttar Pradesh. Tihere were alleged atrocities. Smt. Gandhi toured
that area; Shri Sanjay Gandhi toured that area and in the Press conferences
they issued a statement saying, "Such a Government has no right to continue
in power." Later on, the Government was dismissed on the basis of the
allegations of atrocities in Narainpur. The Assembly was dissolved; the
Government was dismissed. The Congress (I) Government came in power in
U.P. Under the Congress (I) Government, a Commission was appointed to
inquire into the alleged atrocities in Narainpur. The Commission, not
appointed by a non-Congress (I) Government but appointed by the
Congress (I) Government ruling in U.P. gave the verdict that allegations of
atrocities in Narainpur were not correct. But by the time on the basis of the
false allegation, the Assembly was also dissolved. The new Government had
already come and there is no Constitutional provision in the country where
those who were killed can be brought back to life with retrospective effect.
As a result of that the Assembly was gone; the Government was also gone
and also the moral commitment of the Government was gone because they
had to realise that they cannot bring back the old Government and they
Ccinnot bring back the Assembly. That set the precedent for the future. That
is why fully realising the historical development in the past, we wanted to
utilise the power of this Parliament, the voice of this Parliament, the strengh
of this Parliament and the conscience of this Parliament to exert public pressure
on the Governor and set him right in the right direction. That was the need
for the hour. But unfortunately we were not permitted to do that.
Now, we are discussing it. I very carefully listened to my great friend
Shri Veerendra Patil. Sir, only because people change the party we do not
change our attitude to individuals. Well, I know whatever be my political
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differences with him, I worked with him as comrade; as a member of the
party I worked with him as the supporter in the campaign against
Smt. Indira Gandhi in the Chikmagalur constituency. Even today though I
belong to Janata Dal, I shall not raise the finger as far as his integrity is
concerned because I know that as a man Madhu Dandavate and Veerendra
Patil may belong to different parties but for that matter we need not challenge
each others integrity. I don't want to thrive on that. Therefore, there is no
question of making individual allegations but when he has made certain
points for a good debate, I must take cognisance of that.
Shri Bhagat has also said something, he raised certain points. In the
context of that, a number of things will have to be raised. Unfortunately, we
find manipulative politics. I will come to the manipulative politics in Karnataka
which resulted in certain situation afterwards at the Raj Bhavan.
Madam, we are your colleagues. We are members of Parliament. Madam,
Parliamentary Affairs Minister, at least in pushing the agenda in this House
do not play politics with us. You will need our cooperation. On some occasion
merely by majority—

Madam, I must clarify* this point because I made a reference to this
Parliament. I said on a number of occasions she comes to this side, not to
cross the floor but to consult us. There are sweet consultations. We accept
certain priorities we accept certain changes of items on the agenda and very
often the adjustment on the agenda of the House is by common consent.
These are the traditions laid down by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and I am glad
that these are still respected by the members. No Parliament can be carried
on, no business can be arranged only on the basis of majority and minority.
For giving priority to certain items which are not in the agenda, and sometimes
for that you require some rules to be relaxed, you need cooperation not only
of your party but of the entire House and we have given that cooperation.
Madam, that day an enquiry was made by one of the members from the
Deputy Minister—^I am sorry. Deputy Speaker; I don't want to demote the
Deputy Speaker—as to whether we shall be sitting after 6 O' clock. The Deputy
Sf>eaker said that it would not continue after 6 O'clock till we meet on Monday.
Many members who had many political appointments on Saturday and
Sunday in their constituencies and else-where left the House at 6 O'clock. I
myself left for Bihar for a very noble purpose, to observe the memory of a
* Making a remark to clarify Smt. Sheila Dikshit, Minister of State of Parliamentary Affairs and
Prime Minister's Office.
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great martyr who died in the Freedom Struggle. When the Deputy Speaker
said that after 6 O'clock there would be no continuation, we took it for
granted and we thought we could go. But you chose to take up such a
sensitive issue, such an important proclamation after 6 O'clock on that day!
It could have been brought earlier so that we could have sought certain
clarifications. We could have given certciin motions then and there. Some of
us would have said after the event that then and there we would sit upto
12 O'clock but allow us to have the censure motion. But after six, after we
left, three extensions were taken. Three extensions were given one after the
other Madam, even to the executive officers, three extensions are never given!
Then, at the fag end when there were only three opposition members present,
the proclamation was announced.

Madam Chairperson, Shri Veerendra Patil and many other members have
raised a number of important issues. Some issues are important but they are
not relevant. They do have their importance and they have their own weight.
Therefore, I would like to pick up one particular aspect which is very relevant
to the debate on the constitutional crisis in Karnataka. I will like to refer to
an important debate that took place in the Constituent Assembly and I will
like to quote what Dr. Ambedkar stated in explanation because the same
issue had come up at that time. I would like to point out to my hon. friend
Shri Veerendra Patil that we were not discussing the performance of the State
Government—good or bad. We are not discussing the cleanliness or otherwise
of the Government in Karnataka. We were not discussing the financial position
of the Government. We were not discussing whether the Government there
was bad or good or whether it was competent or incompetent. This question
was actually anticipated by eminent parliamentarians in the Constituent
Assembly such as Shri Hridayanath Kunzru and Dr. Ambedkar who were
men of great stature.
It is very relevant to this debate—the Constituent Assembly Debate on
the ambit of article 356 which at that time was article 278 on 4 August 1949,
when Professor Ranga was also present in the Constituent Assembly.
Pandit Hridayanath Kunzru raised a very important query or a question
about the ambit and amplitude of article 356 under which President's Rule
can be promulgated. I will quote what Pandit Kunzru says; "May I ask my
hon. friend to make one point clear? Is it the purpose of articles 278 and
273A (now article 356) to enable the Central Government to intervene in
provincial affairs for the sake of good Government of the Provinces?"
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Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of our
Constituent Assembly says: ''No, no. The Centre is not given that authority."
Pandit Kunzru says: "Or only when there is such mis-govemment in the
province as to endanger the public peace?"
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar says: "Only when the Government is not carried on
in consonance with the provisions laid down for the constitutional
Government of the provinces. Whether there is good Government or not in
the province is not for the Centre to determine. I am quite clear on that
point."
He settled the controversy. The entire House applauded Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
in the Constituent Assembly because in those days even the applause were
recorded. Madam, I think I am correct. There was a tremendous applause in
the House and it settled the controversy. Panditji said, "It is clear." This is the
crucial point.

I am prepared to debate and discuss it. What are the pros and cons of the
performance of the Government of Karnataka? But this is not the occasion for
that. It is not the business of the Governor and not even of the Central
Government as Dr. Ambedkar clearly had said. Whether it is a good
Government or a bad Government, the people will take care of it.

Therefore, this is a very crucial, a theoretical and ideological controversy
centred aroimd the question of constitutional crisis.
Therefore, Dr. Ambedkar repeatedly had said it, whether it is a good
Government or a bad Government and whether it is to be thrown away or
not, the people will decide at the time of elections. As far as the Governor
and the Centre are concerned, we have to take the cognisance only when the
Constitutional break-down is there and actually only when there is a
constitutional crisis. There have been cases of breach of constitutional propriety
by the Governors. Why were we angry with the Governor's action? Let me
tell you now. As far as Opposition is concerned, for years together irrespective
of the party, we have got personal relationship with Shri Venkatasubbaiah.
He has exchanged so many secrets with us—not political secrets because it
will attract the Official Secrets Act. But once he said and I remember when
he was sitting here only with me in the Fifth Lok Sabha: "Professor Dandavate,
I was saved by a razor's edge. I had almost decided to continue my
membership with the Congress (O)."
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He said, 'The political situation has changed and I have been saved by
a razor's edge and I must decide whether to continue the membership with
Congress (O) or not. But I saw the whole trend and I comprehended that
Smt. Gandhi is getting the support of the coimtry and also the ranks and file
of the Congress is supporting. And I took the decision in time and I joined
the Congress (I)."
I am not making any vulgar reference to Shri Venkatasubbciiah. If I carry
on my politics by making vulgar reference to people and making certadn
exposures which are undignified, I shall not remain in politics. You rest assured
on that point. There is nothing undignified in what I have said. I only wanted
to indicate that whatever we felt about politics, we always share and there
was no j>ersonal animosity. But when as an instrument in the hands of the
Centre he acts in a particular way and we differ with it—it is not a difference
with Shri Venkatasubbaiah personally—then we react. Even if my father was
to act in a manner in which Shri Venkatasubbaiah has acted, I would have
been moved a Censure Motion against my father because it is the principle
that is important and not the human relationship between the two individuals
and I am sure even the Governor will keep criticism at that particular level.
Then, what happened?

Have you come across any situation or any incident or any experience in
which some letters are sent as a result of which the entire government that
is supposed to last for five years comes to naught. When such will be the
consequences of submitting certain letters has any authority taken these letters
lightiy? 19 letters come. He immediately sends a report to the Centre; he does
not seen even the necessity of calling the Chief Minister of the State and try
to find out what is his interpretation, "they are having members of your
party. Under what circumstances they have given this?" He could have
discussed the matter with him. No, he did not do it; no confirmation of the
CM; no opportunity was given to the Chief Minister to test his majority
support and demonstrate it on the Floor of the House. He, of his own, offered
that. He was not asked, but he himself said. "He said, I am fixing up
26 April."
Therefore, the Government was to be pulled down and the Assembly
was likely to be dissolved.
In all fairness, he says, "I wiU demonstrate my majority on 27 April". For
a few seconds, I intervened when Shri Veerendra Patil was speaking. He
yielded. I told him, it was not to regain the lost ground and lost member. He
told the Governor that he wanted the Assembly to be convened even on
27 April, but if he so desired even the nearest time could not be taken so that
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he could be satisfied. He also told the Governor that there could be no
manipulation. Let it be called at the earliest date fixed by him (Governor),
even prior to 27 April. I want to ask friends on the other side of the House
that Heavens would not have fallen within a day or two if the Assembly was
to be convened and the majority was to be demonstrated on the Floor of the
House; that was not done. When I say this, I have the support of the Debates
in the Constituent Assembly, I have the support of the Sarkaria Commission,
I have the support of the High Court Judgement. I want to bring it to the
notice of the House so that it will become a precedent in the future. This is
a Orissa High Court Judgement on 27 October 1973, on the writ petition filed
by Shri Biju Patnaik challenging imposition of President's Rule in Orissa. It
read as follows;—
"The stability of a Ministry is not to be tested by delving into antecedent
and contemporaneous conduct of legislators but by physical counting
of heads in the House itself".
This was not done in the cozy Chamber of Raj Bhavan; this was done in
the House itself by physical coxmting of heads. But I want to remind you that
the same principle was upheld recently by Guwahati High Court in the writ
petition filed by Vamuzo challenging the imposition of President's Rule in
Nagaland without 'floor test'. Almost in an identical language the same
judgment was delivered. Now, this is as far as sanctions of the courts are
concerned.
I have with me a very fine document produced by the Lok Sabha
Secretariat relating to President's Rule in the State and the Union Territories.
Information has been given from the documents of the legislatures. This is
1989 issue. About 18 times Central interventions took place in various States;
and in the Central intervention, sometimes an Assembly was dissolved,
sometimes an advice of the outgoing CM was accepted or rejected; and
sometimes, of coiu-se, the Assembly was kept imder animated suspension.
These reports themselves indicate very clearly about it because fortunately
they have given a table. They have given the name of the State, who was the
Chief Minister, what was his advice and what was the action of the
Government; and you will find, as said by the Seirkana Commission, invariably
in the majority of the cases, that the dissolution of the Assembly and dismissal
of the Govenunent and imposition of the President's Rule was done in the
interest of the ruling party at the Centre in order to settle the internal party
interests. That has been said in the Sarkaria Commission. And, therefore.
High Court decisions were flouted, conventions were flouted. Constituent
A^embly directions wei« flouted and again we find that even whatever was
evolved as a tradition that also was there.
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I would like to touch the issue which was raised by an hon. member here
and which was raised by Shri Veerendra Patil. In 1977, when a phenomenal
victory was won by the Jemata Party in the North.

Even when we were in freedom struggle and later on in the twilight of
freedom, we fought elections as Congressmen. Even at times, it never happens
that in provinces like Uttar Pradesh and Bihar hundred per cent seats were
won, and that phenomenal victory was won. After that, the Cabinet took the
view that in many States the normal term of the Government was already
over.

Then the matter was also going to the Supreme Court; the matter also
went to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court did not want to highlight,
but even then I may say, with retrospective effect, I want to admit on the
floor, though I was a member of the Cabinet, I would accept....
...I would like to tell you. Madam, even today I say this. Though I said
it, within my own Council, I want to say it publicly. No doubt in 1977 even
after such a phenomenal victory, in some cases himdred per cent victory, the
then Janata Government argued that ''since such a phenomenal mandate has
gone in favour of us and the Congress is rejected, they have no moral right
to continue in power in the States." And in nine States the Assemblies were
there during the Janata Government and there was a President's Rule; the
Governments were dismissed. I think this was one of blimders committed by
my Government and I would admit; I would not shamelessly defend that act.

It is better to be late than never.* I would say that it would actually set
bad precedents, it would set certain precedents which will be bad for the
future Congress, which will be bad for the future Janata Dal, which will be
bad for the future Congress Party. It was a bad precedent that was set up. But
if we had committed a blunder....

Madam, therefore, I want to tell you that if one mistake is committed,
shall we compound that mistake? For instance. Emergency was promulgated
by Smt. Gandhi's Government in 1975. If the Janata Dal Government comes
to power or a coalition of the Opposition parties comes to power at the
* Making a remark to an MP's observation, 'Too late".
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Centre, can we act in tyrannical way and decide that we will promulgate
Emergency in the country and shall we give the argument, that because
Smt. Gandhi promulgated Emergency in 1975, our bringing in Emergency is
also justified? It will not be justified. One blunder cannot be compounded by
another blunder. Therefore, I publicly do it, today in this House. I do not
want to actually justify the blimder committed by my own Government;
though in a way, legalistically that could have been justified but could have
set a bad precedent and exactly that is what has happened. If all the members
sitting on the Treasury Benches are putting a finger on that and they say that
"we want to be on a par with the Janata Government; you dismissed nine
Assemblies; numerically on par we dismissed nine Assemblies." And therefore
in 1980 they did it; we did it in 1977. It was only a change of time and
space— time continuum. Otherwise the blunders committed by both were
identical. And I hope and trust that in the future whether it is the Janata Dal
Party Government or the Congress (I) Government—we hope and trust—we
will take a non-partisan attitude and leam a lesson from history that neither
the Congress (I) will commit such a blunder nor the Janata Dal will commit
such a blunder. I do not want to justify that particular course.
There are two different norms. They say that the financial position was
very bad; financially Karnataka was going down the drain and in such a
situation we had the inevitable; there were difference among the party
members and there were factions. Does it appear good in their mouth to talk
about the factions? Madam, shall we take cognisance of what happened inside
the Congress party in Bihar? Did we not find what was the confrontation
between the Speaker and the Chief Minister? Is it not a fact that a
memorandum was submitted saying that they were not backing up the Chief
Minister? Is it not a fact that as a result of this in-built confrontation in
Congress (I) Legislature parties in Rajasthan, Gujarat and Bihar, as required
by the constitutional provision of our Constitution, the Budget could not be
passed in all the three Assemblies? When you talk about the financial situation
in Karnataka, when you talk about the financial discipline and when talk
about the internal bickerings and rumblings mside the Janata Dal...

They have some moral people!* We are immoral! I would not talk about
that. Therefore will you look at the mirror and try to find out—when you say
that you are faction ridden, when you say that it is an internal confrontation
what happened in Bihar? It is not by the vote of the Legislators that they
changed the Chief Ministers and the leaders of the Legislatures. Everything
was inducted fi*om Delhi. All these had happened. On that ground, can we
*Replying to an MPs observation.
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justify and say, dissolve the Assembly and bring the President's Rule? Can
we make that curgument? Can we say that the internal trouble inside the
Congress, the financial crisis, the situation in which even the Budget could
not
paradoted, that is a fit case for bringing the President's Rule? If we say
that all the assurances that Dr. Ambedkar gave in 1949 in the Constituent
Assembly would become meaningless and therefore, that is a wrong
proposition.
As far as Governor is concerned, theiie is a Chapter in the Sarkaria
Commission on Governor. There have been debates in the Constituent
Assembly And Madam, I have myself given a Private Members Bill. It has
already been introduced. However, whenever luck favours in the ballot, it
will be considered by the House.

I moved a Private Member's Bill in which I have stated that every
appointment of the Governor should be ratified by the Parliament. I would
not say that the Parliament should appoint; I have not said, institute a
Committee; but every appointment will be ratified by the Parliament. If that
is done, then the executive authority who appoint the Governors, will always
be frightened that they have to face the Parliament; the pros and cons will be
discussed and if there are certain strong points against the particular
individual, they wiU come up before the House and therefore, the executive
authority will think ten times before proposing any name to the Governor's
post. Today what happened. Today we find that those who retired from
politics, those who were part of the internal politics and those who were
defeated candidates, unfortunately find place as Governors. It is not by
accident.
About this particular Governor, Shri Venkatasubbiah, my friend Shri Jaipal
Reddy raised a correct question, but he was hooted out. I will raise that question.
Is it not a fact, remember up to this point of time, Shri Venkatasubbiah has
not denied this, that newspapers carried the report that Shri Venkatasubbiah
has tendered his resignation from the Governor's office? He was repeatedly
asked by the pressmen, "Do you accept it or do you deny it?" He did not
deny it. How could he deny it when he had already sent his resignation? I
do not known what impelled him to resign from the office. In fact recently
in one of the observations, he said, "it is my personal and private matters".
How can public post be a private property?

It is not a private property. It is a public office. He plays a crucial role in
the constitutional crisis. My impression is, I might be wrong, that this is the
information that has come at a number of places, because they did not find
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favour, they tendered the resignation. And then pending his resignation, he
had the Hobson's choice. What was the choice? Either he continues as the
Governor of Karnataka or the Chief Minister continues as the Chief Minister
of Karnataka.

Again, going back to the Constituent Assembly, Shri H.V. Kamath,
Shri Kunzru, Shn K.T. Shah had raised the (question of articles regarding
proclamation of President's Rule, proclamation of emergency. Lot of debate
took place.

That Shri K.T. Shah, you probably might not be knowing who he was. He
was the contestant for the first Presidency of free India. This is for your
information. Just as all Gandhis are not identical, all Shahs are not identical.
Mistaken identity! As soon as we talk of Gandhi, you feel it is Rajiv Gandhi.
There could be some one like Mahatma Gandhi.
Shri H.V. Kamath and others raised the question of article 356 and the
question of emergency. I would like to quote Dr. Ambedkar and it will be
Pole Star for all parliamentarians and administrators for times to come:—
"I do not altogether deny that there is a possibility of these articles
being abused or employed for political purposes. But that objection
applies to every part of the Constitution which gives power to the
Centre to over-ride the provinces. I share the sentiments that such articles
will never be called into operation and that they would remain a dead
letter."
Dr. Ambedkar innocently dreamt that in the years to come in free India,
these articles will become dead letters. But they had become so live that 80
times there were Central intervention and there was emergency promulgated
in 1975. Therefore, what he called as a dead letter has become a live letter.
I hope and trust that what Dr. Ambedkar has said about the emergency
provision and proclamation of President's rule will continue to be a reality
in future.
One point about the Anti-Defection law. I join Somnath Chatterjee on this
point. I was listening to the debate of great luminaries on the Television.
They were experts in jurisprudence, law, parliamentary affairs, various
legislations! And some of them argued that how can the anti-defection law
be applied to the legislators who defected in Karnataka because they had
fought elections originally on the symbol of the Janata Party and now they
are the members of the Janata Dal. They forget that all the legal formalities
were completed. Whatever was needed for recognition was completed.
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And then they were given the Janata Dal in the Legislature, they enjoy all the
powers that the original Janata Party enjoyed. One can say that it would not
be applied to the original persons who continued their identity in the Janata
Party. For instance, my friend Shri Shahabuddin can argue like that. But
those who filed the affidavits, they informed the Speaker that they were
joining the Janata Dal. Janata Dal is recognised. And while informing the
Speaker, they said: ''Because we originally belong to the Janata Party, even if
we defect, anti-defection law would not be applicable to us." There is a
recognition of the merger and the split in the anti-defection law. If you are
more than one-third, the split is recognised and if you are more than
two-thirds, merger is recognised. On the basis of more than two-thirds majority
actually, the merger of Janata Party and Lok Dal was approved and, therefore
Janata Dal was formed.

At the all India level, the imification was Janata Dal and Janata Party. For
instance, I might not be having many legislators in some pcut, I might be
having no legislator in a particular part, but even if that all-India party has
been formed by the unification of the Janata Party and the Lok Dal, that
entity comes into operation and that will operate everywhere. Therefore, to
say that the anti-defection law is not at all applicable, I only pity the legal
knowledge of these great jurists who try to misinterpret that law.
I will conclude. Madam. I am concluding. I see your eagerness and I do
not want to defy the Chair. Therefore, I say. Madam, 'in conclusion'. I
remember on one occasion, incidentally I may tell you, when Smt. Kaul was
in the Chair in the Fifth Lok Sabha, everytime I said 'in conclusion', when
she started ringing the bell, and when I said 'in conclusion', she took out the
finger back. Four times I did that and finally Smt. Kaul said: "Professor,
every time you say 'in conclusion', you go ahead with the further point." I
said: "Madam, I have been a student of science and our discipline tells us
that after every point is completed, you draw the conclusion before you go
to the next point. That is why I repeatedly go on drawing the conclusion."
But I will not play that trick now. After I said that. Madam Kaul laughed
heartily and then I said: "Madam, Chairman, under the vimbrella of your
charming smile, I will take fifteen minutes more." And she did grant fifteen
minutes to me. I will not take the advantage of you. Not that you are less
charming, but I will not take advantage. Therefore, I conclude, and coming
to the last point—^really last point—^will say that in this coimtry we have a
parliamentary forum, but we have the people outside and we had men like
Mahatma Gandhi and Jayaprakash Narayan who have given the message to
the coimtry. They respected the Parliamentary forum and they also respected
the entity outside the Parliament and the legislature. Gandhiji and J.P. always
said that "whenever there is a crisis and you have a doubt, and when you
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find that the legislative forum is not adequate, you can go back to the people.
''Madam, without showing disrespect to the House, I may dare say that in
Parliamentary parlance, power might belong to this House, but the power
also remains outside and, therefore, when we find darkness and when we do
not find enough light in this Parliament, we shall go to the power-house of
the people and seek guidance and assistance from the people and with the
strength of the people, we will avenge the injustice done in Karnataka. You
might use the Government as an instrument to throw us out, we shall go to
the people and with their sanction and struggle, we shall see to it in the
coming election that we shall throw you to the dustbin of the history.

BRINGING PEACE AND NORMALQ IN PUNJAB*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, I am thankful to all the speakers on both the sides.
I think there is a consensus in this House that without harping on what
happened in the past, we must try to look to the future and try to see that
the problem of Punjab is solved in the national interest.
I highly respect the sentiments expressed by Professor Ranga and I may
be permitted to say on behalf of the entire House that he wanted the
Prime Minister to be in this House to express the various policies. I can
assure Professor Ranga that we as a Cabinet stand for collective responsibility
and though I do not want to place myself on the level of clarity of the Prime
Minister or anyone else, I am assure him that I will try to interpret the policy
of the Government as best as possible and I feel confident that we will be
able to secure your appreciation and in that spirit and context I will make
only a few observations because by four o'clock we have to complete the
entire financial agenda.

Firstly in a very short observation, I would like to refer to some of the
concrete points that have been raised. Smt. Kaur in a very ludd manner gave
the entire picture of the country. No doubt some of the members were angry
whether it was with her or whether it was my young friend Shri Kamal
Chaudhary—^but I am one among those who had seen how the people of
Punjab had suffered. For instance, when Shri Kamal Chaudhary was speaking,
some of our friends were angry that he was speaking in an angry mood. But
many of them do not know that his father, who was a great colleague of us
in the Socialist movement, was shot dead and his voice was the voice of a
person who died as a martyr. And therefore, if there are pangs of anger that
are expressed through his language, at least I will not misunderstand it.
Because I have not lost my father at the hands of the bullets of the terrorist,
and therefore, my reaction is bound to be different and his reaction is bound
to be different. There were some angry men. Anger was bom out of whatever
sufferings they have caused. Smt. Kaur spoke in a subtle way. Shri Kripal
Singh talks in a particular way. Some friends were angry. But let us try to
understand what they and their families have suffered. We have not suffered
* LS. Deb., 5 September 1990.
^Participating in the EHscussion on Demands for Grants (Punjab) for the year 1990-91.
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and therefore, our language is softer and it is more courteous whereas they
tried to speak about the blatant truth. I fully agree with the House that ours
is a country which is not going to be dominated by only one religious group.
Legacy of Gandhi tells us that we have a composite culture and secularism
in this country does not mean anti-religionism. But in the right tradition of
Dr. Zakir Hussein and Swami Vivekananda, it means the co-existence and
harmonious relationship between various religious groups in the country.
That is the concept of our secularism. We shall try to preserve that spirit.
Nobody will be a primary citizen in the country and nobody will be a
secondary citizen in the country, whether it is a Sikh or a Hindu or a Muslim,
all of them will be citizens of India with equal status and equal stature. If that
is respected, I have not the least doubt that nobody will feel hurt. I can
understand the Sikh psyche is disturbed. What is needed is not merely the
irrigation projects, what is needed is not merely the employment problem,
what is needed is not all other development projects, they are necessary to
remove the discontent of Punjab, but the whole psyche of the Sikhs also is
to be looked after. I do not want to put the blame on anyone. Here I would
like to remind the Hindu friends, whoever is guilty of that, terrorists tried to
reside inside the Gurudwaras. As a result of that, probably the Government
must have felt that they must take military action. And, therefore, there were
firings. I would like to ask my Hindu friends that even if some culprits were
to take shelter in one of the biggest Hindu temples of India and the
Government at that time were to use the tanks and the machine guns to fire
either at the Masjid or at the Mandir or at the Gurudwara, as far as innocent
religious men are concerned, their response and reaction will be identical.
And, therefore, none of us were happy and I do not think even those took
the guns and the machine guns were happy. Therefore, let us try to see that
the disturbed psyche per se of friends, brothers and sisters is healed.
I am thankful to Shri Indrajit Gupta. While mentioning certain lapses in
our policy, he also brought forth to the notice of the House the concrete
things that have been done. 59th Amendment, which took from us, not the
property but the right to life, itself has been repealed. We have seen to it that
they deserve the service. We have seen to it that those people in Bombay,
those people in Delhi and elsewhere felt hurt when during those riots, Sikhs
were killed. I do not want to allege against anyone. If a particular community
people are locked up in a taxi, locked up in the rooms, locked up in the hotels
locked up in the residential places, if kerosene is to be poured and they are
to be burnt aUve, they are boimd to feel very much aggrieved. Therefore, we
were the first to come forward with the assurance of special courts by which
we will look into this and whoever is found guilty, they will be punished.
These are the steps we have taken. We are also taking a number of
developmental steps.
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While initiating the debate, Smt. Kaur pointed out that central assistance
for execution of flood protection must be there. I can assure her that we will
look into the matter. The Government of India has released an amoimt of
Rs. 1.25 crore for flood protection works during 1990-91. The work will be
taken up after the monsoon. Provision for these works exists in the State Plan
also. I have taken note of the suggestion that she has made and she can be
rest assured that we will try to expedite that work.
She also referred to the increase in the rates of octroi. Please take note of
the fact that if decentralised local institutions are to be built up, their complaint
is that merely giving them power is not sufficient, along with power you
must give financial resources also. Therefore, the rate of octroi duty has been
increased. It is necessary to ensure the viability of the local bodies. I can
assure her that the annual income from octroi is estimated to go up from
Rs. 90 crore to Rs. 120 crore and that will help in the developmental activities
of local organisations, and that will be of great help.
She has also talked about the loans to internal migrants in Pathankot
Camp. Out of the total number of migrant families of 424, the number of
families eligible for loan is 356. Loans have been sanctioned to 341 families.
Seed money of Rs. 5000 has been given to 337 families. The full amount of
Rs. 25,000 has been given to 14 families. Not that this is adequate, but we are
moving in the right direction and we will be able to see that these problems
are tackled effectively.
I was happy to find that a number of friends referred to certain
developmental needs of Pimjab. Shri Kamal Chaudhary has pointed out that
as far as Hoshiarpur is concerned, there are two canals which are under
execution in Hoshiarpur District and that these should be completed
immediately. I can assure him that in the current financial year allocations
have been increased substantially to Rs. 12 crore against last year's allocation
of Rs. 5.5 crore. We can assure him that substantial progress has been made
in respect of both these schemes. The target of completion will be
March 1995. We will ensure that our target is kept up and the projects are
completed in time.
There are other suggestions regarding the irrigation projects. Shri Bhajan
Lalji referred to the completion of Sutiej Yamuna Link (SYL) canal. Presentiy
the work on the project is held up due to security reasons and because of law
and order problem. But as the situation eases we will be able to tackle this
problem effectively.
There are others who have referred to the problem of industries.
Smt. Kaur rightly said that the youth sometimes take up to certain course
because their discontent is not removed. She also Scdd that there are no
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adequate industries and no adequate avenues of employment. It was also
pointed out that certain facilities are not available in the banks. In the disturbed
atmosphere no doubt, certain difficulties are created. But we will try our best
and see that Punjab is not to be treated only as a problem of one particular
State. I fully agree with the hon. members that we have to tackle this problem
in a federal spirit.
Rightly, Shn Knpal Singhji pointed to the role of freedom fighters. You
go to Andaman & Nicobar Islands and you will find in the Cellular Jail a lore
of honour that has been given. I do not divide the martyrs according to
religious groups. But it is a matter of pride not only for the Sikh community
but for the entire nation that in the roll of honour of those who were executed
and hanged and those suffered long term imprisonment, Sikh community
topped the poll. For that not only the Sikh community but the entire Indian
nation is proud and we shall carry this pride to the highest level of
appreciation. We will try to see that the Sikh psyche that is disturbed is
properly restored. We will undertake the developmental activities.
I can assure Professor Ranga that there are certain pending problems.
Every time I do not want to come before the House and blame only the
previous Government for whatever inabilities are there, because for how
long can we put the entire responsibility on the previous Government. We
have been there for more than six months. I do not want to put the entire
responsibility on the previous Government. No doubt, certain lacunae have
been there. We were sitting on those benches. We pointed to certain policies.
We made certain demands. Now on our side we cannot merely blame for the
non-fulfilment of certain demands when we were on that side. Now, it is our
responsibility and if we fail, the failures will be ours and if we succeed the
success will be ours. We can assure you that with the full cooperation of all
sections in this House to see that everybody keeps the Pimjab problem as a
national problem. You may ridicule what Shri Indrajit Gupta has said. But,
he has given the correct thnist and direction. If secularism is to be preserved
in Punjab it cannot be done in an isolated sector in partisan manner, all will
have to come together. Sikh psyche which is disturbed is to be restored. That
cannot be done by one party, the ruling party or the Opposition, All must
give them the feeling that we are going to see the hurt that has been caused
is going to be removed and an atmosphere can be created not merely by
security forces. I do realise that the security forces are responsible. On the
border we have to see the fencing is done properly. We have to see that we
meet the terrorists menance properly The terrorists whether they are in Assam,
whether they are in Andhra or whether they are in Kashmir or whether they
are in Punjab, it has been clearly established that even across the borders,
some of the terrorists in Kashmir and Punjab are getting the help. We have
to deal with them and ours will be a firm policy. Flexibility as far as the
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legitimate demands of Punjab are concerned and a firmness as far as violence
and terrorism is concerned. But, at the same time, when you say "hear! hear!!
Please hear" one important aspect is very clear that terrorism is actually
created by the environmental conditions also. If youth remain unemployed
and they do not get opportimity, the terrorists utilise them. If there is
corruption across the border, if there is smuggling across the border, I think
those people are hired, young men are given that opportunity and if they do
not get proper means of livelihood they pl^y as stooges in the hands of the
corrupt. They play in the hands of the Pakistanis and thereby more trouble
is created and thereafter this aspect is to be taken care of to not only fight the
terrorists with gims but try to fight them by removing the seeds of discontent
and if that is done it will be cleared.
Lastly, I would like to make it clear that whoever tries to take arms
against the people of this country, whether in Punjab or in Jammu and
Kashmir, they must be told that the division of India in 1947 was the first and
the last and that will never be repeated in this country and India will stand
united and that we will achieve with the cooperation of all the friends.
Friends, I can assure you that with the cooperation of all sections of the
House whether inside the Parliament or outside the Parliament, we will fully
ensure and enlist your cooperation and try to implement the constructive
suggestions and proposals Aat you have made. With this background I will
appeal to the House to accept these budgetary proposals unanimously and
pass the Bill.
Now, the question of election comes in. You have rightly said before the
next Session in November, the Presidential Rule in Punjab will be over. Firstly,
therefore, the alternative is revival of the Assembly if the Court permits it.
Secondly, end of the President's Rule and thirdly, will be the elections. I fully
agree with you that if elections are to be held, they are to be held in a free
and fair atmosphere. We will be guided by the consensus in this House and
we will also be guided by the political environment in Punjab, If we are
convinced by the actions of the people in Punjab and outside that there is an
atmosphere for a free and fair elections, if that atmosphere exists, we will not
hesitate to hold the elections. But, if we are convinced by the experiences in
Punjab that unless you are resorting to girns, there cannot be election. Bullets
cannot be a substitute for the ballots and that will be the lesson, we will have
to bear in mind and whatever we do we will take the sense of the various
political parties and on the basis of the consensus we will act, as far as
elections are concerned. Thank you.

WHITHER POLITICAL MORALITY?*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I consider today as one of the saddest moments in the
history of pariiamentary Ufe. Sir, it is a saddest moment, not because we are
out of power. It is a saddest moment, firstly because of the fact that when one
of our colleagues of 40 years association has formed a Government, seeking
the vote of confidence, unfortunately I cannot associate myself with the Motion
of Confidence. But more than that, certain parliamentary traditions that have
been a part of this House and of the Government are sought to be flouted
unfortunately.
As far as the formation of the new Government is concerned, despite
what my colleague Chandra Shekharji, the Prime Minister said, it is an
accepted fact that the manner in which this Government is formed, it is not
formed by the mandate of the electorate at all.... I would like to know from
them what the mandate is.
As far as the last elections are concerned those of us who are sitting on
this side, no matter to which party we belong those who are non-Congress
parties sought the verdict of the electorate.

All of us sought the vote of the electorate on a mandate that was against
the working of the Congress and against the poUcies of the Congress. ...We
fought against the Congress. Each one of us who won the election in 1989
won it on a platform that was against the Congress. Sir, unfortunately, the
new Government that is sought to be formed is flouting the promises given
to the electorate on our behalf that we shall fight the policies of the past
Congress Government. That was the basis on which we formed our
Government. Not only that the new Government that has been formed by
picking up splinters from the parent party and is trying to sustain itself with
the help of the Congress. That is the basis on which this Government is being
formed.
Sir, some friends have raised a point of order asking whether there will
be a Council of Ministers. Shri Chandra Shekhar is the mover of the motion.
* LS Deb., 16 November 1990.
^Participating in the Government's Motion of Confidence in the Council of Ministers. The
Motion was adopted.
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But I must say that Shri Devi Lai is the architect of this motion. Because
fortunately there is a Deputy Prime Minister available, we can say that there
is a Cotmcil of Ministers consisting of two Members and therefore, he is
perfectly justified in seeking a Vote of Confidence for the Council of Ministers.
I do not raise the technical point but the most important point that I would
like to raise is the manner in which this Government has been formed. Please
allow me to refer to a very significant incident in the life of our country's
politics. I would like to refer to our great Socialist Leader, the veteran freedom
fighter Acharya Narendra Deva. I would like to point out to this House that
in 1934, the Congress Socialist Party was fo rm ^ by eminent Leaders like
Shri Jayaprakash Narayan, Acharya Narendra Deva, Dr. Lohia and many
others.
Sir, in 1948, at the Nasik Conference of the Socialist Party, we decided to
leave the Congress. Acharya Narendra Deva had moved the Motion for leaving
the Congress. But when we left the Congress in 1948, a very significant
incident occurred after that for which the entire country is proud. When we
left the Congress in 1948 and Socialists started functioning as an independent
Socialist Party outside the Congress, Acharya Narendra Deva and a number
of his colleagues who were members of the Uttar Pradesh Assembly resigned
from the Assembly. Acharya Narendra Deva got up in the Uttar Pradesh
Assembly and declared. "I and my colleagues were elected to U.P. Assembly
as members of the Congress Party and since we have left the Congress Party,
we are all resigning from the membership of the Uttar Pradesh Assembly."
The Chief Minister, who was a veteran Congressman, requested Acharya
Narendra Deva, "Acharyaji, you must continue. You symbolise the dignity of
this House." Some members pointed out to Acharya Narendra Deva that
there is no Anti-Defection Law enacted either at the Centre or in the States
and so there is no compulsion of law that you should resign from the
Assembly. Acharya Narendra Deva then said, "I am not guided by the laws
that are written on the paper but I am guided by the inner moral law and I
am now going to tender my resignation." And they quit the Uttar Pradesh
Assembly. They contested the elections. All of them were defeated.

Sir, when Acharya Narendra Deva was defeated in the election, you may
recall, what type of campaign was carried on. In the campaign, it was said:
"Prabhu Ram Chandra ki bhoomi ke Ishwarwadi matdata Nirishwarwadi
Acharya Narendra Deva ko vote denge."
That was the level at which the campaign was carried on.
I remember that in one of these campaigns, when Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
was invited, he refused to join the campaign. That was the plane at which the
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politics was conducted at that time. Acharyaji was defeated but his defeat
and his decision to go out of the Assembly, despite the fact that there was no
anti-defection law laid the foundations of fair and clean politics in the country.
I would have been extremely happy if Shri Chandra Shekhar and my
colleagues, instead of seeking the help of the Congress, were to demand and
recommend that "Let there be fresh elections and we shall take fresh mandate"
and elections were held. That would have been a sane path to carry on the
politics of this country.
Our friend Shri Chandra Shekhar, the Prime Minister of the country, has
sought the support of the Congress Party. I do not want to settle accounts
with personalities but as far as politics is involved, I would like to remind the
House, that when Chandra Shekharji has sought the support of the Congress
Party led by Shri Rajiv Gandhi, what are the views held by these two leaders
of the two parties, about each other and their party organizations. I would
like to point it out to you, in their very words—in the words of Shri Rajiv
Gandhi. I will try to recall what he had said in this very House, on the floor
of the House, regarding Chandra Shekharji and what Shri Chandra Shekharji
said about the Congress (I) and its leader Shri Rajiv Gandhi.

In September 1987, our colleague Shri Chandra Shekhar had addressed
a Press Conference. What did he say in the Press Conference? He said:
"Rajiv Gandhi is running a Government enmeshed in corruption. It is
a Government of national shame. It has to go, the party president
Chandra Shekhar told newsmen at the Press Conference in the capital.
The Janata leader said: "Shri Gandhi has no mind of his own. He is still
like a pilot who is used to get directions from the control tower."
I do not know whether the control tower is located today. .......Further,
my colleague Chandra Shekharji said:
"While Smt. Indira Gandhi was never in a position to be blackmailed
by foreign powers, Shri Gandhi faces the prospect of blackmail by foreign
coimtries", he said.
These are the views held by my friend Chandra Shekharji about
Shri Rajiv Gandhi and his political party, whose support he is now seeking....
Under his leadership, and under his presidentship, a meeting of the General
Coimcil of the Janata Party was held at Bangalore and there, a resolution was
passed pleading for a national alternative to the Congress with the Janata
Party as the nucleus, saying that the Prime Minister has forfeited his moral
claim to continue in office, and his continuance in power is a threat to the
unity and integrity of the coimtry.
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I can go through so many quotations, but I think this sample is quite
sufficient to indicate what view he was trying to hold as far as the President
of the Congress (I), whose support he is seeking, today.
Sir, in this very House, many colleagues in Parliament may recall that I
had initiated debate on Punjab a number of times; and whatever our
differences with Chandra Shekharji, during every debate on Pimjab which I
initiated, I spoke with pride about the bold stand that he had taken; we are
proud of the association, and we shall continue to be proud of our association,
and we shall never try to take a defensive attitude. I remember, on one
occasion I was initiating a debate on Punjab, and there were certain
observations made by the then Prime Minister, Shri Rajiv Gandhi and his
Home Minister, Shri Buta Singh. They were very much disturbed by the
pronouncement that Chandra Shekharji had made after the Blue Star
Operations. They were disturbed by the discretions that he had made in
defence of the rights of the minorities like Sikhs? On one occasion when I
was on my legs in the House, the then Prime Minister, Shri Rajiv Gandhi
asked me a straight question: 'Tor these observations and statements of
Chandra Shekharji, regarding the situation in Punjab which approximates to
a point of view which goes against the interests of the nation, are you going
to make a statement in the House? Are you going to take action against
Shri Chandra Shekhar?" I got up and said, "Not only no question of action
comes up, I told Shri Buta Singh, it is none of your job what we do inside the
party. Shri Buta Singh, if I ask you for any action against your president
Shri Rajiv Gandhi are you going to take action against Shri Rajiv Gandhi?
Are you going to say anything?" Here is a case in which we agreed with the
views expressed by Chandra Shekharji in defending the rights of the Sikh
community. He was trying to assuage the hurt psyche of the Sikhs. And
when our nationalism was challenged and national loyalty was challenged,
Shri Rajiv Gandhi I told you in this very House, "Mr. Prime Minister, I am
not referring to you; "I am referring to the old Prime Minister—we had taken
our lesson of patriotism and national loyalty at the feet of Mahatma Gandhi
and Shri Jayaprakash Narayan: it was too late in the day to take a lesson of
patriotism from you, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi." That is what I told you. We know
what were your reactions about Chandra Shekharji. I want to recall those
days.... I know what was your opinion, as far as he was concerned.
After the Blue Star Operation, we repeatedly referred to a number of
developments that had taken place....

This is regarding November, 1984 riots. This is a sensitive point for you.
Whenever we raised the question of November, 1984 riots in which atrocities
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were committed against innocent Sikh population in Delhi, even the Sikhs
who suffered had said, "We have nothing against Hindus and Muslims in
Delhi, it was Hindu and Muslim neighbours on that day who gave us the
protection." But it was police and also the politically motivated individuals
who were responsible for the atrocities against the Sikh commimity. When
vandalism and goondaism was going on, you know the famous observation of
the Prime Minister. Our Prime Minister said:
"When a big tree collapses, even the earth starts shaking."

...That was the justification what was given by them.... Even the
Commission that was appointed, had said, that on a broad estimate, about
3000 persons were killed.. And when we raised this issue, this is the very
same party, which is supporting the Prime Minister today, had attacked
Chandra Shekharji and attacked whatever he had said about atrocities in
Delhi. I would like you to remember that; and also I would like Chandra
Shekharji to remember what they had said....

Now, let me come to the question of Bofors....

Sir, one of the members raised the question about the laying of the papers
on the Table of the House. Here are all the Members. All the non-Congress
parties agreed with us. When we wanted to have some sensitive documents,
the Swedish Government said that "If you want further sensitive documents,
you must not lay the documents already submitted to you on the Table of the
House." We were prepared to lay them on the Table. We wanted more
documents. Actually, the matter was pending before the Federal Court in
Svwtzerland. It is your tragedy that today when we are discussing this Motion,
already the newspapers have carried the judgement of Swiss Court—the
Federal Court—which gave the direction that all the documents that were
there, which they were hiding vmder the veil of confidentiality, can be handed
over to the Government of India for investigation. Now all the investigators
of the Government of India, according to the Switzerland's Federal Court
directive, will get all those copies of these papers....
Sir, I wish to make one thing explicitly clear. Unfortunately, our Prime
Minister Chandra Shekharji made one remark, off the cuff. I know him very
well. Sometimes he makes remarks in a lighter vein and he made one
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statement, "that it is not the Prime Minister who is going to inquire into the
Bofors deal and corruption. This has to be investigated by the Sub-Inspector
of Police." That is what he has said. I know that Chandra Shekharji has a
sense of humour as I also have got and therefore, he wants to take it in a
lighter vein. Chandra Shekharji, Chandra Shekhar residing at No. 3, South
Avenue is different and Chandra Shekhar occupying the seat of the Prime
Minister is different. When you made such an off the cuff remark that an
important investigation of Bofors was not your responsibility, but that of
Sub-Inspector of Police, do you realise that you have contradicted this House?
It was this very House, which in its own wisdom, had decided to have a
special Parliamentary Joint Committee to investigate into the Bofors episode.
It is of course true that we did not approve the terms of the reference of the
Joint Committee the previous Prime Minister did not feel that Bofors deal
should be investigated by the Sub-Inspector of Police.

Mr. Speaker, Sir, since my friend, Shri Sontosh Mohan Dev has raised a
question, I would like to put the record straight. If you recall, the entire
question was obstructed to some extent because of the veil of confidentiality.
The matter was pending before the Switzerland Court. A.E. Services had
already made an appeal that the documents should not be made available to
the investigators of the Government of India. Fortimately, as ill-luck would
have it for you today only the Switzerland's Federal Court's judgement had
appeared in the Press and we can assure them that in addition to whatever
was in our possession; even the new documents that are available and secret
documents which were not available before the Switzerland's Court judgement
will be now available to the entire House and the Public Accoimts Committee.
All those documents, Mr. Prime Minister, will be at your disposal. According
to the Switzerland Courts, veil of secrecy has disappeared and, therefore, to
your heart's content, Shri Sontosh Mohan Dev, you can carry on the work of
the Public Accounts Committee and probe the issue.... Sir, I am not prepared
to believe the reports in the Press. But the Press has stated that the new Prime
Minister will be willing to withdraw the cases cirising out of Bofors....
I do not say 'shame' because I do not believe in that report, I would only
urge the new Prime Minister that especially after the new judgement of the
Federal Court of Switzerland and after the news that had appeared in sections
of the Press that there seems to be some pressure from the Congress party
regarding the withdrawal of cases arising out of Bofors, while replying to the
debate give a categorical assurance that no withdrawal of cases arising out
of Bofors will be allowed. We would like to have that assurance from the
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Prime Minister. I am corrfident that the Prime Minister will give that assurance.
I do not want to cast aspersions on him.,..

As Shn Rajiv Gandhi has clarified on the floor of the House that he has
actually made no demand that the cases should be withdrawn. I am very
happy about that assurance and at least that settles the controversy As far as
the Prime Minister is concerned, I say that I did not believe in the report. But
it is good that on both the sides the issue is clarified. Now path will be paved
for the safe conduct of all these cases. In addition to the Federal Court's
judgement, I think proper steps will be taken to clinch the Bofors' issue.
I would like to raise a point regarding one more aspect. I am not raising
it in the form of a point of order at all. I do not want to do it that way. But
I would like to point out to you that as far as the construction of a new
Government and its membership is concerned, a very interesting construction
is put on the very Rules of Procedure and the Constitution. We have enacted
the Anti-Defection Law. We had a lot of debate in this very House. And today
we find that a very interesting construction is being put as to what constitutes
a defection, what constitutes a split which has actually led to the formation
of the ruling party in cooperation with the Congress Party. Now in the first
week of November, a list was submitted by the ruling party or a ruling
faction I may call it, to the Speaker. I do not want to raise anything with
which Mr. Speaker, you will be connected. But I want to raise something
about the law, its distortions and aberrations. Those of us who discussed the
Anti-Defection Law threadbare in this House may recall an interpretation
that was put by the constitutional experts on that very law. That interpretation
makes it very clear that at any particular point of time when a split occurs
or the defection takes place in fact, whether it is a split in itself is a
challengeable proposition and you are in the possession of it—all of them are
disqualified if they are less than one-third of the strength of the Party which
they quit. I do not want to go into that. But even those who claim that they
have caused the split and they have submitted the list to the Speaker in the
first week of November, they are under the impression that there is, according
to the rules, one month period for continuous process of defection. I have
carefully studied the rule and Sir, you at least, bear in mind that in this
House whenever I have spoken and interpreted the rules, have always tried
to objectively place before the House the fair interpretation of the rule. There
is one rule which says that when a new legislature party is formed, the
details can be given and for that the period is one month. But when you do
not form a new party on the basis of the verdict of the people and you try
to break your own party and cause a split, that split defection is not to be
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brought into the ambit of this rule. Some are imder the impression that I can
split the party on 5 or 6 November, declare the names, give them to you, tell
it to the press and then in driblets I can go on inducting the defectors every
tw o days, three days, or four days. Every time more people come to the new
party that is a new split. The rule complies that whenever there is a split, all
the splits that take place later on, and you go on inducting the people, all
those who enter your new party bom out of split will have to be one-third
of the total remainder that is left there behind and, thus this continuous
process of defection for one month cannot be erred, process of defection
carried on. That is one aspect that is to be noted. I would like to raise another
question.

...I fully agree with the views of hon. members* including Shri Chandra
Shekhar, that we should not bring into the discussion the scope of the Presiding
Authority. On the contrary for that very reason I want to point out to you
that we should try to pose the political problems in such a way that the
propriety regarding the Presiding Authority is not at all violated and the
separate identity of the two Houses is not at all obliterated. I am very sorry
to say that one of the spokesmen of the new Ruling Party tried to compare
the actions of two Presiding Authorities. This should not be done for mere
political ends. This House has certain traditions. Shri Somnath Chatterjee is
sitting over here. I would refer to another member of this House. Shri Somnath
Chatterjee's father, Shri N.C. Chatterjee, who had been a member of this
Lok Sabha. I would like to raise one particular issue which is relevant to
what is happening in politics today. On one occasion when the other House—
the Upper House—passed the Special Marriages Bill, Shri N.C. Chatterjee
who was member of the Lok Sabha had said in one of the Conferences in
Madras that "after all who have passed the Special-Marriages Bill—a pack of
urchins in the Upper House had passed the Special Marriages Bill." And as
a result of that though he was member of this House, a Privilege Motion was
brought against Shri N.C. Chatterjee in the Rajya Sabha. Then the notice was
communicated to Shri N.C. Chatterjee. He was a member of the Lok Sabha
and the issue was brought in the Rajya Sabha. So, Shri N.C. Chatterjee brought
a counter Privilege Motion in this very House. Shri Mavalankar was in the
Chair. Please try to recall Mr. Speaker what type of glorious traditions you
are inheriting in this House. Shri Mavalankar, the Speaker got up at 12 O'clock
and he announced: that "I have received a notice of a Privilege Motion from
Shri N.C. Chatterjee and his Privilege Motion is that though he is a member
* Replying to the interventions of some Members including Shri Chandra Shekhar and
shri P. Chidambaram.
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of this House, Privilege Motion has been brought in another House. ''The
two Houses are independent. Their identity cannot be obliterated. And when
he said that, the then Prime Minister, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru got up and angrily
said: This member has brought the Privilege Motion but what type of remarks
he passed against the other House? I do not think he can be tolerated." The
Speaker, Shn Mavalankar then said: "Mr. Prime Minister, I do not agree with
you. So long as I am the Speaker of this House, I will never allow my member
to be subjected to the jurisdiction of the other House. The two identities have
to be retained and you cannot obliterate them." I will also point out to you.
Sir, that the spokesmen of the new ruling party are openly comparing the
judgements and the rulings given by the two Presiding Authorities of two
Houses of Parliament. I would like to request the Prime Minister to restrain
the members. You can have the political game but while playing the politiccd
game do not try to bring the separate identity of the two Houses and the
ruling of the two Presiding Authorities—the Speaker and the Qiairman—
into dispute. That is the point that I would like to bring to your notice.
While initiating the Motion, my friend Shri Chandra Shekharji said that
even when the BJP had withdrawn the support, we tried to cling to power.
Today only, the President has made a statement that whenever there is any
question of testing the majority it must be done on the floor of the House.
Apart from that, I would like to reply to another point made by the Prime
Minister. He said, "They tried to cling to power; even after the withdrawal
of support by BJP." If Sl^ V.P. Singh were to cling to power and continue as
the Prime Minister, the softest option available to him was to have a
compromise with Shri Advani, have a compromise with Vishwa Hindu
Parishad, and tell them that we are prepared to accept their conditions.

Having placed before the House, various distortions and aberrations that
have taken place, I would like to refer to a very dangerous trend that has
come into the political affairs today. We have seen Lok Sabha set up from
1952 up to 1989 and in 1990. But unfortunately, I would like to point out to
you the most dangerous trend that has entered into politics today. We have
seen the Lok Sabha elections from 1952 onwards up to 1989. Also, we have
seen the reconstitution of various types of Ministries. Sir, I do not want to
make any allegation against any individual 'X' or 'Y here because that is not
the tradition of this House. But please go to every lane and by-lane in Delhi
today. You go to journalists. You go to Correspondents. You go to foreign
journalists. They will tell you the most dangerous trend that has entered into
the political set up today namely, the horse-trading based on the sale and
purchase that is taking place today ... Sir, it is a very dangerous trend; with
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this horse-trading one day, at one particular point of time, one organisation
may gain. At another point of time, another organisation may gain. But in the
entire process the political party system will be totally destroyed. Today, you
ask Correspondents, of various journals. They will tell you what is the seat
of power in Ashoka Hotel. They talk about the split. They talk about horsetrading. If you allow horse-trading on the basis of sale and purchase of
people's representatives, remember that whichever party survived and
whichever party dies, the parliamentary democracy will definitely die in this
country. It is a dangerous weapon, a double-edged weapon. I want to warn
this House in the end that as far as the healthy political life is concerned, we
have to take precaution to see that industrialists do not try to teach us political
morality. One industrialist the other day was saying while we were going out
of Parliament, "if you had followed political morality, and changed your
leader your Government would have been saved." I said: "Gentleman, carry
on your own industrial business. Do not try to teach lessons of morality to
those of us who have been in the movement for 40 years and more. We do
not want to leam political morality from you." The point is that institutions
are getting destroyed. Horse-trading is taking place. Money power is having
an upper hand. We will have to tcike note of tihat. With our Prime Minister,
I will just have a friendly word. You are seeking the support of the Congress
Party. You did it at your own risk. You will survive to see the experiment in
the future. We too will survive to see the experiments in the future. Today,
we are bidding good-bye to each other. But, I am sure after you leam from
the experiences of these people which they demonstrated in 1979, a time may
come when we will have to share our experiences and come to conclusion
about the future. With this note, as compulsion of duty and democratic norms,
I totally oppose the Motion that has been moved by my colleague and friend,
the Prime Minister Chandra Shekhar.

RAILWAYS

PROVIDING RAEWAY LINK IN
THE KONKAN REGION*^
I am very unhappy to find that when some of the important problems
concerning our Southern States are being discussed over here the attendance
in the House is so thin. People are interested in international problems and
national problems but the problems of the poorer regions and the backward
regions, when they are being discussed in the House with all the lip sympathy
for the backward regions, we find there is hardly any attendance in the
House. That is a sad commentary on the problems of the Southern and the
backward regions.
Especially to those of us who have been elected from the constituencies
which are vitally connected with this problem of the coastal railway or the
Konkan Railway, as we call it in the Maharashtra, this problem is very
important. It has a great appeal to our electorate and it will not be an
exaggeration if I say that those of us who have been elected from Konkan
areas or Mysore areas or Kerala areas, we have a massive mandate of the
electorate that this railway must be introduced and must be implemented.
This is the mandate, this is the massive mandate. There is so much talk about
the massive mandate. Here is the massive mandate of the people and with
that we have come here.
Here I would like to recall the experience that in this very Parliament my
esteemed colleague. Barrister Nath Pai had moved a cut motion. The entire
Opposition voted for it and the Prime Minister intervened and the
Railway Minister assvu^d on the very floor of this House that the actual
survey work of the Konkan Railway will be imdertaken and the necessary
sanction will be made. Shri Nanda came forward vdth a sanction. Actually,
it was stepped up. The survey work was imdertaken and we find that the
preliminary survey has already been completed but, still we are not sure
whether the scheme is going to be implemented or not.
Even some of the statements that were made by the former Railway Minister
indicate that even in the Five Year Plans this railway scheme, this Konkan

* L.S. Deb., 29 August 1972.
^Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 on Construction of New RaUway Line between
Apta and Mangalore.
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coastal railway scheme is not likely to be included because there is tremendous
burden that they have to bear. I would like to point out there that as far as
the problem of Railways is concerned for the backward regions like the
SouAem States it is not a problem of luxury, it is the problem of building up
certain infrastructure so that the backward regions can be properly built up.
You cannot build up the backward regions of Konkan unless there are modem
means of communication. I come from a constituency where there are regions
and there are areas where a jeep cannot go. Even I had to travel on foot. Such
is the condition of the mountainous terrain. In such a terrain we are unable
to have the facilities of the railway communication at all and as a result of
that our contention has always been that if you want to take the development
of the regions which are backward, if you want to remove the regional
imbalance, that regional imbalance can be removed only by removing basically
the imbcdance in the infrastructure of the various regions. Therefore, in regions
like Konkan where we have no railway communications at all the net impact
of the absence of the railway communication is that a number of industrialists
and entrepreneurs always come forward with the plea that if they are not
assured of proper communication, we cannot run the risk of putting our
capital into new industries' and as a result of that our Konkan region is
completely neglected as far as industrial development is concerned. We always
say that the economy of the Konkan is essentially a money order economy.
So, all the families, most of the educated families actually migrate from the
Konkan region, the coastal region and they settle down in big cities like
Bombay. They take up jobs there and many of them send money orders and
probably, the Konkan region is one region which, by and large, depends
upon money orders coming from cities like Bombay. Their talent is going out
due to non-development of this region. There is some controversy going on
regarding the route. On that, I would like to say this. We will not allow an
controversy regarding the route to come in the way of implementation of the
Konkan region's improvement. There was a Konkan Region Development
Conference held in Bombay. It was held under the Chairmanship of the veteran
leader of Maharashtra, Shri N.G. Goray. Under his constructive leadership it
was decided that we should not take up any controversy regarding the route
to be undertaken. The surveyors have formulated a route far away from the
sea and we pointed out that the route should be as close to the sea as possible.
We said, it should not be just a duplication of the highway. In our Konkan
region the ports cire not open for all the 12 months due to heavy rains. Sea
route is not available for communication all the year round. Road construction
should, therefore, be such that it should be as close to the sea as possible.
There is one controversy going on about this and we decided to give a halt
to this controversy. We are going to tell the Government that we will not
allow anybody to make any capital out of this controversy. Even if they keep
it there, we will accept it, but let them complete it as early as possible.
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I will in the end say that Konkan region is a place from where beautiful
fruits are exported. The fruits go to America, England and other places.
Mangoes are sent from there to outside coimtries. It is a place full of mineral
wealth. Therefore, we have to ensure that industrial development in nearby
areas takes place without delay.
There is an aluminium factory in Ratnagiri in Konkan district. If this
railway line is set up, in that case, transport and communication will be very
easy. Industrial development could take place. I want to say with all the
emphasis at my command that so far as Maharashtra is concerned, on this
issue, the people are one, cutting across party lines; and whether they belong
to the Congress or the Socialist or the Communist Parties, they are all united
on this that this scheme for relief of Konkan region should be implemented
as soon as possible. It is in the interest of removing the imbalances in the
backward regions that this railway link is to be set up as quickly as possible.
We want an assurance from the Minister that during the Fifth Plan this
Railway line will be constructed. Only that assurance can satisfy the people
of the coastal area. I hope that this assurance will come because they are
giving the slogan of garibi hatao and the poverty in the backward regions can
be abolished only if tfie necessary infrastructure is built up and proper means
of communications are made available. Thank you.

DEVELOPMENT OF RAILWAYS*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am thaiJcful to the hon. members on both sides of
the House who have participated and made some constructive suggestioi\s
regarding the functioning of the Railways. At the very outset, let me make
it quite clear that there are certain limitations within which we are functioning
at the time of presentation of this mini-Budget. This is not a full-fledged
Railway Budget but is just a Vote on Accoimt, and because of the limitations
placed on us, it is not possible to deal with the problems elaborately in all
their comprehensive character. Therefore, within the frame-work of these
limitations, certain propositions have to be put forward. Some of the policy
issues that have been raised cannot be adequately dealt with at this stage for
the very simple reason that, while we took over the administration, we had
to face the hang-overs of the past, and imless we are able to clear the stables,
it will not be possible for us to lay down certain firm policies to which we
are irrevocably committed.
At the very outset, I would like to spell out some of the policies which
were indicated in my Budget speech earlier. Both sides of the House have
welcomed the categorical statement that all the Railway employees who have
been either suspended or dismissed as a sequal to their pcirtidpation in the
1974 strike will be imconditionally reinstated. I would like to go a step further
and say that it has been done not merely in response to the suggestions that
have come on the floor of the House from members like Shri Samar Mukherjee
and others. I may take the House into confidence and tell the members of
this House that after the presentation of the Budget proposals to this House,
I had immediately a meeting with the Chairman of the Railway Board and
tried to spell out the various steps that are to be taken in pursuance of the
policies that were enunciated here, I would like to spell out some of the
details of the policy regarding reinstatement of the victimised workers. I
would like to make it explicitly clear that the entire issue would not be kept
hanging. Unfortunately in the past, whenever an assurance was given, there
was a lacuna in implementation.
Therefore, after discussing the matter with the Railway Board, we have
categorically instructed the authorities concerned that all the aspects of
* LS. Deb., 29 March 1977.
^Making a Statement during the discussion on Railway Budget 1977-78 and Demand for Grants
on Account (Railways) 1977-78 (as the Minister of Railways.)
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reinstatement are to be completed within a period of six weeks and after that
I would not like to see a single victimised worker in the Railways. This is a
categorical assixrance that I woxild like to give.

I had asked for all the details and within twenty-four hours, aU these
details have been collected and I would like to tell the House the break-up
of the staff removed as a sequal to the May 1974 strike.
Permanent staff removed—16,898.
The number of persons taken back as a sequal to the constant pressures
from within the House and outside the House—16,271.
The number yet to be put back—627.
The number where employees have gone to the court—310.
After my assurance that all these workers will be reinstated, I am sure
that these workers and their representative organizations will withdraw these
cases; rather than relying on tfie courts, let them rely on the strength of the
working class and the assurance of the Railway Minister.
The number of staff still under suspension is 53. The most important is
the number of casual laboiuers discharged from service: 24,570. The number
yet to be taken back is 5,161.1 assure you that not only the permanent staff
members, not only the temporary staff members, but also the casual staff
members will be taken back. It is being further clarified that in the case of all
the reinstated Railway workers, the seniority will be retained and the entire
break in service will be condoned. These are the categorical decisions that
have been taken and will be implemented.
In the course of the discussion, a number of friends have made concrete
and constructive suggestions. I would like to mention that problems like
opening of new Railway lines in the under-developed areas have been actually
engaging the attention of our Ministry right from the moment we have taken
charge. I want to make it clear that we have said that we will function within
the framework of Gandhiji's ideals and one of the basic concepts of Gandhiji's
ideology is that there must not be imbalance between urban India and rural
India. Therefore, all the necessary infrastructure for the development of
backward areas will have to be developed. This infrastructure is going to be
provided by the Railways. Therefore, in all the backward areas where the
construction of lines is pending, we will expedite the matter.
If there are financial difficulties, we will discuss the matter with the
authorities and the institutions concerned. I do not want to spell out the
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problems. But, we have already applied our mind on how to mop up the
resources, if the resources are lacking.
I was very sorry to listen to the stray remark made by Shri Qureshi while
participating in the debate on the Budget. He probably indirectly made a
reference to the Konkan Railways and he threw a hint that the Railway
Minister is not a Minister for Maharashtra, cind therefore, he must not take
a parochial attitude, but he must think in terms of the country as a whole,
he must think of Jammu and Kashmir as much as he thinks in terms of
Maharashtra.
Firstly, 1 may make it very clear, as far as the West Coast Konkan Railway
is concerned, it does not affect Maharashtra State from which I come. I am
not over proud of being a Maharashtrian. I am also not ashamed of being a
Maharashtrian. Of course, I am proud of being an Indian. Therefore, there is
no question of entering into a certain amoimt of parochialism.
I would like to explain to Shri Qureshi, the geography of the country. If
he is not prepared to understand or follow politics from me at least he should
understand geography. Geography indicates West Coast Konkan Railway
may start from Maharashtra. It will touch Goa State. It will touch Mysore
State. It will touch Kerala State. It will touch part of Tamil Nadu State and,
therefore, naturally integration can be brought about if Konkan Railway is
constructed. That is the aspect which has to be borne in mind.
Those who have applied their mind to the West Coast Railway from the
point of view of national integration, will appreciate that if we are able to
integrate and inter-connect all these regions of Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu,
Kerala, Mysore, that will probably be the living link of integration in this
country and in the same spirit I can assure the former Minister for Railways
that as far as Jammu and Kashmir is concerned we consider that also as one
of the backward regions of this country. We will, therefore, give our adequate
attention to the development of these lines.
Yesterday, I made a reference to parts of Madhya Pradesh, parts of Orissa,
and North Eastern Frontier. If I had referred to them, these were illustrative
and not exhaustive. If you read the speech very correctly, I said, backward
regions like these regions and therefore, they will be attended to. When I talk
in terms of backward areas of Maharashtra, whether it is Konkan, Marathwada
or Vidarbha, I need not spell it out. It is implied.
I wish to make it explicitly clear, though I come from one particular State,
even if I do not become a Minister, when I am elected to the Lok Sabha, I will
not become representative of my constituency only but I will represent the
whole of the country. It is only in that spirit I will apply my mind to all the
problems.
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In some cases there is no question of allocating new resources. My friend.
Prof. Swami had already indicated Chambur-Mankhurl line. That was on the
anvil, but due to certain deficiency that was set aside. Such instances are
there due to delay and inefficiency that had not been started. All the projects
will be undertaken without delay. And where there are financial difficulties,
we will try to get over them.

As an illustration I have referred to Jammu and Kashmir, the case which
was put forward by one of the hon. members from the other side of the
House. I can assure hon. members that as far as various projects are concerned,
whether they are sponsored by members on that side or on this side of the
House, these will be considered on merits and these will be judged on merits
and suitable action will be taken.
Many things have been said about the Railway Board. I cannot forget
what I myself said while I was sitting on that side of the House. I can assure
hon. members that we will go into the full details about the functioning of
the Railway Board. 1 have got here the Manual which tries to explain as to
what exactly the position of the Railway Board is. The Railway Board was
first constituted imder the Indian Railways Act of 1905 for controlling the
administration of Railways in India. It functions as the Ministry of the
Government of India and exercises all the powers of the Central Government
in respect of regulation, construction, maintenance and operation of Railways.
By virtue of the inclusion of the Financial Commissioner for Railways in its
constitution, the Railway Board also exercises the full powers of the
Goverrunent of India in regard to Railway expenditure. I wish to assure
members on both sides of the House that considering the persistent complaints
which have been voiced by members on both sides of the House about the
functioning of the Railway Board, we will go into the functioning of the
Railway Board in detail, and if we find that some sort of restructuring of the
Railway Board is necessary, we shall certainly come forward with the necessary
changes which may be required.

In his speech the former Railway Minister had put forward a distorted
version of what had happened in the past. He said this regarding the demands
that were put forward by the All India Railwaymen's Federation (AIRF) and
National Convention for Construction and Reform (NCCR). There were
references to national wage, there were references to bonus, to minimum
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wage and job evaluation. Having rejected all these demands the former
Railway Minister says things in this manner. Let me put the facts correctly.
I wish to put die record straight. Before the Railway workers went on strike,
here are some of the important incidents that took place. There was a sixpoint character which was submitted to the former Railway Minister on
8 November 1973. A postcard acknowledgement was given. There was no
reply to the memorandum sent on behalf of the NCCR. It cam e into existence
on 2 March 1974. On 5 March 1974, the NCCR submitted a detailed
memorandum of demands which was in line with the demands made by the
AIRF.
There was no reply to that. On 27 April 1974—this is very important—
when negotiations were started with the representatives of the Railwaymen,
these negotiations were attended to by Shri S.A. Dange and Smt. Parvati
Krishnan, an honourable member of this House.
Then the next meeting was fixed. I am deliberately indicating that so that
all the members of this House, specially, the new members of this House,
would know the method of functioning of the members who are now sitting
in the opposite side. The next meeting was fixed on the 2 May. The Minister
told Shri George Fernandes that on 2 May we would sit together when most
of the issues would be thrashed out. It almost appeared that some sort of a
via media was being found out. It was made very clecir by the NCCR that they
would put forward certain assurances; they also know the economic situation
in the country and financial resources of this country. Therefore, even if
hundred per cent conceding of this demand is not possible, let us sit round
the table and let us suggest what type of an interim relief could be given to
the workers and then let us see about the long-term fulfilment of their
demands. That was the assurance given. The late Shri L.N. Mishra was also
in that particular mental attitude of sitting together so as to avert this strike.
Let us consider as far as their immediate demands were concerned and then
we will consider about what their long-term position will be. The former
Ministry felt that if the late Shri Mishra had come to a certain limited
compromise with the Railway employees, in that case, what would happen
to their prestige. I personally feel £hat almost all efforts were made by
Government to avert the strike by the Railwaymen. That is indicated by the
fact that the next meeting was fixed on 2 May 1974 in consultation with the
former Railway Minister Shri L.N. Mishra. On 1 May Shri George Fernandes
was addressing May Day public rally at Lucknow—this is a very interesting
aspect—and Shri Mishra had told him that on the day when he would be
addressing the rally at Lucknow, he would send a special plane there to
bring him at the negotiating table. No doubt he kept that part of his promise;
he did send a special plane—^not to bring Shri Geoige Fernandes at the
negotiating table but to take him to the Tihar Jail!... As a result of that, I wish
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to make it dear here that the NCCR and the AIRF were formulating their
demands which were negotiable but that an interim relief could be granted.
In that case we could think about cent per cent implementation at a later
stage. But, in the Mimstry, some members felt that if these demands were
even partially granted, in that case, probably, the leadership of the All-India
Railwaymen's Federation, NCCR and other organisations which were
participating in that meeting could go up; their prestige coiild go up. On this
more prestige, they precipitated the matter and arrested Shri George
Fernandes. After all they were willing to go on strike because of that right
from the very next day but still some scope was left or till 8 May when
further settlement could be brought about. Doors were not closed until
8 May 1974, when the Railwaymen went on strike. This is the perspective
that I want to give. The Railway Minister intervened in that debate and
distorted the facts. Therefore, to end those distortions, I have to refer to all
that.
Incidentally, Shri Qureshi said that they stood for discipline of workers
whereas I say that they stood for the disruption of workers. Shri Samar
Mukherjee has rightly pointed out that there could be two types of discipline—
there could be two tjrpes of peace—^peace of the satisfied men and the peace
of the graveyard—^both of them are not same. There is an element of difference
between the two. Similarly, I wish to tell you very clearly that these people
had precipitated this matter and all sorts of allegations were made; some
allegations had also been repeated by the former Railway Minister on the
floor of the House. He said that the economic situation in the country was
bad and that some men were starving when actually the leadership of the
Railwaymen's struggle wanted to bring about a chaos by causing further
starvation to the workers and peasants. On the contrary, so many were thrown
out. And that led to the Railway strike in 1974. After that the very first
election took place when Shri Fernandes had been returned to this House
with a big majority of three lakh votes. This I would like the House to record.
And, therefore, people have not accepted the fact that those who were
resorting to legitimate trade union action were trying to bring anarchy in the
country or were trying to plunge the country into darkness. That was not the
perspective of the people, otherwise many hon. members who led the Railway
strike would not have been here and, as such, I would like to clarify this
issue which had been raised in the course of this debate.
Sir, we have been asked whether we will accept the demand of bonus or
the demand for subsidised food system for the Railway employees. I wish to
make it clear that as far as bonus issue is concerned this issue has been
compUcated by the former Government. They have not stood by their poUcy.
When many of us were behind the bars during the Emergency, they changed
the old policy and while they were changing the bonus poUcy they have
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changed the entire bonus policy. A new legislation has been brought and they
want us to say here and now whether we will concede the demand for bonus
for Railway workers. We wish to make it quite clear that since they have
evolved a national bonus policy for the country first, we will have to bring
legislation to reverse that. We will examine the entire issue in depth. We will
also gauge the resources of the coimtry. I wish also to remind the hon. members
on the other side of the House that when we had made a demand for bonus
we had said that if you are not able to concede the demand, please accept it
in principle and let us see how it will be implemented. On behalf of our
Organisation and Janata Party it has been made clear by the Labour Minister
for Janata Sarkar that we accept the bonus not as an ex-gratia payment but as
'deferred wage'. That has already been announced.

Sir, what these people have not been able to do in the course of last
30 years they expect us to do in three years. Give us adequate time and then
you will see. We will examine all the issues as far as bonus is concerned. We
are committed to excimine the entire question of bonus and reverse the earlier
policy.
The hon. member, Shri Pai, has made a number of constructive
suggestions. As far as the construction of new lines and as far as
decentralisation of Railway administration is concerned he has made a number
of constructive suggestions. The Railway Ministry will examine all those
constructive suggestions in depth and try to implement them.
Shri Mohanarangam has made a very significant and radical suggestion.
He has pointed out Aat even in Railways we have the existence of what we
call T)onded labour'. He wants that the bonded labour should be liberated.
We stand committed to the liberation of every form of bondage that exists in
the field of industry and it will be our constant endeavour that bonded
labour system is completely ended.
There is one more aspect to which I want to make a reference. In the
course of the Railway strike certzdn developments had taken place. We have
already clarified as to what will happen as far as retrenched workers are
concerned. There is another problem of what we generally call 'black-legs' in
the trade union balance and what they call as 'loyal workers'. They were
given a number of advance increments. We do not want to take a revengeful
attitude. Those who have got jobs we will not throw them out because they
came in place of strikers.
We will see to it that those who have been removed on account of
participation in the strike will be brought back. I checked the statistics with
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the Railway Board authorities and I found that without disturbing those who
have been appointed in the Railway industry, without disturbing them and
distressing them it will be possible for us to get the retrenched workers back
to work, but at the same time we would sound a warning to all the workers
that they must stand solidly and imitedly with the working class in the
coimtry. We do not want to take a revengeful attitude. For instance, as far as
advance increments are concerned, five lakh of industrial workers from the
Railways have been given advance increments. We do not want to take a
revengeful attitude and only because we have come into power, we will try
to smash all those things. We wiU only say that in the future we will not have
the substitution of black-legs in place of the strikers and we will not give
increment to those who are the so-called loyal workers, but who can be
described as black-legs and to them in the future also we will never be
prepared to pay the wages of betrayal of the working class. That is the attitude
that we have to take.
Sir, there is only one more point.... Sir, it is a matter of common experience
that as far as the Railway industry is concerned, there is a lot of corruption.
Of course, corruption is there in every sphere of human activity in India. But
as far as the Railways are concerned, there is a lot of corruption. Sir, probably
you may recall that xmder the Chairmanship of Acharya Kriplani, an Enquiry
Committee to enquire into the corruption in Railways had already been set
up. That Enquiry Committee has brought out a number of findings. They
were devastating findings and they tried to reveal the dimensions of corruption
in the country. We will try our best to see that some of those important
recommendations of Acharya Kriplani Committee which exposed the
corruption from top to the bottom will be effectively implemented and we
will tackle corruption in Railway industry.
In conclusion, I would like to point out to the members of the Opposition
that when I was speaking out here and when I tried to put forward the
performance of the industry in the course of the year, you were very much
enthusiastic and some of my colleagues felt the embarrassment. But I wish
to make it clear that this is not something new. I may recall the letter that
George Fernandes exchanged with L.N. Mishra from the jail in 1974. That
was not the time of Emergency. It has nothing to do with the Emergency
situation. It has nothing to do with ‘Anushasan Parva' a new phrase that has
been coined by Shri Vinoba Bhave and has been sent to us through
Shri Sathe. I am not referring to it. But I want to point out to you that in that
letter sent by Shri George Fernandes to Shri L.N. Mishraji, he has given all
the details and giving the facts and figures Shri George Fernandes has tried
to convince the Government how the Railway workers have contributed in
building up the resources for the country. They have built up not only the
resources of the Railways, but they have also contributed to the general
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running of the Railways in the country and to that extent they helped in
stabilising the economy of the country. These are the facts and figures which
were put forward before the Government by George Fernandes when he was
in jail cmd he said that the credit of all these achievements goes not to the
Railway Ministry, but to the Railway workers who poured their sweat and
toil into the industry and were able to mop up the industry. It is only in that
spirit. Sir, I have mentioned a number of things find in conclusion, I may say
that if some lacunae are left out and if there are certain disputes, we will fully
explore the assistance and the cooperation of the trade union machinery. We
will not try to arrive at settlements with the help of an iron rod, but we will
try to establish the settlement with the workers by willing cooperation of the
trade unions in the coimtry. That is the only way in which one who is
conunitted to radical policies in the country will function in the House and
in that manner the Railway Ministry will function.

WELFARE OF THE RAILWAY EMPLOYEES*^
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I am very happy that our friends initiated a
discussion on the Railway accidents. I welcome this move because that gives
me an opportumty to place squarely not only before Parliament but through
Parliament before the entire country, some of the important and salient aspects
about accidents. Sir, I will not be much worried if you try to hold me
responsible for any tragedy. I would be least perturbed if you demand my
resignation.

Friends you have made a number of suggestions and I must tell you that
as far as we are concerned, we are not very much perturbed if the Ministry
is under attack, and I am least perturbed if I am attacked because for 30 years
we remained in the frontline of attack and even then we have maintained our
position in public life. So we are not perturbed if you attack us. And when
the attack comes from colleagues, it is all the more pleasant. But I shall
request hon. members of this House not to try to cast aspersions on the
Railway employees. And there I am one with Shri Yashpal Kapur. Which
engine driver would, only to take revenge, plimge himself to death and
causing an accident? No Railway employee, no guard, no driver would, only
to take revenge, deliberately engineer an accident and plunge into the valley
of death. It can never happen. Those of us who have imderstood the working
class for the last 30 years shall continue to understand the working class in
future also. Therefore, I would not like any hon. member of this House to say
such things. You can take us to the nearest pole and hang us by the shortest
rope, but for God's sake, do not cast aspersions on the loyal employees who
have been doing their work honestly They will not plunge themselves into
the valley of death only to take a revenge in regard to certain demands, to
which I will come at a later stage.
Sir, the debate was a very restrained one. Of course, those from whom
restraint can never be expected fulfilled our expectations as they brought in
aU sorts of extraneous issues, to which a reply can be given outside the
House because what they said is something extraneous to the subject under
* R.S. Deb., 16 November 1977.
^Replying to the House as the Minister of Railways in a Discussion under Rule 176 on Recent
Serious Accidents in the Railways in various parts of the country.
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discussion. Sir, firstly, I crave for your indulgence to give me a little more
time because a number of issues on safety have to be cleared and the morale
of the passengers has to be restored. I am more interested in that. So I beg
of you to give a little more time.
As far as the statistics regarding Railway accidents are concerned, some
complained that what has appeared in the statistics is not the full truth. On
the contrary. Sir, in Railway parlance, an accident has a certain connotation,
while in the mind of the common man, an accident has a certain other limited
connotation. According to common man, an accident is when people are
injured, when someone dies, when some calamity occurs, when there is an
element of suffering. But in Railway parlance, the term 'accident is a very
wide term. It includes, collisions, it includes derailments, it includes failure
of equipments. Even if a slight fire is there in a single coach in which even
a fly does not get killed, in Railway parlance it is described as an accident.
Even if a pair of wheels slightly slips off the rails and nobody notices that,
but if the driver feels that there is something wrong and stops ^ e train there,
that is described as an accident in Railway parlance. Now, listening to the
debate, it almost appears that I am the villain of the piece, and that it is only
after I took over charge of the Railway Ministry that accidents started
multiplying as if a lot of accidents have taken place jeopardising the security
of the passengers.
I belong to the faculty of Science and Technology and therefore, I would
like to argue my case very scientifically. I would like to explain very clearly.
No doubt my friends picked up in an isolated way one of my written answers
to the question regarding Railway accidents and they said that in the last
seven months, since Madhu Dandavate took over the Railway Ministry, 515
accidents have taken place. What a sin he has committed? I would like you
to take a very strong attitude towards the accidents, the Railway Minister
and the Railway Board. But I would only beg of you to try to use the same
norm in the matter—^whether the Janata Party is in power or the Congress
Party is in power. Therefore, I would place before you very briefly all the
facts and figures that are available with me right from 1964-65 to 1977.
In 1964-65, the total number of accidents were 1,293. In 1965-66— 1,201;
in 1966-67—1,097; in 1967-68—1,111; in 1968-69—908; in 1969-70—963; in
1970-71—840; in 1971-72—864; in 1972-73—815; in 1973-74— 782; in 1974-75—
925; in 1975-76—peak of emergency, 964. Regarding 1976-77, rightly Shri
Yashpal Kapur raised the question why we pick up the figure of six months.
The elementary fact about statistics is that whenever you have to compare
figures, you always take the corresponding period. That is the only scientific
reason behind it. Therefore, from April to October 1977 that is during seven
months of 1977 under the Janata Government 515 accidents have taken place,
whereas in 1976 during die corresponding period 474 accidents had taken
place.
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Now, Sir, it is very interesting to compare the figures for the corresponding
seven months in 1976-77. Yashpal Kapuiji, with his rational outlook, has
tried to say how due to various elements and factors accidents occur. I will
come to that and then come to the zone-wise figures. Accidents due to failure
of Railway staff last year 263; this year 263. The Janata Party is against statusquo. Therefore, I am very sorry that we have maintained status quo in accidents.
I am, nevertheless, not happy that we have retained only 263. Accidents due
to failure of persons other than Railway staff: last year 55; this year 54.
Accidents due to the failure of the Railway equipment: last year—85, this
year—86. Then, sabotage last year—2; this year—1. Accidental: last year—50,
this year—41. Then, Sir, he referred to the question of accidents. He asked:
What is an accidental accident? Now, in the Railway parlance, all the factors
are already listed and, beyond that, I may also give an instance now. If a train
is already moving and some mountain boulder falls down and as a result of
that an accident takes place, in the parlance of the Railways, that is called an
accidental accident. I do not know whether you like the term or not. But I am
guided and the statisticians are guided by some of the norms that are already
there and that have already been laid down and this is an accident. Then,
they call it an act of God. I never invoke the name of God in the discussions.
But the Railways use the term when, due to natural calamities, accidents take
place. Natural calamities are acts of God. The Commissioning of Enquiry
have used that particular word, and in the English language also, an act of
God means a natural calamity. Now accidents due to the act of God or natural
calamities: last year—^nothing, this year—1. And, accidents for which the
causes could not be established by all the Inquiry Committees that were
appointed: last year—19, this year—15. Accidents in which the causes are not
yet finalised: Nothing last year, this year—54. And, Sir, this is how we have
the figures of 474 for last year and 515 for this year.
Sir, one of the hon. members said that those are the figures about the
accidents which have been published in the Press. I would like to tell you
very honestly that if you go through the newspapers of the last seven months,
you will not find all these 515 accidents appearing in the Press at all. When
someone dies or the accident is of a serious nature, it is published in the
papers. Even if a slight fire is there in a single coach, on the records it goes
down as an acddent. But, Sir, I am stiU not satisfied. Sometime back a reference
was made to the statement that I made, in oblique reference perhaps. The
paper The Northern India Patrika, published from Allahabad, said that 312
deaths had already taken place. Sir, the paper Northern India Patrika-, I tell
you, on the 10 October flashed a seven-column banner heading stating that
300 died in the accident. But when more information was made available to
them and when the contradiction was made including the contradiction given
by my Minister of State on the 12 October, the same Northern India Patrika
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corrected its report and a full statement and the full clarifications were also
published by them and there the correct figure was published. Sir, as far as
deaths a ie concerned, in a Railway accident you can imagine for a moment
when somebody says that because of the acts of men or acts of God
300 people have died, what will happen. Sir, someone went to the extent of
saying that somebody had actually counted the dead bodies. I do not want
to accuse anyone of falsehood because to say that somebody is indulging in
falsehood is unparliamentary. Of course, I can say that he is untruthful. But
I am not trying to find synonyms for the word "falsehood", although I want
to point out that somebody went to the extent of saying that somebody had
actually counted the dead bodies. I had also met some hon. members and
some of the hon. members who were travelling by that train and none of
them had said that somebody had counted the dead bodies. Now Sir, I would
like to ask one thing: if the report that we are giving that there were 57
deaths is wrong and if the newspap>er report which says that 300 died is
correct, in that case, do you think that the family members of the 300 minus
57, 243 persons, who have died or who have been killed would keep quiet?
We have the Report of the Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety and
we have information from the Claims Commissioner also. Now, if 300 minus
57 persons who were killed, if we are hiding the dead bodies somewhere or
whose skeletons we are keeping in some cupboards, in that case, at least. Sir,
ten or fifteen or twenty or twenty-five or thirty or forty or fifty or a hundred
family members of these dead persons should come to the Claims
Commissioner saying that their kith and kin were travelling and that they
have died, that nobody has been traced, that they knew that these people
were travelling by that train and that they have been killed and so on. But
no such complaint has come and you can rest assured that even if a single
complaint comes, I will take a very serious note of that. It is not a question
of taking note of 300 minus 57. But it is the assessment that has to be taken
note of. As a man of science, I would like to explain to my friends the more
important technological aspect of this, the technological aspect of the integral
coaches which are provided in many trains as in the case of the Deluxe trains,
for instance. Fortimately—it was our fortune. Sir,—^the Deluxe train which
met with the accident did not have the old type of coaches made of timber,
but, fortunately, they were integral type of coaches and in the integral coaches
we have got the steel shell inside. At the extremity of each coach we have
what we call anti-telescopic tubes and even if there is a thrust of 200 tonne
they do not rush the entire thing. You can even now see all the newspaper
reports. It was only one timber coach that was broken to pieces. As far as
others were concerned, they capsized, all of them remaining intact because
they had anti-telescopic tubes which can stand a thrust of 200 tonne. That is
why the coaches were not broken to pieces. If they were timber coaches, they
would have broken into pieces. I understand some members of Parliament
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were also travelling by that train. Some lady members of this House survived.
This is another aspect of safety which has to be borne in mind.
As far as the capacity of the Deluxe train is concerned, let us be very clear
about it. The total seating capacity of the Deluxe train is 827. The reservations
which were made and the names apf>earing in various Reservation Charts,
have been handed over to the Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety
Let not members of this House be under the impression that it is the Railway
that have appointed the Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety. The
Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety comes under the Ministry of
Tourism and Civil Aviation. The idea is that our Ministry should not conduct
an inquiry, because it may happen that due to human failure or human
weakness, if my own Ministry tries to go into the examination of the cases,
we might try to protect our staff, we might protect our officers and we might
try to present a picture which will try to protect the Railway Ministry. And,
therefore, it has been the convention that the Additional Commissioner of
Railway Safety is not under the Railway Ministry but under the Ministry of
Tourism and Civil Aviation. Now, the ch a ^ have been submitted to them. It
has been found out that out of the 810 passengers estimated to have been
carried the number of those killed was 57. If they were 300 as is alleged, then
how is it that die relatives of remaining 243 neither approached the Additional
Commissioner of Railway Safety nor the Qaims Commissioner? More than
that, actually on the train that carried the passengers along with their relatives,
even their numbers were checked—^who came and who had travelled right
from the beginning. That was also checked. Therefore, from the mathematical
point of view, taking this into account, the question of 300 men having been
killed does not arise. Sir, it has been our experience in all the Railway accidents
that it is very difficult to hide a single dead body, because a dead body will
always be discovered, if not by the police, by the family members. Sir, if I
were to lose my son or if I were to lose my brother and even if the name does
not appear in the list, I shall go around the country everywhere, saying that
my brother or son was travelling by that train and asking what has happened
to him. I shall not keep quiet. So, please try to accept the version that we are
giving on the basis of experience. We are not trying to hide the facts.
Sir, some reference has been made to sabotage. Sir, you will be surprised
to know that besides everything that has been mentioned, near Moradabad
on 7 November 1977 we came across a very ghastly type of accident. The
accident was averted. People did not die. The Kashi-Vishwanath Express was
to come. Fortunately, it came late. Forty-one cm. of railway track had been
cut by a cutting instrument. The gangmen who were already working there,
were attacked by a big team. I do not want to make any allegations whether
they are Anand Margis or anyone else. We have referred the matter to the
Home Ministry and requested them to inquire into it. We have told them that
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probably some men who are doing it in this manner have certain ulterior
motives and here is a picture. Sir, 41 cm. of rcdlway line had been cut. On the
other side there was the river. Even the fish plates were removed, the entire
train would have fallen into the river and there would have been a big
accident. We have taken up the matter with the Home Ministry. So, in some
cases, there is sabotage also.
Sir, our colleague, Shri Dhabe is right in saying that they are entitled to
ask the Minister as to what concrete steps have been taken. Sir, as far as the
Naini accident is concerned, both myself and the Minister of State for Railways,
at different intervals of time, reached the spot and met the people. We also
met some of the members of Parliament who were travelling by that train.
They say that no doubt some time lag was bound to be there, but there were
all the necessary rescue operations and everything possible was done. Sir,
here I would like to explain some of the other steps. The first thing we did
was that we immediately called a Safety meeting and in that Safety meeting
we discussed some of the important aspects which are technological aspects.
Myself being a scientist and a technologist, I could discuss at that particular
level as to what is actually meant by track-circuiting and how the signals are
operated. All these problems were discussed with them and we took certain
basic and fundamental decisions. One of the important decisions is this. Sir,
there are 1,300 important stations which come within the category of trunk
routes. They are to be track-circuited. We have taken certain decisions that
we will go for track-circuiting of certain routes. Here I would like to give the
figures. As far as track-circuiting is concerned, the total number of stations
on the trunk routes which need track-circuiting is 1,300. Track-circuiting has
already been completed in the case of 820 stations. We have already decided
at the Safety meeting that track-circuiting will be completed at additional
50 stations by March 1978 and the rest will be completed by 1981. Apart from
these tnmk routes, at additional 100 vulnerable stations we are going to
undertake track-circuiting. As was rightly pointed out, this track-circuiting is
a very important thing. So we have already seen to it that track-circuiting is
completed and those areas will not be vulnerable for accidents of this type.
I do not want to make a reference to any individual officer over here
because that has been a great tradition that we have been holding. Let me tell
the hon. members that even when I functioned as a member of the Opposition,
I had accepted one restraint in my parliamentary life. I referred to certain
positions, but I never referred to any name of an individual officer because
if Madhu Dandavate is attacked in the fierest manner, Madhu Dandavate can
get up on the floor and give a reply. But individual employees or an ordinary
gangman or an ordinary Class III, or Class II or Class I officer cannot come
before the Parliament to tell you what exactly he feels about it. Therefore, I
do not want to refer to names. But after taking complete cognizance of all the
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vulnerable areas in which accidents have taken place, we have already issued
orders for reshuffling the officers. Some of them said that they were not
responsible. We told them that whenever a crime takes place in the vicinity
of a particular police station, it has been a convention to transfer those officers
and following the same convention, we have brought about a reshuffling of
the Divisional Officers in the Railways at certain places. That will, I am sure,
be a deterrent in the future. Every Railway Officer will feel that if an accident
takes place, he is likely to be transferred irrespective of the fact that he has
put in 10 or 15 years of service. In some cases, they are likely to be demoted.
That is the attitude that we are taking. We have already undertaken this
exercise and the necessary instructions are being issued. We have also taken
action against the staff who are directly responsible for such type of things.
Wherever the Additional Commissioner of Railway Safety says that it is the
Railway staff that is responsible, they pin point Ihe responsibility and say
that Driver 'X' is responsible or Gangman 'Y is responsible or Cabinman 'T
is responsible, in that case, we have to carefully go through the list and we
have to see that the persons who are directly responsible for an accident are
pvmished, not that they have done it deliberately but through negligence of
duty. As Shri Dhabe rightly said nobody does it deliberately but only through
negligence if certain accidents have taken place, in that case also, necessary
action has to be taken. These are the immediate steps that we have taken. In
addition to that, we have been able to intensify track patrolling on a number
of tracks. We have started a safety drive from 24 October and the vigilance
has improved. We have contacted the Chief Ministers, especially of Bihar and
Uttar Pradesh and requested them.

...Therefore, Sir, what I am pointing out is that already those steps have
been taken. We have contacted the Chief Ministers of the concerned States.
I personally met them, discussed the problems with them and told them that
the law and order situation on certain lines is actually disturbed. And certainly
the House should know. The common man does not know, when you say the
Government Railway Police, they probably feel that it is the responsibility of
the Railways. They do not know that what we describe as GRP is directly
under the State Government. Therefore, we have to establish liaison with the
State Governments. We met the Chief Ministers concerned and they have
assured a better arrangement, a better patroUing and we will try to see that
the law and order position is improved. And that will be an additional thing.
Sir, there is one more aspect which is very important and to which some
hon. members referred, of course, in a cursory manner. Those among the
hon. members who are trade unionists do know that one of the aspects that
has always been disturbing the Railway employees—who are a very hard
working lot. Especially the loco running staff whether he is driving a diesel
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engine or a steam engine or an electric locomotive, their problem is that if the
hours of duty are prolonged, in that case, they are likely to be subjected to
exhaustion. And, therefore, they have been rightly demanding that we must
introduce at least ten-hour duty. That was what was arrived at later on. In
fact, they would like to go in and have 8 hour duty. But they said that
promise should be fulfilled. I am very happy to report that as far as the mail,
express and passenger trains are concerned, that is already fulfilled. And we
are approaching the Finance Ministry for their approval so that additional
jobs are created and in that case even the lacuna that has been left in the case
of goods trains will also be removed and we will be able to see that the hours
of work are reduced so that the human failure element can also be eliminated.
That is also the asp>ect which we are taking note of.
Sir, some problems which are indirectly connected with the problems of
accidents were also raised. As far as our friend, Shri Jagjit Singh, who was
initiated the discussion is concerned, he suggested that the legitimate
grievances of the workers must be solved. And one of our members said,
''With one lakh of people we will come and dash against your house." I can
assure him that I and my wife would warmly welcome him as well as
thousands of people who come there because I am not accustomed to drive
away the people who come to me. And I may tell him that even after assuming
certain office, I do not merely sit in the Rail Bhavan. Whenever I visit any
Zonal Headquarters, it is not merely the officers whom I meet, but in the
evening I hold a mass rally of the workers no matter to which union they
belong. For example, in Puri, I attended a mass conference of the organisation
to which Yashpalji belongs. Sometimes I attended the conference of the AIRF
and some of their recognised unions I tried to tackle their problems. In fact,
we are trying to have a new modus operandi. The co-operation of all these
recognised and unrecognised unions is being sought and the principle of one
union in one industry is being evolved.
Sir, I wish to tell you very clearly that we are in touch with the workers.
Even after taking a certain attitude on bonus, I addressed 30 important rallies
of the workers, including a rally of Railway workers attended by fifty thousand
employees, at Madurai. So, we are not afraid of the people. We have risen
from the working class and common people and if workers storm into my
house and destroy me, I am not afraid of them and if one has to die, it is
better to die at the hands of the working class rather than at the hands of
capitalists. So, I am not at all perturbed by that.
Sir, as far as the problems are concerned, it is good that Shri Yashpal
Kapur raised them, it is good that Shri Dhabe raised them, it is good that the
members of the Janata Party raised them. Sir, our approach to the Railway
workers' problems is simple and straight. It is not that Ae Railway employees
do not understand our problems. They understand how we are going to
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tackle their problems. But it is some of their leaders who do not understand
how we are going to tackle their problems. There is nothing secret about it.
I would like to place all my cards on the Table of the House. The moment we
came to power, within three days, those thousands of workers who were told
that whoever had to be taken back the former Government had already taken
them back and others would not be taken back. But they were taken back.
That is the first thing we did. Secondly, as you know, the Indian RaUways
were formed in 1853 and now we are passing through 1977, i.e., 124 years of
Railways have passed in this country. In all these years all classes and
sections of Railwaymen got their promotional avenues except the class IV
employees. Wthin the last 124 years they did not get any selection grades.
Now, in the month of June 1977, we have announced that 50,000 class IV
employees of the Railways would get selection grades. This is an achievement.
Then, Sir, those who stand before the fire of the steam engine, B grade
firemen had very little promotional avenues. Only 25 per cent of them were
promoted from B grade to A grade. In June we announced that the hitherto
25 per cent promotion quota was being raised to 50 per cent.
Sir, let me tell you that under the former Government, and even today
the position is the same, no Minister had a right to make appointment to any
class III or class IV post. But thousands of people were taken as ad hoc
appointments without asking them to come through Railway Service
Commission and we have already discussed this problem with Railwaymen.
Even the Railwaymen who are led by Shri Yashpal Kapur were complaining
of this problem....

Sir, I wish to tell you that it was the grievance of the Railway employees
that their children appeared before the Railway Service Commission and
their names appeared on the panels but their names were kept on the notice
board only and they were not taken because some Minister would say that
so and so may be appointed and some other Minister would say that
somebody else must be appointed and so many people were appointed. To
all those ad hoc appointees, I said 'we are not going to renew your terms. You
will have to come through the Railway Service Comnussion just as the children
of the Railway employees have to come'. Some of the ad hoc appointees by
the past Ministers have to appear before the Railway Service Commission
and only if they are approved, they will continue. That is what we have
done.

...Step by step we are going ahead. I must further clarify that point
because Shri Yashpal Kapur has demanded my resignation on that particular
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issue; unlike others he did not demand it on the issue of accidents because
he did not talk on accidents. He demanded it on the other issue. I must
dcirify two points. Number one is about some statement that was supposed
to have been made by Prime Minister, Shri Morarjibhai Desai. I raised that
issue with him. I have got the full authority to clarify that issue. In fact, the
Finance Ministry has already clarified that issue. When a small deputation
went to see the Prime Minister, cryptic news appeared that the Prime Minister
said that no bonus will be given to the Railwaymen. Actually all that he said
was, we are trying to settle the question of bonus in the coimtry in various
phases. The first phase was to restore the minimum 8.33 per cent bonus.
Those who are eloquently talking about the bonus today are forgetting that
when we were behind the prison bars, they destroyed the Bonus Act for a
minimum 8.33 per cent that was available to a number of industrial workers.
But nothing could be done because it was the glorious and golden era of
Emergency. Those who are talking militantly, their militancy had disappeared
like mist at that time and therefore, nothing could be done, and 8.33 per cent
bonus was dropped. Therefore, we said in our election manifesto that all
sections who had the right to bonus, will be entitled to it and all their rights
and privileges will be restored to them. So, the first step was, we restored the
status quo ante. The old Bonus Act that gave 8.33 per cent minimum bonus to
those who were entitled to it, was revived. That is the first phase.
Now, what will be the next phase? I have been saying it in public meetings.
I do not say these things in Parliament under your protection. I have said it
during the last 2-3 months—and Shri Yashpal Kapur will bear me out—in
mass rallies of 30,000 people, 40,000 or 50,000. For ihe past 2-3 months I have
been telling the Railwaymen in front of the workshops, in front of Railway
stations that as far as bonus for Railwa)nnen is concerned, we are solving this
question by stages. Firstly those who were getting it under the Bonus Act
their bonus is restored and next will be your turn in the Governmental
departments whose bonus has not been granted. For that, we have already
appointed a Central Committee, Boothalingam Committee, which will go
into the question in depth about income, wages and price policy and only
when their findings are received and are available to the Finance Ministry,
only then those employees of different Governmental departments whidi
are not covered by the present Bonus Act, will be taken up. Sir, I have
communicated this particular view point....

If you* really see the terms of reference you will find that they have been
given a time limit of six months by which they have to complete their
* Replying to the query raised by Shri Yashpal Kapur, "How long Boothalingam Committee will
take?"
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findings. Therefore, Sir, I convened meetings of the recognised Federation
and members belonging to the unrecognised unions have been called through
M.Ps. I called some of the M.Ps. and told them that they could bring some
of the trade-unionists who would like to assist them. I also had some informal
consultations with unrecognised unions and I explained the position to them
tfiat step by step we are doing it. They said that at least on one point, that
is, dearness allowance, something should be done, and 1 am very happy to
say that this morning in this very House and in the other House, the
announcement has been made. The Cabinet has taken the decision that from
1 September, the mstalment of dearness allowance that was pending, will be
paid. So that jwint has also been clarified. Therefore, the issues relating to
C.D.S., 8.33 per cent bonus dearness allowance, ad hoc appointments to be
cancelled, have all been settled step by step and one by one we will take
cognizance of the demands of the Railway workers. You need not come to
the Railway workers; we ourselves will go to them and try to explain to them
the position. That is how we are trying to solve the problem. I felt that since
in the first four months, our brilliant Railway workers had given us 44 crores
of rupees more than what they generated during the emergency and now at
the end of six months, the position is that they have given to the Railways
54 crore of rupees more than what they could give during the so-called
emergency, an era of discipline, even without emergency and without the
baton of die police. 1 have sent them a letter. All that the letter says is: your
contribution to the brilliant performance of the Railways will not go
vm-acknowledged and un-rewarded. I had given them an indirect hint in
some meetings that we will think in terms of giving some ex gratia payment.
Sir, whatever you are going to spend in the form of amenities that is also ex
gratia pajTnent but not in cash. And therefore, 1 will tell you frankly now
why the approach had to be changed. When we were thinking of granting 15
crore of rupees or 14 crore of rupees to some of our workers in the form of
ex gratia payment, various unions representing P&T, Defence and other Central
Government staff, said that if Railwaymen were going to be given an ex gratia
payment, then they also must get it immediately We had to examine that in
order that the inflationary pressures do not start immediately and the prices
do not go on up sky, rocketing further. Therefore, the Cabinet decided, in the
fitness of things, that Rs. 15 crore will be placed at the disposal of the Railway
Minister. I am very happy to report that all the trade unions including the
one which Shri Yashpal Kapur represents have welcomed this contribution of
Rs. 15 crore as grant towards amenities and welfare. How will we spend
this? We have the C.E.G.—The Central Enterprise Group—in which the
recognised federations are represented. We have gone out of the way and
even asked the unrecognised unions as to what are their suggestions. Only
on the basis of the C.E.G.'s decision which is really the decision on the basis
of participation of the workers, we will decide how much money should be
spent. On the basis of that, all the amount will be spent.
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Sir, there was a reference to the R.P.F. I may tell you that already an
enquiry is on. One of the basic premises and norms which the Railway Minister
has to observe is this. You are at liberty to make any allegation. But fortunately
or unfortunately I happen to be the Railway Minister. Therefore, I cannot go
on mciking stimmary charges and say that the R.RF. has looted the ornaments
and all that. The entire matter is before the enquiry. Those friends who have
got some evidence can submit it to the enquiry commission and if, ultimately,
the enquiry reveals that anyone who has been guilty of looting and has
bungled in this issue, we shall see that the guilty is punished. We will not
allow any guilty man to go scot free. This is the assurance that I would like
to give.
Rightly, it has been pointed out by a number of members that the
restructuring of the Railway Board should be taken up. I am happy to infonn
the House—I cannot give the details—that a statement will be laid on the
floor of the House soon. We have been pursuing the statement which I made
on the occasion of the Railway Budget. We have ,already prepared the
proposals for the reorganisation of the Railway Board. We have also prepared
the proposals for the devolution of the Railway Board's authority. We have
also prepared the proposals which will indicate cis to which financial powers
of the Minister will devolve on whom which powers of the Railway Board
wiU devolve on whom, which powers of the General Manager will devolve
on whom and which powers of the Divisional Superintendent will devolve
on whom so that better efficiency and better administration can be maintained.
All these plans are ready and in this Winter Session of Parliament itself, I will
be willing to make a statement in regard to this problem of reorganisation.
Sir, I do not want to take much of your time. Some of the important
points which were raised have been referred to by me. But our friend,
Shri Jagjit Singh Anand, who initiated the discussion, said that in order that
the number of accidents is reduced and the exertion on the workers is reduced,
it is better that we change our traction from steam to diesel and from diesel
to electric. Let me take this House into confidence and give these figures. It
is a fact that electric traction wiU be cheaper than diesel traction and diesel
traction will be cheaper than steam traction. Last year's figures show that on
consumption of coal in steam traction, we spent Rs. 147 crore. On consumption
of diesel oil in diesel traction, we spent about Rs. 110 crore. On electric
consumption we spent only Rs. 47 crore. This is very cheap. The question
naturally arises 'The problem is solved; why don't you go in for electrification?'
The only difficulty is that for electrification of one km. route, we require an
initial capital investment of the order of Rs. 10 to 13 lakhs. I have asked all
my scientist and research workers to find out some method by which the
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initial capital investment which is of the order of Rs. 10 to 13 lakhs for
electrification of one km. route could be brought down so that we can increase
the degree of electrification. Of course, we have fixed our priorities. Firstly,
those high density routes on the trunk routes will be taken up for
electrification. Secondly, on the trunk routes, those continguous routes which
are nearer the high density routes will be taken up for electrification. The last
priority will be in the project oriented areas. Some lines which are outside the
trunk routes will be taken up for electrification. That is how, we are already
exploring some of the suggestions which have been made.
There is one asjject to which I will make a reference and conclude. I do
not want to take much time of the House. This is about the resignation. So
many people have raised this and some people had tried to dig out the past.
I have placed before you the figures right from 1964-65 to 1976-77. Of course,
I find that as far as the number demanding the resignation is concerned, it
has been dwindling after I made the statement in the House the other day.
Those who made the demand tried to make up for quantity by their vociferous
quality. They tried to raise their voice vociferously. They said that I must
resign. Shri George Fernandes was imnecessarily brought into the picture.
In fact if anybody has to take the responsibility, 1 am taking the responsibihty.
But are you really under the impression that if 1 tender the resignation and
go, these accidents will stop?
Shri Yashpal Kapur pointed out—it is not because it is favourable to me
that is why I am quoting him. I have quoted him on a number of other
points—^that one Minister going away does not solve the problem. Of course,
on the other day some members tried to advise our Prime Minister: In order
that the Railway Ministry should be improved, remove this Minister and put
some other Janata member in the Railway Ministry. How they try to rise to
non-party level, try to advise what the Janata Party leadership should do,
what the Prime Minister of the country should do, but I can tell you that only
by Madhu Dandavate learning his post if a better safety can be ensured, I
think that is the best solution. But after discussing the problem with my
colleagues, I am convinced that merely by tendering the resignation and
escaping the responsibility, the problem of accidents cannot be solved. Rather
than running away from the responsibility 1 would like to face the problem.
I may tell you that a number of accidents took place in the past but I had not
demanded the resignation of the Minister and, therefore, let me tell you that
merely by running away from the post of duty, accidents cannot be stopped.
A man like me, who belongs to the faculty of science and technology, should
take up the responsibility to listen to the problems and to streamline and
rationalise the entire machinery, so that the number of accidents could be
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minimised. Somebody may say why minimise, why not reduce the accidents
to zero. Now, if a small fire in d\e coach somewhere is called an accident, try
to understand the extent of problem. Somebody rightly said: What is the
position of our Railways? As far as the imitary managed Railways are
concerned, we are the second largest in the world. We have 11,000 trains
running everyday, probably you know, but the common man does not know.
Eleven thousand trains are running in this country every day. They pass
through 8,000 stations and they are able to cover 61,000 route kilometres.
That is the expanse of the Railways. Therefore, all the technical problems
have to be solved. In that case, whatever steps we have mentioned we will
expedite them. I am very happy that one of the important achievements of
this discussion is that through this House people will know what exactly the
entire picture of accidents is, what is really meant by an accident, because the
common man feels that if in seven months 515 accidents have taken place,
that means about 15,000 or 20,000 people must have died. They do not
understand what is the Railways' connotation of accident. They feel that like
Naini and Tezpur 517 accidents must have taken place. They have not seen
the light of the day through newspap>ers, but probably these people have
given the statistics and in order that I should be clear and in order that the
peoples' morale, who are travelling by trains, is kept up, this should be taken
note of.
I shall conclude within half a minute. It may appear that the issue is
extraneous but so many p>eople referred to my socialist way. Somebody said
that the Janata Party does not talk of socialism. Only if you have the patience,
read the economic policy and programme prepared by the Janata Party, we
have mentioned socialism. In our membership pledge, we have to take a
pledge that I shall be prepared to build a secular, democratic and a socialist
State. So, we are not at all away from socialism. But as far as my faith in
socialism is concerned. Sir, I may tell the members who have already referred
to that point, that when I became the Minister, I made the point that all these
years class II passengers were travelling like animals, I would like them to
travel like human beings. I would like you to take note of this. In June, I had
announced that hence forward all the long distance trains will be classless
Janata trains. I made that promise in June. We went round the ICF factory.
We saw to it that the coaches were prepared. On the 4th of this month, the
Gitanjali Express has been started. It is second class express train with all the
facilities of first class. There are cushioned three tier berths—there is a library
in every train, there are four stainless steel water containers in which cool
water is available. There is a pantry car to supply food and all these facilities,
are available with only 2nd class fare. That is the new pattern which we have
started. Hence forward, rest assured, it is my solemn pledge and that is my
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assurance to this House that in the years to come every long-distance train
will be a classless janata train with first class facilities at second class fare,
that is what we are going to do. I am glad that I got the opportunity to say
all these things. Merely if you had put a few questions I would not have been
able to give answers, and therefore, I must congratulate all the members of
the Opposition who gave me this opportunity to place the point of view of
the Government.

RAILWAY BUDGET, 1978-79*^
Mr. Speaker, when I presented the Railway Budget for 1977-78, I had
made some promises and assurances. I now rise to place before the House an
account of tfie performance of the Indian Railways during the current year
and the Annual Financial Statement showing the estimated receipts and
expenditure for the year 1978-79. The House may judge the Railways'
performance against the background of the promises made in the last Budget.
While presenting the Budget for 1977-78 in June last year, I had informed
the House that I had broad-based discussions with various organisations
representing a cross-section of the rail-users and employees on the subject of
improving the performance of the Railways.

As a result of these discussions, I have been able to introduce several
measures to streamline the administrative machinery of the Railways, improve
the financial performance and provide better amenities and facilities to the
travelling public, particularly the second class passengers.

Performance during 1977-78
At the outset, it may be pointed out that this financial year has been a
year of broad fulfilment of ih e promises and assurances given to the rail
users and the employees. There has been a sustained improvement in the
performance of the Railways in regard to transport of both passengers and
goods.
The originating loading has been consistently higher from month to month
as compared to the corresponding period of last year. This improvement was
maintained right upto the end of October 1977. In November, the originating
loading dropped below that of the corresponding month of the previous year
due largely to the unprecedented cyclones on the east and west coasts which
affected the States of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Kerala, disrupting
traffic extensively on three Railways, viz. Southern, South Central and South
Eastern Railways. There has also been less offering of traffic by some industrial
sectors due to varied reasons. The same trend continued in December also.
* LS. Deb., 21 February 1978.
^Presenting the Railway Budget for the year 1978-79.
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The cumulative originating revenue loading upto the end of
December 1977 has, however, been higher than that in the previous year by
1.57 million tonne. Though the originating revenue-earning traffic has fallen
short of the Budget anticipations, the average load of traffic has shown an
appreciable increase from 671 kilometres during the corresponding period of
last year to 711 kilometres upto December 1977—an increase of 6 per cent.
The torme kilometrage of origiiwting revenue-earning freight traffic, which is
the correct index of totality of Railways' performance, will be higher than the
budgeted figure by about 2.5 per cent and by 5.5 per cent as compared to the
previous year. The revenue-earning net torme kilometrage of freight traffic is
expected to be 1,51,940 mUlion as against the budgeted figure of 1,48,280
million. Though the originating revenue-earning traffic is expected to be only
about 214 million tonne, as compared to the Budget estimate of 220 million
tonne, because of the increased load the fall in tonnage will not make any
appreciable dent in our earnings from freight traffic.
Passenger traffic continues to be quite buoyant. The increase in originating
passengers was 5.39 per cent upto December and passenger earnings were
also 11.2 per cent more than the corresponding period of the previous year.
The increase in passenger traffic upto December is 5.93 per cent more under
suburban and 4.74 per cent more under non-suburban. These trends have
been taken into account while revising the estimates for the year 1977-78.

Revised Estimates for 1977-78 and Actuals for 1976-77
On the basis of the improved traffic performance, the revised estimates
of gross traffic receipts for 1977-78 have been placed at Rs. 2,131 crore or an
increase of about Rs. 21 crore over the Budget estimates.
As regards working expenses, I am glad to say that in spite of increase
in passenger traffic and the net tonne kilometres of freight traffic over the
budgeted level, the revised estimates of working expenses, which are now
placed at Rs. 1,611 crore, indicate a net saving of Rs. 37 crore as compared to
the budgeted figure due to better efficiency and tighter expenditure control.
The saving could have been much more but for the inescapable additional
expenditure due to the increased dearness allowance for seven months of the
current year and increased requirement of fuel, etc. necessitated by running
of more trains.
The House will be happy to know that the surplus for 1977-78 is now
expected to be Rs. 89.32 crore, that is about Rs. 57 crore higher than the
budgeted figure of Rs. 32.5 crore. This is after providing for Rs. 140 crore
towards Depreciation Reserve Fund, Rs. 40 crore for Pension Fund and after
making full payment of dividend to the General Revenues to the extent of
Rs 227 crore In this context, it is significant to note that whereas the actiial
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surplus generated in \976-77 was Rs. 87.24 crore, the surplus expected in
1977-7% is Rs. 89.32 crore without any further increase in fares and freight
rates and despite escalated costs.

Plan Outlay for 1977-78
The Railways' developmental programme for 1977-78 envisaged a total
outlay of Rs. 480 crore (including Rs. 10 crore for the Metropolitan Transport
Projects) and additional Rs. 2.80 crore to meet the working capital requirements
for financing export orders. In the original annual plan for 1977-78, Rs. 501
crore were provided, but this was reduced to Rs. 480 crore as result of a
comprehensive review undertaken in consultation with the Ministry of
Finance. However, no reduction was made in the allocation for new lines.
Similarly, provision on users' amenities was made at Rs. 4 crore, slightly
higher than the original provision, in accordance with the recommendations
of the successive Railway Convention Committees and the Estimates
Committee. The expenditure on works during 1977-78 is now expected to be
Rs. 488.55 crore as against the Budget estimate of Rs. 480 crore.

Railway Convention Committee
While introducing the Budget for 1977-78,1 had indicated that due to the
dissolution of the Fifth Lok Sabha, the Railway Convention Committee's
recommendations for 1977-78, duly approved by the Parliament, were not
available to the Government and consequently the computation of dividend
was made for the year 1977-78 on the same basis as for the year 1976-77.
Hon. members cire aware that a new Railway Convention Committee was
constituted in August 1977, "to review the rate of dividend whidi is at present
payable by the Railway undertaking to the General Revenues, as well as
other matters in connection with the Railway Finances vis-a-vis General
Finance, and make recommendations thereon'". The Committee presented its
First Report to the Parliament in November 1977, which contained its
recommendations on the rate of dividend payable for the financial years
1977-78 and 1978-79 and other ancillary matters. These recommendations
envisaged the continuance of the concessions already in force in respect of
the year 1976-77 for the two subsequent years as well. This has been approved
by the Parliament and the Budget for 1978-79 has been framed accordingly.

Budget Estimates for 1978-79
I now turn to the Budget Estimates for 1978-79. The gross traffic receipts
for the year are estimated at Rs. 2,220 crore or Rs. 88 crore more than the
revised estimates for the current financial year. The revenue-earning goods
trciffic is expected to be 222 million tonne or 8 million tonne more than the
revised target of 214 million tonne for the current year. Passenger traffic, as
well as earnings are expected to increase by 5 per cent.
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Working Expenses
As regards working expenses, the estimates are placed at Rs. 1,701 crore
or about Rs. 90 crore more than the revised estimates for the current year. I
would like to inform the House that this increase in working expenses is
mainly due to the grant of one additional instalment of dearness allowance
to the employees, revision of rates of night-duty allowance for various
categories of staff, implementation of assurance relating to 10-hour rule for
loco running staff and acceptance of Labour Tribimal Awards relating to
hours of employment regulations. Increased provision has also been made
for better maintenance of track and rolling stock and fuel requirements for
the anticipated increase in traffic.
The Railway Convention Committee 1977, in its First Report, has
recommended an appropriation of Rs. 145 crore to the Depreciation Reserve
Fund in the financial year 1978-79 and this recommendation was approved
by the House in the last session. This involves an increase of Rs. 5 crore over
the appropriation in the current year. The appropriation to the Pension Fund
is also being increased from Rs. 40 crore in the current year to Rs. 50 crore
in the year 1978-79.
With the increase in the level of working expenses and the increased
appropriations to funds, to which I have just now referred, the Budget for
1978-79 is expected to yield a net surplus somewhat lower than the revised
estimates for 1977-78. The surplus estimated is Rs. 65.43 crore. If the amoimt
earmarked for additional expenditure on staff and increased provision for
Depreciation and Pension Funds is taken into consideration, the comparable
surplus for 1978-79 would be much higher than that for the current year.

Indebtedness of the Railways
The anticipated surplus in 1978-79 will help the Railways reduce their
indebtedness to the General Revenues from Rs. 368.68 crore at the end of
March 1978 to Rs. 345.37 crore at the end of March 1979. In order to embark
on various developmental and modernisation schemes. Railways have to
function as an economically viable unit and in this regard we have still a long
way to go in spite of the surplus achieved during 1976-77 and 1977-78 and
that expected during 1978-79. I am exploring avenues for overcoming the
adverse effects of this indebtedness in consultation with the Ministry of
Finance. This is also necessary to provide an incentive for the Railways to
generate more surplus which could be utilised for their developmental
activities. I am also thinking of having an in-depth study made into the
capital structure of the Railways by a Committee, as recommended by the
Railway Convention Committee 1971.
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As the hon. members are aware, the Railways have been bearing a
considerable amount of additional expenditure by way of social burdens.
Perhaps the time has come when this question has to be considered in all its
aspects and a portion of this burden is shared by the General Revenues. Out
of about Rs. 170 crore identified as estimated social burdens for the current
year, about Rs. 69 crore are due to some commodities being carried below
cost and about Rs. 21 crore on the working of uneconomic branch lines, the
balance being losses incurred on short-distance and suburban passenger trciffic.
I have recently appointed a High-Power Official Committee to examine some
of the matters connected with the social burdens, in accordance with the
recommendations of the Railway Convention Committee 1971.

Fifth Plan and the Rolling Plan
The Planning Commission had provided to the Railways a sum of
Rs. 2,152 crore (excluding Rs. 50 crore for the Metropolitan Transport Project
Schemes) for the Fifth Plan. According to the decision of the Government, the
Fifth Plan will stand terminated one year in advance, i.e. at the end of the
current financial year. Plan expenditure on the Railways upto 31 March 1978
would be approximately Rs. 1,551 crore excluding Rs. 33 crore on the
Metropolitan Transport Schemes.
Passenger Traffic handled by the Railways upto the end of 31 March 1978
is expected to be 28 per cent higher and goods traffic (in term of originating
freight) 30 per cent Wgher than at the commencement of the Fifth Plan. The
originating freight traffic (both revenue and non-revenue), as at the end of
March 1978, would thus be of the order of 240 million tonne and at the end
of 1978-79 about 248 million tonne. This compares favourably with the
anticipation of the Fifth Plan, as originally drawn up, according to which
freight traffic should attain the level of 250 million tonne at the end of
1978-79.
The work of preparing the Rolling Plan for the next five years, covering
the period 1978-79 to 1982-83, has been taken up and Railways are participating
in the Working Group set up by the Planning Commission for an assessment
of rail transport requirements in the next five years and for formulating the
requisite development programme. However, the Annual Plan for 1978-79, as
finalised, provides an amount of Rs. 535.30 crore for the Railways (including
Rs. 15 crore for Metropolitan Transport Projects) and an additional Rs. 5 crore
to meet the Working Capital requirements for financing export orders. This
is higher by Rs. 51.75 crore than the previous year's revised outlay of
Rs. 488.55 crore. The allotment for 1978-79 includes a provision of
Rs. 236 crore for rolling stock or an increase of Rs. 5 crore over the revised
outlay for the current year and an amoimt of Rs. 29 crore for new lines, i.e.
an increase of Rs. 5 crore over the revised outlay for the current year.
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Railways' Development Programme
New Lines, conversions and surveys
Railways are an integral part of the infrastructure for the economic growth
of the country and, therefore, they cannot remain static in relation to a growing
economy With the increase in population and increase in industrial and
agricultural output. Railways have to keep pace with the developments
dirough provision of transport facilities in areas where these have been lacking
and increased facilities where these are inadequate to meet the demands of
the travelling public, as well as the industrial and agricultural sectors.
Twenty-eight new Railway lines and restoration schemes, which still
require about Rs. 180 crore for their completion, are in hand in the current
financial year. On accoimt of severe limitations on resources, it has been my
endeavour to concentrate on some of the schemes with a view to completing
them instead of spreading the outlay thinly on a large number of projects. As
a result of this policy, it has been possible to complete 7 projects, in all
respects, during ihe current financial year and these will not find place in the
Budget for the next year. It has also been possible to commission three more
lines partially. The same policy will be continued in the next financial year
also and it will be possible to complete another four projects next year. Even
in cases where funds cannot be provided for completing the entire project,
we are planning to take up the work in suitable phases so that sections of
projects can be commissioned and become productive progressively as more
funds become available.
It will be possible to complete, during the next financial years, the
remaining sections from Sakleshpur to Subrahmanya Road of the HassanMangalore line in Karnataka, the Trivandrum-Nagercoil Section of the
Trivcmdrum-Tirunelveli-Kanyakumari line in Kerala and Tamil Nadu, the
Baghpat Road-Shamli Section of the Shahdara-Sharanpur line in Uttar Pradesh
and about half the length of the Rohtak-Bhiwani line in Haryana. The work
on Nadikude-Bibinagar and Bhadrachalam-Manguru lines in Andhra Pradesh,
Kerala Road-Jayant line in Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh, JakhapuraBanspani line in Orissa and Howrah-Amta line in West Bengal will also be
speeded up. It is also proposed to provide siding facilities, on the request of
the Ministry of Steel and Mines, at Jaruri in Orissa for exploitation of the rich
iron ore resources in that area.
During every debate on the Railways in Parliament, hon. members have
been voicing concern over the lack of Railway facUities in several backward
areas. I share this concern equally with them and the Government is keen to
take up construction of more and more new Railway lines, especially in the
backward areas. I am exploring all avenues of mobilising more resources for
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this purpose in consultation with the Planning Commission and the Ministry
of Finance so that construction of more new Railway lines may be taken up.
The Government is trying to evolve a long term policy in this regard.
Pending finalisation of the over all policy regarding the construction of
new Railway lines, the Ministry of Railways propose to take up, in the next
financial year, construction of:
(1) A new Railway line from Apta to Roha has the first phase of the
proposed West Coast Konkan Railway from Apta to Mangalore,
connecting Maharashtra, Goa and Karnataka and providing direct
link with Kerala and Tamil Nadu;
(2) The link from Kalyani to Kalyani Township in West Bengal; and
(3) Nadiad-Modasa broad gauge line via Kapadvanj in Gujarat.
The policy of converting the saturated metre gauge and narrow gauge
lines to broad gauge with a view to progressively achieving one uniform
gauge in the country was continued during this year. Thirteen gauge
conversion projects are at present in progress. In this case also, we are
concentrating on some of the projects to complete them fully instead of
tinkering with all of them simultaneously. As a result of this policy, it has
been possible to complete the Emakulam-Trivandrum gauge conversion
project in Kerala. The Suratgarh-Bhatinda Project in Rajasthan and Pimjab is
also nearing completion. High priority is being given to the conversion of
Barabanki-Samastipur Section in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar and the ViramgamOkha Section in Gujarat on which substantial progress has been made. Work
is in good progress on the Bongciigaon-Gauhati Project in Assam and GuntakalBangalore Project in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka. Work will also be started
on Manmad-Aurangabad Section of Manmad-Peirli Vaijnath conversion project
in the Marathwada region of Maharashtra also during the year. In the Budget
for 1978-79, gauge conversion of Baraimi-Katihar line in Bihar has been
included. This line is an operational necessity and, when completed, would
give fillip to the development of north Bihar.
It is also proposed to take up, during the next financial year, final location
survey for Namkhana line in West Bengal; traffic survey for DomohaniChangrabandha restoration work in West Bengal and preliminary engineeringcum-traffic surveys for Barwadih-Karonji line in Bihar and Madhya Pradesh,
Khalilabad-Balrampur and Konch-Jalaun lines in Uttar Pradesh, and Lalitpur
to Singrauli via Khajuraho, Satna and Rewa in Madhya Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh.
The North Eastern Council has proposed construction of a few short
Railway lines to serve the member-States. These proposals are being examined
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by a pn un ittee set up by the Planning Commission and decision about them
will be taken shortly.

Metropolitan Rail Transport Projects
The allotment for the Metropolitan Rail Transport Projects in the 5-year
period upto 1978-79 was Rs. 50 crore out of which Rs. 41 crore are being
utilised for the 16.5 kilometre underground line in Calcutta, now estimated
to cost Rs. 250 crore. The technology required for civil engineering construction,
rolling stock, signalling, ventilation, etc. has been under development and
testing, and civil engineering construction is being progressed in a phased
maimer. The line is expected to be completed in 1986, subject to adequate
resources being made available. Orders for manufacture of the prototypes of
rolling stock for the proposed underground Railway have been placed on
Integral Coach Factory, Madras. In Bombay, to facilitate the movement of
commuters between tfie residential area north of Bandra and the central
business district near Victoria Terminus, the construction of a rail fly-over to
connect the slow lines of the Western Railway with the harbour branch lines
of the Central Railway has been sanctioned. In Delhi and Madras,
investigations are on hand for developing integrated projects to make optimum
use of rail and road transport systems.

Passenger Amenities and New Train Services
While presenting the Railway Budget in June 1977, I had informed the
House that a new concept would be introduced in providing additional long
distance classless trains with only second class accommodation. A few services
of this type have since been introduced, such as Tatanagar-Muzaffarpur tri
weekly Express, Kacheguda-Ajmer bi-weekly Express, Tunpati-Hyderabad
Rayalaseema Express and Madras-Madurai Vaigai Express.
This has been further improved upon by a new type of Janata train with
unholstered seats and berths. The first train of this type, the Geetanjali Express,
was introduced between Bombay and Howrah in November 1977. About 80
more cushioned second class sleeper coaches are being manufactured this
year and will be provided in five additional train services. About 400 such
coaches will be manufactured next year to be put on several fast express
trains. Besides cushioned berths and back-rests, additional amenities are being
provided in these coaches, some of which are: provision of tinted window
glass to prevent glare, additional racks for keeping meal-trays in hygienic
condition, space for keeping potable drinking water containers and provision
for supply of linen and bedding to passengers on demand.
During the next financial year, I would like to go a step further in
improving the travel conditions of second class passengers. In addition to
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second class sleeper coaches with ciishioned berths, we have now decided
that all second class general coaches on fast inter-dty services will be provided
with cushioned seats.
Besides these, a prototype second class 3-tier sleeper coach, slightly longer
than the present one, with 6 toilets instead of 4, more fans and ^ tte r water
supply arrangements, is being manufactured at the Integral Coach Factory at

Ma^as.
In furtherance of this concept of Janata trains and in order to provide
additional accommodation to meet the requirements of the masses, in
preference to the claims of the affluent classes, I have decided that first class
air-conditioned accommodation will not be increased hereafter and wiU be
progressively phased out. No new first class air-conditioned coaches on
additional account will be built in future. This will also be in keeping with
the recommendations of the Public Accounts Committee of Parliament.
While presenting the Budget in Jime 1977,1 had stated that after prototype
trials, the progressive extension of use of double-decker second class coaches
will be considered. One prototype B.C. double-decker second class coach
was put on trial on the Madras-Jolarpettcd and Bombay-Pune Sections. Twelve
B.C. double-decker coaches are expected to be turned out by the Integral
Coach Factory this year and will be pressed into service on specified routes
starting from April 1978.
In spite of introduction of 108 new trains and extension of the runs of 74
trains since April 1977, heavy overcrowding continues to be the major problem
requiring immediate solution. With limited terminal and line capacities, it
has not been possible to meet all the demands for additional trains on our
trunk routes without affecting freight movement. For giving the maximum
relief to the travelling public, it has now been decided to increase the
passenger-carrying capacity of the existing trains by rationalising coaches to
be used and by increasing the number of coaches hauled by each train. As
against 14 different types of coaches that are now being manufactured, orders
will be placed, for some time to come, for manufacture of only three main
types of passenger coaches, i.e. second class 3-tier sleeper coaches with padded
cushions, second class general coaches with cushioned seats and second class
air-conditioned sleeper coaches with 46 berths, the last named replacing two
ordinary first class coaches each. In this process, additional accommodation
will be provided one existing long-distance trains for 200 to 300 extra
passengers per train.
As per the Railways' perspective, all the long-distance mail/express trains
in the country will be having in the next two to three years second class
3-tier coaches, with padded cushions and improved amenities, which will
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Settlement of Claims
While introducing the Railway Budget in June 1977, I had assured the
House of a qualitative improvement in the disposal of claims. In Jxme 1977,
we had nearly 13,500 claims cases pending for three months or more. I am
happy to inform the House that in the last seven months, this figure has
dropped down to 6,347. Settlement of these cases has been held up for
compliance by the claimants in regard to production of documents or
establishment of title. The machinery for settlement of claims has been
streamlined through decentralisation and enhancement of powers of Claims
Settlement Officers. As a result of this drive, the average time taken for
settlement of claims has now come down to 48 days and we will soon reach
our objective of setting claims within 6 weeks.

Safety in Rail Travel
In the last session of Parliament, hon. members of this House, as well as
the other House, voiced deep concern over the recent rail accidents some of
which resulted in heavy casualties. I fully share their concern. As the members
are aware, a seven-member High-Power Accidents Inquiry Committee has
since been appointed with Shri S.M. Sikri, a former Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, as the Chairman to review the position of accidents since
1968 and to suggest measures for their prevention.
During the discussion on Railway accidents and on other occasions I had
indicated the various measures taken by the Railway Administration to
eliminate accidents and make rail travel safer. The process of modernising
progressively the equipment involved in signalling and inter-locking and
introduction of automatic warning system, track-circuiting, better maintenance
of track and rolling stock, ultrasonic flaw detectors for wheels, axles and rails
and vigilance control devices has been speeded up. Apart from modernised
equipment and safety devices, it is equally important that staff connected
with train operations are educated and trained and at the same time they are
given adequate rest in order to relive them to fatigue. The safety organisation
on the Railways has been geared up and the activities of imparting intensive
safety-oriented instructions to the staff connected with train operations have
been intensified. The various labour unions have also taken keen interest in
this safety drive.
In order to give adequate rest to the staff it has been decided to permit
the Railways to sanction upto 10,000 additional posts in operational categories
connected with the running of trains (other than running staff) for
implementing the recommendation of the Miabhoy Tribunal award in regard
to modifications in the hours of employment regulations.
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As far as the running staff are concerned, all mail and express trains and
85 per cent of goods trains are already working to the schedule of 10 hour
duty at a stretch. It has since been decided to permit the Railways to provide
additional running staff to the extent of 2,700, so that the 10-hour rule may
be implemented completely in as short a time as possible on all trains—both
passenger and goods.
There are at present 36,000 level crossings for vehicular traffic on the
Indian Railways, out of which 22,000 are unmanned. Upgradation of
unmanned level crossings to manned level crossings is at present carried out
at the cost of Road Authorities, viz. the State Governments in the case of
highways. Municipalities and Corporations in the case of roads within the
municipal limits and the Central Government in the case of national highways.
In view of a number of accidents at the level crossings and the need for
greater safety I have now decided that such of the unmanned level crossings
as are potential hazards to safety of passengers, shall, in future, be upgraded
to manned level crossings, in a phased manner, entirely at the cost of the
Railways.
As the hon. members are aware quite a few accidents in the recent past
were attributed to tampering with track by anti-social elements. The situation
took a serious turn in November-December 1977 when there were as many
as 51 cases of sabotage on the Indian Railways. Whereas timely action saved
many serious disasters, in a few cases saboteurs were successful in wrecking
trains. In order to assist the civil/police authorities in protecting the Railway
track 11,000 Railway Protection Force men and 14,000 gangmen have been
deployed for patrolling the track in vulnerable areas in coordination with the
local administrations. The Railways are spending about Rs. 1 lakh a day on
these patrolling arrangements. After introduction of these measures several
cases of suspected sabotage were detected in time and accidents averted
thereby. The situation has taken a turn for the better during the last two
months.
To eliminate fish-plates, which are potential targets of mischief. Railways
are going in for introduction of long and short welded rails on their trunk
routes. At present, 32,000 kilometres of track has already been provided with
welded rails.
As the network of Indian Railways extends over 61,000 route kilometres,
hon. members would appreciate that it would be well might impossible for
the Railways to protect every inch thereof. It is the duty of every citizen to
cooperate with the Government in tracing and apprehending anti-social
elements who indulge in sabotaging Railway track, the life-line of the nation.
I would, therefore, appeal to the hon. members, and through them to all
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social organisations and public bodies for cooperation with the Railways in
apprehending the culprits and in saving the innocent travelling public from
the hazards of accidents. The State Governments have also taken adequate
measures for the protection of Railway track and installations.
I am also anxious that arrears of track renewal works should be overtaken
as quickly as possible in the interest of safe and efficient rail operations.
Taking into account the backlog and also the accruals during the next five
years the total renewals of track to be carried out would be 14,850 kilometre,
requiring an investment of about Rs. 560 crore. Raising the outlays
substantially from the present levels, therefore, appears inescapable. We have
approached the Planning Conmiission for cm increased allotment for 1978-79
for this piupose.

Restructuring of Railway Board
Hon. members may recall that I had made a statement on the floor
of the House on 6 December 1977 on the restructuring of the Railway
Board. I am happy to announce that the process of restructuring has been
completed as scheduled, by 31 December 1977. As compared to the original
five regular Members and eight Additional Members, the Board has now
only five Members, assisted by three Advisers who do not form part of the
Board.
More important than the leaner look of the Railway Board is the
implementation of the decision to shed much of its powers. Accordingly,
more powers have been delegated to the General Managers so that the
decision-making process may be expedited. A further exercise has been taken
up to work out the details of devolution of powers from the General Managers
to the Divisional Superintendents. This process is expected to be completed
within the next two months.
In order to strengthen the Divisional Organisation, I have also been
considering transfer of some higher grade posts from the Zonal Headquarters
to the Divisions so that the Divisional administration could be manned at a
higher level than at present and the increased powers to be delegated to the
Divisional organisation could be utilised effectively.
Reorganisation of the jurisdiction of the Zonal Railways is under constant
review in the light of the workload operating requirements and economic
and administrative considerations. The Sholapur Division of the South Central
Railway has since been merged with the Central Railway and the Guntakal
Division of the Southern Railway with the South Central Railway, with a fe^
marginal adjustments. A new Division, called Hyderabad Metre Gaug(
Division, has been created on the South Central Railway and another nev
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Division of the Southern Railway is proposed to be set up shortly with
headquarters at Trivandrum.

Consultancy Services of Indian Railways
I would like to make a brief mention of the activities of the two public
sector companies under the control of the Ministry of Railways, via the Rail
India Technical and Economic Services (RITES) and the Indian Railways
Construction Company (IRCON). The RTTES, with a paid up capital of orJy
Rs. 10 lakh, has been able to conduct its operations at a profit and has declared
dividends of 12 per cent and 25 per cent during the last two financial years.
Contracts successfully completed by the Company include a preliminary
engineering survey of 350 kilometre of electrified double-line project in Iran;
another study in Iran about ways and means of increasing the capacity of the
broad gauge line from Zahedan to Mirjaveh; the preliminary feasibility cum
economic study for three new Railway lines totalling 550 kilometres in Syria;
a system study for improving the operational efficiency and maintenance
standards of Ghana Railways; techno-economic feasibility study in Nigeria
and survey for conversion of that country's rail line into standard gauge.
Teams of Indian Railway experts are presently assisting the Philippines
Natiorud Railways, Ghana National Railways and Zaire National Railways.
A further notable achievement is the recent winning of a contract, in the face
of stiff international competition, for deputing experts to carry out staffing
and management study on the Ghana Railways.
The Indian Railways Construction Company, apart from taking up certain
projects within the country, has recently secured a contract for assistance in
track maintenance on the Iranian Railways, tenders submitted by RITES, in
association with this Company, for a major Railway construction project in
Iraq are under consideration.
Securing successive contracts from these developing countries testifies to
the level of expertise and technological excellence of the Indian Railways and
is a good augury for further collaboration with developing countries in future.

Performance of Production Units
The three Production Units have been doing well. In the current year
Chittaranjan Locomotive Works is expected to turn out 89 locomotives as
against 76 locomotives last year. The diesel Locomotive Works at Varanasi is
expected to turn out 114 locomotives in the current year besides 24 power
packs and 2 diesel generating sets as against 98 locomotives turned out last
year The out-turn from the Integral Coach Factory, Madras, is expected to be
652 fully furnished coaches this year as against 575 turned out in the previous
year.
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The Integral Coach Factory, Madrsis, has got orders from Uganda Rcdlways
for 20 coaches, 32 coaches for Nigeria, and 30 coaches for Philippines National
Railways. The Diesel Locomotive Works, Varanasi, have completed the export
order of 15 metre gauge locomotives to Tanzania, of which the last six were
shipped in the current year.

Bulk Storage and Transportation of Foodgrains
We have always given top priority to the movement of foodgrains from
the surplus to deficit areas. It has been decided that the Railways should
associate themselves with the Food Corporation of India in its Storage Project
being undertaken with the World Bank loan. The project envisages setting up
of different types of storages including grciin silos at Railway sidings. The
Railways have also decided to participate in a pilot scheme to be launched
under the Storage Project for the transportation of foodgrains in bulk. The
pilot project would enable the Railways to identify the types of wagons and
equipment and also the methods of handling foodgrains, when transported
in bulk, to meet the growing demands of this traffic.

Amendment of Indian Railways Act
A review of the Indian Railways Act, 1980 has been completed in terms
of the assurance given by me while presenting the Railway Budget last year.
The final draft of the Bill embodjdng the results of the review is at present
under consideration of the Ministry of Law. As soon as the preliminaries are
over, steps will be taken to bring the Bill before the Parliciment.

Industrial Relations
New Deal for Railway Employees
I am happy to report to the House that industrial relations on the Railways
are, on the whole, quite satisfactory and conducive to efficient functioning of
this system. During the last few months I have had discussions with
representatives of recognised Federations and some members of Parliament
associated with Railway Trade Unions in the problems faced by the Railways
and their pending demands. I have been greatly benefitted by these discussions
as these have led to the identification of all pending issues. Since the new
Government took over, a number of decisions have been taken to bring about
greater satisfaction amongst the staff. I would like to make a brief mention
of these measures:—
(i) The process of reinstatement of staff dismissed or removed during
the May 1974 strike and annulment of pimishments meted out of
them has been completed within the stipulated time.
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(ii)

(iii)
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Review of cases of those victimised during the Emergency has also
been completed.
The Goverrunent have fully lifted the ban on creation of posts,
according to yardsticks, for staff directly engaged in operation on
the Railways.

(iv) One more instalment of dearness allowance has been granted to
Railwaymen, along with other Central Government employees, with
effect from 1 September 1977.
(v) Compulsory Deposit Scheme, which was applicable to Railway
employees also along with others, has been discontinued.
(vi) Apart from the steps taken to implement the 10-hour rule, to which
I have already referred earlier, the grades and working conditions
of loco running staff, and the running staff in general, have been
improved, some of which I mention below:
(a) New scales of Rs. 550-750 for Drivers of mail and express
trains (to be designated as Drivers—Special Grade) and
Rs. 425—640 for Guards of mail and express trains (to be
designated as Guards—Special Grade) have been sanctioned.
(b) A selection grade of Rs. 425-600 covering 10 per cent of the
posts in the grade of Drivers 'C' was introduced.
(c) The scale of pay of Second Firemen (Firemen 'C' has been
improved from Rs. 200-250 to Rs. 210-270.
(d) The promotional quota from Firemen 'B' to Firemen 'A'
category has been increased from 25 j>er cent to 50 per cent.
(e) The rates of running allowance for all running staff are being
revised which will give them additional emoluments.
(f) The revised scales of Guards grade 'C' have been upgraded to
raise the maximum of the scale from Rs. 480 to Rs. 530.
(g) Running staff will now be paid running allowance during the
period of their casual leave also as in the case of leave on
average pay.
(vii) It has been decided that 50 per cent of the vacancies in the clerical
grades, arising upto 31 March 1978 will be filled in by Qerical
Apprentices.
(viii) During the discussions on the Railways Budget last year I had
informed the House that 1 would review the position of various
cadres on the Railways with a view to improving the promotional
prospects of the staff, starting with the lowest paid categories.
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In pursuance of this decision, a selection grade has been given to
50,000 Class IV staff, including safaiwalas, peons, hospital
attendants, gangmen and gateman, for the first time during the last
125 years.
(ix) It has now been decided to upgrade about 500 Class HI posts to
Class II. This decision, I am sure, will give satisfaction to a large
number of Class III staff, particularly the senior supervisory
categories, whose chances of promotion will now substantially
improve.
(x) The quota for promotion of Class II Officers on the Railways to
Class I has been enhanced from 33^3 per cent to 40 per cent.
(xi) To improve the catering service in trains and in refreshment rooms,
and to meet the long standing demand of the catering bearers
working on commission basis, it has now been decided Aat these
bearers will be absorbed as regular Railway employees on
prescribed scales of pay. This will be done in a phased manner on
the basis of the length of their service.
(xii) Welfare machinery on the Railways has been geared up to ensure
that grievances of staff are quickly redressed in an effective manner.
Separate grievance cells have been opened at the Railway Board
level, as well as at the Zonal and Divisional headquarters, to
expeditiously deal with the representations from the staff as well
as from the general public.
(xiii) While presenting the Budget in June 1977, I had mentioned about
the proposed set up of the Corporate Enterprise Group with
representatives of management and worker at the Zonal levels. I
am glad to inform the House that such Zonal Corporate Enterprise
Groups have started functioning from July 1977. The Railway
Administrations have now been asked to set up Divisional
Corporate Enterprise Groups in each Division in the same manner.
(xiv) As a further step towards participation of workers in Railway
management, the Zional Railways have also set up 48 Joint Councils
and 170 Shop Councils in their workshops employing 500 or more
workers.
(xv) Persistent complaints are received from the staff that uniform
supplied to them are ill-fitting and not supplied in time. Measures
have now been taken to ensure that uniforms appropriate to the
season are supplied in time. Further, I have also decided that
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uniforms for the Railway staff will be stitched according to
individual measurements, instead of the present arrangement of
supplying uniforms in a few standard sizes.
(xvi) In order to facihtate remittances of cash safely and quickly, as well
as withdrawal of salary and pension by employees through banks,
Railways have initiated a policy of opening branches of nationalised
banks at Railway stations, as well as at premises of Railway offices.
(xvii) I had also mentioned, while presenting the Budget in June 1977,
that I would review all cases where extensions had been granted
to employees much before the dates of their superannuation. As a
result of the review, several extensions were cancelled and in a few
cases where the employees were already on extensions, the same
were terminated with effect from 31 May 1977. It has now been
made a general policy that no extension will be given to employees
beyond the age of superannuation so that those on the lower rungs
of the ladder could get quicker promotions.
(xviii) All ad hoc appointments in Class III and Class IV, made by the
previous Government in violation of normal rules and regulations,
have been referred to Railway Service Commissions and Screening
Committees.
(xix) In recognition of the commendable performance of the Railway
employees in various fields. Government have sanctioned an
ad hoc amount of Rs. 15 crore for staff welfare measures, in addition
to the amoimt provided for in the Budget. The details of welfare
schemes on which this amount is to be spent, have been decided
upon by the Zonal Railways in consultation with the Zonal
Corporate Enterprise Groups of Management and Labour.
Some more demands of the Railway employees are being processed and
appropriate decisions will be taken in due course.
This deal for the employees is motivated by my democratic perspective
of conducting Railway Administration in hill cooperation with the Railway
employees and their trade unions.

Rail Tarijf Enquiry Committee
WhUe presenting the Interim Budget in March 1977 I had indicated that
in pursuance of the lecommendations of the PubUc Accounts Conunittee
(1974-75) the Government had decided to appoint a High Power Expert
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Committee to study the structure of freight rates and fares and to make
suitable recommendations in the matter. Hon. members are awcire that Rail
Tariff Enquiry Committee has since been appointed and has commenced its
work. We have to wait for its recommendations.

No Increase in Freight Rates and Fares
In view of this, I do not propose to make any alterations in the fare and
freight structure in the Budget for 1978-79. Instead, I have some good news
to convey to this House and to the rail-users.

Concessions for the Travelling Public
I have always held that the prosperity of the Railways should be shared
by those working for it, as well as those using the Railways. While I have
already mentioned the measures that have been taken to bring about
satisfaction both to the staff as well as to Railway users, I have also given
some thought to the question of providing some relief to second class
passengers. I propose the following measures:
(i) Sleeper charge for second class passengers, which is now computed
at Rs. 5 for the first night for both three-tier and two-tier
accommodation and Rs. 3 and Rs. 5 for every subsequent night for
three-tier and two-tier respectively, will now be reduced to
Rs. 5 only for the entire journey irrespective of the number of
nights involved.
(ii) Surcharge on superfast express trains will be reduced from
Rs. 1.50 to Re. 1 for second class passengers. In the case of the
superfast trains, which have ceased to be superfast, the surcharge
will be abolished altogether.
(iii) Reservation charges for second class sitting and sleeping
accommodation will be reduced from 50 paise to 25 paise.
(iv) Hill concession for specified stations, which Wcis available prior to
1975, will be restored. The concession, now available orJy for nine
months from July to March for specified hill stations and all the
year round for Jammu Tawi and Gangtok, will hereafter be available
for such hill stations throughout the year. I hope this will help
promote tourism in the country.
(v) I would also like to spell out some concessions which have already
been extended during the year or are proposed to be extended in
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the budgetary year to various sections of population, like students,
teachers, youth, tourists and journalists:
(a) Under the normal rules, teachers of recognised educational
institutions are allowed the facility of rail travel concession
when they undertake educational tours in parties of not less
than four. This facility is now extended to individual teachers
also for educational tours subject to the condition of their
producing the requisite certificate from the District Education
Officer concerned.
(b) It has also been decided that in the case of postgraduate
courses, where the number of students is less than ten, some
of the facilities of travel concessions should also be allowed
to these students subject to the group size being not less than
five, provided the head of the institution certifies that the
size of the post-graduate class is less than 10 students.
(c) In order to encourage participation of youth in social, cultural
and nation-building activities, I have now decided that
whenever work camps of youths and students are organised
by recognised educational, social or cultural organisations,
the Railway concession available for students for educational
tours will also be available to students, as well as non-student
youths, attending such work camps.
(d) The Railways have introduced, during the current financial
year, "INDRAIL" passes for foreign tourists. Non-resident
Indians are also eligible for this concession for which payment
has to be made in foreign exchange. These tickets are available
for periods ranging from 7 to 90 days during which the tourist
can travel wherever he likes and by whichever train suitable
or convenient.
(e) Hitherto rail travel coupons were issued to accredited Press
correspondents at a concessional rate of 15 per cent for first
class and 50 per cent for second class travel. The value of the
rail travel coupon was fixed on an average fare of
250 kilometre. The Pressman have been representing that
because of telescopic system of fares, the element of
concession lost its significance for longer journeys. In order
to meet their demand, it has been decided to introduce money
value coupons with effect from 1 March 1978 allowing the
same concessions as hitherto. These coupons will be
exchanged for the face value of the ticket .md therefore the
element of concession will remain unimpaired irrespective of
the distance travelled.
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Economy Measures
Stringent economy measures will also be introduced to curtail avoidable
expenditure. These are:
(i) A number of sections on the Indian Railways have been
progressively dieselised or electrified. As a result of the study
undertaken in regard to the use of some loco sheds, it was found
that many steam loco sheds would become redundant in areas
essentially catered by diesel and electric traction. Accordingly,
instructions have been issued to all the Zonal Railways that these
loco sheds should be progressively eliminated in such areas. This
is expected to bring about sizeable economy.
(ii) The Third Pay Commission had recommended abolition of the
system of providing bungalow peons to individual officers on the
Railways. I have had this matter examined by a committee of senior
officers. The findings of this committee are being processed and a
decision in the matter will be taken soon.
(iii) Use of Inspection Carriages, which are popularly known as
"Salloons", has already been restricted. I am considering a
suggestion for offering some of these carriages, in addition to tourist
cars, for commercial purposes to tourists. This would bring in
additional revenue.
(iv) On a rapid study made about the use of bill-forms etc., it has been
found tiiat considerable amoimt could be saved by reducing the
number and size of these forms. Steps are being taken to reduce
expenditure on forms, stationery, etc. so that substantial amoimt
could be saved by reduction in the use of paper and cost of printing.
(v) Railway officers on duty are at present entitled to travel with their
entire fcimilies. In order to release more accommodation for the
general public, I have decided that in future children will not be
entitled to travel with the officers on duty pass in train services.
(vi) Strict instructions have been issued regarding economy in the use
of telephones, electricity, staff cars, expenditure on routine
inspections, consumption of fuel, etc. Instructions have also been
issued to the Railways not merely to continue but to step up
economies in other areas such as inventories, non-operational staff,
contingent expenditure, etc.
By adopting the above mentioned economy measures, I would like to
curtail expenditure and privileges and pass on the benefits to rail-users,
particularly second class passengers.
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I would like to express my gratification that a Budget with a surplus of
Rs. 65.43 crore could be presented for the year 1978-79 also without any
increase in fares and freight rates, for the second year in succession, since the
new Government had assumed office. This has been possible by the hard
work put in by all categories of Railwaymen and their unstinted cooperation
in improving Railway operations. The commendable performance of the
Railwaymen during the current financial year has exploded the myth that
only enforced discipline of the Emergency Era could achieve better results. It
would be our constant endeavour to keep this lifeline of the nation at the
highest level of efficiency so as to make it an effective instrument in the
social, economic and industrial development of the country. I am confident
that I will have the cooperation and goodwill of all the hon. members, railusers and all Railwaymen in this task of making our Railways more serviceoriented and productive. With these observations I conclude my submission
to this House on the fulfilment of the past promises and assurances for the
future.

METRO RAILWAY SCHEME FOR
METROPOLITAN CITIES*^
I beg to move:
'That the Bill to provide for the construction of works relating to metro
railways in the metropolitan cities and for matters connected therewith,
be taken into consideration."
Since the Railways foimd that the surface transport facilities are inadequate
to meet the requirements of some of the metropolitan cities, it was found
necessary that he should go ahead with the metro railway scheme and
beginning has already been made in Calcutta,
When the scheme was taken up, it was a new experiment and it was not
envisaged that certain legal difficulties would arise.
There is already in existence a legislation which provides for the
acquisition of lands for purposes of Railway projects and so many other
projects but certain provisions of Act of 1894 are not adequate to meet the
requirements of construction of metro railway in places like Calcutta. For
instance one of the main difficulties is that according to the present acquisition
laws, if any land owner has a particular piece of land and if he wants to
undertake any construction activity, he can dig the land to any depth. He can
make the construction upto any floor. When he owns a piece of land he owns
it from hell to heaven subject to the Town Planning laws and other laws.

One who owns a piece of land can go upto heaven. Therefore it was
found necessary that a new legislation should be brought in which certain
aspects of the metro railway construction be taken note of. For instance one
of the difficulties of the Railways is that when we want to construct
underground Railway, it is not necessary for us to have surface use of the
piece of land but we want to use only the land below that piece. There is no
legislation today which gives to the Rcdlways or to any other Department of
the Government exclusive right of the use of land below a particular piece
of land.
* LS. Deb., 26 July 1978.
^Moving the Metro Railways (Construction of Works) Bill for consideration and initiating the
discussion therein as the Minister of Railways—^The BiU became an Act on 21 August 1978.
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There is another difficulty. We are also guided by the Railway Act and
according to Section 7 of the Railway Act if we want to undertake any
construction activity and if any other immovable property is actually involved,
unless we are able to go through the legal proceedings, it is not possible for
us to go ahead with the construction activities and, there we have to take
recourse to the legislation that exists today. They are not adequate to meet
the requirements. Sometimes when the underground Railway construction
work is going on, it is very necessary from the point of view of safety and
secunty tiiat some of the occupants of land on the surface are shifted to some
other locations. Temporary accommodation is to be provided to such people
and only when the tunnels are constructed and metro construction work is
over, then only they can be brought back to the original site. Now, there is
no provision in the existing legislations in which all these arrangements can
be made and, therefore, for that also certain provisions are to be made. In
addition to that there are certain difficulties in procedures. For instance, no
doubt, certain changes have been made in the Constitution on the basis of
which the word "compensation" has been eliminated and rightly eliminated
from the statute. But at the same time when we acquire a certain piece of
land and some amount is to be paid to the land owner, what exactly should
be the quantum, what price is to be paid, if the dispute arises to whom it is
to be referred, which is the final authority, these are the points that are to be
undergone. Similarly in the co-ordination and construction work of the metro
railways certain element of planning and co-ordination is involved. On those
points certain advices are to be given to the Government and to the Railway
administration.
As far as Metro Railway is concerned, though at present we are
undertaking the construction activity only in Calcutta, there can be other
Metropolitan regions in which similar activities can be undertaken.
Keeping in view all these future prospects, we have to formulate a
legislation. We have to define what is the competent authority before whom
the claims can be preferred. Suppose there is some dispute, what is to be the
arbitration machinery to which the matter could be referred to? All these
have to be considered. As far as the Planning and Coordination is concerned,
we should know what is to be the composition of the Advisory Board, what
are its powers, how they should function and so on. All these have to be spelt
out.
This is a simple BiU which only tries to meet the requirements—the legal
requirements of the construction work that is already going on, in order to
see that the construction work should not be delayed and to see that necessary
funds are made available. It is only with this purpose that I place this Bill
before the House. So, I commend this Bill for the consideration of the House.
I move.
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Let me make it explicitly clear that this is purely an enabling Bill which
is trying to overcome certain legal difficulties that are likely to come up in
executing the project that is already there, and if such projects are there
elsewhere also, we anticipated the same difficulties and that is why this
enabling Bill is there.
Because the provisions of the Bill are very much non-controversial many
hon. members utilised this opportunity to project their views about metro
system cmd the difficulties about the underground works in Calcutta. They
also brought in financial aspects. But they are all extraneous to the main Bill.
Sir, I may be permitted to narrate a very interesting experience of mine.
In my college days there was a student and during the 1942 movement, in
the college whenever he was asked to answer any question, he used to bring
in the words 'national revolution', Mahatma Gandhi and all such things.
Once the Professor of English said: "How is it that in History paper.
Administration paper and every other paper you bring in the name of national
revolution?" That lady Professor once asked the student to write an essay on
cow and that student stcirted the essay stating that cow gives us milk but we
want revolution, and he wrote an essay on revolution. That is how we got the
'revolution' into the picture. I must admit that the same things has happened
in this debate. A number of hon. members— do not blame them and in
respect of the last among them, Shri Balbir Singh, I respect his views and for
what he has said. He is quite right and I am hundred per cent one with him
that we do not want a repetition of such projects in the country. In that case,
the rural development will suffer. We cannot afford to imdertake such heavy
capital intensive schemes at all and therefore, we have time to concentrate on
a project which has already begun. If we are limited to half-way, there will
be more loss. And, therefore, we must have to expedite the implementation
of the scheme and whatever difficulties we have envisaged, we are trying to
put them forward through the Bill. We are told that the procedure that is
there in the usual Land Acquisition Act wotdd be quite all right. But it has
been our experience, and particularly the pleasant experience of lawyers, that
whenever legal proceedings proceed under the Land Acquisition Act, it takes
a lot of time. Unnecessarily the work is hampered. That is why we are trying
to simplify the procedure. The aspect which is basically involved is not so
much of acquisition of land. No doubt some aspect of acquisition of land is
there. But the more important aspect is the acquisition of the user's rights.
I have made this clear in my introductory remark. Very often there is a
surface on which certain constructions are already there and we want to have
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an underground tunnel. In that case, we feel that those rights below the
surfare of the land, are to be uHlized. Under the present law, whenever
somebody owns a piece of land, as I said, right from the Hell to the Heaven
he has the ownership of that land. Therefore, we want that the user's rights
should be available to us. And as a result, we have made certain provisions.
A lot of talk about 'compensation' was there. But many of my friends
have forgotten and at least those who have a progressive bent of mind
must remember that in the 5th Lok Sabha, many of us insisted that there
must be an amendment of the Constitution, so that the right of property does
not become an imp>ediment in the path of socio-economic transformation of
the country. And therefore, I was one among those in the 5th Lok Sabha, long
prior to the Emergency, who supported a Bill in which the word
'compensation' was dropped, and in its place the word 'amount' was
introduced. It was the 25th Amendment. We felt that imless the clause of
compensation was removed, it was likely to be interpreted in a particular
way. And if the word 'compensation' is used, the direct meaning of that
word is the just equivalent of the property acquired; and then the question
of market value will come into the picture. We cannot afford to give the
market value every time. For instance, when some schemes or the poor people
in the country are to be imdertaken, we cannot afford to acquire land at
market value. And, therefore, deliberately the 5th Lok Sabha changed the old
constitutional provisions, and the word 'compensation' was dropped. I was
one among those who actively supported it. Now by back-door the Janata
Party does not want to introduce the concept of 'compensation' at all, because
that will come in the way of socio-economic reform for the poor people.
Therefore, whatever provisions have been mentioned here, will be
scrupulously gone through.
There has been a reference to the Competent Authority, Advisory Board
and the Arbitrator. We have made it explicitly clear what exactly our definition
of Competent Authority is; and what exactly we mean by Advisory Board,
and by Arbitrator. The functions of these 3 authorities are altogether different.
Competent Authority will be appointed by Government. And once it has
been declared in the Gazette that the particular use of a particular land is to
be made by the Government, i.e. made over to the Railways of a specific
purpose, the objections sent by people can be scrutinized. If there is some
dispute about the amount to be paid, the matter can go to the Arbitrator. As
far as the Advisory Board is concerned, it is a body that is supposed to plan
and coordinate the activities of the Metro RaUways. And, therefore, though
with the best of intentions a number of suggestions have been made, viz. that
the members of the local authorities-the Mayor of the Corporation and all
of them—can be associated, those suggestions will be extraneous to the manner
in which we want the Advisory Board to function. Therefore, we have kept
a particular composition.
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Here, a reference was made that we should be able to have the usual
provisions of the Land Acquisition Act. But I must point out that if we try
to go through the usual procedures, there are likely to be delays. For instance,
my friend Shri Parulekar has raised a very significant question.
There is already provision for acquisition and demolition. Qause 21(1) (a)
provides for demolition of buildings for the Scifety of Metro Railways. For
that compensation is paid under clause 22. So, there are going to be many
possibilities. In some cases, work would be going on below a particular
surface and for that we would be using certain rights, which are not there
with us by law now. In some cases, if we feel that from the point of view of
safety, some people have to be moved to an alternative place for a certain
duration only and they are to be brought back after the work is over. I want
to assure the House, that according to the Bill, whether rich or poor, whoever
is shifted temporarily on grounds of safety, alternative accommodation will
be provided by us and they will not be responsible for having that particular
arrangement. That I am making explicitly clear.
As far as other rights are concerned, like how much is the amoimt, it is
better that we should leave them to the arbitrator. Suppose whatever has
been decided by the competent authority is not acceptable, in that case, the
matter can go to the arbitrator. We have also fixed the time limit. At the initial
stage, it is 21 days and it is over, when it comes to the arbitrator. Even under
the Arbitration Act the limit is four months. In that case, the entire thing can
be expedited very easily and there will be no difficulty at all. That is the
reason why all the formulations have been made in a particular maimer.
The hon. member, Shri Poojary, who initiated the debate, started with the
rehabilitation of displaced persons. I have made that point explicitly clear. As
far as the other parts of his speech are concerned, they are extraneous to the
debate and I will not refer to them. For instance, he referred to the World
Bank, from where we are going to get money. There is no question of
participation from the World Bank, as far as this project is concerned. Anyway,
that is extraneous to this particular question.
As far as my friend, Shri Parulekar is concerned, I have already clarified
that point. I can give a solemn assurance that there is no tendency on the part
of the legislative bodies in the country to intrude into the arena of the court's
authority and thereby make an encroachment on the court's authority. He
said that during the Emergency we have found out what are the disastrous
consequences. I can assure the hon. member that only you cannot go to the
lower courts but, as far as the inherent right of writ is concerned, it cannot
be taken away at all, and so long as the Janata Party continues to be in power,
that right will always remain inviolable. I can give that solemn assurance.
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But, as far as the other proceedings are concerned, they will unnecessarily
delay the procedures. That is the reason why we have said that these matters
should not be made justiciable, as far as lower courts are concerned. Otherwise,
there would be more and more delay, as far as the execution of the project
is concerned. I have already replied to his other points.
Our friend, Shri Basu, raised a number of points. They have nothing to
do with the Bill....
I am sorry. I did not notice that you are in the Chair. After all, I am a
Professor and a Professor is absent-minded. So, I forgot you are in the Chair.
Sir, when you are in the Chair, I cannot say that you made irrelevant references.
So, I must try to find relevance even in your irrelevant references. While
sitting in that Chair, you would not be irrelevant, but while sitting on the
other side, you may make certain remarks with the best intention of finding
out what are the facts and figures.
Sir, you wanted to know what is the extent of this particular scheme. It
is 18.3 k.m. You also wanted to know how much of it is private property. I
am happy to say that it is orJy 3 km. which is private property. As far as the
rest of the property is concerned, you need not be worried at all that a lot of
complications would be created.
I can assure the House that this particular scheme will be expedited. The
various provisions we have already placed before you, without hiding
anything. Whenever we have referred to any particular authority, competent
authority. Board or arbitrator, we have specifically defined what exactly is
meant by tiiat, what exactly is the scope of the jurisdiction, etc. Everything
has been mentioned.

Therefore, as I told you, as far as courts are concerned, the jurisdiction
is not completely ruled out. The only thing is that we do not want all these
matters to go to the lower courts and thereby create obstacles in the path of
execution. That is the reason why we have brought provisions to that effect.
I thought that this Bill would be disposed of within half an hour or one
hour. That was my confidence, but I found that because members wanted to
express their grievances on this issue, they went off the track. Anyway, I am
very happy that that also helped me.

I do not want to hurt the hon. member, but let me say * a t the R andal
outlays of the Metro scheme are not at all connected with this enabhng Bill
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which is purely of a legal nature. If I were in your place, in order to focus the
attention of the country on the scheme, I would have done the same thing,
but because I am a Minister, I cannot do it, but I can point out to you that
it is extraneous to the actual content of the Bill.
I am very happy that unanimously all the sections of the House have
supported the Bill. Some amendments are there. Those who wanted the Bill
to be circulated to elicit public opinion have withdrawn their cimendments
by withdrawing themselves from the House. Therefore, those amendments
have not come up. As far as the other amendments are concerned, I respect
their spirit. I can assure Dr. Ramji Singh and others that some of the points
that they have made regarding the conduct of the Metro Railways, once they
are constructed, can be part of another Bill to be brought before the House.
As far as this Bill is concerned, it is mainly concerned with acquisition
proceedings and, therefore, let it remain restricted to that. Therefore, I would
humbly request all the members of the House who have tabled amendments
to withdraw them, as they are not of a bcisic nature, and allow the Bill to be
passed imarumously.

INDIAN RAILWAYS: AUGMENTING
THE EFFICIENa*^
I rise to initiate discussion on the Railway Budget for 1983-84.
At the very outset let me go on record that as far as Railways' performance
is concerned it has to be judged in the backgroimd that we have a very vast
network of Railways and, therefore, there are lot of difficulties that are to be
faced in managing the operation of Railways. We are probably the second
largest Railways managed by a single management.

As far as Railway operations are concerned, they are to be judged against
the background of the vast expanse of the Railways. We have almost 61,000
route kilometres of the Railways which almost cover 7,000 stations in the
country and we have the trains which are hauled by about 10,000 locomotives
and it is to the credit of the Railway system that every day about a crore of
passengers travel by the Indian Railways on 61,000 kilometres and 60,00070,000 tonne of freight is carried by the Indian Railways. Such being the
expanse of the Railways, we being the second largest Railways under single
management, I wish that the Railways are managed and handled in a manner
by which the efficiency of the Railways wiU be augmented from time to time
and it will be in keeping with other sectors of our economy.
As far as the Railway operations are concerned, they do not begin from
the time our new Railway Minister has taken over. Fortunately, he has the
legacy of good achievements on the part of the Railways and only because
persons managing this portfolio happen to belong to another party, I cannot
discord the good work that the Indian Railways, the workers and officers
have put in.
Over the last few years there have been certain achievements and there
have been certain failures. When the new set-up came into operation in 1980,
it is very interesting to find out how the traffic pattern has grown and how
also the commensurate burdens have been thrown on the commuters and
other Railway users.
* LS. Deb., 1 March 1983.
« Participating in the General Discussion on Railway Budget, 1983-84.
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Sir, in 1980-81, the tonnage that was moved by the Indian Railways was
195.93 million tonne. In 1981-82, I am glad to find that the tonnage moved
on 221.20 million tonne. In 1982-83, it went to 227 million tonne and I share
the optimism of the Railway Minister that in 1983-84, the movement is likely
to be of the order of 241 million tonne. So, when the tonnage moved has
gradually grown and I must say that if the tonnage has grown to that particular
extent, in that case, the credit must go to certain innovations that have been
introduced in the Indian Railways and as a result of that, we find that certain
changes have been brought about. I am very happy to find that as far as the
infrastructural facilities and their performances are concerned, there are certain
important observations made in the Economic Survey for 1982-83. It has been
rightly pointed out in the Economic Survey that improvement (I am referring
to the past performance) in the Railway performance has largely resulted
from managerial and operational innovations introduced towards the end of
1980. Those innovations include segregation of the conventional wagon fleet
from wagons fitted with roller bearing and centre buffer couplers, segregation
of covered wagons fleet equipped with roller bearings and centre buffer
couplers into jumbo rakes, integrated end to end running of trains, formation
of fixed-train consists to cater to specific streams of traffic, optimisation of
trailing loads and rationalisation of loco hauls. The Railways also resorted to
loading in block rakes wherever feasible and this strategy has substantially
contributed to the increase in total traffic throughout Railways.
Sir, while appreciating this continuingly increasing load that has been
moved by the Indian Railways, you will find that there has not been a
commensurate relief to the commuters and the Railway users.
In 1980-81, the increases in the freight and fcires have been of the order
of Rs. 200 crore. In 1981-82, the increases in the freight and fares are
Rs. 366.26 crore. In 1982-83, the increases in the freight and fares are of the
order of Rs. 264 crore and in 1983-84, the new Budget which the new Railway
Minister has put forward he has proposed increases in the freight and fares
of the orders of Rs. 488.99 crore. Our new Railway Minister always believes
in doing the thing in a gigantic way and if he wants the movement on a
gigantic scale, he also wants the financial burdens on a gigantic scale. And,
here, he has proposed a record levy of the order of Rs. 488.99 crore. Therefore,
if you just combine all these increases right from the installation of this new
regime in 1980, from the financial year 1980-81 to the proposed Budget for
1983-84, all these budgets, the total increases in the freight and fare burdens
will be Rs. 1,309.16 crore. This is the burden that has been thrown. I quite
realise the difficulties of the Railway Minister. Because, while formulating
the Budget, he had to take into account certain recommendations that have
been made by the Railway Reforms Committee, by the various committees
that were appointed earlier and also he had to take cognizance of some of the
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recommendations of the Railway Convention Committee. I do concede that
the Depreciation Reserve Fund has been increased. The Pension Fund is
increased. The dividend liability has increased and to some extent, they have
contributed in increasing the burden on the RaUways.
But, Sir, it is here that I would suggest to the Railway Minister certain
constructive proposals so that it is not merely by making the manipulative
arrangement of the freight and fares that he wiU be able to bear the necessary
financial burden and he will be able to raise the necessary financial structure
but I would suggest to him that merely depending upon the freight and fares
for the adjustment of the finances, will mean only an accountant's budget. I
would like the hon. Minister to succeed in his portfolio and, therefore, I
would like him not to have a Budget which is merely an accountant's budget.
I would like him to have certain financial innovations. I would like him to
change the entire financial structure of the Railways. Some steps have already
been taken. But, I would like him to pursue ^ose steps so that further
fundamental changes in the structure of the Railway Finances can be
introduced, so that a greater elbow room will be available so that he himself
will be able to put through many schemes which he wants and, at the same
time, the backward areas will be able to have an infrastructure which they
desire.
As far as the present structure is concerned, it has a certain legacy of the
British Government. In 1924, the finances of the Indian Railways were
separated from the General Revenues i.e., the general finances. But you will
be surprised to know that right from the year 1924 upto 1977, the capital
structure of the Indian Railways completely remained unchanged. I do not
want to refer to any particular individual in the RaUways. But when I had the
occasion to talk to certain financial experts in the Railways and I asked them
a plain and simple question, "In 1924, the Railway Finances were separated
from the General Revenues, how is it that the capital structure has not been
changed till 1977 ?", the reply given by the experts was, "It just happened
like that and it remained imdianged."
Just by the initial inertia that was developed through the British regime,
we became the inheritors of that particular inertia we refused to convert
inertia into momentum and, as a result, from 1924 to 1977, the capital structure
of the Indian Railways remained completely unchanged. You will be shocked
and surprised to know what was the capital structure till 1977 for various
operations of the Indian Railways. We are required to borrow capital from
the general revenues. We are required to pay 6 per cent dividend which has
been fixed by the Railway Convention Committee and which is actually
given the task of deciding the rate of dividend and, at the same time, decidmg
ancillary matters.
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Now, in the new recommendations, they have insisted that it should be
changed from 6 per cent to 6.5 per cent. I will come to that particular
proposition at a later stage. What happened previously? We were drawing
the capital structure from general revenues and paying 6 per cent dividend.
Whenever the Railway Finances were in the red, the Railways were having
the loan from the general revenues to pay the dividend liability and that loan
carried interest. It was something like having a loan with interest and again
interest on that. So, it was something like a compound interest. I could never
understand and relish this kind of capital structure. Therefore, a Capital
Structure Committee was set up. They were given certain parameters; they
were asked to go into depth of the problem of capital structure and they were
asked to go into the problem of past liability, consider the question of dividend
liability and to find out whether they can write off the entire interest that was
due in the past and in the future and declare that in the future no loans will
be drawn whenever Railways were in the red and no interest to be paid on
loans taken from the general revenues to pay the dividend liability.
Fortimately, some changes were introduced in 1977-78, and implemented
in 1978-79, that all the dividend liabilities of the Railways would be treated
as only deferred liabilities for the future and, therefore, if the Railways are in
the red at any particular time, in that case, they are not allowed to borrow
loans with interest to meet the dividend liability and, therefore, all dividend
liabilities were treated as deferred liabilities.
This is only one dimension that was introduced in the capital structure
of the Railways. I would propose to my friend Shri Abdul Ghani Khan
Chaudhuri that he should go in depth about this problem of capital structure
and make further changes.
There are other aspects of the finances which are related to the rate of
dividend and also capital structure of the Indian Railways. Unlike in other
parts of the world, the Indian Railways are having enormous social burdens
and these social burdens are not of the making of the Indian Railways. For
instance, the Indian Railways are carrying on quite a number of commodities
below the operating cost and that creates actually certain social burden of the
order of more than Rs. 100 crore. There are other coach services which are in
losses. There are uneconomic branch lines which might be uneconomic from
the point of view of the Railways, but from the point of providing the
infrastructure for the development of the backward areas, they are a must.
Therefore, these obligations have to be borne. But the question is why is it
that those social obligations and burdens should be thrown on the sho^ders
of the Indian Railways?
Then there are a number of relief materials that are carried by the Indian
Railways at concessional rates and they are completely free and there are
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subsidies for soaal cost m foreign countries. And, at the same time, on the
dividend rate which was supposed to be 6 per cent—I think the Railway
Convention Committee this time has suggested that the rate of dividend
should be increased from 6 per cent to 6.5 per cent—the Railway Convention
Committee has got the full freedom to increase the dividend rate form 6 to
6.5 per cent or reduce the rate that was existing some years back. My quarrel
is not merely with the quantum of dividend rate that is decided. My quarrel
with the Railway Convention Committee is that they are trying to tackle the
problem of dividend rate in isolation with the social burdens. You say that
6 per cent dividend rate is too low and, therefore, it must be increased to
6.5 per cent. But, at the same time, you forget the reality that the Indian
Railways are performing the great social task of bearing a great social burden
of lifting the commodities below the operating cost. Actually, they are bearing
so many social responsibiUties and I may challenge this House that in the rest
of the world, all these social burdens are lifted by the general revenues of the
Governments concerned. It is only in a few countries like India that all social
burdens are thrown on the shoulders of the Railway Ministry and as a result
of that there is not enough elbow room in which they can operate their
finances and, therefore, I would demand that while the Railway Convention
Committee has full freedom to increase the dividend rate from 6 to 6.5 per
cent, let them not do it as an academic proposition or just as an arithmetical
network in which they try to increase it mechanically from 6 to 6.5 per cent
forgetting all the time that it is the Indian Railways that are bearing the
greatest social burden. I would not call it a social burden but social obligation.
What is the punishment awarded to the Indian Railways for bearing the
social obligations? They are told that they are doing a wonderful job of
having the social obligations and lifting the social burdens and for that they
are sentenced to increasing their dividend rates from 6 to 6.5 per cent. That
is the sentence awarded to our poor Railway Minister for the good task, that
he is performing of lifting the social burdens and I would like him to be
relieved of his additional burden which is a social burden and in that case,
instead of increasing it from 6 to 6.5 per cent, even if the Railway Convention
Committee increases it to 7 per cent, I would not mind. But on the one hand
you do try to increase the dividend rate and on the other, you allow the
social burden to be increased and, therefore, it is really dual hammering that
is done to the Indian Railways and I think that this particular problem also
has to be tackled.
It is not my proposition that to start with, the social burdens must be
lifted. But somewhere a beginning has to be made and, therefore, the
Government can decide to what extent the social burdens hfted by the Indian
Railways can be taken over by the Indian Government, by the general revenues
and, to that extent, a greater elbow room can be provided for their
developmental activities.
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The Union Minister has given a new slogan. It is a commendable slogan.
He said Safety, Security and Pimctuality, is the slogan. I do not agree with all
the slogans of the Railways. For instance, you might be aware of the fact that
one of the slogans was "Drown the West Bengal Government in the Bay of
Bengal." That was one of the slogans. In fact, I was opposed to it for a
different reason. I said "Mr. Minister, Don't drown the West Bengal
Government in the Bay of Bengal because the Bay of Bengal may become Red
Sea."

Let me correct myself. The hon. Minister was speaking on behalf of the
people of West Bengal. I will correct myself. The people will throw. That is
all right. Reference to West Bengal was correct. Those who are to be put into
the Bay of Bengal, that is also correct. My interpretation is that the Bay of
Bengal will become Red Sea and that is why I do not Wcint that particular
proposition.
Coming back to the slogan it is a very good slogan. The hon. Minister
said that "I stand for Security, Seifety and Punctuality." I am very happy
about this slogan. I hope the hon. Minister will take some of my comments
lightly and do not take them very seriously. When I make certain references
only the serious aspect of it he should take seriously.

I was pointing out to you that he made certain statements in the Press
Conference. Certain statements are very welcome. As far as tiieir net result
is concerned and as far as the ultimate product is concerned, I am not that
happy. He wanted Railway safety, security and pimctuality to be properly
maintained. Further on one occasion he said: Why are accidents taking place?
He has publicly said at the press conference that because the locomotive
drivers drink, the accidents take place. That is what he has said....

I have only a request to you that I am the last man not to yield to any
one. I must yield to the Railway Minister. Therefore, I do not mind sitting
down every time after three minutes, but if he wants to give a reply to me
here and now, no material will be available for his reply at the end. Therefore,
in the interest of his final reply, I will request him not to intervene. But at any
moment you want, I will yield and sit down.

So I was seriously raising this issue. It is not with a view to cast any
aspersion, because after that statement, he says, 'I am told...' What has been
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told has also been told by the Press to the people, rherefoxe, the general
impression develops that probably accidents take place because locomotive
drivers are drunk. I would like to remind the Railway Minister about a very
mteresting anecdote regarding accidents in the days of Viceroy Lord Curzon....

It is a very good anecdote because it has a certain policy framework. I do
not want to refer to any humour unnecessarily I find in that piece of humour
there is a certain policy framework which the locomotive drivers could
imderstand in the days of Lord Curzon. When Lord Curzon happened to be
the Viceroy of India and once he was travelling by a special train, his Secretary
and staff went to the locomotive driver and said, 'Don't drink. Be more
cautious in driving. Do you know that the Viceroy of India is travelling by
the train?' And the locomotive driver told the staff of the Viceroy, 'Hell with
your Viceroy. I am not concerned only about Viceroy's safety. I am concerned
equally about my own safety. If I drink and try not to be cautious about
driving, not only the Viceroy's life will be in danger, even the lives of others
also will be in danger and my own life will be in danger. Therefore, it is very
necessary for me to drive very cautiously' Sir, the moral of this particular
anecdote is this and from experience I can tell you and from the various
statistics that are available in the various Railway accidents that have taken
place, I can teU you that the maximum threat is always to the life of the
driver and the fireman who are located in the engine. Therefore, deliberately
no locomotive driver will try to be negligent at all. He has to take care of his
life and along with his life he has to take care of the life of the passengers and
the VIPs travelling by that train. Therefore, it would be very wrong to put the
entire blame merely on a few locomotive drivers.
Sir, I will now come to a more constructive aspect of the problem. I
would suggest to the hon. Minister that if the problem of safety is to be
handled in a proper marmer....

Sir, as far as the safety aspect is concerned, I would like to point out to
the hon. Minister some concrete factors which are responsible for the
disturbeince of the safety and if they are taken care of prof>erly then in that
case the accidents can be minimised.
Sir, while he is quoted to have laid that blame on the locomotive drivers
he himself in his speech has said that in a limited span-since his taking
o ver-th e accidents have been reduced by 26 per cent. I congratulate the
Minister if the accidents have been reduced by 26 per cent. He should be
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happy and, as such, need not unnecessarily cast aspersions on the locomotive
drivers. On the contrary he should win their confidence. So, I am making
some concrete suggestions.
Already the previous Government has signed an agreement with the
loco running staff that they will not be put to more than ten hours of running
duty. That agreement should be very vigorously and effectively implemented
because if the loco running staff is exhausted and make to work beyond ten
hours then in that case they are likely to become absent minded and thus
commit mistakes. This ten-hour duty rule should be vigorously implemented.
Sir, there are a number of through formation trains which travel large
distances. Recently, it has been foimd that due checks at intermediate points
have been discarded. As a result of that there is threat to the security of those
trains. I suggest that checks at intermediate points should be restored.
Sir, only in times of emergency pairticularly in steam engine where firemen
are working and if gangsters attack the Railway driver and if he is killed the
train is likely to go astray. Therefore, for emergency situations the firemen are
given training in driving. Taking advantage of that a number of firemen are
made to drive the steam engines in this country. I think it is very dangerous
and I would request the hon. Minister to discard allowing the firemen to run
the steam engines.
Sir, there are a number of goods trains which are run without the Railway
guard. It is a dangerous proposition. I would request the hon. Minister to
discard this practice and see that on every goods train a guard is there.
Sir, where sabotages take place by removing fish plates they are the
worst typ>e of accidents. There is a certain modem technological device by
which the fish plate scan be completely done away with. I want the fish
plates to be eliminated by the Railway administration by long-wended and
short-wended rail in which the fish plates are altogether eliminated. If it is
done then in that case the accidents by sabotage can be totally eliminated
and, I hope, the hon. Minister will concentrate on this.
Sir, there is need of primary renewals of the track. The Economic Survey
has pointed out that as on 31 March 1981,14,000 Railway tracks need primary
renewals. If the primary renewals are not taken up, they are likely to undergo
multiple fracture. Just as we have multiple fracture of bones, we have got
multiple fracture of rails. A number of accidents are likely to be there.
Therefore, I would urge this upon the Government. And here I stand by the
side of the Railway Minister. I make this request to the Central Government
and the planning Commission. Since in the coming Five Year Plan the total
renewal of the rail track is to be completed, I would support the Railway
Minister in his demand for better allocation for renewals of the track, so that
better safety can be ensured.
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The automatic signalling system, especially of the suburban Railways
has become very much outdated or outmoded and they need complete
rehauling. I hope and trust that it wiU be taken care of by the Railway Minister
so that safety can be ensured. The automatic warning system was working
very well. In the ground, in that automatic warning system certain devices
like magnets, etc. had to be fitted up on the Railway track but these have
been stolen by thieves and robbers and that system has been dispensed with.
I would like that the automatic warning system should be introduced
especially on the high density lines. In the Hov>n-ah-Buidwan line it has aheady
happened; the automatic warning system was operating on the HowrahBurdwan line. Not a single accident or collision took place. I would request
the Minister to spend a little more for the automatic warning system, to see
that accidents by collisions etc. are completely eliminated.
The Railway Enquiry Committee has made certain recommendations.
There are certain recommendatiorw in which the staff is deeply concerned. It
has been stated that the recommendations of the Railway Accidents Enquiry
Committee in respect of recruitment, training and promotion policy,
improvement in signalling and inter-locking, improvement in coaching and
goods rolling-stock and motive power have not so far been implemented.
These are the recommendations of the Corrunittee set up by the Government
itself. If these recommendations relating to staff and relating to equipment
are effectively implemented, better safety can be brought about.
There is one more point regarding which I would like the hon. Railway
Minister to bestow his attention. There are many accidents which are taking
place in the immanned level crossings. I would request the hon. Minister to
go through the statistics of the last so many years. He would see that in one
year 100 railway accidents had taken place in these unmanned level crossings.
What is the difficulty? Why are they not being transformed? They are not
being converted into manned crossings. Why should it be so? The reason is
this. There is a certain statutory provision made by the Railways. It says that
a substantial part of the provision of the expenditure involved in manning
unmanned level crossings and the recurring expenditure have to be borne by
the local bodies. It is the experience of the Railway Administration that though
this is the statutory provision, no Murucipality, no Gram Panchayat, no Zilla
Parishad comes forward to bear the burden of this expenditure. As a result,
unmemned level crossings continue to remain unmanned and, therefore, I
would like to make a concrete suggestion; do not go into technical quibbling
over this problem; try to find out statistically all the unmanned level crossings
in the country which are vulnerable to accidents and collisions. Try to get
them enumerated; take congnizance of them; and take a decision that the
Railways, from their own finances, would find this amount so that accidents
of the order of a hundred a year due to unmanned level crossings could be
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avoided. All your past statistics show that on an average 100 accidents take
place, per year, due to unmanned level crossings. So, if this problem is taken
care of, this rate of accidents will be completely eliminated, and that is a step
in the right direction.
There is one more thing which I would suggest and I hope and trust that
the Minister will take it in the proper light.
It is very necessary that if the monitoring by the Railways—particularly
by the Minister—is to be improved, there has to be a rapport between the
Railway Minister and the various trade union organisations, the Railway
Minister and the Officers' Association, the Railway Minister and the various
experts, the Railway Minister and the Members of the Railway Board, the
Railway Minister and the persons in charge of the finances of the Indian
Railways, and so on. There has to be a proper rapport with all of them. There
has to be harmonious relationship between the various wings of the Indian
Railways. I can tell you this on the basis of my experience in the Indian
Railways. There are three Railway wings where such harmonious relationship
has been completely disturbed. They are Traffic Wing, the Mechanical
Engineering Wing and the Civil Engineering Wing. The harmonious
relationship between these three Wings is absolutely necessary. It is a must
for the efficient functioning of the Railways. Over the past few years and past
few months, the harmonious relationship between the 3 Wings has been
completely disturbed. I do not want to throw the blame on any individual.
I do not want to throw the blame on the Railway Minister. But I want to give
him a friendly Wciming that unless this conflict between the 3 important
Wings of the Indian Railways is resolved, a more harmonious relationship is
established, you will not be able to carry forward the heritage of the efficiency
that has been tiiere for the last few yecirs and the movements would not be
kept up, the finances would not be kept up, and therefore harmonious
relationship between all these is absolutely necessary.
Sir, one very important point I will again raise in the context of a very
importcint statement that the hon. Railway Minister has made, with the best
of intentions. I do not want to attribute any motives. In one of the Press
Conferences he said something about the Railway Board, the Members and
the officers and some other employees. He was very much disturbed and
rightly disturbed by the cancellation of certain trains in Andhra Pradesh and
in connection with the cancellation of the trains he said "I am not going to
tolerate the cancellation of the trains." Sir, I had raised this question during
the Question Hour and the hon. Minister gave a demagogic answer that in
the democratic country, it is the people who are sovereign and they must
decide which trains should be run. It is as if the entire administration and the
working of the Railways are carried on by holding public meetings and
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asking them which particular trains are to be mn and which are to be cancelled.
Sir, knowing fully well—the working of the mechanics of the Railway Ministry
I can tell you that as far as the priority of the Railway movements is concerned,
it is no one individual that decide ^ e priority of the movements, the Prime
Minister does not decide the priority of the movements, the Railway Minister
does not decide the priority of the movements. Railway officers do not decide
the priority of the movements but it is the Railway Ministry that decide the
priority of the Railway movements and in turn they are confirmed by the
Cabinet of the country. Then it is given to the Railway operators that these
are the priorities. What are the priorities? The priorities are given to defence,
movement of the foodgrains and also the movement of the coal for the power
stations in the country because if these are disturbed, then the very population
will suffer, passenger movement will suffer Therefore, high priority is given
to the defence, movements of foodgrains and coal for the power stations. It
is the Ministry that has to decide the priorities; poor officers only implement
them. It is very easy for the Minister to call a Press conference and tell the
officers "I am not going to tolerate because you have changed the priority."
It is not the officers who change the priorities. You and I can get up in ihe
House and face each other and reply to each other's argument. But the officers
in the Railway Board and officers in all the Zonal operations and at the
Divisional level and other Railway workers have no voice; they cannot come
and publicly express their opinion; their mouth is shut, but Madhu
Dandavate's mouth is not shut, he can raise his voice as vociferously as he
can during the Zero Hour and now also. The Minister has got the right to
reply to the points raised by us but the officers have no voice. They only
listen to the policies and formulations of the Railway Ministry. Again the
Railway Ministry and the Railway Board are not different. There is a statutory
provision that the Railway Board functions as the Ministry with the Minister
at the helm of affairs. That means the Railway Minister is part and parcel of
the entire Railway Board structure. He cannot say that it is your empire and
it is my empire. It is a common heritage of the entire Railway machinery
right from the Railway Minister upto the lowest level in the Railway
Organisation. It is all common Ministry and they are all to function there and
therefore the Minister can never take the posture that heads I win and tails
you lose' and if there have been any failures, it is the officers who are to be
blamed. When I say this, I am referring to the Budget presentation of those
days when I had presented them to the House. I used to assure all the officers
of the Indian Railways "I shall bear the responsibilities of all the failures in
the Railways and I shall never throw them on the shoulders of the workers
and the shoulders of the officers because 'heads I win and tails you lose' has
never been my philosophy I would Uke the hon. Minister to follow not that
motto, but the motto that success are common and failures are also common.
Like the family the entire Ministry and the Railway Board has to function.
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That is the way the entire thing has to be carried on. Therefore, priorities cire
not Officers' priorities. They are not Officers' priorities, they are not the
Minister's priorities. I don't blame also the Minister. These are the priorities
of the Ministry as a whole and Officers are to implement them. Don't try to
make them scapegoats because they have no voice in Parliament.
Sir, I will only briefly say something about the problems of the Railway
employees. Sir, the Minister claims that there is industrial peace. I do not say
that the peace that exists is an ideal one. I would like that the industrial peace
climate should grow still more. But he says that as ia i as the Railway problems
are concerned, we have no problem because the permanent negotiating
machinery is taking care of all the grievances of the Railway employees.
Probably he does not realise that as far as the Railways are concerned, the
permanent negotiating machinery and the Joint Consultative machinery have
broken down because the Railway Ministry has not implemented the agreed
conclusions of the 13th and 14th Report of the Cadre Structure Committee
meetings held on 6 January and 8 January and 15 January and 25 January
1982. That is why both these machineries have completely crumbled. Sir, here
are some of the trade unions belonging to the inter cadre as well as other
organisations of the CITU and the AITUC. They will bear out the fact that as
far as these two instruments are concerned, they have completely broken
down in the Railways. Sir, those instruments will have to be restored. Sir, as
far as the Classification Tribunal in Railway is concerned, interim
recommendations were already given. Those recommendations were
implemented in 1978. But before the final report of the Classification Tribunal
came, this particular Tribunal was already dissolved and there was some
residual work left undone. As a result of that we find that a very important
aspect about the re-classification of the artisan staff has been left uncovered
and unimplemented. So, the Government and the Railways wiU have to decide
that because the Tribunal has been dissolved prematurely what wiU be the
modalities to be introduced to see that the reclassification of the artisan staff
is also completed.
Sir, the 20-Point charter of the Railwaymen is there. I feel that you will
start negotiations with them and will be able to settle the problem amicably.
The Railway employees have given evidence more than once that given the
opportimity to negotiate, they would like to avoid confrontation. They would
like to settle the issues at the negotiating table. So, I would like the
hon. Minister not to have confrontation with them or threaten them, but to
settle the issues.
Sir, the on-going works, no matter whoever has taken them up, whoever
has introduced them, should be completed. When I am demanding this from
the hon. Minister, I quote my own precedent. When I took charge of this
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portfolio, the first announcement I had made was that no matter whether the
Congress Government had introduced those projects, I would like to give
consent on those projects and give them more allocations and complete them
first and then go on to the next project. That is the approach which I had
liked to adopt and I would like the hon. Minister to continue the same
approach. Only because certain projects were started in somebody else's
regime, don't adopt a step-motherly attitude over them. In that context our
friend from Marathwada, who raised the issue, said that there is Rail Roko
Andolan going on in Marathwada. Sir, the Congress (I) men are participating,
the Opposition members are also participating. The entire Marathwada is
agreed that already the project was cleared by the Planning Commission. It
was introduced in the Budget; increasing allocations were granted; but all of
a sudden, allocations were cut down to Rs. 1 crore. Those allocations are not
sufficient. Therefore, whether it is Marathwada, Manmad-Parbani Project,
Latur Project, Samastipur Project, West Coast Project, that will affect all the
States right from Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka and ultimately to Tamil Nadu
and Kerala. Sir, all these projects must be taken up and priority should be
given to all these backward areas.
In conclusion, I will say as far as the Indian Railways are concerned, they
are not merely the infrastructural facilities for development, but they are also
the most important pivotal aspects of the entire development of the economy
in the country. Therefore, I find that today there is lack of coordination between
the various economic Ministries like Energy, Power, Steel and also the Indian
Railways.
I would like the coordination to be improved further; and if this
coordination among all the economic Ministries strengthens, Railways will
become not only strong from the point of view of infrastructure but we wish
and hope that the Indian Railways with their efficiency will contribute their
might to see that India's economy becomes more prosperous, more stable, so
that a healthy, free and developed India can be built on the infrastructure of
the Indian Railways. Thank you.

Professor Dandavate taking Oath as the Minister of Railways on 26 March 1977

The Minister of Railways giving final touches to the Railway Budget for the year
1978-79 before its presentation to the Parliament on 20 February 1978

Professor Madhu Dandavate, the Minister of Railways and his counterpart
from Nigeria signing the Indo-Nigerian Memorandum of Cooperation on
Railways in New Delhi on 5 October 1977

Professor Dandavate, the Minister of Railways visiting
a Railway Hospital in 1977

The Minister of Railways honouring the Railways Protection Force officials
in New Delhi on 5 February 1978

Shri Moraiji Desai, tiie Prime Minister with Professor Madhu Dandavate, the
Minister of Railways at the Meeting of General Managers of
Zonal Railways in New Delhi on 24 November 1978

Addressing the Asian Railwaymen's Conference in
New Delhi on 22 February 1979

Listening to the grievances of Railway Employees

SOCIAL ISSUES

EDUCATION: A VITAL INSTRUMENT OF
SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION*^
I would not like to restrict the debate only to the issue whether the funds
that are made available for education are quite adequate. I would also not
waste time in merely voicing regional grievances regarding our educational
institutions. I would like to take discussion to a plane from which it should
be possible for us to look at the overall perspective and orientation of our
educational system. I would like the Government to realise the basic
motivations and the content of our educational system. Basically, the
educational system has to be a process of cultivation, that must develop
firstly, perceptions, secondly, intelligence, thirdly, emotions of human beings.
The educational system must be able to teach our alumni to live tastefully
and aesthetically with due regard for the social obligations and ideals. We are
a secular democracy and profess that we are wedded to a socialist way of
life. Therefore, it would be worthwhile investigating whether these social
objectives of our society have been fulfilled by the educational system and
whether the Government is contributing to the fulfilment of those objectives.
The reconstruction of our educational system fundamentally reforming
our curricula, the methods of teaching, the syllabi for universities and schools,
the outmoded methods of examinations and restoring to the universities to
the real spirit of universalism with accent on acquisition of modem knowledge
that will instill a spirit of modernism.
The question of medium of instruction at the university level must also
be dealt with at length in a proper way. To my mind briefly, the failures in
the field of education—Government is responsible by and large for these are:
firstly, inadequate equipment and resources to cope up with the rapid
expansion of educational facilities with the result that academic standards
are dwindling; secondly, general indifference of the educational programme
to the stage of development of students; thirdly, lack of provision in the
educational institutions for the cultivation of the social and objective aspects
of mind; fourthly, absence of opportunity to the students to exercise initiative
and spontaneity under smothering weight of written essay type examinations
* LS. DeK 13 July 1971.
^Participating in the Discussion on Demands for Grants, 1971-72, of Ministry of Education and
Sodal Welfare and Department of Culture.
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which tend to become just memorisation tests; fifthly, insistence on the passive
receptivity to the almost utter exclusion of active experience and participation;
and lastly, the prevailing unchallenged notion of the schools and colleges as
instructional shops and not as communities living and working together in
the service of shared higher values.
A lot of talk is there about the spiritual values and cultural heritage of
our country. I feel that through constant education and persuasion a
considerable part of our decadent tradition and culture will have to be
discarded and destroyed.
The report refers to the nationalised production of school text books. To
inculcate modem values and national outlook among the students, what is
needed is not merely dealing with the control of production of text books but
with the contents of the text books. The alumni is to be liberated from the
stranglehold of the feudal culture of our fragmented society. The text books
contain a number of biographical sketches. If you look at the various
biographies that have been presented to our young students, what do you
find? We do not find in them the presentation of Ae historical perspective
with a spirit of objectivity. I might be permitted to mention only two
illustrations. The point of view which I am putting forward wiU be tmpopular.
The late Lokmanya Tilak had a burning sense of patriotism; he was the
spokesman of Indian nationalism. But we cannot forget that some occasions
he surrendered to the traditional Hindu orthodoxy. Can we ever forget that
the late Lokmanya TUak went abroad and when he came back, he had to
surrender to the traditional Hindu orthodoxy; he had to resort to an act of
atonement which is called 'prayaschitha' by the orthodoxy. He created the
controversy whether social reform or political reform came first. On a number
of occasions, in order to placate the political supporters he surrendered to the
social reaction and the orthodoxy in this country. This spirit of objectivity
must be put before the students.
Shivaji, who happens to be a national figure, had been denigrated just as
Stalin was. We find that Shivaji, who ought to be the symbol of burning
patriotism and nationalism, national unity, sense of tolerance and
accommodation, administrative efficiency and collective leadership, has been
reduced to the symbol of parochialism. The Election Commission has
conducted so m any elections. In my State, Shivaji has been made by some the
election symbol in small and petty elections, from Panchayat to Parliament.
That is the greatest tragedy of the man whom we hail as a national hero. We
must project most of these great men in proper perspective. If our Ministers
try to do it, they will have to incur some impopularity but they will have to
do that.
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I will take only one minute more. History is being taught and written
with an element of passion and prejudice. For national integration this will
have to be changed. I touched that point last time, and therefore, I do not
want to develop it. For the Muslim community, the set of heroes in history
is different; for Hindus, the set is different. Those who are taught history are
taught with passion and prejudice, instead of bringing about the integration
of the coimtry, a sense of strife is being projected through our educational
mstitutions and text books of History. These text books will have to be revised.
I would request the Minister tfiat rather than merely controlling the production
and calling it as nationalisation of the production of textbooks, nationalise
the textbooks in the sense that real spirit of nationalism will be actually
permeated through our textbooks, and in a new way history could be taught.
Science is being taught, but the very substance of science, the very
motivation of science, is being lost. History is being taught but the motivation
and interpretation of history are lost. That is where we need to have a change.
Sir, I will take half a minute more because it is a very important point.
I will touch on the medium of instruction problem. Here also, I feel that I am
projecting a point of view which is very unpopular, because either people
want the regional language as the medium of instruction, or, at the other end,
they want the status quo to be maintained and want English to be retained as
the medium. In deciding about the medium of instruction at the imiversity
level, I would like the Government to apply certain criteria. To my mind, the
factors that must weigh in deciding our medium of instruction at the university
level will be: one, desirability of ensuring inter-tmiversity communication
and mobility; two, need to preserve access to modem knowledge; three,
legitimate aspirations of a free nation to ensure the rightful place to the
Indian languages; and lastly, realisation that the unqualified status quo about
the medium of instruction cannot continue. Expertise knowledge in science
is growing, and therefore, there is all the more need for communication and
transfer of teachers, exchange of scholars and research workers. If that is to
be brought about, a spectroscopist coming from Banaras will never be prepared
to come to a Bombay imiversity college if he finds that the teaching of science
in university is going on in Maharashtra through Marathi only. Therefore, I
am building up a case for uniform medium of instruction at the university
level. I do not say that if there are regional languages as media there will be
disintegration; because there are enough politicians and communaUsts in the
country, who are bringing about disintegration. They would not give scope
to the educationists to bring about disintegration. But, I feel that for
communication and inter-university mobility, this type of uniform medium
of instruction is necessary.
As far as possible, there should be one uniform medium. If English
medium is to be changed, it is better to have Hindustani or Hindi in its place.
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But if there is a controversy about Hindi in non-Hindi States, I would be
satisfied by permitting the Southern States or the non-Hindi States which are
opposed to Hindi to adopt English or the regionail language as the medium
of instruction; in the rest of the universities, let us accept Hindi.
I am one of those who believe that rather than having insistence on one
language and two countries, we must have one country and two languages.
That is the attitude that I would like to adopt.
In the end, I would say that though all these problems to which I have
referred are problems dealing with only a small sections of the population in
society, yet they are very important. Here, let me conclude by giving only
one illustration. The famous Spanish philosopher, Salvador Madariaga, was
once asked,—^he was talking in terms of liberty, cultural freedom, educational
progress—^what is the microscopic section of population which is concerned
with these problems. And he replied: "if you just lift up a human being, put
him upside down, and see that only the head of the human being is submerged
below a bucketful of water, the percentage composition of cells in the himian
body that are submerged in the water is very small, but the human being
dies because that part which is submerged is very vital." To my mind, the
section of our population, which is the educated section, might be a
microscopic minority, but you must cater to the needs of that section, because
they are a vital section and will act as catalytic agents for the social
transformation in the coimtry. If they are approached in the right manner, the
process of social transformation can be brought about in an accelerated and
effective manner.

REFORMS IN fflGHER EDUCATION*^
Deputy-Speaker, Sir, after carefully going through the University
Grants Commission Report for 1969-70,1 have come to the conclusion that in
many aspects the entire Report has been touched in vague generalisations
and high platitudes.
I am reminded of a foreigner who in order to locate the geographical
position of Delhi enquired as to what is the latitude and longitude of Delhi,
and humorously came to the answer, 'Delhi is not concerned with latitude
and longitude, Delhi is merely concerned with high platitudes.' The remark
was humorous. But, I think, there was an element of seriousness in that
remark. The general attitude of Delhi seems to be that let there be high
platitudes in various Reports of the Commissions and let there be as wide a
gulf between precept and practice as possible.
For instance, I may briefly refer to the Chapter in this Report regarding
Reforms in Examination System. Whatever be the inference of this Report,
the fact of the matter is that many imiversities and many constituent colleges
conduct examinations, which are just memory-tests and nothing more than
that. No doubt, there is a reference in the Report that semester and trimester
systems have been operating in a number of universities. But again, we find
a lacima in the list of these imiversities and all the details have not been
mentioned. As a teacher of long standing, it has been my experience that in
a number of universities, even today the examination system continues to be
based merely on memorisation tests. I think, this system has to be changed.
In this connection, I may make a specific reference to one thing and the
hon. Minister may take note of that. He might remember that as early as in
April 1969, a Vice-Chancellors Conference was held and some of the
recommendations of that Conference are mentioned in the Report. Some of
the important recommendations that were made are:
(1) Introduction of sessional work and internal assessment in the
evaluation and grading of student performance.
* L.S. Deb., 22 November 1971.
« Participating in the Discussion on Motion Re. the Report of * e University Grants Commission
(UGC), 1969-70.
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(2) Introduction of problem-oriented questions in place of information
and memory-oriented questions.
(3) Holding of the examination in part and spacing them conveniently.
(4) Semester system should not imply the fragmentation of courses,
but it should necessarily involve restructuring of courses so that
the system provides opportunity for reviewing and modernising
syllabi.
Again, a Conference of Students' Representatives was held in 1969. By
and large, the same recommendations were accepted even by the Conference
of Students' Representatives. It appears to be something strange that what
the Vice-Chancellors had to say concurred with what the Students'
Representatives had to say. That fortunately happened in this case. But, after
these recommendations—and these were not new recommendations—all of
us who have been in the education field for a long time have always felt that
the performance of the students in the course of the year has to be given
more weightage. All that the report says is that the Commission, by and
large, accept these recommendations and they have been sent to the
universities for their necessary action. No concrete steps have been taken. I
feel, unless these steps are taken, the reform of examination system cannot
take place.
Then, there is a reference to postgraduate teaching. Here, again, I as one,
who has been associated with post-graduate teaching for a considerable part
of my university life, can say that an urgent need is more financial assistance
to universities in order to ensure academic excellence at the post graduate
level. Today, our experience is that although the scheme of postgraduate
teaching is over-hauled and made more elaborate, no financial assistance is
coming forward.
Sir, permit me to narrate only a personal experience of mine. In the
Bombay University, a few of us who belonged to the Physics faculty, in
cooperation with some of the professors of the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research, prepared a scheme of post-graduate teaching. We wanted to see
that the equipment of students, who go for training to foreign countries, is
improved. We wanted to see that their knowledge and equipment is complete
and upto-date. Therefore, we wanted to give more vigorous training to our
students. We prepared an elaborate scheme, subjectwise. It was sent to the
authorities of the Bombay University and the Vice-Chancellor said that the
scheme is wonderful, 'but we have no financial resources' and the net result
was that the scheme could not be implemented. Therefore, more financial
assistance coming forward from the University Grants Commission, probably,
will be able to make the Universities implement all these schemes.
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I would say a word about inspection of various colleges.... As far as
inspection of colleges is concerned—I do not want to name those institutior^—
I wish to state very clearly and explicitiy that when some Commissions go
to visit the new colleges to see whether their laboratories are well equipped,
at a number of mofussil places, we always find that there are no proper
electrical uistruments and there is no spectroscopic equipment. When the
Inspection Comnuttee comes to inspect, then all the equipments from the
neighbouring colleges are brought there. Those who come for inspection are
very much satisfied. They probably say, 'we have never seen such a modem
equipment,' and when they go back, there is also the mobility of the equipment
and it is transferred to the college from which it had come and on the basis
of such inspections, recognitions are given to some institutions. If all this is
to be changed, with a full sense of responsibility as a teacher, I would say
that the scheme of surprise inspections should be introduced so that the
colleges do not lack in equipment and the students are not made to suffer
because of inadequate resources.
A word about the admissions, especially to the Medical Colleges and a
number of vocational institutions. We always talk of socialism in terms of
'preferential opportunities to weaker sections.' But in some Medical Colleges,
we always find preferential opportunities for the richer sections. If a student
is prepared to pay Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 10,000 as donation, there are some medical
colleges where admissions are available not by merit but on the basis of the
capacity of the student and his guardian to pay the donations.... This is,
what 1 call, preferential opportiuiity, not for the weaker sections, but for the
richer sectiorw. 1 think that has to be completely stopped and the Uruversity
Grants Commission will have to stop this.
I would like to say something briefly on the mediimi of instiiiction at the
University level. This problem has been occupying the minds of the University
authorities and also the members of the University Grants Commission. I
personally feel that the problem of medium of insbnction at the University
level has to be tackled on the basis of concrete criteria and to me the
criteria would be: (1) the need to maintain access to modem knowledge,
(2) desirability to maintain inter-university commimication and mobility, and
(3) the legitimate desire on the part of a free nation like India to give an
increasing place to the Indian languages in the University and last, but not
the least, (4) the realisation on our part that the unqualified status quo cannot
continue as far as the medium of instruction is concemed. If all these criteria
are taken together, then the only inference would be that if you want to have
a switch-over fi-om the present English medium, the switch-over can only be
from English medium to some Indian languages like Hindustani or Hindi, by
whatever name you may call it. If to some South Indian Universities Hindi
is not acceptable, we may permit them to continue English as the medium of
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instruction, but, at other places, it is very dangerous to introduce regional
languages as the medium of instruction, because thereby the inter
communication between various Universities will be lost. Here we always
ask, 'How many students are there who go from one University to another?'
But in the academic field it is not only the number that is important. It is also
the quality that is important and if you are interested in maintaining this
inter-university communication, in the place of English we must have
Hindustani or Hindi and only in marginal cases English may be permitted.
I think that will have to be the attitude. On this point, I will dte one interesting
example and the Minister should take note of that. There is a college in
Bombay, the Siddhartha College, with which I was connected for 25 years.
Last year we circulated a questionnaire among the students and gave them
the options whether they want English, Marathi, or Gujarati medium or the
simultaneous existence of all the media? And you will be surprised to know
that though majority of the students were Marathi-speaking students
95 per cent of them said, 'we would like the continuance of English as the
medium of instruction'. To understand a cross-section of opinion, I contacted
a few of them and asked them as to why they gave the reply to the question
that way. They said, 'we consulted our guardians and our guardians told us
that so long as in All India Services and in job opportunities, there is a
premium placed on English language as an All India language, it is not
worthwhile going in for the regional language at all'. The guardians felt, in
principle it is soimd to have regional language but if my son happens to be
a student who is educated with the medium of instruction which is Marathi
or Gujarati or Kannada or Telugu, he would suffer in the All India Services
and therefore, regional language is not acceptable. If a medium is to be selected,
we must have an integrated outiook. The Government agencies, local agencies,
private entrepreneurs, everyone must make up his mind that undue weightage
is not to be given to one particular language so that other languages may
suffer.
Having said this, there is another important point to which I would like
to make a reference before I conclude my speech. There is a deliberate flouting
of the authority of the University Grants Commission by a number of
institutions. This is done in a clandestine manner. The UGC has come forward
with a number of recommendations: they have prescribed certain scales for
lecturers, tutors and for demonstrators in laboratories. Our experience in a
number of colleges is this. They prescribe certain scale for demonstrators. We
find that the management of various institutions are just flouting those
recommendations. What they do is this. Before the completion of the
probationary p>eriod, the services of these demonstrators are terminated, so
that they are not eligible to be brought on to the new scale. This type of
flouting of the authority of the UGC is going on by the back door.
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I would conclude by saying that the University Grants Commission
authorities must take a very stem view and they must take adequate steps
to see that the flouting of the authority or the recommendations made by
them does not take place under any circumstances, so that whatever they
have reconunended is adopted in the interest of the students and teachers.
Certain running grades have been demanded by the University teachers but
they could not be made available because of the paucity of resources and if
these aspects are looked into, I hope the University Grants Commission will
be able to see that whatever may be their intentions noticed in the form of
various recommendations the result are achieved in practice. Thank you.

ATROCITIES ON HARIJANS*^
While making my brief remarks, I would like to remind the House about
the words uttered by late Dr. B.R. Ambedkar in the Constituent Assembly
Hall next door on 25 November 1949. In his speech in the Constituent
Assembly, E>r. B.R. Ambedkar said:
"How long shall we continue to deny equality in our social and economic
life? If we continue to deny it for long we will do so only by putting
our political democracy in peril. We must remove this contradiction at
the earliest possible moment or else those who suffer from inequality
will blow up the structure of political democracy which this Constituent
Assembly has so laboriously built up."
I have not quoted the words of a Naxalite. I have quoted the words of
a constitutional pundit who was wedded to the Constitution; who had placed
complete faith in the spirit of the Constitution and who could imagine what
is going to happen in the country today. Today, there are so many atrocities
that are being committed on Hcirijans. They expected that in free India the
fresh winds of social mobility will blow. But, on the contrary what we find
is that we are having the stormy winds of atrocities on Harijans, atrocities on
Scheduled Castes and atrocities on neo-Buddhists. I fully agree with my
hon. friends who have said that this discussion should not be treated as a
debate between the ruling party and the Opposition. This is a debate meant
for protection of the Harijans and the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled
Tribes and we are all one in protecting their interests. Whichever pairty may
be there, whether it is the Congress or the Samyukta Vidhayak Dal or Akalis
or the President's rule, or Swatantra rule,—^whatever be the political system
in the country,—as far as Harijans are concerned they are treated by politicians
and political rulers as 'dumb animals' to be driven in whatever direction
they like. This is the state of affairs in the country today. Who are in the dock
today on the question of atrocities on Hcirijans? The Government is in the
dock; our tradition-bound society is in the dock; we politicians who have
failed to rouse the conscience of the nation are in the dock. The politicians
* LS. Deb., 23 August 1973.
^ Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 Re. Atrocities on Harijans in various parts of
the country.
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have also failed to protect the dignity and the honour of the Harijans and
Adivasis. So, all of us are in the dock. We have failed to remove the indignities
and the sufferings to which they are subjected to and therefore, we aie in the
dock.
The Minister of State for Home Affairs said on 18 August 1970 that 1,100
Harijans were killed. I agree with Shri Sharma, who said that this figure is
an imder-estimate. It is just like employment exchange figures where so many
do not go and register their names. There is no hope of their getting
employment and so they don't register themselves. We are not able to deliver
the goods; we are not able to provide them with employment; they become
senile. They do not go and register themselves there in emplo)Tnent exchanges.
So many atrocities are committed on the Harijans but they never report to the
police officers. They feel, we are bom Harijans; we have to suffer in silence
all the indignities, atrocities, etc. In this way they are suffering under various
forms of oppression and suppression.
Sir, quite a number of them are there. But, they do not record the
complaints at all. Atrocities go on unchecked because of absence of
the complaints. The figure 1,100 is an underestimate. So many atrocities have
been committed on the Harijans in this coimtry. I do not want to add to the
list.
I would only like to make some comments on some of the atrocities that
were committed on them. Some Harijan women were branded with hot iron
rod in a village near Bihar. This was investigated. And a very interesting
comment appeared in the Bombay Edition of the Times o f India, dated
22 December 1972 which I would like to quote. It is very revealing. This is
an editorial in the Times of India. Sir, there is a reference to atrocities committed
in a village called Erangaon near Nagpur in Maharashtra State. A Harijan
boy was killed something like a sacrificial goat. The police statement says
that he had committed suicide. Because he was a Harijan he had to be declared
as dead due to suicide. If he had come from an affluent section, the
investigation would have started and it would have gone to the court of law.
And nobody would be able to make a comment as it was made by the Court.
They would have said that he should have been killed by someone else.
Because, here, he belongs to an affluent section, it was commented that he
might h^ve committed a murder and, therefore, a free and independent judicial
pronouncement would have to be made. In this particular case it is poor
Harijan who had been murdered. There is a story behind this statement
made by the police.
That Harijan boy had committed suicide. It was only when the
Commissioner in charge of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, when he
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went for an on-the-spot study, it came out. And he made a categorical
statement. Then only the police were forced to arrest the person responsible
for such a heinous crime. Sir, the Times o f India editorial says:
"The tragedy in which Harijan boy was ritually murdered in a Nagpur
village last August was registered by the police as a case of suicide till
the Commissioner of Scheduled Castes and Tribes visited the area and
ascertained the facts. Only then did the Maharashtra Government arrest
the police inspector and the doctor who performed the post-mortem and
depute a special CID officer to investigate the case."
Sir, this is the manner in which the wheels of administration are moving
and this is the manner in which the cock and bull stories are accepted by the
society because it is a traditional society. There are so many atrocities
committed, but I do not want to take much time of the House. But, I would
like to make a reference to some of them. Sir, in Andhra 42 persons killed 23
Harijans. Who is responsible for these? In Bawda, in Maharashtra a special
boycott of Harijans was resorted to as a sequel to local bodies election. The
person who contested the election himself belongs to a high caste. So, this
was a culmination of class as well as the caste. When he committed the
crime, as I said earlier, a social boycott was resorted to.
In Parbhani, in Marathwada region of Maharashtra, some Harijan women
were stripped naked. In a village in Patiala, Harijans were subjected to
atrocities of social boycott because they voted for a particular candidate.
In Orissa, again atrocities were committed against the Adivasi women
irrespective of the political ideology, when the President's rule is there in
Andhra and elsewhere why similair things should happen? As my hon. friends
have rightly pointed out that these are the manifestations of the caste abrasions
of some people and so, all of us must be convinced of one thing. As
Dr. Ambedkar once said: What is needed is "Annihilation of Caste". Unless
and until this takes place in this country, you will never be able to protect the
Harijans and Adivasis in this country. As Dr. Lohia put it, "Indian Society
oscillates between caste and class. It might be in your interest to be our
masters but how is it in our interest to be your slaves?" That is the question
that they are posing, and we have to give a correct reply.
In conclusion, I would like to make a reference to the manner in which
the holy scriptures are being utilised to propagate untouchability. The holiest
among the holy priests like the Sankaracharya is going round the country
and preaching untouchability. When some angry yoimg men of Maharashtra
organised public meetings to condemn these acts of Sankaracharya, the police
did not prosecute the Sankaracharya but they arrested those angry young
men because they had committed the crime of challenging the holiest among
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the holy. This kind of disparity and contradiction in our life has also to be
ended.
We should be able to create a real and genuine society of free and equal
persons, and a society in which the Harijans will not only have equality of
opportunity but preferential opportunities, because they have centuries of
lag. As E>r. Lohia has said, we cannot take cognizance of all the problems
merely on the basis of orthodox Marxian theory. This underdeveloped country
of kidia and our society are oscillating between caste on one side and class
on the other; it is oscillating between these two evils. Therefore, we must
evolve a society which will be classless on the one side and where there will
be no caste distinctions on the other. It is only when annihilation of castes
takes place that there will be an assurance to the Harijans and Adivasis and
only then their lives, honour and property will be safeguarded. I hope that
this House, without showing any partisan attitude, will be able to rise as one
entity and will be able to fight all the atrocities that are committed against the
Adivasis and Harijans, and it is with that hope and spirit that I shall conclude
my speech.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BLIND PERSONS*^
I beg to move:
"That the Bill to provide for employment to blind persons and for
matters connected therewith or incidental thereto, be taken into
consideration."
Sir, it is a great augury that I am moving this Bill for consideration in the
year 1981 which has been declared all over the world as the International
Year of the Disabled.
Sir, the entire world picture today is that in the entire world there are
30 million people who are blind. To our shock and surprise, out of 30 million
blind persons in the world, the blind persons in India happened to be
10 million. That is only next to Egypt. This is the position of population of
blind persons in our coimtry. Therefore, I want to move for the consideration
of the House this Bill, which strives to give some opportunities to the disabled
like the blind persons in the coimtry, and I have not the least doubt that even
the Government is sympathetic towards the blind. Already some negotiations
have taken place and, in the spirit of the negotiations that have taken place
with the representatives of the National Federation of the Blind, I am sure the
Minister concerned will not find any difficulty in accepting the Bill, which I
have already placed before the House for its consideration.
As far as the blind in the country are concerned, who number ten million,
though, they have total darkness all around, I do not want them to have
darkness in their life at least in job opportunities. It has been the medical and
psychological experience that as far as the disabled persons are concerned
when they are disabled vdth respect to one particular human faculty, their
other human faculties are sharpened and brightened. I may give only one
illustration, which is a beautiful illustration of the world famous musician
and pianist, Ludwig Beethoven. He was a musician of world renown at the
age of 32. While giving a piano performance, all of a sudden he became deaf.
But that deafness did not blur his memory; on the other hand, his memory
* LS. Deb., 6 March 1981.
^ Moving the Blind Persons (Employment) Bill, 1981 (a Private Member's Bill).
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got sharpened and he remembered the notes in his brain. After becoming
totally deaf at the age of 32, he produced one of the most beautiful symphonies
of the world. That only illustrates that when a man loses one human faculty,
there are other human faculties which get enlivened, brightened and
intensified, and that happens with the blind also.
It is nty experience with blind men, whom I came across in the Railways,
if there is total darkness around them, they are able to do with the highest
sense of responsibility whatever job is entrusted to them. I may quote here
only one illustration, with your permission. At the Calcutta Railway station
we had one blind man as an announcer. The passengers wrote in the
suggestions book that he was one of the best announcers available at the
Calcutta station. That only shows that a man might be blind, there might be
darkness around, but there are a number of other faculties which are developed
to the best of his ability; in order that he may be able to get some preferential
opportunities.
We are living in an era in which we find that there are certain handicapped
persons; while some are physically handicapped, some others are socially
handicapped. We want that all these socially and physically handicapped
should be able to run in the race of the society effectively, they should be able
to have ample opportunities for the development of their human personality
and it is with this noble perspective that 1 have placed the entire Bill before
you.
In this Bill, provision is made for the reservation of jobs for the blind
persons in the country. There are certain definitions that are given, "blind"
is a very vague term. Therefore, in my Bill, with the help of medical scientists
and sociologists, we have tried to work out how exactly we will define a
blind man for whom preferential opportunities in jobs, reservation of three
per cent jobs, will be made. The relevant provision says:
" 'Blind person' means a person who is blind according to the following
standards,—
(i) total absence of sight; or
(ii) visual equity (with correcting lenses) not exceeding 20/2000 or
6/60 (snellen) in the better eye; or
(iii) angle of vision subtending 200 or less in the better eye".
In the medical terminology this would be the definition of a blind person,
and such a person would be able to avaU of preferential treatment in job
opportunities.
When this Bill becomes an Act, it has to be implemented. So, it is very
necessary that certain modus operandi has to be built up to see that genuine
blind men are able to get the jobs.
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Therefore, in this particular Bill we have made provision for the creation
of authority by appropriate Governments and also the creation of a chief
authority. TThese auAorities will be created by appropriate Governments. They
will be registering authorities. The registering authority will be able to maintain
the list of blind men on the basis of various tests to which I have made a
reference. It is also to be seen that about those who get the jobs 3 per cent is
the percentage that I have prescribed in the Bill that I have moved for
consideration. Very often it happens that even when you prescribe a certain
percentage there are certain vacancies and there comes the question of carry
forward. As far as this aspect is concerned, my Bill says that this carry forward
phenomenon regarding vacancies will continue upto the fourth year and
about how much will be the accumulation of the carry forward vacancies,
there in cooperation and consultation with the National Federation of
Blindmen we have come to the conclusion that they are willing to decide that
as far as the accumulated vacancies due to the carry forward process is
concerned, the reserved as well as the unreserved vacancies together should
not go beyond 50 per cent. They are not insisting that 50 per cent carry
forward vacancies should be only for the reserved. They say that whatever
vacancies are there reserved as well as unreserved out of them a maximum
of 50 per cent should be allowed to be given to those who come through the
process of carry forward and that provision has already been made in the Bill
that has been brought here.
With all these prescriptions, the question comes: Which will be the
authority and which will be the organisation which will try to see that various
Bills or various provisions of the Act are effectively implemented? Therefore,
this Bill suggests for an expert body and that particular expert body which
will be called as Board of Experts, will try to check whether the blind can do
work with the modem aids. As far as the blind are concerned, fortunately in
this age of scientific and technological development, we have a number of
aids and a number of devices with the help of which blind men can function
very effectively. As a student of Physics, I would like to give a very simple
illustration. Very often when the blind men are moving in the forward
direction, they may come across doors, they may come across windows or
they may come across a solid obstacle. How do they detect that there is an
obstacle in the path? They will do with the help of an ultrasonic device. They
should be able to see the ultrasonic signal. If there is any obstacle in the way,
then that signal boimces back and with the interference of the transmitted
signal and the resulting signal, there are frequency variations which can be
detected with the help of ear-phones that are used for the blind men and
these changes in the frequency are also related to the distance between the
blind men and the obstacle which comes in the path and since these frequency
changes are proportional to the range of the obstacle, it will be possible for
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them roughly to calculate and estimate what exactly the distance of the obstacle
that is coming in their way. Such aids will be made available to them. For
them there are different types of books. They cannot see and therefore, the
visual aids will be of no use. But there are different types of devices by which
they can write and read. These types of books will be made available to
them. By certain tests they are able to function very effectively. For that,
certain mechanical devices are available and with the help of these devices,
if they try to xmdertake any particular job that is assigned to them, it will be
the Board of Experts that examine from time to time whether those aids
which are made available to the blind men are being effectively used and
proper level of efficiency is maintained by blind men who are given
preferential opportunity. So, with the agency and the modus operandi of this
particular creation of an expert board, it will be possible for us to see that on
the one side preferential opportunity is offered to the blind men and on the
other hand, the level of efficiency is also maintained. That will be the fimction
of the Board of Experts and we have already provided for that in the Bill that
has been already prepared. Then some time there are likely to be disputes.
Who is supposed to be the employer? Which are supposed to be the agencies,
who are there to employ them? There can be Central Government. There can
be State Governments. There can be quasi-govemment agencies. There can
be public sector units. There can be industry, trade and business. There can
be educational institutions. These are the various places. Who will be supposed
to be the employer to employ the blind man? Anybody who employs fifty
persons, he is supposed to be the employer in the Bill and that employer will
be obliged to see that the blind man is given opportunities to the extent of
3 per cent. If there are any disputes in that case those disputes are to be
referred to the authority for disputes which again has to be created by the
Government. I am sure with the help of that authority it will be possible for
us to see that those particular disputes are amicably resolved.
Then there is a provision for Advisory Councils at various levels. The Act
is there. Various provisions are there. One has to see that the provisions of
the Act are effectively implemented and in order that various provisions of
the Act are effectively implemented, I have already made a provision for the
creation of Advisory Councils at various levels. It will be possible to see that
these blind men get preferential opportunities. They will be able to fulfil all
the provisions of the law that will be enacted.
With all said and done, it may happen that because of the limited job
opportunities that are available in a developing country like ours, even after
the adoption of that law, after the Bill becoming an Act, it might be possible
for some of the physically handicapped not to get adequate opportunities,
the preferential opportunities, that are offered by this Bill. In such case I
have already made a provision in the Bill. In such cases an allowance of
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Rs. 300 per month should be made available to the blind p>erson whose name
is already entered in the register—^not one who claims to be a blind man. But
a person who has been accepted as a blind man, the registered authority has
accepted him as a blind man. Registered authority has already entered his
name in the register. Such persons who are already entered in the register but
are not able to get the opportunities of jobs on the basis of the enactment,
they should be able to get an allowance to the tune of
Rs. 300. Now, this is the provision that has been made in this particular draft.
With this backgroimd I have not the least doubt tfiat it will be possible for
us to provide preferential opportunities to the blind in this year of the disabled.
Unfortunately, when blind men tried to project their point of view before the
Government, initially there was an atmosphere of confrontation. But probably
in this land of Gandhi even the suffering of the common man roused the
conscience of the man who hits them with lathis. At one stage the Blindmen's
Federation, when they took out procession to submit a Memorandum, had to
face the lathi charge next time, they found that in this land of Gandhi, the
land of self-suffering even self-suffering enlivened the frozen conscience of
the rulers and they were able to convert the atmosphere of confrontation into
atmosphere of co-operation. They were able to have healthy negotiations. I
am told that some sort of agreement has already been arrived at. Half way
agreement has already been made. Some of the attempts have already been
made. But they have a long way to go. 'Miles to go before we could sleep'
that is what Panditji said in the words of Robert Frost. Blind men may say
even after the negotiations—'I have miles to go before I sleep.'
Here is the Law Minister. When he was speaking on some other Bill,
permit me to quote him. He was reminded about the midnight of 14 August
and the beginning of the 15 August, when late Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
spoke in the historic august body of the Constituent Assembly. He said, in
ringing words, at the stroke of mid-night hour, "When the world sleeps,
India will awake to life and freedom. A moment comes which comes but
rarely in history, when we step out from the old to the new, when an age
ends, and the soul of a nation, being-suppressed, finds its utterance."
I am sure, you will be able to see that the physically and socially
handicapped men in this country will be able to get a preferential opportunity
so that they will be able to enjoy the fruits of their labour and fruits of their
toil. Really speaking, those ringing words of Pandit Nehru, on the mid-night
of 14 August 1947 will come to fruition and they will realise that we have
fulfilled our tryst with destiny. I hope, in that spirit, the Minister of Law and
the House will accept my Bill unanimously.

PREFERENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES
FORSCs&STs*^
This House has got certain conventions developed over the years.
Sir, whenever there had been an aggression on the country, this House has
risen like a man and I am sure in the present crisis, when the weaker sections
of the society are involved, whether we belong to this side of the House or
we belong to that side of the House and no matter whether one party is in
power or the other party is in power or whether one party is in the Opposition
or the other party is in the Opposition, I hope and trust we will rise like one
man and stand by the weaker sections of the society not only in Gujarat but
elsewhere also. Sir, last time, I had said that what had happened in Gujarat
was a thin end of the wedge. The aberration will not remain restricted only
to Gujarat, it will go to the other parts of the country. It is not an aberration
of one particular State but it is an aberration of mind. Mind is not restricted
to a State but it gets engulfed to the entire country and that is what has
happened today; it has gone to Rajasthcm; it has gone to Uttar Pradesh and
it is likely to go to other pcirts of the country and, therefore, it is very necessary
that we look at the entire problem as a national problem and, in the perspective
of a national problem, we try to solve this issue.
Sir, as far as this problem is concerned, I wish to make it clear that when
I say that all parties should take it as a national outlook, as far as we are
concerned, we have made it explicitly clear that the commitment to the policy
of reservation is a historical necessity; it is a national commitment and it is
a constitutional obligation. I fully agree with my friend, Shri Daga that all of
us when we have entered this House have taken the pledge to abide by the
provisions of the Constitution. Therefore, we have to uphold this Constitution.
Since we have to uphold the Constitution, we have to stand by the
commitment to the Constitution and we have also to stand by the
interpretation of various provisions of the Constitution. These were
controversies regarding reservations and those controversies have gone to
the Supreme Court. Let us not forget that the Supreme Court has also given
their judgement and when we say that we are committed to the constitutional

* L.S. Deb., 18 March 1981.
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obligation, we are also committed to the interpretation of the constitutional
obligations in this country and, therefore, we stand by that commitment also.
Sir, very often, it is pointed out that it is not ordy the caste aberration but
also economic problem. That has to be taken note of. All I wish to bring to
the notice of this House is that leaving aside only a microscopic minority, I
dare say, that as far as Scheduled Castes are concerned, the caste is co
terminous with the oppressed class. That, is the essential feature of the
Scheduled Castes. To say, that by getting certain jobs the Scheduled Castes
have been converted into an elite I think is again a distortion of facts.
Scheduled Castes have not been converted into an elite class; they continue
to be co-terminous with the oppressed class in the society. Therefore, as far
as the Scheduled Castes are concerned, I do not distinguish between the
economic aspect and the caste aspect at all and, therefore, that particular
point has to be noted completely. This is another aspect. There are certain
class asf>ects on our politics and on our economics. But, as far as their sociology
is concerned, some people, no matter whatever be their economic status,
certainly feel that stigma is attached to them by dint of their birth. It is this
policy based on birth which has to be destroyed and we are determined to
see that caste policy based on the birth is destroyed irrespective of whatever
resolution or motion we may adopt in this House. Unfortunately, in the
Hindu Society, people tell us that what is written in the Gita, in the Upanishads
or in the Vedas is the quintessence of Hindu religion. But, let me say on behalf
of the Scheduled Castes in this country that they do not imderstand the
quintessence of Hindu religion through the message of Gita, through the
message of Upanishads or through the message of Vedas, but they understand
Hindu religion by the manner in which the members of the Hindu society
behave witii the population in the rural and urban areas. That is how they
understand the Hindu religion. They do not understand the Hindu religion
on the basis of the scriptures; they understand the Hindu religion on the
basis of the behaviour of the upper class Hindus with the Scheduled Castes
in this coimtry. So that particular aspect has to be taken note of. I am sorry
that I find that some sections of the Hindu religion give up this religion and
accept some other religion. That is how their problems are solved. I say that
they are not solved even when they become Buddhists because they say that
these are Scheduled Caste Buddhists; even if they become Christians, they
are told that these are caste-Hindu Christians; these are Scheduled Caste
Christians, Even when they embrace Islam people do not forget that they are
those Muslims who have come from the Scheduled Castes. So that stigma
that is attached by birth does not get erased at all. Our society, particularly
Hindu society, is based on Chaturvamya. If one is bom in one particular
community then he is destined to take a broom-stick in his hand and sweep
the roads; if he is bom in one particular community and caste then he is
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destined to take a barrel of a gun and become a warrior; if he is bom in one
particular community then he is supposed to become a pandit. He is supposed
to become a pandit no matter whether he has knowledge or not but because
he is bom in one particular community he is supposed to be a leamed man.
Because he is bom in a particular community he is destined to purchase the
Special Bearer Bonds. That is how certification takes place and iinless we try
to destroy Chaturvarna whatever legislation you may have and whatever
constitutional amendments you may make and whatever historical necessity
you accept it will not be possible for the Scheduled Castes to get justice.
Therefore, let us try to go to the root of the problem and destroy the system
of Chaturvarna which is at the root of the entire injustice to the society. That
is what I want to say.
Let me point out one more aspect to which I had made a reference last
time. Sir, it is no more a problem of admission to the post-graduate medical
courses. It has extended to the job opportunities also. I will repeat what I said
last time. Equality of opportunity will not be able to give benefit to those
who have lagged behind for centuries and centuries together. They are to be
brought at par with others by giving them preferential opportimities. While
giving them preferential opportunities some other sections may suffer but we
have to suffer for the sins which we have committed for thousands of years
and for that if we suffer we should not be sorry at all. We should not have
a feeling of anguish. Rather we feel that we are getting rid of the sins which
we committed for thousands of years. Therefore, preferential opportunities
to the oppressed sections of the society are highly necessary from the
sociological point of view. In the field of sports if there is a handicap race, in
sociological field also, handicap race in the society has to be admitted. That
is why these preferential opportunities.
Sir, wrong figures are quoted and I would like to put the record straight.
From the time this particular reservation system in the post-graduate scheme
of medicine has been introduced actually 857 seats were available and out of
that only 37 seats have been actually filled up. Out of 857 only 37 were
available and, as such, 37 have been filled up.
Now, this point has to be explained to the youth. I do not blame every
section of the youth because sometimes they are misguided. There are certain
prejudices. There are fmstrations due to unemployment. All those problems
are there and whenever they are fmstrated with employment they try to seek
solace in temporary solutions not realising that in trying to have temporary
solutions they are trying to create problems for eternity. Now that particular
aberration is there. That has to be removed and for removing that one
particular aspect is to be noted. Very often, a campaign and a slanderous
campaign, goes on to the effect that when Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
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Tribes are given certain opportunities, in that case, the quality suffers. Sir, at
one stage fortunately or unfortunately I happened to be a Railway Minister
and I know how many accidents have taken place and I had carefully gone
into the figures to find out who are responsible for these accidents. I would
like this Government to go and examine the statistics and they will know the
situation. Were the Scheduled Caste drivers responsible for Aese accidents?
No. They will not be able to justify that at all. It is ordy a false and slanderous
campaign which is beir\g carried on. Sir, if one happens to be absent-minded,
he is absent-minded, whether he happens to be a Scheduled Caste or a
Professor. And, Sir, a Professor is supposed to be proverbially absent-minded.

Sir, I don't want to exclude myself also. Therefore, Sir, as I was pointing
out, this wrong campaign is going on. I demand: Have a statistical study.
Have a sociological study. Try to find out how many patients have died at the
operation table because die doctor or the surgeon happened to be a Scheduled
Caste or a Scheduled Tribe person. Try to find out how many accidents were
there because the driver happened to be a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled
Tribe. You will find that these statistics will not justify the types of slanderous
campaigns that are going on against the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes. And therefore, I would demand this. There is a Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes Commission. It has already been appointed. Let that
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Commission go into this problem.
Let them also go into the problem in Gujarat and elsewhere, how many
people have been killed, which are the sections that have suffered the most
when a clash took place. When there is a clash with the police, the police try
to fire; sometimes Aere is resistance; some police might be hit. Try to find out
in all these disturbances which are the sections that have lost the most. It will
be an interesting study. Let the Commission for the Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes do that. Let there be one more effort at the national level
by the Government. There are various parties. As rightly pointed out already,
the policy of reservation has not been effectively followed all over. Try to find
out how the reservation policies are implemented in the different States. And
you will find the need for streamlining and rationcilising the reservation
policy in different States. The policy is not at all rational. It is not streamlined.
There is need for that. And if anybody demands that there should be a
streamlining and rationalising of the policy of implementation, it should not
be construed to mean that one wants to do away with the reservation policy,
but what he wants is only to know how it is implemented, whether there is
any lacuna, whether there are any anomalies—these have to be investigated.
And a policy has not only to be laid down in the Constitution, but, it has to
be effectively implemented.
Sir, I shall conclude by reminding this House about a monumental book,
the book on Mahatma Gandhi, written by his former Secretary Pyarelal. He
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has written a beautiful Preface to his book. And in that book he says that
when some distinguished dignitaries from other parts of the world come
over here, they are taken to the Gandhiji's Samadhi, they see various projects,
they see the five-star hotels. This is what Pyarelal, Gandhiji's Secretary has
written in his Preface to the book, Gandhiji—The Last Phase. While they return
back to their country, they say, 'We have seen India, but where is Gandhiji's
India?' When these visitors visit Gujarat, Rajasthan, U.R, Bihar and other
parts of India we do not want these tourists to go back to their countries and
say 'We have seen India, but where is Gandhi's India?' Let us show them the
whole India of Gandhiji. Madam Gandhi, I am not referring to you, I am
referring to Mahatma Gandhi. When they go back from this coimtry let them
go back cind say: 'We have seen Mahatma Gandhi's India. We are proud of
Mahatma Gandhi's India.' So, let that be the message when the tourists go
back from our country. And if that is to be done, the policy of reservation
which has been the national commitment of all the parties has to be effectively
implemented, that has to be rationalised, that has to be streamlined and I
hope and trust that without any barriers of political parties in this House,
when we close this discussion, we will adopt some motion unanimously
which will reflect the imanimous mind and the national mind of the Lok
Sabha, represents the national sentiment of the country.

SECULARISING INDIAN STATE‘S
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, we are discussing a very sensitive subject today.
I am sure we have got full freedom and latitude to express our differences
even with various parties on this issue. I wiU deliberately put a restraint on
my freedom because this is not a question of only exercising my freedom in
the House. If I say anything with passion and anger in this House, it will find
its own echoes in different parts of the country and particularly Meerut and
having visited that sensitive spot yesterday, I must be extremely cautious
while expressing my views in this House, because I must realise that...

Sir, I must realise that whatever I say in this House will find its reflections
and echoes outside and the situation might actually deteriorate instead of
contributing our share in normalising the situation in that part of our country.
I am not merely concerned or disturbed because blood is shed in Meerut and
other parts of the coimtry. I have read, I have heard and I have seen of a
blood that is spilled in a revolution, I have seen blood that is spilled in this
very historicity of Meerut; blood of Hindus and Muslims that has flowed
together in the famous war of independence of 1857, I have also seen the
blood being spilled when imder Gandhiji's leadership we had non-violent
struggle, but those who opposed us were violent and violent arms were there
in their hands. But even when blood was spilled, blood of the freedom fighters,
I was not disturbed by that blood, even our leader Mahatma Gandhi was not
disturbed, but I am definitely disturbed and concerned when the blood that
is spilled is the blood that is spilled in fratricidal war, and in a war between
certain sections and the Government. That is really the reason why I feel very
much disturbed.
Today, when I am making my observations on this subject, my memory
goes back to those memorable words of Late Maulana Abul Kalam Azad,
who said after partition.
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He said that first the country was divided in partition, and then our
minds were divided. When we visited that unfortunate city of Meerut
yesterday, I found a tragic spectacle of what Maulana Abul Kalam Azad had
said. We found that our minds had been divided, and Shri Samar Mukherjee
rightly described the phenomenon. When we went to Meerut, we found that
the entire mind of Meerut had been partitioned into two parts, a Hindu mind
and a Muslim mind. I am very happy in a way that Gandhiji is not alive
today. He died with pangs and anguish, but I am sure that he would have
died and re-died if he were to see the tragic spectacle of places like Meerut,
and in a way I am happy that Gandhiji is no more. But let his memory
survive.
What happened there? I have said that the entire Meerut has been divided
into two minds, a Hindu mind and a Muslim mind. And I would not like to
have grocer's account, how much wrong was committed by Hindus and how
much by Muslims. Sociology does not depend upon only mathematical
calculations, or how much sin was committed by the Muslims and how
much by the Hindus. Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan said:
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Fortunately, we have been brought up in that culture under Gandhiji,
where we are not disturbed because the blood of the Muslim is spilled, we
are not disturbed because the blood of the Hindu is spilled but we are
disturbed because the blood of a human being is spilled. That is the culture
under which we have been brought up. It is this blood which has actually
created anxiety and agony in the minds of the people.
I said that the entire mind had been divided into two parts. Take for
instance the problem of Provincial Armed Constabulary (PAG). I shall never
make an irresponsible statement in this House, having seen also how the
PAG has behaved, having seen also what others feel. Take the very same
question, division of Meerut mind into a Hindu mind and a Mulsim mind.
You go to the Hindus, almost all of them say that PAG are their protectors,
and if the PAG was removed from Meerut, ^ere will be bloodshed. That is
what the Hindus have told us. And when we go to the Muslims, they say
that it is this PAG men, who have attacked them, it is not the Hindus or
Harijans who attacked them: they have no quarrel with them, it is they who
have attacked them.
Today, imfortunately, I am not very happy about the image of the PAG.
I do not want to make any allegations also. PAG is also a force of our country.
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Tomorrow if that kind of allegations comes against C.R.P.F., B.S.R, or for that
matter even the Indian Army, I shall not say it with great satisfaction that
there is an allegation like this. It is with pang and anguish that I shall say that
it is the image that has been built up. Very often image and reality might also
be diverse, but that is the image in the minds of the Muslims and that is the
image in the minds of the Hindus. Hindus have almost unanimously told us
that if you remove PAC, there will be trouble. And the Muslims have said
that they will not touch PAC with a pair of tongs. We have heard the slogans,
PAC zindabad; we have heard the slogans, Mahatma Gandhi zindabad; we
have heard the slogans Bhagat Singh zindabad; we have heard the slogans
Azad Hind Fauz zindabad; but PAC murdabad was the slogan here. We must
try to understand why that slogan was given by Hindus. It is the fear complex,
that if the PAC is not there, and the normal police force is there, there will
be certain communal prejudices, and probably they will not be protected.
That is what the majority of the Hindus feel, and for the very same reason,
the Muslims feel that if it is they who attacked them. It is not sin saying how
many houses were looted. We went to the Hindu houses; we went to the
Muslim houses. Some Hindus told us what is happening in the Muslim
houses and the complaint that they are giving that is all drama. And when
in the Dharam Shala, as Smt. Brar told, when we met women, others were
telling that is all drama. Sir, it appears to be a clash of two dramas. But it was
a reality. I told a friend of mine, when we went to the Muslim localities and
we were told certain dead bodies were lying there for two days, someone
came and they told me 'this is all drama'. I said: "A living individual can
play a drama, but a dead body cannot play a drama. That is the tragedy."
And for that feeling about the PAC there, what attitude should we take?
What attitude should the Government take? I don't think that the proposition
is so simple for the Government. For the Opposition, the problem might be
very simple. We can either criticise or praise, but those who have to rule the
country will have to face the proposition. If they completely remove the PAC,
in that case, a large section of Meerut will feel discontented; and if you keep
the PAC, the Muslim section will feel discontented. Therefore, you must
apply your mind as to what must we do to restructure the entire composition
of the Police force. That is the basic problem that we have to work out.
Merely substitution of one force by another is not going to solve the problem.
Why is it that a particular section feels that a particular police force is not
likely to give a justice, because they feel that probably our interest will not
be safeguarded in this tj^^e of force, which might be prejudiced. Therefore,
the very composition of the PAC or the CRPF or the BSF will have to be
restructured. You have to see that cross-section of our coimtry gets reflected
in that. I am not demanding any reservation for any community or any caste
in the police. Far from that. But, ultimately if you look deep into it, whether
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it is the BSF, or whether it is the CRPF or whether it is the FAQ it must reflect
the broad composition in this country and every community and every section
must feel that this is a force that is not likely to go against my community.
This is not likely to be the protector of only one particular community.
Shri Samar Mukherjee rightly put that point of view that if an impression is
there that it is only the protector of the Hindu commimity I don't think it is
also a matter of grace and a matter of commendation for the force like the
FAC. And therefore, the entire restructuring has to be taken into account and
I hope and trust that will be done.

...It is very wrong to analyse sociologically the problem of communal
riots and communal disturbances in the country. Don't talk only about Meerut.
This is the general discussion on communal disturbance in the country. If
you are under the impression that the entire riot and the bitterness that is
created, and the communal hatred against the FAC and the Hindus' hatred
for the Muslims, all that is to be interpreted in terms of one single death or
murder of a Poojary, then it will be as illogical and as unscientific as tracing
the entire root causes of the Second World War to what happened on the
bridge across Austria. Sir, on the question of a bridge the Second World War
does not take place and therefore, there might be immediate causes of war,
but there are certain deep-rooted causes of war and they create the war. It is
not merely a single incident that creates a war. And similarly, let us remember
the fact that there is a certain explosive material available in every urban
centre in this country, in the rural centres of the country also, and because
certain amount of bitterness is allowed to be generated, the way our children
are trained, the way the people live in the houses, the way they get
segregated—this is the Muslim locality, this is a Hindu locality, this is a
Harijan locality—and since we are trying to lead a segregated life like that,
there is no neighbourhood housing, whenever an incident takes place like
that and somebody tries to take advantage of that, certain climate is generated.
I shall not refer to any organisation at all, because I don't think in a debate
of this particular type, blaming an organisation whether it is X or Y, will fulfil
any purpose at all. But if anybody tries to take advantage, there will be a
certain climate, there will be a certain social framework, there will be a
framework of certain attitudes and within the framework of those attitudes,
a single incident like the murder of X or Y, that actually reflects into a big
holocaust and a big conflagration. That is what will happen. And, therefore,
let us not merely take the legalistic view. The lawyer can take the view that
there is some dispute about a particular piece of land; and if that dispute is
solved by the Judges—and. Sir, with all respect for Judges and Judiciary, and
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I am second to none in respecting the free Judiciary—but Judges with all
their knowledge and independent judgements....

With all the Judges and their integrity, and the free, independent Judiciary,
they cannot be a substitute for social d\ange in the country, and social attitudes
in the country. So, we have to go to the root cause of the problem; and unless
we are able to go to the root of the problem, I don't think the problem will
be solved. Therefore, I feel that there are certain aspects which have to be
attended to.
There are questions of physical security of minorities and others. There
is a question of freedom of various religious groups. Ours is a multi-religious
State, a multi-language State; and here, none in the country, whether he is a
Muslim, Harijan, Sikh or any one else, or for that matter even Hindu, nobody
in this country has got a second class citizenship. All have equal status. We
have equality before law; and we have equal status for all the citizens. That
is the beauty of the citizenship of this country. And we do not want to
destroy that great heritage of Mahatma Gandhi's India. And so, that particular
aspect has also to be taken note of.
There is the question of economic opportunities. If there are proper
economic opportunities today........ We find at some places nine months' old
strikes going on; there are economic hardships—^when urbanization takes
place, there is exodus of certain people. When all these tragedies take place,
there are slums in certain areas. You will find that these economic tensions
reconcile with certain explosive situations of a commimal nature. When they
combine, the holocaust is of the worst type. And so, these things have to be
attended to.
There is the question of cultural identity. This is also very important. The
various sections of the society, whether of Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs or of
various linguistic groups, must feel that their cultural identity within the
framework of the totality of Indian nationalism is also properly preserved.
There are social problems. They are to be attended to, and the question of
weaker sections is to be properly attended to. It is not merely the economic
aspect. It is the social aspect also. That also has to be attended to.
And then there has to be a proper political approach. What type of a
political climate we try to build in this country? If certain incidents take place
in which anti-social elements try to take advantage of communal or caste
bitterness amongst various sections, in such situations they must have the
feeling that there will be immediately a machinery where their problems can
be dealt with. So, I fully support that particular proposition that there must
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be special courts where all these cases arising out of communal disturbances
and atrocities on weaker sections will be tried, and immediately the guilty
will be punished.
There is one more aspect to which I would like to make a reference. That
is the composite police force to which I had made a reference. Even if the
police is re-structured, very often we find that the local officials and the
district officers are not given to understand that for any trouble or riot in a
particular localized area, they will be answerable; and if necessary, they will
be transferred. They will be transferred from one part to another, and that
will be treated as a demotion. If that deterrent action is not taken, nobody
will be responsible, even when the communal holocaust takes place.
There is one more aspect to which I have to make a reference. That is the
Minorities Commission. We have already got a Minorities Commission in the
country. But we have been insisting that a statutory status must be given to
the Minorities Commission, and there must be sanctity behind the
recommendations of the Minorities Commission, so that they get effectively
implemented. And with all that done, ultimately I must say that the old
generation that has seen all the bitter experiences of the pre-Partition and
post-Partition days, i.e. those who carry on the hang-overs of the bitter past,
I don't think they will be able to create a new secular atmosphere; and,
therefore, to the extent we are able to infuse in the younger generation, a new
sense of secularism, we will be able to say that there is real communal peace
and harmony. And for that, the entire machinery of education will have to be
looked into. This is a long-term programme; but that also will have to be
undertaken, and I cim sure that if we approach the problem in a constructive
manner and in that, rather than trying to throw blame on one political party
or the other, one organisation or the other, if we are able to apply our mind
together, we need not try to make political capital out of commimal holocaust,
because if we try to take advantage of this communal situation, temporarily
some party or some organisation may gain, but ultimately, all of them will
be thrown into the dust-bin of history and thereby even the atmosphere in
the coimtry will be destroyed. And therefore, we can reserve so many other
problems on which we can fight the government and the government will
fortunately give us enough instances on which we can fight. But, as far as the
problems of secularism are concerned, we must try to forge the widest possible
unity and see that the secular character of this coimtry is retained, and this
country is totally free from communal or caste distinctions and at the same
time, any disturbances arising out of these distinctions.

MUSLIM WOMEN (PROTECTION OF
RIGHTS ON DIVORCE) BILL, 1986*^
Sir, as one who has an unequivocal commitment to the values of socialism,
democracy and secularism on ^ e basis of my firm conviction and conscience,
I whole-heartedly oppose the Bill that has been moved by the Minister for
consideration in this House.
While I took oath in this House, august body, I took the oath to defend
and protect the Constitution of the coimtry. To me, in democracy that is the
holiest book by which I swear. And in this Constitution, there are articles....
As I said through my point of order, articles 14, 15 and 16 of the
Constitution, and most important among them, article 13(2) of the Constitution
says that the State cemnot enact any legislation which either abrogates or
takes away the Fundamental Rights guciranteed by Part IE of the Constitution.
And permit me to say that if this Bill is subjected to the judicial scrutiny, you
will find that the Bill will be struck down for the very simple reason that it
straight away attracts the provisions of article 13(2) which do not allow any
Bill or legislation that actually, abrogates or takes always the Fundamental
Rights guaranteed by the Constitution. And therefore, I have already
challenged the legislative competence and also the constitutional competence
of this Bill. I am sure, somebody will tcike this Bill to the court and try to test
the constitutional validity of the Bill and I have not the least doubt that with
the highest traditions of the judiciary in the country, that this Bill is likely to
be struck down.
The hon. Minister for whom I have the utmost regard is the defender of
free Judiciary and the democratic traditions. But as the irony of fate would
have it, he, while expounding the thesis of his own Bill, said that this issue
should be decided by the Muslim representatives in this House. I think it was
a slip of the tongue. Even the most learned Judges and advocates... That is
all; probably I heard it wrongly. But at that there was a considerable stir in
the House. All that he meant was probably, tfie voices of the minority members
in this House must be heard.
* L.S. Deb., 5 May 1986.
^ Participating in the Discussion on Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Divorce) Bill 1986.
The Bill became an Act on 19 May 1986.
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I take it for granted that there are no separate electorate, and that will be
the bad day in the country when the Muslim representatives are elected by
the Mushms, Hindu representatives by the Hindus and the Christian
representatives by the Christians. Fortunately for us, no such separate
electorate exists. I have the utmost regard for anyone of you, who comes to
this House, for every member of the minority commimity, whether he belongs
to the Christian commimity, or whether he belongs to the Muslim commimity.
Each one of you, even when you belong to the minority community, I am
proud and glad to say that whether you belong to the Congress Party or the
Opposition, you are elected not on the vote of one religious community, but
on the vote of Indians in this country on the basis of adult franchise. That is
how every member in this House is elected. I am proud of it and I am proud
of the secular heritage of this country. Therefore, there might be Muslims,
there might be Sikhs, there might be Christians, but the voice of all of them
has to be taken note of. But they are not the representatives only of their own
communities. Even a man like Shri Banatwalla, even if he belongs to the
Muslim league, I dare say, represents not only the Muslim community, but he
represents the composite electorate in his constituency. That is my firm
conviction. And I hope that nothing will be done in this country by which
there will be any damage done to tihe secular character of our State.
This law, which is being enacted, came after certain developments of the
situation. I am not casting any aspersions, but 1 have a hunch why this Bill
was brought forward.
Some friends, out of their religious convictions, have been backing up
this Bill. For instance some friends genuinely feel that probably the spirit and
the basis of the Shariat and the Koran is being disturbed. Honestly, those who
feel about it, I have no quarrel with them and each one of them has a right
to have religious sentiments and a feeling about it. 1 have to persuade them
and I have to convince them. I do not want to quarrel with them.
But leave aside this aspect. I have a hunch. Recently some elections took
place in the country. There were elections in Assam, there were elections in
Punjab, there were by e-elections in Bihar and there was a Lok Sabha
bye-election in Orissa. Sir, whether one likes it or not, in these elections the
ruling party was routed. Some people probably convinced the Prime Minister
that in all ihese elections whether it was the election in Orissa or, whether it
was the election in Assam, it was my analysis....

I am putting forth my analysis and assessment and not of Shri Tewary.
Let me put forward my preposterous conclusion that the Prime Minister
probably came to the conclusion that if the Orissa bye-election was lost by a
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bigger majority, if Sahabuddin's election was lost by a bigger majority, if the
Assam elections were lost by a majority and if the Punjab elections were lost
by a bigger majority, somehow or the other, he had the fear and feeling that
the minority vote has shifted from the Congress Party. And his anxiety and
hurry to see that the same phenomenon is not enacted cind re-enacted was
probably one of the motivating forces according to me. I will be extremely
happy if I am proved wrong. There are occasions on which, if one's assumption
is proved to be incorrect, one is happier than if one's assumption is proved
to be correct in fact. Therefore, this is one of the motivating factors and
unfortunately the Prime Minister has revealed a mind that is extremely
impressionable.
Some of us went with a delegation to the Prime Minister. A number of
women's delegations met the Prime Minister and I can tell you what the
Prime Minister categorically told the women's organisations and the
Opposition Delegations. He said, 'T am studying the entire situation and
unless we take you into confidence, no new legislation shall be brought." As
far as Criminal Procedure is concerned, at one stage he said, "A rumour is
going on that I am likely to amend the Criminal Procedure Code, Section 125,
but there is no basis in that. You are trying to read too much into this particular
statement or some of the speeches that I had made."
This is the background. Sir, I am one among those who feel that as far
as Section 125 of the Cr. PC. is concerned, irrespective of the religious
community, it offers certain protection to women in this country and my own
feeling is this cind I shall say without hurting the sentiments of any religious
community that as per Islamic Law, the spirit of the Shariat actually offers to
women certain status of equality and an element of protection. And, over
and above that if any Section of the Criminal Procedure Code gives them
additional protection and additional relief and help, none should come in the
way of the women, whether they happen to be Muslims or Hindus or
Christians. Therefore, this is my point of view. The Bill seeks to keep the
Muslim women out of the ambit of article 125, leaving them to the tender
mercy of her relations and the insolvent Wakf Boards. All of us know very
well what is the financial position of the Wakf Boards. With the best of
intentions, the framers of this particular Bill had taken care to see that they
are taken out of the ambit of Section 125 of the Cr. PC., so that beyond a
particular limit of Iddat, she will not be able to get any maintenance from her
husband. In that case, for maintenance and assistance, she should go to the
relatives; and if the relatives are not in a position to help, then she will go to
the Wcikf Board. But what is the financial position of the Wakf Boards? Even
for their normal activities, these Boards are coming to the Central Government
saying, "We are in an extremely bad position financially. Even our routine
activities that have been prescribed by the Board's rules we are not able to
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cany on; and, therefore, financial assistance should be made available to us."
This is the position.
I met some of the Muslim parents. Shall I communicate to the House a
very interesting reaction by some poor families? One man in Bihar told me,
I have got six daughters. One is married. But, God forbid, she does not get
talaq; but if she is divorced she comes back to me, I am already finding it
difficult to maintain these five daughters. They are yet to get married. If my
married daughter after talaq comes back to me, tell me. Prof. Dandavate, how
will I be able to look after her; even with the best of desire? He said, I am
prepared to die, so that my daughter can be protected.' But he told me with
tears in his eyes: "Even if I shed my blood, I will not be able to protect my
daughter, because I am living in such a manner that even I am not able to
make both ends meet; and as a result of that, it will be difficult for me to
maintain her. According to the law that you are formulating, she will have
to go to the Board." He then said, "My friend happens to be a Muslim. He
should know the status of the Wakf Board. What will happen is that such
women will be thrown before them."
I may quote a very interesting story, which is full of pathos. You can
check it with the Prime Minister. Muslim women went to the Prime Minister
with tears in their eyes. One Muslim girl said: 'Mr. Prime Minister, for the
third time I have been offered talaq. And if you are talking in terms of going
to the 21st century, why do you throw ladies like us back to the 6th century?
Don't send us to the tender mercy of these people.'
You can check it from the Prime Minister. I still remember the image of
the eyes of the Prime Minister when that lady said, "After getting talaq three
times, if I am not saved by my parents and I am not saved by the Wakf
Board, the only two alternatives ^ at will be left open to me are to live the
life of a prostitute or to commit suicide."...
I must say that when she said these things, there were tears in the eyes
of the Prime Minister. This has appeared in the Press, because one Press
Correspondent was present. He has painted this entire picture.
This is the tragedy. We don't want this tragedy to be enacted in the lives
of Muslim women. We are not at all anti-minorities. Might be our interpretation
is wrong. There are different scholars and those who are students of religion.
Sait Sahib, I fully agree that I am not a scholar who can be called an authority
on Koran, I do not claim to be an authority on the Shariat. But we can at least
claim to be an authority on human feelings and human sentiments. All that
I want to say is that we are with the minorities.
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You can ridicule us. It is extremely easy to ridicule the sentiments of a
man, and it is easier to ridicule the politidcms; but I will tell you that if this
is the attitude, I am sure the minorities and the women are likely to come to
trouble.
But at the same time I would say that I am one among those who believe—
here, I am one with many of my friends who are oiu* critics—that if any
reform is to be brought about, it will not be brought about merely by the
Statute. It will not be brought about merely by the Bill. That I concede.
Reforms in the Muslim society have to come from the Muslim society itself.
The springs of reform have to rise from the Muslim society itself. If we try
to impose them from outside..... I will tell you what happened, by giving an
illustration of a Hindu society. There was a Hindu society which was extremely
orthodox. When a husband died, the orthodox elements were forcing the
widow to go on the funeral pyre and accorded her the status of the Sati. It
was changed. There was a time in the Hindu society itself when there were
social reformers like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Dr. Ambedkar and
Mahatma Jyoti Bakula, and the stream of social reformers came from the
category of Hindu society itself. The orthodox elements in the Hindu society
would not make an allegation that those who belonged to outside religion,
were forcing a reform on their society, because they were bom in the womb
of the Hindu Society itself; they became a powerful instrument of social
reform. Therefore, I would not rely only on the law; I would expect the
reformers to rise from the Muslim society itself. Professor Madhu Dandavate
and Smt. Pramila Dandavate would not be able to bring about a reform, but
those who are bom and who die in the Muslim society, if they can initiate an
action and reform the Muslim society, they will be able to act as agents and
the enduring reforms in the Muslim society will be brought about by them.
I £im all out for accelerating this process....

If what I am saying is rhetoric, I admit that there is a great failure on my
part, because if I cannot appeal to the intellectuals how can I appeal to the
masses? ...I want to record my appreciation that despite mass hysteria in the
Muslim field, the reform moment is coming up; and it is these people who
grow out of the reformist movement in the Muslim society itself, who are
going to the makers of the reformed Muslim society. So, all those who belong
to any particular religious commimity, they must try to live with the reform
movement; they have to carry the cross on their shoulders. Gandhiji did not
rely only on politics; Gandhiji said that social reforms and politics cannot be
separated. He was prepared to put the cross of social reformer on his shoulder
and he was prepared to lose the votes. That is why Gandhiji became a great
social reformer.
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Let me repeat this story which I had heard from Dr. Ambedkar's mouth
itself. Dr. Ambedkar was a member of the Viceroy's Executive Council during
the British days. The Viceroy and his wife told him to go to the Jagannath
Temple to see the architecture of the Temple. Dr. Ambedkar said, "You do not
realise what a horrible Hindu society we have here. They will allow an
Englishman but they will not allow a Hindu." Then the Viceroy said, 'you
come with me'. Then the Viceroy and his wife and Dr. Ambedkar went to the
temple; and when they put their feet on the very first step of the Temple the
Temple Priest came running and said that foreigners can enter the Temple
but an untouchable like Dr. Ambedkar cannot enter the Temple. Despite that,
he carried on the reform movement and ultimately succeeded. It is men like
Gandhiji and Dr. Ambedkar who carried the cross on their shoulders and did
not worry about the votes. That is how obscurantism was fought and
ultimately the social reform was brought about. So, this is the process that
you can continue.
As far as enabling laws are concerned, there are certain clauses. There is
a question of oral talaq. Some of the scholars have told me and I have got it
confirmed from some of the friends here, those who are an authority on it,
that as far as the spirit of Koran Shariat is concerned, it does not accept oral
talaq; you cannot say, talaq, talaq, talaq and the talaq is to be implemented. It
might be happening, but it is not consistent with the Koran spirit; it is not
consistent with the spirit of the Shariat. But throughout your Bill there is no
reference to Shariat; no; divorce as accepted by the Islamic law.
If the type of Bill that you are going to adopt—I am sure with a brute
majority you are going to pass it—when it is accepted, there is bound to be...
An interesting amendment has come. The amendment is this. If the divorced
wife and the husband have an understanding, then the matter can be referred
to Section 125 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Can there be anything more?
That means, it is like this: A man who commits a crime, and a man who
is a victim of the crime, they have agreed together, that, "Let us go to a court
of law and seek justice" and so justice should be allowed. It is so ridiculous.
I can understand if they put forward a plea, that voluntarily, if a woman who
is a victim of a divorce, who is in a financially bad condition, wants to seek
relief and that woman under compulsion voluntarily goes and seeks relief
under Section 125, it should be made available, then it makes a sense. It is
only with the consent, joint consent of the husband, that is the oppressor,
who is a male chauvinist, who is accused of exploiting the lady, if he has to
be allowed, which means that if the oppressor gives his consent for the
liberation of a woman whom he has oppressed, then only with the joint
united front of the oppressor and the oppressed there can be some sort of an
order in the court of law, but Sir, there is only one court today to which I
would like to make a reference.
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Sir, there has been a certain legislative history. Sir, you are the Speaker of
the Lok Sabha. In front of you is hung the portrait of Shri Vithal Bhai Patel
and you will find that for years together certain legislative traditions have
been built up and what are the traditions? There are laws and laws and laws;
laws only meant for certain communities; even then, it has been the tradition
of the legislatures of the country that they have enacted certain legislations
of universal applicability, despite the existence of the various personal laws.
We have, for instance, the law of Consent Bill, for amending the Penal Code,
we have Section 488 of the old Act for maintenance, we have the Child
Marriage Act, and let me mention that Dr. B.R. Ambedkar had made a list of
such legislative measures and the legislative enactments that have taken place
which had a universal applicability despite the fact that they touched on
subject of the personal law, the number of such enactments were twenty-nine
in number. That is what Dr. Ambedkar said.
In 1911 and 1912 Shri Bhupendra Nath tried to secure the passage of an
amendment to the Special Marriage Act, and the amendment provided inter
religious marriages, inter-caste marriage without undei'going any conversion.
Sir, the Hindu traditionalists and Muslim traditionalists had totally
opposed this enactment. But others, on the grounds of equity have defended
them. No less a person than Mohammad Ali Jinnah defended this measure
and all that he has said about these special measures, and whatever methods
may have been said in the present law institutions, safe, and eventually,
whatever may have been said in the present law institutions, sanctions and
sanctions are there in nine countries there are such measures of universal
applicability. That was what was said. I do not think he was anti-minority.
Sir, one more point. I refer to the material that has been supplied to us
by the Prime Minister, there are nine countries.

.. .That according to the material that you yourself have supplied, I mean
the Prime Minister supplied us through the Lok Sabha Secretariat, in nine
countries, in Egypt, Indonesia, Iraq, China, the People's Republic of Yemen
and so on, it is there. And Sir, some members are saying we are all better
protectors of Islam. That is what they say.
I want to bring it to your notice that there is no interpretation saying this
is in this direction. I would urge one thing—some people may ridicule it—
that we had done it and we were the ruling party to do that.
As far as our Party is concerned, there is one paragraph in our Resolution
which makes it clear ^ a t we consider that Bill inconsistent with our approach
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to women. The highest forum of Janata party has passed the resolution which
says:
"The Janata Party would like to judge the Bill on the touchstone of
women's dignity and her protection in an age in which women are
already on the move to liberate themselves from every form of
exploitation and inequality and therefore considers the Bill inconsistent
with this approach".
In the end, we have also said:
"Consistent with its faith in secularism, the Party would not like religious
susceptibilities of any community to be hurt. The party will therefore,
permit freedom of expression to its members and allow them to vote on
the bill according to their conscience".
I will appeal to the Members of ruling party that as per the paragraph
which we have adopted, allow the vote of conscience to the members of the
ruling party....

I conclude by saying that in this Legislature, in the pre-Independence
and post-Independence Congress there have been certain traditions. Do you
remember that on the question of Hindu Code Bill the office of the Congress
Party had given the freedom of vote? On the question of onslaught on Hindi
the Congress Party had given the freedom to vote and Seth Govind Das
exercised that freedom. If he exercised the freedom, it is all right. But if some
Muslims exercise that freedom, it is not palatable to them. We do not accept
this double standard. Therefore, on the basis of my conscience and conviction
and on the basis of the resolution I am sure if we apply the proper mind and
freedom to vote is given, this Bill will be either cremated or buried. I have
no hesitation in saying that and I am prepared to accept both the alternatives.

COMMUNAL HARMONY*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, while initiating the discussion under rule 193, on the
conmiunal situation in the country, I will bear in mind the useful guidelines
that you have placed before the members of this House by way of parameters
for the discussion. I welcome your suggestion. Sir.
You have reminded us of 1947 when a colossal tragedy took place and
we had an unprecedented violence. Since you have reminded us about 1947,
I am also reminded about some very significant and sensitive words uttered
by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad after the Partition of the country; when he
found that in the post-Independence period there were riots in different pcirts
of the coimtry, once Maulana Abul Kalam Azad said:
"What is regrettable is that first the division of the country took place
and thereafter the minds of the people got divided."
Sir, we want to evolve some methodology and some policies on the
question of communal problems whereby we will be able to assure the people
in this coimtry and in other parts of the world that even if the country is
divided, the mind of India will not get divided and it will remain eis indivisible
as ever. That should be the common concern of all. All it is with this perspective
that I will try to analyse the communal situation in the country. The subjectmatter of discussion is highly sensitive and it is explosive as well. We must
not say anything in this House which will rekindle the smouldering fires at
places like Ahmedabad and instead of finding a solution to the problem, we
might find a remedy which is worse than the disease. I can assure you. Sir,
I will not indulge in that experiment. Any display of passion in this House
will worsen the communal situation outside and, therefore, we have to be
extremely restrained in the expression of our views. Keeping that in mind, I
will try to analyse the problem.
At the very outset, through you. Sir, I appeal to the House: let us try to
demarcate the distinction between communal disturbance as a disease and
its symptoms. Very often we take cognizance of the symptoms of the problem
and superficially try to deal with the symptoms. As a result, for some time
* LS. Deb., 21 July 1986.
^ Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 on Communal Situation in Various Parts of the
Country.
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the symptoms are erased, but it only hides the potential disease and at some
other opportimity again the disease flares up. Therefore, in the consensus
that we will try to evolve, we must try to see that we do not confuse the
symptoms for the disease and keep that in mind.
I had the opportunity to visit almost all the important places wherever
such disturbances had taken place, whether it was Ahmedabad, where I had
visited along vdth my colleagues in the Parliament yesterday, or whether it
was Meerut, Moradabad, Bihar Sheriff, Aligarh, Allahabad, Bhiwandi and so
many other places. Every time such a calamity had occurred I tried my best
to go to the spot, try to ^ d out what the malady is and try to find out what
could be the solution.
It is necessary to go into the roots of the malady. I will just enumerate
briefly what are the aspiects of the problem of the communal situation that
need to be tackled by all possible methods. One important aspect is the
physical security. Second is the freedom of religious practices consistent with
the spirit of secularism. To clarify what you said, I do not think this House
may take a posture that is anti-religion because religion is an institution that
provides peace to a nimiber of individuals. Our secularism is not irreligionism;
but our secularism means peaceful co-existence of various religions. That is
the concept of secularism that men like mahatma Gandhi and Pandti Nehru
had given to this country. It is in that context we will have to find out.
There are a variety of religious practices and one of the fundamental
rights that is enshrined in the Constitution is the freedom not only to profess
but also to practise religion. Therefore, there need not be any curb on that.
It is not that the religion is coming in the way. I do not think that religion is
the basis of riots; it is the aberration of the so called religion that is coming
in the way. Therefore, we must not try to confuse the aberration for the very
basic values of religion. That also will have to be borne in mind.
Certain economic roots of the communal problem will have to be analysed.
Then, the question of cultural identity. Dr. Zakir Hussain, one of the best and
the noblest Indians India had ever seen, one of the best religious men that
India had ever witnessed, did not find any conflict between his religious
identity and his identity as an Indian. It is within the parameters of finding
out the co-existence of these identities that we have to preserve our cultural
identity in every sphere of our human life. That also will have to be borne
in mind.
There are certain social aspects and lastly there are political and
administrative aspects of the problem of communalism. They are to be
effectively tackled. I will take up in the beginning the law and order problem.
It is basically an administrative problem. There are certain human over-tones
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added to the law and order problem. In the Government's approach, by and
large—why I am saying Government's approach is that I am not trying to
distinguish between one Government and the other. Unfortunately, there seems
to be the legacy in this country that our approach, to tackling the problem of
riots is a fire brigades approach. Only when fire takes place, the fire brigade
engines rush to the spot, it extinguishes the fire and then goes back to the
depot where all those operators of the fire engine take out their uniform and
go on playing cards. That is how the fire brigade functions.
No doubt, fire brigade is a very effective agency. But the very ideology
and philosophy of a fire brigade approach is that whenever the problem
crops up go and try to find out the solution and when a temporary solution
is found out, you can go back and relax. That type of destroying communal
riots has to be discarded for all the times.
Then, the complacency of police despite previous signads of the riots. At
a later stage when I will make a very brief reference to what happened in
Ahmedabad. I would like to point out to you as to how, when clear signals
were there that probably the riots are going to take place when Rath Yatra
begins, because adequate measures were not taken how the situation flares.
That is the best incident. That is another aspect.
The restructuring of the police and the paramilitary forces in the country.
Sir, fortunately this is one aspect on which the entire Parliament has evolved
a national consensus through National Integration Council and through its
various consultative bodies. After Meerut riots I was the person who drafted
a resolution for discussion in the National Integration Council. I made it
extremely clear that I am not at all in favour of fixing up the percentages or
reservations in Army or Police or para-military forces. That will be a dangerous
proposition and it is fraught witfi dangerous consequences. But taking into
account the various situations of commimal riots in the country all of us
came to the conclusion in the National Integration Council that the entire
composition of the police and the paramilitary forces has to be re-structured
so that the composition of the police and para-military forces will broadly
reflect the cross-section of society with which we function and operate. On
that there was total unanimity right from the Prime Minister of the country
to the Leaders of the Opposition. Therefore, I would very much plead with
the Home Minister that whatever has emerged as the national consensus in
the National Integration Council and in various consultative committees there
should be no difficulty in implementing this national consensus.
Sir, the situation in Punjab, the situation in Ahmedabad, the situation in
Meerut, the situation in Bihar Shariff and the situation in Moradabad all
these situations clearly indicate that we are not the only persons who are
susceptible to communalism just as because I put on a khadar uniform, my
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communalism is not completely driven away. Similarly if I put a khaki uniform
of a policeman or an Army man in that case the communalism is not
completely wip)ed out. After all just as an ordinary man is susceptible and
vulnerable to certain communal influences an ordinary sepoy in a police
force is bound to be amenable to the communal forces and atmosphere of
commimalism and in times of riots he does not hide his communal tendencies.
I will come to that at a slightly later stage and tell as to what happened to
the CRP and State police when one Muslim family was burnt alive or roasted
in one particular locality in Ahmedabad and why it happened. So that aspect
is also very important.
Now I come to diversion of police force to monitor VIP movements. Sir,
no matter whether the VIP belongs to the non-Congress government or
whether he belongs to the Congress government, fortunately or unfortunately
most of the parties sitting here—^both on the ruling side and Opposition
side—^they are partly a ruling party and partly an Opposition party, therefore,
there is no question of one party or another. But I will give a concrete instance.
The Ahmedabad situation flared up. Yesterday, I happened to meet the Chief
Minister of Gujarat State. He being the student of mathematics has found out
a very interesting graph showing right from the first day upto yesterday the
killings, arson, looting, etc. In that graph when I looked at it, it appeared as
if 12 July was something like a big peak, Himalayan peak, and it just then
goes down on both the sides. What was the event of 12 July? 12 July was a
bandh call given on question of Rath Yatra and Judicial inquiry in many
provinces. Maximum killing took place and not to criticise anyone but to
avoid it in the future I will give a concrete instance. When such an explosive
situation was created on 12 July, Sir, at Baroach Railway station there was a
function to inaugurate a new Railway platform. That function could have
been changed. In fact the functions in which many of us were to participate
during the disturbances had been postponed. I have nothing against the
person who inaugurated that platform. For instance, Ahmed Patel inaugurated
it. Nobody can attribute to him Hindu communal riot.

...Fortunately or unfortunately I was also once a Railway Minister. I
know that whenever there was a civil commotion, they have given strict
orders. As far as formalities and ceremonial functions are concerned, they
should be concerned with them, and our entire forces should be diverted to
that area where some commotions have taken place. On this point, I had also
talks with the Chief Minister of Gujarat. I am not betraying confidence, because
about that I have spoken in the Press also after I talked with him. Sir, at that
time, when this function was going on, no doubt it did not last for long time.
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but it is a fact that attention was diverted and when the attention is diverted
to any ceremonial function, at that time if some anti-social elements start
looting and burning the houses in the dty, in that case, no doubt, difficulty
is created for those who are in charge of law and order.
Sir, I had a talk with the Commissioner of Police—^with full responsibility,
I am saying this—and I had also a talk with the Chief Minister and they said
'Yes'; such a situation should be avoided. I am not saying it only for finding
fault. But in an explosive situation like this, for holding even a ceremonial
function, I don't say that during the bandh Railway shoiJd be closed, offices
should be closed. On the contrary my contention is that the offices should be
strengthened, RPF forces should be strengthened. Railway machinery should
be strengthened and they should be asked to be more alert about the attack
by the anti-social elements on the Railway property and near-about the
property in the dty. So, I am not finding fault whether they join the bandh or
not. But regarding having a ceremonial function and having a bandh these are
altogether different. So, some such situation arises sometimes and therefore
this should be avoided.
Then, Sir, rounding up of anti-social elements is another important point.
It is an extremely important point. I will speak with the facts and again it is
not in a partisan way. I will give an illustration of a very nice instance that
was done during the Congress Government—the first popular Government
of Congress which came in the Bombay Presidency. In that Government—
Prof. Ranga will recall that—^Dr. K.M. Munshi was the Home Minister of the
Bombay Government. Prior to the popular Congress Ministry, in the British
Rule, under the British regime, in the city of Bombay, in the industrial city of
Bombay, whenever a communal riot took place, it would go on for weeks
together, sometimes for months together and the Government used to say
"what to do, the anti-social elements are trying to take position of the
situation." When Dr. K.M. Mimshi was put in charge of the Home Ministry,
in the Kher Ministry, riot started in Bombay. In the morning. Dr. K.M. Munshi
called the British Commissioner of Police at the headquarters of the Police
and Dr. Munshi told him, "Mr. Conunissioner, within 12 hours I want the list
of names of the anti-social elements in this sensitive area. I don't care for
whether they are Hindus or Muslims or Sikhs." The Englishman said "Within
12 hours how can I produce the list?" Smilingly Dr. Munshi said, "If the
Commissioner is not able to produce the list, in that case you will not be the
Commissioner of Bombay tomorrow." Sir, you will be surprised to know that
in the afternoon, the list was available and in the evening the anti-sodal
elements were roimded up. Now almost all the newspapers wrote in the
editorials that Dr. Mimshi with popular Congress had shown the way to
check the commimal riots. This is the way the things are to be handled. Don't
tell me: who are the Hindus and who are the Muslims and in this who are
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the anti-social elements and who should be rounded up? It may be absolutely
curtailing the civil liberties, but in order to see that the civil liberties of the
entire population is protected, sometimes the liberty of the anti-sodal elements
have to be taken aw ay and therefore round them up and detain them. The
moment that was done, within one day of the commimal riots, everything
was checked completely.
Therefore, I would suggest that whenever there is a signal that communal
riots are likely to take place, the educated men, all those who are trade
imionists, who are dedicated men to the cause, will never participate in this
hooliganism because in practice as one comes across the philosophy of tradeuniorts, kisan organisations, political parties it is the anti-sodal elements that
will be used as instruments. Therefore, if they are rounded up, you can put
a check in the situation and it should always be nipped in the bud.
Then, Judidal Enquiry. Sometimes there is a case for a judidal enquiry
and here again 1 will take up the very case of Ahmedabad. And the Chief
Minister has said that there can be two opinions, but they will weigh that in
future.
On the 12 July, bandh call was given. We totally disagreed with it. All
political parties including the Congress party appealed to the people not to
resort to that bandh, because that would create further complications. In spite
of that there was bandh. I talked to the Chief Minister of Gujarat yesterday
and I said that practically he could have used one particular method. Judidal
enquiry was demanded into these happenings and through the Judidal
enquiry, whether injustice was done to Hindus or to Muslims, all would have
come out. Whose houses and shops had been looted would have come out,
and if there was any organization behind it, that would have come out. To
me it was not at all objectionable to institute a Judicial enquiry after such a
holocaust had taken place and ultimately the Chief Minister did accept the
demand for Judicial enquiry, but only the next day.
On 12 July, there was a bandh. Rather than putting a premium on violence
and accepting the demand, if on the previous day on the eve of the bandh on
12 July, Judidal Enquiry was announced, probably the winds out of the sail
of those who wanted a bandh would have been taken and the situation would
have been different. The Chief Minister himself told us that the graph of
killing, arson and looting suddenly went up on the day of 12 July. Therefore,
sometimes correct postures are to be taken. You might be proved wrong at
a later date, but by way of abundant caution, such postures have to be taken
and they were not taken.
I have a concrete suggestion about the sale of properties in sensitive
areas. I met a number of Muslims. I met a number of Hindus, I met a number
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of intellectuals and Pressmen; I met members of the Congress Party as also
some Ministers. They said that Ahmedabad riots had really built up the case
to ban the sale of property in sensitive areas, because that really becomes
crux of the problem and a lot of politics gets woven into it. Mostly, I think,
a consensus has been evolved in Ahmedabad that in the sensitive areas,
which have become explosive, property becomes a central theme, and therefore
the sale of property in the sensitive areas must be avoided.
There are certain economic roots of the problem in almost aU communal
disturbances; you may go from one end of the country to another. Once
when Badshah Khan came to India, at that time Ahmedabad was also in
flames. Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan in one of the meetings in which I was also
present, said:
"The rich people remain in their mansions. The poor Hindus and
Muslims kill one another in the streets. The rich Hindus and Muslims,
sitting in their palaces, say how mad these Muslims and Hindus are
who kill one another. We have no problem and we can live comfortably
in our mansions."
He correctly described the situation in the country. Rich man is never
affected by these communal riots. What will you find if you see who are the
people who are killed and murdered in these riots?
...You will find that it is the poor Hindus or the poor Muslims who are
killed in the streets. Therefore, there must be something behind it. There
must be certain economic roots. Rich express their vicarious satisfaction that
poor have died. I will give you concrete example how these riots affect the
poor. For example, the problem of riots in Bhiwandi near Bombay where I
stay. I visited that place. There was one plot of land on which lots of hutments
of poormen were there. Some people were interested in the land and through
their henchmen they burnt the entire hutments colony and when the hutments
colony was burnt and it was done at midnight, old men, women and children
were shouting for help, but nobody came and they died in the embers of fire.
And when they died. Government took up a correct stand. They decided to
rehabilitate relations of those people who were killed on the very same plot
by constructing hutments. You will be surprised that the vested interests and
the landlord owning that land went to the court of law and their humanity
was at such a low ebb that they demanded a stay. They said that those
hutments should not be allowed to be built up to rehabilitate those who have
survived. They were very sorry that they too were not burnt to death by the
fire. They said, "Your Lordship, do not allow those people who have survived,
to build the hutments there." They wanted that the Government should be
given a stay order. Fortunately, the stay was not given. It makes their intention
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very clear. Therefore, these economic roots of the communal problems should
also be taken note of. In this context, very often in the rural side, we find the
eviction of landless labour cmd that also indirectly tcikes a communal shape
sometimes. Therefore, that problem also must be handled very effectively.
Let me come to the cultural identity. I will be very brief. I have been a
teacher for 25 years. And each one of us leamt history in our own way
during our school days. The manner in which history is taught in this country
for years together, especially under the British rule, does not make us establish
our cultural identity, either the individual identity, religious identity or the
identity of the nation as a whole. We are taught history with a particular biasperspective. And therefore, you will find that while learning history in the
School, Muslims have one set of heroes and Hindus have another set of
heroes. If I have one set of heroes, I see all the bright side of the personality
and no darkness. If somebody else considers that as an evil force, he does not
see any pious element in that personality. That was how we were taught. In
my own days, the teacher who taught us history, taught it in such a manner
as if we were the protagonists of only the religion and the purpose of his
history talks was to put into our brain, by brain-washing, a particular
perspective of history. Objectivity of history was completely forgotten. How
history governs, how economic factors are responsible and how cultural and
religious conflicts take place, all these aspects are never taught at all, and
history is being taught with a bias. I think, we will have to revise it. I do not
say that we have to re-write history. I am not in favour of destroying history
and I am not in favour of mutilating history, but history must be taught with
a correct and balanced perspective. That is extremely necessary. The unifying
role of religion must be taught to students. We should neither teach the
students to become atheists, nor should we teach them to become religious
bigots. We must try to explain to them the universal character of all the
religions. At a later stage they may discard even rehgion. Even if a man, out
of conviction, discards religion, and becomes an atheist, I will have respect
for him, rather than for a man who blindly opposes or blindly accepts religion.
So, that aspect has to be put into the minds of the students. And here come
all these aspects of teachiing history and teaching religion. Fostering of a
composite culture is extremely necessary. For that, community housing
schemes, neighbourhood schemes and neighbourhood schools, will have to
be there. Today, when I go to Ahmedabad or when I go to certain streets and
by-lanes of Bombay, I find that, from the British days, people have been
taught to live in various groups, here will be Muslims, here will be Parsees,
here will be Harijans and so on. That is how segregation takes place and I
think that this segregation is also at the root of some sort of conflagration,
whenever passions are roused. Therefore, community schools, neighbourhood
housing sdiemes and all those schemes will have to be consciously built up
and I am sure that something can be done out of this.
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There are certain political and administrative steps to be taken. There
should be vigilance and there should be composite and joint efforts. Political
forces must try to overwhelm the communal cind anti-sodal elements. I think
that it is a blot on cdl of us sitting here together that in times of commimal
conflagration, we all have failed, in spite of hxmdred years of Congress
tradition, in spite of the 50 years tradition of the Socialist movement, in spite
of a long tradition of Commimist movement. A very strong base for a regional
party has been created in Andhra Pradesh. With all the strong bases, which
are created, when the volcano of commtmalism erupts, all of us are thrown
helter-skelter and our capacity to contain the monster of communalism is
reduced to an absolute nullity.
Today, I remember that golden period of Noakhali when some of the
protagonists of Hinduism talked about defending the Hindus in Noakhali,
and when that old man called Mahatma Gandhi went to Noakhali, he tried
to restore peace. Then even the Viceroy of India Lord Moimtbatten had to
write a letter on 26 August 1947, in which he said:
"There eire 50,000 soldiers in Punjab, and I have riots on my hands; and
our force consists of one man called Mahatma Gandhi; and there is
peace in Noakhali."
That was the greatest tributes given by the mightiest man in this country
to a man who was called the Naked Fakir of India. I am waiting for another
Gandhi to rise. I am not saying this by way of demagogy. I really wait for the
time when the credibility of Indians will grow to such an extent that people
wiU say: 'Here is a leader. If he is not able to live for us, he will be prepared
to die for us.'
They are in search of a Gandhi. They have not found him. But, if we
know one Gcindhi, collectively we can create a second Gandhi; and I think
that that is the beauty of democracy.
Let us try to create a new feeling and a new upsurge in the country,
where collectively all of us who stand by secularism will create such a force,
that any communal organization which tries to whip up communal frenzy
will be isolated, but not the secularist forces. That is the power and strength
we are trying to create. And that also is absolutely necessary.
Then about fixation of responsibility for disturbances at a definite district
authority—^You need not look at the watch. Sir; I will look at mine.
The fixation of responsibility for disturbances at a definite district
authority: Some district authority must be told that in that district if the
disturbance took place, though he might be having seniority, he would not
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get promotion. He would leave that place. He must take the responsibility.
That type of a feeling will have to grow.
Special Courts for Summary Trials: We might be against different types
of Special Court; but I am sure that the entire House will be one in saying
that let there be summary trials in the Special Courts, of all those who try to
fan communal feelings of the people, cind create disturbances. Let there be
summary trial.
Then comes trade and economic opportunities to the minorities. I am not
saying this as a fashion. But on a number of occasions, there are genuine
grievances among certain sections of minorities. They may be Muslims, Sikhs,
neo-Buddhists, Harijans or Adivasis. But if any section has a feeling that it
is deprived of certain facilities, then it will be very dangerous.
The Jagmohan Commission had given a report about the 1969 disturbances
in Ahmedabad in Gujarat. My friends will recollect it. One of the
recommendations was about identifying the sensitive spots of Gujarat and
trying to re-structure the composition of the Police, and fortifying its strength.
That will have to be done.
The Minorities Commission is already there. I am happy about it. Let it
be given a statutory status, and let there be insistence that its recommendations
have to be necessarily implemented, without any hesitation.
In the end, I would say this, since only yesterday some of us had gone
to Ahmedabad, very briefly within a few minutes and a few seconds—I will
not require even that. There were rumours about disturbances in every nook
and comer of Ahmedabad. Inspite of that, I did not find, unfortunately,
sufficient fortification of the Police. Even the Army should be used; it does
not matter if its strength is wasted, But it is better to be more cautious by way
of abundant caution. No satisfactory Police arrangements were there.
The Bandh on 12 July would actually have been weakened to a very great
extent if increase in die strength and the announcement of a Judicial Enquiry
had been there.
I have now to conclude. If you ask me: 'Should all the rehgious processions
in India be banned?', I would say I am not in favour of it. Some friends may
say Yes. But I have understood ^ e mind of India, though I do not press my
opinion very strongly in these matters. But I know. For instance, if the Ganapati
celebrations, festivals and processions which Tilak had started in Bombay are
stopped, people will not like it. If Muharram is banned, people will not like
it. I come from a place in Ahmednagar where Muharram is a big event. The
Hindu women seek blessings on that occasion. Hindus and Muslims join the
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procession. These are the traditions. All of a sudden, because a few hooligans
create disturbances if you ban them, it will be bad. There should be a middleof-the-road path. Rath Yatra, Ganapati celebrations, Muharram, all these are
exceptions. You must try to avoid the sensitive spots. Some trouble-mongers
are tfiere who have not much faith in religion, but have vested interest in
trouble. They want that this procession must necessarily travel through certain
sensitive spots. It does not matter to them if they invite attack but they c ire
satisfied if there is trouble. They have no vested interest in peace; they have
vested interest in trouble and, therefore, I think, all parties, all institutions,
Hindus and Muslims, can sit together and before any particular procession
starts, they can decide which will be the favourable route that can avoid
these riots. So, a balance between the religious feelings of the people and at
the same time the need of mcdntaining peace and tranquility in the city, if
they are balanced, I think a way can be found out.
Then the diversion of police force should always be avoided. Collective
will to fight riots must be created. Social consciousness should be created;
and if all these steps are taken in a proper manner, I have not the least doubt,
it will be possible for all secularists in Ae country, no matter whatever be our
differences, whatever be your differences and our differences, remember, all
of us want that the legacy of a man called Gandhiji in this country, that must
live and live for centuries together; that is the only legacy in which we have
lived. We have got to have a political movement, and therefore, if we are able
to retain this legacy of secularism in the country, very few things are left out.
In different parts of Asia and Africa, parliamentary democracies have
collapsed. In this tiny island of India, we have preserved democracy. Let us
preserve secularism; and with the conscience of all of them sitting on both
sides of the House, we are able to create real secular India in which there will
be no riots.
We might have killed Mahatma Gandhi, but, at least, we must not be
required to curb the spirit of Mahatma Gandhi. Let us address ourselves to
that noble task. Thank you.

ABOLITION OF SATl: NEEDED
IN LETTER AND SPIRIT*^
Madam Chairman, there are moments in the life of a Parliament when
the entire House needs to speak with one voice and without any discordant
note. You may recall that in this very hall of the Central Parliament, years
back when nation became free, late Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said on that
occasion that "moment comes—^it comes but rare—in history when the soul
of a nation, long suppressed, finds utterance." I am sure, ^1 those women
who have been suppressed for generations will find utterance in the debate
of this House because to the last man, this House shall stand together
forgetting the partisan differences because there will be enough moments in
which we can criticise the Government. I shall not do that. And if I criticise,
I shall only criticise my own colleagues whom I find guilty of a great crime
as far as the problem of Rajasthan is concerned.
The incident of Sati at Deorala village in Rajasthan is not an isolated
instance. It is the perverse reflection and manifestation of the obscurantist
mind in the coimtry which is sought to be cultivated by some elements. Roop
Kanwar's death on the funeral pyre is a symbol of the mutilated dignity of
Indian women and the purpose of this debate will be how to restore the
mutilated dignity of Indian women, setting aside all the past traditions and
the legal framework. On the funeral pyre lies not only Roop Kanwar but
even the soul of Raja Ram Mohan Roy lies buried below the ashes of Roop
Kanwar. Everything that Raja Ram Mohan Roy did, is sought to be destroyed
by the religious obscurantism in this country. Sati is bom not out of the
funeral pyre but Sati is bom out of the perverted obscurantist mind of the
people, and it is that mind that has to be changed.
There are controversies regarding various features of the Sati practice.
There is no sanction of religion behind Sati. But I shall go a step ^ e a d of
Meira Kumarji and I shall go to the extent of saying that even if some religious
scriptures permit and sanction the creation of Sati in the coimtry and mutilate
the dignity of womanhood, I shall have no hesitation in burning to ashes
such holy scriptures which will mutilate the dignity and the prestige of Indian
* L.S. Deb., 12 November 1987.
^Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 Re. Situation arising out of incident of Sati at
Deorala village in Rajasthan.
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womanhood. This is a practice violative of article 21. Article 21 very clearly
says: "No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except
according to procedure established by law." No procedure established by law
allows the women's dignity to be destroyed. On Ae contrary the Fundamental
Rights adumbrated in the Constitution, and the Directive Principles of the
State Policy, demand that women must enjoy the Right to Equality. There is
also the commercial aspect of the problem. Many delegations have gone
there; women streams have gone there. They have seen what is happening.
It is the economic and financial greed of the relatives and the community as
a whole and of the village as a whole that also sometimes is responsible for
the glorification of the Sati. Madeim, you just go and see the site of the place
where the monimient is sought to be erected. Large number of shops and
hoteliers are coming up as if a great samphire of pilgrims is to arrive, and
they are making money.
I may be permitted to say that according to the property rights belonging
to the Hindu family, if a man dies without a son or a daughter, and if his wife
also dies, the property of the man who dies goes to the nearest kith and kin.
This is also a dimension that is taken note of. We have people in this country
who respect property more than the human life. I am one among those who,
right from the very beginning, pleaded that the Right to Property in
Chapter III on Fimdamental Rights should be removed from there and should
be made an ordinary legal right. It need not be treated on par with
Fundamental Rights. I am glad that with the total xmanimity in the House,
the Constitution stands amended and right to property in this country no
more empowers the right to freedom, right to sanctity of the human life,
altogether that suppression has taken place and there is a question whether
Sati is voluntary or involuntary. I would like to warn the House even in what
is described sometime back by some people as voluntary. What is voluntary
Sati and what is involuntary Sati? It is a social compunction of a widow
which makes it necessary for her to surrender her life on the life on the
funeral pyre of her husband. I will come to this point afterwards.
Now, if you look at the historical perspective of the experiment of Sati,
you will find that even in the old civilisations, the oldest civilisations, there
had been certain arrangement of such practice. Even there will be groups in
the Greek civilisation, these are barbarous groups. Even the position of women
suffered immensely following Manu's formulation of Hindu law. I do not
want to destroy anybody's religious susceptibility. But I am one cimong those
who in my election meeting I have said that those scriptures of Manu in
which it is said that any Shudra listens to the recitation of Vedas in that case
molten lead must be poured into his ears, if you don't give me vote I want
to publicly proclaim ^ a t I am prepared to bum such scriptures of Manu. I
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said I did not mind if I lose my deposit in the election. I am prepared to bum
those scriptures which actually permit molten lead to be put into the ears of
those Shudras, Harijans and Dalits who try to listen to the Vedas.
So, Sir, the same attitude of Manu's Hindu Law is towards women. Widow
is treated as an inferior citizen. Widow is supposed to stay in the backyards
of the big palatial buildings. She is supposed to take inferior food; she is
supposed to move without chappals; she is not supposed to visit any religious
temples; she is not supposed to attend any religious and social functions and
when woman is destined to that particular life, she feels life is a humiliation
and she feels that the greatest gift to life is death. When she feels the greatest
gift to life is death, in that case she won't hesitate to mount on the funeral
pyre and other orthodox elements will push her to the pyre and try to kill
her. That is what is happening. So, so far voluntary Sati is not at all voluntary
because it is a compundtion of the social situation that gives an impression
that some women are going to the funeral pyre with a voluntary attitude. But
that is not voluntary attitude. Really speaking, it is an oppression and
suppression of the entire commimity. Raja Ram Mohan Roy tried to campaign
against Sati. It was unfortimate that apart from Raja Ram Mohan Roy not the
big political leaders of this coxmtry, no matter whatever be the complication,
it was Lord William Bentick who iiisisted that for moral civilisation, Sati has
no place but it is a curse and, therefore, Bengal Regulation of India was
brought. When I went through all the documents I found that there was orily
Bengal Regulation. Then came Ordinance in Rajasthan which was meant
only for Rajasthan. But there was no Central Legislation. We must have a
Central Legislation and I am glad that the women delegation which met the
Home Minister were assured that there would be a Central Legislation which
has already been circulated among the members. My only request to the
Miruster who is handling this portfolio is to take the constructive proposals
and suggestions of the Opposition as well as the leading women organisations
in the coimtry so that they will have enough to say as far as this aspect is
concerned. There is one more aspect and that is, along with the Central
Legislation, remember that so far at all India level, which is the law that was
utilised by the various State Governments and the Central Government?
They were utilising the Indian Penal Code Section 306 and Section 309.
Section 306 talks about sviidde and abetment to suicide and for that the
pimishment is prescribed. Sir, I have already introduced a Bill seeking an
amendment to the Indian Penal Code in which I am insisting that in
Section 306 we should say "suicide or resort to the practice of Sati" and this
explanation can be given, will also be punishable for the same type of crime
and, therefore, the Indian Penal Code also should be modified.
Sir, let the Parliament speak out with one voice. There must be a
comprehensive Central legislation. I said that there are a number of research
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organisations devoted to social reform. They have already worked out a
number of propositions. Let us see to it that we take their opinion into account
and try to see that they are helped as much as possible.
I would like to point out to the House that ill treatment of women has
led to the Sati practice. I would like to point out to you. Sir, that in this
coimtry there were certain rulers cind social reformers who tried their best to
fight against the Sati system. During the Mughal empire it was Akbar who,
through Ain-in-Akbari, tried to introduce a social reform by which he tried
to oppose Sati. Even the daughter of Jodhpur King was actually saved by
Akbar. These were the traditions in India.
Sir, I will give one illustration and I would like to tell the House through
you that if tears in their eyes cire yet not dried up, be prepared to shed the
tears. Sir, here is an actual incident that had happened in Madhya Pradesh.
And when you hear about those incidents, what happened in Rajasthan will
completely go into backgroimd. Sir, in a village near Jodhpur in Madhya
Pradesh one old, poor man died. He was ill for two yesirs. His wife tried to
put every ounce of her energy and the last farthing in her pocket to save her
husband. Ultimately the husband died. And when the husband died, that
lady found that there was not a farthing in her house for the funeral of her
husband and she went to the villagers. She said, "I have no money for the
funeral rites of my husband. You please spend, and if you don't give me
money, in that case vultures will devour my husband's body. I could not save
him in his life time, let me save his dead body. Please arrange for the funeral."
You will be surprised that callously the villagers told that old lady, "For
hundred y eais we had no Sati in our village. So, Madam, if you are prepared
to become a Sati in this village, we shall spend on the funeral of your husband
and we shall also spend on your funeral." And you will be shocked to know
that that old lady agreeing to that in order to see that the body of the husband
is not devoured by vultures and dogs said, "I am prepared to become a Sati.
Bum the body of my husband and put me on the funeral pyre." And when
the police came to know about it, thanks to the Police Administration, they
rushed to the spot, they saved that lady who wanted to be a Sati forcibly, and
they finished the funeral of that particular husband. So, that is how squarely
the society is guided by the obscurantist idecis in this country, they try to do
it.
Sir, the politicians sometimes cire on the ores. I shall not talk of my
political opponents, but I have a right to talk about my colleagues. Sir, I hang
down my head with shame when one of my colleagues of the Janata Party
and the Chairman of the Janata Party, Rajasthan Branch, had the temerity to
praise and glorify the Sati system, and. Sir, I condemn him in no uncertain
words, and I demand in my party that he should be thrown out of the party
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lock. Stock and barrel. There cannot be a place for Shri Kalvi and Madhu
Dandavate in the same party if they have to stand on the liberal ideas for
which Mahatma Gandhi lived and died. So, I have a right to criticise my
Party. I do not want to criticise others. This is the politics that is going on.
Why this is happening? This is because the narrow politician is not thinking
of the next generation, he is not thinking about the next civilization, he is
thinking about the next General Election and so long as we have politicians
who think only of the next election and not of the next generation and not
of the next civilization, I tell you this problem is not going to be solved and
if all the political parties irrespective of their political life take a firm attitude,
no matter whoever may be a member of my party, if he takes such an
obscurantist attitude, he has no place in the national party; other parties,
caste parties may accommodate them. But there is no room for suA men
inside the national parties. That is the attitude that is to be there.

I would like to make one concrete suggestion, i.e. education and campaign
against Sati. Raja Ram Mohan Roy played a great role in seeing that before
the Bengal Regulation came into effect, the necessary climate was created by
his mass campaign and mass education. That is to be carried on.
Sir, what happened in Rajasthan? The conscience of many politicians was
crushed xmder the dead weight of decadent tradition. The State Government's
sensitivity to some extent was also paralysed for some time. The mass
campaign against Sati and effective State intervention are needed. For that,
the Central intervention is a must. I am glad the Home Minister has already
assured all the concerned that we are going in the direction. Already a draft
has been prepared. I will repeat my suggestion that when that
Cenb-al legislation comes before this House, take the constructive proposals
and suggestions from all sections of the House and kindly take the suggestions
from women's organisations. When that Central legislation comes before this
House and at the end of the discussion, when you announce "Ayes" and
"Noes"; I am sure, all of us with full throat and voice say "Ayes" in the
House. So, that will be the cry of solidarity behind the women whose dignity
is sought to be violated and behind them stand the entire House, in that
perspective.

BHOPAL GAS TRAGEDY*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, at the very outset, let me submit and I hope you will not
misunderstand us, we on the Opposition side were very keen to censure the
Government on its colossal failure in tackling the problems of the
unprecedented Bhopal Gas Tragedy in 1984. Not only that. There has been
the denigration of the Parliament and its authority. There is an Act called the
Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster Processing of Qaims Act 1985. That has been
violated. The fundamental rights of the victims, the right to life and liberty,
the right to seek judicial redressal when all these are threatened, we do not
think there could be better issue on which we could censure the Government.
But, Sir, you in your wisdom, and we do not challenge that at all, decided
that since the matter was pending in the Supreme Court and the judgement
has come, you did not see it necessary to allow the adjournment motion. But
you were kind enough to admit a Motion under rule 193 to discuss the
question threadbare. Sir, today, thousands of women and children are already
there in front of the Parliament. If you just go and see them, you will see the
women with mutilated parts of the body, children who have become dumb
and deaf, women who have lost their sight, those who have damaged their
lungs and above all those people whose conscience is hurt—I hope it is not
something new—are there in thousands. Muslims, Hindus, Christians they
are all there in the Boat Club. Now, I would like this discussion in the
Parliament to echo their hurt, their pain, their agony and their wail, and also
try to assure them that whatever be the judgement of the Supreme Court,
there is still a forum open where their pain will find its expression and we
will try to find out a remedy to compensate the tremendous suffering that
had been caused by the disaster in Bhopal in 1984.
Sir, let me admit that the Government is trying to hide behind the cloak
of the Supreme Court judgement and you also felt that when there is a
judgement of the Supreme Court how could there be an adjournment motion.
Sir, our contention was that the Supreme Court judgement has not come as
a bolt from the blue. Prior to the delivery of the judgement there was an out
of court agreement between the Union Carbide Corporation and the
Government of India regarding compensation........
* LS. Deh„ 22 February 1989.
^ Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 on Situation arising out of settlement between
Government of India and the Union Carbide for payment of compensation to the victims of
Bhopal Gas Tragedy.
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Sir, very often truth hurts, I canmt help it. This is not distortion, I am
correctly representing the facts.
What I was trjdng to point out to you. Sir, is that they sat together, they
came to certain agreement. The judgement of the Supreme Court only
sanctified what they had agreed. Of course, I have to say something about
the judgement also, but I do not want to bail out the Government and allow
the entire burden to rest solely on the shoulders of the Supreme Court. I
think they are sharing the burden.
Sir, the Supreme Court orders of 14 and 15 February 1989, to my mind,
are a sequel to settlement, not only the settlement, but by the total betrayal
by the Government of the victims of the Bhopal tragedy and surrender to the
multinational. That is my contention. And it is in that context I am trying to
put forward my view.
Sir, before I proceed, I would like to draw the attention of the House to
some of the salient features of the settlement and also the order of the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court order of 15 February 1989 is a variation of the
order to 14 February 1989.1 will come to that at a later stage. The 14 February
1989 order very clearly mentioned the compensation to be paid by the principd
Company, the Union Carbide, of 470 million dollars, that is, approximately
750 crore of rupees to be paid by the 23 March 1989.
The 15 February 1989 order is interesting, to study carefully, I have got
a copy of the order, there is no question of distortion.
As far as the 15 February order is concerned, a sum of 425 million dollars
is to be paid by the Union Carbide Corporation (U.C.C.) less 500 million
dollars already paid by the U.C.C. pursuant to the order of 7 June 1985 in the
U.S. court. Then, Sir, that order also contains a reference that the Union
Carbide India Ltd., has to pay to the Union of India 45 million dollars in
equivalent rupees. The most important and salient feature of this Order and
Settlement is that it is full and final settlement of all rights, claims and
liabilities—dvil as well as criminal. It is said that these liabilities—past, present
and future—are totally terminated, extinguished. We were using the word
''extinguished" in Physics. But also in politics and economics, that word has
become permanent. These are the salient features.
I would like to point out to the House what are the implications of this
Settlement and in fact, that is the subject matter of discussion under rule 193.
Firstly, my complaint is that for arriving at a figure for compensation
prescribed, no norms for compensation were suggested at all. It has been
done in a most arbitrary manner. You may recall that soon after the tragedy
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in Bhopal, the Union Carbide offered $ 300 million as compensation, which
with interest would have amoimted to the present compensation of $ 470
million, which is suggested. I feel that there is a method in madness. If they
had suggested $ 470 million, probably the suggestion is that the Union Carbide
itself had previously suggested $ 300 million and at today's price index and
today's rate, it would become $ 470 million. So, the settlement really means,
as I said earlier, a total surrender to Union Carbide. There are grounds to
believe it. You go through all the reports that had appeared earlier, at the
time of tragedy. There are firm grounds to believe that Union Carbide agreed
probably for $ 500 million after the Bhopal Tragedy and today it would mean
near about $ 1,000 million.
I have with me a copy of the Act which I referred to earlier, namely the
Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster (Processing of Qaims) Victims Act, 1985. Under
this Act, the Government of India and the Government of Madhya Pradesh
had already declared themselves as the guardians in court of the Bhopal gas
victims. These Governments at that time asserted—we in simple terminology
call it as "estimated" but lawyers call it "asserted" and the assertment of the
Government at that time regarding the claims was U.S.$ 3.3 billion to be paid
by the principal company. There was no reference to Union Carbide (India)
Ltd., which is a subsidiary company. The estimate and the claim that was
prepared by the Government at that time was $ 3.3 billion to be paid by the
principal company. But actually, they have now got $ 470 million. $ 5 million
by the principal company and $ 45 million by UCC, it comes to (470 minus
50) 420 million dollars. I will come further to a point as to how this is also
likely to go down. Now, who is to take the responsibility for the differential?
The original claim that was prepared by the Government for the compensation
was of the order of US $ 3.30 billion. Subtracting this $ 45 million, it is 420
million dollars. I would Uke to know, when the hon. Minister replies, whether
the Union Carbide and the Madhya Pradesh Government who call themselves
as the guardians of these victims, are going to take up the burden of paying
this differential.
According to the Government's claim it has appeared widely in the
newspapers if you check up the newspapers after the tragedy over 2,000 died
and 5.5 lakh disabled in Bhopal Gas tragedy. Of course, the nature of deficiency
was different. The compensation offered is ridiculously low. That is in terms
of our currency, Rs. 715 crore.
. I just tried to compute and I found out that, without making
any distinction between those who are disabled and those who are killed, the
per capita compensation works out to be Rs. 8,847 in 1984. Today it is
Rs. 12,953.
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There is one more aspect. I do not know whether sufficient attention has
been drawn to that. When the judgement has clearly said that this is the final
settlement of rights, claims, responsibilities, liabilities, everything past, present
or future are extinguished, what will be the practical implication of this? If
I am a sufferer of the Bhopal gas tragedy and for the time being no
investigations are made, and after six months I undergo diniccil or medical
investigatioiis and it is found by the doctors that my lungs, heart and sight
are very badly affected, since I had detected my deficiencies and distortions
and aberrations I am referring to medical aberrations when these are actually
detected after some time, since the judgement is already delivered and His
Lordship has already stated that everything is over, the game is over, all the
present, past and future liabilities are extinguished, in that case, I have to
suffer in silence and die in peace. That is all that is left to us after the
judgement.

The Union Carbide has played a wonderful game. You may go through
the various US judgements and orders many judgements and orders are
available regarding such accidents and even the accidents of the principal
company, the Union Carbide. In the past, while referring to that, I have
quoted some of them. I had quoted the figures. I do not want to take the time
of the House in repeating all the extracts of the US judgements and orders.
There you will find that the compensation that was given or sought to be
given by the US courts was quite large enough and that is why many of us
in this House had demanded that when those courts are considering the
matter. Union Carbide will very much like that this issue should be settled
out of the court because on the basis of the legal advice given to them by
their legal luminaries, they knew what will be the burden of expenditure, if
they were to follow the norms of the US courts and, therefore, right from the
beginning, their efforts; and their lobby is trying its best to see that somehow
or other the matter is taken out of the purview of the court and out of court
settlement is done. If it could not be done directly, have the cloak of the
judgement of the Supreme Court but for all practical purposes try to arrive
at an agreement outside the Court. Therefore, the agreement was thrust like
this.
The Union Carbide preferred de facto out of court settlement to be sanctified
by the Supreme Court. There are some people in this coimtry and I met quite
a good number of them in Bhopal and I met some of them today at Boat
Qub. They suspected that when some sort of an understanding has been
reached between the Government and the Union Carbide, they say, when
these deals took place, they are sadly reminded about the Bofors, the role of
the middlemen, their commissions. Memories do not disappear very easily
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It is not I who say this... Please listen to the common man in the street. You
go and meet those people who had come from Bhopal tragedy. You talk to
the women. They are not our nominees. Those people whose arms were
mutilated, those who lost sight, are not our nominees. They are the nominees
of the tragedy of Bhopal. They are the victims of the Bhopal Tragedy. You go
to Boat Club and meet those women and try to understand what they say.
They also suspect. That suspicion has to be removed.
Sir, there are a number of legal discrepancies. The 14 February order, case
No. 13080 i.e. the Special Leave Petition (Civil) says that only the Union
Carbide Corporation that is the principal Company and the Government of
India of course, the two organisations of the gas victims were the parties.
There is the 14 February order. You please read it. It is with me. I need not
want to spend the time of the House. These were the parties, i.e. the principal
Company, the Government of India and the two victims' organisation. There
are two organisations of the victims of the Bhopal gas tragedy. Sir, you please
carefully read that 15 February order. I have with me the 15 February 1989
order. The first paragraph says:
''The Union Carbide India Limited which is already a party in numerous
suits filed in the District Court at Bhopal etc. etc...."
You will find that they also become a party. They were not in the picture
but they also have become a party. The petitions were initially related only
to the power of Madhya Pradesh Court. This is a very important point. I
want to drive this point home in this House. You please carefully go through
all the documents related to these cases. You please study very carefully the
proceedings of the Court and you wiU find that the petitions were initially
related only to the power of the Madhya Pradesh High Court to award
interim relief. It was that power that was challenged. Later on, along with the
civil aspect, criminal aspect was also inducted. Again, I do not want to quote
the precedents. There are so many cases which have been established and
that you cannot drag on criminal aspect like this in a civil case. The Supreme
Court order conceals more than it reveals. Reference to proceedings in the US
Courts is irrelevant. The material before the American Courts was whether
the US Courts could hear the case. The Supreme Court as well as the settlement
has ignored the contingency fees chargeable by the American attorneys. Let
the Government take note of the fact. Their statements appeared in the
American Press. Their statements appeared in the Indian Press. There are a
number of attorneys, a number of American lawyers and about 135 court
actions are there under 134 American jurisdictions, filed in a week after the
Bhopal tragedy and were all consolidated before the US Judge Keenan and
they were transferred to India. Now the question is: What happens about
their fees? A team of lawyers in the United States of America has already
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made a joint statement saying: "Since we appeared before the Courts, what
about our contingency fees?" They say that it must be charged to the Union
Carbide. They also suggested that "If the concerned are not able to make a
separate provision, they will take it for granted that this particular
comp)ensation of 470 million dollars which is already prescribed, now it
becomes $ 420 million after deduction of $ 45 million and $ 5 million. From
that $ 420 million, should we expect that it should be adjusted against that.
That is the question that they have raised. It is not a theoretical question. So,
in a joint statement, they have said it in the United States of America. It has
appeared in the Indian papers. Therefore, there is another legcd implication
that has to be taken note of. And if that happens, there will be further
dwindling down of the amount and the kitty that will be available for the
relief of the victims.
By passing an unprecedented order, prohibiting all criminal and civil
prosecutions or any other litigation, past, present or future, the Supreme
Court has exceeded the bounds of 1985 Act and the jurisdiction of the Bill is
challenged. I have here the Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster (Processing of Claims)
Act, 1985. It refers to a number of things—^power of the Central Government
to represent claimants, the claimant's right to be represented by a legal
practitioner. These are the powers of Central Government, commissioner and
other officers and employees. Power to delegate all these has been very clearly
stated. There is also a scheme that is mentioned here. The pivotal point of
this entire Act is that this Act would like to assist those who are the victims
of such tragedies. A right of redressal is already granted. For that, a provision
for counsel is already made. As far as present judgement is concerned, it will
mean that all these doors are banned.
I have great respect for the Supreme Court. I have never challenged the
conduct of the judges because I myself have raised points of order a number
of times saying that on the basis of traditions of this House cind also the
provisions of the Constitution, Parliament cannot discuss the conduct of judges
of High Courts and Supreme Court. Similarly, we are also insulated. The
judges in the court cannot discuss the day-to-day proceedings of Parliament.
The framers of the Constitution have made that provision both for the State
Legislatures, Central Legislatures and also for the judges of the High Courts
and the Supreme Court. But that constitutional provision has never barred
this House to discuss the implications of any judgement. I will give the
concrete instance. The Shankari Prasad Judgement the Sajjan Singh Judgement
was actually reversed and negatived by the Golak Nath Judgement, Some of us
strongly differed with that and there was an agreement on both sides of the
House. As a result of that, there came the Twenty-Fourth Constitution
Amendment; earlier it came through a Private Bill marked 'Constitution
Amendment Bill' upholding the power of Parliament to amend Constitution.
And I and Shri Somnath Chatterjee did not vote for that Bill. And when the
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Shah Bano Judgement was there in the court of law, judgement was already
delivered. One Private Member brought the Bill and that was sanctified by
an official Bill over here in order to get the original law readjusted. Even after
the Supreme Court Judgement they tried to change the very concept of some
of the provisions of the law.... It is a very important subject. Though
compensation is small, the time should be large. I would like to point out
that I would like to respect the Judges of the court. I will never challenge
their conduct and I have never done it in nty life time. But at the same time,
the implications of the judgement for the future generations are to be
discussed. Even when the Kesavanand Bharati Judgement came saying that
you cannot amend through article 368, the basic structure of the Constitution,
in the Minerva Case, even the Government has sought review of that particular
judgement in the Kesavanand Bharati case. I am pointing out to you that though
we do not actually cast aspersions on individual judges, we are required to
study the implications of judgement. We did it in the past. Under no
circumstances, I would like to point out to you, while respecting the Supreme
Court in this country, we will allow the Supreme Court to become the Third
Chamber in this country sup>erceding the power of the Rajya Sabha and the
Lok Sabha. Therefore, if we feel that certain injustice has been caused by
certain judgement, we have the right to bring a constitutional amendment,
we have a right to enact a legislation by which some of the distortions which
are caused by certain judgements of the Supreme Court can be corrected.
Sometimes they have been rightly corrected and sometimes in this House
they have been wrongly corrected. After aU that freedom is already there.
That point has also to be borne in mind.
I would like to p>oint out one more important aspect. I know you are
impatient, but this will be my last point or this will be the semifinal point!
You realise what has happened because of the technology, certain
aberrations and certain distortions in the Bhopal plant. There is a rumour
thick in the air that there might be a purchase of the hazardous French MIC
technology. The French multi national Rhone-Poulence is making serious
efforts to bring to India the Methyl Iso-Cyanate, that is MIC, the best pesticide
technology which was the cause of the chemical disaster in Bhopal. When the
hon. Minister replies, I want a categorical assurance from him in this House
that they will not allow the induction of this hazardous technology from
France at all. You may celebrate the French festival; but don't try to have the
induction of this hazardous technology. We don't want an answer 'it may be
or it may not be'. We want a clear assurance in this House. Urdess that is
done, we cannot prevent the recurence of such a situation. What happened
in Bhopal is likely to be repeated. Therefore, this assurance has to come
through the Minister.
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The Government should specifically assure that this should not happen
because our experience in the past is very bad. Please don't misunderstand
me and I hope the members of the ruling party will not misunderstand me.
I will quote a past precedent. In the past Shri Fakhurddin Ali Ahmed who
was the Industry Minister had made a policy pronoimcement regarding the
automobile industry expansion. He had declared that we have enough factories
in this country manufacturing small cars. What we require is vehicles required
for public transport. Anyone appljdng for manufacturing cars will be given
a licence only when he assures that he will be prepared to have only the
manufacture of public transport. Within only a few weeks when Shri Sanjay
Gandhi put an application, we found that the entire policy was reversed and
the Maruti Car was allowed.

Sir, I gave this instance only to indicate that sometimes certain
announcements of the policies are made and they are reserved. I am only
insisting as far as this MIC technology is concerned, it is expected to be
inducted from France. I want a categorical assurance that you will adhere by
the cissurance that is given and under compulsions or imder any pressure
that would not be changed at all.
Sir, in the end let me say that the settlement by the Union Carbide and
Government is a betrayal of the interests of the Bhopal victims. Secondly, in
my opinion, it is a surrender to the multi-national Union Carbide. Thirdly, it
constitutes a denigration of the authority of Parliament in violating the Act
which was already enacted. Sir, there is a callous disregard for human rights.
There is a scientification of the simple settlement by the court. Therefore, I
will conclude my discussion by saying that those of us, who are opposed to
this type of settlement, are much disturbed by the retrogade judgement of
the Supreme Court. We will continue to work through democratic and peaceful
means through Parliament and outside to see that we get the Supreme Court
judgement reversed and we see that the Government is not able to push
forward such things.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

DELINEATION OF BORDER IN
JAMMU AND KASHMIR*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, before I pose a few specific questions to the hon. Minister,
I would like to say a word to clarify the questions. I believe that any
heightening of tension between Pakistan and India always strengthens the
growth of communal reaction in both the coimtries and therefore, if any
effort for durable peace fails, it is a matter of deepest regret to me. Therefore,
if I pose a few questions to the hon. Minister, I do so more in anguish than
in anger. The question of happiness does not arise at all.
In the context of the stagnated talks on delineation. President Bhutto
remarked that efforts are being made by India to redraft the entire Simla
Pact, and that too at a new level of Army Commanders meeting. If this is the
position, does not the hon. Minister feel that this statement of President
Bhutto is an indication of the tremendous troubles that President Bhutto is
facing at home?
Secondly, though the Simla Agreement was characterised as a new break
through, is it not a fact that new difficulties that are being created on the
question of delineation are really the hang-overs of the past Indo-Pak relations,
particularly on the question of Kashmir?
Thirdly, though President Bhutto took over the reins from the military
regime there are ag<dn hang-overs of the past and still there is a substantial
hold of the cirmy rule and army personnel and the influence which the military
personnel still wield is creating new and fresh difficulties in the problem of
delineation.

Is it not a fact that there is a conflict of interests between President Bhutto
and prominent personnel of the Army? Is it not a fact that Gen. Tikka Khan,
who had a very notorious record in Bangladesh is realising the fact that
interest of President Bhutto lies in going to the people of Pakistan, telling
them, "I have a new feather in my cap. I am prepared to swaUow the bitter
pill of Simla Agreement because that will give me an opportunity of getting
* LS. Deb., 13 November 1972.
^Participating in the Discussion on a Calling Attention Motion on Pakistan Intransigence
Re: Delineation of Border in Jammu and Kashmir.
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back the occupied territory of Pakistan from the hands of India and also, at
a later stage, bring about the release of Pakistani prisoners of war"? That is
the interest of President Bhutto.
The conflict of interest of the Army is that senior Army officers realise
today that the moment delineation is completed, the deadlock is solved and
the withdrawal of troops begins, they will come face to face with reality of
Bangladesh and, since the Bangladesh Government has already decided to
go in for the trial of war criminals, they will have to face the situation. They
feel, if senior militciry officers are returned back, this will be the difficulty
that will be created. As a result of that, the Army people are trying to put
military pressure and trying to create difficulties on the problem of delineation.
As far as the involvement of foreign powers is concerned, I would like
the hon. Minister to make a categorical statement as to what are the foreign
powers which, according to the Goverrunent are involved and what is the
political situation, specially, in the Asian sub-continent which is responsible
for the intervention of foreign powers. As a political reality as well as a
political strategy, would the Government like to declare very categorically
that we are all out for peace, that we will make genuine and sincere efforts
to honour the Simla Agreement, but, if consistently new difficulties are created
by Pakistan we cannot take it for granted that this option of the Simla
Agreement remains open indefinitely? Are we not going to put some condition
and give an indication that if they consistently go on creating new difficulties
and putting new pressures, the option of the Simla Agreement is not going
to be indefinitely open to them?
On the s£ime background, I would like to know whether with a new
situation developing in talk with Pakistan, that has in effect almost nullified
the Simla Agreement, there is the need to face, the problem of delineation
and other problems in a new way? Since, in effect, they are almost nullifying
the spirit of the Simla Agreement, even as a strategy as well as a political
reality, shall we not take a new stand now and go to the extent of bringing
Bangladesh into the picture? You can say, "if you continue these nefarious
activities and obstructionist methods, we have to insist that recognition of
Bangladesh by Pakistan will have to be one of the conditions."
VNTiththis attitude, I would like to get a clarification from the hon. Minister
about it.

NEED AND RELEVANCE OF THE
NON-ALIGNMENT*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, as we meet here to debate and discuss the achievements
of the Seventh Non-Aligned Summit, let us, at the very outset, realise that
Non-Alignment has never been the goal of a government, Non-Alignment
has been the national consensus of this country, and we all stand totally
committed to this concept of Non-Alignment. As far as the concept of NonAlignment is concerned, I believe that it is really the embodiment of the
vlaues which we cherished during the freedom struggle under the dynamic
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. Excuse me for referring to Mahatma Gandhi.
These are the traditions.

Apparently, nowadays, another Gandhi is talked about. This Gandhiji is
forgotten.... Because somebody referred to that; that is why I said about it.
As far as this concept of 'Non-Aligned' is concerned, since I said that really
it is the legacy of the national struggle led by Gandhiji, the very basis of our
concept of Non-Alignment has always been anti-imperialism and anti
racialism, world peace and freedom of all the nations. I fully agree with Shri
Tewari who very specifically said about it. I am glad that the motion has
clarified the point. Pandit Nehru repeatedly made it clear that let not the
world misunderstand the concept of Non-Alignment as a concept of
equidistance from both the power blocs, he made it very clear that there is
a distinction between Non-Alignment and neutralism. Non-Alignment asserts
the freedom to choose on merit amongst all the available options and
neutralism means abdication from the path of choosing. This is the basic
distinction. India has never accepted neutralism or neutrality; India has always
stood for Non-Alignment, that is, judging every national and international
issue on merit. Of course, there are certain international constraints. When
we sit in the comity of nations, we have to adjust each other's view point,
and when a consensus is to be formulated, some times we have to slightly
move away from the position that one naturadly holds. But, this is the
* LS. Deb., 22 March 1983.
^Participating in the Discussion on Motion Re: Seventh Conference of Heads of State or
Government of Non-Aligned Countries held in New Delhi.
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philosophy of the evolution of the concept of Non-Alignment to which the
entire nation has been committed.
I would like to bring before the House a very interesting characteristic of
all the Non-Alignment Summits, right from the first summit held at Belgrade
u p o the seventh summit held at Delhi. One of the basic motivations has been
that every Non-Aligned Summit has always reflected and echoed the sentiment
of the freedom of the people at that particular epoch of history.
When the first Non-Aligned Sununit was held at Belgrade, you may
recall that, that was the time when the nuclear tests were tried and, therefore,
the keynote of the first Belgrade Conference was the problem of peace.
The second conference was held at Cairo. That was the time when a
number of colonies were getting liberated and some of the other colonies
were waiting for their finest hour of liberation. Therefore, quite naturally, the
keynote of the second conference at Qiiro was anti-colonialism and antiimpericdism.
The third Non-Aligned Summit was held at Lusaka. That was the time
when a nimiber of African colonies were liberated from the stranglehold of
racialists. Some more were trying to become more liberated. Therefore, at the
Lusaka Conference the keynote was anti-racialism.
The next conference was held at Algiers. Historically you will find that
the economic problems of the developing world were becoming extremely
acute. Therefore, for the first time, at the Algiers Summit of the Non-Aligned
nations, the economic charter of the developing nations was formulated.
The next conference was held at Colombo. That was the time when the
question of cultural identity and independence was very much in form. At
the same time, the question of Indian Ocean had become very hot. Therefore,
that problem found its own echoes at the conference.
That is one aspect which I welcome. Some people are disturbed by the
ideologically desparate elements coming into Non-Aligned world. I am happy
about it for the simple reason that I want more and more countries to be
detached from the two power blocs and brought into the Non-Aligned
Movement. Therefore, I was happy that even countries like Spain and Portugal,
which had formerly associated themselves with NATO, had decided to come
closer with the Non-Aligned and when ihey made an application at the
Colombo Conference, it was accepted that they should be accepted as guests,
if not observers. Similarly, another Commxmist country, Rumania, naturally
would have been with Soviet Russia, decided that despite their association
with the Warsaw Pact, they have an independent foreign policy, they respect
the sovereignty of the nations and they do not want any Army to be used to
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destroy the sovereignty and freedom of ciny country. Therefore, Rumania also
applied for participation in the Non-Aligned Summit. I welcome that
phenomenon also.
I think, the triumph of the Non-Aligned Movement lies in the fact that
beginning with 25 coimtries, today 101 countries have come under the
umbrella of the Non-Aligned Movement. I welcome that and I hope that this
Movement will strengthen further and more and more nations will detach
themselves from both the power blocs and will come into the Non-Aligned
Movement.
Another aspect to which 1 would like to draw the reference is the next
conference at Havana. It was the conference held under the shadows of
suspicion that probably the Non-Aligned Movement might lean over to one
side. I was happy that again the Non-Aligned conference at Havana
established that the Non-Aligned would continue to be Non-Aligned; some
people might have some allergy for the word 'genuine non-alignment'. But
I was happy that genuine non-alignment was established at Havana.
Now, we come to the next conference held at Delhi. Here again, the same
characteristic is displayed. Whatever are the currents and burning problems
in the international world, I am happy to say that they have not been driven
below the carpet. I am glad that a developing country showed the awareness
of realism that Non-Alignment does not mean driving all the burning problems
below the carpet, but discussing them in a spirit of comradeship and to try
to find out a solution. The solution that is found out in the Delhi Message
will not be to the liking of each and every country. Some countries tried to
drive it below the carpet, but there were enough countries in the Non-Aligned
Movement to allow the issues to be discussed and debated freely and
ultimately, on diverse issues like the Indian Ocean, Kampuchea, Afghanistan,
on all these issues, some sort of a formulation was arrived at.
It might not be to the satisfaction of each country, it might not be to my
satisfaction but it is to the satisfaction of those who support the Non-Aligned
Movement that some sort of a common formulation was found out on all
these issues and that is really the substance of the Seventh Non-Aligned
Conference that was held at Delhi.
Another significant decision that has been taken is disarmament, world
peace and also demand for ending up the production of nuclear weapons. I
must clarify my position in this respect. I want all the nuclear weapons
production to be stopped, but I do not make that demand because I am
frightened that there is likely to be a nuclear war between the 'Soviet Bloc'
and 'Anglo-American Bloc'. I am sure that formerly they wished to talk in
terms of balance of power but now those super powers talk in terms of
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balance of terror. Between Soviet Russia and America there is a balance of
terror today and it is this balcince of terror that is making every one of these
two super powers convinced that if they try to use the nuclear weapons in
a war against each other who wins and who loses is immatericd. Who is the
victor and who is vanquished is immaterial. Whoever is the victor and
whoever is the vanquished in a nuclear holocaust between the Soviet bloc
and the American bloc, both are going to be destroyed and, therefore, both
are clever enough not to fight the nuclear war on their own land. They will
never fight. So, I am not frightened that there will be a nuclear war between
America and Soviet Russia. That will be on somebody else's territory and
that is why the developing coimtries feel more concerned about the nuclear
war. Soviet Union and America are not much concerned, but India is more
concerned, developing countries are more concerned because it is on our
land that these weapons are going to be used. It was on the land of Vietnam
that America shamelessly used the bacterial war and the germs war but the
bombs cannot destroy the will to freedom. That is not the lesson of history.
And, Sir, remember the Second World War which abruptly came to an end
by dropping the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. I tried to go through
all the records available in the Archives but I did not find that even the allies
of America at that time tried to persuade America not to drop the atom
bombs. All of them felt that if the common enemy is to be eliminated, in that
case the atom bomb will be all right. They will leam the lesson for future
history at a later stage. But that is the lesson to be drawn for developing
countries. Therefore, it is in the interest of the developing countries that they
have rightly taken the decision that they want and of all the nuclear
production, nuclear bomb production and we want total disarmament. We
want world peace. That is the lesson that we have to derive from History and
I am glad that peirticular lesson has already been derived. On the talk about
the loosening of the power bloc in the world, I am happy about it. There are
certain constraints and this process has to be taken further. I am glad that the
Non-Aligned Conference has taken note of that. Some such conferences did
not worry much about that the economic problems before the world, I am
very happy that the debates and discussion in the Non-Aligned Conference
in Delhi discussed in depth the problems of the economic development of the
developing countries and they tried to find out what exploitation by the
developing countries in the world represented. There was discussion on the
international financial institutions like World Bank and IMF and no less a
person than Shri Jayawardane of Ceylon who is not supposed to be a Socialist,
who is far from being a Communist, even that man with a conservative
outlook had to raise the voice on the comity of nations in the Non-Aligned
Conference that some of the developed coimtries and their leaders are trying
to impose on the developing coimtries certain conditionalities. That is
humiliating to the developing world and that destroys the sovereignty in
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taking the economic decisions of the country. I had initiated in this House a
discussion on IMF and my main ground was that it is these institutions that
are trying to destroy our sovereignty in the economic matters and I am glad
that even a man like Jayawardane, not known for his Socialist or Communist
inclination, had to raise this issue in the forum of the non-aligned world and
I am glad that this Conference has shown greater consciousness of the
problems of economic development, problems of re-structuring the
international economic institutions like the IMF and the World Bank and also
changing the norms of giving loans to the developing countries. In the present
conservative world, even a conservative report like the Brandt Report is not
accepted by some of the countries, which dominated the IMF and the World
Bank, not to talk of a radical orientation at all. This issue, which was focussed
by this particular Conference, I welcome and, from that point of view, I feel
that we must congratulate all the developing coimtries.
Deliberately, in the amendment that I have moved to this draft, I have
made a certain suggestion; not that I do not want to refer to those who led
the Conference, but I have to point out that we are the host country, and in
this land of Mahatma Gandhi, humility should be the greatest virtue with
every organisation. We should be very humble. When we are the host country
for the Seventh Summit, I would like, not to congratulate ourselves, not to
congratulate our Prime Minister, not to congratulate our Government officers,
but I would like to be humble enough to congratulate all the developing
countries for the success of the Conference, for the tremendous success that
was achieved in giving a policy thrust and direction.

I would hke to congratulate all the developing countries that have
participated in the Conference and demonstrated their will to work for an
international order, based on freedom, peace and equality of nations.

INDIA'S ROLE RE. SITUATION IN SRI LANKA*^
Mr. Speaker, Sir, I rise to raise the discussion on the statement that was
placed before the House by the Prime Minister on 12 August 1983 regarding
the situation in Sri Lanka. While we are debating the situation in Sri Lanka
I am reminded about the international moralists, who always advise us and
give their unwarranted and unwanted advice to us that any discussion and
debate in Indian Parliament on the situation in Sri Lanka would amount to
interference in the internal problems of Sri Lanka. Those who have recently
accepted Gandhi and that too with retrospective effect, feel that they must
invoke the name of Gandhiji to defend their soft attitude on this problem. I
am one among those who greatly respect the sovereignty of the States. But
at the same time, I am one among those in this land of Gandhiji who feel that
sovereignty of human rights and human values has to be weighed higher
than the sovereignty of the States. That is the reason why we should not feel
embarrassed at all in debating the serious situation in Sri Lanka.

...I must also say that our responsible attitude has to be an attitude of
firmness blended with an attitude of restraint. If that is done, I think, it wiU
be possible to contribute to the solution of the problem.
I would like to quote in the very beginning the traditions of this House
led by eminent leaders like Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. In March 1960 while
referring to the firing that had taken place in South Africa as a result of racial
policies, in the very House Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru as the Leader of the
House at that time, moved a resolution and made certain relevant observations.
I feel that these observations and that resolution are as relevant today as it
was at that time. The resolution that was moved by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,
I am sure. Prof. Ranga must be aware of that which reads like this:
"That this House despaires and records its deep sorrow at the tragic
incidents which occurred at Sharpeville and in Langa township near
Capetown in South Africa on 21 March 1960, resulting in the death of
a large niunber of Africans from police firing. It sends its deep sympathy
* LS. Deb.. 18 August 1983.
^ Participating in the Discussion under Rule 193 Re. the Statements made by Prime Minister on
12 August 1983 on situation in Sri Lanka.
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in the Africans who have suffered from this firing and from the policy
of racial discrimination and the suppression of the African people in
their own homeland."
In defence of this particular resolution the observations which were made
by Pandit Nehru are very significant and very relevant. While defending the
moving of this resolution in the House about the events that had taken place
in South Africa Pandit Nehru had observed:
"It is not the custom of this House normally to consider such matters
which are supposed to be in the internal jurisdiction of another cotmtry
nor indeed would we like the other countries to consider matters in the
internal jurisdiction of this coimtry. That is the normal practice, and it
is the right practice. However, sometimes things happen and occurrences
take place which are not normal at all but are exceedingly abnormal,
and then it becomes rather difficult if some convention comes in the
way of the expression of a feeling which is deep-seated and powerful.
After all, this House is and ought to be in some measure a mirror of our
peoples feelings. Therefore, although this is not a normal procedure, we
felt that this House should be given an opportunity to express the
strong feelings which it has in regard to this tragic incident."
Sir, your decision to admit this motion under rule 193 is perfectly justified
by an eminent personality of the late Jawaharlal Nehru's stature, and this is
the background in which the discussion should take place.
I must also add that there was a man in this country, called Mahatma
Gandhi, who was an Indian, bom in this country, but his laboratory for the
experiment of Satyagraha was South Africa, where he fought racial
discrimination. He did not think that he interfered in the internal affairs of
South Africa. He said "I am a citizen of the world; wherever I find injustice,
I shall be prepared to fight against injustice." So, he made South Africa an
experimental laboratory of the world, and from that percolated the message
of Satyagraha. It began outside and it percolated down to India. That is the
history and Philosophy of Satyagraha. And we would like firmly to follow
Mahatma Gandhi and these are the traditions left behind by him.
Then what about Jawaharlal Nehru? I would like to draw the attention
of the House to the Spanish Civil War. When we were involved in our struggle
for freedom, the voice of Jawaharlal Nehru was the voice of the people. He
said that the Sparush Civil War might be beyond our frontier, but there can
be no frontier to peace, no frontier to freedom; therefore, the people who are
struggling for independence in India must stand for the Civil War for freedom
of Spain and must express its sympathy He went further and said that the
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Congress should send a volunteer brigade to participate in the Civil War to
express its moral sympathy and support. This was the thinking of Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru and these are the additions to be emulated.
As far as the situation in Sri Lanka is concerned, the different dimensions
of the violence are very important. The violence that has taken place at present
is not an exception; it is a part of a calculated design. It is not the first time
that violence has occurred in Sri Lanka. In 1956, 1958, 1977, 1981 and 1983,
we had violence, ethnic violences, in Sri Lanka. But, qualitatively, the nature
of violence has changed, compared to the previous ones, in the violence of
1977, 1981 and 1983, and the qualitative change in the violence was the
involvement of the circumstances lending a queer angle to the perspective of
the entire violence, leading to bloodshed, even violence inside the jail, violence
inside the families, violence in the streets, violence in the public institutions;
that was a new dimension added to it.

The involvement of the security forces, like the Armed forces gives a new
dimension to the violence that is committed there.
There is one more aspect to which I would like to draw the attention of
the House. Very few people know that two-thirds of the population of
Sri Lanka consists of persons of less than 25 years of age. Yoimg persons are
full of emotion; they are emotionally surcharged; whether they are Tamil
speaking people or Sinhalese-speaking people, two-thirds of them are all
below 25 years of age. That lends a new dimension to the entire violence that
is committed and, as a result of that, an emotional crisis has taken place
there.
There is one more aspect to which the Government must draw its attention
and that is the pluralistic structure of Sri Lanka. It is very important to
remember in the present context, in the present crisis that has overtaken
Sri Lanka that it is a country with an area of 25,000 sq. miles and a population
of 15 million and that it presents a picture of diversity in racial, religious,
regional and linguistic terms. This adds to the complexity of the problem
there. Unfortunately, the relations have not been harmonious ever since the
violence which erupted in 1956. You will find the racial and communal
dimension added to that. According to the 1946 census, amongst the Sinhalese
92 per cent were Buddhists and 8 per cent Christians; amongst the Tamils,
81 per cent were Hindus, 16 per cent Christians and 3 per cent Buddhists;
amongst Indian Tamils it is 89 per cent Hindus, 8 per cent Christians and rest
Buddhists; amongst Ceylon Moors it is 99 per cent Muslims and the rest
Buddhists, Hindus and Christians.
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That is the reason why the tension that is created here in this country has
altogether different dimensions. The minority problem becomes a very
important problem. The test of democracies is how secure are their minorities.
In our case also it is the same, in the country it is the same, in the Lok Sabha
it is the same—^how secure are the minorities? That is the most important
aspect. I am very happy that we are secure here, though we belong to the
political minorities. I can assure you that, we have no fear! And that being
the position, the tensions create certain dangers, whether they are political
minorities or linguistic minorities or religious and communal minorities. The
entire structure of the population and the entire complexity of the population
has added to the dimension of the problem.
Again, there is one more aspect, that is, the regional distribution of these
communities. As far as Ceylon Tamilians are concerned, they are predominant
in the north and east and'the rest of them in other areas, and this has created
certain pockets of discontent, pockets of violence and pockets of security.
This problem is also dangerous. Added to that, the foreign policy aspect is
extremely important. And I would like to draw the attention of the
Government to keep in mind the dimensions of the foreign policy involved
in the entire episode of the crisis in Sri Lanka.
As far as Ceylon is concerned, they always proclaim that they are nonaligned. When I put a question to one of the leaders of Ceylon: "Do you
believe in non-alignment", he scriptically replied to me: "We, the Ceylonese,
are more non-aligned than India". That is the reply he gave. As far as NonAlignment is concerned, it is a matter of fact that in the Non-Aligned world
itself there is a spectrum, there are certain countries leaning to the left while
others are leaning to the right, and it is an accepted fact that as far as
Sri Lanka is concerned, though they are committed to the Non-Alignment
policy and the concept, they are inclined towards the West. They have
preferred sympathies for the United States, the U.K. and others. There is not
the least doubt about it.
As far as economics is concerned, they believe in the economy of free
enterprise and they are seeking help from the multinationals. They have
more reliance on the World Bcmk and IMF and you see how IMF is functioning
at present, how the World Bank is functioning at present, how they are
imposing certain conditions on the developing world, and as a result of that
how sometimes our freedom in the economic field is completely reduced.
President Jayawardene is reported to have admitted yesterday that at the
height of violence in Sri Lanka they have sought military assistance from
U.S.A., U.K., Pakistan, Bangladesh, Australia, and they say, 'We do not mind
getting assistance from India also'.
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About India they have said, 'If necessary, even "India"—they have put
India in inverted commas/
That is how they have been thinking. Basically they are relying on that.
And to mind this is the most dangerous dimension of the problem. We are
committed to Non-Alignment. That is the national goal.
And especially for the developing countries non-alignment is a 'must'.
We have to defend that policy for our development, for the preservation of
peace and for the preservation or the progress that we are trying to seek. But
in the circumstances we are surroimded by certain neighbours, where stability
is of great importance not only for those countries, but the stability of our
neighbours is also important from the point of view of peace and from the
point of view of our development, and therefore, we must try to seek certain
solutions in which there wiU be no interventions of the foreign countries. The
super powers are interested in this problem and I mince no words, the United
States is deeply interested in intervening in this situation and today the
economic policy of Sri Lanka also puts a certain amount of reliance on the
West and in addition to that, in a political crisis when they find that there is
destabilisation, if the super power like the United States jim\ps into the picture,
even the other super powers will not keep quiet. Even they will be forced to
intervene because some super powers feel that their historical role is the
liberation of others and prevention of further complication if the other super
power intervenes and therefore, this is the dangerous dimension and therefore,
that has to be avoided. Zone of peace, if it is disturbed there is a danger for
the entire sub-continent. There is a danger for the entire region of the Indian
Ocean and that will destroy all the policies which we have stood for.
I will briefly refer to one more aspect i.e. separatism.

As far as separatism is concerned, it has become a very important issue
in the Tamil speaking areas there. The slogan of separatism had been raised
by Tamil United Liberation Front (TULF) as a reaction to violence and
discrimination. So, I would like to take up a very balanced and restrained
attitude and here I would like to draw a parallel.
When the question of Sikhistan came in and Khalistan came in, some
people were very sensitive. Some people like us believe that slogan of
Khalistan is not a disease but a symptom of disease. Let us go to the basic
disease and if there are certain grievances real or probably imaginary, we try
to settle them, in that case a few extremists talking language of separatism,
they can be completely eliminated. In this case I would like to make special
reference of Annadurai. He was the unquestioned leader of the DMK and
Tamil Nadu. There was an election manifesto in which DMK talked about
secession from the Indian Union. But we did not rub the DMK the wrong
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way. We tried our best including the ruling party in the country to keep them
in the mainstream of our Indian political life. We did not break our bridges
with Annadurai and he was a man with such a saintly personality and high
stature that the day he announced that, "I have given up slogan of secession"
that was the glory all of its own and I think that was the best hour of his
political life and the best of our national stream. That is how, by taking the
persuasive attitude and not rubbing them the wrong way, even those who
talk of secession, they were brought into the mainstream. I am sure it will be
possible as far as TULF is concerned. I think our emissary who will be going
there, should use his good office. Smt. Gandhi should pursue this path, pursue
the path of persuasion and try to see that securities are made available to
them.
Even the slogan of separatism has come because they feel there is no
security for minorities. The federal structure does not exist. There is no
autonomy to the lower echelon of Ceylonese political life and thereby we
will be able to ensure in any new set up the federal policy of Sri Lanka. It will
be possible for us to see that TULF ultimately gives up that particular path.
As far as the Prime Minister's statement is concerned she had referred to
the talk she had with the brother of the President of Sri Lanka and in the
statement which she made in this House she gave the assessment not of our
diplomats but assessment of Shri Jayawardene. She ought to have ascertained
through our diplomatic channels in Colombo whether what Shri Jayewardene
has told is the correct picture. She only repeated in a parrot like manner the
version given by Shri Jayawardene and tried to project it through the
statement. She ought to have confirmed it through our diplomatic channels.
Jayewardene's actions have no evidence that he is working for restoration of
normalcy and security to Tamilians. But if he does that we will be extremely
happy. I do not want to break the bridges with him. I do not want to break
the bridges with Ceylon and, therefore, those efforts should continue. We
must tell Mr. Jayawardene that as far as their country is concerned neither
the Sixth Amendment nor emergency will ever bring stabilisation of the system
and situation in Sri Lanka. We have learnt that bitter lesson with our own
experience of emergency. Emergency does not lead to the stabilisation of the
regime. Emergency leads to destabilisation of the regime. This particular
point must be brought home. I hope every effort will be made to use our
good offices to ensure peace, because international contacts need security
and safety.
Since you have waved your hand, I will conclude with an appeal, use
your good offices to the best of your ability to see that peace in this region
is established and no super-powers are allowed to intercept or intervene to
create complications for India and Sri Lanka.

NON-ALIGNMENT AND INDIA*^
Mr. Chairman, while making some observations on the Demands for
Grants of the Ministry of External Affairs, I would like to touch only three
aspects of the foreign policy.
Firstly sometimes because of wrong understanding of the very concept
of Non-Alignment and its wrong application, certain aberrations take place
or at least a psychological climate is created that there are certain aberrations,
and I would like to place before the House my assessment about this evolving
concept of Non-Alignment. Then the most important aspect to which
Prof. Swell has already referred is the need to revise our entire strategy
towards our neighbours in the interests of peace and security and also in the
interest of peace and security and also in the interest of our internal economic
development. Thirdly, while referring in general to the problems of the
neighbouring coimtries, I would like to make specific reference to the problems
that are posed by the Sri Lanka situation and I would like to take a very firm
and at th^ same time strong attitude so that the problem is solved and is not
further complicated.
As far as the concept of Non-Alignment is concerned, I think, as far as
our country is concerned, the entire concept has evolved on the basis of a
consensus evolved in our national life. We find, for instance, certain values,
were observed in our freedom struggle under the leadership of Gandhiji and
I feel that the very concept of Non-Alignment is really speaking, the expansion
of the same value orientation which we had adopted during our freedom
struggle under Gandhiji's leadership. There is a certain basis of Non-Alignment
and this basis has been again the heritage of freedom struggle, namely, anti
imperialism, anti-colonialism, freedom of all the peoples and world peace.
This has been the basis of our Non-Alignment. The very word 'NonAlignment' has taken different postures and certain stances. It is basically
because of the fact that whenever there was a Non-Aligned Summit in this
coxmtry or anywhere else, every time when the Non-Aligned summit met,
there were certain aspects and conflicts of the international problems and
situations and in the light of those, Non-Aligned Summit actually achieved
a certain historical significance. When the first Summit was held at Belgrade,
* LS. Deb., 10 April 1985.
^Participating in the Discussion on Demands for Grants of Ministry of External Affairs.
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you may recall that was the time when actually there were winds of cold war
that were blowing. Nuclear tests had already begun. In that atmosphere, it
was but natural that the key-note of that particular Summit conference was
"peace and disarmament." At the same time, I think, on the eve of Belgrade,
Pandit Nehru had issued a very significant statement. Very often that is
totally forgotten both by those who accept Non-Alignment and by those who
criticise Non-Alignment. Pandit Nehru had repeatedly made it clear that
there was a basic distinction between Non-Alignment and neutralism. NonAlignment means, we reserve to ourselves the options of making various
choices that are available. Neutralism actually abhors the path of accepting
any option altogether. There is a basic distinction between the two. We had
repeatedly made it clear in our coimtry that our concept of Non-Alignment
would mean, we would judge every international situation and issue on
merit and taking into accoimt also the interest of our country and economy,
we would adopt a posture. That would be the basic aspect of our NonAlignment.
When Cairo Summit met, those were.the days when colonies were getting
liberated and therefore the key-note of that Non-aligned Summit conference
was 'anti-colonialism'. By the time the Lusaka Svunmit met, a number of
African colonies were getting liberated and more were struggling to be
liberated. And, therefore, 'anti-radaUsm' became the key-note of that Simrniit
conference. When the Algiers Non-aligned Summit met, that was the time
when the economic problems of the developing world had become extremely
acute and therefore it was in the fitness of things for formulating the economic
charter, for the developing world. That became the significant aspect and
that became the key-note of the Non-Aligned meet at that time. By the time
we had the Colombo Summit, there were certain cultural issues and also the
Indifin Ocean which was supposed to be a zone of peace was disturbed a lot.
And therefore, the slogan of Indian Ocean as a zone of peace gained
ascendency at that time. When the Havana Summit was held, you may recall
that it was held under the chairmanship of Castro and at that time there were
doubts in the minds of many critics of Non-Alignment that probably we
would come under the impact of the Soviet bloc and therefore the entire
Non-Alignment would tilt over to the Commimist world. But those fears
were also allayed. Again the basic position and postulates of Non-Aligned
Movement were strongly laid. By the time we came to New Delhi Summit,
the important problems were Iraq-Iran war, Israel's aggression on Lebanon,
Soviet troops in Afghanisthan, question of Kampuchea and also the super
power rivalry in the Indian Ocean. Naturally these problems saw their own
reflection in the Summit and that is how on what we call Non-Alignment
Movement we find every time the different aspects of the Non-Alignment
policy got focussed and that aspect has to be borne in mind. In this context.
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our approach to nuclear war and nuclear weapons and proliferation of nuclear
weapons in certain countries and also certain neighbouring States has to be
taken note of.
Today, I am not one among those who fear any type of nuclear holocaust
taking place, not because Soviet bloc and America are on a higher moral
plane and they are thinking in terms of world peace as a moral value or an
ethical value. Formerly, we had the balance of power. Today we have the
balance of terror. When the first Belgrade Conference was held, you may
recall that there were 5,000 nucleetr weapons and by the time the Delhi Summit
met, the nuclear weapons had proliferated to the extent of 50,000. It is against
this context that the entire problem of nuclear world has to be assessed.
Today, if you look to the nuclear capabilities of United States of America on
the one side and USSR on the other, you will find that they have a matching
capability and as a result of that, a balance of terror is created. I am one of
those who feel that though USSR and USA possess enough nuclear weapons,
there will be no nuclear war. I am not one of those pessimists who imagine
that there is going to be nuclear holocaust and a toted destruction of the
world for the simple reason that if there is nuclear holocaust, who is victor
and who is vanquished goes into irrelevance. The victor and the vanquished
are going to lose heavily and, therefore. States like United States of America
and USSR will never venture to embark upon a nuclear holocaust because
whether they win or lose the war they are likely to be destroyed. Victors will
lose and those who are vemquished will also lose. Therefore, there is some
sort of a deterrent that is being used by both the sides but it is also used as
a weapon of blackmail. In the past, there were various methodologies in
order to have a political blackmail on the developing countries. Today, nuclear
umbrella is also being used as some sort of nuclear blackmail. We have to
take note of that and mainly the great powers are more interested in
demonstrating their nuclear strength to the smaller and developing nations
so that they can be dragged in one particular ambit or the other. That is one
of the aspects that has to be borne in mind.
As far as the very structure of these various blocs is concerned, I am not
one among those who criticize the induction of certain elements and certain
countries into the Non-Aligned group. For instance, there are some who
criticize that in the recent Delhi Summit of the Non-Aligned countries, there
were actually the representatives of both the power blocs. On the contrary, I
am one who believes that if the hegemony of either of the blocs is to be
destroyed and the developing world is to have some sort of a future in the
world, it is better that hegemony and the monolithic structure of the two
blocs must get itself loosened. I am, therefore, happy even countries like
Spain and Portugal which were supposed to be the NATO nations, struggled
hard to get entry into the Non-Aligned nations. I welcome that posture.
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Similarly, regarding countries like Romania which were a part and parcel of
Warsaw bloc, only because they were Communist countries, I would not like
their entry to Non-Alignment to be refused. They also become part and parcel
of non-aligned community and the net result was Romania joining the nonaligned commumty gave a new thrust to their policy directions and they
declared that "in foreign matters, we will pursue an independent policy,
independent of all those who belong to the Warsaw Pact." And, therefore,
this is the new dimension that has to be encouraged. I ami not at all unhappy
that the non-aligned community is a loose community. I am glad that the two
power blocs are getting loosened. The structures are sagging. Some of the
nations are gravitating to the non-aligned bloc. We must assist, therefore, by
our posture, more and more countries gravitating towards our bloc, the nonaligned community, so that hegemony of the two power blocs and their
threat to have nuclear bladgnail on small countries can be reduced to a great
extent. Economic perspective is extremely important. Today, I feel that we
may go on talking about North-South dialogue but it is a reality that NorthSouth dialogue is becoming infructuous. We should concentrate more on
South-South cooperation rather than North-South dialogue. Of course, there
are forums from which the dialogue will have to be carried on; the rituals
will have to be performed; the mantras will have to be chanted. But all said
and done, we will have to concentrate more on South-South cooperation than
on North-South dialogue, and I am sure that, if we concentrate on that we
will be able to produce better results.
We find that the World Bank and the IMF are imposing humiliating
conditions on many of the developing coimtries like India and, nearer home,
even in Sri Lanka. Unless we take an initiative in getting the restructuring of
the international financial institutions, these institutions will be always
misused by those sitting on the power bloc to the detriment of the interests
of the developing countries. It will be dangerous for countries like India who
are basically rooted in the concept of self-reliance and non-alignment to be
always subservient to the economic policies that are dictated by the World
Bank and the IMF. Therefore, we must take renewed initiative in the
restructuring of the financial institutions at the international level.
Our strategy towards our neighbours has to be revised. I do not say that
it has to be completely reversed, but it will have to be revised. To me what
happens at the North Pole or what happens at the South Pole or what happens
to the Moon when Armstrong lands on the Moon is less important; what is
more important to me and to our country is what happens in Pakistan, what
happens in Burma, what happens in Bangladesh, what happens in Indonesia
and what happens in Sri Lanka. These developments are of greater significance
because they affect not only the canvas of the world but they affect the
politics nearer home. Whatever happens in Pakistan actually affects the internal
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policies and developments in this country. Whatever happens in Sri Lanka
no more remains an internal problem of Sri Lanka, but it affects the problems
of India, particularly in the South. Therefore, these problems have to be taken
note of. We will have to revise our policy.
In a very vigorous way, yesterday. Prof. Swell, with his expertise and
knowledge—he was our Ambassador in Burma—^has given us a clear picture
of what is happening in Burma. Consciously, China is trying to build up a
new relationship with other countries. Rather than only using abusive
language against countries like China, I would like to leam from them in the
sense how they try to build up a new relationship, how they try to have new
economic bonds and links with different countries and thereby try to have a
strong hold on those countries. That is how China is proceeding. I do not
want India to have any economic designs which may lead to imperialist
hegemony, but I would like them to have some sort of postures, some economic
relationship, by which our interests and the interests of our neighbouring
countries will always converge at a particular point. In Burma, he has pointed
out yesterday, how China has been acting in a vigorous manner and how
they have been exchanging delegations, how they are trying to have more
cooperation. And if Burma becomes a dangerous point on the border of
India, both land and sea, it will become a dangerous proposition for India if
any country goes hostile to us. Therefore, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma,
Sri Lanka, all these are important problems. The situations are extremely
important. We must not allow those situations to become explosive.
In this context, particular reference must be made to Pakistan. It is very
easy for people to say that their talk of No-War Pact is a humbug; it is very
easy to say ihat their talk of Pakistan-India friendship is actually irrelevant.
What is important to remember is that, in a country like India, relationship
between India and Pakistan would affect both the happenings in Pakistan
and the happenings in India. Therefore, without surrendering our identity,
without surrendering our interests, without surrendering our sovereignty,
without surrendering our basic postulates of non-alignment policy; we will
have to set up a better relationship with countries like Pakistan, Burma,
Nepal, China and Bhutan, and when we set up that relationship, they must
have a genuine feeling that we are having a friendly relationship and that it
is not a relationship of a big brother with a small brother: if that type of
attitude is developed, it creates a new posture and that creates a new threat.
Therefore, despite the fact that Pakistan and the U.S.A. are trying to have
collaboration in the manufacture of nuclear weapons also and so many other
threats are there, all said and done one thing has to be kept in mind. They
can also pose us the question that we are also dependent on the Soviet Union
for our defence help and in that case we cannot argue the point of view that
the country can get any help at all. But we must be conscious of the fact that
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when Pakistan gets armed, in the past whenever Pakistan received arms
from U.S.A., it was to the detriment of India. This point will have to be
driven home in the international fora. That opinion has to be built up and
bridges across Pakistan will have to be built up and also we have to build up
the opinion that it is neither in the interests of Pakistan nor is it in the
interests of India to have some sort of a nuclear umbrella and thereby destroy
our own identity and relationship. That approach will have to be developed
and, I am sure, if that approach is developed, probably an altogether different
perspective will foUow.
I do not want to take much of your time. But I will touch a very important
problem. It is not the general problem of all the neighbours, it is the general
problem and a particular problem as well and that is the problem of
Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka poses a very serious problem because of the diverse
structure of the entire coimtry of Sri Lanka. Like India and more than that
there is a greater degree of diversity. We must take a firm and at the same
time, a balanced attitude. It is not an internal problem of Sri Lanka alone. To
my mind the sovereignty of a coimtry is very important. You cannot intervene
in the internal affairs of any other sovereign country. But, as I said in one of
the debates in this House that I believe in the sovereignty of human values
and the Sovereignty of human values is more important than the sovereignty
of a State. What do you see in this? Certain values which the non-aligned
community has accepted are sought to be threatened by what is happening
in Sri Lanka. Therefore, all these problems have to be tackled with firmness
and reconciled with restraint.
Violence in Sri Lanka is altogether acquiring a different dimension. No
doubt, in 1956,1958 and again in 1966 there was violence in Sri Lanka. Again
in 1977,1981,1983 and continuing upto 1985 there is a renewed violence. But
the earlier violence was qualitatively of a different type than the violence that
has taken place on the latter three occasions, where the security and the
military forces have participated. That gives a new dimension. Therefore,
that has to be taken note of. In addition to that, the peculiar structure and the
divergent forces in Sri Lanka give a sharper edge to the happenings in
Sri Lanka. I am talking about the diversity of races, linguistic and communal
character. The 1946 census indicates that the Sinhalese population formed
92 per cent of the population and Christians—8 per cent. Among Ceylon
Tamils—81 per cent are Hindus and 16 per cent Christians and 3 per cent
Buddhists. Among Indian Tamils—89 per cent Hindus, 8 per cent Christians
and the rest are Buddhists. Among the Moors 99 per cent are Muslims and
the rest are Buddhists, Hindus and Christians. This is the peculiar and diverse
character of Sri Lanka that gives a sharper edge to certain tensions and these
tensions are perpetuated for a long time and as a result of that, a further
religious bifurcation results in which the Ceylon Tamils are preponderant in
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the North and East and the rest in other areas. That has created further
tension, a further accentuation of violence with the help of the security forces
and also the denigration of the democratic institutions and the so-called adult
franchise, parliamentary democracy on the basis of a limited franchise—that
has also created further abberrations in politics there.
In addition to that, let us not forget that Sri Lanka, though, it calls itself
a non-aligned community, has got a certai^i stance. They have a non-alignment
which is leaning on the side of the West. They have a non-alignment in which
the entire economic structure is mainly based on private enterprise, multi
nationals and more dependence on the IMF cind the World Bank and these
being the economic contours of their economic life, they are often forced to
rest on the side of the West. As a result of that, sometimes they take certain
postures. When the great crisis began and violence was perpetrated, let us
not forget the highest among the high in Sri Lanka has announced that a time
in the crisis may come when they may like to say, 'Hell to other coimtries.'
Already the announcement was made.
Then the super power involvement will be another danger. The Americans
will be too happy to jump into the fray and if the Americans jump into the
fray, the Soviet bloc will not remain quiet. Therefore, a zone of peace will
become a zone of confrontation and a zone of disturbance. Therefore, we
must try our best to see that peace is restored in this continent.
One of my friends said that military should be kept ready. It is this
language that will create further problems for India. I am glad that India
wants to take a firm attitude about Sri Lanka and at the same time I am glad
that they have taken a restrained attitude—^not to talk in terms of annexation
of Sri Lanka and not to talk in terms of military intervention in Sri Lanka. Of
course, there are certain repercussions and they will have to be firmly met.
Whenever a crisis takes place in Sri Lanka we have got an exodus from
Sri Lanka and the Tamils coming into India and settling in the southern part
of the country. That creates a problem of rehabilitation. That creates new
stresses and strains on the economy of the country so that the two problems
cannot be separated. It is all true. But all said and done, with all the difficulties,
with all the atrocities, we have to take a firm attitude, which is to be actually
reconciled with an element of restraint. We cannot afford to talk in terms of
military intervention. We cannot afford to talk in terms of annexation. It will
be all right for us, who are sitting in the Opposition, to demand from the
Prime Minister to send the army and annex Sri Lanka. But if you take that
posture, remember that there are a number of neighbours on the boundary
of India. There is Nepal, there is Pakistan, there is China, there is Bhutan,
there is Bangladesh and there is Burma. And the moment we talk in terms
of sending our army to some other country, there will be repercussions and
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we will have renewed tension. Therefore, the remedy will be worse than the
disease itself. I only pray that the Government in its firmness, does not take
certain measures by which the remedy will be worse than the disease. I am
sure that particular path will not be followed.
Sir, I do not want to say much. You rang the bell and I am quite confident
that the bell tolls for me only. Therefore, I do not want to take much time of
the House. I want to stress one aspect very strongly, as far as the foreign
policy of the country is concerned. We may differ a lot on a number of
problems, on the question of planning there will be differences, on the question
of Punjab there can be different approaches, on the question of reorganisation
of States, there can be differences, on the question of developmental effort,
there can be different approaches, on the question of nationalisation, there
can be differences. But fortimately in our country, because of the heritage of
the freedom struggle under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi and the
leadership of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, we have evolved a certain ethos in
this country. This is really the ethos of non-alignment in spirit and in action
and it is this ethos that has to be preserved. No aberrations to be brought
about. And I think that only this ethos will be able to save India, defend
India, develop India and prosper India. Let us do that together. Thank you.
Sir.
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JUDICIAL MATTERS

APPOINTMENT OF p )G E S OF
SUPREME COURT AND HIGH COURTS*^
Mr. Chairman, Sir, when Justice A.N. Ray was appointed the Chief Justice
of India superseding three eminent Supreme Court Judges, a great debate
commenced in the coimtry and joining that great debate, Shri Jayaprakash
Narayan had issued a statement and he had made a constructive suggestion.
At a later stage, he wrote a letter to the Prime Minister on 9 June 1973 and
appealed to the Prime Minister that she should support the appointment of
a Parliamentary Committee consisting of representatives of all the parties in
Parliament whose function will be to consult opinion including the opinion
of eminent jurists in the country, the Bar and other important personalities
and experts in the country and after that, recommend to Parliament welldefined norms and guidelines to be observed in the appointment of the Chief
Justice and Judges of the Supreme Court as well as High Courts. Sir, on the
basis of that very constructive suggestion, I had asked an Unstarred Question
No. 165 on 18 February 1975 and I tried to find out from the Government,
what was the response of the Government to this constructive suggestion
that was made by Shri Jayaprakash Narayan. I knew the allergy of the
Government for Shri Jayaprakash Narayan, and therefore, I did not mention
the name of Shri Jayaprakash Narayan. I only put forward the contents of
that suggestion and I was rather shocked and surprised to find that the
hon. Minister had said that the existing practice evolved, in accordance with
the provisions in the Constitution, had worked satisfactorily and, therefore,
the question of accepting the proposal did not arise at all. Sir, I would like
to point out at the very outset that there have been certain honoured
conventions in the coimtry as far as the appointment of Chief Justice of India
is concerned. Sir, in 1950, the Supreme Court of India was established. All the
previous twelve appointments were no doubt in conformity with the principle
of seniority that was adhered to. There was, of course, apparently one
exception and that was of Justice Imam who was incapacitated by a paralytic
stroke, and therefore, resigned the day Justice Gajendragadkar was appointed.
But, in the case of the other appointments, this principle of seniority was
rigidly adhered to. Sir, in a federal set-up where there are regional, communal
* LS. Deb., 6 May 1975.
^ Participating in the Half-an-Hour Discussion on Appointment of Judges of Supreme Court
and High Courts.
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and linguistic tensions where there are political pressures exerted, I think,
this principle of seniority is a sound principle that should have been adhered
to. But, this particular principle was violated during the supersession of the
Supreme Court Judges on the occasion of the appointment of Justice A.N.
Ray as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Unfortunately, Government took
shelter behind the recommendation of the Law Commission. I vsdsh to point
out to you. Sir, that the Law Commission's Report was quoted by the
Government out of context. The Law Commission emphasised in its
recommendations, on pages 37 to 40 and pages 75 to 77 of Volume I of its
Fourteenth Report on 'Reform of Judicial Administration', that succession to
the office of the Chief Justice cannot be merely by seniority but a healthy
convention can be established to appoint a suitable person,—please note here
the wordings. Sir,—and thereafter Government might act accordingly'. Again
the Law Commission's Report emphasised that if the senior-most puisne
judge fulfils the requisites, there is no objection to his being appointed to fill
up the post. The Law Commission's Report which was quoted by the
Government on the occasion of the supersession, remained completely
neglected for long 15 years. They did not remember the Law Commission's
recommendation at all, and sufficiently before the appointment of the new
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, they did not tell Ae coimtry, they have
accepted this recommendation of the Law Commission and that henceforward,
the seniority principle would not be accepted, as the sole principle. Sir, I am
not one of those who would always insist that seniority alone is the sole
criterion and the sole norm for appointment. But, in the absence of any other
norm, it is better that the seniority principle is adhered to and if this particular
principle had to be set aside, the country should have been taken into
confidence so that even those who were superseded would not have felt that
there was any animus against diem and that as a result of that, the supersession
had taken place.
I have not only quoted the Law Commission's Report but I will quote
what Shri Seervai had written—probably the hon. Minister would feel
embarrassed by it—in his monumental book Constitutional Law of India. On
page 1009, he says:
"The provisions for the appointment of the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court and the Chief Justices of the High Courts do not call for any
discussion since by convention the senior-most judge is appointed Chief
Justice. The convention is based on the view that on the whole the
interests of judicial administration are better served by eliminating the
exercise of discretionsuy power in the appointing authorities than by
the search of the best man."
Shri Seervai is not considered a retrograde or right reactioneiry; in modem
parlance he is an eminent jurist and this is his viewpoint. There is the danger
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of political patronage and pressure being applied. There is suspicion that
appointments are based on favouritism and patronage. If that is so it would
imdermine the independence of the Judiciary and die Judiciary would get
denigrated.
I would just like to quote a few instances. When the supersession of the
Judges took place and Justice A.N. Ray was appointed as the Chief Justice,
suspicions were expressed in certain quarters that probably Justice Hegde's
claim was set aside because in the famous election petition case against the
Prime Minister, he issued an interlocutory order in which he had made certain
remarks which were damaging to the Prime Minister. Many people felt on
that occasion that this was one of the factors that might have created an
animus against Justice Hegde and as a result his claim might have been set
aside.
I would quote another precedent as far as the High Courts are concerned,
because the subject matter of the discussion does not relate only to Judges of
the Supreme Court but also relates to appointment of Judges and also the
Chief Justices of High Courts. I would quote one significant illustration in the
case of Pimjab and Haryana. Pimjab and Haryana have a famous High Court.
Shri Mahajan was Chief Justice from April 1974 to 10 May 1974. After him,
the next seniormost person was Justice PC. Pandit. His was the legitimate
claim in term of the seniority principle, but because Shri Pandit and the Chief
Minister of Haryana, Shri Bansi Lai, were not on good terms—in fact, there
was almost enmity between the two—it was suspected by the entire legal
fraternity of Punjab and Haryana and by all legal luminaries that the
supersession of Justice PC. Pandit and the appointment of Shri Narula, who
was a comparatively junior judge, was motivated by political considerations.
On the day the supersession took place, there was a total strike of lawyers
in Pimjab and Haryana. This is another instance which shows that sometimes
political pressures and patronage completely destroy the independent
character of the Judiciary.
Now, I will quote a very happy instance. All of us should be proud about
it; I am sure our friend, Shri Gokhale, would also be proud of it. On the
occasion of the election of the President of India, on beh^f of the Opposition
parties I went to Justice Hidayatullah. We wanted to ask him whether he
would be prepared to be the Opposition candidate for the Presidential office.
He modestly declined the offer, and at the same time, he told us about a very
valuable experience which, I think, will heighten the glory of free Judiciary
in the country. Justice Hidayatullah told me on that occasion:
"When I was sitting on the Bench, the Chief Minister of Maharashtra,
Shri V.P Naik, approached me and said that after my retirement, he
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would offer me the highest post of Lokayukta in Maharcishtra. He told
me, 'this is the highest post in our State and we would like it to be
offered to you'."
Justice Hidayatullah then told the former Chief Minister, Shri V.P. Naik:
"Even when I was functioning as a judge, I had made up my mind that
when I retire I would not accept any patronage from Government
because if I decided to accept any job or post from Government, even
while sitting on the Bench tefore retirement I would always keep my
eye on the job I am likely to get after my retirement."
Hats off to this great Judge who has maintained the high traditions of
Judiciary in this country. We would like that to be continued. If seniority is
rejected and well-defined norms are not accepted, it is very likely that political
pressures and elements of patronage would be introduced while appointing
Judges. It would not be relevant to point out that members of the Law
Commission like Shri M.C. Setalvad, former Attorney-General and Justice
Chagla have also condemned the supersession of Judges.
On 24 June 1973, a very interesting news item appeared in the Sunday
Standard given by UNI:
"Law Commission Member Justice V.R. Krishna Iyer, who is a Judge of
the Kerala High Court, is to be appointed a Judge of Supreme Court
soon. Disclosing this to newsmen today, Kerala Chief Minister,
Shri C. Achuta Menon said that the Union Government had sought the
concurrence of the State Governor and the Chief Justice of the Kerala
High Court in this matter."
Shri Menon's disclosure was highly objectionable since it was improper
on his part to anticipate the concurrence of the Chief Justice of the High
Court. Even before receiving the concurrence of the Chief Justice of the High
Court this Communist Chief Minister, supported by the Congress, had the
temerity to announce to the press that he was likely to be appointed. When
all the norms are flouted these are the things that will take place.
In the book Supersession o f Judges by Kuldip Nayyar, on page 32, a very
interesting foot-note is there:
"At the oath-taking ceremony, Shri Kumaramangalam went to Justice
Ray and told him jocularly "Such posts are a reward for political services
rendered". Justice Ray replied: "I do not recall rendering any political
service to anybody except to truth and justice."
Of course, Shri Kumaramangalam said it with a sense of hxmiour, but I
am more happy at the reply given by Justice Ray.
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Justice Hidayatullah himself made a very interesting comment after
supersession. He said, if supersession takes place at this speed and in this
manner, we will have the category of judges in the country who will not be
"forward looking" but who will be "looking forward". Since the Government
is the biggest litigant, probably many Judges would be keeping their eye on
the jobs that Government is likely to offer and as a result, the very institution
of a free Judiciary will be completely destroyed.
What Shri Jayaprakash Narayan has suggested in a very constructive
manner is the correct type of approach. Even the mention of his name evokes
laughter in some people, but he has made a very constructive proposal. Even
he does not say that seniority is the only principle. Even if you want to
review seniority, do it, but some concrete principle has to be evolved so that
the people and the judicial fraternity in the coimtry have the confidence that
all the appointments are not made in an arbitrary way but are made on the
basis of well-defined guidelines announced sufficiently in advance, so that
nobody will have any suspicions. Eyen after a parliamentary committee
evolves well-defined norms and guidelines for the appointment of the Judges
and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court as well as the High Courts, I would
like the House to give a thought to this whether it will not be desirable to
have one more safety valve, namely, that even when the appointments of
Judges are made on the basis of certain principles, it is better that these
decisions are ultimately ratified by Parliament.
If these appointments are to be ratified by the Parliament, in that case, it
may be possible that as a result of the debates and discussions that take
place, those debates and discussions will act as a deterrent against those who
want to introduce the elements of patronage, political pressure and
manipulation. If this is eliminated, in that case the glory of free Judiciary in
the country can be restored and with that perspective I initiated this discussion.
I hope and trust, the hon. Minister of Law, who himself comes from the
fraternity of Judges, will be able to offer some constructive solutions to the
problem that we have posed and he wiU not treat the entire problem merely
in a partisan way. Thank you.

NEED FOR p)IC IA L REFORMS*^
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to raise the discussion on the judicial
reforms in the country. You are quite aware of the fact that, some observations
of the Supreme Court Judges regarding the appointment and transfer of
judges in vcirious courts and evolution of healthy norms by the Government
so that Judges are appointed on the basis of merit and well defined norms,
when those observations appeared in the Press, I was impelled to give a
motion that would plead for the judicial reforms in the country. It is hoped
that the debate will provoke the Government to give up its leidiargy, rise to
the occasion and try to have a comprehensive judicial reforms which are a
must for improving the judicial system in the country.
There is no dearth of material regarding judicial reforms in the country.
Our veteran Prof. Ranga is not here. He was a member of the Constituent
Assembly and the debates of the Constituent Assembly are available in which
a number of problems concerning the reforms of judiciary were discussed at
the time of drafting the Constitution, certain suggestions made by eminent
jurists and others in the Constituent Assembly were found not to be suited
to the conditions then, but if we take the conditions of today we find that
some of the amendments that were suggested in the Constituent Assembly
as early as 1948, 1949 and 1950, they will be found to be relevant to the
situation today. So, one source is the debates of the Constituent Assembly.
Then we have got the Law Commission's Report and their recommendations;
then we have got monumental work by the famous jurist Shri H.M. Seervai,
his well-known work. Constitutional Law o f India, in which he also summarises
the need for judicial reforms in the country; and then there are various
recommendations by various seminars held by the Bar Council of India and
the Bar Councils and Bcir Associations in different parts of the country. The
central theme for the judicial reforms would be the very concept of judiciary
itself.
For a long time, we have been hearing about the so-called committed
judiciary. I would like to warn the House about this fashional concept of
committed judiciary. Permit me to say, without casting aspersion on anyone,
that a concept of committed judiciary would only mean bonded judiciary,
which cannot mean anything else. Of course, others can argue. But, I have
not the least doubt.
* L.S. Deb., 14 May 1985.
^Raising the Discussion on Urgent Need for Judicial Reforms in the Courts.
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Taking into account the long judicial history of India and the attitude of
the Government to the institution of judiciary and their attitude to the Judges
and their outlook, I have come to the conclusion that this current coining of
'committed judiciary' in the country is a glorified name for a bonded judiciary
in the country and I totally reject this concept. Such a judiciary will ever be
willing to show different favours to the establishment of the time, no matter,
whether it is the Janata Government or the Congress Government or the
Communist Government. The moment you talk in terms of 'committed
judiciary' it is very likely that they shall try to extend their favours to the
establishment of the time and that is a dangerous precedent for any judicial
system. I can understand a case being 'committed to the sessions', but I can
never understand judiciary being committed! And, therefore, these concepts
have to be completely given up if we want to start really basic reforms in the
judiciary.
The central theme will be the procedure for the appointment of the Judges
and the procedure that has been laid down for the transfer of Judges. Not
only the Constitutional provisions—the Constitutional provisions have not
stood the test of time; certain interpretations have been put forward and you
will find that the constitutional provisions regarding the appointment of Judges
and their transfer have to be carefully gone through.
Article 124 (2) of the Constitution says—
"Every Judge of the Supreme Court shall be appointed by the President
by warrant under his hand and seal after consultation with such of the
Judges of the Supreme Court and of the High Courts in the States as the
President may deem necessary for the purpose and shall hold office
until he attains the age of sixty-five years:
Provided that in the case of appointment of a Judge other than the
Chief Justice, the Chief Justice of India shall always be consulted:"
"Shall always be consulted"! The very framing of this particular article
124(2) is such that it is left open to diverse interpretations; and over the years
different critics of the Constitution, different jurists, different lawyers have
interpreted this particular article in a different way. The first question that
arises is—
"Are the provisions for consultation mandatory?" Looking to the spirit
of this article of the Constitution some of the jurists have said that all
the provisions of this particular article are mandatory. Consultation is
mandatory . But, Sir, again in the construction of this particular article
124(2) at different places the wording that has been used and the
construction that is utilised is slightly of a different type. As far as the
first part is concerned, it says, 'the President may deem necessary for
the purpose'.
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So, there is an interpretation, that this consultation is not obligatory; this
is not mandatory. And of course, in the second part, that is, the Proviso it is
clearly said:
"Provided that in the case of appointment of a Judge other than the
Chief Justice, the Chief Justice of India shall always be consulted:"
There of course the consultation is mandatory and obligatory. But all the
same it is consultation alone.
The second doubt that arises is, is there a difference in the provisions
regarding the appointment of Chief Justice and Chief Judges? One contention
is that "any Judge" means also the Chief Justice. And therefore, both the
provisions are one and the same thing, put in a slightly different form. Then
the next question is, is consultation dependent on the desire of the President?
In the earlier portion of the article the words used are 'as the President may
deem necessary'. And since that is the construction, some may argue that it
is not obligatory at all. Therefore, I suggest that for the sake of not only
brevity but also clarity it is better that the word 'consultation' should be
replaced by 'concurrence'. Mere consultation is not sufficient. There should
be concurrence.

Actually I am not saying something new. Some members might feel
imduly disturbed, but if you go through the proceedings of the Constituent
Assembly, there was a lot of debate on this particular point and there were
two very strong points of view. After that the framing of the Constitution
was as it is indicated here. Therefore, I personally feel Aat you may not like
the word 'concurrence' you may use some other word, but try to tighten the
construction of this particular article 124 (2), so that it should be very clear
that consultation is mandatory and obligatory and consultation does not
merely depend upon the desire or the satisfaction of the President. So, all
these things must be made clear. I think the construction of that particular
clause is very loose. But I can understand the looseness of the construction,
because it was evolved at a time when certain norms and traditions and
conventions were very much respected. There it was understood and
Dr. Ambedkar also felt that when we say that there is a consultation that
consultation would be respected. After that consultation there would not be
supersession. That was the accepted action. But what was the reality?
Now, let me come to the most crucial point i.e. the question of
supersessions and transfers. There has been a convention that seniority and
suitability should be respected. By and large it was respected for a long time.
But then came 25 April 1973, when Justice A.N. Ray was appointed as
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Chief Justice of the Supreme Court superseding Justice K.S. Hegde, Justice
A.N. Grover and Justice J.M. Shelat, only because their earlier judgments
were to the Government. Some leaders of the Government did not hide that
view. I had the privilege to be in this House in the Fifth Lok Sabha and some
who are talking in terms of committed judiciary did not mince words and
made it clear that on the bcisis...of they did not claim to be the Chief Justice
of India.
I would like to give another instance. Sixteen Judges in various High
Courts were transferred during the Emergency to distant courts as because
they delivered orders or judgments or interim orders or judgments... to the
Government at that time. I was a witness to that and I was also an instrument
of experimentation because I was one among those who had filed the habeascorpus petition in the Bangalore High Court when I was a detenu in Emergency
in the Bangalore Central Jail. When we appeared there, I may quote a very
interesting incident that every time our Counsel like Justice Chagla or Justice
Venugopal or some others tried to put forward certain points of view and
pointed at the lacunae or pointed out certain aspects that were violated,
within a few days there was a Constitutional Amendment in this Parliament.
So sometimes I have a guilty conscience that not only this Government was
responsible for anti-democratic amendments, but people like us were also
respor\sible and instrumental for those anti-democratic amendments, because
when we go to the court of law and our Defence Counsel argues, the moment
he pointed out the lacuna, that lacuna was removed by the Constitutional
Amendment in this House. Of course, we were not here to speak in the
House because we were sitting in the Bangalore Central Jail.
Now, sixteen special Judges were removed for their historic... rulings and
judgments. They were sent to geographically inconvenient locations. That is
what happened during the Emergency. And only after the Emergency ended
those sixteen Judges were given the freedom to return to their respective
courts. Two of them settled themselves at a place where they were sent and
fourteen came back to their respective original Courts. But that happened
and let us take note of that also.
I would like to point out a third aberration that had taken place because
while having the judicial reforms, we will have to keep before our minds all
these aberrations that had taken place over the years. Shri R. Dayal, the
Metropolitan Magistrate from Delhi who gave orders for Smt. Indira Gandhi's
release was later on appointed to Sikkim High Court superseding thirty senior
Judges in Delhi Judicial Service. This is because he allowed himself to....
Now, I would like to give the fourth instance. Justice Shukla was given
the temporary appointment as Chief Justice of Allahabad and he confirmed
sixteen appointments opposed by his predecessor. Chief Justice Agarwal,
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who was transferred to the Calcutta High Court. When Justice Shukla finalised
those appointments which were lying pending, he was then confirmed.
Then I would like to give the fifth aberration. Till the Chief Justice of
Madhya Pradesh High Court, G.R Singh retired, ten appointments which
were held up were confirmed and Justice C.K. Ojha became the Chief Justice.
He is now being tipped for the Supreme Court Judgeship. And in January
1977, Justice Beg was appointed—I am not casting any aspersions. In January
1977 Justice Beg was appointed Chief Justice of India.

If I say that 16 Judges were transferred during the Emergency, it is an
attack on the Government and I have condemned it many number of times.
As far as supersession of Judges are concerned, there was a regular debate
on Shri A.N. Ray becoming Chief Justice of India superseding three Judges.
On that subject, there was actually a debate and it was a 5-hour debate in this
very House. But I accept your direction.

No aspersion. I am stating the fact. In January 1977, Justice Beg was
appointed the Chief Justice of India—no defamation—superseding his senior
Judge H.N. Khanna. No aspersion. This is a statement of fact. I will not
connect it with anything. This is the same Justice H.N. Khanna who gave in
the famous MISA habeas corpus case, the famous judgement defending the
right of the MISA Detenus for a judicial review. The Attorney General pleaded
the case and he said: "Once the Emergency is pronounced and the fundamental
rights are suspended, in that case, one who is detained imder MISA, whatever
happens to him in the jail, no doors are open for judicial review". And then.
Justice Khanna put a very inconvenient question. He asked the Attorney
General....
I am not bringing the judges into the picture. I am bringing the
Government into the picture. I was saying this in the past. I have just quoted
the precedents. I have suggested, you go through for the whole night the
proceedings of the whole debate connected with law and you take two days
to expunge....
Article 121 of the Constitution says that no Member of the Legislature
can discuss the conduct of the High Court Judge or the Supreme Court
Judge.
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I am telling you the facts. In 1977 superseding Justice Khanna, Justice
Beg was appointed. At that time a similar controversy took place. It is again
an allegation against the Government, no allegation against the Judge. It is
our allegation against the Government. In the famous MISA habeas corpus
case it was the contention of the MISA detenus that even in an Emergency
the right to judicial remedy was open to the MISA detenus. But Government
took a different decision. Argimients took place. And when the AttorneyGeneral said, "Once the Emergency is proclaimed and the Fundamental Rights
are suspended, the right to judicial review is not available to the MISA detenu
Justice Khanna asked a very clear question: "Mr. Attorney-General, if a detenu
is shot dead by the jail authorities during Emergency inside the jail, have the
relatives of the detenu no judicial remedy to go to the Supreme Court?" Then
the Attorney-General s^d, 'Your Lordship, I am very sorry to state that,
under the present conditions, judicial remedy is barred'. These were the strong
lines that were taken by those people. I am making an allegation not against
the judge, not against Justice Beg, not against any other judge; I am making
an allegation against the Government; during the Emergency, these judges
held their heads high and tried to deliver judgments and interim orders...
Supersession of Justice Khanna was a part of victimisation to which they had
been subjected. Therefore, we need a reform in which all these will be totally
eliminated.
Take, for instance, the provision that one-third Judges should be from
outside the State. I know, even lawyers are divided on this, even members of
the ruling party are divided on this issue. It is an academic proposition.... I
know, in the Consultative Committee, various views were expressed. Do not
ask me to give the names...

In this very House during the Zero Hour, by giving notice, this issue of
one-third Judges was raised and we found a difference of opinion irrespective
of political parties. Even among the lawyers, some said that it was a very
good provision and some others felt that it was likely to be misused. I have
a point of view that, if one-third judges are to be necessarily from outside the
State, you give more manoeuvrability, more capacity for manoeuvrability, to
the administration. That is one point of view. I know some of my colleagues
who are lawyers are in favour of this. Let me make it very clear that some
of my colleagues who are in Parliament and who happen to be members of
my Party are of the opinion that their working as lawyers has given them the
idea that, if one-third of the Judges are from outside die State, from the point
of view of working of the Judiciary it will be a good proposition. I may tell
you that it cuts across party lines. But I want to warn that even this provision,
without necessary safety valves and necessary reforms, if taken in isolation.
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is likely to be used as a manoeuvring lever, as a lever to operate to throw
away certain unwanted judges from outside the State. Even that has to be
taken into consideration.
The former Union Law Minister had sent a letter to various States asking
them to try to approach judges and get letters that they were willing for
transfer. I had raised this question in this very House and asked the Minister
of Law, Justice and Company Affairs whether it was not a fact that the Chief
Justice of India had expressed his displeasure to this type of letters being
taken from the judges voluntarily offering themselves, saying that they were
prepared for being transferred to different States. Yoxmg judges who want
prospects may say that they are prepared to give this in writing. But then
there is some sort of a coercion. Such coercive practices have to be avoided.
There is one more amendment to which I would like to make a reference.
Dr. Ambedkar had made a reference to this in the debates in the Constituent
Assembly. Prof. K.T. Shah was a very eminent and vigilant member of the
Constituent Assembly. He had moved a very significant amendment, and I
am sure that on that amendment there can be uncmimity even cutting across
Party lines. What was the amendment? I would like to preface it by what
Shri H.M. Seervai said on that particular amendment in retrospect:
"To secure independence of the Comptroller and Auditor-General of
India and the Members of the Public Service Commission, our
Constitution has provided that, on ceasing to hold these posts, the
incumbent cannot hold any office imder the Government of Union or
States."
This provision is already there. Prof. K.T. Shah moved one amendment
in the Constituent Assembly, and he suggested that, on similar lines, for the
High Court judges and Supreme Court judges, a similar provision should be
introduced; when the Supreme Court and High Court judges retire, they
should be debarred from holding any post or any appointment given by the
Government of India or by the State Government concerned. The noble
objective was that, just as the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India and
Members of the Public Service Commission are debarred even after retirement
to hold any post in the Government so that when they cire in power, when
they are functioning as administrators, they will not keep their eyes on the
gains to be accrued afterwards, in a similar way, the Supreme Court and
High Court judges should be debarred; if the Supreme Court and High Court
judges keep their eyes on some of the gains that are likely to accrue to them
after retirement, then they are likely to give wrong judgements; as a result of
that, this attitude was taken. At that time Dr. Ambedkar's only argimient
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was: "The stage has not come when diere are a large number of litigations
in which the Government is involved; in various debates on the floor of
House it has been brought to the notice of the Chair that no more than 50 per
cent of the cases before the Supreme Court and High Courts are such that
Govenunent is a party to the dispute; and if a number of cases come before
the High Courts and Supreme Court in which Government is a party and if
the judges are expecting some sort of favour from the Government after
retirement, in that case their objective judgement is likely to suffer".
Dr. Ambedkar did not reject that amendment outright; he said, "The stage
has not come when we can accept that amendment because the Government
is not involved in a large number of disputes that come before the Supreme
Court and the High Courts". But today it is an accepted fact that in more
than 50 per cent of the disputes, in some form or the other, the Government
or the public sector is involved and, therefore, it is better that whatever is the
constitutional provision for the Comptroller and Auditor General of India
and Members of the Public Service Conunission should be applicable also to
the members of the Bar, the members who belong to the Supreme Court and
also those who belong to the High Courts.
Only on one groimd, perhaps, we are not finding it practicable. The
reason is that the service conditions of the Judges are such. I am thankful to
the learned Member who put forward a very cogent plea, who put forward
before the House the fact that, in commensurate with the dignity and prestige
of our judiciary, we are not offering them proper emoluments. When they
retire from their service, we are not giving them adequate pension. I think,
the House was almost unanimous that better emoluments should be available
to the Judiciary, better facilities should be available to them, even better
pension facilities should be available to them. We cannot say, when we are
giving them bad emoluments when they are in service and when we are
giving them a pension which will be inadequate and meagre, that we will not
allow them, after retirement, to take any job in the Government. It cannot be
a one-way traffic. Therefore, while suggesting that the famous K.T. Shah's
amendment should be accepted at this stage and a judicial reform should be
introduced, at the same time I irisist that the emoluments of the Judiciary and
the various facilities available to them, including the pension facilities should
be improved. My friend has rightly pointed out that in the United States and
in the U.K., a periodical reform of the salaries of all top-ranking officers,
including Judicial officers is undertaken. As inflation grows, hardships grow,
the emoluments become meagre. Whatever was there—Rs. 3,500 as salary
when India became free—and the Constitution was adopted on 26 January
1950—the same salary of Rs. 3,500 is very inadequate with the present inflation
rate. Sir, if the same administration continues tfie inflation is likely to go up.
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Commensurate with that facilities should also improve. Therefore, I balance
both these things. Ban after retirement on any job by the Government and
better emoluments and better pension that should be taken up....
Sir, I am an uncompromising fighter against the monopolists in this House.
Look at my speech on 6 May 1984 on MRTP Bill and you will find all these
suggestions made by me and I fully endorse those suggestions. Not only the
government service but they should not also accept the post of monopoly
houses as their consultants.
Then there is another question, namely, the question of bifurcation. It is
not merely South or North as Shri Kurien prised it. I am not opposed to his
suggestion. In fact, he says that the entire northern community wants that
Supreme Court should come to the South. Sir, let it be taken to the South
because they are so much bored with the work going on here. They would
also like to be shifted from here.
Sir, I am not talking in terms of North and South. I am talking about the
new seed that is sown. Unfortunately, the Law Commission has also sown
that seed. They have said that the Supreme Court should be bifurcated, namely,
one branch will take up orJy constitutional items and the other will take up
all other items and cases which are not concerned with constitutional problems.
If that is done, I am sure, most of the members of the existing judiciary also
feel because they have said it in so many Seminars, if you bifurcate the
present Supreme Court into constitutional Supreme Court and non
constitutional Supreme Court in that case it will destroy the imity and integrity
of Supreme Court and probably some manipulations may take place. Here I
may indicate the manipulations. There was a controversy regarding the power
of the Parliament to amend the Constitution. Here again I may tell the young
members that in the Fifth Lok Sabha even before the Government brought
the Constitution (24th Amendment) Bill...

I am not saying it in that sense* I am glad that Shri Dasmunsi does not
only get angry but he has also a sense of humour. When I said non
constitutional Supreme Court that means branch of the Supreme Court which
deals with the problems which are other than constitutional problems. Is that
clear?
Sir, if the bifurcation takes place I see another danger. I do not want to
give any scope to this Government to manipulate the matters. I will concretise
‘ Clarifying the point raised by Shri Priya Ranjan Dasmunsi, "Do you support, a non
constitutional Supreme Court."
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my criticism why I am not in favour of a reform but maintaining the integrity
of the Supreme Court.
Sir, there was a lot of controversy regarding the power of Parliament
under article 368 to amend any part of the Constitution. There was a school
thi:t believes that article 13(2) is a controlling clause for article 368 because
13(2) says that the State shall not enact any law that will either take away or
abridge the fundamental right conceded by Part III of the Constitution. In
Sajjan Singh's case, in Chandrika Prasad's case, fortunately, the judgement came
in favour of the point of view that there is a distinction between constituent
law and an ordinary law. Article 13(2) deals not with constituent law but, it
deals with ordinary law. If article 368 is completely outside the ambit of
article 13(2), unfortunately there is Golaknath case and there is the other
controversial case. In this very House I moved a Private Member's Bill
strengthening the power of the Parliament and demanding that article 368
must be unfettered and it should not be controlled by article 13(2) because
article 13(2) relates not to constituent law but it relates to an ordinary law.
Within a few weeks the formal Bill of the Government came up. I stood by
that particular Bill. In that context I want to explain my point of view. After
that came the emergency. In between some developments took place and it
appeared that we cannot take extreme attitude about some of the powers of
Parliament. And therefore, came the saving grace of the KesJmvananda Bharati
case judgement; that judgement upheld the power of the Parliament to amend
any part of the Constitution including fundamental rights enumerated in
Part III. But all that they say is, the power to amend the Constitution cannot
be utilised to destroy the Constitution. And, therefore, they say that
article 368 can be utilised to amend any part of the Constitution excepting
the basic feature or basic structure of the Constitution. It is an accepted fact.
The Minister, in the last Lok Sabha, in reply to my question has candidly
accepted that they are not happy with the Keshavananda Bharati judgement.
In the Minerva case they demanded repeal of the Keshavananda Bharati
judgement. And today we know that the present Supreme Court,—even they
tried a fuller bench, they said, there is no case, it was sent back. We know
that the existing Supreme Court is not likely to repeal the judgement in the
Keshavananda Bharati case and give them the unfettered freedom to change
even the basic structure. They have now gone in an appeal seeking repeal of
the Keshavananda Bharati case judgement. And if the Supreme Court is split up
into two then probably the majority can be manipulated in favour of repeal
of the Keshavananda Bharati case and that will be additional reason I want that
the integrity and unity of the Supreme Court should be maintained so that
no bench of the Supreme Court can be utilised to manipulate the consistent
position regarding their philosophy. The jurisdictions are well-defined. I am
not one among those who want any confrontation between the people.
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Parliament and Judiciary. But, I think that can be done if we once again
firmly adumbrate in the Constitution the structure of various elements in our
democratic life. I am one among those who believe that people are sovereign
in helping the Government; Parliament is supreme in amending the
Constitution and enacting the laws; the Supreme Court is sovereign in
interpreting whether the laws enacted by Parliament and legislature and the
Constitution amended is within the ambit of the general Constitution. Now
that right of interpretation is there. Supreme Court cannot be a third chamber
in this country. I shall never accept that. Each of the three elements, the
people, the Parliament and the Judidciry have their own unique jurisdiction.
If each one of the three stick to their own jurisdiction there will be no
confrontation between the three at all and therefore that should be ensured.
One suggestion regarding backlog. On that I believe that there is a total
unanimity in this House. So many cases are pending. Our friends are coming
from different parts of the coimtry, whether they come on behalf of labour or
whether they come regarding revenue cases, or whether they come with
regard to income tax cases or in connection with problems of the Government
services, etc. Our usual experience is that there is a lot of backlog. Sir, one of
the eminent jurists V.M. Tarkunde has made a very constructive suggestion,
and I think it represents the consensus of this House. He has suggested, in
order to remove the backlog, of all the pending cases, that the Supreme Court
should have 4 national tribimals. And they will be like this: One national
tribunal will be for income-tax cases. One national tribunal will be for revenue
matters like excise, customs, sales-tax, etc. The third national tribimal will be
for labour disputes. The fourth one will be for service cases. Each one will
have 3 judges with status and salary of Supreme Court; constitutional
amendment should be there to prescribe that matters before the national
tribunal will not be allowed to be argued and adjudicated before
Supreme Court and High Courts. If that is done, the backlog of cases that
exists today can be completely eliminated.
I conclude with an appeal to the Government. Enough material on judicial
reforms is available. Ministry for Justice for its major work is under the
control of the Home Ministry. I want that our Home Minister should not be
troubled much. The Ministry of Justice should be taken away from the
Home Ministry and it should be completely under the Law Ministry.
Do not keep any connection with the Home Ministry at all* be the master
of your own. Not that I want to drive a wedge between the two; there is
already a corridor between you two. That is sufficient.
* Clarifying to the point reused by the Minister of Law and Justice, Shri A.K. Sen; "It is already
outside the Home Ministry. Only one of the Home Secretary happens to be the Justice Secretary/'
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If that is done, the Ministry of Justice will function better. Therefore, I
conclude by saying that democracy in the country is to be defended; no
matter which party is in power. There should be certain checks and balances,
effective public opinion, a fearless Press, free and independent Judiciary and
vigilant and dynamic Parliament. These four elements are the checks and
balances of democracy. Since Judiciary is one of the important checks and
balances of democracy, I would like the entire House to apply their mind. I
shall not hackle anyone, who makes any proposals regarding the reforms
which is not acceptable to me. We have grown up in the tradition that we
might completely differ with what you say, I shall fight to the death your
right to say that.

HOM AGES PAID BY
PROFESSOR M AD H U DANDAVATE

SMT. INDIRA GANDHI*
Mr. Speaker, when you from the Chair moved the condolence resolution,
really speaking, you gave voice to the sorrow of the entire House and through
you the entire nation. In our democratic polity, the nation decided to give a
high place and high office of Prime Ministership to Indiraji, but the history
was destined to give her a higher place, the place of martyr; and that is the
place that she is occupying in history. I have been one among those who have
got the good fortune for long 13 years to share various debates with the
former Prime Minister, exchange arguments; but arguments remained mere
arguments; there was never any bitterness; and permit me to say that even
those of us who differed with the perspective of Smt. Indira Gandhi on
various issues, we shared with her the love of the country; and the manner
in which this great personality in our country was extinguished, I think, has
caused pain to every one.
As far as Indiraji is concerned, the history will always say that she gambled
with history with high stakes and risks. I think those of us who want to
pursue our own cause, there is one quality which we will have to emulate
and that is the indomitable will and the preparedness to face any risk, in
order to achieve the goal which we want to accomplish. The entire story of
her life in politics is a story of calculated risk for the cause for which she
wanted to work.
I remember the Presidential Election when Shri Giri was elected.
I think she risked her entire political life and career. A little different
result and her entire political life would have changed. But she took a
calculated risk. In her own party when she wanted to rebel against the
establishment, she did that at a great risk. Sir, when she wanted the image
of politics to be radicalised, she did not hesitate to nationalise banks in the
coimtry. Sir, when she found that the princes were building a pressure lobby
in the coimtry, she did not hesitate to abolish the purses of the princes and.
Sir, when the question of Bangladesh arose, when there were powers, big
powers in the world to exert the pressure, she withstood those pressures and
correctly decided to stand by the freedom fighters of Bangladesh. And, Sir,
there are so many other occasions on which we could remember this. Whatever
*LS. Deb., 17 January 1985.
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came in the way, she was prepared to change it. There might be differences.
But if she felt that the Constitution came in the way, she did not hesitate to
modify the Constitution. She wanted to take calculated risks.
Sir, the Emergency was over and when she announced elections in 1977,
that again was a great risk that she took and she paid for that. She went out
of power. But that is another instance which shows that she was prepared to
take a calculated risk.
And lastly, when to our own humble convictions it appeared that to
tackle the problem of extremists of Punjab military action was necessary—
with which there can be differences—she did not hesitate to take that risk,
and. Sir, today it has been established that she resorted to military action in
the Golden Temple at the risk of her ovm life. Probably, if she were not to
take that risk, we still would have seen her here occupying the seat of the
Prime Minister. But that did not happen so.
Sir, in this House, I, recollect so many instances. I do not want to take the
time of the House. But permit me to quote two interesting experiences of
mine. One was during the Bangladesh war. One day when we were all
debating certain issues after the recess, we found Smt. Gandhi running to the
House like a child with beaming smiles on her face. She came to the very
same seat and with the permission of the Speciker she announced, "Sir, I have
come here to armounce that Dacca has become the free capital of free
Bangladesh". Sir, to that armouncement a full-throated support was given by
the entire House and there was some sort of an earthquake in the House.
There was a joyous atmosphere. And I again remember on that occasion I just
got up immediately, I remembered an old poem which the freedom-fighters
and martyrs sang for them:
Oh liberty, can man resign thee?
Once having felt thy generous flame.
Can dungeons, bolts or bars confine thee?
Or whip thy noble spirit tame?
I just said in the end that I did not remember who was the poet, and she
immediately gave the name of the poet! I remember that experience.
Sir, there was another experience of mine with a personal slant, when I
was occupying the Treasury Benches in 1977 and I remember the day
Smt. Gandhi was elected from Chikmagalur constituency to this House.
Unfortunately, I was not present in the House. I was present in the
Rajya Sabha, answering questions about the Railways—I was not present
when she took the oath in this House. After the recess, if I remember aright,
along with Shri Vasant Sathe she was moving through the Library corridors.
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and I found her and just said, "Indiraji, congratulations/' She looked back
and she said same thing with deep affection. She said, "You have brought
distinction to your Government." And then she said, "It was my misfortune
that you were not in my Cabinet." And I said, in my humorous vein, "Madam,
I was fortunate not to be there." And she laughed and laughed and smiled.
Those smiles I still remember. In the midst of tears and agony I cannot forget
those shining smiles. Those smiles remain with us.
Many have lost many things in this coimtry when Smt. Gandhi died.
Congress (I) lost its President. The nation lost its Prime Minister, Rajiv lost
his beloved mother. Congress (I) could get back a new President, the nation
could get back a new Prime Minister. But Rajiv has lost his mother for ever.
And, therefore, I pay my homage not only to the former Prime Minister; I am
one among those who believe, what of the Prime Ministership, all the power
of the world can never be a substitute for a mother's love and affection, and
therefore. Sir, on behalf of the entire House let me give my heartfelt and
sincere condolences to Rajiv Gandhi. Remember that whatever be your policies
and perspectives, it is the indomitable will of your mother that should be the
heritage that you vdll carry with you.

SHRINATHPAI*
Sir, with a deep sense of sorrow, I associate myself with the tributes that
have been paid to various parliamentarians here. It has been my singular
misfortime that I represent in this House the same constituency whidi Barrister
Nath Pai represented for 14 years. I am carrying on my shoulders the same
banner of democratic socialism which Barrister Nath Pai held aloft for the
last 14 years and more. My presence here in this House is a sad reminder to
me every moment about the absence of Barrister Nath Pai. He was a great
Parliamentarian, who upheld the values not only of democratic socialism but
parliamentary democracy as well. What we experienced this morning in the
joint session only reminds us that we need many Nath Pais in Parliament.
Nath Pai represented in a true sense the combination of the spirit of
revolution and the spirit of renaissance. He was a fearless man. He literally
lived with death from moment to moment. I may be permitted to read out
what he wrote from Geneva before his death. He wrote:
"At my ear, I always hear Time's winged chariot drawing near. The few
occasions death came very close, I felt only a sadness, deep and
overpowering for all I adored and loved, for that strongest passion of
our life—India, for my mother, for my children and Christie. But there
never was even a faint shadow of fear. To defy the perennial challenge
of death is the only way to live."
That is how Nath Pai lived in his life and that is how Nath Pai passed
away. The greatest passion of Nath Pai's life was to establish the supremacy
of Parliament and die sovereignty of the country. I think that greatest tribute
to Barrister Nath Pai would be to see to it that Parliament restores to itself
the sovereign right to amend the Constitution, so that the Constitution becomes
a true symbol of the genuine hopes and aspirations of the downtrodden
people of this country. I am reminded about a great debate in which Nath Pai
participated, it was a great debate between the protagonists of the Constitution
(Amendment) Bill and the opponents of the Constitution (Amendment) Bill
in Bombay. One who was opposed to Nath Pcii's Bill spoke at length. The
Chairman of the meeting then asked Nath Pai to speak. But before he invited
Shri Nath Pai to speak, in a humorous tone, he made a comment: "Now the
*LS. Deb., 23 March 1971.
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Prime Minister of the opposition will speak." After this comment a rare sense
of humour was displayed by Nath Pai. Without having any ill will towards
any Prime Minister, Nath Pai said: "I have seen the performance of all the
Prime Ministers on the floor of the Parliament. Somehow or other, I have a
feeling that they have not shown the ability to put forth cogent argimients on
the floor of the House. Probably the Chairman of the meeting wants to
undermine my capacity to put forward my case and that is why he described
me as the Prime ^ n ister of the opposition." of course, he said all that with
a sense of humour, and I am sure that even the Prime Minister here will
consider that remark with a sense of humour. Whenever there was tension in
the House, with his sense of humour, Nath Pai could see to it that the tension
was completely removed.
I am reminded of the tension that was created in this House on the
Mysore-Maharashtra border issue and some of our friends from Mysore were
very much agitated, the paradox of the situation was that when Barrister
Nath Pai, to whose views they were opposed, spoke the agitated MPs from
Mysore listened to the advice of Barrister Nath Pai and passions came down.
That was the magnetic personality of Shri Nath Pai,
As my friends have said, whenever Barrister Nath Pai spoke, he touched
the inner-most chords of our life. Let me point out the reasons for this. The
stream of Nath Pai's thoughts emanated from his head, but the stream of his
emotions flowed from his heart and it was actually the confluence of his
emotions and thoughts on his lips that made his speech powerful and
appealing. Whenever Shri Nath Pai spoke, either in this House or outside, he
touched the inner-most chords of our life. That was the great personahty of
Shri Nath Pai.
His dream was to establish the sovereignty of Parliament to amend the
Constitution. Therefore, in the end, while paying tribute to Nath Pai, let me
say that if real tribute is to be paid to Barrister Nath Pai, let us see to it that
the Parliament becomes the sovereign Parliament of sovereign India having
the sovereign right to amend the Constitution in conformity with the
requirements of social change.

SHRIV.V.GIRI*
While paying tribute to Shri V.V. Gin, it appears to me that he was bom
to occupy an eminent position in every field that he touched. When he joined
the trade union movement, he occupied the position of the President of the
All India Railwaymen's Federation, a position which was occupied by topranking men like Shri Jayaprakash Narayan. When he was in the midst of the
struggle for freedom, he occupied a very important position. In State politics,
he was a member of the Cabinet. When he came to the Centre, again he
occupied the position of Cabinet Membership, and in days where people do
everything possible to preserve their position, here was a man who was
prepared to give up power for the sake of principles on the question of Bank
Award. My friends may not be knowing, even when he was Governor, because
he was dedicated to Gandhian ideals and values, every Sunday, he used to
take up the work of the cleaning of city, and that encouraged a number of
Gandhian workers to undertake that type of constructive work and that was
really the genius of Shri Giri.
I remember that—^I hope that I am not revealing any secret—in 1974,
when workers went to strike in the Railways, Shri V.V. Giri tried his best to
see that there was a negotiated settlement between the Government and the
organisation of Railwaymen, and his sympathy always went for the working
class and the downtrodden. We have lost such a great personality with many
splendoured life. I associate myself and my party with the sentiments that
you and others have expressed in this House; and I will request you to
convey our condolences to the members of the bereaved family.
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SHRI IT . KRISHNAMACHARI*
Shri T.T. Krishnamachari's death robs the political and economic scene of
our country of a great and colourful personality. He had varied interests in
life, and that is why even when he was out of the Cabinet he did not feel
suffocated in his life. If there was any ideology that was inscribed on his
banner, it was the ideology of pragmatism. Even those of us who differed
from his economic thinking did realise that he knew his mind very well and
that was the great contribution that he had made to the economic thinking
of the country. On behalf of the Socialist Party, I pay my homage to the
memory of Shri Krishnamachari and express my sincere condolence to the
members of the bereaved family.
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SARDARHUKAM SINGH*
Mr. Speaker, Sir, we are offering our tribute today to one of the most
towering personalities of the country who occupied the high office of Speaker
with great distinction, dignity and impartiality. When Sardar Hukam Singh
occupied the Chair which you are occupying today, he neither looked to the
left nor looked to the right but looked straight to the portrait, which is hung
there, of Shri Vithalbhai Patel who remained a challenge to the establishment,
who maintained the dignity of this House, who established the supremacy of
the Legislature over the Executive. He also contributed through his rulings
to a free and fair debate and discussion on various matters including the
privileges and the rights of this House. I was going through the various
rulings given by Sardar Hukam Singh as Speaker and I foimd that on a
number of occasions he did something that needs to be emulated. The best
tribute to Sardar Hukam Singh will come not only from the members of this
House but from you. Sir, because there is something to be emulated. For
instance, on 2 August 1966, when some procedural matters regarding the
Minister's attitude to the PAC Reports were raised through a privilege motion,
he did not take it as a technical issue and did not say 'Not admitted; not
admitted'; he Scdd that the procedural matter needed to be discussed in the
House and he allowed the matter to be raised by Shri Madhu Limaye. The
matter was discussed. The Finance Minister said that it was really a healthy
and democratic debate on both sides. For half an hour the admissibility was
discussed and though ultimately it was rejected, the whole House was able
to hear a lot. Such was the great work that he did in this House, he protected
the rights and privileges of every member, and that is really the legacy of this
great man who has passed away. With his religious background he had
imbibed deep religious values into the institution for which he worked, he
brought the democratic spirit to this institution, he brought fearlessness to
this institution, he brought impartiality to this institution. To preserve these
values and to inculcate them in the life of this Lok Sabha is a real tribute to
Sardar Hukam Singh.

*LS. Deb., 25 July 1983.

SHRI SANJAY GANDHI*
Sir, in this House, whenever you make obituary references, the
Prime Minister rises from her seat to join you and the House. Today, we find
that seat vacant and today, we have to console the Prime Minister,
Smt. Indira Gandhi for the great loss that she has suffered. I am sure, we all
will join you in conveying to the Prime Minister and the members of the
bereaved family our heart-felt condolences. As Chaudhury Sahib rightly said,
man has to pass away one day or the other. But in the prime of youth, Sanjay
Gandhi has passed away. He had the shortest political life and the briefest
parliamentary career. He had an element of adventure in his political life and
the same spirit of adventure he displayed in his death. That is the irony of
his life. But, I am sure that that spirit of adventure will enthuse the remaining
youth to see that the youth power is developed. I do not want to say anything
more. But I can well imagine the anguish and the agony of the Prime Minister.
It is not the agony and anguish of a Prime Minister alone, but it is the agony
of a mother. I am sure, not only the members of this House, but all the
children in this land, all sons and daughters will join you in conveying our
condolences to her, the mother of Sanjay Gandhi.

*LS. Deb,, 23 June 1980.
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IV

HIS WRITINGS

HUMOUR IN PARLIAMENT*
—Madhu Dandavate

Humour is the soul of parliamentary life. It acts both as tranquilliser as well
as equaliser. When lot of heat is generated in the House, humour has the
potentiality to bring down the temperature.
A cursory glance at the proceedings of Parliament both in India and
elsewhere reveals the sparkling humour in Parliament.
On one occasion the former Deputy Speaker of Lok Sabha, Professor
G.G. Swell told the House that everything that was said in the House would
become the part and parcel of its records. In his great enthusiasm, the Deputy
Speaker observed, "Even if I refer to my wife she will become a part of the
Parliament records." On this a member quipped "Sir, don't refer to your wife
otherwise someone may demand that she should be laid on the table of the
House." The member knew it fully well that any document referred to or
quoted in the House had to be laid on the Table of the House if so demanded.
On another occasion, when the Chinese intrusion had taken place in
India, the Prime Minister Pandit Nehru assured the House, "We will not
surrender to China even an inch of our territory." This made the alert member
Shri H.V. Kamath to get up in the House to ask the Prime Minister, "In your
map one inch is equal to how many miles?" The Prime Minister as well as
the entire House were drowned in laughter by this ready-witted remark.
Another interesting repartee was by Shri Mahavir Tyagi. When there was
a reference to the Chinese incursion in the barren land of India's northern
border, the Prime Minister Pandit Nehru referring to this border area had
said, "The land on which the Chinese have built the roads is such that there
is not a blade of grass nor a human being." On this came a quick retort from
Shri Mahavir Tyagi. Referring to his bald head, Shri Tyagi said, "Sir, for the
last several years there is not a single hair on this head but for that reason
shall I surrender my head to the enemy." This lead to a hilarious laughter in
which the Prime Minister himself heartily joined.
In the old days of the Central Legislature before Independence there was
a discussion on Ae Budget. The Finance member, Raisman was referring in
* Reproduced from the Journal of Parliamentary Information, Vol. XXX, No. 2, June 1984,
(New Delhi, Lok Sabha Secretariat), pp. 215-218.
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his speech to the tax on salt. On that a member asked, "Which salt do you
take?" Without waiting for a moment came a repartee from Shri N.V. Gadgil—
"he takes a somersault". This sharp wit plunged the House into a loud
laughter.
While debate was in progress in the Rajya Sabha once, Shri Piloo Mody—
known as a fat member—^was talking to a lady member sitting just behind
and was inadvertently showing his back to the Chair. A member rising on a
point of order drew the attention of the Qiair to the fact that by turning his
back to the Qiair, Shri Mody was showing disrespect to the presiding authority.
This provoked Shri Piloo Mody to comment, "Sir, as far as I am concerned
I have neither back nor front, I am only round".
The Deputy Speaker, Professor G.G. Swell, who had a short stature, once
angrily told a member not to get up when he was on his legs. Quick came
the repartee from the Member, "Sir, to be frank, I had no idea that you were
on your legs".
Once, during the Question Hour, the Speaker, Dr. G.S. Dhillon, called the
name of Kumari Kamla Kumari, a member of the House in whose name there
was a question. Another Member enquired as to why there was mention of
"Kumari"* twice on the list of questions. The Speaker humorously commented,
"to make it doubly sure".
There are occasions on which a stormy situation could be saved by instant
humour. Once Shri Madhu Limaye was keen on raising a particular issue
during "zero" hour. Earlier, he had sent a letter to the Speaker threatening
him that if the Speaker was interested in the orderly proceedings of the
House he should be allowed to raise the issue to which he had referred in his
letter. After the Question Hour, at the stroke of twelve, Shri Madhu Limaye
got up and in his loud and hoarse voice started making submissions to the
Speaker. The Speaker remained undeterred. There were heated exchanges
between the Speaker and Shri Limaye. The atmosphere in the House had
become very tense. The Speaker had warned Shri Limaye that by speaking
in such a loud and insulting tone, he was showing disrespect to the Chair. To
save the situation I got up in the House and told the Speaker, "Do not
misunderstand the loud voice of Shri Limaye; at home even with his wife he
speaks in the same tone." This caused a loud laughter in the House in which
the Speaker as well as Shri Limaye joined. Needless to say that in the relaxed
atmosphere Shri Madhu Limaye was finally allowed by ihe Speaker to make
his submission.
Once, while participating in the debate on No-confidence Motion the
Prime Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi, was very bitter in her attack on the
* The word "Kumari" is indication of maiden status. Hindi equivalent of Miss.
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Opposition members. I quietly got up to tell the Prime Minister, "Madam
Prime Minister, when we witnessed your tour programme in U.S.A. on the
television, only a few days back, you appeared so sweet and charming; but
why were you so bitter after returning to our country." This created a burst
of laughter in the House and the Prime Minister could not help joining it.
After this incident there was no heat in the Prime Minister's speech.
Shri Mool Chand Daga, a member of the ruling party was often critical
about various Bills moved by the Government. On one occasion,
Shri Venkataraman with his inimitable wit and humour referring to
Shri Daga said, "Sir, Shri Daga is our Goal Keeper who scores goals against
us only."
In the Sixth Lok Sabha, as the Railway Minister, I was speaking on the
Railway Budget. A member enquired as to why the Railway trains passing
through the State of Bihar were attacked both by the reservationists as well
as anti-reservationists during the Bihar agitation. To avoid unnecessary
controversy I quipped, "both 'reservationists' as well as 'anti-reservationists'
attack the Railway train because the train has 'reserved' as well as 'unreserved'
compartments."
In the House of Commons there have been instances of devastating
humour. The famous repartee between Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Disraeli is a
memorable one. Referring to the disastrous policies pursued by Disraeli,
Gladstone remarked in the House of Commons, "Mr. Disraeli, you will die
by the hangman's noose or by a vile disease." On this Disraeli sprang up a
surprise to the House by his sharp wit. He said, "Sir, that depends upon
whether I embrace your principles or your mistress."
There are many such instances of htimour in Parliament. Humour is the
orJy solvent in which all tensions in Parliament can be dissolved and relaxed
mood so essential for fruitful debates ensured. Such is the role of humour in
our parliamentary life. If parliamentarians ignore the importance of humour
they will do so only at their own peril.

ROLE AND POSITION OF THE LEADER
OF THE OPPOSITION*
—Madhu Dandavate

The entire nature of parliamentary set-up is such that unless there is a
balance between the Treasury benches and the Opposition, there can be no
effective functioning of parliamentary democracy and that is why in a country
like United Kingdom even the recognised Opposition is called 'His Majesty's
Opposition'. One must not, however, conclude that His Majesty's Opposition
is more loyal than the King. The connotation behind calling Opposition as
His Majesty's Opposition is that those who lead the Opposition are as
important as those who rule the country. From that point of view a beautiful
balance between the Opposition and the ruling party really gives strength,
credibility and viability to the experiment of parliamentary democracy.
According to our accepted norms, every Opposition group leader is not
considered as a recognised Opposition Leader. Of course, the rules are slightly
different in different legislatures, but normally, whatever be the quorum of
the House, for instance 50, that would be the minimum requisite for gaining
recognition, as a recognised Opposition party and the leader of such a party
would be considered as officiaJ Leader of the Opposition, who will have the
Cabinet status and all the facilities which a Minister gets. The idea is that he
should be able to keep in touch with the people, he should have all facilities
and he should be able to perform his duty as effectively as the Prime Minister
of the country or a Chief Minister of a State. The most important function of
the Leader of the Opposition is not only to seek consensus but to co-ordinate
the activities of the members of the Opposition. For instance, if the Opposition
has to offer an enlightened opposition to the policies of the ruling party, then
it is very necessary for the Leader of the Opposition to see that adequate
responsibilities are put on such members of the Opposition who are specialised
in a particular activity, like external affairs, financial matters, parliamentary
devices through which peoples' issues can be focused in the Parliament, so
that the Opposition really gets a sharper edge in the legislatures.
One of the important functions of the Opposition and the Leader of the
Opposition is to see that a very significant principle of parliamentary life and
* Reproduced from the Journal of Parliamentary Information, Vol. XXXIII, No. 3, September 1987,
(New Delhi, Lok Sabha Secretariat), pp. 329-336.
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parliamentary institution, that is complete separation of judiciary, executive
and legislature, is fully ensured. In the parliamentary life itself, there are
threats to the separation; sometimes the functioning of the executive creates
a threat to this and sometimes even the judiciary might encroach upon the
legislature and thereby the meaningful separation of judicial and legislative
{X)wers might be retarded and hurt. It is the Leader of the Opposition who
has to be watchful. For instance, he has also to take cognizance of the fact
that the Presiding Officer, despite being the highest authority in the House,
has to function within the ambit of certain rules which are prescribed by the
Rules of Procedure and the Leader of the Opposition as well as the Leader
of the House have to assist him in maintaining the dignity of the House as
well as the separate identity of the legislature vis-a-vis the executive and the
judiciary.
The following few instances would indicate how that independence is
maintained and wherever it is lacking how the vigilant Opposition has been
able to drive home the urge to keep up these three identities quite separate.
Fortunately, in our country, the Presiding Officers have invariably received
the co-operation of the Leader of the House and the leaders of the Opposition
in preserving the independent identity of legislature and its dignity and
honour. In the old days, once the Rajya Sabha, i.e. the Upper House of
Parliament, had passed a Bill, 'Special Marriages Bill', but one member,
Shri N.C. Chatterjee who belonged to the Lower House, i.e. the Lok Sabha,
made a speech in Madras and criticising that Bill he said, "It is a pack of
urchins that have adopted this Bill". He had referred to members of
Rajya Sabha as "pack of urchins", and it amounted to casting aspersions on
the members of Rajya Sabha. A question of privilege was, therefore, raised in
the Rajya Sabha against Shri N.C. Chatterjee and the Secretary-General of the
Rajya Sabha sent a notice of that privilege to the former. The Speaker,
Shri G.V. Mavalankar, informed the Lok Sabha that he had received a counter
privilege notice from Shri N.C. Chatterjee asserting that he belonged to the
Lok Sabha and he had nothing to do with the Rajya Sabha, but the Rajya
Sabha had the temerity to bring the privilege against him in the Upper House,
of which he was not a member and ihat itself constituted a breach of privilege.
The Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, then got up in the House and
said that he could not understand the behaviour of Shri N.C. Chatterjee
whose counter-privilege was meaningless. Hon. Speaker Shri Mavalankar
firmly told the Prime Minister that so long as he continued to be the Speaker
of Lok Sabha, he would never allow a member of his House to be subjected
to the jurisdiction of the other House. He asked the Prime Minister to take
his seat and restrain himself. He had the courage to tell the highest executive
of the Government that so far as the conduct of Lok Sabha was concerned,
he was the master and he had to protect the dignity and autonomy of that
House and he would never allow his member to be subjected to the jurisdiction
of the other House.
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After that ruling, when the Presiding Officers from all over the country
met at Madras, they accepted the convention that if any privilege motion was
brought in any House against a member who was not a member of that
House, it should be passed on to the Presiding Officer of that particular
House and if he deemed it fit, only then it should be taken up. On a number
of occasions this ruling hcis to be kept in mind and the Leader of the Opposition
has to remember all the precedents. He must have a computerised memory.
He must be able to quote various precedents, ,just as a man appearing in a
court of law very often remembers a number of past judgments and tries to
interpret every event in terms of some of the old judgments of the Supreme
Court, because according to the concept of democracy, Supreme Court's
judgment is the law of the land. Just as he remembers all precedents in
defence of his case, the Leader and members of the Opposition have to keep
in touch with all the past precedents so that they can quote them at the right
moment, and see that even the Presiding authority functions in a manner in
keeping with the dignity of the House.
In the pre-Independence days, when the Public Safety Bill which
concerned the liberties of the citizens was being discussed in the Central
Legislative Assembly, the Speaker actually performed the task which
legitimately ought to have been performed by the Leader of the Opposition.
The debate on the Bill had begun a few days ago. Prior to that Shri Bhagat
Singh had dropped in the very same Assembly a fake bomb to create a stir
and draw the attention of the Assembly to what the country felt about that
particular Bill. At one particular stage when the debate was in progress it
was not the Opposition leader who pointed out to the Speaker the harm that
might be caused by the debate on the Public Scifety Bill, but it was the Presiding
Officer, Shri Vithalbhai Patel, who got up and said that he had applied his
mind to the debate that was going on the Bill and he took cognizance of the
fact that in the Meerut Conspiracy Case, patriots were being tried and their
fate would be determined in that case. The issues that were involved in the
Meerut Conspiracy Case were the very same issues which were involved in
the particular debate that was going on in the Assembly and he did not want
the debate to affect the proceedings of that particular court in which the fate
of the patriots might be affected and, therefore, in his own right, he declared
discussion on that particular subject as adjourned sine die.
Another classic example when the Leader of the House as well as the
Leader of the Opposition completely stood by the Speaker was in the House
of Commons in U.K. in 1642. Charles I had issued warrants of arrest in that
year against five members of the House of Commons because they were
supposed to be guilty of treason. The rumour went round the House of
Commons that the King was likely to enter the Parliament along with his
troops. So the House of Commons asked those five members to leave the
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premises so that there was no violence in the House. As expected, Charles I
came along with the security guards and straightaway went to the podium
of the dais of the Speaker and Scdd: ''Hon. Speaker, I have come to grab those
five members of this House of Commons. Will you kindly locate and hand
them over to me?" In an upright manner, the Speciker stood up and said:
"Your Majesty, I have no eyes to see and I have no ears to hear, I see with
the eyes of this House, I hear with the ears of this House, I am the servant
of this House and therefore. Your Majesty, I cannot oblige you."
This action of the Speaker was backed up by the Leader of the Opposition
and the Leader of the House. The King left humiliated and while he was
leaving the House, the members of the House—the Treasury benches as well
as the Opposition members shouted so that the King could hear, "Your Majesty,
Breach of Privilege, Breach of Privilege." That was the courage shown by the
Leader of the Opposition, the Leader of the House and the Speaker who
guarded the dignity of the House.
These are the functions to be carried out by the Leader of the Opposition,
the Leader of the House and the Speaker in cooperation because the dignity
of the House has to be the common obligation and responsibility of the three
dignitaries.
There is one more aspect which may be referred to in this connection.
Generally it is not the ruling party members who are expected to perform
their duty more effectively in matters of privileges. It is left to the Opposition
and particularly the Leader of the Opposition to take cognizance of that.
There are certain privileges and powers of the Parliament. The privileges of
the House as a whole and the privileges of the Parliament are to be jealously
guarded by everyone, but the major responsibility falls on the Opposition,
particularly the Leader of the Opposition.
The privilege of a House and its breach is one of the most significant
phenomena in a Parliament and the Opposition leaders have to safeguard
privileges of Parliament and its members. It has certain economic
consequences. A layman might feel that it is only some sort of proceduralwrangling when members' rights had been violated. But it is not so. Very
often, out of a breach of privilege, certain economic consequences can take
place. Therefore, the Leader of the Opposition has to be ever vigilant and
alert to see that such a breach of privilege does not take place. I will give you
a concrete instance. In the 5th Lok Sabha, 1971-76, once I wanted to examine
as to what were the recommendations of the Monopolies and Restrictive
Trade Practices (MRTP) Commission regarding a particular monopoly house
of an industrialist. So, I went to the Library and foimd that for years together,
the reports which had been submitted by the MRTP Commission had not
been laid on the Table of the House and no action taken reports had been
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placed before the Parliament. Naturally no discussion took place, and therefore
those monopolists went scot free and their nefarious activities could not be
checked. So, I raised a question of privilege against the then Lav^ Minister
and my notice of privilege v^as that section 62 of the MRTP Act made it
obligatory and mandatory on the Ministry concerned that whenever the MRTP
Commission's Report was submitted to the Government, it must be laid on
the Table of the House along with the action taken report within six months
of its submission, so that if anybody demanded a discussion he could have
it. Once a paper is laid on the Table of the House of the Parliament it does
not remain a private document but it can be quoted in toto by the Press and,
therefore, it becomes a public property; it is no more the property of the
Government, that is the concept. The Law Minister got up and said, no
doubt, according to section 62, the Report should be laid on the Table of the
House within six months of its submission. But his interpretation and
contention was that it was not obligatory or mandatory. Thereupon I asked
him to seek a legal opinion. The Minister consulted the Attorney-General and
on the third day he came before the House saying that the Attorney-General
justified what I had said. He, therefore, gave unqualified apologies to the
House for the breach on his part of section 62 of the MRTP Act. He assured
that in future all such provisions, like section 62, would be adhered to and
reports would be placed on the Table along with action taken report. Its
economic consequence was that whatever was recommended in the Report
could be implemented. That is the concrete economic gain. For instance, if
certain aberration in tariff structure is pointed out by the Tariff Commission
but if its report is not laid on the Table and not implemented, in that case,
the industrialists or others who are responsible for certain malpractices will
go scot free and, therefore, that aberration carmot be checked. But, if the
Tariff Commission's report comes before the House and action taken report
thereon is presented, then actual implementation is ensured. That is the
effective part of the parliamentary life and it is the Leader of the Opposition
and members of the Opposition who have to safeguard that. They have to
jealously guard against violation of legal and constitutional provisions.
There are some provisions of the Constitution which have become matters
of controversy today. By and large, a citizen can always go to the Court and
seek remedy when the Government or an authority violates the provisions of
the Constitution. But, there are one or two articles which have been insulated
from the courts of law, for instance article 74 of the Constitution, which has
recently become a very controversial article, says, "there shall be a Council
of Ministers with Prime Minister at the head to aid and advise the President
who shall, in the exercise of his functions, act in accordance with such advice."
And, clause (2) of this article says that "The question whether any, and if so
what, advice was tendered by Ministers to the President shall not be inquired
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into in any court". At present the controversy is going on, whether only court
cannot enquire whether the Council of Ministers have not given advice and
not given the information as required by article 78, or whether that failure
cannot be enquired into by Parliament as well. My contention is and many
feel that there is no bar on inquiry by Parliament. Since the Constitution is
silent on inquiry by Parliament, I believe, Parliament has a right to enquire
into the violation of this particular article either by the Council of Ministers
or by the Prime Minister. Sometimes even the President does not follow the
Cabinet advice, in that case also that is a breach, and that can also be discussed
under article 74 because it only bars the court and not the Parliament. It is
a well-established convention that silence is half consent, and, so also about
the Constitution which is silent on inquiry by Parliament. The silence of the
Constitution on certain issues means they are permissible unless bar on them
is specifically mentioned and, therefore, they are also controversial matters.
Therefore, the Leader of the Opposition will have to keep this in mind
whenever any such constitutional crisis or controversy arises. It is the duty
of the Leader of the Opposition to bring forward certain measures. I had, for
instance, suggested that let a House Committee enquire into whether there
were any violations of articles 74 and 78 and formulate concrete rules to see
that provisions of articles 74 and 78 were effectively implemented and nobody,
including the Prime Minister, violated them. What I have been pointing out
is that the Leader and members of the Opposition have to be greatly conscious.
There is one more responsibility of the Leader of the Opposition. Whereas
various committees are headed by ruling party members, it has been an
accepted convention for years that so far as the Public Accounts Committee
is concerned, which functions as a watch-dog on the finances of the
Government of India, it has been headed by the Opposition Leader. The
Chairmanship of this Committee would be rotated among the Opposition
parties only. There is a certain rationale why the Leader of the Opposition is
put on the Public Accounts Committee. The reason is that it is a searching job
where sometimes one has to examine very critically even the functioning of
the Government and it is better if such a Committee is headed by someone
from the Opposition, be he the Opposition Leader or any other leader
belonging to an Opposition party. Now this is an accepted convention. In
fact, once in a humorous way I told a leader of the ruling party, who had
almost headed all important committees, to please head the Public Accounts
Committee as well. He felt as if he was honoured. Anyway what I mean is
that the Public Accoimts Committee is deliberately put in charge of a person
from the Opposition because he has to perform a searching job of monitoring
the entire system which can be done more effectively by one who is not
committed to the establishment. In such searching analysis of the finances
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one must not be a partisan of the establishment cind that is why the convention
has developed that an Opposition leader should be there on the Public
Accounts Committee, and that particular aspect is very scrupulously
maintained.
Lastly, only one point may be referred to. As fcir as relationship between
the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the House is concerned, there
has to be a certain balance and mutual trust between the two and it should
not be forgotten that one who leads the Opposition is the opponent of the
Government and the treasury benches. He is not the enemy of the country.
It would be pertinent here to mention an interesting anecdote. When
Pandit JawaharlaJ Nehru was the Prime Minister of the coimtry, on one
occasion one of the leaders of the Opposition and a very popular one,
Shri Shyama Prasad Mukherjee was making a very strong criticism on
Preventive Detention law. He was known for sarcasm, humour and biting
criticism. Someone from the Treasury benches said that he was opposing the
Preventive Detention Act even in an unstable condition of the country because
he was not prepared to face the truth. Immediately Shri Mukherjee said,
"How can I face the truth, I am facing the Treasury benches." Such a sharp
repartee is also necessary and it has to be taken with the sense of humour.
Nobody feels hurt. Real humour in the Parliament must be such that it wiU
hit but not hurt; it will not cast personal aspersions on anyone. Coming back
to the occasion when Shri Mukherjee was speaking, probably the Prime
Minister did not hecir him properly and made a very strong comment, a
bitter one. After sometime when Shri Mukherjee was already on his legs with
the permission of the Speaker, Shri Nehru got up and sought Speaker's
permission to intervene. He said that he had passed some strong remarks
against Shri Shyama Prasad Mukherjee, but on a second thought he felt that
he ought not to have passed those remarks. He gave his unqualified apologies
to the House for those remarks and requested the Speaker to expunge them
from the proceedings. Shri Shyama Prasad Mukherjee said, "Mr. Prime
Minister that the thought came to your mind that you did not use the proper
language itself is sufficient for me. I do not accept your apologies and
Mr. Speaker, Sir, do not accept his apologies." It was a battle of courtesies and
on both the sides dignity was maintained. That is how the beauty of
parliamentary democracy flourishes. There has to be a certain rhythm and a
response between the Opposition and the ruling party. Once Mr. Disraeli said
that the task of the Opposition was to oppose. The Opposition does not go
on finding what is good in the Government policy, for Aat there are enough
members on the Treasury benches, but whatever are the shortfalls, the
Opposition has to project them in a short time and see that they are probably
removed completely or modified partly. That is the task of the Opposition
which should not be considered unpatriotic or undemocratic. It is only in a
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totalitarian system, where the ruling party is identified with the nation and
the State, any opposition is treated as inimical to the country. The Opposition
as well as the ruling party have to be equally patriotic. The Prime Ministership
may belong to one party and the Opposition leadership may belong to some
other party, but the country belongs to all. That has to be the basis of
parliamentary democracy and in that particular tenor and context, the entire
Parliament—the Opposition and the ruling party and also the Speaker and
the Leader of the House—^have to function. If that balance is maintained,
there is a smooth functioning of democracy. To the extent there is crisis in this
relationship, to that extent there is a crisis in the system.

ROLE OF PARLIAMENT IN INDIAN
POLITICAL SYSTEM*
—Madhu Dandavate

The founding fathers of our Constitution, after great deliberation, accepted
the pattern of parliamentary democracy to be followed in India in preference
to the presidential form of government. It was not merely an accident that
this particular system was accepted. There were certain merits in the context
of Indian situation which impelled the founding fathers of our Constitution
to select the parliamentary form of government.
There are certain merits and demerits in both the systems. In parliamentary
democracy, there is more accountability to the Parliament; but may be, less
stability. In a presidential form of government, probably, there can be more
stability but less accountability to the Parliament. The people of India value
accountability more than stability since instability can gradually disappear or
can be converted into stability. But once the accountability to Parliament is
destroyed, the very soul of democracy is destroyed. Therefore, we have laid
great emphasis on accountability and that is why we accepted the
parliamentary form of government.
The role of Parliament in our political system is very significant and
pivotal. For parliamentary democracy to succeed, there must be four important
checks and balances. One of them is the vigilant Parliament. The second is
an impartial Judiciary. The third, a fearless Press. And, last but not the least,
the built-in devices in our Constitution which do prevent even certain
imforeseen crises or the collapse of the democratic structure. There also.
Parliament has to play a considerable role.
The primacy of Legislature over Executive and separation of the Judiciary
and the Executive are 3ie most important principles on the basis of which the
role of Parliament in the present political system would have to be examined.
Primacy of Legislature over the Executive is of great importance and has to
be scrupulously observed because once the primacy of Legislature is lost and
the Executive overpowers the Legislative powers, the very parliamentary
structure of democracy would be destroyed. There have been instances in
our country as well as in the UK where the primacy of Legislature over the
Executive and even over the constitutional head has been demonstrated and
ably accepted.
* Reproduced from the Journal of Parliamentary Information, Vol. XXXIV, No. 1, Mardi 1988
(New Delhi, Lok Sabha Secretariat), pp. 3-12.
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Before independence of our country, the Parliament was called the Central
Legislative Assembly. The manner in which its Speaker (then called President),
Shn Vithalbhai Patel tried to maintain the dignity of the Legislature and its
independence from the Executive, was something exemplary. When the Public
Safety Bill was being discussed in the Assembly, there was tremendous
opposition to the Bill because it tried to throttle the voice of the people and
provided for their detention for a long period. V\^ile the debate was on, an
old revolutionary, Sardar Bhagat Singh, who was sitting in the Visitors' Gallery
of this very ParUament House, threw a fake bomb into the well of the House.
In those days of the British rule, he was arrested, and later on sentenced and
hanged on some other ground. While throwing the bomb, he also threw a
leaflet saying that he wanted to demonstrate to the Parliament people's
opposition to the Public Safety Bill. After the episode, the President,
Shri Vithalbhai Patel adjourned the House. When the House reassembled on
the next working day, the President found a police officer in uniform who
was an Englishman, sitting in the Visitors' Gallery. From the Chair itself,
Shri Patel shouted, "How dare this officer come to the Gallery without my
permission!" and noted that the Executive could not supersede the powers
of the Legislature. Those were the days when we had not achieved
Independence. The Home Member who was an Englishman got up and
shouted that the policeman came with his permission. Shri Vithalbhai Patel
shouted back in a resolute voice and said, "Mr. Minister, hold your tongue
and restrain yourself and take your seat. Otherwise, I will have to drive you
out of the House." As soon as he uttered those words, the policeman who
w^s sitting in the Visitors' Gallery fled away never to return. And the Home
Member too did not have the courage to challenge the voice of the Speaker.
That was how he maintained the independence of the Legislature. Not only
that, Shri Vithalbhai went a step further. While the debate on Public Safety
Bill was continuing in the Assembly, some of the patriots were being tried at
the same time in a court of law for their alleged involvement in the Meerut
Conspiracy Case. At one stage during the debate, Shri Vithalbhai Patel who
was in the Chair, got up and said, "I have carefully gone through the issues
that are being discussed in this debate. These issues which we are debating
are the same, which are also being considered in the Court where the patriots
are being tried, and they may even be hanged. I do not want the proceedings
of the Court to be affected by the debate in this Parliament on this particular
issue. Therefore, I am adjourning the debate sine die" The Home Member
who was an Englishman, objected to this. President Patel overruled the
objection saying that his decision in the House was final.
This clearly demonstrates how the presiding authority becomes a very
important factor. In this connection, an extreme example of an incident may
be cited which took place in the House of Commons in 1642 when
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Charles I had issued instructions for the arrest of some members of the
House of Commons alleged to be guilty of trecison. A rumour was spread in
the Parliament that the King was likely to enter the House with his armymen
to arrest those members of Parliament. The House of Commons requested
the members concerned to leave the House in order to avoid an ugly scene.
After some time, the King came along with the armymen and went straight
to the podium of the Speaker, and requested him to identify the members
whom he wanted to arrest and hand them over to him. The Speaker thereupon
stood up and fearlessly said, "Your Majesty, in this House, when I function
as the Speaker, I have no eyes to see and I have no ears to hear. I am the
servant of this House and I see with the eyes of this House and I hear with
the ears of this House. Your Majesty, I cannot oblige you." And when the
King was leaving along with his armymen humiliated, the members of the
House of Commons, shouted at the King, "Your Majesty, Breach of Privilege,
Breach of Privilege". In this manner the Parliament had asserted its voice
even against the King. May be the Speaker would have been slaughtered by
the armymen, but even at the cost of threat to his life, he established the
supremacy of the Parliament.
So far as Parliament is concerned, there is another extremely important
device in our political system, that is, the privileges of Parliament. Very often,
when discussions on privilege issues took place in the Parliament, whether
it was the House of Commons or our Parliament or any other Parliament of
the world, some felt that the question of privileges was only a question of
academic right of the members of Parliament and of Parliament as a whole.
But it is not so. There are a number of consequences of privileges; they are
very important. The Parliament in the existing political system has to protect
its own privileges as well as those of its members not only as some academic
right of the members but because there are social and economic consequences.
In bur Parliament, in the Fifth Lok Sabha (1971-1977), once I had raised
a question of privilege. It is a very interesting example. It pertained to the
MRTP Commission which exists in India for prevention of concentration of
economic power in the hands of a few. Section 62 of the MRTP Act prescribes
that whenever any case of any company or industrial house is referred by the
Government to the MRTP Commission for investigation and the Commission
submits a report to the Government, within six months of the submission of
such a report, the same alongwith the report on action taken by the
Government, has to be laid on the Table of both the Houses of Parliament.
I wanted to know what had happened to the report in the case of one particular
monopoly house. I knew that the issue had been referred to the Commission.
So, I went to the Library. To my shock and surprise I found that for a number
of years the reports of the MRTP Commission submitted to the Government
were not laid on the Table of the House as required under section 62 of the
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MRTP Act. So, I raised a question of privilege against the Law Minister,
Shn H.R. Gokhale. He observed that no doubt section 62 demanded that
those reports should be laid on the Table of the House, but that was not a
mandatory provision. I then requested him to consult the Attorney-General
and check up the legal position. After it was confirmed from the AttorneyGeneral that section 62 was a mandatory provision and it was violated, the
Minister tendered unqualified apology for having failed to place MRTP
Commission's reports before the House, and assured that such violation would
not be committed in future. One may call it only a technical violation; but it
is not so, because if the report submitted by the Commission regarding
monopoly houses to the Government is not laid on the Table of the House,
it cannot be discussed and, consequentiy, one does not know what action has
been taken. Therefore, the monopoly houses may go completely scot-free
from the clutches of the Government against the recommendations of the
Commission. There might also be disastrous consequences since malpractices
of a particular monopoly house may continue and to that extent the economy
of tKe country might suffer.
There are Tariff Commission reports also which are to be laid on the
Table of the House in Parliament in time, and if they are not laid, the economy
of the country is bound to suffer, since in the meantime the concerned
businessman or the industrialist who comes to know about certain aberrations
pointed out or certain changes suggested by the Tariff Commission, might
manipulate his accoimts and results. So, the privilege devices in the Parliament
are very important to see that no crisis takes place in the system, as far as
economic life is concerned.
Another aspect of the Parliament which can adversely affect the entire
political system pertains to the Money Bill, financial propositions before the
House, budgetary provisions, budgetary demands, etc. In our country,
however, not many Money Bills are now subjected to proper scrutiny. Take,
for instance, the presentation of the Budget in the Indian Parliament for the
last several years. One may find that sometimes a large number of the
Demands for Grants are not scrutinised by the Parliament for want of time.
After some Demands are discussed, others are just guillotined; they are taken
as adopted without discussion. It is, therefore, very necessary that if the role
of the Parliament in our political and economic system has to become very
effective, we must evolve a methodology by which none of the economic
aspects of the Budget would go unscrutinised by the Parliament.
In this connection, I would suggest that there should be a Standing Finance
Committee of representatives of both the Houses of Parliament. Under this
system, as soon as the Finance Minister presents the Budget to the Parliament,
the entire Budget with its Demands for Grants would be sent to the Standing
Finance Committee of the House which will discuss the demands of all the
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Ministries and scrutinise them. The Committee being a compact one, each
member of the Committee would get enough opportunity to express his or
her views. By this method, all the demands, allocations, expenditures, etc. of
each Ministry could be discussed and debated; and after proper scrutiny of
the budgetary demands, the Committee would formulate their report on the
Budget, which along with the suggestions made by the Government would
come for general discussion before the Parliament. So, even if the Parliament
is not able to discuss all the aspects on the floor of Parliament, at the
Committee level, every aspect of the Budget would undergo a thorough
scrutiny and no Ministry of the Government of India would go imscrutinised.
I also propose that as a convention all the Money Bills or every Bill that
has got financial implications, should be sent to the Standing Finance
Committee (which would be a sort of a Select Committee), and only when it
is scrutinised by them, the Money Bill should come back before the Parliament
for general discussion with the report as well as suggestions of the Standing
Finance Committee. The advantage at the Committee level would be that
every aspect could be scrutinised in depth. Although the Parliament is
supposed to act upon certain provisions of the Constitution, they are
sometimes totally ignored, for example, article 119 of our Constiuttion, which
says: 'The Parliament shall enact laws and rules to regulate the financial
business". Even 37 years after the Constitution came into operation, no laws
and rules have been framed to regulate the financial business of the Parliament,
as required by article 119 of the Constitution. Guillotining goes on
indiscriminately just by the voice vote of the Parliament. If the regulation of
financial business is governed not by majority in the House that by certain
rules, then the majority cannot suppress the voice of minority in the financial
matters. Then, guillotining cannot be ruthlessly resorted to. A notice already
given by me for framing of such rules has been accepted and the Rules
Committee would now examine the proposal to frame definite rules to ensure
that guillotining or regulation of the financial business would be subject to
certain rules.
In our democratic Constitution, there are built-in devices which create
certain safeguards for the effective functioning of the political system and
prevent it from acting in a manner that would be harmful to the system. For
example, in the Constitution, there is an article for the declaration of
Emergency in the country. Once the Emergency is declared, the fundamental
rights of the citizens are suspended and they can be detained without trial.
They cannot even seek the remedy. The founding fathers of the Indian
Constitution had envisaged the situations under which Proclamation of an
Emergency could be declared. According to the original provisions. Emergency
would be declared when there was a threat to the security of India or any of
its territory by war or external aggression or internal disturbance. The threat
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of internal disturbance could, however, be so widely interpreted that even a
democratic agitation may be considered a threat of internal disturbance, and
Emergency could be promulgated and people locked up in prisons and their
fundamental rights suspended. In 1977, by an amendment to the Constitution,
the constitutional provisions regarding Proclamation of Emergency were
amended. According to the amended Constitution the situations in which the
Government could request the President to proclaim Emergency, was when
there was a threat to the national security by war, external aggression or
armed rebellion in the country. The words, "internal disturbance" were
specifically substituted by "armed rebellion", thereby leaving no scope to
proclaim Emergency in case of some trade union agitation, peasants struggle
or some students movement. This instance indicates how certain built-in
devices in the Constitution, which if properly amended and framed, can
safeguard the parliamentary structure, and the fundamental rights under the
Constitution, and thus ensure that the political system is not allowed to be
subverted and the soul of the democratic system is not destroyed.
In this process, the Judiciary also comes to the help of Parliament and
even sometimes restrains the Parliament. For example, article 368 of our
Constitution, defines the power of Parliament to amend the Constitution.
Originally, according to article 368, the Parliament could amend the
Constitution by two-thirds majority of the members present and voting in
both the Houses of Parliament. So, a party with two-thirds majority in the
Parliament, could amend any part of the Constitution, even if it related to the
fundamental rights or the directive principles of the State policy. Originally,
there was also a lot of difference of opinion in the Judiciary about interpretation
of article 13(2). There had been certain important Supreme Court judgements
regarding the ambit and scope of these articles. The first one was on Sliankari
Prasad vs. Union of India case in 1951. The second was on Sajjan Singh vs. State
of Rajasthan case in 1965. The third and fourth cases were Golaknath vs. State
of Punjab in 1967 and Kesavananda Bharati vs. State of Kerala in 1973, respectively.
The pivotal point in the judgements of the Supreme Court was that the big
landlords who were opposed to certain land reforms in various States where
the concerned State Governments wanted to take over their surplus lands
and distribute them to the poor peasants, felt that it was a violation of the
fundamental "Right to Property" enshrined in the Constitution. The Right to
Property was, unfortunately, clubbed originally by the founding fathers along
with the Right to Freedom, etc. Therefore, some landlords approached the
Supreme Court on the ground that any legislation for redistribution of land,
attracted the provision of article 13(2) of the Constitution, which provided
that "the State shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the
rights conferred by this Part* and any law made in contravention of this
* Part ni of the Constitution, whidi pertains to "Fundamental Rights"
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clause shall, to the extent of the contravention, be void." Since, originally the
Right to Property was considered as a fundamental right, taking away the
landlords' lands and distributing them to the poor meant encroaching on
their fundamental right to property. Some landlords, therefore, said that no
amendment could be made in the Constitution which would validate that
particular legislation. Then, consistent with the interpretation of the
constitutional law and ordinary law by Frankfurt and others, the Supreme
Court, consecutively held on two occasions* that article 13(2) was not the
controlling clause for article 368, since an amendment to the Constitution
could be made under the constitutional law and article 13(2) referred only to
the ordinary laws passed by the Parliament and as such article 13(2) did not
control the amending power given by article 368. In Golaknath case, however,
the Supreme Court ruled that article 13(2) controlled article 368 and, therefore,
those parts of the Constitution which actually touched upon the right to
property could not even be amended.
In 1973, a very important judgement delivered by the Supreme Court
regarding power of the Parliament to amend the Constitution was the saving
grace for two extreme points of view. One extreme point of view was that the
Parhament was supreme and it could amend anything. As somebody has
said, the British Parliament C£in do everything except converting a man into
a woman ctnd a woman into a man. Such is the supremacy of the British
Parliament. So, one school of thought believed that any part of the Constitution
could be amended under article 368 by a two-third majority in the Parliament.
The second extreme view was that Parliament was not supreme; instead the
Constitution and the Judiciary were supreme. Both the extreme viewpoints,
in my view, were wrong and the saving grace was the judgement of the
Supreme Court in Kesavananda Bharati case in which a very fine legal argument
was brought forward. Because, the Supreme Court in that case upheld the
right of the Parliament under article 368 to amend any part of the Constitution,
stating that the title of article 368 of the Constitution was. Amendment o f the
Constitution, and that amending the Constitution was one thing and destroying
the Constitution was another. The Judges observed that if by the two-thirds
majority, the Parliament decided that there would be no parliamentary
democracy, nor the adult franchise, nor the secular character of the State, and
no separation of Judiciary and the Executive; then the democratic Constitution
will not be amended but destroyed. If the very soul of democratic life was
destroyed by just having a majority of two-thirds in the Parliament, the basic
document of democracy, i.e. the Constitution, will be used to destroy the
Constitution itself. So, the Judges introduced a very novel and ingenious
idea. According to them, under article 368, any part of the Constitution could
be amended by two-thirds majority of the Parliament, but the basic features
* Sajjan Singh case, and Shankari Prasad case.
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of the Constitution could not be changed at all. For instance, if one goes to
a tailor with a bush-shirt which is properly stitched but somewhere it needs
minor repairs; and the tailor starts destroying the entire bush-shirt, then he
is not doing the job of repairs which he has been asked to do. Therefore, the
Judges held that while amending the Constitution, making changes here and
there was a different thing, but the destruction of the very democratic structure
of the Constitution was not permissible. Unfortunately, during the Emergency,
a constitutional amendment adopted in the Rajya Sabha sought to give to the
Prime Minister, President, Vice-President and the Speaker of the Lok Sabha,
immunity from criminal prosecution in ordinary court of law. In simple words,
it meant that even if the Prime Minister had murdered a citizen, he would
not be tried in an ordinary court of law. Despite the Bill already having been
adopted in the Rajya Sabha, the burden of the sin was so heavy that the same
was not brought forward in the Lok Sabha and it died its own death. But,
had the Bill been enacted, it would have meant giving immunity from criminal
prosecution to some of the dignitaries of the country. Many such measures
were adopted by Forty-Second amendment of our Constitution. Of course,
the latter Parliament repealed most of such measures with the consent of
those who had formerly approved the constitutional amendment. Even if
that was not done, and if all those amendments made during the Emergency
were tested for legal scrutiny, they would have perhaps been held void,
because they violated the judgement in the Kesavananda case that the basic
democratic structure could not be touched. These illustrations indicate how
built-in devices in the Constitution can be utilised to defend and strengthen
the Parliament, democracy, and the Constitution.
There are other important provisions also in our Constitution, like articles
74 and 78. Article 74 of the Constitution provides that there shall be a Coimcil
of Ministers headed by the Prime Minister, to aid and advise the President
who shall, in the exercise of his functions, act in accordance with such advice.
The latter part of this article says whether and what advice was tendered by
the Ministers to the President shall not be questioned in any court of law. It
does not say anything about Parliament. However, my interpretation is that
though the advice given by the Cabinet to the President, cannot be questioned
in any court of law, but it can, however, be enquired into by the Parliament,
because the Constitution is silent on this aspect.
There is another safety valve, that is article 78 according to which all
Cabinet decisior\s relating to administration of the affairs of the Union,
proposals for legislation, and any such information sought by the President,
whenever it is called for, would be provided to him, by the Prime Minister,
who is obliged to do so. Last year, however, there was a controversy. If the
Prime Minister says that he has fulfilled his constitutional obligation and the
members of Parliament feel otherwise, can the Parliament debate or discuss
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it? On this point the Constitution of India is silent. I had, then, given a notice
for cimendment of the Constitution that the Parliament must have such right
because if the Constitution has provided for the relationship between the
Prime Minister and the President and if any member of Parliciment felt that
either of them has not j>erformed his stipulated duties, he should have the
right to enquire into the matter since no article in the Constitution can be free
from any remedy. One can go to the Supreme Court in case of violation of
any constitutional provisions, except articles 74 and 78, for which the doors
of the Court cannot be knocked. In such a situation, there must be a remedy.
Therefore, my contention is that, by implication, today also that remedy is
available in the Parliament. But if some interpret that it is not available because
of the Constitution being silent on the issue, I would propose that a definite
provision be made in the Constitution saying that if the 'aid and advice' is
not given by the Council of Ministers to ^ e President and that if the duties
to be performed by the Prime Minister towards the President are not at all
fulfilled, then it could be enquired into by the Parliament.
As far as the parliamentary democratic system is concerned, there might
be many aberrations and shortcomings. But, of all the systems that are
available, the existing parliamentary system, in which there is a collective
responsibility of the Cabinet and accountability of the Government to the
Parliament, is by far the best system. In fact, those who have a grouse against
the parliamentary system have no grouse against the parliamentary form of
Government as such but against the electoral system. According to them, the
Parliament in India has been paradoxically the one in which a party can rule
even with a minority vote. That is not the defect of the parliamentary system,
but that of the electoral system. Therefore, electoral reforms are necessary to
make the Parliament more vital, more effective and more representative of
the people, and thus, along with more responsibility and accountability,
excellence can be achieved in the functioning of parliamentary democracy.
The paradox in the electoral system in India has been that in almost aU
the general elections right from 1952 up to 1984, any ruling party which has
ruled at the Centre had minority vote but majority of seats. It has happened
because of the existence of a large number of parties as a result of vote
against the ruling party is divided among a large number of Opposition
parties. Therefore, even with 40 per cent votes a party can rule.
Secondly, sometimes the right type of persons do not get elected to the
Parliament. One might be popular but not competent. How then will it be
possible to weld together ability and representation in Parliament? For that
purpose, the West German electoral system, which is partly like the Indian
pattern and partly the list system is preferable. Half the members of Parliament
for the West German Parliament are directly elected from a single-member
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constituency as in India and an equal number selected from the lists supplied
by political parties under the 'List System' prevalent there on the basis of
percentage of votes secured by parties. But in India, where 100 per cent
members are directly elected and there are a large number of political parties
among which vote is divided, a party may not even win a single seat despite
having a good number of votes. To avoid that, I suggest the West German
pattern to be adopted in India.
Suppose, my party {i.e. Janata Party) gets 25 persons elected to the
Parliament from various single member constituencies as at present and gets
about 20 per cent votes throughout India. If the Parliament by law decides
that one per cent vote will qualify for one additional seat for that party, then
my party gets 20 additional seats. How shall my party get those 20 seats?
Under the revised system, every party would have to give to the Election
Commission a list of about 70 members in order of preference. In addition to
directly elected members, the Election Commission will allot seats in the
order of preference from the list to that party in proportion to their percentage
of votes. Those people from the list would not actually go through the
humdrum of elections, spend money and go roimd for campaigning. Then
the parties can choose some of the best among the economists, educationists,
agriculturists, industrialists, trade uiuonists, etc. and put them in their lists.
Now, by the method of List System, if the elected members sit on the
Opposition benches, the calibre of the Opposition will improve and if they
belong to the ruling party, the administrative talent of that party will improve.
The overall performance of the Parliament will thus improve in general.
Secondly, because of the additional seats given to every party, the present
disparity between the votes and the seats would be reduced.
Thirdly, if there is State funding of election as in West Germany, the role
of money would be abolished. In India, there are many parties. There is
family planning for population control. But there is no family pleinning of
political parties. Now, what should be the method of funding by the State?
In West Germany, the Government gives assistance to all parties for elections.
Hundreds of parties and an equal number of independent candidates might
be there. But all of them are not entitled to financial assistance. They have
fixed a minimum percentage of votes in the previous election. Only those
parties which exceeded that percentage are entitled for financial assistance.
This resulted in the process of consolidation of parties automatically and
now hardly three important parties are there.
In India, if the State starts financing elections, then a minimum percentage
of votes throughout India can be fixed and in that case the small splinter
groups which get only a small percentage of votes will have the tendency to
merge with the nearest mainstream party. Therefore, there will be more and
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more political consolidation and less division of votes among the Opposition.
Thus rule by a party with minority vote can be prevented.
We can have a very vigilant Parliament, an ideal Constitution, an impartial
Judiciary and a fearless Press as the checks and balances of our democracy,
but still the most important and precious entity is the human being. As
someone has rightiy said:
Liberty lives in the hearts of men and women and when it dies there,
no Parliament, no Judiciary, no Constitution, can save the country.
In the final analysis, it is the political education of the people who have
to make the final choice of their representatives. Such education does not
mean class-room education or the study classes conducted in the schools or
colleges. A person gets politically conscious by democratic movements,
democratic education, etc. A person with high academic qualifications might
not necessarily, have political consciousness. On the contrary, illiterate peasants
and workers who, because of their participation in their movements, might
have acquired a sharp political consciousness. So, formal education is not
necessarily co-terminus with political consciousness. Political consciousness
grows out of the campaigns and political training, through struggles, through
constructive activities and through induction of ideas among the masses by
the political parties. That ultimately is the final infrastructure of Parliament
and of democracy and to the extent we are able to strengthen. Parliament,
duly elected by the people, conscious of principles, policies and programmes,
would be able to give better accountability and stability to our political system.

THE FUTURE OF PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY*
—Madhu Dandavate

In the 50th year of the Indian Parliament, it is worthwhile to review the
working of parliamentary democracy and assess its future. This assessment
will clearly demonstrate that our nation's resolve to prefer parliamentary
democracy to Presidential system was an appropriate decision in the wider
interests of the democratic process in India.

Constituent Assembly's Approach
The Constituent Assembly of India which framed our Constitution had
carefully applied its mind to the problem of devising a democratic system,
suited to the Indian genius. The two systems which were uppermost in the
minds of the Constituent Assembly members were parliamentary democracy
and Presidential system.
A serious debate has been initiated in recent times regarding the viability
of parliamentary democracy and the Cabinet form of Government. The debate
has been provoked more by the fear of political instability than by
consideration of the intrinsic merits or demerits of the existing system of
parliamentciry democracy in which precedence is given to accountability over
stability.
There are some politicians as well as analysts who are toying with the
idea of Presidential system in which more stability is provided at the cost of
Parliamentary accountability. The Cabinet Minister, under such a system,
need not be a member of Parliament; several decisions can be taken without
the concurrence of Parliament and parliamentary accountability is reduced to
a mockery. But the most serious consequence of the Presidential system is
that whatever be the outcome of the Presidential system in developed
countries, in developing countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, the
Presidential system has degenerated into some form of dictatorship. In search
of elusive stability, India cannot afford to pave the way for such a dictatorship.
We must remember that the Constituent Assembly, even after the partition
of India accompanied by mass violence and political instability preferred
parliamentary democracy to the Presidential system, because it gave
precedence to accountability and not stability.
* Reproduced from Malhotra G.C., Ed.: Fifty Years of Indian Parliament (New Delhi, Lok Sabha
Secretariat, 2002) pp. 366-372.
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Aberrations in the Electoral System
Several distortions in the present system of parliamentary democracy
have arisen not because of the inherent defects in the system. They stem from
the aberrations and inequities in our electoral system. Consider the emerging
electoral scene since the elections to the Lok Sabha from 1952 to 1971, There
were wide disparities between the votes polled and seats won by the ruling
party and the Opposition parties. The picture that emerged was as follows:
Ruling Congress Party
Year

% of Votes

Opposition parties
(combined)

% of Seats

% of Votes

% of Seats

1952

45

74.4

55.0

25.6

1957

47

75.1

52.3

24.9

1962

44.7

73

55.3

27.0

1967

40.9

54.4

59.1

45.6

1971

43.5

67.9

56.4

32.1

These figures reveal a wide disparity between the votes polled and seats
won by the ruling and Opposition parties. The ruling party had a minority
vote, but in view of the division of votes in the Opposition, there were minority
Governments at the Centre even during one dominant party rule.
The wide gaps between the votes polled and seats won have nothing to
do with the structure of parliamentary democracy. They are the outcome of
the existing faulty electoral process which needs radical electoral reforms so
as to ensure stability.

German Model of Elections
Two important aspects of the electoral process in Germany have led to
more stability. The electoral system in Germany is a system of dual voting.
Half the strength of the Parliament members is elected as in India on the
basis of a single member constituency with candidates put up by parties as
in India. The other half of Parliament is elected by the List System, imder
which each voter is required to cast two votes, one for a candidate as in India
and through the other vote, the voter is expected to express his preference
only for a party which he accepts. On the basis of a formula agreed upon by
all parties, additional seats are allotted to every party on the basis of party
votes. Thus, the seats won by each contestant party are upgraded. As a result,
the wide gap between the votes polled and the number of candidates elected
is substantially reduced. Through the List System, parties can induct in
Parliament persons who are experts in different fields which can improve the
performance of parliamentarians.
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Another important aspect of the electoral process in Germany is the state
funding of elections o f party candidates. To simplify the process, in consultation
with the parties, the limit of minimum percentage of votes polled by a party
to qualify for state funding of party candidates in the previous elections is
fixed. Those parties which were small ones and never expected to secure the
minimum percentage of votes to qualify for state funding, developed a
tendency to merge with large parties with whom they had commonality of
approach and identical perspectives. This accelerated a new process of
consolidation of like-minded parties, the fractured vote was avoided as only
a few parties survived and a new polarization of parties emerged avoiding
the proliferation of parties leading to a further fractured verdict at the poll,
paving the way for the stability of parliamentary democracy.

Challenges before Our Polity
Inner Contradictions
The stability of parliamentary democracy does not depend merely on the
theory of numbers in the Parliament and in the State Legislatures. The social
and economic strains in society also contribute to instability of parliamentary
democracy. While replying to the debate in the Constituent Assembly,
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, one of the founding fathers of the Indian Constitution,
observed:
"...On 26 January 1950, we are going to enter into a life of contradictions.
In politics, we will have equality and in social and economic life we will
have inequahty.... How long shall we continue to live in this life of
contradictions? How long shall we continue to deny equality in our social
and economic life? If we continue to deny it for long, we will do so by
putting our political democracy in peril. We must remove this
contradiction at the earliest possible moment or else those who suffer
from inequality will blow up the structure of political democracy which
this Assembly has so laboriously built."
As the architect of India's Constitution had rightly warned, the stability
of parliamentary democracy will come not merely from a stable majority in
Parliament, but from an environment in our society in which economic and
social equality is ensured. Let it be realized that acute inequalities are the
most explosive material that can blow up the edifice of parliamentary
democracy.
Power to Grassroots
The system of democracy in a vast country like ours with a wide diversity
of needs and resources can never be sustained if our structure of parliamentary
democracy is top heavy with power and resources following a trickle-down
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theory from the top. What is needed is power emanating from the grassroots
in a decentralized way.
When the initial draft of the Constitution was framed, there was no
reference at all to decentralize Panchayati Raj Institutions. It is only when
some devout Gandhians pointed out this lacunae to the President of the
Constituent Assembly, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Article 40 was introduced in
Part-IV of the Directive Principles of State Policy which stated, 'The State
shall take steps to organize village panchayats and endow them with such
powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as
units of self-government."
It was only the Constitution's 73rd Amendment Act 1992 that spelt out
Part IX of the Constitution on panchayats. Despite this constitutional
amendment, the decentralized structure of parliamentary democracy still
remains extremely inadequate. Besides, empowerment of women at all
legislative levels is yet to be ensured through constitutional amendment.
Who is Supreme?
In the history of parliamentary democracy, repeatedly a debate has been
raised as to who is supreme. After various judicial pronouncements, there
need be no controversy about this aspect. According to the structure of our
Constitution, the people are sovereign in electing the representative
Government, the Parliament is supreme in enacting laws and amending
Constitution, but the Supreme Court is supreme in deciding whether the
laws made and amendments introduced in the Constitution by Parliament
are consistent with the basic democratic structure of the Constitution as so
clearly stated in the Kesavananda Bharati judgment of the Supreme Court. This
judgment has struck a delicate balance between the extreme positions taken
in the earlier judgments. The Kesavananda Bharati judgment has really been a
safety valve for people's liberties and the power of Parliament. Our nation
has realized this fact after the bitter experience of the national emergency
that was declared in 1975. During the emergency, not only the civil liberties
of the people were under attack but Parliament was used to make some
unacceptable constitutional amendments. The Rajya Sabha had adopted a
bill that gave immunity from criminal prosecution to the President,
Vice-President, Prime Minister and Speaker of the Lok Sabha in normal courts.
It was a saving grace that this atrocious bill was not brought in the Lok Sabha
for adoption. There could have been nothing more disastrous than placing
these high dignitaries above law. But the thrust of the 42nd Constitutional
Amendment was so obviously violative of the Kesavananda Bharati judgment
that even those who had adopted these anti-democratic measures during the
emergency realized that they won't stand the test of judicial scrutiny by the
full Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court. As a result, in the new set-up
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of Parliament after 1977, most of the anti-democratic constitutional amendment
bills were unanimously withdrawn since they were in sharp conflict with the
Kesavananda Bharati judgment.
Privilege: Instrument o f Accountability
Since the Constituent Assembly preferred parliamentary democracy
because it offers maximum accountability, it is of utmost importance for the
parliamentarians to use the parliamentary device of privileges to ensure
accountability of the Government in various fields. If the Ministers fail to
fulfil the obligations of the provisions of the Constitution or of the laws
formulated by Parliament, their lapses can be raised through the mechanism
of privileges and the matter can be set right. I vividly recall a matter that had
been raised in the Lok Sabha through a notice for the breach of privilege by
a Minister. The case of a business firm which was alleged to have committed
several irregularities was referred to the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade
Practices Commission (MRTPC) by the Government. Though the Commission
had already submitted its report about the business firm, as required by
Section 62 of the MRTP Act, the report was not placed by the concerned
Minister on the Table of both the Houses of Parliament within six months of
the submission of the report. This was a clear breach of the MRTP Act. The
issue was raised through a privilege notice and the Minister of Law and
Company Affairs had to offer an apology to the House for his lapse, with an
assurance to the House that in future all reports submitted by the MRTP
Commission would be laid on the Table of both the Houses of Parliament as
required by the Act. The compliance of the provisions of law could thus be
ensured thorough the device of privilege.
In this context, it is worth recalling the Mudgal case. There was a glaring
case of corruption by Mudgal, a member of the Provisional Parliament in
1951. The matter was referred to an ad hoc Committee of Parliament which
discovered that Mudgal was guilty of more corrupt practices than were
mentioned in the privilege notice. The Committee recommended expulsion
of Mudgal from the House. Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru moved the
resolution proposing expulsion of the concerned member from the Parliament.
The member resigned from the membership of the House. In a resolution, the
House accepted the Committee findings and deprecated Mudgal's attempt to
circumvent the effects of the motion expelling him from the House by his
resignation which constituted a contempt of the House and aggravated his
offence.
Accountability of Budget
If one scans the budgetary discussion for several years, it is found that
80 to 85 per cent of the budgetary Demands of various Ministries could not
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be scrutinized for want of time. It is during the discussion on the Demands
of various Ministries that the working of these Ministries becomes accountable
to the Parliament. When 80 to 85 per cent of the Demands is not discussed
at all, accountability of the Ministries is reduced to a mockery. To correct this
aberration, I continually pleaded for years for the appointment of Joint
Standing Finance Committee of both the Houses of Parliament which could
fully scrutinize all the Demands of the Ministries and evaluate their working.
Now Standing Committees for different Ministries are formed and their work
has become just a ritual. After the Budget is presented in Parliament, a few
weeks are taken by the Standing Committees to study the Demands and the
working of Ministries for which the Parliament is adjourned. Both the Houses
of Parliament take up the Budget discussion only after various economic and
financial institutions, newspapers and economic journals, universities and
economic institutes have already discussed the Budget threadbare. Thus, there
is staleness in the debates in Parliament and hardly any fresh and innovative
approach emanates from these discussions.
Fractured Verdict and Coalitions
After the first General Elections in 1952, India's experiment of
parliamentary democracy was based on a pattern of one dominant party
rule, for historical reasons rooted in the nation's freedom struggle. But
gradually there was a shift in this picture. There was a proliferation of national
as well as regional parties. This proliferation of parties was not so much on
ideological and political grounds. The splintering of parties, personality based
parties, emergence of regional parties in the absence of the failure of the
national leadership to integrate legitimate regional aspirations with the wider
national ethos, etc. coupled with the spate of unprincipled defections with
defectors forming new parties of political groups, led to fractured verdicts in
the polls. The verdict was so fractured that even the established national
parties could not think of a coalition without the association of regional and
sub-regional groups. As stated earlier, if a German model of electoral process
is adopted, substantially reducing the gap between votes polled and seats
won, and in addition if a system of state funding of elections as in Germany
linked with a minimum percentage of votes secured by parties is introduced,
the process of consolidation of like-minded parties with the prospect of state
funding for an enlarged consolidated party would definitely increase. The
process of political polarization and consolidation would begin. The process
will be undertaken by parties cautiously and yet the experiment of evolving
a stable system of parliamentary democracy will gain momentum.
But even for this process to be consciously taken forward, for a few
years, the experiment of coalitions is inevitable. However, a Coalition
Government at the Centre which has to face national as well as international
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issues must have a commonality of approach and perspective. If the effort of
each partner of the coalition is only to grab as much benefit as possible for
future political contingency, the impact of such a coalition on future elections
will be adverse. Let it not be forgotten that in different countries of Europe,
28 coalitions survived their full term of office in different periods, only because
they had hammered out minimum agreed policies and programmes to be
implemented with zest with a common code of conduct to which all coalition
partners had an irrevocable commitment. Only future will bear out whether
there is a realization of the mechanics as well as ethics of coalition experiment
in a parliamentary democracy which rests on the values of liberty, equality,
secularism, responsibility and tolerance. These values are the basis of a coalition
culture, whose absence would hasten the doom of the coalition experiment
and in the process, imperil the institution of parliamentary democracy. This
is a warning of history that democrats would overlook at the cost of the very
future of the country.

With Shri V.P. Singh, the former Prime Minister and Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan at the
India International Centre, New Delhi at the function to release his last book.
Dialogue with Life and screening of the film,
'Trom Azadi to Antyodaya — A Socialist's Struggle"
made on him by Shri Suhas Borker

In a Meeting to release a book on Women Freedom Fighters along with
Shri Prabhubhai Sanghavi and noted Gandhian, Smt. Usha Mehta
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TRIBUTES PAID TO PROFESSOR MADHU DANDAVATE
I. TRIBUTES PAID IN LOK SABHA*
SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE, HON. SPEAKER, LOK SABHA :
Professor Madhu Dandavate was a member of the Fifth to the Ninth
Lok Sabha from 1971 to 1991, representing the Rajapur Parliamentary
Constituency of Maharashtra. Earlier he was a member of the Maharashtra
Legislative Council from 1970 to 1971.
A veteran Socialist leader. Professor Madhu Dandavate was one of the
towering figures of post-Independence public life in the country. He was an
outstanding parliamentarian, an able administrator and above all a leader of
unquestionable integrity and transparent honesty. A true patriot and a
nationalist to the core. Professor Dandavate actively participated in the Quit
India Movement and later in 1955, in the movement to liberate Goa from
Portuguese rule. He also took part in the Samyukta Maharashtra Movement.
Bom on 21 January 1924 in Ahmednagar, Professor Dandavate had his
education in Maharashtra and obtained his Post Graduate Degree in Science
from the prestigious Royal Institute of Science, Bombay. Later he was a
Lecturer in Physics, including nuclear Physics, at Siddharth College, Bombay,
where he rose to become the Vice-Principal. He had shone brilliantly both as
a student and as a Professor and left his mark in academics as he did later
in public life. He was also a trustee of the Yusuf Meherally Education Society.
A parliamentarian of exceptional skill. Professor Dandavate greatly
enriched democratic life in the country for more than half a century, both in
and outside Parliament. His thought provoking, analytical and incisive
speeches, laced with humour and on subjects of immense social relevance,
were greatly inspiring. Highly articulate and clear in his thinking. Professor
Dandavate contributed significantly to the proceedings in the House and
always conducted himself with enormous dignity and poise. His knowledge
of the rules and parliamentary procedure was exemplary. He made intelligent
use of the various parliamentary devices to raise issues of genuine public
importance and to make the Government answerable. His was one of the
most powerful and progressive voices in Parliament and outside in defence
of democracy and the socialist and secular values in the country. An
*LS. Deb,, 23 November 2005.
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embodiment of gentleness, sparkling intellect and above all humanism, he
was a role model for those in public life, particularly for the young
parliamentarians.
Professor Dandavate's administrative capabilities were amply established
while he served as the Union Minister of Railways from 1977 to 1979 and as
the Minister of Finance from 1989 to 1990. As the Railway Minister, he brought
the Railway network into Konkan, and as Finance Minister, he pioneered
ways and means of detecting undeclared sources of income and for widening
the tax net. His sound understanding of economics and fiscal issues, stood in
good stead when he served the country as the Deputy Chairman of the
Planning Commission later. He was a member of Business Advisory
Committee from 1980 to 1984 and of Estimates Committee from 1985 to 1986.
Recognised across the country as one of the prominent erudite politicianscholars, wedded to socialism and Gandhian principles. Professor Dandavate
had authored several books, some of the notable among them being. Three
Decades of Indian Communism; Marx and Gandhi; Gandhiji's Impact on Socialist
Thinking; Yusuf Meherally ~ A Quest for New Horizon; Jayaprakash Narayan: The
Man and His Ideas; and A Dialogue with Life.
Through his amiable and caring disposition, through his hard work and
commitment and through his intelligent and constructive approach, he
endeared himself to everyone with whom he had come in contact. In his
passing away, the country has lost an outstanding parliamentarian, a great
human being, a leader of the masses and a champion of the downtrodden
and of the working class and a many-splendoured personality.

II. TRIBUTES PAID BY EMINENT LEADERS
SHRI BHAIRON SINGH SHEKHAWAT, VICE-PRESIDENT OF INDIA:
"Professor Madhu Dandavate was a noted financial expert and a social
worker."
DR. MANMOHAN SINGH, PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA:
"Professor Dandavate upheld the highest values in public Ufe. An outstanding
parliamentarian, his participation in debates and in activities of Parliament
will be cherished for a long time. He would also be remembered for his
invaluable contribution to public services in his long and distinguished
political career."
SHRI S. JAIPAL REDDY, UNION MINISTER OF INFORMATION AND
BROADCASTING: "Professor Dandavate was a true Gandhian who fought
for social causes throughout his life. In his demise the nation has lost a great
crusader for social causes."
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SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM, UNION MINISTER OF FINANCE : "Professor
Dandavate was an eminent parliamentarian who brought his wide-ranging
knowledge on various subjects to the debates in Parliament...."
SHRI RAM NAIK, FORMER UNION MINISTER OF PETROLEUM : "The
nation has lost a great parliamentarian of the old generation, A devoted
Socialist, Professor Dandavate was respected even by his political opponents
due to his sincerity and loving nature."
SHRI VILASRAO DESHMUKH, CHIEF MINISTER OF MAHARASHTRA:
"Professor Madhu Dandavate was a symbol of simple lifestyle and high
ideals who strived for turning the dream of Konkan Railways into a reality."
SHRI GOPINATH MUNDE, FORMER DEPUTY CHIEF MINISTER OF
MAHARASHTRA: "Professor Dandavate was a 'true follower' of noted
Socialist, Sane Guruji. He was honest in his thought and deeds till the last
breath and dedicated his life for the masses. It is a great loss."
SHRI SURESH PRABHU, M.R, LOK SABHA: "We have lost one of the
greatest parliamentarians and a great human being, who really lived public
life in a manner which can be the guidance for all future parliamentarians.
His speeches in Parliament used to be laced with humour, substance and
social relevance."
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